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Doctors of Philosophy of Bryn Mawr College.
Bartlett, Helen 204 Randolph Avenue, Peoria, 111.
Boring, Alice Middleton University Inn, Orono, Me.
Assistant Professor of Zoology, University of Maine, 1909-12.
Bourland, Caroline Brown, Peoria, 111.
Associate Professor of Spanish and French, Smith College, 1906-12.
Breed, Mary Bidwell, Read Hall, Columbia, Mo.
Adviser of Women, University of Missouri, 1906-12.
Bunting, Martha, 1434 Pine St., Philadelphia.
Byrnes, Esther Fussell, . . 193 Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn, New York City.
Teacher of Physiology and Zoology in the Girls' High School, Brooklyn, New York City,
1897-1912.
Claflin, Edith Frances, Monticello Seminary, Godfrey, 111.
Head of the Classical Department in Monticello Seminary, Godfrey, 111., 1907-12.
Coulter, Cornelia Catlin,
Care of Mrs. Abernethy, Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Reader in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Dudley, Louise, Georgetown, Ky.
Instructor in English Literature, Mt. Holyoke, College, South Hadley, Mass., 1910-12.
Ellis, Ellen Deborah,. .Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Associate Professor of History and Political Science, Mt. Holyoke College, 1911-12.
Emery, Annie Crosby, 163 George Street, Providence, R. I.
Married, 1905, Professor Francis Greenleaf Allinson.
Evers, Helen Margaret, 11507 Mayfield Road, Cleveland, O.
Instructor in Romance Languages, College for Women of Western Reserve University,
1910-11.
Franklin, Susan Braley, 33 Central Park West, New York City.
Gentry, Ruth, Stilesville, Ind.
Hall, Edith Hayward, Woodstock, Conn.
Assistant Curator, University of Pennsylvania, 1912. Member of Archaeological Expedi-
tion to Crete, Second Semester, 1911—12.
Harper, Carrie Anna, Sunderland, Mass.
Associate Professor of English Literature, Mt. Holyoke College, 1911-12.
Hussey, Mary Inda, 8 Ocean Pathway, Ocean Grove, N. J.
Editor of Tablets in Semitic Museum of Havard University, 1911-12.
King, Helen Dean, 17 Elliott Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Associate in Anatomy, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Laird, Elizabeth Rebecca, . . Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Professor of Physics, Mt. Holyoke College, 1904-12.
Leftwich, Florence, Biltmore, N. C.
Married, 1903, Mr. S. Prioleau Ravenel.
Lord, Eleanor Louisa, 2326 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Dean of Goucher College, 1911-12.
Lowater, Frances, Rockford College, Rockford, 111.
Professor of Physics, Rockford College, 1911-12.
Lyon, Dorothy Wilberforce, .Ventry, Castleton-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.
Married, 1900, Mr. Emmons Bryant. One daughter, one son.
MacDonald, Margaret Baxter, State College, Pa.
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Chemistry, Pennsylvania State College, 1910-12.
Maddison, Isabel, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Recording Dean and Assistant to the President, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Martin, Emilie Norton, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Associate Professor of Mathematics, Mt. Holyoke College, 1911-12.
(5)
6 Masters of Arts
Xeilson, Nellie, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadlev, Mass.
Professor of History, Mt. Holyoke College, 1904^12.
Nichols, Helen Hawley, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Instructor in Biblical Literature, Wellesley College, 1911-12.
Ogden, Ellex Seton, St. Agnes School, Albany, X. Y.
Head of English Department and Instructor in Biblical Study, St. Agnes School, 1902-12.
Parris, Marion, Wyndon Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Associate Professor of Economics and Polities, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Peebles, Florence, 815 Old Lancaster Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of Science in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906—12, and Private Tutor,
1907-12.
Peebles, Rose Jeffries, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, X. Y.
Instructor in English, Vassar College, 1909-12.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mart, .2400 Van Xess Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Married, 1910, Mr. Eric Charles William Scheel Lyders. One daughter.
Ragsdale, Virginia, Jamestown, X. C.
Reimer, Marie, 420 West 118th Street, Xew York City.
Associate Professor of Chemistry, Barnard College, 1910—12.
Reynolds, Grace Potter, 98 Bedford Street, Stamford, Conn.
Research Worker in Chemistry, Barnard College, 1910-12.
Ritchie, Mary Helen, Died, 1905.
Schaeffer, Helen Elizabeth, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Reader in Mathematics, Bryn Mam College, Semester II, 1909-10, 1911-12.
Married, 1908, Dr. William Bashford Huff.
Stevens, Xettie Maria, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Associate in Experimental Morphology, Bryn Mawr College, 1905—12.
Stites, Sara Henry, 78 South Franklin Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Principal of the Wilkes Barre Institute, Wilkes Barre, 1904-12.
Sweet, Marguerite, 250 W. 72nd Street, Xew York City.
Principal of the Hawthorne School, Xew York City, 1906—12.
Trayer, Hope, 26 Oakland Terrace, Hartford, Conn.
Teacher of English Literature, Mills College, Cal. 1909-12.
Urdahl, Margerethe, Charleston, 111.
Married, 1906, Mr. Lewis Albert Anderson.
Warren, Wintered, 805 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, X. Y.
Married, 1902, Professor George Arthur Wilson.
Willis, Gwendolen Brown, 941 Lake Avenue, Racine, Wis.
Professor of Greek, Milwaukee-Downer College, and Teacher of Latin in Milwaukee-
Downer Seminary, 1904- 12.
Master of Arts of Bryn Mawr College.
Adaire, Nannie, 1904, 1227 W. Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the William Penn High School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Albee, Maria Hawes, 1904, 36 Everitt Street, Xew Haven, Conn.
Business and Purchasing Agent, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Albert, Grace, 1897, The Students' Inn, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Head of Department of History in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-12.
Allen, Hope Emily, 1905, Kenwood, X. Y.
Research Student in English, British Museum and Xewnham College, Cambridge, England,
1910-12.
Bartlett, Helen, See page 5.
Bates, Theodora, 1905, 35 Brewster Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Teacher of French in Miss Madeira's School, Washington, D. C, 1910-12.
Bennett, Ethel Mary, 1905, Sharon Hill, Pa.
Married, 1906, Dr. Arthur Parker Hitchens. One daughter (+ 1911).
Masters of Arts 7
Blake, Sue Avis, 1898, Merion, Pa.
Instructor in Physics, Smith College, 1910-12.
Bliss, Eleanora Frances, 1904, Fort Totten, Long Island, N. Y.
Graduate Student in Geology, Bryn JMawr College, 1911-12.
Boring, Alice Middleton, 1904 See page 5.
Branson, Anna Mary, 1903, Alpine, Tex.
Breed, Mart Bidwell, See page 5.
Brownell, Jane Louise, 1893, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Head of the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-12.
Buffum, Marianna Xicholson, 1902,
749 West Washington Street, Jackson, Mich.
Married, 1908, Mr. Perry Childs Hill. Two sons (one + 1909).
Bunker, Marie Rowland, 1907, Overbrook, Philadelphia.
Teacher of French and German in the William Penn High School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Byrnes, Esther Fussell, See page 5
,
Clark, Mabel Parker, 1899, 145 West 78th Street, New York City.
Married, 1894, Dr. John Henry Huddleston. Two daughters, one son.
Collins, Ruth, 1910, 412 N. 34th Street, Philadelphia.
Instructor in English in the Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, and Graduate Student, Bryn
Mawr CoUege, 1911-12.
Dillin, Margaret Sidner, 1909, Radnor, Pa.
Teacher of English in the Radnor High School, 1910-12.
Dimon, Abigail Camp, 1896, 367 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y.
Reader in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Ellis, Ellen Deborah, 1901, See page 5.
Farnham, Lois Anna, 1900,. . .22 Old Lancaster Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1903, Professor David Wilbur Horn. Three daughters.
r ' Fay, Mary Luella, 4887, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of History in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, 1903-12.
Flickinger, Alice, 1906,
227 Orchard Avenue, Webster Groves Station, St. Louis, Mo.
Foster, Elizabeth Andros, 1908, Glendale Road, Sharon, Mass.
Assistant in French and Instructor in Spanish in Wells College, 1911-12.
Fowler, Eugenia, 1901, . .90 Morningside Drive, West, New York City.
Married, 1909, Mr. Mahlon Kemmerer Neale.
Gardner, Julia Anna, 1905,. . . .827 Hamilton Terrace, Baltimore, Md.
Instructor in Palaeontology, Johns Hopkins University, 1911-12.
Giles, Ellen Rose, 1896, 87 Via Roma, Sassari, Sardinia.
Goff, Leah, 1889, Rosemont, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Alba Boardman Johnson.
Haines, Jane Bowne, 1891, Cheltenham, Pa.
Hamilton, Edith, 1894, 1312 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Head Mistress of the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md., 1896-1912.
Harris, Elizabeth, 1890, Clayton, Mo.
Married, 1896, Professor Edward Harrison Reiser. Five sons, one daughter.
Heritage, Gertrude Langden, 1896,
636 S. Walnut Street, West Chester, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. Francis Harvey Green.
Hodge, Helen Henry, 1900,. .301 S. Franklin Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Co-Principal, Wilkes Barre Institute, 1904-12.
Hopkins, Mary Delia, 1896 , ClintoD, N. Y.
Teacher of Latin, English and German in the Veltin School, New York City, 1908-12.
Houghton, Katherine Martha, 1900,
133 Hawthorn Street, Hartford, Conn.
Married, 1904, Dr. Thomas Norval Hepburn. Two sons, one daughter.
8 Masters of Arts
Hott, Helen Strong, 1897,
Care of C. N. Loveland, Esq., 608 Coal Exchange, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Jeffers, Mary, 1895, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Reader in Elementary German, Bryn Mawr College and Private Tutor, 1901-12.
Johnson, Miriam Leigh, 1905, 752 North 40th Street, Philadelphia.
Jonas, Anna Isabel, 1904, Bridgeton, N. J.
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Jones, Grace Latimer, 1900, 1175 E. Broad Street, Columbus, O.
Principal of Columbus School for Girls, Columbus, and Teacher of English, 1904-12.
Jurist, Helen Stieglitz, 1909, 916 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1910-12.
Keiller, Mabel Mathewson, 1908,. . . .Ascham Hall, Charleston, S. C.
Teacher in Ascham Hall, 1911-12.
King, Georgiana Goddard, 1896, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Reader in English and Lecturer in Art, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12; Travelling, 1911-12.
Lamberton, Helen, 1907, 753 Corinthian Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Germantown High School for Girls, Philadelphia, 1910-
12.
Latimer, Caroline Wormelet, 1896,
246 W. Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Md.
Writer on Medical Subjects, 1910-12.
Lee, Elva, 1893, Randolph, N. Y.
Locke, Grace Perley, 1898, 179 State Street, Portland, Me.
Lowengrund, Helen Moss, 1906,... 1827 N. 18th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Montgomery, Amelia, 1905, Quincy, 111.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Douglas Carter.
Moser, Lillian Virginia, 1893,. . . .812 S. West Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Teacher of French and German in the Wayneflete School, Portland, Me., 1909-12.
Neilson, Nellie, See page 6.
Nichols, Content Shepard, 1899, 95 Carroll Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Teacher in Private School, Binghamton, 1911-12.
Norris, Bertha Cornelia, 1904, Torrington, Conn.
Teacher of Latin and English and Head of the College Preparatory Department, Belmont
College, Nashville, Tenn., 1911-12.
Norris, Mary Rachel, 1906, Torrington, Conn.
Teacher of English and History in Miss Cowle's School, Hollidaysburg, Pa., 1911-12.
Oberge, Ullericka Hendrietta, 1898, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher of History and Economics in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1904-12.
Olsen, Sophie Yhlen, 1898, Kastelsvej 25, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Teacher in English in the State College of Teachers, Copenhagen, 1908-12.
Married, 1902, Dr. Henrik Bertelsen.
O'Neil, Elizabeth Breading, 1903, Forest Avenue, Ben Avon, Pa.
Park, Marion Edwards, 1898, Oberlin, O.
Acting Dean of Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Perkins, Agnes Frances, 1898, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Associate Professor of English Composition, Wellesley College, 1911-12.
Pettit, Edith, 1895, 4100 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. Adolphe Edward Borie, 3rd.
Pond, Millicent, 1911, State College, Pa.
Teacher in the North East High School for Girls, Philadelphia, 1910-11.
Rambo, Eleanor Ferguson, 1908, . 1920 N. Camac Street, Philadelphia.
Private Tutor, 1910-12, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College.
Rembaugh, Bertha, 1897, 1 Broadway, New York City.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 1904-12.
Rhoads, Anna Ely, 1889, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1897, Professor William Coffin Ladd.
Masters of Arts 9
Rice, Edith Florence, 1907,
647 W. Phil-Ellena Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Ritchie, Mart Helen, 1896, See page 6.
Roberts, Louise Elizabeth, 1908, ...1143 N. 62nd Street, Philadelphia.
Graduate Scholar in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, and Teacher in Miss Cruice's Classes,
Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Robinson, Virginia Pollard, 1906, . . . 102 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Louisville, 1911-12.
Sampson, Edith F., 1890, Died, 1905.
Married, 1895, Professor John Howell Westcott. Three children.
Sampson, Lilian Vaughan, 1891, 409 W. 117th Street, New York City.
Married, 1904, Professor Thomas Hunt Morgan. One son, two daughters.
Sandison, Helen Estabrook, 1906,
404 N. Centre Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
DE SCHWEINITZ, AGNES, 1899,
11 Cummings Apartments, First and D Streets, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Married, 1908, Mr. Edward Robins Zalinski.
Scott, Margaret. 1904, 4402 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Seymour, Elizabeth Day, 1897,.. 141 Linden Street, New Haven, Conn.
Travelling and Studying in Greece and Italy, 1911-12.
Shields, Emily Ledyard, 1905,. . .1902 W. 6th Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Teacher of Greek, Latin, and Mathematics in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md.,
1910-12.
Shoemaker, Jane Gushing, 1905, Died, 1910.
Smith, Clara Lyford, 1907, 1023 S. Olive Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Smith, Helen Twining, 1907, Havre de Grace, Md.
Smith, Hilda Worthington, 1910, 320 West 91st Street, New York City.
Travelling, 1911-12.
Stites, Sara Henry, 1899, See page 6.
Stoddard, Virginia Tryon, 1903, Mt. Holly, N. J.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Columbus School for Girls, Columbus, O., 1911-12.
Temple, Maud Elizabeth, 1904, . . 28 Highland Street, Hartford, Conn.
Fellow of the Women's Educational Association of Boston, 1911-12.
Thomas, Anne Heath, 1897,
S- E. Cor. 58th Street and Florence Avenue, Philadelphia.
Studying in Vienna, 1912.
Thomas, Miriam, 1902, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher in the Haverford Primary School, 1907-12.
Thompson, Charlotte de Macklot, 1896, The Terraces, Camden, S. C.
Towle, Elizabeth Williams, 1898,
The Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of Science in The Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, 1907-12.
Towle, Mary Rutter, 1899, 107 Waverley Place, New York City.
Law Clerk and Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 1911-12.
Trimble, Helen Bell, 1902, 827 Highland Avenue, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Classics, University of Pennsylvania, 1910-12.
Vickers, Florence Chjlds, 1898,
318 W. Adams Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Married, 1905, Mr. Frank Allister McAllister. One son, one daughter.
Walker, Ethel, 1894, Lakewood, N. J.
Head of Miss Walker's School, Lakewood, 1911-12.
Wines, Emma Stansbury, 1894, . . 606 Lawrence Avenue, Springfield, 111.
Teacher of Mathematics in Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1910-12.
10 Bachelors of Arts
Bachelors of Arts of Bryn Mawr College.
Abbott, Madeline Vaughan, 1893, Died, 1904.
Married, 1899, Mr. Charles Elmer Bushnell.
Adair, Edith, 1909, 566 Greene Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Teacher of English in the Brooklyn High School for Girls, 1909-12.
Adaire, Nannie, 1904, See page 6.
Adams, Eliza Raymond, 1893,
4 West St. Joseph Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 139-5, Mr. Frank Nichols Lewis.
Adams, Sophie Frances, 1902, R. F. D. 4, Washington, D. C.
Married, 1904, Mr. Bascom Johnson. One son, one daughter.
Albee, Maria Hawes, 1904, See page 6.
Albert, Grace, 1897, See page 6.
Albertson, Alice Owen, 1902, 3940 Brown Street, Philadelphia.
Student, University of Munich, 1911-12.
Albertson, Lydia Mitchell, 1897,
Ashtree, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood, London, S. E., England.
Married, 1900, Mr. J. Wilbur Tierney. One son, one daughter.
Albro, Alice Hopkins, 1890, Died, 1904.
Married, 1901, Mr. Charles A. Barker. One son.
Alexander, Willa Bullitt, 1911, 617 St. James Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Allen, Frances Dean, 1902.
Riverdale Countiy School, Riverdale on Hudson, New York City.
Married, 1904, Mr. Frank Sutliff Hackett. Three sons.
Allen, Hope Emily, 1905, See page 6.
Allen, Jane, 1904, 1147 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Girls* High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Allen, Marguerite Sheldon, 1902,
1202 Kenilworth Avenue, Cleveland, O.
Allen, Mary Norton, 1910, 2 Forest Avenue, Worcester, Mass.
Alllnson, Susanne Carey, 1910,. . . . 163 George Street, Providence, R. I.
Student of Architecture, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, 1911—12.
Allis, Mary Elizabeth, 1901, 1604 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Anderson, Catharine Longworth, 1906,.Grandin Rx>ad, Cincinnati, O.
Andrews, Elizabeth Agnes, 1899, Merion, Pa.
Travelling in Europe, 1911-12.
Andrews, Isabel Josephine, 1898, Merion, Pa.
Private Tutor, 1909-12.
Andrews, Lotta Grace, 1902, 1931 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Practising Ophthalmologist, 1911-12.
Annan, Helen Culbertson, 1891, 39 East 67th Street, New York City.
Married, 1900, Mr. Arthur H. Scribner.
Anthony, Alice, 1889, 96 W. Forest Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Anthony, Emily Frances, 1889, . . 96 W. Forest Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Married, 1S91, Dr. Frederick Wright Robbins. Two sons, one daughter.
Archbald, Anna, 1902, 353 West 21st Street, New York City.
Actress, 1910-12,
Married, 1908, Mr. William Sihey.
Archer, Caroline, 1898, 301 South 5th Street, Reading, Pa.
Armstrong, Marguerite B., 1905, 1330 19th Street, Washington, D. C.
Secretary in Miss Madeira's School, Washington, 1909-12.
Arnold, Dorothy H. C, 1905, Address unknown.
Ashley, Mabel Pierce, 1910, 41 West 87th Street, New York City.
Ashton, Dorothy Laing, 1910, Swarthmore, Pa.
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Ashwell, Grace Isabel, 1905, Plainfield, N. J.
Atherton, Louise Parke, 1903, 4 Chalmers Place, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1908, Professor Samuel Dickey. One son, one daughter.
Atherton, Melanie Gildersleeve, 1908,
36 W. River Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Atkins, Emma Louise, 1894, 628 W. 114th Street, New York City.
Married, 1905, Mr. Edward B. Davis. One daughter.
Atkins, Sarah Frances, 1894,.. .26 West 13th Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1900, Mr. Thomas Reid Kackley. One daughter, one son.
Atkinson, Mary Janney, 1895,. . . .277 Maple Avenue, Doylestown, Pa.
Married, 1895, Mr. George Watson. Two daughters (one + 1900).
Austin, Agnes Bell, 1903,
The Colonial, 11th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia.
Teacher of German in Miss Hills' School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Austin, Mabel Henszey, 1905, Bleddyn Road, Ardmore, Pa.
Married, 1909, Mr. Bernard Todd Converse. One daughter.
Avery, Delia Strong, 1900,
16 Hancock Street, Brooklyn, New York City.
Ayer, Margaret Helen, 1907, 20 East Goethe Street, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1910, Mr. Cecil Barnes.
Ayer, Mary Farwell, 1901, 22 W. Cedar Street, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1910, Mr. John Easton Rousmaniere. One daughter.
Babcock, Ruth, 1910, 273 N. Main Street, Fall River, Mass.
Teacher in Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, Mass., 1910-12.
Bacon, Ethel McClellan, 1903, Box 297, Joplin, Mo.
Married, 1909, Mr. Aa. Levering Smith. One son.
Bailey, Margaret Emerson, 1907, . . 6 Cushing Street, Providence, R. I.
Baird, Lucy, 1896, 1135 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Principal of the Semple Collegiate School, Louisville, 1910-12.
Baker, Pleasaunce, 1909,
The College Club, 1300 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Student, Academy of Fine Arts, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Balch, Emily Greene, 1889, Prince Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Associate Professor of Economics and Sociology, Wellesley College, 1903-12, and Acting
Head of the Department, 1907-12.
Balch, Marion Casares, 1902, Prince Street,Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Laboratory Worker in Bacteriology, Harvard Medical School, 1910-12.
Baldwin, Juliet Catherine, 1898, Died, 1910.
Ball, Rebecca Whitman, 1904,
4445 Frankford Avenue, Frankford, Philadelphia.
Graduate Student, Cornell University, 1911-12.
Baltz, Ellen Duncan, 1900, The Montevista, Overbrook, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. John Morton Fultz.
Barber, Fannie Skeer, 1909, Mauch Chunk, Pa.
Teacher of English in the National Cathedral School, Washington, D. C, 1910-12.
Barbour, Elizabeth Graeme, 1899, 1139 Fourth Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Bartholomew, Clyde, 1897, Box 437, Manila, Philippine Islands.
Principal of the Ellinwood School for Girls, Manila, 1905-12.
Bartholomew, Mary Eleanor, 1909,
1349 Downing Street, Denver, Colo.
Head of Latin Department in the Wolcott School, Denver, 1911-12.
Bartlett, Helen, 1892, See page 5.
Bartlett, Theodora, 1905, 207 East 15th Street, New York City.
Teacher of History in Miss Spence's School, New York City, 1910-12.
Barton, Katharine Sayles, 1900,. .80 S. Lincoln Street, Hinsdale, 111.
Married, 1905, Mr. Robert William Childs.
12 Bachelors of Arts
Bates, Josephine Russell, 1902,. . 35 Brewster Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Teacher of English in the Holton Arms School, Washington, D. C, 1910-12.
Bates, Margaret Handy, 1905,. .35 Brewster Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Teacher in the Holton Anns School, Washington, D. C, 1911-12.
Bates, Theodora, 1905, See page 6.
Bean, Catharine E., 1889, Honolulu, H. I.
Married, 1891, Mr. Isaac M. Cox.
Bean, Susan Austin, 1905, 19 North Street, Binghamton, X. Y.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
Bedinger, Anna Moore, 1899, Kunsan, Korea, Asia.
Missionary in Southern Presbyterian Mission, Kunsan, 1910-11.
Bedinger, Maria Voorhees, 1891, Anchorage, Ky.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md., 1902-12.
Belin, Alice, 1892, 447 Jefferson Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Belleville, Marie Elizabeth, 1909.... 620 Maple Lane, Sevrickley, Pa.
Teacher of Science in the Laurel School, Cleveland, O., 1911-12.
Benjamin, Julie De Forest, 1907,
140 West 69th Street, Xew York City.
Bennett, Ethel Mary, 1905, See page 6.
Bent, Elizabeth Conway, 1895,
School House Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. Herbert L. Clark. Two daughters.
Biddle, Maria Georgina, 1910, .. .2017 De Lancey Place, Philadelphia.
Biedenbach, Mary Estella Dolores, 1908,
700 X. McKean Street, Butler, Pa.
Biglow, Elsie, 1906, Care of Anne Arundel Co., Chesterfield, Md.
Married, 1906, Mr. St. George Barber.
Billmeyer, Helen May, 1902, .. 250 Midland Avenue, Montclair, X. J.
Teacher in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1911-12.
Birdsall, Mabel, 1894, 29 William Street, Glens Falls, X. Y.
Married, 189G, Mr. William Turner Cowles.
Bishop, Mildred Remsen, 190S, . . .110 Baldwin Avenue, Detroit. Mich.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
Bissell, Bessie Gertrude, 1899, 400 West 3rd Street, Dubuque, la.
Bixler, Irma Bertha, 1910, 236 McKee Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Blaisdell, Viola Margaret, 1907, Box 108, Glassboro, X. J.
Teacher of Mathematics in the High School, Camden, N. J., 1907-12.
Blake, Sue Avis, 1898, See page 7.
Blakey, May Louise, 1900, Doylestown, Pa.
Married, 1907, Mr. Thomas Ross. One son.
Blanchard, Elizabeth Miller, 1889, Beliefonte, Pa.
Assistant Manager of the Bellefonte Basket Shop, 1908-12.
Blanchard, Mary Miles, 1889, Bellefonte, Pa.
Owner and Director of the Bellefonte Basket Shop, 1908—12
Blauvelt, Anne Fleming, 1899, Died, 1900.
Blauvelt, Elisabeth Hedges, 1896,
153 Fifth Avenue East, Roselle, X. J.
Bley, Helen Muller, 1910,
Schleissheimerstrasse, 16ra ' Munich, Germany.
8tudent, University of Munich, 1910-12.
Bliss, Eleanora Frances, 1904, See page 7.
Blose, Corinne, 1902, Bayside, Long Island, X. Y.
Married, 1906, Mr. Henry Collier Wrighi. Two daughters.
Bodine, Elizabeth Davis, 1902,. . .146 W. State Street, Trenton, X. J
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Boggs, Anita Uakda, 1910, Aldan, Pa.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
Bontecou, Margaret, 1909, 150 Highland Avenue, Orange, N. J.
Private Tutor and Settlement Worker, 1911-12.
Bookstaver, Mart Alletta, 1898,
"The Wyoming," 55th Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. Charles Edward Knoblauch.
Boring, Alice Middleton, 1904, See page 5.
Boring, Ltdia Truman, 1896, 931 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin, Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1903-12.
Boucher, Sophie, 1903, 237 Central Park West, New York City.
Bowman, Elsa, 1896, 49 East 84th Street, New York City.
Teacher of Mathematics and Science in the Brearley School, New York City, 1898-1912.
Boyd, Ltdia Paxton, 1902, 245 West Adams Street, Kirkwood, Mo.
Married, 1907, Mr. Richard Melville Day.
Boter, Anne Ayer, 1899, 219 Mahantongo Street, Pottsville, Pa.
Teacher in the High School, Pottsville, 1905-12.
Boyer, Judith McCutcheon, 1909,. .43 Gay Street, Newtonville, Mass.
Married, 1911, Mr. James Albert Sprenger.
Boyer, Laura Frances, 1906,. 219 Mahantongo Street, Pottsville, Pa.
Boyer, Martha Getz, 1909, 269 Herr Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics in Mrs. Chapman and Miss Jones's School, Chestnut Hill, Phila-
delphia, 1909-12.
Brand, Helen Page, 1903,
Fairmont Seminary, 14th and Fairmont Streets, Washington, D. C.
Teacher of History and History of Art in the Fairmont Seminary, 1911-12.
Brandeis, Adele, 1908, 1226 Second Street, Louisville, Ky.
Branham, Grace Bagnall, 1910, 2200 Eutaw Place, Baltimore, Md.
Branson, Anna Mary, 1903, See page 7.
Branson, Katharine Fleming, 1909, .114 Main Street, Coatesville, Pa.
Teacher of Latin and Mathematics in St. Mary's School, Peekskill, N. Y., 1910-12.
Brayton, Abby Slade, 1894, 19 Highland Avenue, Fall River, Mass.
Married, 1895, Mr. Randall Nelson Durfee. Two sons, two daughters.
Brayton, Helen Ireson, 1903,.. 294 Prospect Street, Fall River, Mass.
Brayton, Mary Elizabeth, 1901,
294 Prospect Street, Fall River, Mass.
Bready, Marcia, 1905, 1059 Locust Street, Dubuque, la.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
Breed, Mary Bidwell, 1894, See page 5.
Brewer, Rachel Slocum, 1905, .... 650 Canton Avenue, Milton, Mass.
Brown, Bertha, 1904.
Room 613, 105 East 22nd Street, New York City.
Private Secretary, 1906-12.
Brown, Carolyn Trowbridge, 1900,
142 East 27th Street, New York City.
Magazine Editor and Journalist, 1908-12.
Married, 1899, Mr. Herbert Radnor Lewis.
Brown, Emily Eastman, 1897, . 178 Hawley Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Teacher of Latin in the Central High School, Binghamton, 1897-1912.
Brown, Fannie Isabella, 1903,
190 Park Place, Brooklyn, New York City.
Teacher of Mathematics in St. Margaret's School, Buffalo, N. Y.
Brown, Helen Dalton, 1909, . . . 1216 North State Street, Chicago, 111.
Junior Assistant Cataloguer, John Crerar Library, Chicago, 1911-12.
Brown, Louise Colbourne, 1901, 31 East 49th Street, New York City.
Brown, Mary Pitman, 1902, 72 Pleasant Street, Marblehead, Mass.
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Browne, Frances, 1909,.. 65 Central Park West, New York City.
Teaching at the Psychological Clinic and at the Orange Settlement, New York City,
1911-12.
Browne, Jennie Nicholson, 1898, . . 510 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Medical Examiner for Catholic Women's Benevolent Legion, 1903-12; Physician to tho
Supervisors of City Charities for the South Baltimore District, 1903-12. and Medical
Examiner for the Ladies of the Maccabees, 1906-12; Physician, 1902-12.
Browne, Mary Nicholson, 1899, . . . 510 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Physician; Medical Examiner for the Ladies of the Maccabees, 1906-12; Teacher of Latin
in St. Timothy's School, Catonsville, Md., 1911-12.
Brownell, Eleanor Olivia, 1897,
The Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
General Assistant, the Misses Shipley's School, 1911-12.
Brownell, Grace Stanley, 1907, . . 107 Waverley Place, New York City.
Married, 1910, Mr. Harold Piatt Daniels.
Brownell, Harriet Mather, 1896 Radnor Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of Greek and Latin in the Holman School, Philadelphia, 1906-12, and Assistant
to the Principal, 1908-12.
Brownell, Jane Louise, 1893 See page 7.
Brownell, Louise Sheffield, 1893 Clinton, N. Y.
Married, 1900, Mr. Arthur Percy Saunders. Two daughters, two sons.
Bruner, Grace E., 1901, Llanerch, Pa.
Brusstar, Margaret Elizabeth, 1903,
2123 North 17th Street, Philadelphia.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow and Student, University of Gottingen, 1911-12.
Bryan, Elizabeth Middleton, 1903,
2 Girard Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
Married, 1909, Dr. John Emilius Parker. One son.
Bryan, Kate Hampton, 1908,
27 East Springfield Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Married, 1910, Mr. Robert Rodes McGoodwin. One son.
Bryant, Elsie Harriet, 1908, The Angela, Toledo, O.
Married, 1912, Mr. David Herrick Goodwillie.
Bryant, Marian Elizabeth, 1907, . . . 234 Maple Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
Secretary of the Faulkner School for Girls, Chicago, 1909-12.
Buffum, Gertrude Mary, 1908, .... 85 Cooke Street, Providence, R. I.
Buffum, Marianna Nicholson, 1902, See page 7
Bull, Emily Louisa, 1891, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, 1903-12.
Bullock, Ethel Stratton, 1906, Pottsville, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. Harold Kline Beecher. One daughter.
Bunker, Marie Rowland, 1907, See page 7.
Burns, Mary Creighton, 1903, 217 Radcliffe St., Bristol, Pa.
Teacher of Latin in Washington Seminary, Washington, Pa., 1910-12.
Burrell, Eleanor Loudenois, 1903, Redlands, Cal.
Married, 1910, Mr. Raymond Hornby.
Buxton, Caro Fries, 1901, . . Care of H. L. Edwards & Co., Dallas, Tex.
Married, 1910, Mr. Henry Lee Edwards. One daughter.
Byrnes, Esther Fussell, 1891, See page 5.
Cabot, Ruth, 1910, East Milton, Mass.
Student at The Sorbonne, 1911-12.
Cadbury, Jr., Emma, 1898 254 E. Main Street, Moorestown, N. J.
Cadbury, Hannah Warner, 1896, West Grove, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Robert Pyle.
Caldwell, Elizabeth Miller, 1897, Scarsdale, N. Y.
Married, 1898, Mr. Gerard Fountain. Three daughters, one son.
Cameron, Mary Wiley, 1904, Tucson, Ariz.
Married, 1908, Mr. Walter James Wakefield.
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Campbell, Cornelia Sarah, 1902, Sausalito, Cal.
Married, 1906, Mr. Harry Akin Yeazell. Two daughters, one son.
Campbell, Edith Crowninshield, 1901,
Walker Road, West Orange, N. J.
In the publication department of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, 1910-12.
Campbell, Grace Bowditch, 1900,. . .Parkdale, Hood River Valley, Ore.
Married, 1908, Mr. Sydney Gorham Babson. One son.
Campbell, Mary Moriarty, 1897, West Orange, N. J.
Teacher of Latin in the Brearley School, New York City, 1911-12.
Canan, Marjorie Stockton, 1904,
Walton House, Hampton on Thames, England.
Married, 1905, Mr. Lawford Howard Fry. Two daughters, two sons.
Canan, Mary Hilda, 1904, Rosemont, Pa.
Married, 1906, Mr. Samuel Matthews Vauclain, Jr. Two daughters.
Canan, Virginia Custer, 1911, 1803 Third Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
Teacher in Miss Cowles' School, Hollidaysburg, Pa., 1911-12.
Cannon, Mary Antoinette, 1907, Deposit, N. Y.
Cantlin, Ethel, 1901, Polo Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. Monroe Buckley.
Carey, Frances King, 1911, 838 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Student of Chemistry at the Maryland State Board of Health, 1911-12.
Carner, Ltjcy Perkins, 1908.
247 Orchard Street, Mt. Oliver Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Secretary, Hilltop Branch, Y. W. C. A., 1910-12.
Carpenter, Hannah Thayer, 1898,
430 W. 118th Street, New York City.
Carrere, Anna Merven, 1908, 471 Park Avenue, New York City.
Carroll, Elizabeth Maxwell, 1892,
212 E. Eager Street, Baltimore, Md.
Carter, Alice, 1899, 809 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1905, Mr. William Carter Dickerman. Two sons, one daughter.
Case, Adelaide Teague, 1908,. . .309 West 91st Street, New York City.
Case, Clara Cary, 1904,
Care of Oriental Carpet Manufacturers, Ltd., Teheran, Persia.
Married, 1909, Mr. Arthur Cecil Edwards.
Caskey, Emily Edna, 1911, Glenside, Pa.
Chambers, Edith, 1908, 2211 Shallcross Avenue, Wilmington, Del.
Married, 1909, Mr. Joseph Edgar Rhoads. One son.
Chambers, Kate Ethel, 1911, 916 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania, and Teacher of French in Miss Cruice'a
Classes, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Chandlee, Elizabeth Betterton, 1902,
120 Simpson Road, Ardmore, Pa.
Married, 1903, Mr. Horace Baker Forman, Jr. One son, one daughter.
Chandler, Gladys Winthrop, 1907, Osteen, Fla.
Chapin, Edith Burwell, 1899, Manhasset, Long Island, N. Y.
Married, 1906, Mr. Thomas Truxtun Tingey Craven. One son.
Chapin, Helena, 1896, 846 South George Street, York, Pa.
Married, 1904, Mr. Alexander E. McLean. One son, one daughter (t 1910).
Chase, Bertha Poole, 1899, 150 Ocean Street, Lynn, Mass.
Married, 1904, Mr. John Hudson Hollis. Two sons.
Chase, Ethel Bird, 1910,
2339 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Instructor in Latin in Miss Madeira's School, Washington, 1910-12.
Chesney, Miriam, 1904, 2065 East Lippincott Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher, 1911-12.
Chickering, Julia, 1911, 3213 Clifford Street, Philadelphia.
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Checkering, Rebekah Munroe, 1897,. . . .Morton Road, Milton, Mass.
Teacher of History and English in Abbott Academy, Andover, Mass., 1906-12.
Child, Dorothy Martin, 1910,
104 Jackson Place, Baltimore, Md. Summer: McKean Avenue, Ger-
mantown, Philadelphia.
Student of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, 1910-12.
Child, Edith, 1890, 119 Waverley Place, New York City.
Treasurer of Bryn Mawr Club of New York City, 1909-12.
Child, Florence Chapman, 1905,
McKean Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Physician, 1912.
Christy, Regina Lucia, 1907,.. .29 Claremont Avenue, New York City.
Cilley, Alice Longfellow, 1897, . . 190 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Married, 1899, Dr. Harry Hibberd Weist. One daughter, two sons.
Claflin, Charlotte Isabel, 1911,
Care of Mrs. Adelaide Avery Claflin, Broad Exchange Building, Boston,
Mass.
Fellow of the Russell Sage Foundation, Research Department, Boston School of Social
Workers, 1911-12.
Claghorn, Kate Holladay, 1892,
81 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, New York City.
Registrar of Records, Tenement House Department of the City of New York, 1905-12.
Clapp, Amy Lllley, 1904, 3809 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1907-12.
Clark, Anna Newhall, 1908, 48 Garden Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Clark, Elizabeth Estelle, 1907,
252 High Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Student, Women's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1907-10, 1911-12, and Assistant
Demonstrator in the Laboratory of Physiology, 1908-12; Research Worker for the
Carnegie Institute under Dr. Reichert, University of Pennsylvania, 1910-12.
Clark, Florence Wilcox, 1902, 416 Lawe Street, Green Bay, Wis.
Clark, Jean Butler, 1902, 171 King Street, Portland, Ore.
Married, 1908, Mr. Jacques Andre Fouilhoux.
Clark, Leslie, 1904, 918 Pose Building, Cleveland, O.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
Clark, Mabel Parker, 1889, See page 7.
Clarke, Edythe, 1903, 50 Harris Street, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 1909, Dr. Arthur Willard Fairbanks. One daughter.
Clarke, Susan Lowell, 1901,. . .78 Bellaria Street, Zurich, Switzerland.
Teacher of English at "Zur Manegg," Zurich, 1911-12.
Clauder, Anna Cornelia, 1905,
83 North loth Street, East Orange, N. J.
Teacher of History in the William Penn High School for Girls, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Clements, Helen Theodora, 1892,
554 S. Lansdowne Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
Married, 1892, Dr. Edward Cameron Kirk. Three daughters.
Clifton, Anna Eleanor, 1909,
5038 Schuyler Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin in the High School, Germantown, 1910-11.
Clifton, Jessie Williams, 1911,
5038 Schuyler Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Demonstrator in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Clinton, Ethel, 1902, 469 Franklin Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Married, 1906, Dr. Nelson Gorham Russell. One son, one daughter.
Coale, Helen Cecilia, 1889, 1113 Davis Street, Evanston, HI.
Married, 1890, Dr. Henry Crew. Two daughters, one son.
Cochran, Fanny Travis, 1904, .... 131 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia.
Cockrell, Mary, 1908, 4107 Gaston Avenue, Dallas, Tex.
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Coffin, Dorothy, 1911, Winnetka, 111.
Student of Decorative Design in the Art Institute, Chicago, 111., 1911-12.
Coffin, Mariam Louise, 1906, . . 55 Burnett Street, East Orange, N. J.
Student of Domestic Science, Teachers' College, New York City, 1911-12.
Cole, Dorothea, 1910 Chester, 111.
Coleman, Anne C, 1895,
Chateau de Villandry, Savonniere, Indre et Loire, France.
Married, 1899, Dr. Joachim Leon Carvallo.
Colgan, Alice Ella, 1906, 707 W. Green Street, Urbana, 111.
Married, 1910, Mr. George Paul Boomsliter. One daughter.
Collins, Ruth, 1910, See page 7.
Congdon, Dorothy Ida, 1906, 1427 Judson Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Congdon, Elizabeth, 1902, Shields, Pa.
Married, 1907, Mr. Alexander Johnston Barron.
Congdon, Gertrude, 1909, 1427 Judson Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Congdon, Louise, 1908, 415 Dempster Street, Evanston, 111.
Married, 1910, Mr. Julius Pratt Balmer. One daughter.
Congdon, Louise Buffum, 1900,
89 Summit Grove Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. Richard Standish Francis. One son.
Converse, Helen Prentiss, 1901, . .260 West 76th Street, New York City.
Married, 1905, Mr. Warren Parsons Thorpe. One daughter.
Converse, Lisa Baker, 1896,
Care of Mrs. A. R. Van Meter, Torresdale, Pa.
Teacher of Latin in Miss Walker's School, Lakewood, N. J., 1911-12.
Converse, Mary Eleanor, 1898, 1610 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Cook, Katharine Innes, 1896, 71 East 87th Street, New York City.
Teacher of Greek and Latin in Miss Chapin's School, New York City, 1909-12.
Cooke, Bertha May, 1901, 10 Raines Park, Rochester, N, Y.
Married, 1903, Mr. James E. Kelley. One daughter.
Cooper, Emily Smyth, 1907, 633 Penn Street, Camden, N. J.
Cope, Julia, 1889, Haverford College, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1894, Mr. William H. Collins.
Copeland, Margaret Boyd, 1908, Winnetka, 111.
Corson, Elizabeth Stillwell, 1902,. .3 Ruthven Street, Roxbury, Mass.
Married, 1905, Mr. Percival Gallagher. One son, one daughter.
Cox, Caroline Bessie, 1910, Cynwyd, Pa.
Coyle, Margaret Hildegarde, 1906,. .1608 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Cragin, Jane Heartt, 1902,. . . .9 Washington Square, New York City.
Married, 1905, Mr. D'Arcy Hemsworth Kay. One daughter.
Craig, Dorothy Mayhew, 1907, . . . 980 Simpson Street, New York City.
Assistant in Anatomy, Cornell University Medical College, 1911-12.
Crane, Claris Isabel, 1902,
312 Law Building, Tryon Street, Charlotte, N. C.
Student Secretary, Y. W. C. A., 1910-12.
Crane, Edith Campbell, 1900,. .2029 Maryland Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Crane, Helen Bond, 1909, 125 East 27th Street, New York City.
Travelling Secretary of the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, 1910-12.
Crane, Marion Delia, 1911, Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md.
Secretary in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, 1911-12.
Crawford, Elizabeth Long, 1908, West Conshohocken, Pa.
Crawford, Emma Walker, 1903, West Conshohocken, Pa.
Editor of "The Washington Memorial Chapel Chronicle," 1908-12.
Crawford, Harriet Jean, 1902, 1502 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
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Ceaweobd, Maet Virginia, 1896, Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1906, Dr. Claries Benjamin Dudley.
Ceiswell, Eliza Helen-
,
1904, 1105 County Line, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Student, University of Berlin, 1911-12.
Ceosbt, Phoebe Sinclair, 1906. Catonsville, Md.
Student in the New York School of Philanthropy and Social Worker, 1911-12.
Ceoss, Emily Redmond, 1901,. . .6 Washington Square, New York City.
Ceuice, Louise Xetteevxlle, 1906 1815 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Head of College Preparatory Classes for Girls, '1910-12.
Dabney, Edith, 1903, 1530 15th Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
Teacher of English in the St'. Nicholas School, Seattle, 1910-12.
Daly, Elizabeth Teeesa, 1901, Hudson Terrace, Yonkers, X. Y,
Dalzell, Doeotht, 1908, 478 Main Street, Walthain, Mass.
Teacher of German in Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1910-12.
Daniels, Caeollne Seymour, 1901,. . .1515 Davis Street, Evanston, 111.
Married, 1909, Mr. Philip Wyatt Moore. One son.
Dantelson, Rosamond, 1905, Putnam, Conn.
Daekow, Angela Charlotte. 1911, . . .3911 Poplar Street, Philadelphia.
Graduate Scholar in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Darlington, Sarah Wilson, 1894, Dunbar, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Louis Pennock Hamilton. Two sons.
Daebow, Elizabeth Teempee, 1901,. .434 X. 32nd Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1906, Mr. William Hamilton Laciar.
Dates, Etta Llncoln, 1899, Honolulu, H. I.
Teacher in the Territorial Normal and Training School, Honolulu, 1911—12.
Davis, Loltse Dudley, 1897, 44 West 9th Street. New York City.
Married, 1899, Dr. Henry Harlow Brooks. Two daughters (one + 1904).
Davis, Lucia, 1902, Quakertown, Pa.
Field Secretary for Maryland Society of Social Hygiene, 1910-12.
Davis, Sarah Ellen, 1903, 34 St. Xicholas Place. Xew York City.
Daw, Elma, 1907, Troy, X. Y
.
Day, Alice Hooeee, 1902, 63 East 52nd Street, Xew York City.
Married, 1909, Mr. Percy Jackson.
Day, Doeothea, 1903, Catskill, X. Y.
Dean, Ellsa, 1900, 2406 Second Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
Married, 1907, Dr. Joseph Dysart Findley. One son, one daughter.
De Angelis, Annlna, 1911, 11 Cottage Place, Erica, X. Y.
DeAemond, Elinoe Margaret, 1899,
1401 Garden Street, San Antonio, Tex.
Married, 1902, Mr. Frank KimmeU NeiU.
Deems, Elsie, 1910, Pocantico Hills, X. Y.
Teacher and Vice-Principal in the Union Free School, Pocantico Hills, 1911-12.
Delano, Catheelne Lyman, 19 11,. 510 Wellington Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Delano, Susan- Adams, 1907, Oyster Bav, Long Island, X. Y.
Married, 1907, Mr. Charles W. McKelzey. One son.
Demlng, Constance, 1910,. . . .853 West End Avenue, Xew York City.
Agent of the New York State Charities Aid Association, 1911-12.
Demlng, Eleanor, 1903, 853 West End Avenue, Xew York City.
Designer and Maker of Jewelry and Metal Work, 1907-12.
Denison, Caela, 1905, 1257 Ogden Street, Denver, Colo.
Married, 1907, Mr. Henry Swan. Two daughters.
Denison, Elsa, 1910, 53 Washington Square, Xew York City.
Volunteer Worker, Bureau of Municipal Research New York City, 1911-12.
Dewees, Susan Janney, 1900, Haverford, Pa.
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Dietrich, Gertrude Elizabeth, 1903,
Cathedral Avenue and Woodley Lane, Washington, D. C.
Married, 1908, Mr. Herbert Knox Smith.
Dillin, Margaret Sidner, 1909, See page 7.
Dillingham, Alice, 1901, Englewood, N. J.
Dimon, Abigail Camp, 1896, See page 7.
Ditmars, Helen Sydney, 1903, .195 E. Commerce Street, Bridgeton, N. J.
Married, 1906, Dr. Millard Freeman Sewall. One daughter, one son.
Dodd, Hannah Maria, 1911, Rehoboth, Del.
Dodge, Elinor, 1902, Belmont, Mass.
Doe, Julia Adrienne, 1909, 517 Juneau Place, Milwaukee, Wis.
Fellow in Greek, University of Wisconsin, 1911-12.
Dogura, Masa, 1897,
Care of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Tokyo, Japan.
Married, 1899, Baron Yasuga Uchida.
Doheny, Mary Elizabeth, 1910, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Donaldson, Elise, 1909, 1901 East 101st Street, Cleveland, O.
Teacher of Latin in the Laurel School, Cleveland, 1909-12.
Donnelly, Lucy Martin, 1893, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Professor of English, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Doolittle, Margaret, 1911,. . .102 Valentine Street, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College 1911-12.
Doolittle, Margaret Chloe, 1908, Gambier, O.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1903-12.
Dorsey, Comfort Worthington, 1907,
415 W. 118th Street, New York City.
Secretary, 1911-12.
Douglas, Grace, 1902, 1636 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1903, Mr. Morris Leidy Johnston. One daughter.
Dudley, Dorothy, 1904, 1545 Astor Street, Chicago, 111.
Dudley, Helen, 1909, 1545 Astor Street, Chicago, 111.
Literary Work, 1911-12.
Dudley, Helena Stuart, 1889,
Denison House, 93 Tyler Street, Boston,Mass.
Head Worker, College Settlement, Boston, 1893-1912.
Duncan, Margaret Steel, 1908, . .709 W. Springfield Avenue, Urbana, 111.
Instructor in Modern Languages, Hiram College, Hiram, O., 1910-12.
Dungan, Emily, 1902, 301 East 2nd Street, Grand Island, Neb.
Teacher of German and Music in the High School, Grand Island, 1910-12.
Married, 1903, Mr. George W. Moore, Jr.
Dunham, Anna Mary, 1908, Hubbard Woods, 111.
Durand, Edith Pusey, 1906, Southampton, Pa.
Durand, Mildred Pauline, 1909, Southampton, Pa.
Du Val, Kate Isabel, 1903, 427 Lake Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1908, Mr. Henry Sullivan Pitts.
Dyer, Margaret Brydie, 1898,... 4965 McPherson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Earle, Doris, 1903, Stenton Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Eastman, Elizabeth, 1903 505 Garfield Square, Pottsville, Pa.
Ecob, Eleanor, 1907,. .100 Sanford Avenue, Flushing, Long Island, N. Y.
Ecob, Katharine Gilbert, 1909, Flushing, Long Island, N. Y.
Eddy, Olive Gates, 1906, 212 Market Street, Warren, Pa.
Edwards, Edith, 1901, St. James Hotel, Woonsocket, R. I.
Egan, May Margaret, 1911, 600 E. 36th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Ehlers, Bertha Hermine, 1904, . . 3227 North 17th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin and German in the Friends' Seminary, New York City, 1906-12.
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Ehlers, Bertha Sophie, 1909, 3227 North 17th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of German and Latin in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Eichberg, Alice, 1911, 619 Oak Street, Cincinnati, O.
Elder, Grace A., 1897, 612 Ostrom Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Tutor in Mathematics and Assistant Teacher in the Goodyear-Burlingame School,
Syracuse, 1911-12.
Married, 1900, Mr. Frederick A. Saunders. One son, one daughter.
Elder, Louise R., 1889, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Eldredge, Adda, 1908, 317 High Street, Marquette, Mich.
Private Tutor and Student of Music, 1911-12.
Eldridge, Irexe Stattffer, 1908, .... 1716 N. 26th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Elliot, Mtra, 1908, 2107 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Ellis, Ellen Deborah, 1901, See page 5.
Ellis, Lillian Rauschere, 1906,. . . .215 Perm Street, Burlington, N. J.
Teacher of English in the High School, Calumet, Mich., 1910-12.
Ellis, Mary French, 1895, 1104 S. 46th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin and Gymnastics in the Gordon School, Philadelphia, 1906-12.
Ellis, Sara Frazer, 1904, 5716 Rippey Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics and History in the Thurston-Gleim School for Girls, Pittsburgh,
1904-12.
Ely, Katrina Brandes, 1897, 128 East 36th Street, New York City.
Married, 1901, Mr. Charles Lewis Tiffany.
Emerson, Helen, 1911, 70 Stimson Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Emerson, Ruth, 1893, Died, 1910.
Married, 1901, Mr. Harry Martineau Fletcher. Two daughters.
Emery, Annie Crosby, 1892, See page 5.
Emery, Sarah Lotta, 1900,
Care of The Alexandra Club, 12 Grosvenor St., W., London, England.
Married, 1904, Mr. Charles Tarbell Dudley. One son, one daughter.
Emmons, Elizabeth Wales, 1901, No address.
Sister Frances Elizabeth in an Episcopal Sisterhood.
Erismann, Pauline Adele Camille, 1900,
1 Chemin de Miremont, Geneva, Switzerland.
Evans, Katherine Mary, 1910, Nicholasville, Ky.
Fabian, Mary Huntington, 1907,.. . .1509 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Failing, Katharine Frederika, 1903, Hood River, Ore.
Married, 1911, Mr. Henry Clay Ritz.
Fairbank, Nathalie, 1905, 21 East Walton Place, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1909, Mr. Laird Bell. One daughter.
Falk, Zip Solomons, 1910, 36 Broad St., Bloomfield, N. J.
Secretary of the League for Friendly Service of Bloomfield and Glen Eidge, 1910-12.
Farnham, Lois Anna, 1900, See page 7.
Farquhar, Dorothea, 1900, 21 Broad Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
Married, 1906, Mr. Frederick Gushing Cross. Two daughters.
Farr, Clara E., 1896, 4603 Cedar Avenue, Philadelphia.
Statistical Worker, Russell Sage Foundation, 1911-12.
Farwell, Leslie, 1905, 147 Canton Avenue, Milton, Mass.
Married, 1907, Mr. Edward Buffum Hill. One son.
Fauvre, Madeline Maus, 1908, Keemah, New Augusta, Ind.
Fay, Mary Ltjella, 1897, See page 7.
Fell, Edith Newlin, 1900, The Presbyterian Hospital, Philadelphia.
Pupil Nurse, 1910-12.
Ferguson, Mary Rodgers, 1907,
Care of G. S. Ferguson Co., 15 North 7th Street, Philadelphia.
Fetterman, Mary Gertrude, 1903,
7047 Germantown Avenue, Mount Any, Philadelphia.
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Field, Aristine, 1911, Gates, N. Y.
Church Kindergarten Worker, 1911-12.
Fincke, Frances Amelia, 1898, 142 East 65th Street, New York City.
Married, 1902, Mr. Learned Hand. Three daughters.
Fischel, Edna, 1900, 4366 McPherson Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1903, Dr. George Gellhorn. Two sons, one daughter.
Fleischmann, Louise, 1906,
Verona Apartment, 32 East 64th Street, New York City.
Fleisher, Eleanor Louie, 1903, 1715 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1908, Dr. David Riesman. One son.
Fleming, May Augusta, 1907, 544 West 157th Street, New York City.
Assistant Educational Secretary, Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions,
1910-12.
Fletcher, Katherine Sila, 1902,
37 Canfield Avenue East, Detroit, Mich.
Flexner, Mary, 1895, 137 East 40th Street, New York City.
Visiting Teacher for Public Education Association, 1910-12.
Flickinger, Alice, 1906, See page 7.
Focht, Mildred, 1904,. .54 Morningside Avenue, West, New York City.
Tutor in English, Normal College, New York City, 1909-11.
Foley, Louise, 1908, 236 Summit Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
Follansbee, Blanche Davis, 1894, Stockbridge, Mass.
Married, 1898, Air. Brown Caldwell. One son, one daughter.
Follansbee, Eunice Dana, 1903, Winnetka, 111.
Follansbee, Susan Davis, 1897, Winnetka, 111.
Married, 1899, Mr. William Gold Hibbard, Jr.
Forster, Dorothy, 1907, 270 West 84th Street, New York City.
Forster, Emma, 1911,. . .2631 Fillmore Street, Bridesburg, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Languages in West Nottingham Academy, Colora, Md., 1911-12.
Foster, Dorothy, 1904, 44 Churchill Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.
Instructor in English Literature, Mt. Holyoke College, 1906-07, 1908-12.
Foster, Elizabeth Andros, 1908, See page 7.
Foster, Mabel, 1907, Burlington, Vt.
Foulke, Caroline Reeves, 1896, Hull House, Chicago, 111.
Settlement Worker, 1910-12.
Married, 1910, Dr. John Francis Urie. One daughter.
Foulke, Mary Taylor Reeves, 1899, 719 Rush Street, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1900, Mr. James William Morrisson. Two sons, one daughter.
Fowler, Eugenia, 1901, See page 7.
Fowler, Katharine, 1906, Haverstraw, N. Y.
Fowler, Laura, 1901, 319 West 10th Street, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Fowler, Susan, 1895, 420 West 118th Street, New York City.
Teacher of Latin in the Brearley School, New York City, 1898-1912.
Frace, May, 1904, Clinton, N. J.
Frank, Myra B. Faith, 1900, 65 Naples Road, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 1900, Dr. Milton J. Rosenau. One son, one daughter.
Franklin, Margaret Ladd, 1908,
527 Cathedral Parkway, New York City.
Franklin, Susan Braley, 1889, See page 5.
Frehafer, Mabel Kathryn, 1908,
Care of Mrs. Abernethy, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Demonstrator in Physics and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
French, Augusta Graham, 1907, 1502 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1911, Mr. Tom Wallace.
Friend, Margaret Alice, 1911, 657 Astor Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Fries, Emma Reddell, 1904, 1350 Orthodox Street, Philadelphia
Feoxheiser, Mary Dorothy, 1899, 160.5 X. Front Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Philip Taliaferro Meredith. One daughter, one son.
Frost, Mary Gertrude, 1897, 166 Webster Street, East Boston, Mass.
Married, 1905, The Ret. William Satierlee Packer. One son, one daughter.
Fry, Axxa Delaxy, 1899,
The Bartram, Chestnut and 33rd Streets, Philadelphia.
Fultox, Louise Oliphaxt, 1893, 3420 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 189S, Mr. Frank Thomson Gucker. Three sons (one t 1899), two daughters.
Fuxkhouser, Elsie Lush, 1911, 1021 D Street, Lincoln, Neb.
FuRiiAX, Rosalie Allax, 1895, .... 232 Walnut Avenue, Cranford, N. J.
Married, 1911, Mr. D. C. Newman Collins.
Furxess, Ruth Wadsworth, 1896, Hubbard Woods, 111.
Married, 1898, Mr. James Foster Porter. One daughter, four sons.
Galt, Carolexe Morris, 1897,
Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Associate Professor of Latin, Mt. Holyoke College, 1911-12.
Gaxxett, Aeice Peersox, 1898, 446 East 72nd Street, New York Citj'.
Head Worker, Lenox Hill Settlement, Xew York City, 1908-12.
Gardxer, Evelyx Duxx, 1908, .... 2627 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal.
Teacher of English and French in the Higbee School, Memphis, Tenn., 1911-12.
Gardxer, Julia Axxa, 1905, See page 7.
Garretsox, Alice Eleaxora, 1890, Havwards, Cal.
Bookkeeper, 1904-12.
Garrett, Christixa Hallowell, 1903,
6 Jackson Hall, Trinity Court, Boston, Mass.
Teacher of History and Literature in the Winsor School, Boston, Mass., 1904-12.
Garrett, Ida Mercette, 1906, . . . 1924 South 16th Street, Philadelphia.
Assistant Superintendent of Philadelphia Children's Bureau, 1910-12.
Gayler, Ruth Haaitltox, 1911, 105 Fisher Avenue, White Plains, N. Y.
Gexdell, Axxie Ashbrook, 1907, . . 835 North 63rd Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin in the William Penn High School for Girls, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
von Gerber, Wilhelmixa Georgixa Marie, 1903,
Dan Waggoner Building, Fort Worth, Tex.
Physician, 1911-12.
Gerhard, Alice Hill, 1907, 522 W. James Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Teacher of French and English in the Girls' High School, Lancaster, 1910-12.
Gerhard, Elizabeth Hill, 1904,. .522 W. James Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Graduate Student, Bryn llawi College, 1911-12.
Gebb, Leoxora Waltox, 1901, .... 10th Street, Oak Lane, Philadelphia.
Gifford, Flora Sawyer, 1903, 44 Marion Street, Brookline, Mass.
Teacher in Shenandoah Collegiate Institute, Dayton, Va., 1911-12.
Gigxoux, Elise Messexger, 1902, Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y.
Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1910—12.
Giles, Ellex Rose, 1896, See page 7.
GlLLIXDER, Agxes, 1904,
4837 Pulaski Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. John Thompson Carson. One daughter.
Gelroy, Helex Turxbull, 1909, 2314 Green Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Gilroy, Jessie Jay, 1909, 37 Big Bend Road, Webster Groves, Mo.
Married, 1911, Mr. Edward Twichell Hall.
Girdwood, Ethel Matthews, 1903,
Pariserstrasse 38, Berlin, W., Germany.
Married, 1910, Mr. George Peirce.
Githexs, Mary Uhle, 1898, 327 South 16th Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1906, Mr. Alan Cahert. One son, one daughter.
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Glelm, Mary Agnes, 1897, 6601 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Principal of Miss Gleim's School, Pittsburgh, 1902-09, and of the Thurston-Gleim School,
1909-12.
Goff, Ethel Petherbridge, 1903, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Goff, Gertrude Alice, 1898, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Goff, Leah, 1889, See page 7.
Goffe, Mildred Virginia, 1904,. .31 East 28th Street, New York City.
Student of Law, New York University, and Law Clerk, 1911-12.
Goldman, Agnes, 1909, 132 East 70th Street, New York City.
Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1910-12.
Goldman, Bertha, 1901, 1 Rue Delambre, Paris, France.
Married, 1907, Mr. Bernhard Gutmann. One daughter.
Goldman, Hetty, 1903, 132 East 70th Street, New York City.
Goldmark, Josephine Clara, 1898,
270 West 94th Street, New York City.
Publication Secretary, National Consumers' League, 1904-12.
Goldmark, Pauline Dorothea, 1896,
270 West 94th Street, New York City.
Associate Director, New York School of Ph ilanthropy and Supervisor of Research Bureau,
1909-12.
Goldsmith, Sarah Sanson, 1908, . . 1932 North 19th Street, Philadelphia.
Principal of the High School, Meyersdale, Pa., 1911-12.
Goodale, Catharine Warren, 1910,. .417 Wyllie Street, Honolulu^ H. I.
Goodell, Edith, 1904, 2106 Grand Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Married, 1905, Mr. John Gregscn, Jr. One daughter.
Goodrich, Elizabeth, 1905, 1035 East 45th Street, Chicago, 111.
Goodwin, Mary Merrick, 1909, 3927 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Susan B. Anthony Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Gould, Alice Bache, 1889, 535 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Gowen, Emeltne, 1890,
Care of Mr. Francis I. Gowen, 1112 Girard Trust Bldg., Philadelphia.
Graves, Ellen, 1907,
Casilla de Correo, 1682, Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic.
Gray, Elizabeth Delano, 1898, 105 Laighton Street, Lynn, Mass.
Greeley, Blelen Rldenour, 1908, 4833 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, HI.
Greely, Adola, 1904, Christ Church Rectory, Hudson, N. Y.
Married, 1906, The Ret. Charles Lawrence Adams.
Green, Anna Bright, 1896, Frostburg, Md.
Married, 1897, Mr. Roberdeau Annan. One daughter, one son.
Greene, Cornelia Bonnell, 1897,
279 Tulpehocken Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. Paul King. One son.
Grlbi, Marguerite, 1904, 3816 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, HI.
Married, 1906, Mr. Otto August Kreutzberg. One daughter.
Griffith, Cornelia Jeanette, 1908, .... Nichols School, Buffalo, N. Y.
Secretary and Bursar, Nichols School, Buffalo, and Hockey Coach, Franklin School,
Buffalo, 1909-12.
Griffith, Elizabeth Mlngus, 1900,. .401 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Assistant Principal in Miss Church's School, Boston, Mass., 1909-12.
Griffith, Helen, 1905, .... 1307 4th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.
Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1910-12.
Grossmann, Bella Mira, 1896,... .29 Mellen Street, Cambridge, Mass.
GrOTEYENT, ELiTHRYN Ellen, 1905,
1318 North 52nd Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of German in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1906-12.
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Gctfey, Mart Emma, 1899, 147 Bowen Street, Providence, R. I.
Married, 1902, Mr. Carroll Miller. Three sons.
Guilford, Elizabeth Gleim, 1898, 816 Ivy Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. John Lindsay Prestley.
Haas, Anna M., 1898, 41 East Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Student and Teacher of Music, 1903-12; Associate of American Guild of Organists.
Hacker, Emma Lydia, 1893, R. F. D. 2, Westbrook, Me.
Married, 1899, Mr. Arthur Herbert Norton.
Hahn, Dorothy Anna, 1899, Box 344, South Hadley, Mass.
Instructor in Chemistry, Mount Holyoke College, 1908-12.
Haines, Anna Jones, 1907, 451 Marshall Street, Philadelphia.
Headworker, North House Settlement, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Haines, Gladys Priscilla, 1907,. .141 Main Street, West Haven, Conn.
Teacher of German and French in the Wilkes Barre Institute, 1908-12.
Haines, Helen Eayre, 1896, Vincentown, N. J.
Married, 1901, Mr. Henry B. Greening.
Haines, Jane Bowne, 1891, See page 7.
Haines, Marion Hartshorne, 1902,
E. Haines Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1906, Mr. Samuel Emlen, Jr. One son, one daughter.
Hall, Annette Louise, 1895,
6809 Cresheim Road, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1900, Mr. Howard Magill Phillips.
Hall, Edith Rockwell, 1893, Fishers' Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Head of History Department in the Veltin School, New York City, 1909-12.
Hall, Margaret, 1899, 120 East 31st Street, New York City.
Hall, Margaret Goodman, 1905, 243 Emerson Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Halsey, Cornelia Van Wyck, 1900,
31 Boyken Street, Morristown, N. J.
Married, 1907, Mr. Frederic Rogers Kellogg. One daughter, one son.
Hamilton, Edith, 1894, See page 7.
Hamilton, Margaret, 1897, 1312 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Teacher in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, 1900-12.
Hammond, Alice Bradford, 1898, 102 Howe Street, New Haven, Conn.
Teacher of Greek and Latin in the High School, New Haven, 1907-12.
Hann, Anna Thompson, 1907, Tuckahoe, X. J.
Harbeson, Lynda Myra, 1903,
132 West Walnut Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History in the Gordon School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Hardy, Cora, 1899, 105 East 19th Street, Xew York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. Edwin Seton Jarrett. Two sons.
Harlan, Anna Elizabeth, 1909, 357 Chestnut Street, Coatesville, Pa.
Harley, Katharine Yenai, 1908, Devon, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin in the Wissahickon Heights School for Girls, 1911-12.
Harper, Ethel, 1907, 58 East 55th Street, Xew York City.
Harrington, Caroline Elizabeth, 1906,
201 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Harris, Elizabeth, 1890, See page 7.
Harris, Frances Brodhead, 1893,
The Oak Road, Station Z, Philadelphia.
Married, 1895, Mr. Reynolds Driver Broun. One daughter, two sons.
Harris, Madeline Vatjghan, 1895,
"Clover Hill," Township Line and Manheim Streets, Germantown,
Philadelphia.
Married, 1900, Mr. Henry Ingersoll Brown. Two sons, one daughter.
Harris, Mary, 1895, 6335 Greene Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1897-1912.
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Hartman, Gertrude, 1905,
The Winsor School, Fenway Station, Boston, Mass.
Assistant to the Director of the Winsor School, 1911-12.
Haughwout, Helen Preston, 1906, 91 Spooner Road, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 190S, Mr. William Edward Putnam, Jr. One son.
Havemeyer, Adaline, 1905, 1 East 66th Street, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Peter H. B. Frelinghuysen.
Hawkins, Alice Martin, 1907,
518 Manheim Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Haynes, Mabel Stevens, 1898, XIII Elsler Gasse, 20, Vienna, Austria.
Married, 1907, Captain Konrad Heissig. One son, one daughter.
Head, Harriet Frazier, 1891,
109 W. Chelten Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Healy, Josephine, 1910, ....61 North Franklin Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Hearne, Antoinette Claypoole, 1909, . . . .The Waynewood, Wayne, Pa.
Teacher in Miss Beard's School, Orange, N. J., 1910-12.
Hearne, Frances Hale, 1910, Care of Mr. W. W. Hearne, Wayne, Pa.
Teacher in Heathcote Hall, Scarsdale, N. Y., 1910-12.
Hecht, Blanche, 1907, 297 Central Park West, New York City.
Hedges, Miriam Margaret, 1910, Galveston, Texas.
Secretary of Wykeham Rise, Washington, Conn., 1910-12.
Helbtjrn, Theresa, 1908, 425 West End Avenue, New York City.
Teacher of English, Oaksmere School, New EocheUe, N. Y., 1910-12.
Hemphill, Jeannette, 1904, .... 130 East 71st Street, New York City.
Henderson, Helen Hamilton Leiper, 1911,
164 Washington Street, Cumberland, Md.
Hendrickson, Amanda, 1903, Hotel de Calais, Paris, France.
Married, 1911, Mr. Cesare G. Molinari.
Henry, Elisabeth Prentiss, 1905, 47 East 49th Street, New York City.
Henry, Jessie Iyellogg, 1903,
The Powelton, 36th Street and Powelton Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1905-12.
Heritage, Gertrude Langden, 1896, See page 7.
Herr, Etta, 1898, 108 East King Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Herr, Mary Emma, 1909, Ill E. 56th Street, New York City.
First Assistant, Chatham Square Branch of New York Public Library, 1910-12.
Herrick, Clara Martha, 1905, Grand Valley, Colorado.
Married, 1908, Mr. Arthur Havemeyer. One daughter.
Hewitt, Jessie Germain, 1906, 240 W. Delaware Avenue, Burlington, N. J.
Teacher of English in Miss Ransom and Miss Bridges' School, Piedmont, Cal., 1910-12.
Heyl, Friedrika Margretha, 1899, Dunkirk, N. Y.
Hibben, Elizabeth Grier, 1910, ... .Cleveland Lane, Princeton, N. J.
Hickman, Marian Margaret, 1903, 11 rue Scribe, Paris, France.
Student in Paris, 1911-12.
Higginson, Mary Hamot, 1911, 109 West 6th Street, Erie, Pa.
Hill, Abby Gertrude, 1907, 198 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Hill, Mary Dayton, 1896, ... .Highland Park, New Brunswick, N. J.
Married, 1901, Mr. Gerard Swope. Four sons, one daughter.
Hill, Virginia Greer, 1907,
The Hamilton Apartments, 34th and Hamilton Streets, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin and Mathematics in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Hilles, Margaret Hill, 1893, Ashland, Wis.
Married, 1902, Mr. Joseph Esrey Johnson, Jr. One son.
Hills, Evelyn Agnes, 1900,
362 East Washington Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
Married, 1907, Mr, William Enright Davenport. One son, one daughter.
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Hobart, Margaret Jefferys, 1911,.. 43 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Student, New York Training School for Deaconesses, and Student, Packard Business
School, 1911-12.
Hodge, Helen Henry, 1900, See page 7.
Hoffman, Margery Elizabeth, 1911, 161 N. 23rd Street, Portland, Ore.
Holden, Charlotte, 1903, 96 Linden Street, New Haven, Conn.
Married, 1908, Mr. George Samuel Jamieson. One daughter.
Holliday, Evelyn Macfarlane, 1904,
1711 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Married, 1909, Mr. Wallace Patterson.
Holliday, Ltjcia Shaw, 1901, 1710 Hobart Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
Married, 1906, Mr. Norman Macbeth. Two sons.
Holliday, Mary Early, 1909, 1121 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Hood, Alice Watkins, 1898, 1231 N. Calvert Street, Baltimore, Md.
Hooper, Ethel Eugenie, 1899, 54 Avenue Road, Shanghai, China.
Married, 1911, Dr. Martin Ruff Edwards.
Hopkins, Elizabeth Frances, 1893, Thomasville, Ga.
Hopkins, Helen Rolfe, 1894, Hillside, Roland Park, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1900, Mr. Hunt Reynolds Mayo Thorn. Three daughters.
Hopkins, Mary Delia, 1896, See page 7.
Horner, Brita Larsena, 1907, Merchantville, N. J.
Teacher of Latin and History in the High School, Haddonfield, N. J., 1910-12.
Hotjghteling, Leila, 1911, 850 Lincoln Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Houghton, Edith, 1900, Cedar Lawn, Station H, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1905, Dr. Donald Rusnell Hooker. Two sons.
Houghton, Katharine Martha, 1900, See page 7.
Houghton, Marion, 1906, 965 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Married, 1911, Mr. Stevens Thomson Mason.
Howard, Jeannie Colston, 1901, Staunton, Va.
Teacher of History and German in Stuart Hall, Staunton, 1908-12.
Howard, Julia McHenry, 1909,.. 901 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Teacher of English in the Hannah More Academy, Rusterstown, Md., 1910-12.
Howell, Helen Armstrong, 1904, 301 West 89th Street, New York City.
Married, 1907, Dr. John Joseph Moorhead.
Howell, Janet Tucker, 1910, 232 W. Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Md.
Graduate Student in Physics, Johns Hopkins University, 1910-11.
Howell, Kathrine Leonard, 1906, 3307 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1906-12.
Howson, Agnes, 1897, 124 W. Lancaster Avenue, Wayne, Pa.
Married, 1901, Mr. Rufus Waples, Jr. Two daughters.
Howson, Emily Elizabeth, 1910, 109 North 34th Street, Philadelphia.
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12. Teacher of Physiology in the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1911-12.
Hoyt, Florence Stevens, 1898, .... 609 Lennox Street, Baltimore, Md.
Teacher of English in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, 1903-12.
Hoyt, Helen Strong, 1897, See page 8.
Hoyt, Mary Eloise, 1893, Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md.
Teacher of English in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, 1895-1903, 1904-12.
Hubbard, Frances Johnson, 1905, Houghton, Mich.
Hubbard, Sibyl Emma, 1899, 2141 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. Herbert Seymour Darlington. One son, one daughter.
Hudson, Margaret Elizabeth, 1909, Normal Hall, Trenton, N. J.
Teacher of French, New Jersey State Model School, Trenton, N. J., 1910-12.
Hulburd, Ethel, 1903, 847 Lincoln Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1905, Mr. Hugh McBirney Johnston. Two sons, one daughter.
Hull, Katharine Dent, 1903, 916 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
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Hunt, Evelyn, 1898, Care of Thomas Cook & Son, Florence, Italy.
Travelling in Italy, 1908-12.
Hunt, Frances Elizabeth, 1893, 801 Clay Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Hutchin, Elizabeth Ferguson, 1901,
The College Club, 1300 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Instructor in Psychology in the Girls' Normal School, Philadelphia, 1903-12.
Hutchins, Grace, 1907, 166 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Student of the Sargent School of Physical Education, 1911-12.
Hutchinson, Mabel, 1889, 523 S. Painter Avenue, Whittier, Cal.
Professor of German, Whittier College, 1910-12.
Married, 1891, Mr. J. Henry Douglas, Jr. Two sons.
Hyman, Louise, 1908, 49 West 56th Street, New York City.
Ingham, Mary Hall, 1903, 333 South 16th Street, Philadelphia.
Instructor in History of Art in the Agnes Irsvin School, Philadelphia, 1905-12.
Irey, Helen Chrisman, 1910, 608 S. High Street, West Chester, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics in the High School, Ridley Park, Pa., 1910-12.
Irvine, Mary Agnes, 1910, 216 Elysian Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Teacher in the Lincoln School, Providence, R. I., 1911-12.
Irwin, Agnes Miller, 1910, 830 South 48th Street, Philadelphia.
Irwin, Martha Elizabeth, 1900, 13 Hilliard Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Jackson, Anne Warren, 1908, Cohasset, Mass.
Principal of Private School, Cohasset, 1910-12.
Jackson, Helen Hale, 1905, 629 Frances Street, Madison, Wis.
Married, 1906, Mr. Frederic L. Paxson. Two daughters.
Jacobs, Sarah, 1909, 217 South Front Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Teacher of Latin and History in the Seiler School, Harrisburg, Pa., 1910-12.
James, Catherine Alma, 1900, 319 North 6th Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Teacher in the High School, Terre Haute, 1903-12.
James, Eleanor, 1902, 4220 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Head of Latin Department in the Rye Seminary, Rye, N. Y., 1911-12.
James, Lillie, 1910, 3426 North 21st Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English at Oldfislds, Glencoe, Md., 1910-12.
James, Mary Denver, 1895, Died, 1910.
Married, 1905, Mr. Arthur Sullivant Hoffman. One son.
James, Mary Latimer, 1904, Cedar City, Utah.
Physician, 1909-12. Teacher in Southern Branch of State Normal School, Cedar City,
1911-12.
James, Rosalie Telfair, 1903,
54 Morningside Drive West, New York City.
Instructor in French, Normal College of the City of New York, 1908-12.
Janney, Marianna, 1895, Box 96, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of English in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, 1910-12.
Jaynes, Alice Dickson, 1905, 40 N. Arlington Avenue, East Orange, N. J.
Secretary to the Consumers' League of New Jersey, 1910-12.
Jeffers, Evetta Tufper, 1900, 210 S. Duke Street, York, Pa.
Private Tutor, 1902-12.
Jeffers, Mary, 1895, See page 8.
Jenkins, Martha Babcock, 1902,
209 Livingston Street, New Haven, Conn.
Married, 1904, Mr. Harry Ward Foote. Two sons, one daughter.
Jewett, Mary Warren, 1896, Moravia, N. Y.
Johnson, Miriam Leigh, 1905, See page 8.
Jonas, Anna Isabel, 1904, See page 8.
Jones, Alice, 1897, Giverny, par Vernon, Eure, France.
Married, 1910, Mr. Frederick MacMonnies.
Jones, Dorothy May, 1908, 138 S. Main Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Teacher of Bookkeeping in the Technical High School, Scranton, 1910-12.
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Jones, Eleanor Hooper, 1901, 455 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Jones, Elsie Parry, 1906, 406 Eannin Street, Shreveport, La.
Private Tutor, 1907-11.
Jokes, Grace Latimer, 1900, See page 8.
Jones, Helen Elizabeth. 1906, 138 S. Main Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Teacher in the Central High School, Scranton, 1903-12.
Jones, Josephine Maeghaeetta, 1905, 2063 E. York Street, Philadelphia.
Jones, Margaret Sparhawk, 1908, .. .2007 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Tutor in History, the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Jones, Reth Loverixg, 1905, 366 East 12th Avenue, Columbus, O.
Married, 1909, Mr. Clarence Dean Huddleson. One daughter.
Jurist, Helen Stie glitz, 1909, See page 8.
Jestice, Carotene Letchworth. 1911,
616 Montgomery Avenue, Narberth, Pa.
Teacher in Miss Deming's School. Brvn Mavrr, Pa., and Tutor in the Baldwin School,
Bn-n Mawr, 1911-12.
Katzenstein, Josephtse, 1906, 4727 Hazel Avenue, Philadelphia.
Permanent Substitute, Girls' High School, Philadelphia, and Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Kawai, Michi, 1904, Makido Cchikida, Watarai, Iso, Japan.
Keay, Frances Anne, 1899, The Headlands, Painesville, O.
General Agriculture and Fruit Farming, 1911-12.
Married, 1907, Mr. Thomas P. Ballard. One son.
Keen, Dora, 1S96, 1729 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
"Writer and Lecturer, 1910-12.
Keiller, Mabel Matthewson, 1908, See page 8.
Keiller, Violet Haxxah, 1910... 924 Mechanic Street, Galveston, Tex.
Medical Student, University of Texas, 1910-12.
Ivelley, AxxETTE Mama, 1906, 723 Main Street, Racine, Wis.
IvELLET, IVATBEEIXE MlLDRED, 1910,
1816 Wilton Road, Cleveland Heights, Cleveland, O.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Reed Taylor.
Kelley, Olive Mlnaed, 1909, Winterburn, W. Va.
Married, 1911, Mr. George Craig Craig.
Kellem, Margaret Dettox, 1892, 501 West 50th Street, New York City.
Kemptox, Helex Patsox, 1905, 30 Birch Hill Road, Xewtonville, Mass.
District Secretary for Boston Associated Charities, 1910-12.
Kerr, Jeanne Bexedict, 1910, 32 East 64th Street, Xew York City.
Kerr, Katharine. 1907, 37 East 71st Street, Xew York City.
Pupil Xurse, 1910-12.
Kidder, Axxe Matxard, 1903, 411 West 114th Street, Xew York City.
Married, 1904, Professor Edmund Beecher Wilson. One daughter.
Kteffer, Josephine Berry, 1902, 249 Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Charles Steinman Foliz. One son, one daughter (t 1907).
Ktlpatrice, Mary Grace, 1900, 1027 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
King, Anna, 1908, Stamford, Conn.
Travelling in Europe, 1911-12.
King, Georgiana Goddard, 1896, See page 8.
King, Gladys, 1905,
46 Stuyvesant Place, Xew Brighton, Staten Island, X. Y.
Kinsley, Mary Anderson, 1908,
1198 Bushwick Avenue, Brooklyn, Xew York City.
Married, 1911, Dr. William Henry Best.
Kirk, Abby, 1892, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Associate Principal in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, 1899-12 and Reader in
Elementary Greek, Bryn MawT College, 1906-12.
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Kirk, Marion Shelmire, 1910,
114 West Washington Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin and German in the Lucy Cobb Institute, Athens, Ga., 1910-11.
Kirk, Mary Brosius, 1897, Kennett Square, Pa.
Teacher of Greek and Latin in the George School, George School, Pa., 1902-12.
Kirkbride, Elizabeth Butler, 1896, 1406 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Klatjder, Jeannette Cascaden, 1907, Bala, Pa.
Married, 1911, Lieutenant Thomas Charles Spencer.
Klein, Gertrude, 1904, 1512 Oxford Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of German in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1905-12.
Knight, Emma Taft, 1905, Middlesex Road, Brookline, Mass.
Teacher of History in Miss Porter's School, Farmington, Conn., 1907-12.
Knowles, Leslie Appleton, 1900, Dedham, Mass.
Married, 1910, Mr. Arthur Blake.
'
Kroeber, Johanna, 1900, 157 West 79th Street, New York City.
Editor of Scientific Work, 1911-12.
Married, 1908, Dr. Herman O. Mosenthal. One daughter.
Labold, Leona Sophie, 1909, 63 West Fourth Street, Portsmouth, O.
Ladd, Mart Ethel, 1910, 745 Corinthian Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Lamberton, Helen, 1907 See page 8.
Lamberton, Mary, 1904, 4112 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Assistant to the Principal of the Gordon School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Landers, Julia Ethel, 1894, Knickerbacker Hall, Indianapolis, Ind.
Principal of Knickerbacker Hall School for Girls, Indianapolis, 1907-12.
Landsberg, Clara, 1897, 420 E. Main Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Teacher of German in the University School for Girls, Chicago, 1906—11.
Langdon, Ida, 1903, Elmira, N. Y.
Graduate Student, Cornell University, 1909-12.
Lange, Linda Bartels, 1903, 233 W. Preston Street, Baltimore, Md.
Student in the Johns Hopkins Medical School, 1907-11.
La Porte, Martha Diven, 1895, .... 1201 Lincoln Avenue, Tyrone, Pa.
Larrabee, Emily Dorr, 1903, 102 Emery Street, Portland, Me.
Teacher in Miss Church's School, Boston, Mass., 1910-12.
Laser, Lillian J., 1909, 642 Quapaw Avenue, Hot Springs, Ark.
Head of the Modern Language Department in the High School, Hot Springs, 1910-12.
Latimer, Caroline Wormeley, 1896, See page 8.
Latttmore, Eleanor Larrabee, 1900,
595 University Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
Instructor in Biology, East High School, Rochester, 1904-12; Secretary, Civic Betterment
Committee, 1908-12.
Laughlin, Agatha, 1903, 139 Queen Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Head Nurse of the Florence Crittenton Home, Germantown, 1911-12.
Lauterbach, Alice, 1906, 301 West 106th Street, New York City.
Law, Sally Porter, 1903, ..114 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1910, Dr. Alexius McGlannan.
Lawrence, Caroline, 1889, 3818 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Lawrence, Edith, 1897, Windsor, Vt.
Laws, Bertha Margaret, 1901, Students Inn, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Secretary and Teacher of Latin in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1903-12;
Student, University of Pennsylvania, 1911-12.
Lawther, Anna Bell, 1S97 239 17th Street, Dubuque, la.
Secretary of Bryn Mawr College. 1907-12.
Lawton, Grace Evelyn, 1898, 30 BuU Street, Newport, R. I.
Layton, Margaret Hammond, 1911, 1112 Jackson Avenue, Monroe, La.
Married, 1911, Mr, Robert Lennox Morris, Jr.
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Lee, Elva, 1893 See page 8.
Lee, Mary Madison, 1901, Orange, Va.
Lee, Mary Sarah, 1906, 1828 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English and Latin in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1906-12.
Lee, Sylvia Knowlton, 1901, 20 Avon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Teacher of Latin in the Winsor School, Boston, 1909-12.
Le Fevre, Eva Frederika, 1905, 1311 York Street, Denver, Colo.
Professional Singer, 1911-12.
Leffingwell, Aimee Gilbert, 1897,
142 Cold Spring Street, New Haven, Conn.
Married, 1908, Professor Kenneth McKenzie.
Leftwich, Florence, 1895 See page 5.
Lepper, Minerva Augusta, 1906, 2516 Montgomery Avenue, Philadelphia.
Leupp, Constance Davis, 1903, 1813 16th Street, Washington, D. C.
Magazine and Newspaper Writer, 1911-12.
Levering, Ethel, 1899, 125 Butler Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Married, 1909, Professor James Marvin Motley.
Levering, Mary Armstrong, 1897,
77 Monument Avenue, Bennington, Vt.
Married, 1905, The Rev. Joseph Haswell Robinson. Two daughters.
Lewis, Constance, 1904, 3066 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Lewis, Elizabeth Dabney Langhorne, 1901,
618 Court Street, Lynchburg, Vt.
Writer on Economic Subjects, 1910-12.
Married, 1910, Mr. Dexter Otey. One daughter.
Lewis, Lucy, 1893, 1535 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Lewis, Margaret Charlton, 1908,
44 Highland Street, New Haven, Conn.
Student at the Sorbonne, 1911-12.
Lewis, Mayone, 1908, 4324 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1909-12.
Lexow, Caroline Florence, 1908,
722 St. Mark's Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Liddell, Katharine Forbes, 1910,
Care of Mr. Forbes Liddell, 9 Murray Street, New York City.
Teacher of English and Athletics in the Lucy Cobb Institute, Athens, Ga., 1910-12.
Linburg, Emma Hillman, 1896, 225 W. State Street, Trenton, N. J.
List, Minnie Kendrick, 1908, 734 Beatty Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Frederick Bernard Chalfant. One daughter.
Little, Eleanor Lovell, 1905, 34 Fairfield Street, Boston.
Married, 1906, Mr. Talbot Aldrich. One son.
Locke, Grace Perley, 1898, See page 8.
Loder, Eleanor, 1905, 1102 South Wilton Avenue, Philadelphia.
Instructor in Latin and History, Oldfields, Glencoe, Md., 1910-12.
Loines, Elma, 1905, 152 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, New York City.
Lombardi, Lucy, 1904, 2331 LeConte Avenue, Berkeley, Cal.
Married, 1908, Lieutenant Alvin Barton Barber. One son.
Long, Anne Dodd, 1906, 441 South 44th Street, Philadelphia.
Longstreth, Edith May, 1905,
5318 Baynton Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Student, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 1909-12.
Loose, Katharine Bxegel, 1898, 120 North 5th Street, Reading, Pa.
Lord, Katharine, 1901, Plymouth, Mass.
Teacher of English in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1911-12.
Lorenz, Justina, 1907, 1608 West 1st Street, Dayton, O.
Married, 1911, Mr. John Balmer Showers.
Loshe, Lillte Demtng, 1899, 1 West 81st Street, New York City.
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LoUDERBACK, JESSIE LIVINGSTON, 1895,
151 West 76th Street, New York City.
Lounsbert, Grace Constant, 1898, 86 rue de Lille, Paris, France.
Play Writer, 1906-12.
Lovell, Alice, 1903, Grass Valley, Cal.
Married, 1907, Mr. Lee Olds Kellogg. One son.
Lowengrtjnd, Helen Moss, 1906, See page 8.
Lowenthal, Esther, 1905, Plymouth Inn, Northampton, Mass.
Assistant in Economics, Smith College, 1911-12.
Lowrey, Maud Mary, 1900,
The Esmond, 12th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia.
Private Secretary, 1908-12.
Lynde, Isabel Adair, 1905, Winnetka, 111.
Married, 1908, Mr. John Francis Dammann, Jr.
Lyon, Elizabeth Treat, 1902, 2514 Sheridan Road, Evanston, 111.
Married, 1904, Mr. Robert E. Belknap. Two sons (one + 1907), one daughter.
MacClanahan, Anna Elizabeth Caldwell, 1906,
14 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1909, Dr. Wilfred Thomason Grenfell. One son.
MacCoy, Mary Helen, 1900,
58th Street and Overbrook Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher in Miss "Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, 1902-05, 1907-12.
MacCracken, Fay Mary, 1894, 84 Grand Street, Newburgh, N. Y.
Married, 1899, The Rev. Frederick Emerson Stockwell. Four daughters.
Macintosh, Marian T., 1890, 620 S. Washington Square, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Literature and History in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1902-12;
Private Classes in Literature and History, 1904-12.
Magoffin, Henrietta Floyd, 1911, Mercer, Pa.
Magruder Rosalie Stuart, 1904, 23 State Circle, Annapolis, Md.
Clerk in Agricultural Division of the Bureau of the Census, 1910-12.
Mann, Euphemia Mary, 1897, 3940 Brown Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin, Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1902-04, and of Greek and Latin,
1904-12.
Mappin, Lilian M., 1896,
The Mondawmin, 1511 Mondawmin Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Marble, Elizabeth Dana, 1902, 3201 Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Marcus, Bertha, 1905, 1942 North 19th Street, Philadelphia.
Private Tutor and Substitute Teacher in the Public Schools of Philadelphia, 1906-12.
Marsh, Rose Guthrie, 1909, Woodland Road, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Marshall, Louise Chapin, 1905, 574 Hawthorne Place, Chicago, 111.
Martin, Emilie Norton, 1894, See page 5.
Masland, Mary Elizabeth, 1901, 607 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Principal of the Gardner School, New York City, 1911-12.
Mason, Frances Eleanor, 1905, 100 Bellevue Place, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1905, Mr. Arthur Manierre.
Mason, Mary Taylor, 1892,
School House Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Medical Student, Johns Hopkins University, 1911-12.
Mason, Rosalind Fay, 1911, 673 Lincoln Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Matheson, Winifred, 1907, 1221 Robson Street, Vancouver, B. C.
Matsuda, Michi, 1899, The Doshisha, Kyoto, Japan.
Mattson, Ethel, 1909, 107 South Glen Oak Avenue, Peoria, 111.
Married, 1911, Mr. Prescott Heald.
Mattson, Rebecca Taylor, 1896,
1179 Farmington Avenue, West Hartford, Conn.
Married, 1901, Mr. Philip Jackson Darlington. Two sons, one daughter.
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Maynard, Margaret Ryersox, 1908, ... 84 S. Broadwav, Xyack, N. Y.
Private Tutor, 1911-12.
McAxelty, Anna, 1906, 1025 Vine Street, Scranton, Pa.
McBride, Jessie Chambers, 1900, Navy Yard, Cavite, Philippine Islands.
Married, 1906, Mr. John Henry Walsh.
McCaeley, Katharine Lay, 1906,
522 Vine Avenue, Highland Park, 111.
McCook, Caroline Alexander, 1908,
88 Onslow Gardens, London, England.
Married, 1908, Mr. John Junius Morgan.
McCoy, Anna Allison, 1905, Beliefonte, Pa.
McEwen, Madge, 1905, 3817 Russell Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1906, Mr. Walter Schmitz. Two sons.
McGeorge, Beatrice, 1901, Cedar Hill, Cynwyd, Pa.
Corresponding Secretary of Junior Board of Hahnemann Hospital Managers, 1908—12.
McKeen, Elizabeth Farley, 1901,
Jewels Island, Cliff Island P. O., Me.
McKeen, Helen Josephine, 1900, ... 40 Wall Street, Xew York City.
Lawyer, 1905-12.
McKenney, Virginia Spotswood, 1908,
126 S. Sycamore Street, Petersburg, Va.
McLean, Charlotte Freixnghxysen, 1899,
277 South 4th Street, Philadelphia.
Professor of French, German and Greek in Athens College, Athens, Ala., 1911-12.
McManus, Caroline Esther, 1902, Rosemary, Westtown, Pa.
Married, 1903, Mr. John Rogers Dickey. One son, two daughters.
McMullin, Mary Belle, 1893,. . . .4805 Chester Avenue, Philadelphia.
McMurtrie, Mary, 1889, 1104 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
President of Association for Employment of the Insane, 1904-12; Boardinghouse Keeper,
1902-12.
McWilliams, Ida Catharine, 1907, 149 Sunbury Street, Shamokin, Pa.
Meade, Addis Manson, 1899, Boyce, Va.
Meigs, Alice McKlnstry, 1905, 39 East Schiller Street, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1908, Mr. Arthur Orr. Two sons.
Meigs, Cornelia Lynde, 1908, 511 Xorth 3rd Street, Keokuk, la.
Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Meigs, Grace Lynde, 1903, 1259 Xorth State Street, Chicago, 111.
Practicing Physician in Chicago, 1910-12.
Mendinhall, Mary Anna, 1896, Pine Crest, West Chester, Pa.
Married, 1S97, Mr. J. Herbert MuUin. Three sons (one + 1907).
Merle-Smith, Dorothy, 1908, 7 Hubbard Park, Cambridge, Mass.
Graduate student, Radeliffe College, 1911-12.
Married, 1911, Mr. Daiid Hunter McAlpin Pyle.
Merrill, Louise Edgerton, 1910, Oaksmere, Xew Rochelle, X. Y.
Business Manager, Merrill School, Oaksmere, 1911—12.
Merrlman, Lucile, 1899, 16 East 97th Street, Xew York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. Malcolm Farmer. One daughter.
Middleton, Helen, 1895, 509 Woodland Terrace, Philadelphia.
Married, 1905, Mr. Thomas Smith.
Miles, Ruth Helene, 1902,. . . .20 Dartmouth Street, Rochester, X. Y.
Married, 1903, Dr. Charles R. Witherspoon. One son, one daughter.
Miller, Dorothy Elizabeth, 1909,
Care of Knauth, Xachod and Kuhne, Leipzig, Germany.
Miller, Emma Loetsa, 1901, 510 Sixth Avenue, Belmar, X. J.
Married, 1905, Mr. Paul Clifford Taylor. Two sons (one t 1907).
Miller, Laera Isabelle, 1911,. . .316 Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Miller, Madge Daniels, 1901, .... 21 East 9th Street, Xew York City.
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Miller, Mary Ruth, 1905, 5830 Trinity Place, Philadelphia.
Married, 1910, Mr. Thomas Joseph Walker.
Milligan, Louise, 1908, 1441 N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Miltenberger, Eugenia Blow, 1909, Ferguson, Mo.
Minor, Caroline, 1909, 508 East Franklin Street, Richmond, Va.
Minor, Marie Louise, 1894, 131 East 31st Street, New York City.
Teacher of Biology in the Wadleigh High School, New York City, 1897-1912.
Minturn, Mildred, 1897, Chateau de Liancourt, Oise, France.
Married, 1906, Mr. Arthur Hugh Scott. One daughter.
Mitchell, Charlotte Barnard, 1899, Died, 1910.
Mitchell, Charly Tiffany, 1898,
Woodlands, Chaucer Road, Cambridge, England.
Married, 1907, Mr. James Hopwood Jeans.
Mitchell, Elizabeth Yeager, 1905,
Care of National Park Seminary, Forest Glen, Md.
Teacher of English and Latin in the National Park Seminary, 1911-12.
Mitchell, Grace Downing, 1901, Bellefonte, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin in Mrs. Robins's School, St. David's, Pa., 1906-12.
Mitchell, Renee, 1900, Mount Carmel, Pa.
Married, 1905, .Mr. Thomas M. Righter. One son, one daughter.
Montague, Mary, 1903, Care of Guild & Co., Chattanooga, Term,
Married, 1909, Mr. George M. Guild. One daughter, one son.
Montenegro, Sara, 1902, Besten Apartments, Louisville, Ky.
Married, 1911, Mr. Clayton Beeker Blakey.
Montgomery, Amelia, 1905, See page 8.
Mooers, Lilian Everett, 1903,. . . .72 County Street, Attleboro, Mass.
Moore, Elsie, 1911, 113 Ferry Street, Danville, Pa.
Moore, Lydia, 1905, Died, 1911.
Married, 1906, Mr. Henry Tatnall Bush.
Moore, Marianne Craig, 1909, 393 North Hanover Street, Carlisle, Pa.
In charge of Commercial Department of the Carlisle Indian School, 1911-12.
Morgan, Marguerite Broades, 1910, 121 Ardmore Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Teacher in Bishopthorpe Manor, South Bethlehem, Pa., 1911-12.
Morice, Jane Rosalie, 1899,
Care J. H. Morice, Esq., 35 Worth Street, New York City.
Morison, Margaret Baker, 1907, 923 Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Md.
Morris, Evelyn Flower, 1903,
E. Washington Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1903, Mr. Francis Reeve Cope, Jr. One daughter.
Morris, Frances Humphrey, 1902, 628 Maple Lane, Sewickley, Pa.
Married, 1906, Mr. John Bruce Orr. One daughter.
Morris, Jacqueline Pascal, 1908, Villa Nova, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. Edward Wyatt Evans.
Morris, Margaret, 1908, 53 Edgehill Road, New Haven, Conn.
Morris, Margaretta, 1900,
124 Highland Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. Samuel Bryan Scott. Two daughters.
Morrow, Caroline Nelye Elise, 1905,
Howe Lodge, Kinson, Dorset, England.
Married, 1909, Mr. J. C. Chadwick Collins. One son.
Mort, Dorothy Brownlow, 1908,. . . .55 Edmund Place, Detroit, Mich.
Teacher of History and Latin in Miss Gamble's School, Santa Barbara, Cal., 1910-12.
Moser, Lillian Virginia, 1893, See page 8.
MtiLLER, Anna, 1905, Died, 1911.
Married, 1906, Mr. Sidney Wallace Prince.
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Muller, Lillie Elizabeth, 1903, 70 Cottage Street, Jersey City, N. J.
Married, 1910, The Rev. Carl Eduard Poensgen.
Munn, Aristine Pixley, 1909, 18 West 58th Street, New York City.
Student, Johns Hopkins University, Medical Department, 1909-12.
Murphy, Edith Hamilton, 1910,. . . .4313 Sansom Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher in Miss Robins' School, Allen Lane, Pa., 1911-12.
Murray, Agnes Laurence, 1911, ..206 Main Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Research Assistant, Laboratory of Immunology, Harvard University Medical School,
1911-12.
Mygatt, Tracy Dickinson, 1909,
Bryn Mawr, Pa. Summer, 507 West 138th Street, New York City.
Neall, Adelaide Walbaum, 1906, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
On Editorial Staff of Saturday Evening Post, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Nearing, Dorothy, 1910, 1427 North 16th Street, Philadelphia.
Assistant in Chemistry in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1910-11.
Nearing, Mary Frances, 1909,
Miss Ethel Walker's School, Lakewood, N. J.
Secretary and Athletic Director, Miss Walker's School, 1911-12.
Neff, Brownie Elizabeth, 1907, ..222 Cherry Street, Winston, N. C.
Married, 1911, Mr. Edward Wright Noble.
Neilson, Grace Herbert, 1906,
91 The Vineyard, Richmond, Surrey, England.
Married, 1909, Mr. Charles J. C. LaCoste. One son.
Neilson, Nellie, 1893, See page 6.
Neville, Mary, 1894, 722 W. Main Street, Lexington, Ky.
Neville, Zelinda, 1895, 722 W. Main Street, Lexington, Ky.
Teacher and Philanthropic Worker, 1908-12.
Newton, Alberta Montgomery, 1905,
2322 Dewey Avenue, Omaha, Neb.
Head of Latin Department in the High School, South Omaha, 1908-12.
Nichols, Content Shepard, 1899, See page 8.
Nichols, Elizabeth, 1893, ...1918 N. Penn Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1896, Mr. Charles W. Moores. One son, one daughter.
Nichols, Margaret Baxter, 1905,
2525 Colfax Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.
Married, 1909, Mr. Clarence Morgan Hardenbergh.
Nichols, Margaret Parsons, 1897,
114 S. Arlington Avenue, E. Orange, N. J.
Married, 1904, Mr. William Remans Smith. Two daughters, two sons.
Nichols, Tirzah Lamson, 1896, 3221 Race Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Enunciation and Librarian in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, 1908-12.
Neilds, Elizabeth, 1898, 29 St. Paul Road, Ardmore, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Wilfred Bancroft. One son, one daughter.
Norcross, Elizabeth, 1897, 376 North 31st Street, Portland, Ore.
Married, 1908, Mr. Henry Minor Esterly. One son.
Norcross, Louise Jackson, 1900, .... 130 W. Pomfret Street, Carlisle, Pa.
Married, 1911, M. Francois Lucas.
Norcross, Mary Jackson, 1900, Carlisle, Pa.
Norris, Bertha Cornelia, 1904, See page 8.
Norris, Mary Rachel, 1906, See page 8.
North, Dorothy, 1909, 7 West Walton Place, Chicago, 111.
North, Helen Virginia, 1908,... 342 North 63rd Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1910, Dr. Robert John Hunter. One daughter.
North, Lila Verplanck, 1895, . . 121 West 122nd Street, New York City.
Norton, Elsa, 1908, 4502 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Student of Music, 1908-12.
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Norton, Mabel Harriet, 1902,
Denbigh Hall, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Warden of Denbigh Hall, 1911-12.
Oberge, Ullericka Hendrietta, 1898, See page 8.
Ogilvie, Ida Helen, 1900, 616 West 116th Street, New York City.
Tutor in Geology, Columbia University, 1906-10, and Instructor in Geology, 1910-12.
Oliver, Rachel Louise, 1893,
Edgewater, Md. Summer: 99 Beacon Hill Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Olsen, Sophie Yhlen, 1898, See page 8.
O'Neil, Elizabeth Breabing, 1903, See page 8.
Orlady, Edith, 1902, Huntingdon, Pa.
Recording Secretary, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Orrick, Christine, 1899, 19 Washington Terrace, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1902, Mr. William C. Fordyce. Two sons, one daughter.
Ostrom, Virginia, 1901, 393 West End Avenue, New York City.
O'Sullivan, Mary Isabelle, 1907, 4230 Otter Street, Philadelphia.
Indexer, Estate of Stephen Girard, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Otheman, Margaret Stevens, 1905, 41 East 53rd Street, New York City.
Student, The Froebel League Training School for Kindergartners, 1909-12.
Palmer, Emily Waterman, 1900, 3741 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Palmer, Henrietta Raymer, 1893, Mayfield, Cal.
Palmer, Madeline, 1899, .... 437 Humphrey Street, New Haven, Conn.
Married, 1899, Professor Charles Montague Bakewell. One son.
Palmer, Sara Stokes, 1904, The Meadows, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Traveling, 1911-12.
Married, 1906, Mr. Frederic Lockwood Baxter.
Park, Marion Edwards, 1898, See page 8.
Parker, Alpine Bodine, 1911,. . . .1923 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Assistant Extension Secretary of Y. W. C. A. of Baltimore, 1911-12.
Parkhurst, Helen Htjss, 1911, Chestnut Street, Englewood, N. J.
Teacher of English and History in the Dwight School, Englewood, 1911-12.
Parris, Marion, 1901, See page 6.
Parrish, Ethel, 1891, Radnor, Pa.
Passmore, Frances, 1908, 410 Clifton Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
Student of the School of Civics and Philanthropy, Chicago, and Resident at Hull House,
Chicago, 1911-12.
Patterson, Margaret M., 1890, 1075 Penn Avenue, Denver, Colo.
Married, 1895, Mr. Richard Crawford Campbell.
Patterson, Mary Grafton, 1888, Died, 1S94.
Paxson, Caroline Ely, 1890, 210 Pine Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. John C. Stine.
Pearson, Bertha, 1904, 23 Bolton Street, Portland, Me.
Companion-Secretary, Milton, Mass., 1911-12.
Peck, Ethel Rogers, 1904, 2331 Le Conte Avenue, Berkeley, Cal.
Married, 1909, Mr. Maurice Ennis Lombardi. One daughter, two sons.
Peck, Helen Ltjcile, 1903, Died, 1906.
Peck, Louise Lyman, 1904, Palenville, N. Y.
Married, 1906, Dr. Albert C. White. Two daughters (one + 1909).
Peckham, Laura, 1899, 325 Washington Street, Glen Ridge, N. J.
Married, 1903, Mr. Edward Hileman Waring.
Peckham, Mary, 1897, Westfield, N. J.
Married, 1901, Mr. Josiah T. Tubby, Jr. One daughter.
Pelton, Jessie Parthenia, 1901, . . . 254 Mill Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Pennypacker, Anna Maria Whitaker, 1897,
Pennypacker's Mills, Schwenksville, Pa.
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Pexxypaceer, Eliza Broomall, 1S97,
Pennypacker's Mills, Sckwenksville, Pa.
Peektxs. Agxes Feaxces. 1898. See page 8.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mary, 1900, See page 6.
Petebs, Gabktella Beooee Formax. 1907.
Care of B. and M. Smelter, Great Falls, Montana.
Married, 1911, Mr. John Adams Church, Jr.
Petebs, Isabel Merged*, 1904, 33 West 49th Street, Xew York City.
Pettit. Edith, 1895, See page 8.
Pew. Ethel, 1906, Morris Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Business Course, Drezel Institute, 1911-12.
Pfafe, Ethel Curtis, 1904, Elm Street, Hampden, Me.
Teacher of Latin and French in Hampden Academy, Hampden, 1910-12.
Pfuhl. Sophie Augusta, 1900, 933 Fourth Street. Louisville. Ky.
Teacher in the Girls' High School, Louisville, Ky., 1903-11.
Phillips,. Grace, 1901, 127 Hubbell Avenue, Houghton. Mich.
Married, 1906, Mr. Gardner Rogers. Two sons.
Pixxey. Gbace, 1892. 120 Riverside Drive, Xew York City.
Married, 1S95, Mr. James M. Stewart. One son.
Plaisted, Maetha, 1908,
Care of Doubledav. Page &, Co., Garden City, L. I.
On Editorial Staff of the World's Work, 1911-12.
Platt, Axxa Estelle, 1909,
1109 Xorth Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Plunkett, Elizaeeth Kellogg, 1902, 93 East Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
Married, 1906, Dr. Brace Whitman Paddock. One son, one daughter.
Pollock. Laura Leisexeixg, 1908,
1050 East 17th Street, Brooklyn. Xew York City.
Poxn, Muxicext, 1910, See page 8.
Pope, Elizabeth Boghax, 1907, . . . 104 High Street, Xewburyport, Mass.
Head Teacher of English in Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, R. L, 1911-12.
Poetee, Claea Phelps, 1905, .1016 W. Wayne Street, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Married, 1909, Mr. William, Page Yarnelle. One daughter.
Porter. Fraxces, 1911, Hubbard Woods, 111.
Student, Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy, 1911-12.
Porter, Katherixe, 1894 6 Oakwood Avenue, Orange, X. J.
Physician, 189S-1912.
Porter, Lecile Axxe, 1902, . . . .215 W. Wayne Street, Fort Wayne, Lad.
Married, 1903, Dr. Ben. Perley Weazer. Three daughters (one t 1906), one son.
Pottberg, Ellen Esther, 1911, 2338 X. Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Secretary to the Business Agent, Bryn Ma'KT College, 1911-12.
Potts, Laurette Eestis. 1897 Pelham Manor, X. Y.
Married, 1905, Mr. Lewis Frederic Pease. One son, one daughter.
Powers, Axxa, 1890, Died, 1894.
Pratt, Axxe Stoexey, 1906,
Care of Yale University Library. J\ ew Haven, Conn.
Cataloguer, Yale University Library, 1910-12.
Pressixgee, Mildred, 1909, 46 West 83rd Street, Xew York, City.
Married, 1912, Mr. Otto Kienbuech.
Price, Alice Moxteltcs, 1903. 3613 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English, Mathematics, and Science in Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.,
1903-12.
Price, Marjorie Gertrude, 1903,
509 S. Highland Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1904, Dr. George Scott McKnigltt. One daughter.
Proudftt, Josephlxe Yoorhees, 1908,. .632 Howard Place, Madison, Wis.
Married, 1911, Mr. Dudley Montgomery.
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Prussing, Margaret Alice, 1911, 1519 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Putnam, Avis, 1905,
Hotel Narragansett, 2508 Broadway, New York City.
Married, 1911, Mr. Edouard Dethier.
Putnam, Bertha Haven, 1893,
Care of G..P. Putnam Sons, 2 West 45th Street, New York City.
Instructor in History, Mount Holyoke College, 1908-12.
Putnam, Margaret, 1907, 52 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.
Married, 1911, Professor Max Withrow Morse.
Putnam, May, 1910, 102 Jackson Place, Baltimore, Md.
Medical Student, Johns Hopkins University, 1911-12.
Putnam, Shirley, 1909, Care of Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
Pyfer, Isabella May, 1910,. . . .131 West Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
Married,
,
Dr. Howard Fritsch Pyfer.
QuLMBY, Mary Agnes, 1906, Berwyn, Pa.
Teacher of German and History in the Tredyffrin and Easttown Joint High School, Berwyn,
1908-12.
Ragsdale, Virginia, 1896, See page 6.
Rambo, Eleanor Ferguson, 1908, See page 8.
Ramsey, Helen Marguerite, 1911, Rosemont, Pa.
Randolph, Harriet, 1889, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Demonstrator in Biology, 1892-1912, and Reader in Botany, 1893-1912.
Rawson, Lucy, 1902,
Dexter and Wold Avenues, East Walnut Hill, Cincinnati, O
.
Married, 1909, Mr. William R. Collins. One son, one daughter.
Rawson, Marjorie, 1906, 3767 Clifton Avenue, Clifton, Cmcinnati, O.
Raymond, Helen Jackson, 1903, 324 Amherst Street, Manchester, N. H.
Married, 1908, Dr. John Christopher O'Connor. One son.
Ream, Frances Mott, 1901,
The Wyoming, 55th Street and 7th Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. John Leisenring Kemmerer. One son, one daughter (t 1909).
Ream, Marion Buckingham, 1899, 1365 Astor Street, Chicago, III.
Married, 1903, Mr. Redmond Davis Stephens.
Reeve, Margaret Morris, 1907,
431 West Price Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Science in the Friends' School, Germantown, 1908-12.
Reichenbach, Lucie Vaughan, 1910,
1020 Guilford Street, Huntington, Ind.
Instructor in French, Randolph-Macon "Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va., 1910-12.
Reid, Estelle, 1894, Died, 1910.
Reilly, Marion, 1901, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Dean of the College and Reader in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-12. On leave of
absence and studying in Rome, 1911-12.
Reinhardt, Christina, 1902, 2121 Mt. Vernon Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin and German in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1903-12.
Reinhardt, Esther Meredith, 1907,
2121 Mt. Vernon Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1907-12.
Rembaugh, Bertha, 1897, See page 8.
Rhoads, Anna Ely, 1889, See page 8.
Rice, Edith Florence, 1907, See page 9.
Rice, Phyllis, 1911, 124 Ocean Street, Lynn, Mass.
Richards, Annabella Elliott, 1907, Merion, Pa.
Assistant in Chemistry, Barnard College, 1911-12.
Richards, Caroline Louise, 1906, Manson, la.
Married, 1911, Mr. Thomas Joseph McKnight.
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Richardson, Ethel Louise, 1911,. . .2232 N. 13th Street, Philadelphia.
Richardson, Mary Tuckerman, 1906,
18 Hawthorn Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Married, 1907, Mr. Robert Walcott. One son, one daughter.
Richter, Ina May, 1908,
Pine Crest Ranch, Mission Canon, Santa Barbara, Cal.
Teacher in the Gamble School, Santa Barbara, 1908-12.
Ridgway, Sarah Shreve, 1898, Columbus, N. J.
Riegel, Ella, 1889, Care of Mrs. Victor du Pont, Wilmington, Del.
Riggs, Henrietta Sanford, 1910,
131 Maryland Avenue, N. E., Washington, D. C.
Assistant in Card Section of Congressional Library and Private Tutor, 1911-12.
Ristine, Miriam Vaughan, 1908, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of Latin and History in the Friends' Select School, Media, Pa., 1911-12.
Ritchie, Mary Helen, 1896, See page 6.
Robbins, Harriet, 1893, Wethersfield, Conn.
Roberts, Emma Dunwoody, 1903,
662 Stanbridge Street, Norristown, Pa.
Teacher of English, Friends' School, Germantown, Philadelphia, 1903-12.
Roberts, Louise Elizabeth, 1908, See page 9.
Robins, Florence Eustis, 1904,
23 Gowen Avenue, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History and Mathematics in Miss Madeira's School, Washington, D. C.,
1910-12.
Robins, Helen Josephine, 1892,
23 Gowen Avenue, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1910-12.
Robinson, Constance, 1898, Died, 1910.
Robinson, Helen Louise, 1901, Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Teacher of Latin in Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1910-12.
Robinson, Leone, 1909, 4339 Morgan Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Robinson, Virginia Pollard, 1906, See page 9.
Rock, Amy Cordova, 1893, 1455 Belmont Street, Washington, D. C.
Married, 1899, Mr. Frederick Leslie Ransome. One son, three daughters.
Rockwell, Martha Skerry, 1904, Ill Wister Road, Ardmore, Pa.
Married, 1909, Mr. H. Wilson Moorhouse.
Rockwood, Eleanor Ruth, 1900,
Care of Library Association, Portland, Ore.
Head of Reference Department, Library Association of Portland, 1902-12.
Rogers, Isobel Mitchell, 1911,. .48 Highland Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Root, Mary Longaker, 1910, 631 East Leverington Avenue, Philadelphia.
Ropes, Alice Rogers, 1906, Shoo-wu, via Foochow, China.
Missionary in China, 1910-12.
Married, 1909, The Rev. Edwin Dwight Kellogg. One daughter.
Ropes, Ellen Marvin, 1902, Grossharthau, bei Dresden, Germany.
Married, 1909, The Rev. Gottfried Martin Horn. One son, one daughter.
Ropes, Margaret, 1903, Oracle, Ariz.
Rosenheimer, Bertha, 1907, 2242 Van Pelt Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of German and French in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Ross, Anna, 1905, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher of Science in the High School, Swarthmore, Pa., 1909-12-.
Ross, Elizabeth, 1909, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher in Miss Maria W. Smith's Classes for Girls, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Ross, Elizabeth, 1911, 2051 East 90th Street, Cleveland, O.
Ross, Margaret Jane, 1904, 626 De Kalb Street, Norristown, Pa.
Married, 1907, Dr. Albert Rowland Garner. One son.
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Rotax, Anne Sturm, 1902, 15 Logan Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Married, 1904, Mr. Thorndike Dudley Howe. One son.
Rotax, Kathebixe Livingston, 1910, 126 S. 46th Street, Philadelphia.
Student, Woman's Medical College of Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Married, 1910, Mr. Cecil Kent Drinker.
Rowley, Haxxah Teeesa, 1901, 278 Alexander Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Teacher of Mathematics and Science in Columbia School, Rochester, 1910-12.
Rulisox, Lucy Constance, 1900,
Care of Morgan, Harjes & Co., Paris, France.
Ruublll, Helex Du Bois, 1909, 463 Park Avenue, Collingswood, N. J.
Teacher of Latin and Mathematics in the William Perm High School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Rlsh, Feaxces Beetha, 1901,.... 517 Emerson Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1904, _l/r. Remembrance Lindsay Crawford. Two sons, three daughters.
Russell, Louise Steexbeeg, 1911, 184 W. 82nd Street, New York City.
Secretary, 1911-12.
Ryan, Maey Catheblxe, 1909, Rosemont, Pa.
Private Tutor, 1909-12.
Sachs, Alice, 1908, 491 Mitchell Avenue, Avondale, Cincinnati, O.
Married, 1911, Mr. Jacob M. Plant.
Sackett, Maey Johxson~, 1901, 237 Clermont Avenue, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Saalpsox, Edith F., 1890, See page 9.
Saupsox, Lillian Yaughax, 1891, See page 9.
Saxboexe, Sarah Mixlee, 1908,
Care of T. A. Hostetter, 402 Ninth Street, N. E., Washington, D. C.
Teacher of Mathematics, Brownell Hall, Omaha, Xeb., 1908-11.
Saxdisox, Helex Estabeook, 1906, See page 9.
Saunders, Helex Mathesox, 1897, 9 Grevstone Terrace, Yonkers, N. Y.
Married, 1910, Mr. William H. Appleton Holmes.
SCATTEEGOOD, AXXA, 1896,
Care of Dubois Freres, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Married, 1S97, Mr. Clarence Gilbert Hoag. Three sons, one daughter.
Schaefee. Ethellxda Floeexce, 1908, Box 349, Honolulu, H. I.
Married, 190S, Mr. Alfred L. Castle. One son.
Schexck, Euxice Morgan, 1907,
317 Springfield Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Student in Madrid and at the Sorbonne and College de France, 1910-12.
Schtedt, Alice Edith, 1904, 102 East 75th Street, New York City.
Married, 1911, Mr. Paul Franklin Clark.
Schiedt, Helex Lee, 1901, Lowell Road. West Orange, N. J.
Married, 1904, Mr. Horace Arthur Woodicard. One son, one daughter.
Schock, Caeolixe Feaxck, 1908, 412 North Carroll Street, Madison, Wis.
Married, 1909, Mr. Chester Lloyd Jones. One daughter.
Schoff, Edith Geetbude, 1898, 4703 Springfield Avenue, Philadelphia.
Married, 1906, Mr. John James Boericke. Two sons, one daughter.
Schoff, Louise, 1902, 968 Hancock Street, Portland, Ore.
Married. 1903, Mr. George Edgar Ehrman. One son, one daughter.
Schoxemax, May Cadette, 1899,
6429 Drexel Road, Overbrook, Philadelphia.
Married, 1900, Mr. Percival M. Sax. Two sons.
SCHEAM, HlLPA SEEEXA, 1911,
Care of Mrs. Frank S. Given, 420 Chestnut Street, Columbia, Pa.
de Schweixitz, Agxes Julia, 1899, See page 9.
ScoFLELD, Jaxe, 1891, Died, 1896.
Scott, Helex Towxsexd, 1910, 909 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Scott, Kathaeixe Esthee, 1904,
American Church Mission. Hankow, China.
Teacher in St. Hilda's School, American Church Mission, Wuchang, China, 1911-12.
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Scott, Margaret, 1904, See page 9.
Soott, Marion Sturges, 1911,
Care of Mr. Frank H. Scott, 1620 Corn Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.
Scudder, Sylvia Church, 1901, 19 Buckingham Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Married, 1904, Mr. Ingersoll Bowditch.
Seater, Harriet Frances, 1907, 221 Prince Street, West Newton, Mass.
Seeds, Nellie Marguerite, 1908,
5222 Laurens Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania, 1911-12.
Married, 1908, Mr. Scott Nearing. One son (f 1911).
Seelt, Bertha Warner, 1905, Brockport, N. Y.
Secretary in the Y. W. C. A., New York City, 1911-12.
Seely, Evelyn Elizabeth, 1910,
Rockledge Hall, 295 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Married, 1911, Mr. Lambert Lincoln Jackson.
Selleck, Anne, 1904, 1230 Amsterdam Avenue, New York City.
Student of Fine Arts, Teachers College, New York City, 1911-12.
Sergeant, Elizabeth Shepley, 1903,
4 Hawthorn Road, Brookline, Mass.
Seth, Frances Burbridge, 1902, .. .Windsor, Walbrook, Baltimore, Md.
Seymour, Clara Hitchcock, 1900, The Choate School, Wallingford, Conn.
Married, 1906, Mr. George Clare St. John. Two daughters (one f 1907) , one son.
Seymour, Elizabeth Day, 1897, See page 9.
Sharp, Henrietta Wogan, 1910, Newville, Pa.
Sharpless, Edith Forsythe, 1905,
30 Koun Cho, Mita, Shiba, Tokyo, Japan.
Teacher in Friends' Mission, Tokyo, 1910-12.
Sharpless, Lydia Trimble, 1908, Westerly, R. I.
Married, 1911, Mr. Harvey Chace Perry,
Shearer, Anne Frances, 1902, "Shady Hill," Logan P. O., Pa.
Married, 1904, Mr. John Armand Lafore. Two sons, one daughter.
Shearer, Edna Aston, 1904, 35 Summit Grove Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Shearer, Margaret Juliet, 1910, Wingfold, Carlisle, Pa.
Shearman, Margaret Hilles, 1895,
1600 West 7th Street, Wilmington, Del.
President of the Consumers' League of Delaware, 1909-12; Vice-Chairman of the Delaware
State Child Labor Committee, 1910-12.
Sheppard, Mary, 1898, 229 Harvey Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Sherwin, Anne Isabel, 1903,.. 150 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Shields, Emily Ledyard, 1905, See page 9.
Shipley, Katharine Morris, 1890, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Associate Principal in The Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1894-1912.
Shipley, Mary Boyd, 1910, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher of Latin, Wykeham Rise, Washington, Conn.. 1910-12.
Shippen, Ellen Francis, 1909, . . 1217 Bloomfield Street, Hoboken, N. J.
Teacher of English in Miss Beard's School, Orange, N. J., 1910-12.
Shoemaker, Jane Cusheng, 1905, See page 9.
Shreve, Harriet Ridgway, 1895, 118 Grove Street, Plainfield, N. J.
Teacher in the Misses Rayson's School, New York City, 1902-12.
Shugert, Kate Dunlop, 1906, Beliefonte, Pa.
Sickel, Corinne, 1901, Cynwyd, Pa.
Married, 1904. Mr. R. Henderson Farley. One daughter.
Simonds, Charlotte Victorine, 1910,
!>- 1571 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.
Student of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1910-12.
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Simpson, Frances Marion, 1906, Died, 1910.
Alarried, 1908, Dr. George Edward Pfahler.
Sinclair, Agnes Maitland, 1903,
800 Second Avenue, Cedar Rapids, la.
Sinclair, Elsie Campbell, 1897, Died, 1900.
Married, 1899, Mr. Cortlandt Van Rensselaer Hodge.
Sinclair, Fanny Soutter, 1901,
Care of W. H. Grant, Esq., 156 Fifth Avenue, New York CitjT .
Married, 1902, Dr. Andrew Henry Woods. Two sons, two daughters.
Sinn, Esther Marion, 1904, 900 Sunset Street, Scranton, Pa.
Sipe, Dollie Holland, 1899, 922 Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1904, Mr. James Clifford Bradley. One son, one daughter.
Slade, Annie Malcom, 1901, Nepperhan Heights, Yonkers, N. Y.
Sloane, Caroline Swanwick, 1900, 800 Hancock Street, Portland, Ore.
Married, 1904, Mr. Benjamin Mathews Lombard. One son, two daughters.
Smith, Alts Whitall Pearsall, 1890, Ford Place, Arundel, England.
Married, 1894, The Hon. Bertrand Russell.
Smith, Clara Lyford, 1907, See page 9.
Smith, Clarrissa Worcester, 1896, Summit, N. J.
Married, 1901, Mr. John Dey. One son, two daughters.
Smith, Dorothy Ingalls, 1909, 4725 Grand Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Smith, Emily James, 1889, 335 West 86th Street, New York City.
Married, 1899, Mr. George Haven Putnam. One son.
Smith, Helen Twining, 1907, See page 9.
Smith, Helen Williston, 1906,
Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Md.
Student in the John3 Hopkins Medical School, 1907-11.
Smith, Hilda Worthington, 1910, See page 9.
Smith, Loose Petttbone, 1908, Winchester Centre, Conn.
Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Smith, Margery, 1911, White House, Ballston Spa, N. Y.
Smith, Maria Wilrtns, 1906, 1223 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Principal of Class for Girls, Philadelphia, 1907-12.
Smitheman, Helen Pugh, 1907, 1472 Alameda Avenue, Lakewood, O.
Married, 1911, Mr. Allen Thomas Baldwin.
Snyder, Elizabeth, 1903, 9 Wj-oming Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Teacher of French and German in the High School, Narberth, Pa., 1910-12.
Southgate, Mary, 1901, 14 Weekes Avenue, Hempstead, N. Y.
Married, 1904, Mr. William Brewster. Two sons, one daughter.
Spencer, Mary Wordsdale, 1905, Roslyn, Long Island, N. Y.
Married, 1909, Dr. J. Kent Worthington. One daughter.
Spencer, Maud Du Puy, 1903, Steyning, Sussex, England.
Married, 1907, Dr. George TJtedale Corbett. One son.
Spofford, Barbara, 1909, 155 West 58th Street, Xew York City.
Director of Psychological Clinic for Subutile Children, 1911-12.
Married, 1912, Mr. Shepard Ashman Morgan.
Spraguesmith, Hilda, 1909, 29 West 68th Street, New York City.
Substitute Teacher of Poetry and Reading in the Veltin School, New York City, 1911-12.
Staadeker, Jennie M., 1894, 422 E. Broadway, Louisville, Ey.
Teacher in the Girls' High School, Louisville, 1894-1912.
Stanwood, Alice, 1906, 22 Borland Street, Brookline, Mass.
Volunteer Settlement Worker, 1906-12.
Stapler, Martha Gause, 1905,
33 Kensington Square, London, England.
Staples, Helen P., 1893, 490 Locust Street, Dubuque, la.
Stearns, Anna, 1911, 37 Orange Street, Nashua, N. H.
Steiner, Amy Louise, 1899, 1038 N. Eutaw Street, Baltimore, Md.
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Stevens, Alta Cornelia, 1909, 4700 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Stevens, Helen Lee, 1902, 1628 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Stevenson, Harriet, 1892, 610 West 147th Street, New York City.
Married, 1894, Mr. Edward G. Pinney. Three sons, one daughter.
Stewart, Margaretta Shaw, 1903, Hastings, Neb.
Married, 1909, Mr. Charles H. Dietrich.
Stites, Sara Henry, 1899, See page 6.
Stoddard, Elizabeth Farris, 1902, Plymouth, Mass.
Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Stoddard, Virginia Tryon, 1903, See page 9.
Stoner, Mary Ella, 1898, Frederick, Md.
Married, 1901, Mr. Arthur Dewalt Willard. One son.
Storer, Frances Louise, 1910, 2249 Glenwood Avenue, Toledo, O.
Teacher of English in the High School, Toledo, 1912.
Stoughton, Leila Roosevelt, 1900,
339 Prospect Street, New Haven, Conn.
Graduate Student, Yale University, 1911-12.
Stout, Gladys, 1909, 2025 Broadway, New York City.
Straus, Dorothy, 1908, 2 West 86th Street, New York City.
Law Clerk, 1911-12.
Streeter, Julia, 1900, 100 Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, N. Y.
Married, 1906, Mr. Henry Gardner. One son, one daughter.
Strong, Anne Hervey, 1898, 216 Hope Street, Providence, R. I.
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin in Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, R. I., 1907-12.
Stuart, Suzette Grundy, 1907,
Mansion House, Hicks Street, Brooklyn, New York City.
Philanthropic Worker, 1911-12.
Sturdevant, Winifred, 1909, Cragsmoor, N. Y.
Teacher in the Roland Park Country School, Roland Park, Md., 1910-11.
Sturgis, Helen Rutgers, 1905, 138 East 36th Street, New York City.
Sussman, Amy, 1902, 1819 Octavia Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Sweet, Emma, 1907, Selleck, Wash.
Married, 1911, Mr. Lyman Mark Tondel.
Swift, Elizabeth, 1911, Died, 1911.
Sykes, Edith Ellen, 1903,
334 West Logan Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Szold, Bertha, 1895, 2104 Chelsea Terrace, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1901, Mr. Louis Hiram Levin. Two sons, three daughters.
Taber, Izette, 1910, Haverford, Pa.
Student in Library Course in the Drexe! Institute, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Taber, Marion Russell, 1897, 348 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Tappan, Elizabeth, 1910, 1419 Bolton Street, Baltimore, Md.
Teacher in the Shippcn School for Girls, Lancaster, Pa., 1910-12.
Tatlock, Jessie May, 1900, 141 East 16th Street, New York City.
Teacher of Latin in the Misses Master's School, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., 1906-12.
Tattersfield, Elsie Hannah, 1905,
404 W. Price Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1911, Mr. Walter Datis Banes.
Taylor, Anne, 1889, College Hill, Cincinnati, O.
Married, 1891, Mr. Frank Hartwell Simpson. One son, four daughters.
Taylor, Gertrude Elizabeth, 1893, 633 Francis Street, Madison, Wis.
Married, 1893, Professor Moses Stephen Slaughter.
Taylor, Helen Mary Anthony, 1905, 1812 Madison Road, Cincinnati, O.
Taylor, Marianna, 1903, St. Davids, Pa.
Practicing Physician, St. Davids, 1910-12, and Visiting Physician, Bryn Mawr College,
1911-12.
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Taylor, Mary Lewis, 1892, Died, 1896.
Married, 1895, Professor Arthur Stanley Mackenzie. One daughter.
Taylor, Mary Minor Watson, 1911,
2001 Monument Street, Richmond, Va.
Teacher of Mathematics, Physics, and Latin in Miss Morris's School, Richmond, 1911-12.
Temple, Maud Elizabeth, 1904, See page 9.
Tenney, Elizabeth Louise, 1910, Winnetka, 111.
Student of Music, 1911-12.
Tevis, Julia Antony, 1902,
The Elms, Strand-on-Green, Chiswick, London, W., England.
Married, 1904, Mr. Elmer Bloomfield Lane. Two sons, one daughter.
Thacher, Henrietta Foster, 1901,
216 Edwards Street, New Haven, Conn.
Thayer, Aurie Cleves, 1900, 2023 O Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Married, 1905, Mr. Maynard Kaufman Yoakam. One son (t 1906).
Thayer, Ellen, 1907,
Care of Brown, Shipley & Co., 123 Pall Mall, London, England.
Thayer, Margaret, 1905, 115 School Street, Concord, N. H.
Thomas, Anne Heath, 1897, See page 9.
Thomas, Elsie Cecil, 1903, 16 South 20th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of French and History and Latin in the Friends' School, Wilmington, Del., 1906-12.
Thomas, Helen Whitall, 1893, 150 East 61st Street, New York City.
Married, 1903, Dr. Simon Flexner. Two sons.
Thomas, Jessie Dunlap, 1907, 219 S. Franklin Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Z. Piatt Bennett.
Thomas, Louise Miner, 1901, 142 S. Franklin Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
President of Settlement Association, Wilkes Barre, 1911-12.
Thomas, Margaret Cheston, 1889,
1004 Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1893, Mr. Anthony Morris Carey. Four sons, two daughters.
Thomas, Martha Gibbons, 1890, Whitford, Pa.
Warden of Pembroke Hall East and West, 1905-12.
Thomas, Miriam, 1902, See page 9
.
Thompson, Charlotte de Macklot, 1896, See page 9.
Thompson, Elizabeth, 1909, Address unknown.
Thompson, Elizabeth Taylor, 1907, 5420 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1908, Mr. Herbert Malcolm Remington. Two daughters.
Thompson, Emma Osborn, 1905, 715 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Summer: 128 Poplar Avenue, Wayne, Pa.
Teacher of Chemistry in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Thorne, Luella H., 1890, Died, 1897.
Thornton, Janet, 1906, 92 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass.
Social Worker, Boston Dispensary, 1911-12.
Thurber, Mary Tyler, 1899, 52 Upland Road, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 1901, Mr. Henry Sturgis Dennison. One son (f 1907), three daughters.
Thurston, Margaret Gertrude, 1905, 106 State Street, Portland, Me.
Tilley, Lydia Lois, 1895, 35 Raleigh Avenue, Norfolk, Va.
Todd, Anne Hampton, 1902, 2115 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Totten, Edith, 1902, 1708 I Street, Washington, D. C.
Towle, Elizabeth Williams, 1898, See page 9.
Towle, Mary Rutter, 1899, See page 9.
Tracy, Martha, 1898, 5138 Wayne Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Associate Professor of Chemistry, Director of Chemical Laboratory and Pathologist,
Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1907-12, and Assistant to Huntington Fund
for Cancer Research, New York City, 1911-12.
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Trbdway, Helen, 1911, 45 Fenelon Place, Dubuque, la.
Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Tremain, Eloise Ruthven, 1904, 748 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Trimble, Helen Bell, 1902, See page 9.
Trout, Ethel Wendell, 1901,
101 Aberdeen Place, Chelsea, Atlantic City, N. J.
Teacher in the Armitage Preparatory School, Atlantic City, 1911-12.
Truitt, Ada Viola, 1905, 4713 Hazel Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Music, 1909-12.
Tull, Alice Wright, 1904,
St. Davids, Pa. Summer: 302 Seventh Avenue, Asbury Park, N. J.
Tunbridge, Helen Elizabeth, 1897, Died, 1909.
Tyler, Susan Bancroft, 1903, 1303 Linden Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Ullmann, Margaret, 1904,
Hotel Windermere, 1614 East 56th Street, Chicago, 111.
Utley, Catherine Merea, 1907, 926 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
Student of Law, 1911-12.
Married, 1910, Mr. George Edwin Hill.
Vail, Clara Warren, 1897, .... Grey House, Ardsley-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Married, 1902, Mr. Henry Stanford Brooks, Jr. Four sons (two t 1907), one daughter.
Vail, Emily Rachel, 1891,
125 W. Chelten Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin in the Stevens School, Germantown, 1910-12.
Van Kirk, Edith Louise, 1898, 1333 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Van Kirk, Susan Frances, 1894, 1333 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin and English in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1899-1912.
Van Reypen, Alletta Louise, 1900,
Norra Kajen 10, Helsingfors, Finland.
Married, 1905, Baron Serge Alexander Korff. One son.
Van Schaack, Albione Libby, 1910,
65 East Cedar Street, Chicago, 111.
Van Wagenen, Kathrina Holland, 1904,
Care of Dodd, Mead & Co., 443 Fourth Avenue, New York City.
Secretary of Literature and Manager of Women's Board of Foreign Missions of the Presby-
terian Church, New York City, 1907-12.
Van Wagenen, Mary Lacy, 1909,.. 100 Cleveland Street, Orange, N. J.
Vauclain, Mary, 1904, Darlington Road, Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1907, Mr. Franklin Abbott.
Vick, Ethel Phillips, 1908, 809 North 63rd Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin in Miss Marshall's School, Oak Lane, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Vickers, Florence Childs, 1898, See page 9.
Wade, Clara Louise Whipple, 1904, 646 Park Avenue, New York City.
Teacher of Latin and Greek in the Charlton School, New York City, 1911-12.
Wade, Grace Bennett, 1906, 113 W. Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1908, Mr. Ernest Douglas Levering. Two sons.
Wade, Ruth Anita, 1909, 735 Breckinridge Street, Helena, Mont.
Teacher of Latin and English in the High School, Helena, 1911-12.
Wagner, Caroline Frances, 1903,
128 Tulpehocken Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Waldo, Alice Goddard, 1904,
McMillan Hall, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Reader in English History, Washington University, 1908-12.
Walker, Amy Morehead, 1911, . . . .1128 La Salle Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Walker, Anna Martha, 1895, . . 1300 Carroll Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Teacher of Greek in the High School, Los Angeles, 1906-12.
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Walker, Ethel, 1894, See page 9.
Walker, Esther, 1911, 423 State Street, Albany, N. Y.
Walker, Evangeline Holcombe, 1893,
77 Grove Street, New Haven, Conn.
Married, 1S95, Professor Charles McLean Andrews. One son, one daughter.
Walker, Evelyn, 1901, 119 Park Street, Brookline, Mass.
Registrar, Simmons College, 1910-12.
Walker, Stjsan Grimes, 1893,
7 Greenough Avenue, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Secretary, Massachusetts Woman Suffrage Association, 1911-12.
Married, 1901, Mr. Richard Y. FitzGerald. Three daughters;
Wallace, Eleanor Wigton, 1903, 445 Arcade Annex, Seattle, Wash.
Married, 1908, Mr. Henry Meech Loomis.
Wallace, Elsie Amelia, 1907, Portland, Ore.
Married, 1907, Mr. Avian Moore.
Wallace, Marjorie Newton, 1908, 7 Grover Street, Auburn, N. Y.
Married, 1910, Professor Robert Hastings Nichols.
Waller, Mart Kirk, 1908, Paver Forest, 111.
Walters, Adeline B., 1896, 5734 Malcolm Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1902, Mr. Horace Edmund Guillou.
Walton, Anne Garrett, 1909, 212 West Front Street, Media, Pa.
Teacher of English and Greek in the Friends' Select School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Ward, Jane Shaw, 1905, 4 Tuxedo Place, Denver, Colo.
Student in Y. W. C. A. Training School, New York City, 1911-12.
Ware, Clara Crosby, 1910, 147 Union Street, Easthampton, Mass.
Warner, Alberta Hinkle, 1905, DufirjTi Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of English in the National School of Elocution and Oratory, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Warner, Margaret, 1895, Tryon, N. C
Washburn, Margaret, 1908,
2218 First Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn.
Waterbury, Ada Florence, 1905, Morristown, N. J.
Wattson, Florence Trotter, 1903,
111 Rex Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Secretary in San Juan, Porto Rico, 1911-12.
Wayne, Frances Charlotte, 1903,.. 927 Clinton Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher in the Brown Preparatory School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Weaver, Beatrice, 1902, Urbana, O.
Webb, Celeste, 1910,
Garrison and Belle Avenues, Forest Park, Baltimore, Md.
Weil, Mathilde, 1892, 1730 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Photographer and Reader of MSS., 1896-1912.
Welles, Anna, 1908, 92 Avenue Henri Martin, Paris, France.
Wells, Ruth, 1911, Hanover, N. H.
Teacher in the Misses May's School, Boston, Mass., 1911-12.
Wesner, Mary Boyde, 1910, 403 North 33rd Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English and Latin in Oaksmere School, New Rochelle, N. Y., 1910-11.
Wesson, Cynthia Maria, 1909, 330 Dartmouth Street, Boston, Mass.
Wetherill, Edith, 1892, 318 West 75th Street, New York City.
Married, 1900, Dr. Frederick Merwin Ives. Three sons, two daughters.
Weygandt, Sophia, 1889,
105 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1894, Mr. John McArthur Harris. One son, one daughter.
White, Amelia Elizabeth, 1901, 18 West 69th Street, New York City.
Assistant Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1912.
White, Emma Vesttne, 1909, 1902 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
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White, Esther Mart, 1906,
163 Queen Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History and French in the Friends' Select School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
White, Leda Florence, 1904,
163 Queen Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English and History in the Friends' School, Germantown, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
White, Martha Root, 1903, 18 West 69th Street, New York City.
Special Student of Mathematics, Barnard College, 1911-12.
White, Mart Elizabeth, 1900, 27 Broad Street, Stamford, Conn.
Married, 1905, Mr. Charles 0. Miller, Jr. One son, one daughter.
Whitehead, Anna Marion, 1897,
464 Hamilton Avenue, Trenton, N. J.
Married, 1907, Mr. Edwin Herbert Grafton. One son, one daughter.
Whitelaw, Hazel Cooper, 1908, Appawamis Avenue, Rye, N. Y.
Married, 1910, Mr. Benjamin Nields, Jr.
Whiting, Agnes Mart, 1894, The Manse, Deerfield, Mass.
Married, 1899, Mr. Philip Henry Wynne.
Whiting, Elizabeth, 1904,
224 East Wister Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of German in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Whitnet, Annie Leslie, 1909, Adams Street, Milton, Mass.
Teacher in Miss Beard's School for Girls, Orange, N. J., 1909-11.
Whittemore, Alice, 1910,. .403 Madison Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Moffet's School, Grand Rapids, 1911-12.
Wilbur, Constance Caroline, 1911,
711 Grand Avenue, Asbury Park, N. J.
Teacher in the Neptune Township Public School, 1911-12.
Wilbur, Florence Lenore, 1910,
711 Grand Avenue, Asbury Park, N. J.
Teacher of Modern Languages in the High School, Red Bank, N. J., 1911-12.
Wildman, Marion Kirk, 1910, 811 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
Student of Music, 1910-12.
Wilkinson, Laura E., 1898, 2044 Master Street, Philadelphia.
Graduate Scholar in Classics, University of Pennsylvania, 1911-12.
Married, 1902, Mr. Asa M. Tyler.
Willets, Katherine Taber, 1890, Died, 1908.
Married, 1892, Mr. Alfred A. Gardner.
Williams, Constance Martha, 1901, 26Quincy Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Married, 1905, Mr. Joseph Warren. Three sons.
Williams, Esther, 1907, 43 Randolph Avenue, Milton, Mass.
Teacher of History and English in the Milton Academy, Milton, 1907-12.
Williams, Helen Elizabeth, 1898,
309 South 15th Street, Philadelphia.
Williams, Kate, 1900, 177 13th East Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Williams, Kate Elizabeth, 1900, 485 Palmetto Drive, Pasadena, Cal.
Williams, Mart Almira, 1911,
1005 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Wilson, Elizabeth Dixon, 1908, Lansdowne, Pa.
Wilson, Helen Adams, 1903, 792 Hancock Street, Portland, Ore.
Teacher of Latin, Portland Academy, Portland, 1909-12.
Wilson, Margaretta Bailet, 1905,
South Lansdowne Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
Windle, Letttia Butler, 1907,
20 East Washington Street, West Chester, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Stevens School, Germantown, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
Wines, Emma Stansburt, 1894, See page 9.
Winslow, Pbtlena Clarke, 1903, . . 135 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
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Winsob, Elizabeth Wabe, 1892,.. .Dudley Road, Newton Centre, Mass.
Acting Editor of Bryn Mawr Alumna? Quarterly, 1911-12.
Married, 1898, Mr. Henry Greenleaf Pearson. Two sons, two daughters (one t 1901,
one t 1906).
Winteb, Agnes Maey, 1907,. . . .1515 North Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Worker in "Lighthouse" Settlement, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Witheespoon, Fannie May, 1909,
Bryn Mawr, Pa. Summer: Meridian, Miss.
Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Withington, Maey Couch, 1906,
Care of H. H. Abbott, Vancouver, B. C, Canada.
Secretary and Bursar, Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1911-12.
Woerishoffee, Emma Caeola, 1907, Died, 1911.
Wood, Beetha Goedon, 1898,
122 Hawthorn Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Head Teacher, St. Mary's School, Garden City, N. Y., 1910-12.
Wood, Eleanoe Dennistotjn, 1902, Islip, Long Island, N. Y.
Milliner, 1908-12.
Wood, Maenette, 1909, 1622 Central Avenue, Hot Springs, Ark.
Head of the Latin Department in the High School, Hot Springs, Ark., 1910-12.
Wood, Maey, 1900, Bryn Ayre Farm, Bound Brook, N. J.
Farming, 1909-12.
Married, 1909, Mr. T. Willard Ayres. One son.
Wood, Ruth Blanche Isabella, 1904,
Care of Mr. Philip De Wolf, 107 Banegan Building, Providence, R. I.
Married, 1906, Mr. Philip De Wolf. One daughter.
Woodelton, Geace Adaline, 1908, 27 Crescent Avenue, Summit, N. J.
Lawyer, 1911-12.
Woodeuff, Claea Lucelia, 1904, 800 Electric Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Legal Assistant, 1908-12.
Woodetjff, Lelia Tetje, 1907, 800 Electric Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Instructor in Mathematics in the Friends' School, Germantown, Philadelphia, 1910-11.
Wooldeidge, Geace La PlEEBE, 1909,
665 Sheridan Road, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1910, Mr. Edwin Peter Dewes. One daughter.
Woekman, Anna Cheney, 1905, 1922 W. Dauphin Street, Philadelphia.
Woethington, Maby Doeothy Whitall, 1910, Died, 1912.
Weay, Edith Sophia, 1901, Elba, N. Y.
Married, 1904, The Rev. Clyde Cecil Holliday. One son, two daughters (one t 1909).
Weight, Edith Buell, 1900, 715 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Warden of Merion Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Weight, Lois Meta, 1903, Died, 1909.
Weight, Mabel Claea, 1902, 5238 Catherine Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of French in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1906-12.
Weight, Mabian Adams, 1891, 71 Francis Street, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 1893, Mr. Thomas Henry O'Connor. Married, 1899, Mr. Timothy Walsh. Two
sons, four daughters.
Weight, Maeion Lucy, 1901, 56 Pine Street, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Robert Laughlin Messimer. One son.
Wyeth, Helen Elizabeth, 1906,
1038 Boston Road, Bronx, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Joseph Otis Peirce.
Yaenall, Emma, 1911, 217 Cricket Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Young, Maejoeie, 1908, 294 Ashmont Street, Boston, Mass.
Young, Rose, 1907, 4621 Sansom Street, Philadelphia.
Student, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 1908-12.
Zebley, Helen Maey, 1898,
320 Springfield Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
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Former Holders of European Fellowships.
Balch, Emily Greene, See page 11.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1889-90.
Becker, Amanda Fredericka, . 5796 McPherson Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
President's European Fellow, 1903-04.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Hardy Montague.
Billmeyer, Helen May, See page 12.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1902-03.
Bley, Helen Muller, See page 12.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1910-11.
Bontecou, Margaret, See page 13.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1909-10.
Boring, Alice Middleton, .- See page 5.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1907-08.
Bourland, Caroline Brown, See page 5.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1900-01.
Breed, Mary Bidwell, See page 5.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1894-95.
Brooks, Harriet, 990 Cote St. Luke Road, Montreal, Canada.
President's European Fellow, 1902-03.
Married, 1907, Mr. Frank H. Pitcher.
Brownell, Louise Sheffield, See page 14.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1893-94.
Cady, Mary Louise, 48 North Church Street, Decatur, Ga.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1906-07. Professor of History in the Agnes Scott
College, Decatur, Ga., 1910-12.
Claflin, Edith Frances, See page 5.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1899-1900.
Coulter, Cornelia Catlin, See page 5.
President's European Fellow, 1908-09.
Ellis, Ellen Deborah, , See page 5.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1901-02.
Emery, Annie Crosby, See page 5.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1892-93.
Fleisher, Eleanor Louie, See page 21.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1903-04.
Giles, Ellen Rose, See page 7.
President's European Fellow, 1897-98.
Hall, Edith Hayward, See page 5.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1903-04.
Hamilton, Edith, See page 7.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1895-96.
Hamilton, Margaret, See page 24.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1897-98.
Hardy, Cora, See page 24.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1899-1900.
Harmon, Esther, 2139 Glenwood Avenue, Toledo, O.
President's European Fellow, 1907-08. Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow, 1909-10.
Teacher in the High School, Toledo, 1910-12.
Harrison, Jane Annetta, La Plata, Mo.
Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow, 1910-11. Teacher in the High School, St. Charles,
Mo., 1911-12.
Hill, Virginia Greer, See page 25.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1907-08.
Laird, Elizabeth Rebecca, See page 5.
President's European Fellow, 1898-99.
Langenbeck, Clara, The Nelson, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
President's European Fellow, 1896-97. Fellow by Courtesy, and Scholar in Biology, Bryn
Mawr College, 1911-12.
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Leftwich, Florence, See page 5.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1895-96.
Lewis, Florence Parthenia, .... 2326 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
President's European Fellow, 1899-1900. Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Goueher
CoUege, 1911-12.
Lewis, Mayone, See page 30.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1908-09.
Lowengrund, Helen Moss, See page 8.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1906-07.
Maddison, Isabel, See page 5.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1894-95.
Martin, Emxlie Norton, See page 5.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1897-98.
Morse, Kate Niles, 24 Park Street, Haverhill, Mass.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1901-02.
Nichols, Helen Hawley, See page 6.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1908-09.
Nowlin, Nadine, 1144 Louisiana Street, Lawrence, Kan.
President's European Fellow, 1906-07. Instructor in Zoology, University of Kansas;
1910-12.
Park, Marion Edwards, See page 8.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1898-99.
Parris, Marion See page 6.
Bryn Mawr Research Fellow, 1906-07.
Peebles, Florence, See page 6.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1898-99.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mary, See page 6.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1900-01.
Ragsdale, Virginia See page 6.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1896-97.
Reimer, Marie, See page 6.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1902-03.
Sampson, Lillian Vatjghan, See page 9.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1891-92.
Sandison, Helen Estabrook, See page 9.
Special European Fellow, 1909-10.
Schaeffer, Helen Elizabeth, See page 6.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1905-06.
Schenck, Eunice Morgan, See page 39.
President's European Fellow, 1910-11.
Schmidt, Gertrtjd Charlotte, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
President's European Fellow, 1904-05. Teacher of German in Miss Wright's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1903-05, 1906-12.
Shearer, Edna Aston, See page 40.
President's European Fellow, 1905-06.
Shields, Emily Ledyard, See page 9.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1905-06.
Shipley, Katharine Morris, See page 40.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1890-91.
Stevens, Nettie Maria, See page 6.
President's European Fellow, 1901-02.
Stites, Sara Henry, See page 6.
President's European Fellow, 1900-01.
Swindler, Mary Hamilton, 329 West 11th Street, Connersville, Ind.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1909-10. Reader in Latin, Bryn Mawr College,
1911-12.
Traver, Hope, See page 6.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1904-05.
Wade, Clara Louise Whipple, See page 44.
Bryn Mawr European Fellow, 1904-05.
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Warren, Winifred, See page 6.
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow, 1896-97.
Weusthoff, Anna Sophie, 916 Avenue D, Bayonne, N. J.
Special Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1907-08. Otten-
dorfer Memorial Research Fellow, 1908-09. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1909-12; Teacher of German in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1910-12.
Former Resident Fellows.
Albert, Grace, .... See page 6.
Fellow in History, 1903-04.
Atkinson, Mabel, 26 Denning Road, Hampstead, London, England.
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1902-03. Lecturer in Economics, Kings College, Lon-
don, 1908-11, and Lecturer in Economics to the Woman's Educational Association,
London, 1910-11.
Aven, Anna Ward, 401 E. Market Street, Greenwood, Miss.
Fellow in Latin, 1908-09.
Married, 1910, Mr. William Madison Whittington.
Baker, Mabel Whitman, 3100 Newark Street, Washington, D. C.
Fellow in Latin, 1896-97.
Married, 1903, Mr. Alfred Hulse Brooks.
Bancroft, Jane M., 425 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Fellow in History, 1885-86.
Married, 1891, Mr. George O. Robinson.
Bartlett, Helen, See page 5.
Fellow in English, 1893-94.
de Beauregard, Esther Tontant,
117 Collier Street, Toronto, Canada.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1894-95.
Married, 1905, Mr. Percy James Robinson.
Beckwith, Minnie Ada, Lancaster Inn, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Latin, 1903-04. Teacher of Latin in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
1904-12.
Benneson, Cora Agnes, 3 Phillips Place, Cambridge, Mass.
Fellow in History, 1887-88. Lawyer, 1894-1912.
Blake, Sue Avis, See page 7.
Fellow in Physics, 1900-07.
Blanchard, Elizabeth Miller, See page 12.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1889-90.
Boring, Alice Middleton, See page 5.
Fellow in Biology, 1906-07.
Bourland, Caroline Brown, See page 5.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1898-99.
Bowerman, Helen Cox, Point Pleasant, N. J.
Fellow in Archaeology, 1909-11. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Bramhall, Edith Clementine, Rockford College, Rockford, 111.
Fellow in History, 1898-99. Professor of History, Rockford College, 1902-12.
Brombacher, Caroline Garnar,
177 Woodruff Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Fellow in Greek, 1896-97.
Married, 1906, Dr. Sidney G. Stacey.
Brooks, Harriet, See page 48.
Fellow in Physics, 1901-02.
Brownell, Jane Louise, .' See page 7.
Fellow in Political Science, 1893-94.
Brusstar, Margaret Elizabeh, See page 14.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1910-11.
Burnley, Mary Cloyd, 1029 Grove Street, Evanston, 111.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1897-98; Research Fellow in Chemistry, 1908; 1908-09.
Married, 1909, the Rev. James Madison Stifter. One daughter.
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Byrnes, Esther Fussell, See page 5.
Fellow in Biology, 1894-95.
Cady, Mary Louise, See page 48.
Fellow in Greek, 1905-06.
Cam, Helen Maud, Paulers Pury Rectory, Towcester, England.
Fellow in History, 1908-09. Assistant Mistress, Ladies' College, Cheltenham, England,
1909-12.
Chamberlain, Ethel Mary, ... .915 North Broad Street, Galesburg, III.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1908-09.
Married, 1911, Mr. Gail Quincy Porter.
Clark, Mabel Parker, See page 7.
Fellow in English, 1889-90.
Clarke, Mary Patterson, 721 Illinois Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Fellow in History, 1906-07. Teacher of History in the High School, Perry, Okla., 1910-12.
Clough, Ida Prescott, 37 Cedar Street, Somerville, Mass.
Fellow in Latin, 1900-01.
Cole, Anna Lewis, 1828 Mt. Vernon Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1895-96. Instructor in French in the Girls' High School,
Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Colin, Therese F., Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1893-94. Professor of French Language and Literature,
and Head of the Department of French, Wellesley College, 1905-12.
Married,
,
Mr. Alfred Colin.
Cooper, Elva, 942 Winchester Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1907-08. Instructor in Mathematics, in the University of Colo-
rado, 1910-12.
Coulter, Cornelia Catlin, See page 5.
Fellow in Latin, 1909-10. Fellow in Greek, 1910-11.
Cummings, Louise D.,
256 Main Street, East, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1898-99. Instructor in Mathematics, Vassar College, 1902-12.
Davis, Sarah White, Lapeer, Mich.
Fellow in History, 1910-11. Student, University of Oxford, 1911-12.
Denis, Willey, 1420 General Taylor Street, New Orleans, La.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1902-03. Research Assistant, Harvard Medical School, 1910-12.
Dover, Mary Violette, .... Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1905-06. Instructor in Chemistry, Mt. Holyoke College, 1909-12.
Dudley, Louise, See page 5.
Fellow in English, 1906-07.
Eddy, Helen May, Marengo, la.
Fellow in Latin, 1904-05. Teacher of Latin and German in the State Normal School,
Mayville, N. D., 1908-12.
Edmand, Marietta Josephine, . . . .E. 1846 9th Avenue, Spokane, Wash.
Fellow in Latin, 1897-98.
Married, 1903, Dr. Frederick Perry Noble. One daughter.
Edwards, Katharine May, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Fellow in Greek, 1888-89. Associate Professor of Greek and Comparative Philology,
Wellesley College, 1901-12.
Ellis, Ellen Deborah, See page 5.
Fellow in Economics and History, 1904-05.
Evers, Helen Margaret, See page 5.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1903-05.
Fahnestock, Edith, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1897-98. Instructor in Romance Languages, Vassar
College, 1908-12.
Fairbanks, Charlotte, St. Johnsburg, Vt.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1896-97. Physician, 1909-12.
Fairclough, Elizabeth Mary,
228 Market Street, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Greek, 1893-94.
Farnham, Lois Anna, See page 7.
Fellow in History, 1901-02.
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Fogg, Emily, Swarthmore, Pa.
Fellow in History, 1897-98.
Married, 1900, Professor Edward Sherwood Meade. One son, three daughters (one t 1907).
Foster, Elizabeth Andros, See page 7.
Fellow in Latin, 1910-11.
Fowler, Eugenia, See page 7.
Fellow in Physics, 1902-03.
France, Wilmer Cave, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Greek, 1892-93. Associate Professor of Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-12.
Married, 1906, Mr. J. Edmund Wright.
Franklin, Susan Bralet, See page 5.
Fellow in Greek, 1889-90.
Frehafer, Mabel Kathryn, See page 21.
Fellow in Physics, 1909-10.
Gage, Kitty Augusta, New Paltz, N. Y.
Fellow in Greek, 1885-86.
Gates, Fanny Cook, 402 Franklin Street, Waterloo, la.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1896-97. Research Worker, School of Education, University of
Chicago, 1911-12.
Gentry, Ruth, See page 5.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1890-91, 1892-93.
Gordon, Wilhelmina,
Principal's House, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Latin, 1906-07. Fellow and Reader in English, Queen's University, 1910-12.
Graham, Ellen Maud, 131 Scott Street, Quebec, Canada.
Fellow in History, 1896-97.
Married, 1908, Mr. Frederick Gourlay Millar.
Graham, Minnie Almira, 34 Park Place, Lockport, N. Y.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1906-07, 1910-11. Graduate Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy,
Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Griffin, Hattie Josephine, North Bend, Ore.
Fellow in Latin, 1899-1900. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1898, and A.M., 1902.
Alumni Fellow in Latin, University of Wisconsin, 1898-99; Teacher of Latin and German
in the Kinney High School, North Bend, 1909-12.
Gwinn, Mary, Princeton, N. J.
Fellow in English, 1885-87.
Married, 1904, Mr. Alfred Hodder.
Hahn, Dorothy Anna, See page 24.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1907-08.
Haines, Jane Bowne, See page 7.
Fellow in History, 1892-93.
Hamilton, Edith, See page 7.
Fellow in Latin, 1894-95.
Hanington, Florence, 159 Stanley Avenue, Ottawa, Canada.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1905-06.
Married, 1907, Mr. Charles Reginald Carter.
Hardcastle, Frances,
3 Osborne Terrace, Newcastle on Tyne, England.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1894-95.
Harper, Carrie Anna, See page 5.
Fellow in English, 1898-99.
Harris, Elizabeth, See page 7.
Fellow in Greek, 1890-91.
Harrison, Elizabeth,
Mickleton, Queen's Drive, Mossley Hill, Liverpool, England.
Fellow in Greek, 1906-07.
Married, 1911, Mr. Percy FaUowfield Kipling.
Harrison, Jane Annetta, See page 48.
Fellow in German, 1909-10.
Hazen, Annah Putnam, 68 Washington Square, New York City.
Fellow in Biology, 1898-99. First Assistant in Biology in the Eastern District High School,
Brooklyn, New York City, 1909-12.
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Hazlewood, Charlotte Williams, 161 Allen Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
Fellow in Greek, 1898-99. Literary and artistic work, book designing, 1910-12.
Henry, Margaret Edith, 1108 East 62nd Street, Chicago, 111.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1900-01.
Married, 1904, Dr. Alvin Saunders Johnson. One son, one daughter.
Hicks, Amy Maud, . .33 Downside Crescent, Hampstead, London, England.
Fellow in Greek, 1904-05.
Highet, Mary Elizabeth, Cobourg, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in German and Teutonic Philology, 1896-97. Professor of German, Fvlmira College,
1902-12.
Hill, Sarah D., Richmond, Ind.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1904-05.
Married, 1908, Mr. Milton D. Baumgartner. One son.
Hooper, Edith Sophia, . . .Heathersby, Chislehurst Road, Kent, England.
Fellow in English, 1900-01.
Hopkins, Mary Delia, See page 7.
Fellow in English, 1896-97.
Howell, Jean Kirk, 123 West 7th Street, Plainfield, N. J.
Fellow in Biology, 1891-92. Teacher of Science in the Plainfield Seminary, Plainfield
1905-12.
Hughes, Winona Alice, 271 W. Church Street, Marion, O.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1900-01. Corresponding Secretary, University of Wooster,
Wooster, O., 1911-12.
Hutchinson, Anabelle Roxburgh,
The Camp, Owlstone Road, Cambridge, England.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1899-1900. Examiner in French and, Italian, Joint Board
Matriculation, 1909-12.
Hyde, Ida H., Lawrence, Kan.
Fellow in Biology, 1892-93. Professor of Physiology, and Head of Department of Physi-
ology, University of Kansas, 1899-1912.
Hyde, Winifred Florence, Berggasse 1, Jena, Germany.
•Fellow in Philosophy, 1902-04. Fellow of the Boston Woman's Educational Association
and Student at the University of Jena, 1905-11.
Isham, Mary Keyt, 849 Oak Street, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1899-1900. Physician, 1908-12.
Jarvis, May Mason,
Calle Celso Ramos No. 9, Matehuala, S. L. P., Mexico.
Fellow in Biology, 1909-10.
Married, 1911, Mr. George S. Newell.
Jones, Laura Lucinda, Box 353, Cobourg, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in English, 1894-95.
Keys, Florence V., College Avenue, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in Greek, 1891-92; Fellow in English, 1892-93. Associate Professor of English,
Vassar College, 1904-12.
King, Georgiana Goddard, See page 8.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1896-97; Fellow in English, 1897-98.
King, Helen Dean, See page 5.
Fellow in Biology, 1897-98.
King, Helen Maxwell, American Legation, Bangkok, Siam.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1909-10. Private Secretary to the U. S. Minister to Siam.
1911-12.
King, Lida Shaw,
Women's College in Brown University, Providence, R. I.
Fellow in Greek, 1899-1900. Dean of the Women's College and Professor of Classical
Literature and Archaeology in Brown University, 1910-12.
King, Marie Seward, Grinnell College, Grinnell, la.
Fellow in German, 1910-11.
Lamberton, Helen, See page 8
Fellow in Physics, 1908-09.
Laird, Elizabeth Rebecca, See page 5
Fellow in Physics, 1897-98.
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Langenbeck, Clara See page 48.
Fellow in Biology, 1895-96.
Leftwich, Florence, See page 5.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1902-03.
Lewis, Florence Parthenia, See page 49.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1898-99.
Longbottom, Gertrude, The Hollies, Louth, Lincolnshire, England.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1897-98.
Lord, Eleanor Louisa, See page 5.
Fellow in History, 1889-90, 1895-96.
Lovell, Helen Louisa, Hardin College, Mexico, Mo.
Fellow in Greek, 1887-88'. Professor of Greek and Latin, Hardin College, Mexico, 1896-1912.
Married. 1896, Mr. John Wilson Million. Two sons, two daughters.
Lowater, Frances, See page 5.
Fellow in Physics, 1896-97.
Lundie, Elizabeth Helen, 36 Fort Street, Montreal, Canada.
Fellow in Physics, 1905-06. Assistant in Chemistry in the High School, Montreal, 1908-12.
MacDonald, Margaret Baxter, See page 5.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1898-99.
Macleod, Annie Louise, Birchwood, Glace Bay, Nova Scotia!
Fellow in Chemistry, 1909-10. Research Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College,
1910-12.
Maddison, Isabel, See page 5.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1893-94.
Mann, Carrie Alice, Died, 1905.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1903-04.
Marcuse, Bella, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1904-05.
Married, 1908, Mr. Douglas Mcintosh.
Martin, Emilie Norton, See page 5.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1895-96.
Mason, Gertrude Helen, 2627 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal.
Fellow in English, 1887-88. Private Tutor in English, Berkeley, Cal., 1905-12.
Mathews, Irene Maud,. .Holly House, Duke Street, Sheffield, England.
Fellow in Physics, 1910-11. Assistant Mistress of the High School for Girls, Manchester,
England, 1911-12.
McNair, Grace Elizabeth, Brodhead, Wis.
Fellow in History, 1900-01.
Merrill, Katharine, Boston Normal School, Boston, Mass.
Fellow in English, 1890-91. Teacher in the Department of Expression and Reading, Boston
Normal School, 1908-11.
Miles, Caroline, Bloomingdale, Ind.
Fellow in History, 1891-92. Principal of Friends Academy, Bloomingdale, Ind., 1911-12.
Married, 1895, Mr. William Hill.
Millman, Mabel Helen, 490 Huron Street, Toronto, Canada.
Fellow in French. 1908-09. English Essay Reader, University of Toronto and Private
Tutor, 1911-12.
Morse, Kate Niles, See page 49.
Fellow in Greek, 1900-01.
Morriss, Margaret Shove, . . . 1904 Mt. Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in History, 1907-08. Instructor in History, Mt. Holyoke College, 1908-12.
Mory, Ruthella Bernard, The Somerset, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in History, 1899-1900.
Married, 1903, Mr. Arthur Barneveld Bibbins.
Neilson, Nellie, See page 6.
Fellow in History, 1894-95.
Nichols, Elizabeth, See page 34.
Fellow in Biology, 1893-94.
Northway, Mary Isabel, 1657 Burnaby Street, Vancouver, B. C, Canada.
Fellow in Phvsics, 1900-01.
Married, 1904, The Rev. R. J. Wilson.
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Nowlin, Nadine, See page 49.
Fellow in Biology, 1905-06.
O'Grady, Marcella I., Wurzburg, Bavaria.
Fellow in Biology, 1887-89.
Married, 1897, Professor Theodore Boveri.
Olsen, Sophie Yhlen, See page 8.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1899-1900.
Parker, Emma Harriet, Charlestown, N. H.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1893-94. Teacher of Chemistry in the High School, Newton, Mass:,
1900-12.
Parris, Marion, See page 6.
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1905-06.
Paschall, Annie Goode, Died, 1895.
Fellow in Greek, 1894-95.
Peebles, Florence, See page 6.
Fellow in Biology, 1896-97.
Peebles, Rose Jeffries, See page 6.
Fellow in English, 1907- 08.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mary, See page 6.
Fellow in Latin, 1902-03.
Petty, Mary, 211 S. Ashe Street, Greensboro, N. C.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1895-96. Head of Department of Chemistry, State Normal and
Industrial College, Greensboro, 1893-1912.
Pinney, Mary Edith, Wilson, Kan.
Fellow in Biology, 1910-11. President's European Fellow and Student, Universities
of Bonn and Heidelberg and Zoological Station, Naples, 1911-12.
Potts, Latjrette Ettstis, See page 36,
FeUow in English, 1899-1900.
Ptjrdie, Eleanor, Ortler, Prestbury, Gloucestershire, England.
Fellow in Greek, 1895-96. Head Classical Tutor, Cheltenham Ladies' College, Cheltenham,
England, 1898-1911.
Rabourn, Sara Brewer Francis, Centralia, Mo.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1906-07.
Ragsdale, Virginia, See page 6.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1902-03.
Rand, Marie Gertrude,
631 Hancock Street, Brooklyn, New York City.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1909-10, and Fellow in Psychology, 1910-11. Graduate Scholar in
Psychology, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Randolph, Harriet, See page 37.
Fellow in Biology, 1889-90.
Reed, Bertha,
McMillan Hall, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1906-07.
Married, 1909, Mr. George Raleigh Coffman.
Reed, Margaret Adaline,
Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in Biology, 1908-09. Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology, Johns Hopkins
Training School for Nurses, Spring Semester, 1911-12.
Married, 1910, Dr. Warren H. Lewis. One daughter.
Reimer, Marie, See page 6.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1899-1900, 1901-02.
Reynolds, Grace Potter, See page 6.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1908-09.
Reynolds, Minnie Beatrice, . . . 244 Myrtle Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Fellow in Greek, 1897-98.
Married, 1903, Mr. James A. Kinkead.
Ritchie, Mary Helen, See page 6.
Fellow in Latin, 1898-99.
Rock, Amy Cordova, See page 38.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1894-95.
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Salmon, Lecy Maynabd 263 Mill Street, Poughkeepsie, X. Y.
Fellow in History, 1856-87. Professor of History, Vassal College, 1599-1912.
Satteethwaite, Sakah E., 2037 Franklin Avenue, Toledo, 0.
Felloe in Greek, 1886-87.
Married, 1890, Dr. Francis Alexander Leslie. One son.
Schaeffer, Helen Ellzaeeth See page 6.
Fellow in Physics, 1904-05.
de Scbwelnttz, Agnes -Jelia, See page 9.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1902-03.
Sewall, Hannah Roble, Forest Glen, Md.
Fellow in History, 1888-89.
Shapiro, Rebecca, Marshneld, Wis.
Fellow in Romance Languages. 1900-01.
Married, 1904, Mr. Richard Strauss.
Shearer, Edna Aston See page 40.
Junior Fellow in Philosophy, 1904-05: Fellow in Philosophy, 1905-07.
Sheayyn, Phoebe A. B., The University, Manchester, England.
Fellow in English, 1895-96. Warden of Women's Hall of Residence and Lecturer in English
Literature, University of Manchester, 1907-L2.
Shoemaker. Jane Ceshlng, See page 9.
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1909-10.
Shete. Helen Winifred, 25 Fourth Street, Bangor, Me.
Fellow in Teutonic Philologv, 1893—94.
Married, 1900, Mr. Warren J. Moulton.
Sinclair, Alice Wailuku, Maui, H. I.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1903-04.
Married, 1906, The Rex. Rowland Backus Dodge.
Smith. Amelia Catherine, 4515 Regent Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Biology, 1900-01.
Married, 1901, Mr. Philip Powell Calzert.
Smith, Eunice Cliea, 625 East Avenue, Pawtucket, R. I.
Fellow in English, 1909-10. Teacher of French in Wilkes Barre Institute, Wilkes Barre
Pa., 1911-12.
Smith, Eva Maria. The Ladies' College, Cheltenham, England.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1908-09. Lecturer in Mathematics at the Ladies' College? Chel-
tenham, 1910-11.
Smith, Minna Steele. Xewham College, Cambridge, England.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology^ 1894-96. Staff Lecturer and Director of Studies in Medieval
and Modern Languages, Xewnham College, 1905—12.
Soethworth, Effie A., Loma Linda, Cal
.
FeUow in Biology, 1885-86.
Married, 1896, Mr. Volney Morgan Spalding.
Spalding, Mary Caroline Cranford, X. J
Fellow in English, 1910-11. Graduate Scholar in English, 1911-12.
Spencer, Fannie Grace Clara, . . . 1811 S. Third Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Research Fellow in Chemistry, 1909-10.
Stevens. Nettie Maria, See pa°-e 6
Fellow in Biology, 1902-03.
e
Stewart, Anne Amelia, 28 South Street, Halifax. X. S.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1886-87.
Street, Jennette Atwater, . . . . 47 Lakeview Avenue, Cambridge, Ms —
Fellow in Latin, 1395-96.
Married, 1901, Professor Edward C. Jeffrey. One son.
Sweet, Margeeelte, See pa°-e 6
Fellow in English, 1891-92.
Swcndlee, Mart Hamilton, See page 49.
Fellow in Greek, 1907-09.
Taylor, Lily Ross, 1002 S. Perry Street, Montgomery, Ala.
Fellow in Latin, 1907-08. Reader and Demonstrator in Archaeology, Bryn Mawr Colleee
1910-12.
Thompson, Charlotte De Macklot, See page 9.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1896-97.
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Tibbals, Kate. Watkins, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in English, 1901-02.
Torelle, Ellen, '. .1017 14th Avenue, S. E. Minneapolis, Minn.
Fellow in Biology, 1903-04.
Towle, Elizabeth Williams, See page 9.
Fellow in Biology, 1899-1900.
Traver, Hope, See page 6.
Fellow in English, 1903-04.
Urdahl, Margerethe, See page 6.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1900-02, 1902-03.
VanDeman, Esther Boise, 2514 13th Street, Washington, D. C.
Fellow in Latin, 1892-93. Research Associate in Roman Archaeology of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 1910-13.
Waddell, Mart Evelyn Gertrude, Orono, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1904-05. Instructor in Mathematics in St. Margaret's College,
Toronto, 1906-12.
Walker, Anna Martha, See page 44.
Fellow in Latin, 1905-06.
Warren, Winifred, See page 6.
Fellow in Latin, 1893-94.
Weeks, Etjla Adeline, Butler, Mo.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1909-10. Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses Shipley's School,
and Graduate Student in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Wergeland, Agnes Mathilde, Laramie, Wyo.
Fellow in History, 1890-91. Professor of History and Spanish, University of Wyoming,
1909-12.
White, Florence Donnell, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Instructor in French, Vassar College, 1908-12.
Wilkinson, Annie Lyndesay,
623 Westview Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1899-1900.
Married, 1902, Dr. Joseph Head.
Williams, Ella Cornelia, 609 West 127th Street, New York City.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1885-86. Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Spence's School, New
York City, 1892-1912.
Willis, Gwendolen Brown, See page 6.
Fellow in Greek, 1902-04.
Winston, Mary Frances, . . . 1620 Massachusetts Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1891-92.
Married, 1900, Dr. Henry Byron Newson.
Wood, Ida, 2038 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in English, 1888-89.
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Abbott, Fidelia Nichols, 1908-09, Grandfield, Okla.
Teacher of English in the Oklahoma State Baptist College, 1911-12.
Adaire, Nannie, 1904-05, See page 6.
Adams, Edith, 1910-11, See page 7_
Adams, Eliza Raymond, 1893-94, See page 10.
Adams, Sophie Frances, 1902-03, See page 10.
Akers, Deborah Chase, 1909-10,
905 Magnolia Avenue, Long Beach, Cal.
Married, 1912, Mr. Sylvan Morse Travers.
Albee, Maria Hawes, 1909-11, See page 6.
Albert, Grace, 1901-03, 1904-08, See page 6.
Albertson, Alice Owen, 1909-10, See page 10.
Albertson, Anna Mary, 1909-10, Magnolia, N. J.
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Allen, Elizabeth, 1902-04, Hotel St. George, Brooklyn, New York City.
Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Spence's School, New York City, 1911-12.
Allen, Hope Emily, 1905-06, See page 6-
Allen, Jane, 1907-09, See page 10.
Allen, Rosa Noyes, 1898-99, 57 Rutland Square, Boston, Mass.
Allis, Mary Elizabeth, 1902-05, See page 10.
Allison, Edith Mary, 1909-10, McPherson, Kan.
Ambrister, Maud, 1907-08, 203 E. Tonhawa Street, Norman, Okla.
Assistant Instructor in English in the Central State Normal School, Edmond, Okla.,
1911-12.
Anthony, Alice, 1904-05, See page 10.
Archibald, Sara Elizabeth, 1894-95, Malone, N. Y.
Married, 1897, Mr. John Alexander Macintosh.
Armfield, Lucille, 1894-95, Monroe, N. C.
Married, 1905, Mr. Frank Armfield. One daughter, two sons.
Ashburner, Elizabeth Atkins, 1904-06, 1908-09, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Ashford, Ethel Bright, 1910-11,
St. Ronan's, 395 Upper Richmond Road, Putney, S. W. England.
Student at the London School of Economics, 1911-12.
Atkins, Emma Louise, 1894, See page 11.
Aven, Anna Ward, 1906-08, See page 50.
Bain, Emma, 1889-90, 220 De Kalb Square, Philadelphia.
Married, 1892, Mr. Glen Levin Swiggett.
Baker, Bessie, 1893-94, Died, 1899.
Baker, Mary Ellen, 1910-11, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Head Cataloguer, Bryn Mawr College Library, 1908-12.
Baldwin, Alice Mary, 1908-09, "Highcroft," Acworth, N. H.
Teacher of History and Economics in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1906-12.
Baltz, Ellen Duncan, 1900-01, See page 11.
Bareis, Grace Marie, 1897-99, 1902-06, Canal Winchester, O.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Ohio State University, 1908-12.
Barker, Grace Sarah Taylor, 1909-10,. . . .Welland, Ontario, Canada.
Barnes, Letitia, 1905-06, Grove City, Pa.
Teacher in the Albin School, Grove City, 1909-12.
Barr, Dora, 1893-94, Died, 1903,
Married, 1900, Mr. William Brown.
Bartholomew, Mary Eleanor, 1909-11, See page 11.
Bartlett, Helen, 1892-93, 1894-95, See page 5.
Bash, Amy Ballance, 1898-99, Address unknown.
Married, 1902, Mr. C. E. A. Dowler.
Bass, Stella, 1893-94 3562 Evanston Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1894, Mr. Joseph E. Tilt.
Bates, Theodora, 1905-06, See page 6.
Beardshear, Hazel Leoni, 1897-98, Oak Creek, Colo.
Married, 1901, Mr. Lauren Miller Chambers. Two daughters, one son.
Becker, Amanda Fredericka, 1902-03, See page 48.
Beckwith, M. Ethelwynne Rice, 1907-08,
2032 East 115th Street, Cleveland, O.
Instructor in Mathematics, College for Women of Western Reserve University, 1910-12.
Married, 1900, Mr. William E. Beckwith.
Beckwith, Minnie Ada, 1907-08, See page 50.
Bedinger, Maria Voorhees, 1892-93 See page 12.
Beebe, Margaret Hyde, 1910-11,
Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.
Instructor in Classics, Allegheny College, 1911-12.
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Beechley, Lorette Jesse, 190Q-01, 1902,
1111 First Avenue, Cedar Rapids, la.
Behrens, Margarete Emma Johanna, 1909-10,
Villa Yever, Oberloessnitz-Dresden, Germany.
Student of Science, University of Jena, 1911-12.
Belding, Josephine, 1909-10, R. F. D. 245, Windsor, Conn.
Private Secretary, 1911-12.
Bell, Emma Virginia, 1909-10,
604 North 3rd Avenue, Columbus, Miss.
Bennett, Ethel Mart, 1906-08 .
.
, See page 6.
Benson, Mary Estella, 1895-96, R. F. D. 7, Hagerstown, Md.
Berry, Emma Louise, 1897-98, 373 Front Street, Owego, N. Y.
Berst, Jessie May, 1898-99, 709 Brown's Avenue, Erie, Pa.
Teacher of History in the High School, Erie, 1905-12.
Birdsall, Anna Palmyra, 1899-1900, Wallkill, N. Y.
Bishoff, Ruth Spies, 1903-04, 1905-06, Halifax, Pa.
Special Student, University of Pennsylvania, 1911-12.
Blackwell, Ethel B., Vreeland Park, Paterson, N. J.
Married, 1901, Mr. Alfred Brookes Robinson. Three sons (one 1 1902), one daughter.
Blair, Annie King, 1900-01, 519 Vine Street, Camden, N. J.
Married, 1905, Mr. William W. Allen, Jr. One daughter.
Blair, Kate Ruth, 1896-97, 1501 Neil Avenue, Columbus, O.
Blanchard, Elizabeth Miller, 1902-03 See page 12.
Bliss, Eleanor Frances, 1904-06, 1908-07, See page 7.
Borden, Fanny, 1901-02, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Reference Librarian, Vassar College, 1910-12.
Boring, Alice Middleton, 1904-05, See page 5.
Boring, Lydia Truman, 1903-04, See page 13.
Bourland, Caroline Brown, 1899-1900, 1901-02, See page 5.
Bousquet, A. Carolina D., 1894-95,
315 West 4th Street, Ottumwa, la.
Married, 1904, Dr. William Brooks La Force.
Bowerman, Helen Cox, 1908-09, See page 50.
Boyer, Martha Getz, 1910-1 1, See page 13.
Boysen, Marie Jeannette, 1904-05, Carlinville, 111.
Branson, Anna Mary, 1903-05, See page 7.
Breed, Mary Bidwell, 1899-1901, See page 5.
Brevitt, Jessie, 1889-90, 144 Wilson Street, Baltimore, Md.
Brigham, Pauline Wight, 1901-02, Died, 1905.
Brown, Carolyn Trowbridge, 1902-03, See page 13.
Brown, Jeannette Swan, 1886-87, 444 Elm Street, Chicago, 111.
Brownell, Harriet Mather, 1906-10, See page 14.
Brownell, Louise Sheffield, 1896-97, See page 14.
Bruff, Anna Marie, 1908-09, White's Institute, Mt. Hamill, la.
Teacher in White's Institute, Mt. Hamill, 1910-12.
Brusstar, Margaret Elizabeth, 1907-10 See page 14.
Budd, Harriet May, 1892-93,. .706 University Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Married, 1896, Mr. Luther Ogden Wadleigh.
Buffum, Marianna Nicholson, 1906-07, See page 7.
Bull, Emily Louisa, 1891-92, See page 14.
Bunker, Marie, 1907-10, See page 7.
Bunting, Martha, 1891-93, See page 5.
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Burchinal, Mart Cact, 1905-07, 1909-10,
3326 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
First Assistant in German in the William Penn High School, Philadelphia,1909-10, 1911-12.
Burnell, Bessie Mat, 1910-11,. . . .2330 E. 9th Street, Des Moines, la.
Professor of Physics and Instructor in Mathematics, Lake Erie College, 1911-12.
Burnside, Mart Hortense, 1896-97,
713 High Avenue, East, Oskaloosa, la.
Married, 1S99, Mr. Irving Culver Johnson.
Burton, Cornelia R., 1903-04, Basin, Big Horn Co., Wyo.
Married, 1906, Dr. Herbert Taylor Harris.
Btrne, Alice Hill, 1908-12, 1431 Perkiomen Avenue, Reading, Pa.
Teacher of Latin and Greek in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, and Assistant to the
Warden of Pembroke Hall, 1911-12.
Btrxes, Esther Fussell, 1893-94, 1895-97, See page 5.
Calderhead, Iris Gallant, 1910-11, Marysville, Kan.
Teacher in the High School, Dayton, Wash., 1911-12.
Cadbtjrt, Emma, Jr., 1901-02, See page 14.
Cadt, Mart Louise, 1904-05, See page 48.
Caldwell, Effie Pearle, 1903-04, Cedar, la.
Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1911-12.
Campbell, Annie Catharine, 1908-11, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Graduate Student, Radcliffe CoUege, 1911-12.
Campbell, Marian Elizabeth, 1900-01, 118 S. Fifth Street, Irontown,0.
Married, 1902, Mr. Ralph E. Mitchell. Two sons (one 1 1910).
Canan, Marjorie Stockton, 1904-05, See page 15.
Carroll, Anna Belle, 1888-90, Harveysburg, O.
Married, 1S92, Mr. Edgar Stinson.
Carroll, Marie Josephine, 1910-11,. .47 Wilson Avenue, Columbus, O.
Carter, Jeannette Eva, 1891-92, Catawba, W. Va.
Professor of Modern Languages, Kansas City University, 1902-03, 1909-12.
Cartland, Mart Alice, 1904-05, 524 Douglas Street, Greensboro, N. C.
Married, 1908, Mr. James G. Lewis. One son.
Chamberlain, Susanna Willet, 1898-99,
237 East Terrace, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Champlin, Evangeline St. Clair, 1891-92, 1895-96, Alfred, N. Y.
Chandlee, Edith A., 1901-02, 3212 Summer Street, Philadelphia.
Secretary, Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., 1910-12.
Chandlee, Elizabeth Betterton, 1907-08, See page 15.
Chapin, Edith Burwell, 1899-1900, See page 15.
Chase, Josephine Alzaida, 1907-08,
Social Service House, 37 North Bennet Street, Boston, Mass.
Assistant to the Director of the North Bennet Street Industrial School, Boston, 1908-12.
Chxsholm, Mart E., 1891-92, 161 N. Prairie Avenue, Chicago, JJJ.
Married, 1894, Mr. John E. Northrup.
Choate, Augusta, 1905-06, UN. Merion Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Head of English Department in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, 1910-12.
Chubb, Ethel Leigh, 1909-11, . . . 193 Mavety Street, Toronto, Canada.
Teacher of Latin in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Claflin, Edith Frances, 1897-99, See page 5.
Claggett, Edith J., 1904-05, Palmyra, Mo.
Married, 1908, Mr. John Wainwright Evans.
Claghorn, Kate Holladat, 1892-93, See page 16.
Clark, Agnes Elizabeth, 1905-06, 220 West 120th Street, New York City.
Assistant in English, New York Training School for Teachers, 1906-12.
Clark, Bertha Mat, 1900-01, . .William Penn High School, Philadelphia.
Head of the Department of Science in the William Penn High School, Philadelphia, 1909-12.
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Clark, Mabel Parker, 1890-93, See page 7.
Clarke, Nancy Barnum, 1909-10,
331 West Church Street, Jacksonville, Fla.
Clothier, Hannah Hallowell, 1896-97, Swarthmore, Pa.
Married, 1898, Professor William Isaac Hull,
Cochran, Fanny Travis, 1904, See page 16.
Coffin, Elizabeth White, 1899-1900,
880 S. Cedar Street, Greensboro, N. C.
Married, 1904, Mr. John W. Lewis.
Cole, Anna Lewis, 1906-07, 1910-11, See page 51.
Coleman, Anne C, 1896-97 . . .• See page 17.
Coleman, Jessie Hester, 1909-10,. .810 B Avenue East, Oskaloosa, la.
Assistant Principal of the High School, Moulton, la., 1910-12.
Colin, Therese F., 1894-96, See page 51.
Collins, Ruth, 1910-11,. See page 17.
Collitz, Klara Hechtenberg, 1904-07,
135 W. Mt. Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1904, Professor Hermann Collitz.
Converse, Helen Prentiss, 1901-02, See page 17.
Cook, Ruth Hilma, 1906-07,
Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Secretary to the President, Mt. Holyoke College, 1910-12.
Cope, Julia, 1896-97, 1905-06, See page 17.
Corbus, Florence Ketchum, 1908-09, . . .208 Glenn Road, Ardmore, Pa.
Married, 1907, Mr. Frederick Godfrey Corbus. One son.
Costelloe, Rachel Conn, 1908-09,
Care of Mrs. Bertrand Russell, Ford Place, Arundel, Sussex, England.
Married, 1911, Mr. Oliver Strachey.
Coulter, Cornelia Catlin, 1907-08, See page 5.
Cowan, Musa Kimball, 1902-03, Erie, Kan.
Married, 1911, Mr. Paul M. Cory.
Cowgill, Marthana, 1906-07, Montezuma, Ind.
Coyle, Margaret Hildegarde, 1907-08, See page 17.
Coyle, Susan Edmond, 1902-03, 1326 19th Street, Washington, D. C
Teacher in Miss Madeira's School for Girls, Washington, D. C, 1906-12.
Craig, Bess, 1902-03, Grove City, Pa.
Craig, Marie, 1895-96, 117 East Pine Street, Grove City, Pa.
Married, 1902, Mr. Charles E. McConkey. One son, one daughter.
Crawford, Emily C, 1907-10,
3 Washington Square North, New York City.
Teacher of Latin in Miss Spence's School, New York City, 1910-12.
Crawford, Emma Walker, 1904-05, See page 17.
Crighton, Lucile, 1910-11, 411 Annita Street, Jackson, Miss.
Teacher in the High School, Jackson, 1911-12.
Cummings, Louise D., 1900, 1906, See page 51.
Curtis, Margaret, 1907-08, 61 Trumbull Street, New Haven, Conn.
Dale, Jennie, 1895-96, Ojai Valley, Ventura Co., Cal.
Married, 1904, Mr. Morgan Barnes. One son, one daughter.
Dame, Katharine, 1894-95, 24 N. Allen Street, Albany, N. Y.
Instructor in the New York State Library School, 1910-12.
D'Arcy Thompson, Frances, 1910-11,
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Darling, Jessie, 1895-96, 5 Douglas Road, Schenectady, N. Y.
Married, 1900, Mr. Arthur Williston Henshaw. Two sons, one daughter.
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DARLINGTON, BeELAH TVALTER. 1893-94,
305 X. Hish Street. West Chester, Pa.
Married. 1901, Mr. Mzu-ice BzIImY'l P-ztt. O-i son, two dsMgbters.
Daegherty. Elloeise. 1894-95, Died. 1903
Daeghtrey. Gene. 1905-09, Georgetown, Tex
Student of Music, 1910-11.
Davidson, Alice Reed. 1595-1900,
704 North Avenue. "West, Xorth Side, Pittsburgh, Pa
Datis, Mabel. 1905-06, Xewmarket, Ontario. Canada
Teacher of History in Calgary Collegiate Institute, Calgary, Alta, Canada, 1910-12.
Davis, Margaret, 1909-10, Guilford College, X. C
Davis, Pert, 1903-04. Westtown, Pa
Head of Department of German, Friends' School, Westtown, Pa., 1905-12.
Davis, Sarah Ellen, 190-5-06, See page 18
Dean. Harriet Lele, 1439 Wen 54th Street, Seattle, Wash
Musician, 1908-12.
Married, 1904, Mr. Hans Julius Carstensen.
Deitrick, Ethel, 1906-07, 600 13th Avenue, New Brighton, Pa
De Lagena, Grace Mead Andres, 1903-09, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Associate in Philosophy, Bryn ilaw College, 1911-12.
Married, 1905, Dr. Theodore de Leo de Laguna. One daughter, one son.
Denis, Willet. 1899-1901, See page 51.
Denise. Edith. 1859-90. 715 Columbia Street. Burlington, la.
Dean of Women and Assistant Professor of German, Late Forest College, 1906-11.
Dewell, Jessie Keyes. 1892-93, 232 Bradley Street, Xew Haver, Conn.
Dillin, Margaret Seoner. 1909-10, See page 7.
Demon, Abigail Camp, 1898-99, 1901-04. See page 7.
Dismorr. Margaret Stewabt, 1910-11,. . .Harrow on the Hill, England.
Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Dixon, Alice Loetse, 1910-11,
__
Yadkinviile. X. C.
Teacher of Latin, English and History in the Normal School, Yadkinville, 1911-12.
Donnelly, Lucy Martin, 1895-97, See page 19.
Downing, Maed, 1903-11. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Student in Dropsie College for Hebrew, Philadelphia, 1909-10, and Fellow, 1910-11.
Dreetlein, Mae Cecelia. 1903-04.. . . .762 Park Avenue, Meadville, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. James Clement Shults. One daughter.
Droege, Mathtlde. 1905-09, Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1908-12.
Denbar. Ruth Juliette, 1910—11,. .West Prospect Street, Ashtabula, O.
Secretary-Treasurer of Lake Erie College Alumna? Association, 1911-12.
Easton. Margaret. 1891-92, 5931 Walnut Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1901, Mr. Frank Eahm Liggett. One daughter, one son.
Dedley, Loetse, 1905-06, 1910, See page 15.
Ebt, Minnie Dorothy, 1901-04,. .State Xornial School. Trenton, X. J.
Instructor in Chemistry, New Jersey State Normal School, 1901-12.
Edwards. Alma Tatloe, 1907-08, Salemburg, X. C.
Teacher in Salemburg Academy, 1910-12.
Edwards, Edith, 1901-02, See page 19.
Eisenhower, Anna Belle, 1903-04, 1909-10.
802 Delvalb Street, Xorristown, Pa.
Head of French Department in the Friends' Central School, Philadelphia, 1907-12.
Elmore, May Terry, 1898-1900,
109 W. Chemung Place, Elrnira, X. Y.
Teacher of English in the Dwight School, Englewood, N. J., 1901-12.
Emery, Agnes, 1886-87, Lawrence, Kan.
Emery, Annie Crosby, 1892-93, 1895, 1895-96, See page 5.
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Evans, Mayetta J., 1893-94, Bromley Court, Cambridge, Mass.
Writer of Plays, 1911-12.
Fahnestock, Edith, 1901-02, 1906-07, See page 51.
Failing, Katharine Frederika, 1904-05, See page 20.
Farnham, Lois Anna, 1800-01 See page 7.
Fay, Mary Luella, 1897-98, See page 7.
Fernald, Grace Maxwell, 1904-06,
2034 N. Capitol Street, Washington, D. C.
Field, Ada Martitia, 1898-99, 1900-02, Newnan, Ga.
Teacher of Chemistry, Guilford College, 1910-12.
Fillius, Ella Sabin, 1903-04, Caldwell, Idaho.
Married, 1906, Mr. Benjamin Merrill Holt.
Fleisher, Eleanor Lottie, 1903-04, See page 21.
Flickinger, Alice, 1905-06, See page 7.
Fogg, Emily, 1898-99, See page 52.
Foster, Elizabeth Andros, 1908-10, See page 7.
Foster, Frances Allen, 1909-11,. .87 Williams Street, Providence, R. I.
Fellow in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Fowler, Eugenia, 1901-02, 1908-09, See page 7.
Fowler, Laura, 1910-11, See page 21.
Francisco, Lucy, 1895-97, 1616 University Avenue, Wichita, Kan.
Director of Music, Friends' University, Wichita?, 1910-12.
Frank, Grace, 1908-10, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1907, Professor Tenney Frank.
Franklin, Susan Braley, 1890-93, 1901, 1901-03, See page 5.
Freeman, Mary L., 1885-87, 85 Howell Street, Canandaigua, N. Y.
Professor of French and German, St. Lawrence University, 1904-12.
Frehafer, Mabel Kathryn, 1910-11, See page 21
.
Fricke, Eleanor Frances, 1907-08,
The Normandie, 36th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia.
Friedlander, Esther, 1893-94,
2803 2nd Avenue, South, Minneapolis, Minn.
Room Principal and Senior Teacher of Latin in the South High School, Minneapolis, 1901-12.
Fry, Anna Delany, 1899, See page 22.
Fullerton, Katharine, 1901-02, 1903-04, Princeton, N. J.
Writer, 1910-12.
Married, 1910, Professor Gordon Hall Geroul'l. One son.
Furnas, Edith, 1898-99, Valley Mills, Ind.
Furnas, Marcia Moore, 1909-10, Carthage, Ind.
Gale, Mary Eastman, 1888-90, .. .176 Pleasant Street, Laconia, N. H.
Married, 1897, Mr. Charles Bell Hibbard.
Gardner, Claribel, 1893-94, Died, 1897.
Gardner, Julia Anna, 1906-07, See page 7.
Garlow, Lulu, 1894-97, Died, 1897.
Gates, Fanny Cook, 1895-96, See page 52.
Geer, Helena, 1903-04, 50 Pineapple Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Student, Columbia University, 1911-12.
Gerlach, Elna, 1909-10, Adelboden, Switzerland.
Giles, Ellen Rose, 1896-98, See page 7.
Gilroy, Helen Turnbull, 1910-11, See page 22.
Glide, Mary L., 1899-1900, 2615 K. Street, Sacramento, Cal-
Married, 1903, Mr. Charles M. Goethe.
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Goddard, Anna, 1891-92, 1894, 402 W. Adams Street, Muncie, Ind.
Metal Worker and Maker of Hand-made Jewelry, 1908-12.
Goddard, Grace, 1891-92, 3172 Farnam Street, Omaha, Neb.
Married, 1893, Mr. Corydon M. Rich.
Goff, Leah, 1889-90, 1893-94, : See page 23.
Gordon, Wilhelmina, 1905-06, See page 52.
Gotjdge, Mabel Ensworth, 1909-10,
101 Victoria Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
Graduate Student in Psychology, Cornell University, 1911-12.
Grabill, Winogene, 1896-97, 709 College Avenue, Beloit, Wis.
Married, 1907, Mr. Robert Coit Chapin.
Gragg, Florence Alden, 1899-1900, Hudson, Mass.
Instructor in Latin, Smith College, 1909-12.
Gray, Agnes Woodbury, 1895-96, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1894, Mr. Henry Sherring Pratt.
Greene, Ella Catherine, 1898-99, 155 Union Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Teacher of Latin in the Ethical Culture High School, New York City, 1911-12.
Greene, Inez Abigail, 1908-09, Kolba, Mo.
Married, 1910, Dr. Louis Agassiz Test.
Greenwood, Celia Daphne, 1901-02, Princeton, 111.
Grimes, Ethel, 1896-97, .... 1546 Massachusetts Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Married, 1901, Mr. J. H. Outland.
Grossmann, Bella Mira, 1896, See page 23.
Gruening, Martha, 1909-10, 505 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Gwinn, Mary, 1887-88, See page 52.
Hackney, Henryanna Clay, 1895-96,
1044 W. Market Street, Greensboro, N. C.
Married, 1905, Mr. David White.
Haines, Jane Bowne, 1891-92, 1893-94, See page 7.
Haines, Mary, 1891-92, 1206 21st Street, Des Moines, la.
Married, 1896, Mr. Frank Irving Herriott. Three sons, two daughters.
Hale, Mabel, 1908-09,
Woman's University Club, 99 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Teacher of Latin in Miss Chapin's School, New York City, 1911-12.
Hall, Edith Hayward, 1900-03, 1905-07, See page 5.
Hall, Florence, 1888-89, Rockford, Wilmington, Del.
Married, 1897, Mr. John C. Philips. One son, two daughters.
Hanington, Florence, 1904-05, See page 52.
Harbach, Maude Amelia, 1900-01, Oskaloosa, la.
Hardcastle, Frances, 1892-93, See page 52.
Harding, Flora Keziah, 1903-04, Orphanage, Thomasville, N. C.
Teacher in the Baptist Orphanage, Thomasville, 1911-12.
Married, 1908, Mr. Jacob Tatum Eaton.
Harmon, Esther, 1906-07, See page 48.
Harper, Carrie Anna, 1896-97, See page 5.
Harper, Ethel, 1910-11, See page 24.
Harrington, Emily Bevan, 1895-96, Died, 1906.
Harrison, Miriam Alice, 1892-93, Greensboro, N. C.
Married, 1904, The Rev. Stephen Stanton Myrick. One son, one daughter.
Harrison, Susan Rachel, 1885-87, Whittier, Cal.
Married, 1893, Mr. Allen Clifford Johnson.
Haskell, Caroline Flora, 1897-98, Marshalltown, la.
Married, 1900, Mr. Ira Oscar Kemblc.
Hattersley, Mabel, 1910-11,
430 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, New York City.
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Hazen, Annah Putnam, 1897-98, See page 52.
Hawkins, Emma Jean, 1902-03, Malone, N. Y.
Head, Harriet Frazier, 1895-96, See page 25.
Heath, Mary Bailey, 1893-94,. . .3835 North Delhi Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1897, Mr. Waldemar Lee.
Hedges, Olive, 1904-05, 337 North Main Street, Newcastle, Ind.
Head of the German Department in the High School, Newcastle, Ind., 1908-12.
Heffner, Barbara, 1909-10, Heinestrasse 2, Wurzburg, Germany.
Married, 1911, Dr. Hugo Noll.
Hege, Flora, 1910-11, 116 West 12th Avenue, Emporia, Kan.
Instructor in English, Academic Department, College of Emporia, 1911-12.
Helm, Maude Lucille, 1905-06, Williamsburg, Ind.
Teacher of German and History in the High School, Rochester, Ind., 1907-11.
Hemenway, Josephine, 1899-1900,. .251 W. 92nd Street, New York City.
Married, 1911, Dr. James Henry Kenyon.
Hemperly, Catharine, 1910-11, 1626 Green Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Teacher of Chemistry and Student of Physiological Chemistry in Western College,
1911-12.
Henley, Florence Ruth, 1899-1900, Telluride, Colo.
Married, 1906, Mr. Murray N. Hadley. One son.
Heritage, Gertrude Langden, 1896-1900, 1909-10, See page 7.
Hewitt, Jessie Germain, 1908, See page 25.
Hiestand, Eleanor M., 1890-93,
6427 Sherwood Road, Overbrook, Philadelphia.
Art Student and Lecturer, 1911-12.
Married, 1892, Mr. William Moore.
Hill, Sarah D., 1903-04, See page 53.
Hilles, Margaret Hill, 1899-1900, See page 25.
Hilliard, Caroline E., 1885-86, New Paltz, N. Y.
Student of Art, 1908-12.
Hillman, Elizabeth, 1900-01, Died, 1911.
Himes. Anna Magdalen, 1900-01, Mechanicsburg, 111.
Married, 1904, Mr. George V. Metzel.
Hodge, Helen Henry, 1901-04, See page 7.
Hogue, Mary J., 1905-07, West Chester, Pa.
Instructor in Zoology, Mt. Holyoke College, 1911-12.
Holmes, Mary Davis, 1905-06, Woodland, N. C.
Teacher in the High School, Mt. Airy, N. C, 1909-12.
Hopkins, Edna, 1910-11, 1177 Fillmore Street, Topeka, Kan.
Teacher of English in the Plainfield Seminary, PlainSeld, N. J., 1911-12.
Hopkins, Mary Delia, 1897-98, See page 7.
Horine, Anna Mary, 1902-03, Fairbanks, Alaska.
Married, 1905, Mr. John Franklin Zimmerman.
Horst, Mary Elizabeth, 1902-04, 13 S. 11th Street, Reading, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Elmer Lewis Mohn.
Hotchkiss. Ruth, 1907-09, 436 E. Buchtel Street, Akron, O.
Teacher of History in the South High School, Akron, 1911-12.
Howard, Hazel Antoinette. 1906-07, Whittier, Cal.
Professor of Latin, Whittier College, 1908-12.
Howland, Marcella, 1891-92, Died, 1894.
Howson, Emily Elizabeth, 1910-11, See page 26.
Hoyt, Helen Strong, 1897-99, See page 8.
Huebener, Helen J., 1904-08,. . .231 Lancaster Avenue, Lancaster, Pa.
Teacher of French, Dana Hall, Wellesley, Mass., 1911-12.
Hudson, Hilda Phoebe, 1910-11, Newnham College, Cambridge, England.
Staff Lecturer in Mathematics, Newnham College, 1905-12.
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Huff, Frances Josephine, 1908-09, Bridgeport, Term.
Hunnicutt, Gertrude Oren, 1895, 1895-96,
1223 Vermont Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Hunter, Mary Jo, 1910-11, The Woodward, Washington, D. C.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Smith Culbertson.
Hussey, Mary Inda, 1897-1901, 1906, See page 5.
Hutchin, Elizabeth Ferguson, 1904-05, See page 27.
Hyde, Ida H, 1891-92, See page 53.
Jackson, Alice W., 1888-89, Swarthmore, Pa.
Jackson, M. Katharine, 1908-09,
277 Clarendon Street, Manchester, England.
Married, 1908, Mr. William Hartas Jackson. Three daughters.
James, Eleanor, 1908-10, 1911, See page 27.
James, Mary Denver, 1902-03, See page 27.
Jay, Anna Elizabeth, 1900-01,. . .122 North 11th Street, Richmond, Ind.
Jeffers, Mary, 1895-98, 1903-04, 1906-07, 1908-09, See page 8.
Jeffries, Helen Howard, 1889-90, Coleridge, Neb.
Married, 1896, Mr. Joseph Warner Angell. One daughter, two sons.
Jobe, Mary Lenore, 1901-03, . . 50 Morningside Drive, New York City.
Instructor in History, Normal College of the City of New York, 1906-12.
Johnson, Alice Phebe, 1902-03,. .713 East High Avenue, Oskaloosa, la.
Johnson, Annette, 1906-07, Portage, Pa.
Married, 1910, Dr. Calvin C. Rush. One daughter.
Johnson, Elizabeth, 1894-95,. .2354 Seventh Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Married, 1896, Mr. Fred. Weaver Esgen. One son, one daughter.
Johnson, Emily, 1905-06, 713 East High Avenue, Oskaloosa, la.
Teacher of English in the Girls' Collegiate School, Los Angeles, Cal., 1907-12.
Johnson, Helen Moore, 1909-10, Osceola, Mo.
Johnson, Mary A., 1887-89, Marco, Fla.
Married, 1894, Dr. Charles Louis Olds. Three daughters.
Johnson, Miriam Leigh, 1905-06, See page 8.
Johnstin, Ruth Frances, 1903-04, London, O.
Head of Department of Chemistry, Milwaukee-Downer College, 1910-12.
Jolliffe, Ruby Maud, 1907-08,
66 Summerhill Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Instructor in Modern Languages, Centenary Collegiate Institute, Hackettstown, N. J.,
1910-12.
Jonas, Anna Isabel, 1905-06, 1910-11, See page 8.
Jones, Grace Latimer, 1901-02, See page 8.
Jones, Josephine Margharetta, 1910-11, See page 28.
Jurist, Helen Stieglitz, 1909-10, See page 8.
Kaminski, Lilian Virginia, 1898-99,
1705 Washtenau Avenue, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Married, 1909, Dr. Charles Wallis Edmunds.
Kaminski, Olive M., 1899, Richmond, Ind.
Married, 1899, Mr. Henry Rayburn Robinson. Two sons.
Keiller, Mabel Matthewson, 1908-11, See page 8.
Kellum, Margaret Dutton, 1897-99, 1904-05, See page 28.
Keys, Florence V., 1895-96, See page 53.
Kidwell, Lola May, 1900-01, Eiwa Jo Gakko, Fukuoka, Japan.
Principal, Eiwa Jo Gakko, Fukuoka, Japan, 1911-12.
King, Emma Gurney, 1902-03, High Point, N. C.
Instructor in English, State Normal College, Greensboro, N. C, 1909-12.
King, Helen Dean, 1895-97, 1901-06, See page 5.
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King, Helen Maxwell, 1908-09, See page 53.
King, Maude Gladys, 1908-09,
2671 West 9th Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
King, Marie Seward, 1909-10, See page 53.
Kingslet, Mary Winship. 1903-05, Tufts College, Mass.
Graduate Student, Radcliffe College, 1911-12.
Kirk, Abby, 1905-06, See page 28.
Kirkland, Winifred Margaretta, 1898-1900, Bainbridge, N. Y.
Writer of Fiction, 1908-12.
Kissick, Emily Kent, 1910-11, Oskaloosa, la.
Instructor in Biology, Penn College, 1911-12.
Klein, Elizabeth, 1910-11,
Wilhelm Weberstrasse 3, Gottingen, Germany.
Student, University of Gottingen, 1911-12.
Klein, Gertrude, 1904-05, See page 29.
Knepper, Myrtle, 1902-03, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, State Normal School, Cape Girardeau, 1903-11.
Laird, Elizabeth Rebecca, 1900-01, See page 5.
Lamb, Grace Lord, 1898-99, 120 Lexington Avenue, Dayton, O.
Married, 1911, Mr. Frederick Chittenden Borst.
Lambert, Lilian Vitalique, 1906-07,
1328 East 13th Street, Des Moines, la.
Professor of Literature, Iowa State Teachers' College, 1907-12.
Lamberton, Helen, 1907-08, See page 29.
Lark, Mabel Loyetta, 1897-99,. .156 West 80th Street, New York City.
Married, 1899, Dr. William John Gies.
Lathom, Minor White, 1902-04, Hernando, Miss.
Graduate Student, Columbia University, New York City, 1911-12.
Latimer, Caroline W., 1891-96, See page 8.
Latta, Maud Abigail, 1904-05, Antigo, Wis.
Lautz, Gertrude Mae, 1896-97, 1898-99,
87 Hamilton Place, New York City.
Married, 1900, Mr. Edward Milton Sutliff.
Lawther, Anna Bell, 1898-99, 1904-05 See page 29.
Lee, Elva, 1893-94, See page 8.
Leftwich, Florence, 1898-99, 1902, See page 5
Lewis, Alice G., 1894-95,. . . .30 Kounmachi, Mita Shiba, Tokio, Japan.
Teacher of English in the Girls' School, Friends' Mission, Tokio, Japan, 1905-07, and
Principal, 1907-11.
Lewis, Mary H., 1893-94, . . : 575 Summit Avenue, Pasadena, Cal.
Lewis, Nora, 1910-11,
125 Birch Avenue, Balmy Beach, Toronto, Canada.
Lewis, Rosa Ellen, 1888-89, Penn College, Oskaloosa, la.
Professor of English, Penn College, 1899-1912.
Lewis, Sarah Elva, 1888-89, Whittier, Cal.
Married, 1891, Mr. M. M. Cox.
Lindsay, Frances Jean, 1905-06,
33 University Place, Schenectady, N. Y.
Lippoldt, Genevieve Louise, 1910-11, 946 Spruce Street, Boulder, Colo.
Llewellyn, Effie Gertrude, 1902,
38 Independence Street, Shamokin, Pa.
Locke, Grace Perley, 1898-99, See page 8.
Lord, Isabel Ely, 1897-1900, 176 Emerson Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Director of School of Household Science and Arts, Pratt Institute, 1910-12.
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Lord, Eatharine Florence, 1900-01,
10 Gramercy Park, New York City.
Executive Secretary, Guild of Hand Industries, 1911-12.
Losse, Vivian Beatrice, 1902-03,
7 Martin Avenue, Hanchett Park, San Jose, Cal.
Married, 1910, Dr. James Clark Blair.
Lowater, Frances, 1897-98, 1902-06, See page 5.
Lowengrtjnd, Helen Moss, 1906-08, 1909-10,. . See page 8.
Lucas, Ethel, 1904-05 531 21st Street, Portland, Ore.
Married, 1910, Mr. Eugene Stanton Nostrand. One daughter.
Lucy, Sarah Bird, 1894-96, No address.
Member of a Sisterhood.
Lynch, Caroline Vinia, 1909-10,
217 Norfolk Street, Dorchester Centre, Mass.
Lyon, Dorothy Wilberforce, 1887-89, 1892, 1893-94, 1895-96,
See page 5.
MacDonald, Margaret Baxter, 1897-98, 1900-01, See page 5.
Macintosh, Marian T., 1890-91, See page 31.
Mack, Mary Latimer, 1898-99, Aldrich Building, Joplin, Mo.
Physician, 1910-12.
MacRae, Evelina, 1906-07, Address unknown.
MacVat, Anna Pearl, 1895-97, Athens, O.
Teacher of Classics in the Wadleigh High School, New York City, 1900-12; Lecturer for
New York Board of Education and for Ohio Teachers' Institutes, 1909-12.
Maddison, Isabel, 1892-93, See page 5.
Mann, Carrie Alice, 1901-03, See page. 54.
Marsh, Elizabeth, 1902-04,
Care of Mr. Samuel Marsh, 120 Broadway, New York City.
Martin, Emtlte Norton, 1894-95, 1896-97, 1898-99, 1901-02, 1906-07,
See page 5.
Mason, Mary Taylor, 1892-94, 1909-11, See page 31.
Massey, Isabella Mellis, 1909-10,
61 Park Mansion, Knightsbridge, London, England.
Matsuda, Michj, 1908-10, See page 31.
May, Elsie Gertrude, 1909-10,
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Instructor in English Literature, Mt. Holyoke College, 1910-12.
May, Lucy Isabelle, 1910-11, . ..222 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass.
Special Student, St. Faith's House Training School for Deaconesses, New York City,
1911-12.
McAllister, Mary Agnes, 1906-07,
30 East High Street, Gettysburg, Pa.
McCague, Elizabeth Welty, 1898-99,
409 Morewood Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
McCarroll, Harriet Etta, 1S98-1900, Skaguay, Alaska;
Married, 1902, Mr. Herbert Horace Draper.
McCarter, Flora, 1897-98,. . . .St. Genevieve's College, Asheville, N. C.
Teacher of Languages and Mathematics in St. Genevieve's College, 1911-12.
Married, 1900, Mr. George Thurston Macavley. One son.
McClellan, Louise French, 1896-97, Mercer, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Mercer Academy, 1908-11.
McCracken, Helen, 1899-1900, St. Ignatius, Mont.
McElwain, Mary Belle, 1903-04, 4043 Baring Street, Philadelphia.
McGeorge, Beatrice, 1902-03, See page 32.
McGlll, Mary Buchanan, 1906-07, Thurmont, Md.
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McIntosh, Mary Bennett, 1907-08, Alda, Neb.
Teacher of English in the High School, Omaha, Neb., 1909-12.
McKee, Mary Clarissa, 1907-08,
479 Campbell Street, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Teacher of Chemistry and Physics in Northfield Seminary, E. Northfield, Mass., 1911-12.
McLatjghry, Margaret, 1893, New Wilmington, Pa.
Superintendent of the Overlook Sanatorium, New Wilmington, 1911-12.
McLean, Charlotte Frelinghuysen, 1906-07, See page 32.
McMahan, Una, 1908-09, 6016 Stony Island Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1909, Mr. Frank Edgerton Harkness.
McMullen, Jeannette Craig, 1903-04, Stella, Neb.
Married, 1907, Mr. Charles White Beatie.
McMullen, Jessie Poe, 1900-01, Tarkio, Mo.
Mendenhall, Alice Ann, 1895-96, . . Keuka College, Keuka Park, N. Y.
Professor of Latin, Keuka College, 1907-12.
Mendenhall, Gertrude W., 1891-92,
1023 Spring Garden Street, Greensboro, N. C.
Instructor in Mathematics in the State Normal and Industrial College, Greensboro, 1892-
1912.
Meredith, Mary Anna, 1896-97, 1905,
672 Ostrum Street, South Bethlehem, Pa.
Married, 1904, Professor Benjamin LeRoy Miller. One daughter, one son.
Meredith, Rosella, 1899-1900, 3710 N. 31st Street, Tacoma, Wash.
Married, 1903, Mr. Harry John Dutton. Two daughters, one son.
Meredith, Susan Lucile, 1905-06, Lynneville, la.
Merrill, Katharine, 1889-90, See page 54.
Merriman, Lucile, 1899, See page 32.
Miller, Mary Elizabeth, 1890-91,. .42 Dana Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Mitchell, Gertrude, 1894-95, . . 128 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1886, Mr. John S. Streeper.
Montenegro, Sara, 1903-04, See page 33.
Montgomery, Amelia, 1905-06, See page 8.
Moore, Anna Mary, 1894-95,. . .260 E. Main Street, Moorestown, N. J.
Married, 1909, Mr. Benjamin Cadbury. One son.
Moore, Lucile Hannah, 1902-03,. .420 College Avenue, Richmond, Ind.
Teacher of Greek and German in the Friends' Academy, Moorestown, N. J., 1905-11.
Morgan, Louise Baggott, 1907-10, 1911-12,
184 Howell Street, Providence, R. I.
Graduate Scholar in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Morrill, Georgiana Lea, 1888-89,
117 West 58th Street, New York City.
Morris, Margaretta, 1901-05, See page 33.
Morriss, Margaret Shove, 1904-06, See page 54.
Morse, Kate Niles, 1898-99, 1900-01, See page 49.
Moser, Lilian Virginia, 1905-08, See page 8.
Mower, Myra, 1905-06, Newberry, S. C.
Married, 1910, Mr. Henry Thompson Cannon.
Murdoch, Charlotte Soutter, 1897-99, Hsi-an-fu, Shensi, China,
Married, 1907, Dr. Andrew Young.
Murray, Marcia, 1904-05, Chariton, la.
Married, 1905, Mr. William A. Eikenberry.
Murtha, Mary Washburn, 1908-09,
Care of Mr. W. T. Webb, Construction Office, West Point, N. Y.
Married, 1910, Mr. William Tibbitts Webb.
Naylor, Ella R., 1895-96, 730 Maple Street, Pasadena, Cal.
Married, 1904, Mr. Frank Hulburd Harris.
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Neilson, Nellie, 1893-94, 1895-96, 1900-01, See page 6.
Nesbit, Clara, 1896-97, Franklin, Pa.
Nesbit, Margaret Ethel, 1904-05, Cochranton, Pa.
Married, 1909, Dr. William Walter Shaffer.
Newkirk, Alice Maynard Field, 1910-12, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1901, Mr. Walter Matthew Newkirk.
Newlin, Flora Alice, 1890-91,. . .3147 West 28th Street, Denver, Colo.
Married, 1894, Mr. Barclay W. Henshaw.
Newman, Celia Elizabeth, 1907-08, 865 Pearl Street, Eugene, Ore.
Nichols, Content Shepard, 1899-1900, See page 8.
Nichols, Elizabeth, 1894-95, See page 34.
Nichols, Helen Hawley, 1906-08, 1909-10, See page 6.
Nields, Elizabeth, 1900, See page 34.
Noble, Edith, 1909-10, Apartado 1291, Mexico City, Mexico.
Married, 1911, Mr Raymond Albert Carhart.
Norris, Bertha Cornelia, 1910-11, See page 8.
Norris, Mart Rachel, 1910-11, , See page 8.
Northwat, Mary Isabel, 1899-1900, See page 54.
Nutting, Helen Cushing, 1908-09,
148 Arlington Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Secretary of the Putnam Hall School, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 1910-12.
Nutting, Phoebe Cushing, 1907-09,
148 Arlington Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Married, 1911, Mr. Harold Cushing Rideovt.
Oberge, Ullericka Hendrietta, 1898-1900 See page 8.
Ogden, Ellen Seton, 1896-98, 1909-10, See page 6.
Ogilvie, Ida Helen, 1900, See page 35.
Olsen, Sophie Yhlen, 1898-99, See page 8.
O'Neil, Elizabeth Breading, 1905-06, See page 8.
Orlady, Edith, 1903-06, 1907-09, 1909-10 See page 35.
Paddock, Helen Laura, 1905-07, 1908-09, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of English in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1910-12.
Palmer, Henrietta Raymer, 1895-96, See page 35.
Palmer, Lula Margaret, 1903-04, Union City, Mich.
Teacher of Latin and English, State Normal School, St. Cloud, Minn., 1899-1911.
Park, Marion Edwards, 1898-99, See page 8.
Parker, Emma Harriet, 1892-93, 1894-95, See page 55.
Parris, Marion, 1902-05, See page 6.
Patterson, Mellisa Belle, 1894-95,
5604 Pocussett Street, E. E., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1896, Mr. Charles Robert Porter.
Pearsall, Deborah Olive, 1904-05, Grove City, Pa.
Pearson, Helen Sleeper, 1891-99,
17 Eliott Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-12.
Peckham, Emilie Comstock, 1901-03,
32 West 40th Street, New York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. Frank Stuart Smith.
Peebles, Florence, 1895-98, 1903-04, 1906-11, See page 6.
Peebles, Rose Jeffries, 1906-07, See page 6.
Peelle, Mary Pearl, 1909-10, Ill Petrie Avenue, Rosemont, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Burritt Mills Hiatt. One son.
Pennell, Hannah Sharpless, 1910-11, Wawa, Pa.
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Perkins, Agnes Frances, 1898-99, See page 8.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mary, 1900-01, See page 6.
Pettit, Edith, 1897-98, See page 8.
Pew, Ethel, 1908-09, See page 36.
Philputt, Grace Maxwell, 1908-09,
505 Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Instructor in French in the Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, 1910-12.
Pickel, Adele Jackson, 1901-02, Valdez, Alaska.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Henry Kramer.
Plaisted, Martha, 1910-11, See page 36.
Platt, Julia Barlow, 1888-89, Pacific Grove, Cal.
Pomeroy, Diana, 1901-02, Stanton, Ky.
Married, 1904, The Rev. John C. Hanley.
Pomeroy, Lida, 1901-02, 705 Highland Avenue, Newcastle, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. Albert Bates Street.
Pond, Millicent, 1910-11, See page 8.
Popejoy, Lida Elizabeth, 1905-06, Newport, Wash.
Married, 1909, Mr. Emlyn Ivor Jones.
Porterfield, Cora Matjd, 1900-01,
Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo.
Head of Department of Latin, Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo., 1908-12.
Potter, Sarah M., 1886-87, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Organising and conducting European and Oriental Tours, 1890-1912.
Married, 1890, Dr. Howard Simmons Paine.
Potts, Latjrette Etjstis, 1897-98, See page 36.
Prentiss, May Louise, 1900-01, 1013 Nevada Street, Urbana, 111.
Married, 1905, Mr. Joel Stebbins. One son.
Probasco, Louise, 1909-10, Wilmington, O.
Pulsifer, Cornelia L. Boardman, 1905-06,
40 Oxford Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
Married, 1881, Mr. William H. Pulsifer.
Pyle, Miriam Weir, 1904-05, Iowa Falls, la.
Married, 1908, Mr. Warren Thomas Johnson.
Rabourn, Susie McDowell Weldon, 1907-08, Centralia, Mo.
Teacher of Latin in the High School, Ogden, Utah, 1908-10, and Head of Latin Depart-
ment, 1910-11.
Ragsdale, Virginia, 1892-97, 1901-02, 1906-08, 1910-11,. . .See page 6.
Raiford, Linnie, 1901-02, R.F.D. 1, Ivor, Va.
Married, 1910, Mr. Charles E. Neave.
Railsback, Martha Binford, 1897-98,
10805 E. Crescent Street, Morgan Park, 111.
Married, 1901, Mr. James Edson Warner. Two daughters, two sons.
Rambo, Eleanor Ferguson, 1908-10, See page 8.
Rand, Marie Gertrude, 1908-09, See page 55.
Randolph, Harriet, 1896-97, See page 37.
Rannells, Edith Kirk, 1906-07, Glouster, O.
Married, 1908, Mr. Robert L. Lewis. One son.
Rannells, Sara Wiley, 1910-11, Wilmington, O.
Ranney, Carrie Louise, 1904-05, Greenville, Mich.
Reade, Mabelle Constance, 1898-99, 1901, Died, 1907.
Reed, Margaret Adaline, 1901-03, See page 55.
Reilly, Marion, 1901-02, 1903, 1903-06, See page 37.
Reimer, Marie, 1900-01, See page 6.
Reinhardt, Elizabeth Christina, 1906-07, See page 37.
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Reitze, Harriot C, 1890-93, Princeton, X. J.
Married, 1902, Professor John Haughton Coney. Two daughters, one son.
Rembaugh, Bertha, 1897-98, See page 8.
Rendel, Frances Elinor, 1908-09,
5 Hornton Street. Kensington, London, England.
Reynolds, Grace Potter. 1909-10, See page 6.
Reynolds. Macde Elizabeth. 1910-11, Greensfork, Ind.
Principal of the High School, Greensfork, 1911-12.
Reynolds, Sophie S., 1892-93, 7 Hakes Avenue, Hornell, N. Y.
Married, 1903, Dr. Bertis E. Wakeman. Three sons, one daughter (f 1908).
Rhoads, Anna Ely, 1889-90, 1893-95, See page 8.
Rhodes. Anna Eaton. 1895-96, R. F. D. No. 1, Seattle, Wash.
Married, 1906, Mr. Arthur D. Rogers.
Rice, Edith Florence, 1907-08, See page 9.
Rich, Sophronia Baker. 1899-1900, . .20 Sargent Street, Newton, Mass.
Instructor in Latin in the High School, Brookline, Mass., 1911—12.
Richards, Annabella Elliott, 1908-11, See page 37.
Richardson, Emily Martin. 1909-10.
The Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher of English in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1907-12.
Riegel, Ella. 1911, See page 38.
Riggs, Carrie Lane. 1898-99, Richmond, Ind.
Married, 1899, Mr. Arthur M. Charles.
Riggs. Inez L., 1S95-96, Limon, Colo.
Married, 1909, Mr. Lee Barber.
Ritchie, Mary Helen, 1896-98, See page 6.
Roach, Lclc Athalee. 1907-08, 760 S. Santa Fe, Salina, Kans.
Married, 1909, Mr. Clyde O. Marietta.
Roberson, Cornelia, 1896-97, Greensboro, X. C.
Married, 1902, Dr. Edward Randolph Michaux.
Roberts, Elizabeth Ellenwood, 1905-06, 1907-08,
503 East Second Street, Tucson, Ariz.
Instructor in German, University of Arizona, 1908-12.
Roberts, Louise Elizabeth, 1910-11, See page 9.
Robertson, Margaret Louise, 1894-95.
Women's University Club, 99 Madison Avenue, Xew York City.
Private Tutor, Barnard College, 1906—12. Teacher in Mathematics in Miss Marshall's
Classes, New York City, 1910-12.
Robins, Helen Josephine, 1893-95, See page 38.
Robinson. E=telle Ann, 1898-99, San Mateo, Cal.
Married 1902, Mr. John H. KimbaU.
Robinson, Virginia Pollard, 1906-07, See page 38.
Rock, Amy Cordova, 1893-94, See page 38.
Rodi, Irma, 1908-09, Calumet, Mich.
Roe. Adah Blanche, 1909-11, 1516 N. 27th Street, Omaha, Neb.
Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology, and Student, University
of Berlin, 1911-12.
Roudebcsh, Margaret Moore. 1901-02, Madison, Miss.
Rowell, Mary Coyne, 1907-08.
133 Elmvrood Avenue, London, Ontario. Canada.
Lecturer in French and German, Wesley College, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, 1910-12.
Rclison, Lucy Constance, 1902-03, See page 39.
Rrpp,
r Sarah Elizabeth, 1905, 1905-06, York, Pa.
Rcppersberg, Emma Anna, 1906-07,
842 S. High Street, Columbus, 0.
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Saint, Pauline, 1908-09, Newcastle, Ind.
Teacher in the High School, Newcastle, Ind., 1910-12.
Sampson, Edith F., 1891-95, See page 9.
Sampson, Lillian Vaughan, 1891-92, 1893-99, See page 9.
Sanderson, Ruth Elizabeth, 1908-09, Holliston, Mass.
Sandison, Helen Estabrook, 1906-07, 1910-11, See page 9.
Saunders, Catharine, 1898-1900, Belfast, N. Y.
Instructor in Latin, Vassar College, 1900-02, 1904, 1907-12.
Sceets, Laura Alice, 1900-01,.. .490 Lafayette Place, Milwaukee, Wis.
Married, 1904, Mr. Thomas H. Gill. Two sons, one daughter.
Schaeffer, Helen Elizabeth, 1903-04, 1907-09, 1910-11,. . .See page 6.
Schenck, Eunice Morgan, 1908-10, See page 39.
Schmidt, Annalise, 1909-10, Address upknown.
Schmidt, Gertrud Charlotte, 1903-05, 1906-09, See page 49.
Schoff, Louise, 1902-03, See page 39.
Schofield, Louise Amelia, 1907-08, 41 West 9th Street, New York City.
de Schweinitz, Agnes Julia, 1899-1900, See page 9.
Scott, Florence Bevier, 1896-99, Bala, Pa.
Social Worker, 1911-12.
Scott, Margaret, 1904-06, See page 9.
Seelt, Bertha Warner, 1906-07, See page 40.
Sewall, Hannah Robie, 1889-90, See page 56.
Shearer, Edna Aston, 1909-10, See page 40.
Shearman, Margaret Hilles, 1897-98, See page 40.
Sheldon, Eleanor, 1909-10,
110 Malcolm Avenue S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Teacher of English, State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis., 1911-12.
Shelley, Helen Hjerleid, 1900-01, Moscow, Idaho.
Osteopathic Physician, 1909-12.
Sheppard, Mary, 1906-07, See page 40.
Sherman, Zillah M., 1887-88, 7 Prospect Street, Ashtabula, O.
Teacher of English in Mrs. Hazen's School, Pelham Manor, N. Y., 1911-12.
Sherwood, Elizabeth Lee, 1905-06,
South Wembury House, Knighton, S. Devon, England.
Married, 1909, Mr. Charles E. Curtis.
Shields, Emily Ledyard, 1905-06, See page 9.
Shoemaker, Jane Cushing, 1907-08, See page 9.
Shoemaker, Martha, 1897-98, Died, 1907.
Married, 1901, Mr. Walter Abner Scott.
Shute, Florence Lupton, 1907-08,
1315 North C Street, Richmond, Ind.
Teacher of English and Music in the Garfield School, Richmond, 1909-12.
Sinclair, Isabelle Aiken, 1900-01, Died, 1911.
Skinner, Margaret Grace, 1910-11,. .Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Sleeper, Ida Alice, 1910-11, R. F. D. 3, Lowell, Mass.
Smart, Florence Gertrude, 1906-07, . .6 Burt Place, Bellows Falls, Vt.
Smedley, Elizabeth B., 1895-96, Died, 1908.
Married, 1900, Mr. Marshall J. Reynolds.
Smith, Amelia Catherine, 1899-1900, See page 56.
Smith, Clara Lyford, 1907-09, See page 9.
Smith, Edith Emily, 1898-99, Ackworth, la.
Raising Poultry, 1911-12.
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Smith, Eunice Clara, 1910-11, See page 56.
Smith, Helen Twining, 1907-08, See page 9.
Smith, Helen Williston, 1906-07, See page 41.
Smith, Hilda Worthington, 1910-11, See page 9.
Smith, Maria Wilkins, 1908-09, See page 41.
Smucker, Grace Acheson, 1905-06,
5937 Overbrook Avenue, Philadelphia.
Snyder, Elizabeth, 1905-06, 1909-10, See page 41.
Snyder, Michal Grace, 1905-06, Dutch Hill, Pa.
Teacher of History in State Normal School, Los Angeles, Cal., 1910-12.
Southgate, Mary, 1902, See page 41.
Southworth, Epfie A., 1886-87, See page 56.
Spalding, Mary Caroline, 1906-10, See page 56.
Stanton, Margaret Beaumont, 1902-03, Ames, la.
Teacher of History in the High School, Des Moines, la., 1911-12.
Starr, Anna Morse, 1889-90, 148 W. College Street, Oberlin, O.
Stearns, Stella Burger, 1892-93, . .1105 London Road, Duluth, Minn.
Steenberg, Bessie, 1895-96, Address unknown.
Married, 1902, Mr. John E. Webster.
Sterling, Susan Adelaide, 1895-96,
109 W. Washington Avenue, Madison, Wis.
Stevens, Nettie Maria, 1900-01, See page 6.
Stewart, Caroline Taylor, 1895-96, Columbia, Mo.
Assistant Professor of Germanic Languages, University of Missouri, 1905-12.
Stites, Sara Henry, 1899-1900, 1902-04, See page 6.
Stoddard, Elizabeth Farris, 1905-08, See page 42.
Stoddard, Virginia Tryon, 1904-10, See page 9.
Strong, Marian Una, 1894-95,. . . .1905 16th Street, Washington, D. C.
Teacher of Latin in the Central High School, Washington, D. C, 1909-12.
Married, 1899, Mr. Marcus Baker. One daughter, one son (t 1910).
Sturdevant, Winifred, 1909-10, See page 42.
Sudler, Martha Virginia, 1894-95,
2111 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Suter, Martha Winkley, 1906-07,
New York State Library, Albany, N. Y.
Assistant in Book Selection and Annotation, New York State Library, 1910-12.
Sutherland, Eva Blanche, 1905-06, Tarkio, Mo.
Sweet, Annie Brown, 1905-06, 231 Topeka Avenue, Topeka, Kan.
Sweet, Marguerite, 1889-91, See page 6.
Swindler, Mary Hamilton, 1906-07, See page 49.
Taggart, Inez Lorena, 1893-94,
2057 Fairfax Street, Park Hill, Denver, Colo.
Married, 1899, Mr. Joseph Yale Parce. Three sons (one t 1908).
Tatum, Lucy Richardson, 1908-09, Fallsington, Pa.
Taylor, Edith Winthrop Mendall, 1902-03,
Trinity Court, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1911, Dr. Ellwood Barker Spear.
Taylor, Edytha Elizabeth, 1902-03, 11 Crafton Avenue, Crafton, Pa.
Physician, 1908-12.
Taylor, Lily Ross, 1906-07, 1908-09, See page 56.
Taylor, Mary Lewis, 1893, See page 43.
Temple, Maud Elizabeth, 1904-05, See page 9.
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Tennent, Grace Rebecca, 1905-06, 6 West 26th Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1908, Dr. Samuel Ottmar Mast. One daughter.
Thomas, Anne Heath, 1897-98, See page 9.
Thomas, Helen Whitall, 1895-97, See page 43.
Thomas, Martha Gibbons, 1898-1900, See page 43.
Thomas, Miriam, 1902-03, See page 9.
Thompson, Effie Freeman, 1894-95, 127 Pearl Street, Kingston, N. Y.
Thompson, Emma Osborn, 1905-06, See page 43.
Thorne, Luella H., 1893-94, See page 43.
Thurston, Blandina Sibyl, 1902-03, Liberty, Ind.
Married, 1906, Mr. De Witt Snyder. One son (t 1909), one daughter (t 1909).
Tibbals, Kate Watkins, 1900-01, See page 57.
Tibbits, Mary Kingsley, 1889-90,
25 Greenough Avenue, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Assistant in the West Roxbury High School, Boston, 1904-12.
Todd, Anne Hampton, 1902-04, See page 43.
Todhtjnter, Bessie C., 1889-90,
1849 Cadwell Avenue, Cleveland Heights, Cleveland, O.
Married, 1898, Mr. Frederick Wayne Ballard.
Torelle, Ellen, 1902-03, See page 57.
Tostenson, Helen, 1901-02,
Caie of Commission of Horticulture, Sacramento, Cal.
Married, 1909, Mr. Howard Samuel Fawcett.
Towle, Elizabeth Williams, 1898-99, See page 9.
Towle, Mary Rutter, 1899-1900, See page 9.
Townes, Anna Cousins, 1905-06, Austin, Tex.
Towns, Rosamond Fay, 1907-08, 2402 Cass Street, Omaha, Neb.
Teacher of German and English in the High School, Omaha, 1909-12.
Traver, Hope, 1901-03, 1906, See page 6.
Treadwell, Lois Olive, 1908-09, 808 South 5th Street, St. Peter, Minn.
Married, 1910, Mr. Ernest Conrad Carlton. One daughter.
Trematn, Mary Adell, 1886-87,. 1617 South 28th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Tressel, Gertrude H, 1901-02,
907 W. Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1902, Dr. Harold Miloff Rider.
Trimble, Helen Bell, 1904-05, See page 9.
Trout, Ethel Wendell, 1901-02, See page 44.
True, Helen Ella, 1908-09, 3 Dana Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Private Secretary, 1910-12.
Tull, Louise, 1893-95, 2008 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1902, Mr. J. Henry Baker.
Unthank, Reba Alice, 1896-97, Middletown, O.
Married, 1898, Dr. Edwin Barnett Shrieves. One son.
Upham, Sarah Derby, 1905-06, Shawano, Wis.
Van Kirk, Edith Louise, 1902-03, 1909-10, See page 44.
Van Kirk, Susan Frances, 1902-04, 1905-06, See page 44.
Van Wagener, Elizabeth Marie, 1902-04, 1906-09,
7311 Reynolds Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vickers, Florence Guilds, 1899-1900, See page 9.
Vosburgh, Isabella Marion, 1910-11,
321 S. Grove Avenue, Oak Park, 111.
Graduate Scholar, University of Chicago, 1911-12.
Waddell, Mary Evelyn Gertrude, 1903-04, See page 57.
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Wade, Claea Louise Whipple, 1904-05, 1906-07, 1908-10,
See page 44.
Walker, Anna Martha, 1899, See page 44.
Walker, Ethel, 1902-04, See page 9.
Walker, Evangeline Holcombe, 1899-1902, 1905-06, . . . .See page 45.
Walker, Evelyn, 1905-06, See page 45.
Walker, Susan Grimes, 1893-95, See page 45.
Walton, Clara Ann, 1892-93, Woodsdale, Wheeling, W. Va.
Married, 1907, Mr. John Blodgett. One son.
Wangerien, Stella S., 1905-06, Vining, Kan.
Warren, Arletta L., 1891-92, Wooster, O.
Watson, Florence Mehitabel, 1889-90, Died, 1896.
Married, 1895, Mr. George Bell.
Weeks, Eula Adeline, 1910-11, See page 57.
Weidensall, Clara Jean, 1906-07,
228 Jackman Street, Janesville, Wis.
Director of Research, Psychological Laboratory, State Reformatory for Women, Bedford
Hills, N. Y., 1911-12.
Weld, Jean, 1909-10, Maiianna, Ark.
Teacher of Latin and History in the School of the Ozarks, Forsyth, Mo., 1911-12.
Westwood, Emily Augusta, 1898-99,
484 Lake Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1902, Mr. Joseph William Lewis. One son, one daughter.
Weusthofe, Anna Sophie, 1906-07, 1909-10
;
See page 50.
Wheeler, Emily Frances, 1887-88,
624 Cedar Avenue, Long Beach, Cal.
Philanthropic Worker, 1907-12.
White, Alice Everett, 1908-09, High Point, N. C.
Teacher in the Friends School, Lansdowne, Pa., 1909-11.
White, Cora Ella, 1893-94, Belvidere, N. C.
White, Deborah Bertha, 1897-98, Ivor, Va.
Married, 1901, Dr. Benjamin F. Babb.
White, Florence Donnell, 1906-07, See page 57.
White, Helen Beardsley Cromwell, 1909-10, Bradford, Pa.
White, Julia S., 1892-94, Belvidere, N. C.
Librarian of Guilford College, 1901-12.
Whitfield, Allein, 1910-11, 2910 8th Street, Meridian, Miss.
Wieand, Helen Emma, 1907-09,. . .259 Chestnut Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Teacher in Wheaton Seminary, Norton, Mass., 1911-12.
Wigg, Harriet Ella, 1901-02, Boulder, Colo.
Wilkinson, Annie Lyndesay, 1898-99, See page 57.
Williamson, Bertha Torrey, 1907-09, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1907, Dr. Charles Clarence Williamson.
Wilson, Lillian Gertrude, 1906-07, Canton, N. C.
Teacher in the High School, Asheboro, N. C, 1909-12.
Wines. Emma Stansbury, 1895-96, 1905-06, See page 46.
Wood, Eleanor Densmore, 1897-99, 1906-08, Tamworth, N. H.
Instructor in New Testament Literature, Wellesley College, 1908-09, 1910-12.
Wood, Ida, 1887-88, 1889-90, See page 57.
Woodward, Madalene Heroy, 1910-11, Haverford, Pa.
Married, Mr. Robert Simpson Woodward, Jr.
Workman, Anna Cheney, 1909-10, See page 47.
Worth, Florina Gertrude, 1896-98, John Station, N. C
Married, 1902, The Rev. Roderick Belton John.
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Wright, Ellen C, 1888-89, Wilmington, O.
Professor of Latin, Wilmington College, 1882-1912.
Yates, Fanny, 1907, 215 W. Church Street, Elmira, N. Y.
Young, Rose, 1907-08, See page 47.
Zillefrow, Katharine, 1897-98, Clarksville, 0.
Former Undergraduates of Bryn Mawr Collepe.
Adams, Susan Willson, 1894-95, . 48 West 59th Street, New York City.
Adler, Marguerite Olga, 1905-07,.. 1620 N. 15th Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Dr. Louis Schwartz.
Akers, Ruth Faith, 1908- 10, . . 905 Magnolia Avenue, Long Beach, Cal.
Allen, Helen Howland, 1895-97, 35 Grove Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Allen, Jeannette Valerie, 1907-10,
The Connecticut, Washington, D. C.
Allen, Rosamond, 1899-1900,
603 Dorchester Street W., Montreal, Canada.
Married, 1911, Dr. David James Evans.
Alling, Carolyn Elizabeth, 1894-95, Derby, Conn.
Allinson, Gertrude, 1885-87, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1894, Mr. Charles Shoemaker Taylor. One daughter, two sons.
Allyn, Susan Frances, 1893-95, Died, 1905.
Married, 1901, Mr. Harry T. Moore.
Alsop, Susan Kite, 1893-94, Margate Park, Atlantic City, N. J.
Married, 1903, Mr. William B. Bell. One son (t 1905) , one daughter.
Ames, Alice, 1909-10, 501 Grand Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
Ames, Edith, 1891-93, R. F. D. No. 1, Lowell, Mass.
Married, 1896, Mr. Brooks Stevens. Two daughters, two sons.
Ames, Margaret, 1905-06, 501 Grand Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
Ames, Sarah Hildreth, 1893-95, Fall River, Mass.
Married, 1901, Mr. Spencer Borden, Jr. Three sons (one t 1909), two daughters.
Anderson, Agnes, 1896-97, College Hill, Cincinnati, O,
Anderson, Eleanor Milbank, 1896-98,
64 Wilshire Place, Los Angeles, Cal.
Married, 1904, Mr. John Stewart Tanner. One daughter.
Andrews, Eleanor Anne Fyfe, 1889-90, 1895-96,
Care of Dresdner Bank, 35 Franzosische Strasse, Berlin, Germany.
Archbald, Ruth Sellers, 1902-05, 424 Jefferson Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Arnold, Frances, 1893-95, 142 East 18th Street, New York City.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Brearley School, New York City, 1904-12.
Arny, Helen Worman, 1900-05,
Trenton Avenue and Somerset Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of History in St. Timothy's School, Catonsville, Md., 1909-12.
Ashley, Edith Heyward, 1901-05,. . .41 W. 87th Street, New York City.
Atherton, Elizabeth Grier, 1910-11,
36 W. River Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Atwater, Ethelwyn Morrill, 1887-89, Died, 1900.
Married, 1895, Mr. Arthur H. Cleveland.
Atwater, Sophia Meade, 1886-88,.. 144 Park Avenue, Swarthmore, Pa.
Poultry breeding, 1910-12.
Augur, Margaret Avery, 1903-05,
160 N. Maple Avenue, Greenwich, Conn.
Austin, Annette, 1896-97, Died, 1908.
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Baggat.t.y, Elizabeth. 1899-1901. 5811 Stanton Avenue. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Married 1903, Ji>. A:e-::-ri;r Rcc'-. Carro.l. One son.
Bailzt. Emma Doll. 1S90-92 Englewood, X. J.
Married, 1893, Jfr. Robert Elliott Speer. Two sons, three daughters (one t 1906).
Baird. Alice Russell. 1903-06 Box 2223,, Bisbee. Ariz.
Married. 190S, Mr. Max Roesler. One daughter.
Baibd, Coha, 1892-95 2012 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1898, Mr. Henry Sulger Jeanes. Two daughters, one son.
Baldauf. Cop.a, 1901. 1901-03, 416 Rose Lane, Lexington. Ky,
Married, I'JOs, M-. F. J\'.i\.i FcK*. Ore daughter.
Baldwin, Grace Peceham, 1892-94,.. 3 Dogwood Drive, Summit, X. J.
Married, l&CT, 7" :".-- it-: Itrm'. LiHj R v.ri. One son, cae daughter.
Baldwin. Susan A.. 1891-93, Milford. Conn.
Married, I5&4, if-. 3/i.^ F-— riin Bristol.
Ballard, Jessie Mat, 1899-1900,
2538 Caseadia Avenue. Seattle, Wash.
Married, 1905, Dr. Ha~ry L:;;~, Gicry.
Balltn, Florence Antoinette, 1905-07,
26 West 75th Street, New York City.
Bat.ttv, Marle Henrletta, 1903-05,
26 West 75th Street. New York City.
Bancroft, Alice, 1896-97, The Rittenhouse. Philadelphia.
Bancroft, Antoinette Louise. 1888-89,
219 Columbia Boulevard, Waterbury, Conn.
Married, 1557, J1./-. VT\~.::~. K::.--i r:--\- 'lr_e sen, :ne daughter
Bablow, Aileen Hardwic e, 1908-09, Bryn Bfawr, Pa.
Barlow, Margaret, 1899-1904, Wayland, Mass.
Barnes. Alda Cromwell. 1909-11,
355 West End Avenue, New York City.
Barney, Sara, 1903, 1903-04. R. F. D. Xo. 2, Keokuk, la.
Barnetsel. Claire Grace, 1899-1900, 317 Alder Street. Pacific Grove, Cal.
Manic d, 1 9 ] : Mr. Ctorles Bradford Hudson. One son, one daughter.
Barritt, Jessie Ellen. 1888-93, Address unknown.
Barstow, Jean Merrill, 1910-11,
111 W. Washington Lane. Germantown, Philadelphia.
Assistant Librarian and Cataloguer, Exauth Memorial Library, Lutheran Theological
8eminary, Mt. Airy, 1911-12.
Bartlett, Laura Alice, 1901-05, Oxford, Md.
Barton, Caroline Brevtee Danforth, 1899-1901, Bryn Mawr Pa.
Married, Professor George A. Barton.
Bates, M. Elizabeth. 1893-96,
144 Winthrop Avenue, Wollaston, Mass.
Assistant in Physical Education and Student, Wellesley College, 1911-12.
Batteesbt, Emma Josephine, 1886—89, 1899-1900,.. .Address unknown.
Beals, Annie Read, 1894-95.. .184 Winchester Street, BrookBne, Mass.
Married, 1904, Mr. Walter Adams Parker. One son, one daugher.
Beggs, Ethel Mat, 1904-06, . . 1581 Franklin Park South, Columbus, O.
Bernhelm, Helen, 1904-06, 1014 Third Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
1 la—:ed, 190s, Mr. Albert S. Roth. One eon.
Beslt, Violet, 1904-07, Hinsdale, 111.
Bettle. Edith, 1895-96, Haverford, Pa.
Setar-d Assistant Librarian, Haverford College, 1911-12.
Bevan, Sarah Pretz, 1906-07, Haverford, Pa.
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Bibb, Gertrude Burnley, 1903-05,. .808 17th Street, Washington, D. C.
BrnDLE, Helen R., 1894-95, 1429 Arch Street, Bhiladelphia.
Birch, Lillian Watson, 1887-92, 5229 Walnut Street, Bhiladelphia.
Teacher in Public School, Philadelphia, 1896-1912.
Bishop, Julia Lewis, 1905-06, 531 Clifton Street, Bortland, Ore.
Married, 1911, Mr. Arthur Evans Wood.
Bissell, Marguerite, 1899-1901,.. . .400 West 3rd Street, Dubuque, la.
Blackwell, Margaret Biddle Guest, 1897-98,
Ridgefield School, Bidgefield, Conn.
Married, 1901, The Rev. Roland Jessup Mulford. One daughter, one son.
Blake, Ellnore, 1894-96, Nantucket, Mass.
Married, 1901, Mr. W. Channing Cabot. Two sons, two daughters.
Blodgett, Emily Louise, 1901-05, South Lincoln, Mass.
Blodgett, Margaret Baddock, 1903-07, South Lincoln, Mass.
Blum, Sophia, 1907-09, 426 Lake Street, Reno, Nev.
Teacher of Music, 1910-12.
Bond, Elsie Murdoch, 1901-02, 8 W. Read Street, Baltimore, Md.
de Bonneville, Louise, 1895-98, 1899, 1900,
4112 Spruce Street, Bhiladelphia.
Teacher of French in the Gordon School, Philadelphia, 1911-12.
Bope, Laura Eliza, 1906-07, 327 N. Negley Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Boude, Mary Scott Clendenin, 1892-93, 1894-97, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1902, Mr. Henry Newbold Woolman. One son.
Bourne, Anna Maria, 1899-1900, 107 Fourth Street, Bangor, Me.
Married, 1907, The Rev. Charles Elmer Beats.
Bowman, Edna Alwilda, 1890-91, Saratoga, Cal.
Married, 1908, Mr. Charles John Kuhn. One son.
Brady, Josephine Edith, 1901-03, ... 510 N. 2nd Street, Harrisburg, Ba.
Brainerd, Bertha, 1894-95, 374 Third Street, Bortland, Ore.
Stenographer, 1911-12.
Brandensiein, Erma, 1905-06,
Care of Mr. M. J. Brandenstein, Spear and Mission Streets, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.
Brash, Corinne, 1906-07, 830 Marietta A\enue, Lancaster, Pa.
Briggs, Helen Gerry, 1899-1901,
18 Trenton Avenue, Edgewood Park, Pa.
Briggs, Nellie, 1890-91, Grinnell, la.
Briggs, Sara Marie, 1900-04, 7 Waconah Road, Worcester, Mass.
Married, 1907, Mr. Donald Brigham Logan.
Bright, Josephine, 1903, 1903-04, Hazleton, Ba.
Bright, Mary DeHaven, 1894-97,. . .1608 Summer Street, Bhiladelphia.
Brodie, Elizabeth Harris, 1900-01, Died, 1900.
Brooks, Ethel Helena, 1904-07, 711 N. 43rd Street, Bhiladelphia.
Private Secretary, 1908-12.
Brooks, Frances Annette, 1894-96,. . Lawrence Bark, Bronxville, N. Y.
Married, 1903, Mr. Frederick Thomas Ackermann. Two daughters.
Brown, Alice Lucile, 1908-09, 909 Grant Avenue, Denver, Colo.
Married, 1910, Mr. Samuel Aaron Martin.
Brown, Edith Doane, 1905-07, ... 96 Washington Square, Salem, Mass.
Brown, Edna Florence, 1903-06, 114 East 71st Street, New York City.
Day Secretary, Finch School, New York City, 1910-12.
Brown, Helen Davenport, 1902-05,
Care of Messrs. Brown, Shipley & Co.. 123 Ball Mall, London,
England.
Assistant in English, Robert College, Constantinople, 1910-12.
Married, 1908, The Rev. Herbert Adams Gibbons. One daughter, one son.
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Brown, Jane Mesick, 1898-1902, 46 Chestnut Street, Boston, Mass.
Private Secretary, 1903-12.
Brown, Maegaeet Eaton, 1909-11,
705 Devonshire Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brown, Maegaeet Wicrxiffe, 1895-96,
Care of Fidehty Trust Compan}T
,
Louisville, Ky.
Brown, Marion Hastings, 1908-09, 588 Grand Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
Student, University of Minnesota, 1910-12.
Beown, Maet Mason, 1892-94,
Care of Fidehty Trust Company, Louisville, Ky.
Beowne, Maegaeet Wentwobth, 1896-98,
105 E. 22nd Street, New York City.
Assistant Secretary, National Consumers' League, 1909-12.
Beowne, Xoevelle Whaley, 1907-09,
65 Central Park West, Xew York City
Student in the Institute of Musical Art, New York City, 1909-12.
Bruere, Emmee Cornelia, 1898-99, Summit, N. J.
Married, 1905, Mr. Abram John Rose. One daughter.
Bryan, Henrietta King, 1904-06, 42 S. Battery, Charleston, S. C.
Brylawski, Beulah, 1898-99,
624 W. Cliveden Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1899, Mr. Dazid Werner Amram. Two sons, one daughter.
Buchaxax, Isabel, 1905, 1908-11,. . .473 W. State Street, Trenton, X. J.
Bullet, Caeoltx, 1910-11, 800 Ostrom Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Bexltvaxt, Marjorie, 1904, 1904-05,. . . .Polo Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1909, Mr. Carroll Brewster Nichols. One daughter.
BrxxELL, Catharixe Tomlinson, 1894-96, Stratford, Conn.
Besh, Emma Daxforth, 1899-1900,
1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, Wilmington, Del.
Buster, Fraxces Estelle, 1909-10, Pilot Point, Tex.
Teacher in Denton High School, Pilot Point, 1910-12.
Butler, Florexce Harxet, 1893-94, Address unknown.
Buxtox, Axxa XASH. 1903-06, 520 Summit Street, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Buzby, Axxe Kxox, 1900-04, St. Davids, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Louis Jaguette Palmer. Two daughters (one 1 1910).
Cable, Miriam Louise, 1903-05, Guns (Koszeg), Hungary.
Married, 1911, Captain Friedrich ton Ternes.
Cadburt, Carolixe Warder, 1894-95,
458 Locust Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1900, Mr. William Ellis Shipley. Three daughters.
Cadbuey, Elizabeth Baeteam, 1892-93, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1902, Professor Rufus M. Jones.
Cadbuey, Helex, 1904-08, Haverford, Pa.
Caldee, Helex Rxmixgtox, 1899-1901,
319 Xorth Front Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Warden of Radnor Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Canada, Mabel Augusta, 1896-97,
41 Fountain Street, Xew Haven, Conn.
Married, 1904, Mr. Angus M. Fraser.
Caxby, Clara Geeexough, 1899-1900, Leesburg, Va.
Married, 1905, Mr. Bradshaic Beverley Chichester. One son.
Carey, Josepbtxe Gibson, 1885-86,
1228 Madison Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1889, Dr. Henry M. Thomas. One son, one daughter.
Caeey, Louise, 1904-05, 1908, 1908-09,
64 Waverley Place, -Sew York City.
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Carncross, Helen, 1898, 1898-99,
Care of Dr. Horace Carncross, 721 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Case, Mart Cushing, 1904-06, 1907-08,
309 West 91st Street, New York City.
Student of Kindergarten Methods in the Froebel League, New York City, 1910-12.
Case, Mary Frank, 1907-09, 36 Glenville Avenue, Allston, Mass.
Married, 1910, Mr. Chase Keith Pevear. One daughter.
Castelhtjn, Vera, 1904, 1904-05, . . 51 High Street, Newburyport, Mass.
Proof reader, 1911-12.
Challen, Laura Redington, 1904,
Dunedin, Alexandra Road, Penzance, England.
Married 1906, Mr. Jamts Jewill Hill.
Chambers, Agnes, 1908-11, 18 W. Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.
Student, Goucher College, 1911-12.
Chambers, Margaret Ferguson, 1905, 1905-08,
108 Elmhurst Road, Roland Park, Md.
Married, 1910, Mr. L. Alan Dill. One daughter.
Channing, Alice, 1907-09, 74 Sparks Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Student in the School for Social Workers, Boston, Mass., 1911-12.
Chase, Luct Edith, 1888-89, . . 3255 Pacific Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Married, 1893, Mr. William Burger Boorum. Married, 1908, Mr. Osgood Putnam.
Chauvenet, Virginia Rolette, 1900-03, Sheridan, Pa.
Actress. 1908-12.
Chenault, Sue Shirley, 1890-91, Rye, N. Y.
Married, 1894, Mr. Franklin Watkins. Two sons, three daughters.
Cheney, Marjory, 1899-1901, South Manchester, Conn.
Social Worker, 1910-12.
Child, Cora Mott, 1887-88, 25 Bay View Street, Burlington, Vt.
Married, 1892, Mr. J. Lindley Hall. Two daughters, two sons.
Christie, Mary Phelps, 1900-01, 1902-03,
St. Paul's College, Tarsus, Asia Minor.
Missionary, 1911-12.
Married, 1908, The Rev. Daniel Miner Rogers. One son.
Churchill, Mary Gardner, 1895-98, Kenilworth, 111.
Instructor in Physical Training in the Girton School, Winnetka, 1902-12, in the Horace
Mann School, Winnetka, 1907-12, and in the Kenilworth Gymnasium, Kenilworth, 111.,
1910-12.
Clapp, Anna Verplanck, 1891-92, Died, 1910.
Married, 1900, Dr. Lionel Radiguet.
Clark, Eleanor Bonsal, 1898-99,. 223 St. Mark's Square, Philadelphia.
Married, 1901, Mr. Clarence Foster Hand.
Clark, Elizabeth Morris, 1890-91,
532 Clinton Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Secretary for Switzerland in World's Student Christian Federation, 1909-12.
Clark, Zelma Estelle, 1892-93,. .6011 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Clarke, Anna Hutdekoper, 1901-02, 1904-05, Died, 1911.
Clarke, Grace Tileston, 1894-95, 1896, 1896-98,
Ox Bow Road, South Lincoln, Mass.
Married, 1899, Mr. Vernon Ames Wright. Two sons, one daughter.
Clemens, Olivia Susan, 1890-91, Died, 1896.
Clothier, Edith, 1899-1900, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1908-12.
Clough, Harriett, 1900-03, 253 Ocean Street, Lynn, Mass.
Coates, Elisa, 1890-91, West Chesapeake Avenue, Towson, Md.
Married, 1902, Air. William Marbury Nelson. Two sons, one daughter.
Cole, Blanche Elizabeth, 1907-11, Chester, 111.
Coles, Therese Pauline, 1899-1900, 1907-08,
2114 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Writer, 1910-12.
Married, 1904, Dr. George Trotter Tyler. One daughter.
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Collins, Anna Makt, 1903, 1903-05,
842 North 40th Street, Philadelphia.
Collins, Geace Whitcomb, 1897-98, . . 35 Raleigh Avenue, Norfolk, Va.
Assistant Librarian of Norfolk Public Library, 1909-12.
Coltek, Helen Margaret, 1908-10,
Crooked Pines, Hamilton Avenue, College Hill, Cincinnati, O.
Married, 1910, Mr. Newbold Le Roy Pierson, Jr. One son.
Colton, Clara Beaumont, 1892-93,
301 Second Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Married, 1901, Dr. Union Worthington.
Connelly, Mary Hora, 1892-93,
b}/2 Christinestrasse, Planegg, Munich, Bavaria.
Conrad, Elisabeth, 1907-08,. . .3236 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Teacher of French and German, Tome Institute, Port Deposit, Md., 1910-12.
Cook, Ruth Harwood, 1907-09, . . 144 Sheridan Avenue, San Diego, Cal.
Cooke, Elizabeth, 1890-91, 414 East 26th Street, New York City.
Cooke, Josephine Sophie Clark, 1904-07,
311 West Church Street, Elmira, N. Y.
Cooksey, Margaret, 1905-07,
Care of Sebaste and Reali, Piazza di Spagna, Rome, Italy.
Married, 1911, Signor Gaetano Cagiati.
Cooper, Isabel Ruth, 1909-10,
Graham Court, 116th Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Student of Fine Arts, Teachers College, New York City, 1910-12.
Cooper, Virginia Alice, 1902-03, Wallaroo, South Australia.
Married, 1907, Mr. David Hartwell Ladd.
Corning, Zelma Mary, 1909-11,. .131 Riverside Drive, New York City.
COSTELLOE, KARIN ELIZABETH MARY CONN, 1908-09,
Ford Place, Arundel, Sussex, England.
Travelling, 1911-12.
Couch, Harriet Lord, 1907-08, . . 141 Cumberland Street, Lebanon, Pa.
Coughlin, Margaret Fay, 1894-95, 1896, 1897-99, Paisby, Ore.
Craig, Eleanor Woodworth, 1903-04,
980 Simpson Street, New York City.
Assistant in Bacteriological Laboratory, 1911-12.
Craig, Florence Colgate, 1901-04,
423 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, N. J.
Married, 1906, Mr. Arthur Edward Whitney. One daughter, one son.
Crane, Frances Anita, 1905-06,. . .2559 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1907, Mr. Robert William Leatherbee. Two sons.
Crawford, Athalia Lucilla, 1903-06, West Conshohocken, Pa.
Crawford, Dana Crissy, 1898-99, Merion, Pa.
Culin, Mira Barrett, 1896-99,
260 South Madison Avenue, Pasadena, Cal.
Curtis, Katharine Robinson, 1900-03,
421 West 21st Street, New York City.
Married, 1905, Mr. Henry Hill Pierce. Two sons.
Curtis, Marian, 1895-96, 108 Franklin Place, Flushing, N. Y.
Married, 1906, Mr. Roger Bradbury Whitman.
Cuthbert, Marian, 1901-03, 3944 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Daddow, Virginia, 1909-11, St. Clair, Schuylkill Co., Pa.
Daniels, Harriet McDoual, 1900-01, Clinton, N. Y.
Davidson, Julia Quinta, 1897-98,. .2 West 89th Street, New York City.
Davis, Clara Marie, 1897-98, 1900, 332 Townsend Street, Lansing, Mich.
Physician, 1905-12.
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Davis, Mary Everett, 1910-11 Cynwyd, Pa.
Day, Alice Margaret, 1901-03, 6a Colima 174, Mexico, D. F.
Married, 1907, Mr. William Augustus McLaren.
Dean, Anna Elliott, 1894-95, Rosemont Avenue, Rosemont, Pa.
Married, 1898, Dr. Bertrand Kingsbury Wilbur. Five sons, two daughters.
Depew, Christine Ellen, 1907-10, Delano, Pa.
Assistant Principal of the Public Schools, Delano, 1910-12.
Dixon, Lillian, 1888-89, Taconic School, Lakeville, Conn.
Principal of Taconic School, Lakeville, and Instructor in Mathematics, 1900-12.
Dixon, Marion, 1897-1900, Died, 1900.
Doepke, Adelheid, 1898-1900, . .3595 Washington Avenue, Cincinnati, O.
Doolittle, Hilda, 1905-07, 4 Patchin Place, New York City.
Douglas, Anabel, 1889-90,. .133 Queen's Gate, London, S. W., England.
Douglas, Nellie Woods, 1900, .... 1649 Arapahoe Street, Denver, Colo.
Married, 1906, Mr. Frank Adams Ellis.
Downer, Agnes Peabody, 1901-02,.. . .1402 H Street, Sacramento, Cal.
Married, 1909, Mr. John Prettyman Holland.
Downing, Harriet Adele, 1899-1901, Colmar, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. Luther Albert Gray. One son, one daughter.
Downing, Julia Charlotte, 1899-1900,
705 North 19th Street, Philadelphia.
Dudley, Katharine, 1900-02, 1545 Astor Street, Chicago, 111.
Artist, 1906-12.
Dudley, Margaret, 1889-92,
3rd and Cherokee Streets, South Bethlehem, Pa.
Married, 1899, Dr. William Pomp Walker. One son, two daughters.
Duke, Julia Blackburn, 1893-95,
Care of Basil W. Duke, Esq.,.. .212 E. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
Married, 1897, Mr. Stephen Henning.
Dulles, Margaret Josephine, 1907-08, 67 South Street, Auburn, N. Y.
Dunn, Helen Prentiss, 1905-06,
86 Washington Street, East Orange, N. J.
Dutcher, Eva Olive, 1900-01,
675 St. Mark's Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Associate Professor of Biblical Literature, Mt. Holyoke College, 1907-12.
Dyer, Lilia, 1898, Pevely, Mo.
Eastham, Williette Woodside, 1898-99,
St. John's College, Shanghai, China.
Married, 1903, Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln.
Eberman, Ella, 1893-94, West Chester, Pa.
Married, 1899, Mr. Gibbons Gray Cornwell.
Edison, Madeleine, 1906-08, Llewellyn Park, Orange, N. J.
Edwards, Pauline Childs Hartman, 1903-05, 1906.
401 West Adams Street, Pittsburg, Kan.
Married, 1907, Mr. Everett Shackelford Cason.
Elfreth, Anna Elizabeth, 1903-04,
933 Lafayette Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Eliot, Martha May, 1910-11, 2 W. Cedar Street, Boston, Mass.
Student, Radcliffe College, 1909-10, 1911-12.
Elmer, Eleanor Nixon, 1909-10,. . .2 Maryland Avenue, Annapolis, Md.
Elwell, Rachel Patten, 1905-08, 2207 Mt. Vernon Street, Philadelphia.
Ely, Gertrude Sumner, 1896, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Emerson, Helena Titus, 1896-98, .
. 131 E. 66th Street, New York City.
Head-worker of afternoon clubs in the Free Kindergarten for Colored Children, New York
City, 1909-12.
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Emory, Lucretia Van Bibber, 1896-97, Savannah, W. Va.
Married, 1903, Mr. Frederick Sampson.
Engelhard, Dorothy Lois, 1901-03,
1521 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Teaching Household Economics, 1910-12.
Erben, Helen, 1887-89, Radnor, Pa.
Erbsloh, Gertrtjd Fanny Adeline, 1906-08,
The Wyoming, Seventh Avenue and 55th Street, New York City.
Married, 1908, Mr. Robert Otto Muller. One son.
Esselborn, Juliet, 1894-95,. . . .2301 Grandview Avenue, Cincinnati, O
Married, 1903, Mr. Frederick A. Geier.
Evans, Adelaide Rebecca, 1902-06,
4017 Delmar Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
Principal of Private School, Ivens Llys, St. Louis, 1910-12.
Evans, Helen Lodington, 1909-11,
218 Roland Avenue, Roland Park, Md.
Tutor at the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, 1911-12.
Evans, Rebecca Miller, 1902-04, Died, 1909.
Fabian, Margaret, 1908-10, 1509 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Fanshawe, Leonora, 1895-98,. . .20 Bellevue Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
Married, 1905, Mr. James Ford Clapp. One son, one daughter.
Fenollosa, Brenda, 1901-02, Riverbank Court, Cambridge, Mass.
Landscape architect, 1909-12.
Married, 1906, Mr. Howard Morris Johnson.
Ferguson, Lydia Sophia, 1888-89, Belfast, Me.
Ferris, Frances Canby, 1905-07, 1908-09,
151 W. Hortter Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin, French and German in the Friends' School, Germantown, 1909-12.
Field, Margaret Elliot, 1899-1900, Address unknown.
Married, 1902, Mr. Lawrence Washburn De Motte.
Fine, Suzanne Breeze Packard, 1910-11, Princeton, N. J.
Fink, Henry, 1897-98, St. Matthews, Ky.
Fish, Margaret Allina, 1899-1900,-9 Prescott Street, Longwood, Mass.
Fisk, Evelyn Louise, 1897-1900,
269 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1910, Mr. John Warren DuBois Gould. One daughter.
Fleck, Helen May, 1902-03, Rosemont, Pa.
Fleischmann, Helen, 1899-1900, . . Somerset Farm, East Millstone, N. J.
Married, 1909, Mr. John Wyckoff Mettler. One daughter.
Flexner, Hortense, 1903-04, . . 948 South Second Street, Louisville, Ky.
Assistant Sunday Editor, the Louisville Herald, 1910-12.
Floersheim, Edna W., 1896-99, 1828 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.
Married, 1902, Mr. Albert J. Bamberger.
Forbes, Margaret, 1894-96, Died, 1899.
Married, 1898, Mr. Arnold C. Klebs.
Ford, Grace Marie, 1893-94, Rosemont, Pa.
Married, 1895, Mr. William Harrison Weimer, Jr.
Ford, Lucia Osborne, 1902-06, Highland Park, III.
Forman, Ada Elizabeth, 1908-09,
1407 Garfield Avenue, S. Pasadena, Cal.
Foster, Mary MacIntire, 1894-95, Died, 1905.
Married, 1904, Mr. Charles Henry Morrison.
Foster, Violet Bacon, 1898-1900,
The Marlborough, Washington, D. C.
Examiner, U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C, 1903-12.
Foulke, Gwendolen, 1888-89, 821 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1894, Professor Ethan Allen Andrews.
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Foulke, Lydia, 1893-95, 135 Touro Street, Newport, R. I.
Married, 1897, The Rev. Stanley Carnaghan Hughes.
Foulke, Rebecca Mulford, 1894-97, Radnor, Pa.
Fox, Emily Read, 1904-06, Logan Station, Philadelphia.
Frederick, Miriam DuBois, 1900-03, 2218 Wallace Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1903, Mr. Horace Kirk Holtzinger. Two daughters.
Fuller, Julia Appleton, 1895, 1895-96,. .6 rue Chardin, Paris, France.
Married, 1906, Mr. Alfred Barrelet de Ricou. Two sons.
Fulton, Margaret Alexina, 1901-03,
1700 Dela Vina Street, Santa Barbara, Cal.
Architectural Draughter, Office of Day Brothers and Klauder, Philadelphia, 1911.
Gage, Margaret Weld, 1895-97, ... 5 Garden Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Gannon, Katharine Harriet, 1905-06,
567 Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Gano, Katharine Vallette, 1902-04,
Park Avenue, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
Student, Art Academy, Cincinnati, 1905-06, 1910-12.
Garlock, Lunette M., 1906,
685 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, New York City.
Assistant Instructor of Physical Training, Washington Irving High School, New York
City, 1908-12.
Garrett, Frances Biddle, 1885-87, Logan Station, Philadelphia.
Garrett, Helen Alice, 1901-03,
101 Bard Avenue, W. New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Married, 1905, Mr. Keith Smith. One son, one daughter.
Garrett, Mary Rhoads, 1885-87, 1889-90, Rosemont, Pa.
Married, 1900, Mr. Henry Stokes Williams. Three daughters (one f 1908).
Garrigues, Margaret Ashmead, 1908-10,
The Hill School, Pottstown, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. John Ashby Lester.
Garrigues, Sidney, 1906-08, 74 Summit Grove Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. Edward Aiken Edwards.
George, Mary Ruth, 1906-10, 842 Lincoln Avenue, Allegheny, Pa.
Assistant Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Gerstenberg, Alice, 1903-06, 539 Deming Place, Chicago, 111.
Writer of Plays, Novels and Magazine Articles, 1908-12.
Gifford, Ida Eliot, 1893-95, Address unknown.
Gilmour, Leonie, 1891-93, 1894-96, Tokyo, Japan.
Teacher of English in the Girls' High School, Kanagawa, Japan, 1911-12.
Married, 1903, Mr. Yone Noguchi. One son.
Gimbel, Gertrude Long, 1907-08,
.
.
. 1507 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia.
Married, 1910, Mr. Edwin Dannenbaum. One daughter.
Godfrey, Dorothy, 1910-11, Fitchburg, Mass.
Goldmark, Susan, 1894-98, 270 West 94th Street, New York City.
Goldsmith, Sara, 1906-07,. . .228 North Taylor Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Goodnow, Isabel Lyall, 1905-07, 1908-09,
46 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Married, 1911, Mr. Ezra Kendall Gillett.
Gordon, Grace Rix, 1908-09,
516 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton Centre, Mass.
Graham, Bessie, 1898-99, 326 South 15th Street, Philadelphia.
Gray, Elizabeth Lawrence, 1908-09, 1910,. .Stony Beach, Hull, Mass.
Assistant Director of Athletics and Gymnastics, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-12.
Greeley, Edith Elizabeth, 1906-08,
4833 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Green, Maejorie Crisst, 1899-1900, Paxtang, Pa.
Married, 1907, The Rev. Edwin McCord Mulock. One son.
Green, Phyllis, 1900-01, 7 Einhorn Road, Worcester, Mass.
Married, 190S, Mr. Clifford Spence Anderson.
Greene, Anne Dtjnkin, 1901-03,. .49 West 68th Street, New York City.
Married, 1908, Mr. Guy Bates.
Greenough, Eugenia, 1905-07, 7 Gloucester Street, Boston, Mass.
Griscom, Ethel Ltdia, 1909, 1909-10, The Colonial, Bangor, Me.
Married, 1911, Mr. John Manvers Briscoe.
Gross, Evelyn, 1898, 1898-99, 4510 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1902, Mr. Gustav Alexander Meyer. One son.
GuCKENHEIMER, ADELE, 1908-10,
5605 Irwin Avenue, Pittsburgh, E. E., Pa.
Gusky, Mary Esther, 1897,
908 Lexington Avenue, Avondale, Cincinnati, O.
Married, 1911, Mr. Eisfelder.
Gyger, Mary Campbell, 1901-04, Box 18, Sharon Hill, Pa.
Haas, Jeanne, 1900-01, 1902-03,
Berlinerstrasse 73, Tempelhof, Bei Berlin, Germany.
Married, 1900, Professor Albert Haas.
Haevernick, Emma, 1901-04, 646 North 44th Street, Philadelphia.
Head of Modern Language Department, Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1903-12.
Hailey, Ellen Lake, 1901-02, Address unknown.
Haines, Isabelle Pennock, 1909-10,
156 School Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Haines, Lydia Rapelye, 1905-07,. . . Trumansberg, Tompkins Co., N. Y.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Pierson Biggs.
Haines, Mary Sheppard, 1903-04, Box 8, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1906, Mr. Thomas Smedley Cox, Jr. One son, one daughter.
Haldeman, Anna Marcet, 1905-08,
Care of Mrs. Alice Haldeman, State Bank of Girard, Girard, Kan.
Actress, 1910-12.
Hallowell, Bertinia, 1903-05,. .2311 North Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Hamilton, Elizabeth Porter, 1895-97,
22 Chestnut Park, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Married, 1905, Mr. John Delalre Falconbridge. One daughter (t 1908).
Hammitt, Ruth, 1904, 1904-05, Columbia, Pa.
Writer, 1910-12.
Married, 1909, Mr. Reginald Wright Kauffman.
Happold, Myrtis Edith, 1903-04, .... 9 Shirley Street, Worcester, Mass.
Harben, Clarissa, 1899, 1899-1903, 214 Broadway, New York City.
Married, 1903, Mr. William Crocker Macaxoy. One daughter.
Hardenbergh, Hildegarde, 1906-08,
121 West 73rd Street, New York City.
Harnish, Blanche Marie, 1894-96,
359 East Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
Married, 1898, The Rev. J. Ranch Stein. Three sons, two daughters.
Harrington, Helen Nelthrop, 1904-05,
20 Dudley Place, Yonkers, N. Y.
Harris, Jane Howell, 1891-93, Died, 1910.
Hart, Rebecca Purdy, 1901-02, Doylestown, Pa.
Married, 1911, Dr. Joseph R. Swartzlander.
Hartshorn, Joanna Dixon, 1898-99, Short Hills, N. J.
Married, 1902, Mr. Harold Wright Hack. One son.
Hartwig, Anna L., 1908-10,
Merion Hall, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Trained Nurse, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
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Hathaway, Sylvia, 1909-11,. . .515 West Chelten Avenue, Germantown.
Hecht, Adelheid, 1900-02, Died, 1911.
Married, 1906, Mr. A. M. Bienenfeld.
Heermance, Laura Woolsey, 1892-93,
354 Edwards Street, New Haven, Conn.
Heike, Louise Ottilie, 1899-1903,
88 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Married, 1908, Dr. William Cavan Woolsey.
Hench, Elizabeth C, 1890-92, Carlisle, Pa.
Teacher of English, Manual Training High School, Indianapolis, Ind., 1901-12.
Henderson, Hildegarde Gertrude, 1909-11,
172 Bay State Road, Boston, Mass.
Student of Physical Culture, Dr. Sargent's School, Cambridge, 1911-12.
Henderson, Louisa, 1909-11, 164 Washington Street, Cumberland, Md.
Henkle, Alice Buenna, 1902, 1902-04, 1346 Madison Park, Chicago, 111.
Henze, Paula, 1905-06, 269 Field Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Teacher of German and Mathematics in the Eastern High School, Detroit, 1911-12.
Herrmann, Rose Sylphina, 1897-99, Died, 1902.
Heulings, Alice 1901-02, 231 East Main Street, Moorestown, N. J.
Higginson, Elizabeth Bethune, 1893-95,
34 West Cedar Street, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1909, Mr. Charles Jackson. One son, one daughter.
Hill, Anna Mary, 1901-05, 198 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Hires, Linda Smith, 1901-02, Haverford, Pa.
Hoffheimer, Edith S., 1906-07,
10 Madrid Building, Burnet Avenue, Avondale, Cincinnati, O.
Holland, Mary Elizabeth, 1901-05,
1501 Delaware Avenue, Wilmington, Del.
Married, 1910, Mr. Caleb Ernest Burchenal.
Hollar, Mary Rankin, 1900-04,. .26 Fairview Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. John C. Knox.
Holman, Helen, 1894-96,. . .322 Park Place, Brooklyn, New York City.
Married, 1905, Dr. Roger Durham. One son, one daughter.
Holman, Josephine Bowen, 1892-96, Larchmont Manor, N. Y.
Married, 1902, Mr. Dezso Eugen Boross. Two daughters.
Holmes, Maud Wislizenus, 1909-11, 3860 Page Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Holstein, Elizabeth Branton, 1894^96, 1897-99,
1722 Newton Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Married, 1901, Mr. Edgar Buckingham. One daughter, one son.
Hoit, Evelyn, 1905-08, 14 West 55th Street, New York City.
Hooke, Harriet Henley, 1898-99, Reedsville, Pa.
Married, 1901, Mr. William Kennedy Heim. Two sons, one daughter.
Hooker, Elizabeth Robbins, 1892-93,
576 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Hooker, Theodora Fitch, 1906,
920 17th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Hopkins, Elizabeth, 1892-95, . . 130 East Gorham Street, Madison, Wis.
Married, 1898, Mr. Hobart Stanley Johnson. Two sons.
Hopkins, Julia Anna, 1899-1900,
The Library, Drexel Institute, Philadelphia,
Hopkins, Nellie Louise, 1895-96, Westview Park, Riverside, Conn.
Married, 1910, Mr. Arthur Stanley Todd.
Horner, Jane Elizabeth, 1891-94,
100 Pelham Road, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1895, Mr. Robert Murray Hogue. Four sons, two daughters (one t 1900).
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Hosford, Elizabeth Sanborn, 1892-95, Burgin, Ky.
Married, 1902, Mr. Lunsford Pitts Yandell. Two sons, two daughters.
HOTJGHTALING, IRENE HASLEHTJRS1 , 1902-03,
6 West 9th Street, New York City.
HOUGHTELINQ, HARRIOT PeABODY, 1903-06,
850 Lincoln Paikway, Chicago, 111.
Houghton, Therese Gertrude, 1897-98,
1459 Girard Stieet, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Howard, Mart Eloise, 1889-91,. . .1801 Hickory Street, Dallas, Texas.
Married, 1897, Mr. Francis E. Shoup.
Howe, Emily Cumming, 1887-89, Died, 1894.
Howland, Alice Gulielma, 1901-02,
The Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
General Assistant to the Principals, the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1911-12.
Howland, Dqrothy, 1904-05, 129 Chestnut Street, West Newton, Mass.
Married, 1908, Mr. Frederic Keith Leatherbee. Three sons.
Hoy, Anna Harris, 1885-87, Beliefonte, Pa.
Hoyt, Emily Martha, 1904-06, 1907-08,
3020 Midvale Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Hoyt, Mary Fellows, 1895-98,.. 310 West 75th Stieet, New York City.
Hubbard, Charlotte Armitage, 1895-96, Painesdale, Mich.
Married, 1898, Mr. Horatio Stuart Goodell.
Huey, Katharine, 1903-06, . . . 57th and Elmwood Avenue, Philadelphia.
Private Tutor and Legal Stenographer, 1911-12.
Hulbert Nellie May, 1890-91,. . . .21 Washington Avenue, Elyria, O.
Married, 1894, Mr. George C. Jameson.
Hume, Mary, 1908-10, 2007 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, la.
Student, Wellesley College, 1910-12.
Hunt, Heien Dunlap, 1897-99, Died, 1905.
Hurd, Helen Elizabeth, 1906-07,. .1120 East 49th Street, Chicago, 111.
Iringer, Ida Laurette, 1902-04, Address unknown.
Jackson, Frances Appleton, 1906-07, Died, 1909.
Jackson, Josephine, 1889-91,. .415 Hawthorn Road, Roland Park, Md.
Married, 1897, Mr. James Curtis Ballagh.
Jacobs, Marguerite Eyster, 1904-06,
2233 Sedgwick Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1908, The Rev William Melchior Horn. Two sons, one daughter.
James, Margaret Mary, 1906-08, . . 95 Irving Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Janney, Elizabeth Brixton, 1889-90, Haverford, Pa.
Teacher of French in the William Perm High School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Janney, Mildred, 1907-08, 1910-11,
4729 Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Student of Music, 1911-12.
Jenks, Margery, 1904-06, Summit, N. J.
Jennings, Bessie Homer, 1910-11, 230 South 15th Street, Philadelphia.
Assistant Cataloguer, Bryn Mawr College Library, 1908-12.
Johnston, Marie Louise, 1901-03, Bound Biook, N. J.
Married, 1908, Mr. Charles Adkins Baker.
Johnston, Mary Beattie, 1903, Salem, N. Y.
Jones, Annie Elizabeth, 1906-08, 1710 B Street, Lincoln, Neb.
University Converservatory of Music, Lincoln 1908-12.
Jones, Grace Llewellyn, 1891-93, 1394-95, Address unknown.
Jones, Hattie Elizabeth, 1888-90,
Moses Brown School, Providence, R. I.
Married, 1892, Mr. Charles R. Jacob. Three sons.
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Jones, Virginia, 1907-09, 940 Western Avenue, Allegheny, Pa.
Justice, Hilda, 1892-94,
West Clapier Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Kamm, Caroline Augusta, 1905-07,. . . .215 14th Street, Portland, Ore.
Married, 1909, Mr. James Austin McKinnon.
Kane, Florence Bayard, 1898, 1732 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Kaufmann, Irene Saidie, 1906, Died, 1907.
Keasbey, Louisa Edwina, 1895-96,. . . .Miller Road, Morristown, N. J.
Kellen, Grace, 1903-05, 512 Belgravia, Louisville, Ky.
Married, 1911, Mr. Paul Herman Creel. One son.
Kellen, Ruth, 1900-02, Died, 1909.
Married, 1905, Mr. Thomas Linwood Wiles. One son.
Kellogg, Edith, 1901-03, 62 Greenough Street, Brookline, Mass.
Kemmerer, Gertrude, 1897-98, 1899, 1899-1901,. . .Upper Lehigh, Pa.
Kenison, Lucie, 1908-10, 1120 Tremont Stieet, Galveston, Tex.
Kent, Margaret Yseult, 1904-05,
49 East Walnut Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Kerr, Fredericks M., 1899-1900, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Treasurer of the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1905-12.
Kershaw, Karie Kay, 1886-87, 1888-89, 1891-92, Riverton, N. J.
Married, 1895, Mr. Frank Rogers Treadwell; 1903, Mr. Benjamin Schreiber Mechling.
Ketchum, Florence Josephine, 1899-1900, See page 61.
Kilner, Mary, 1907-09, 335 West 78th Street, New York City.
Kilpatrick, Ellen Perkins, 1895-97,
1027 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Kimball, Charlotte Stuart, 1907-08,
The Walbert, Charles Street and Lafayette Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Kimball, Mary Hortense, 1899,
47 Niirnbergerstrasse, Dresden, Geimany.
King, Florence, 1902-04, Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.
King, Rachel Estelle Albright, 1910-11,
19 Highfield Road, Edgbaston, Bhmingham, England.
Student, Somerville College, Oxford, 1911-12.
Kingsbacher, Erma, 1902-04,. .5112 Waterman Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1907, Mr. Ernest William Stix. One daughter, one son.
Kingsbacher, Gertrude, 1906-08,
6344 Phillips Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Elias Sunstein.
Kirkbride, Mary Amelia, 1896-99,. . .2212 Green Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1904, Mr. Reginald Godfrey Peckitt.
Klett, Edith May, 1907-08, Las Animas, Colo.
Married, 1909, Mr. George Albert Cunning, One son.
Knowland, Carolyn, 1891-92,
Hydewood Hall, Mountain Avenue, Plainfield, N. J.
Married, 1894, Mr. Francis de Lacy Hyde. Two sons (one t 1910), one daughter.
Kohn, Elsie, 1900-02, 4726 McPherson Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Married, 1908, Mr. Aaron S. Rauh. One daughter (f 1910).
de Koven, Ethel le Roy, 1902-04,
Care of C. I. Hudson Co., 36 Wall Street, New York City.
Married, 1911, Mr. H. Kierstede Hudson.
Lambert, Helen, 1895-97,
330 West Johnson Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Lamberton, Anne, 1909-10, 4403 Osage Avenue, Philadelphia.
Teacher in the Gordon School, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
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Landers, Pearl Adele, 1893- 95,.. 217 S. Lindsay Street, Kokomo, Ind.
Married, 1896, Mr. Timothy Harrison.
Langdon, Julia Olivia, 1891-93, 160 West 59th Street, New York City.
Married, 1902, Mr. Edward Eugene Loomis.
Lape, Esther Everett, 1901-02, . . . 3217 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia.
Instructor in English Composition and Rhetoric, Swarthmore College, 1908-12.
Latta, Margaret Douglas, 1905-06,
319 Moreland Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Married, 1907, Mr. Wakeman Griffin Gribbel.
Lawall, Marion Louise, 1897,
22 S. Washington Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.
Married, 1897, The Rev. William W. Wilcox.
Lawrence, Emily Sylvester, 1905-07, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Married, 1908, Mr. Roland Wright Smith.
Lawther, Evelyn Teressa, 1895-96,
2317 North Delaware Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1900, Mr. Owen Davies Odell. One son, one daughter.
Lawther, Mary Roberts, 1891-93,
1450 Allison Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Married, 1910, Mr. Melville Elsworth Eddy.
Leach, Camilla, 1889-90, State University, Eugene, Ore.
Librarian and Reference Librarian, University of Oregon, 1910-12.
Lee, Ethel McLane, 1910-11, 903 Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Md.
Lehman, Lois Partridge, 1907-08, 1909, 1909-10, Redlands, Cal.
Leuba, Berthe A., 1905-06, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1896, Professor James H. Leuba. One son, one daughter.
Levering, Margaretta, 1896-98,
The Oak Road, School Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1904, Mr. Theodore Edmondson Brown. Two daughters.
Lewis, Ella Beasten, 1901-02, 1904-05,
1813 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Lewis, Louise, 1901-04, 1820 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Settlement Worker, Lighthouse Settlement, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Light, Barbara Joyce, 1909-10, 330 North 9th Street Lebanon, Pa.
Teaching, 1911-12.
Linn, Mary Hunter, 1887-89, Beliefonte, Pa.
Lit, Juliet Ephraim, 1906-09, Glenside, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. Julius David Stern. One son.
Lodge, Edith Harvey, 1899-1901, South Pittsburg, Tenn.
Married, 1908, Mr. Charles Richard Kellermann. Two sons.
Loeb, Florence May, 1908-10,
Care of Messrs. Loeb and Bloom, Paducah, Ky.
Logan, Annie Laurie, 1889-90, 98 Wadena Street, Cleveland, O.
Married, 1891, Mr. Oliver Farrar Emerson. One son, one daughter.
Loines, Hilda, 1896-99,
152 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, New York City.
Farming, 1908-12.
Lord, Frances Shippen, 1906-08, North Street, Plymouth, Mass.
Lowrey, Elsie Elizabeth, 1900,
The Esmond, 12th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia.
Corridor Teacher in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1909-12.
Lurman, Katharine, 1891-92, Catonsville, Md.
Lynch, Gertrude Mason, 1887-90, 1891-92, Fort Caswell, N. C.
Married, 1895, Mr. Ruter William Springer. One daughter, one son.
Lynch, Nora, 1903-07, Ashbourne, Pa.
Lyon, Frances Witter, 1902-05, Miami, Ariz.
Married, 1910, Mr. Foster Stebbins Naething.
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Lyon, Henrietta Baldt, 1896-98, 1899-1900, 1901,
921 West 4th Street, Williamsport, Pa.
Lyon, Josephine Amanda, 1895-96,
St. Hilda's House, 80 Broadway, New Haven, Conn.
Deaconess, 1904-12.
Mabury, Bella, 1890-91, Los Angeles, Cal.
Macparlane, Kathleen Selfridge, 1889-90,
Care of Morgan, Harje? & Co., Paris.
Married, Mr. C. William Macfarlane.
MacMillan Mary Louise, 1890-91,
1915 Bigelow Street, Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati, O.
Author and Writer for Magazines and Literary Editor of the Club Woman's Magazine,
1908-12.
Macnamee, Helen Viola, 1900-01, Berwyn, Pa.
Teacher of Vocal Music, 1905-12.
Macomber, Mary S., 1898-99, . . .21 Pond Street, South Weymouth, Mass.
Married, 1900, Mr. Herbert Huntington Longfellow. Two daughters, one son.
MacVeagh, Margaretta Cameron, 1890-93, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Maddux, Esther, 1905-08,. .818 Summit Grove Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, 1909, Professor David Hilt Tennent.
Maitland, Mary Elisabeth, 1897-1900,
4635 N. Paulina Street, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1903, Mr. Arthur St. George Dougall. One daughter, one son.
Malott, Daisy Patterson, 1893-95,
1044 N. Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1898, Mr. Paul Helb White. One daughter, two sons.
Malott, Ella Laura, 1892-93,
1002 N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1899, Mr. Edgar H. Evans. Three daughters (one t 1911).
Maltby, Olive Douglas, 1905-07, 70 Stimson Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Married, 1911, Mr. Arthur Livingston Kelley, Jr.
Maris, Anne Gerhard, 1897-99, . . 2126 De Lancey Place, Philadelphia.
Marshall, Rachel, 1908-09, Sexton, Kan.
Homesteading and Teaching, 1911-12.
Marks, Ellen Scott, 1899-1900,
Uhlandstrasse 155, Wilmersdorf, Berlin, Germany.
Married, 1904, Dr. Mahmoud Labib Moharrem.
Marsh, Cora Adriana, 1893-94, New London, Conn.
Marsh, Helen Elizabeth, 1908-11,
530 Clinton Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Library Course, New York Public Library, 1911-12.
Marshall, Helen, 1895-96, 71 Williams Street, Norwich, Conn.
Librarian of the Peck Library, Norwich Free Academy, 1907-12.
Martin, Frances de Forest, 1899-1901,
Woodhull House, Lawrenceville, N. J.
Married, 1903, Mr. Charles Henry Breed.
Martin, Jean Baker, 1902-04, 119 Moraa Street, Oil City, Pa.
Married, 1910, Dr. Melroy Weed Easton.
Martin, Mary Rockwith, 1890-93, Montreat, N. C.
Married, 1902, Mr. James Imbrie Miller.
Mason, Alice Eleanor, 1901-02, Beachton, P. O., Grady Co., Ga.
Married, 1904, Mr. Henry Emerson Butler. Two daughters.
Mathewson, Faith Trumbull, 1892-94,
550 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Married, 1909, Mr. Arnold van Couthen Piccardt Huizinga.
Matlack, Louise, 1909-10,
33 W. Northampton Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
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Matless, Alice, 1901-03, 103 West Main Stieet, Lansing, Mich.
Married, 1904, Mr. Lees Bollinger. Two daughters.
Maurice, Emily Marshall, 1905-07,
70 West 11th Stieet, New York City.
Married, 1911, Mr. Charles Whitney Dall.
Mayhew, Viola Adeline, 1900-01, Address unknown.
McBtjrney, Alice, 1895-96, Stockbridge, Mass.
Married, 1904, Dr. Austen Fox Riggs. Two daughters.
McCarthy, Edith, 1897-98, Hamilton Court, Philadelphia.
McCormick, Caroline, 1892-94,.. 18 West 52nd Street, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Francis Louis Slade.
McCormick, Eleanor Harryman, 1900-02,
381 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1908, Dr. Marshal Fabyan. One son.
McCracken, Matilda, 1903-04, . . 1646 North 55th Street, Philadelphia.
McCulloch, Agnes, 1900-01,
1723 N. Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1901, Mr. Hugh Henry Hanna, Jr. One son, two daughters.
McCune, Mabel, 1896-97, 719 Arbor Stieet, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Married, 1900, Mr. Herbert J. Goulding. One son (t 1909).
McKee, Helen, 1897-98, Cynwyd, Pa.
Married, 1904, Mr. Arthur Hobson Quinn. Three daughters, one son.
McKeehan, Matilda McClure, 1892-93,
108 Le Mayne Avenue, Washington, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. Paul Albert Agassiz Core.
McKeen, Anna Lewis, 1902-05,
Jewels Island, Cliff Island P. O., Portland, Me.
Farming, 1911-12.
McKenney, Clara Justine, 1906-07, Died, 1909.
McLane, Hazel Ellen, 1904-07,
43 Lexington Avenue, Greenwich, Conn.
Married, 1909, Mr. John Alexander Clark.
McMillan, Margaret, 1899- 1900,
505 10th Avenue, S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
McMurtrie, Charlotte Frances Edith, 1900-01,
111 West Upsal Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
McNaughton, Celia Ruth, 1902-03, Brawley, Imperial Co., Cal.
Teacher of Music. in the Public School, Brawley, 1911-12.
Mead, Helen Douglas, 1905-06, Died, 1908.
Merritt, Leslie, 1902, 150 Timson Street, Lynn, Mass.
Married, 1908, Dr. Charles Henry Bergengren. One son.
Meyer, Else, 1908-10, 1765 Prytania Street, New Orleans, La.
Middendorp, Katherine Louise Irvin v 1895-98,
210 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Married, 1902, Mr. Henry Clayton Blackwell. Three daughters.
Mifflin, Elizabeth Hornli, 189C-93, Wayne, Pa.
Married, 1896, Mr. David Knickerbocker Boyd. One son, one daughter.
Miles, Mary Elizabeth, 1888-89,
143 West Coulter Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Teacher of English in the Stevens School, Germantown, 1902-12.
Miller, Alice Wolff, 1905-06, 149 West Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Md.
Miller, Barnette, 1900-01,
Care of British Post Office, Constantinople, Turkey.
Professor of English Literature and History in the American College for Girls, Constanti-
nople, 1909-12.
Miller Jessie Imbrie, 1897-1900, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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Miller, Julia Stedman, 1902-03, 59 Irving Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
Married, 1904, Mr, Newman, Walbridge, Two sons.
Miller, Marjorie Enid, 1906-08,
Turtle Lake Lumber Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Miller, Mary Alice Edwards, 1894-95, 1896-97, . .Address unknown.
Married, 1897, Mr. William Read Buckminster.
Miller, Mart Wanamaker, 1894-95,
904 South 47th Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1900, Mr. William Boswell Mount. Two sona, one daughter.
Mills, Helen Elizabeth, 1905-06, . 1909 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Student, Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, 1910-12.
Mitchell, Beulah Margaret, 1908-09, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mitchell, Frances Helen, 1905-06,
St. Martin's, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Mock, Ettrana Dinkey, 1908, 1908-10, St. Davids, Pa.
Married, 1910, Mr. Titus de Bobula.
Moffitt, Rebecca Charlotte, 1899-1902,
1721 North 2nd Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Married, 1904, Mr. Edgar Paul Johnston. One son, one daughter.
Montenegro, Carlota, 1897-99, . . . 1006 Third Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Writer, 1911-12.
Moody, Mary Grace, 1894-97,
154 East Grand Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Teacher of English in the New Haven High School, 1904-05, 1908-12.
Moore, Ethel Belle, 1903, 1904-05, Address unknown.
Married, 1908, Mr. Frederick Hovey Wheeler.
Moore, Hannah Irene, 1890-93, 1894-95, Died, 1895.
Moore, Rachel Bigelow, 1904-06,
75 Prospect Street, Somersworth, N. H.
Married, 1908, Mr. Henry Edward Warren. One son, one daughter.
Morgan, Ellen Key Howard, 1892-93,
210 North Broadway, Lexington, Ky.
Morton, Charlotte, 1899-1901, 343 State Street, Albany, N. Y.
Moss, Carolyn Ladd, 1890-93, Box 526, Burlington, Wash.
Married, 1906, Mr. Joseph S. Reed.
Mtjdge, Marion Christine, 1902-06,. 1 Larcom Avenue, Beverly, Mass.
Married, 1906, Mr. Charles Rollins Prichard.
Murray, Clara Hunsicker, 1909-10,
Charles Street Avenue and University Parkway, Baltimore, Md.
Murray, Elsie, 1896-97, Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pa.
Professor of Philosophy and Psychology, Wilson College, 1909-12.
Murray, Harriet Cock, 1898- 99, Chappaqua, N. Y.
Married, 1903, Mr. Alfred Busselle. Two sons, one daughter.
Mussey, Mabel H. Barrows, 1905-07,
Sonnevanck, Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Married, 1905, Professor Henry Raymond Mussey. One son.
Muzzey, Marie Ella, 1903-04, Died, 1910.
Myers, Mary Calvert, 1903-04,.. Orkney, Govans, Baltimore Co., Md.
Nagel, Caroline Louise, 1909-10,.. 83 Pleasant Street, Meriden, Conn.
Teacher of French and English in Northport, N. Y., 1910-12.
Nash, Carolyn Ryan, 1909-10,
Care of Medical Inspector F. S. Nash, Commanding Naval Hospital,
Newport, R. I.
Nash, Madeline Culbertson, 1906-07, 4911 Lake Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Nathan, Stella, 1904-06, 79 Highland Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Married, 1911, Mr. Charles Bock.
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Naumburg, Alice, 1899-1900,.. .411 West End Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1903, Mr. Joseph M. Proskauer. Two daughters.
Nebeker, Edna, 1898-99, 619 South College Avenue, Fort Collins, Colo.
Married, 1902, Dr. Howard J. Livingston.
Neergaard, Edith Louise, 1899-1903,
47 Cambridge Place, Brooklyn, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Henry Hathaway Wheeler.
Nelden, Maria Louise, 1899-1900,
144 11th East Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Married, 1901, Mr. Jerome O. Cross.
Nichols, Helen Slocum, 1898-1902,
Care of Messrs. Niles, Bement & Pond, 25 Victoria Street, London,
S. W., England.
Married, 1910, Mr. Mansfield Estabrook.
Nicholson, Elisabeth Robeson, 1891-94,
342 Shelton Avenue, Jamaica, New York City.
Married, 1895, Mr. Joseph Remington Wood.
Niles, Laura, 1893-97, 4411 Osage Avenue, Philadelphia.
Northrop, Mary. 1892-94, 461 E. Ridge Street, Marquette, Mich
Married, 1899, Mr. Philip Bennet Spear. Two sons, one daughter (t 1910).
O'Connor, Agnes, 1909-11, 132 Franklin Place, Flushing, L. I.
Ogden, Elise Lucy, 1891-92,. . .941 S Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Assistant in Charge of Library, Office of Experiment Stations, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture. 1907-11.
Oglevee, Jessie Eagleson, 1895-98, Columbus, O.
Married, 1907, Mr. Herbert Horatio Tanner.
Ohern, Eugenia Grinnell, 1907-08,
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Married, 1901, Dr. Daniel Webster Ohern.
Orbison, Agnes Louise, 1886-88, Beliefonte, Pa.
Orvis, Gertrude Swift, 1895-96, Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y.
Professor of Romance Languages, Elmira College, 1910-11.
Ott, Helen Maxwell, 1907-08,
521 E. Leverington Avenue, Roxborough, Philadelphia.
Packard, Emilie, 1905-06, 806 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Married, 1911, Mr. Sidney Harrison.
Page, Laura Lansing Grenelle, 1903-04,
37 East 38th Street, New York City.
Palmer, Elizabeth Marshall, 1892-93,
498 Terrace Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Married, 1898, Mr. Robert N. McMynn.
Palmer, Evalina, 1896-98, Lefkas, Ionian Islands, Greece.
Married, 1907, Mr. Angelo Sikelianos. One son.
Parks, Georgiana Mabry, 1901-04,
1938 North Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Married, 1906, Mr. Joseph Percy Remington.
Parrish, Grace 1890-91, 120 East 62nd Street, New York City.
Married, 1901, Dr. Haven Emerson. Two sons, two daughters.
Patten, Agnes, 1910-11, 1217 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Married, 1911, Mr. Laurence Russell Wilder.
Pearson, Anne Rutherford, 1892-93, Concord, Mass.
Married, 1893, Mr. Robert Lyon Warner. Five sons (one 1 1899, one 1 1903), one daughter.
Pearson, Julia L., 1894-95,
Care of Mr. William Floyd Hunt, 45 Broadway, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. William Floyd Hunt.
Pelletier, Helene, 1906-08, 1437 Pearl Street, Sioux City, Iowa.
Peters, Edith Macausland, 1893-95, 1101 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
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Petersen, Kate Oelzner, 1888-89,
91 Eighth Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Phillips, Anna Tucker, 1899-1900,
38 East 74th Street, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Raynal Cawthorne Boiling. One daughter, one son.
Phillips, Bertha, 1896-1900, .... 107 West 55th Street, New York City.
Pinnet, Eva Marie, 1909-11, Willmar, Minn.
Plumb, Georgie Middleton, 1896-98, Died, 1906.
Plumb, Helen, 1901-02, 931 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Secretary of Society of Arts and Crafts of Detroit, 1906-12.
Potter, Genevieve Estelle, 1908-09,
Taylor Hall, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Assistant in the Comptroller's Office, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-12.
Powel, Ella Louise, 1901-02,.. 391 West End Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1908, Dr. William McLean. Two sons.
Powell, Edith Williams, 1902-05, 1909-10, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Powell, Lillian Augusta, 1895-96,.. 21 15 Broadway, Little Rock, Ark.
Married, 1898, Mr. John Rison Fordyce. Four sons.
Preston, Catharine Anita, 1910-11, Ardmore, Pa.
Preston, Jennie Florence, 1897-99,
151 Irving Avenue, S. Orange, N. J.
Married, 1905, Mr. Benjamin F. Jones.
Preston, Margaret Junkin, 1908-09,
819 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Preston, Margaret Wicklipfe, 1904-06,
200 Market Street, Lexington, Ky.
Price, Mary Lucretia, 1903-05, Cresson, Pa.
Married, 1907, Mr. Edward Louis Koch. One son.
Putnam, Corinna Haven, 1893-95, . 102 Chestnut Street, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1899, Mr. Joseph Lindon Smith. One daughter, one son.
Quimby, Aldana Ripley, 1906-07,
278 West 86th Street, New York City.
Magazine Work for Butterick Publishing Co., 1911-12.
Railsback, Monica, 1901, Shreveport, La.
Ramsey, Emily Yocum, 1905-06, Rosemont, Pa.
Rand, Mary Celine, 1905-09, . 1516 Harmon Place, Minneapolis, Minn.
Randall, Ruth, 1897, 1897-99, Died, 1900.
Read, Helen Anna, 1901-02, Lansdowne, Pa.
Reed, Katharine, 1903-05, 905 Maryland Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1911, Mr. John GilfiUan Frazer.
Reynolds, Elizabeth Kempley, 1910-11, Holbrook, Long Island, N. Y.
Reynolds, Margaret Anne, 1900-02,
Care of Tucker & Vinton, 4 West 22nd Street, New York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. Shirley Clark Hulse.
Rhodes, Lucretia, 1908-09,
83 Summit Grove Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Rice, M. Ethelwynne, 1898-99, See page 58.
Richards, Adeline Mayo, 1890-91, 1894-95,
149 Murray Street, Elizabeth, N. J.
Richards, Theodora Leigh, 1901-03, 1492 Locust Street, Dubuque, la.
Married, 1910, Dr. Clyde LeRoy Ellsworth. One son.
Riddle, Mary Althea, 1893-94,. . . .2535 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Righter, Jane, 1898, 1898-1901, Mt. Carmel, Pa.
Warden of Rockefeller Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
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Robbins, Anna Cushman, 1891-93, Wethersfield, Conn.
Married, 1899, Mr. Wilfred Willis Savage. One son.
Roche, Helen Maeie, 1903-05, .827 Michigan Avenue, Youngstown, O.
Married, 1907, Mr. Arthur Collson Tobin. One son, one daughter.
Rochester, Anna, 1897-99, 46 Winthrop Place, Englewood, N. J.
Roe, Miriam, 1909-10, 1516 North 27th Street, Omaha, Neb.
Student of Music, 1911-12.
Roelker, Mildred M., 1890-92, . .1000 Western Avenue, Allegheny, Pa.
Married, 1899, Mr. Karl Langenbeck.
Rogerson, Jennie L., 1909-10, East Lowell, Mass.
Trained Nurse, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1911-12.
Romeyn, Ella Rosalind, 1906-08,
63 East 64th Street, New York City.
Rosenfeld, Grace Edith, 1906-07, .... 4900 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Ross, Helen Kunkle, 1890-92,. . .St. George's Inn, Wallingford, Conn.
Married, 1900, Mr. Allen Johnson.
Ross, Josephine, 1906-09, Haverford, Pa.
Ross, Margaret Jane, 1899-1902, Haverford, Pa.
Rossiter, Irene, 1900-03, 11 East 9th Street, New York City.
Rossmassler, Elfrida Anna, 1903-05,
607 Church Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Student of Music, 1911-12.
Rumery, Marguerite, 1901, 1901-02,
174 Winchester Street, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 1907, Mr. Charles J. Chapman. Two sons.
Runyon, Henrietta Bronston, 1908-09, 1910-11,
1820 West Grace Street, Richmond, Va.
Rupli, Theodosia Rosalie, 1890-91,
3401 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Teacher of Latin and German in the Western High School, Washington, 1896-1912.
Rushmore, Florence, 1885, North Berwick, Me.
Married, 1892, Mr. William T. Hussey. One daughter.
Russell, Janet Lucretia, 1903-06,
353 West 85th Street, New York City.
Russell, Sylvia Curry, 1897-98, 221 West 6th Street, Erie, Pa.
Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Ryan, Margaret Theresa, 1903-04, Rosemont, Pa.
Sampson, Anne Russell, 1907-09, Charlottesville, Va.
Teacher in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, 1911-12.
Satterlee, Mildred, 1905-06, Pittsford, N. Y.
Schaffner, Marion, 1905-06, 4911 Grand Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Schamberg, Hermine Rice, 1907-09,
1841 North 17th Street, Philadelphia.
Schmauk, Emma Maria, 1899-1900,. .22 North 8th Stieet, Lebanon, Pa.
Teacher of Latin and French in the High School, Lebanon, 1910-12.
Schmidt, Helen, 1904-08, 157 Dithridge Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Schmidt, Katharine Rieley, 1909-10,
900 South George Street, York, Pa.
Schneider, Nancy Ross, 1903-05, Summit Hill, Pa.
Schrader, Elizabeth Wilhelmina, 1903-04,
R. F. D. No. 4, Cohocton, N. Y.
Married, 1908, Mr. Charles Walter Smith. One son.
Schummers, Margreta Louise, 1899,
170 Buffalo Avenue, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Married, 1902, Mr. Ray M. Van Wagnen.
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Scribner, Margaret B., 1902-04,...5325 Jefferson Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1911, Mr. Harry Lamar Grant.
Scruggs, Margaret, 1909-11, 4505 Munger Avenue, Dallas, Tex.
Scudder, Marie Graves, 1909-10,.. 1314 Judson Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Seaburt, Catharine Regina, 1897-98, St. Agnes School, Albany, N. Y.
Head of the St. Agnes School, Albany, N. Y., 1901-12.
Seal, Harriette Fell, 1889-91,
405 Wister Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Sealy, Ella, 1897-99, 230 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Emerson Root Newell. One son.
Searle, Mabel Antoinette, 1894, 1894-96, 1897-99,
3930 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Sedgwick, Elizabeth, 1894-97,
103 Bellevue Avenue, Upper Montclair, N. J.
Married, 1907, Mr. William Shaw.
Seeds, Iola Merle, 1907-09,
607 West Upsal Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Selig, Alice, 1909-11, 1511 North 16th Street, Philadelphia.
Seligman, Gladys, 1901-02, 2 East 67th Street, New York City.
Married, 1905, Mr. Henri P. Wertheim. Two daughters.
Seligman, Rhoda Walter, 1905-06, .... 11 Broadway, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Frederick Lewisohn.
Selkregg, Clara Hudson, 1896-97, North East, Pa.
Sellers, Marjorie, 1900-01, Burnham, Pa.
Married, 1906, Mr. James Cadwalader Sellers, Jr.
Seymour, Helen, 1901, 1901-05, Sault Sainte Marie, Mich.
Married, 1910, Mr. Merlin Wiley.
Shadburn, Lucile, 1909-11,. .Care of Mr. W. B. Shadburn, Buford, Ga.
Married, 1911, Mr. Jones du Bignon Yow.
Shaffer, Wilhelmina, 1910-11, 3428 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher of Latin in Miss Roney's School, Philadelphia, and of German in Mrs. Robins's
School, St. Davids, Pa., and Student, University of Pennsylvania, 1911-12.
Sharpless, Amy Cope, 1896-98, Haverford, Pa.
Art Student, 1911-12.
Sharpless, Helen, 1894-96, Haverford, Pa.
Assistant Librarian, Haverford College, 1901, 1907-12.
Sheldon, Martha, 1908-11, 6315 Walnut Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sheppard, Irene, 1898-99, 229 Harvey Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Sherbert, Helen, 1904-05,
. . 1800 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Md.
Teaching in the Public Schools, Baltimore, 1907-12.
Shipley, Elizabeth Taylor, 1909-11, Haverford, Pa.
Shipley, Marguerita, 1906-07, Glengariff, Muford, O.
Shloss, Irma Bronette, 1908-10,
1623 Woodland Avenue, Des Moines, la.
Shoemaker, Anna Peirce, 1887-89,. . .3409 Baring Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1891, Mr. Alfred J. Ferris.
Sichel, Marie Etta, 1896-97,
"The Ormonde," 2030 Broadway, New York City.
Married, 1902, Mr. Ernest A. Limburg. Two sons.
Siesel, Claudie Frances, 1905-06,
1633 Denniston Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. Oscar William Oppenheimer.
Silkman, Eleanor, 1900-04, 396 Park Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Married, 1907, Mr. Theodore Gilman, Jr. One daughter.
Silverman, Irma, 1898-1900, ... 614 West 136th Street, New York City.
Married, 1901, Mr. Lionel Schoenthal.
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Simpson, Florence, 1903-04, Died, 1906.
Sisson, Emma Isabella, 1906-08,
National Park Seminary, Forest Glen, Md.
Director of Gymnastics and Athletics, National Park Seminary, 1910-11.
Skinner, Mary Elizabeth, 1907-09,
1602 Poplar Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Skinner, Myra Child, 1907-09, 1602 Poplar Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Small, Flora, 1897-99, 54 West 85th Street, New York City.
Smartt, Myra Kennedy, 1900, 1900-01,
510 Fort Wood Place, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Married, 1906, Mr. Paul John Kruesi. Three daughters.
Smith, Julia Pratt, 1899-1903, . . 105 East 38th Street, New York City.
Smith, Louise Eugenie, 1905-06,
1043 Juliana Street, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Married, 1911, Mr. Cornelius Bushnell Watson.
Smith, Mary Fairbank, 1893-94, Died, 1907.
Smyth, Adelaide Gertrude, 1897-1900, Winnetka, 111.
Married, 1902, Mr. Charles Seaton Buell. One son.
Smyth, Eleanor A., 1898-99, . ..15 Elmwood Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
Married, Professor Herbert Weir Smyth. One son, three daughters.
Smythe, Helen Goldsborough, 1893-94,
15 Humboldt Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Solis-Cohen, Emily Elvira, 1905-07,
1525 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Writer and Editor, 1908-12.
Sollenberger, Maud, 1899-1901, Mahanoy City, Pa.
Soule, Judith B., 1908-09, 1571 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.
Married, 1907, Mr. Winsor Soule.
Souther, Catharine, 1906-08,.
. .851 Prospect Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
SOUTHERLAND, HARRIET RODMAN, 1900-02,
1921 N Street, Washington, D. C.
Southwick, Jean Frances, 1908-10,
31 Pierrepont Street, Biooklyn, New York City.
Southwick, Katharine Mason, 1901-03,
449 Park Avenue, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Ernst Gunther Vietor. One son.
Southwick, Lola Josephine, 1906-07, .... 1621 A Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Spangler, H. Mary, 1898-99, Mercersburg, Pa.
Librarian of Mercersburg Academy, 1902-11.
Spencer, Adeline Jones, 1902-04, ... 5 Von Lent Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Charles Henry Curry. One son.
Spencer, Harriett Bennett, 1898-1900, 1901-02,
301 Highland Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y-
Married, 1903, Mr. Harry Cook Pierce.
Sperry, Maude Franklin, 1900-01,
68 William Street, New York City.
Married, 1910, Mr. Paul Newell Turner.
Stearns, Alice Anita, 1907-09,
Care of Mr. Herbert B. Stevens, Greenwich, Conn.
Married, 1911, Mr. Welden Stevens.
Steel, Margaret Armstrong, 1886-89, 1894-95, Port Deposit, Md.
Steele, Esther Clarkson Mayer, 1891-92, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Teacher in Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1906-12.
Steinbach, Edna Hortense, 1906-07,
2821 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1910, Mr. Marshall Arthur Coyne.
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Stephens, Eliza Pullan, 1888-90, 185 Greenwood Avenue, Trenton, N. J.
Married, 1897, Mr. Neil Robert Montgomery.
Stephens, Elizabeth Ballantine, 1893-97,
364 Palisade Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Married, 1902, Mr. William Lapham Saunders. Three sons, two daughters.
Stephens, Louise Brier, 1889-90, 52 Bellevue Place, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1898, Mr. William Van Doren Wright.
Stephens, Mary, 1887-90, 2632 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1896, Mr. Ralph Martin Shaw. One son.
Stetson, Lydia Almy, 1909-11, ..81 Cottage Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Stevens, Cynthia Jarden, 1908-10,
206 Ridgwood Road, Roland Park, Md.
Stevens, Mary Picton, 1904-06,. .30 East 70th Street, New York City.
Married, 1907, Mr. Ogden H. Hammond. Two daughters.
Stevenson, Eleanor Jane, 1886-87,
3501 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stewart, Berniece, 1903-06,
Care of Bureau of Municipal Research, 261 Broadway, New York City.
Married, 1906, Mr. Charles Arthur Mackenzie. Two sons.
Stewart, Frances Morrow, 1906-09,
186 East McMillan Street, Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati, O.
Married, 1909, Dr. Goodrich Barton Rhodes. One daughter.
Stewart, Helen, 1898-1901, 1324 James Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Married, 1911, The Rev. Edwin Huyler.
Stirling, Margaret Yates, 1895-96,
209 W. Lanvale Street, Baltimoie, Md.
Stites, Helen Chenoweth, 1897-98, 1899,
67 Brownell Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
Married, 1906, Dr. John Glanville Gill.
Stone, Kitty Louise, 1902-04,
403 North Michigan Avenue, Saginaw West, Mich.
Married, 1910, Mr. George Grant, Jr. One daughter.
Storer, Emily Lyman, 1906-08, 286 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Storrs, Janet, 1905-06, 640 Monroe Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
Stratton, Alice, 1908-10, 305 North 35th Street, Philadelphia.
Strauss, Sara, 1895-97, 154 West 72nd Street, New York City.
Married, 1904, Dr. Albert Fabian Hess. Two daughters, one son.
Strong, Anna Louise, 1903-04, 1227 Highland Place, Seattle, Wash.
Social Worker, 1910-12.
Strong, Miriam, 1898-1900, 1011 Litchfield Avenue, Wichita, Kan.
Married, 1908, Dr. Harry Stinson Sladen. One son.
Strong, Ruth, 1899-1901, 1902, 1902-03,
63 East 105th Street, Cleveland, O.
Married, 1905, Mr. S. Sterling McMillin. Two sons, one daughter.
Stubbs, Claribel, 1893-98, Merion, Pa.
Principal, Point Breeze School Garden, and Private Tutor, 1909-12.
Studdiford, Jannetta Gordon, 1895-96,
374 West 116th Stieet, New York City.
Sturdevant, Frances Eloise, 1898-1900, Cragsmoor, N. Y.
Married, 1905, Mr. Robin Dale Compton. Two daughters, one son.
Sturgis, Mary Bowler Vautier, 1902-03,
488 Green Lane, Roxborough, Philadelphia.
Private Secretary, 1908-11.
Sussman, Alice, 1903-04,.. .2211 Washington Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Married, 1906, Mr. Walter Arnstein. Two sons, one daughter.
Suzuki, Uta, 1904-06, 12 Takagi-cho, Aoyama, Tokyo, Japan.
Teacher in the Girte' English School, and in the Peeresses' School, Tokyo, 1910-12.
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Swanzy, Noba Hastings, 1909-11,
Care of Mr. Francis M. Swanzy, Honolulu, H. I.
Sweet, Ethelwyn, 1903-07,
498 E. Fulton Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Married, 1912, Mr. George Irving Quimby.
Swift, Ann^ Vaughan, 1887-89, Sedgely, Marshallton, Del.
Married, 1894, Mr. Charles G. Rupert. Three daughters, one son.
Swift, Frances Dorr, 1891-93,. . 1500 Rodney Street, Wilmington, Del.
Married, 1897, Mr. Henry Lea Tatnall, Jr. Two sons, six daughters.
Swindell, Susie Otjld, 1900-02, Menando, Albany, N. Y.
Married, 1906, Mr. Claude Carlyle Nuekols. Two sons, one daughter.
Taft, Helen Herron, 1908-10,. .The White House, Washington, D. C.
Tanner, Rtjth Frances, 1907-09,.. . .2123 R Street, Washington, D. C.
Taylor, Bertha Anna, 1892-93, Sewickley, Pa.
Taylor, Elizabeth Willis, 1907-09,
33 West 90th Street, New York City.
Taylor, Marion Satterthwaite, 1890-92,
47 Thorn Street, Sewickley, Pa.
Married, 1898, Mr. Charles A. Woods. One daughter, two sons.
Taylor, Mary Warren, 1905-07, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Secretary to the Department of Gymnastics and Athletics, 1909-12.
Thayer, Dorothy, 1907-09, 463 West Street, New York City.
Thomas, Mary Grace, 1885-87,. . .29 East 77th Street, New York City.
Married, 1887, Mr. Thomas K. Worthinglon. Two sons, one daughter (t 1912).
Thompson, Clara Belle, 1909-11, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Thompson, Agnes May, 1903-C4,
1134 Quinnipiac Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
Thompson, Genevieve, 1903-05, ... 69 North 23rd Street, Portland, Ore.
Thompson, Julia, 1906-08, Lake Forest, 111.
Painting at Chicago Art Institute, 1910-12.
Thompson, Sarah Kezia, 1896-97,
213 E. Wheeling Street, Washington, Pa.
Throop, Susan Evebett, 1890-91,
202 St. John's Place, Brooklyn, New York City.
Tinges, Anita, 1910-11, 233 W. Lafayette Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Student of Domestic Science, 1911-12.
Tomlinson, Joy, 1909-11,. . . .2007 Highland Avenue, Birmingham, Ala.
Towle, Sarah Isabel, 1897-1900,.. .12 Atwood Stieet, Hartford, Conn.
Married, 1905, Mr. Irving Clark Moller.
Townsend, Elizabeth Pabkeb, 1902-04,
Hawthorn Road, Brookline, Mass.
Trask, Lillia M. D., 1891-93, 155 Highland Avenue, Orange, N. J.
Librarian of the Rockefeller Institute, for Medical Research, 1911-12.
Tbowbridge, Janette, 1899-1900, Eastford, Conn.
Tbueman, Maby Emmoline, 1901-04,.. .900 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Tsuda, Um£, 1889-92, 16 Goban Cho, Tokyo, Japan.
Principal of the Girls' English School, Tokyo, 1900-12.
Tudob, Maby, 1903-04, 83 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1907, Mr. Roland Gray. One son, one daughter.
Tyleb, Eleanob Justis, 1895-97, . . 303 Linden Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Tyleb, Maby Gbaham, 1903-04,. .. .3638 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Tyson, Evelyn Bayly, 1910-11,. .. .615 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Undeehill, Maby Rebecca, 1901-03,. .Tamalpais Road, Berkeley, Cal.
Principal of the Round Valley Union High School, Covelo, Cal., 1910-12.
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Underhill, Ruth, 1892-93, Bedford Hills, N. Y.
Married, 1904, Mr. Harold Tredway White. Two sons (one t 1907), one daughter.
Uppbrman, Evelyn Beatrice, 1900-01,
5525 Pemberton Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1901, Mr. Ralph E. T. Binz. Two daughters, one son (+ 1907).
Utley, Elizabeth Minerva, 1900, 1900-01, 1902-03,
1221 Twelfth Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
Married, 1907, Mr. Isaac Biddle Thomas. One daughter.
Vail, Alice, 1894-97, Address unknown.
Married, 1897, Mr. Walter Vail Holloway.
Vaille, Harriet Wolcott, 1898-1900,
1401 Franklin Street, Denver, Colo.
Vallely, Eleanor, 1904-05,. . .3452 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Kindergarten Teacher, 1910-12.
Van Hise, Mary Janet, 1905-07,.. .772 Langdon Street, Madison, Wis.
Van Horn, Olive Ostrander, 1907-08,
150 Dana Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Van Norden, Emma Philips, 1889-90, Died, 1906.
Van Voorhis, Lavinia, 1902-04,
4 N. Vermont Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.
Vauclain, Anne, 1903-06, Rosemont, Pa.
Venner, Gertrude Amy, 1908-09,
306 West 75th Street, New York City.
Vernon, Ethel, 1909-10, 1400 Maryland Avenue, Wilmington, Del.
Student, Cornell University, 1911-12.
Vickers, Lillian, 1899-1901, Died, 1901.
Vickery, Margaret, 1905-07, 263 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Vickery, Ruth Perkins, 1907-08,. .452 16th Street, Bellingham, Wash.
Married, 1909, Mr. Bradford Buttrich Holmes. One son, one daughter.
Vilas, Margaret, 1904-06, 415 Park Street, Madison, Wis.
Vollmer, Genevieve, 1900, Lewiston, Idaho.
Waddington, Mary Elizabeth, 1893-94,
126 East 24th Street, New York City.
Wagner, Annie de Benneville, 1888-90,
5904 Wayne Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Married, 1904, Mr. Franklin C. Dickey. Two daughters, one son. •
Waldron, Helen Stockton, 1902-03,
5466 Everett Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Married, 1907, Mr. Clifford Giddings Wells. One daughter.
Walker, Harriet Warner, 1909-10,
1128 La Salle Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Wallace, Lurena Groesbeck, 1904-06,
4244 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Walton, Edith Thompson, 1904, 1904-06, Bala, Pa.
Wardwell, Alice Dox, 1903-04,. .53 East 77th Street, New York City.
Wardwell, Florence, 1894-95,. . .53 East 77th Street, New York City.
Warkentin, Edna Wella, 1896-98,
723 North 9th Street, Kansas City, Kan.
Married, 1901, Mr. Maurice L. Alden. Two sons.
Warner, Cassandra Updegrafp, 1910-11,
Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Library Assistant, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Married, Mr. Warner. One daughter.
Warner, Margaret Douglas, 1908-10, . 60 Hodge Road, Princeton, N. J.
Married, 1910, Dr. Donald Pritchard Smith.
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Warren-, Louise Bronson, 1894-96,
405 Seaview Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.
Warren, Marion Parsons, 1903-05,.. .50 East Cedar Street, Chicago, 111.
Warrin, Martha de Raismes, 1909-10,
50 Franklin Place, Flushing, Long Island, N. Y.
Married, 1911, Li&jXenant Hugh McC'ulloh Branham.
Watkins, Eleanor Merriken, 1892-94,
18 West Street, Annapolis, Md.
Married, 1896, Mr. Joseph Mason Reeves. One daughter (t 1907), two sons.
Watson, Geraldine Eggleston, 1905-08,
331 East 3 1st Street, New York City.
Medical Student, Cornell University, 1910-12.
Weadley, Lidie Babb, 1903-07, Strafford, Pa.
Private Tutor, 1907-12.
Weaver, Marguerite Elizabeth, 1903-06,
251 Harvey Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Wehle, Fannie Brandeis, 1896-98,
146 Claes de Vrieselaan, Rotterdam, Holland.
Married, 1901, Mr. Karel H. de Haas.
Weld, Eloise Minot, 1897-99, Died, 1908.
Weldin, Grace Tussey, 1901-03, "Cedarcliffe." Wilmington, Del.
Wells, Agnes Erminia, 1901-02,.. . .504 East 2nd Street, Duluth, Minn.
Teacher of Mathematics in the Central High School, Duluth, 1905-12.
Wells, Alice Mary, 1902-03, Lebanon Springs, N. Y.
West, Anna Ervtna, 1891-95, Wynnewood, Pa.
Married, 1908, Mr. W. Nelson L. West. Two daughters, one son.
Wheeler, Ada Maria, 1897-98, Belfast Road, Camden, Me.
Farming, 1904-12.
Wheeler, May L., 1900-01, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Married, Professor Arthur Leslie Wheeler. One daughter.
Wheeler, Winifred Fay, 1893-94, Died, 1896.
Whitall, Margaret Cooper, 1885-88, Died, 1892.
Whitall, Margaret Millan, 1902, 1902-05, Died, 1907.
White, Eva Grove, 1899-1901, Sidney, O.
Married, 1905, Mr. Ralph Colwell Kah.
White, Lulu Johnson, 1899, Died, 1899.
White, Margaret, 1901-02, 11 Highland Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Landscape Architect, 1909-12.
Whitney, III, Emily Francis, 1905-07,.. . .Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.
Married, 1911, Captain Allan Lindsay Briggs.
Whitney, Ruth Bowman, 1899-1901,
26 Marlborough Street, Boston, Mass.
Married, 1906, Mr. Herbert Lyman. One daughter.
Whittredge, Euphemia, 1893-94, . . 4 West 40th Street, New York City.
Partner in the Firm of Misses Whittredge and Barrows, Interior Decorators, New York
City, 1901-12.
Wiener, Edith, 1910-11,
Care of Mr. Mitchel Wiener, Hotel Majestic, 72nd Street and Central
Park West, New York City.
Wight, Dorothy Talbot, 1903-06,. .75 Gates Avenue, Montclair, N. J.
Wilder, Laura, 1906-07, 5811 Monroe Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Willett, Josephine Lape, 1893-94, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Williams, Alice Amelia, 1896-99, 702 East Broadway, Streator, 111.
Williams, Sophia Wells, 1893-94, Bronxville, N. Y.
Owner and Manager of Tea room and Gift shop, 1911-12.
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Williamson, Mary Peabody, 1899-1901,
3922 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, 0.
Willits, Esther Evans, 1894-96, Haverford, Pa.
Married, 1898, Mr. Arthur Henry Thomas. Two daughters (one t 1908), one son (+ 1911).
Willits, Virginia White, 1898-99,
Care of Headquarters U. S. Marine Corps, Washington, D. C.
Married, 1907, Mr. Norman Gilbert Burton. One son.
Wilson, Catharine Victoria, 1899-1902,
239 S. Limestone Street, Lexington, Ky.
Reader and Director of Plays, 1902-12.
Married, 1908, Dr. Lloyd Cadie Daniels.
Wilson, Genevieve, 1906-09, 3701 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Teacher in the Philadelphia Public Schools, 1911-12.
Wilson, Helen Anderson, 1909-11, Paoli, Pa.
Wilson, Margaret Adelaide, 1897-1900,
R. F. D. Box 64, Morningside Farm, Hamet, Cal.
Writer for Magazines, 190S-12.
Winchester, Evelyn Lee, 1903-05, 1336 Union Avenue, Memphis, Tenn.
Wing, Marie Remington, 1903-04, 1905-07,
3133 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, O.
Associate Industrial Secretary, Y. W. C. A. of Cleveland, 1911-12.
Winslow, Ellen Augusta, 1887-89,
100 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.
Assistant in Mathematics in the Central High School, Springfield, Mass., 1896-1912.
Winsor, Mary, 1902-05, 1907-08, Haverford, Pa.
Winterbotham, Genevieve F., 1900-01, 1902, 1902-03,
American Consulate, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Married, 1908, Mr. Frank Roger Mowrer.
Wischan, Pauline, 1904, 1904-05,
1217 Russell Street, Tioga, Philadelphia.
Married, 1908, Mr. William C. Schwebel.
Witherspoon, Pauline Fulton, 1901-03, The Belgravia, Louisville, Ky.
Head of the Department of Physics in the Girls' High School, Louisville, 1905-12.
Wolcott, Laura, 1894, 1894-05, Address unknown.
Wolf, Blanche, 1904-06, 1607 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Married, 1910, Mr. Isidore Kohn. One son.
Wolf, May Violet, 1893-95, Address unknown.
Wood, Florence, 1907-10, 37 Bank Street, Princeton, N. J.
Married, 1910, Dr. Herring Winship.
Woods, Hope, 1900-03, Locust Farm, S. Lincoln, Mass.
Married, 1909, Mr. Merrill Hunt.
Wright, Elizabeth, 1903-07, . . .801 Baltimore Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
Wuppermann, Zoyla Gomez, 1900, 1900-01,
19 Elmwood Park, Newtonville, Mass.
Married, 1905, Mr. Clarence N. Cook. One son.
Wyatt, Edith Franklin, 1892-94, . . . 4632 Sheridan Road, Chicago, 111.
Writer, 1900-12.
Wye, Theodora Ethel, 1901, 1901-03,
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York City.
Assistant in Latin and Greek, Columbia University, 1910-12.
Wyman, Florence Julien, 1907-08, . . . Ridge Street, Portchester, N. Y.
Married, 1911, Mr. Roswell Chester Tripp.
Yardley, Anna Hall, 1890-95 210 S. Walnut Street, Milford, Del.
Married, 1900, Mr. Charles Gibbons Prettyman. One daughter, two sons.
Yardley, Clara Margaretta, 1894-97,
38 Vreeland Avenue, Nutley, N. J.
Married, 1905, Mr. Ernest Pulsford.
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Yardlet, Virginia Geeeb, 1897-99,
408 West 23rd Street. New York City.
Yeatts. Mat Day, 1898-1900, St. Davids. Pa.
Married, 1905, Mr. Charles Henry Howson. Four sons, one daughter.
Yottxg, Anse Whttteiiore, 1903-0-5.
8807 17th Street, Bath Beach,. Brooklyn, New York City.
Young, Loose Steele, 1890-94,
36 West Phil-Ellena Street, Germantovrn, Philadelphia.
Married, 1901, Mr. Alfred S. WeiU. One daughter.
Zabriskte, Zatda Justine, 1909-10,
3633 Jackson Street. San Francisco, Cal.
Married, 1911, Mr. Frank Henry Buck, Jr.
Zeeglee, Hattte Florence, 1899-1900,
Office of Auditor for P. 0, Department, Washington. D. C.
Department Clerk, 1910-12.
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Ames, Edith 77
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Bated, Alice Russell, 78
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Crawford, Athalia Lucilla, 82
Culin, Mtra Barrett, 82
Curtis, Katharine Robinson, 82
Davidson, Julia Quinta, 82
Dean, Anna Elliott, 83
Dudley, Margaret, 83
Dulles, Margaret J 83
Dunn, Helen Prentiss 83
Eberman, Ella, 83
Ely, Gertrude Sumner, 83
Emerson, Helena Titus 83
Erbsloh, Gertrude Fanny Adeline 84
Evans, Adelaide Rebecca, 84
Fish, Margaret Allina, 84
Fisk, Evelyn Louise 84
Fleischmann, Helen 84
Floersheim, Edna W., 84
Ford, Lucia Osborne, 84
Foulke, Rebecca Mulford, 85
Frederick, Miriam 85
Gano, Katharine Vallette, 85
Gerstenberg, Alice, 85
Golbmark, Susan, 85
Graham, Bessie, 85
Green, Phyllis, 86
Greene, Anne Dunkin, 86
Haines, Lydla Rapelye, 86
Hallowell, Bertinia 86
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Heike, Louise Ottilie, 87
Heulings, Alice 87
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Horner, Jane Elizabeth, 87
HOUGHTELING, HARRIOT PeABODY, 88
Holland, Alice Gulielma, 88
James, Margaret Mary, 88
Janney, Elizabeth Brinton, 88
Justice, Hilda, 89
Kent, Margaret Yseult, 89
Kershaw, Karie Kay, 89
Ketchum, Florence 89
Kilpatrick, Ellen Perkins, 89
King, Florence, 89
Kingsbacher, Erma .• 89
Kingsbacher, Gertrude 89
Kohn, Elsie 89
Lambert, Helen 89
Langdon, Julia Olivia 90
Lawther, Mary Roberts 90
Lehman, Lois Partridge, 90
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Leveeing, Mabgabetta 90
Lewis, Ella Beasten, 90
Le wi3, Louise 90
Linn, !Maey Hunteb 90
llppoldt, genevieve, 67
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McKeen, Anna Lewis, 92
McLane, Hazel Ellen, 92
Middendobp, Kathabine Louise Ibvln, 92
Mifflin, Elizabeth Hobnli, 92
Miles, Maby Elizabeth 92
Milleb, Jessie Imbbie 92
Montenegeo, Cablotta, 93
Moody, Maey Geace 93
Moese, Kate Ntles 49
Mobton, Chaelotte 93
Myees, Maby Calveet 93
Nathan, Stella, 93
Niles, Lauba 94
Phillips, Anna Tuckeb 95
Peeston, Maegabet Wickxiffe, 95
Putnam, Coblnna Haven, 95
Pi,amsey, Emily Yocum, 95
Head, Helen Anna 95
Righteb, Jane 95
Roche, Helen Mabie 96
Ross, Josephine 96
Rossmassleb, Elfeida Anna, 96
Ryan, Maegabet Thebesa 96
Satteelee, Mildbed, 96
SCHAitBEBG, HEEMINE RlCE, 96
Schmidt, Helen. 96
Schbadee, Elizabeth Wilhelmina, 96
Seeds, Iola Meble 97
Seligman, Gladys 97
Seymoub, Helen 97
Sheppabd, Ieene 97
Shoemakeb, Anna Peibce 97
Sflkman, Eleanoe, 97
Smith, Julia Pbatt 98
Smyth, Adelaide Gebteude 98
Southeb, Cathabine 98
southebland, haeeret rodman 98
Steel, Mabgabet Abmsteong, 98
Steele, Estheb Clabkson Mayee, 98
Stephens, Eliza Pullan, 99
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Stephens, Mart, 99
Stevens, Maet Picton 99
Stevenson, Eleanoe Jane 99
Stone, Kittt Louise 99
Stoker, Emily Lyman, 99
Street, Jeannette Atwater, 56
Strong, Ruth 99
Stubbs, Claribel 99
Sturdevant, Frances Eloise 99
Sweet, Ethelwyn, 100
Swift, Anna Vaughan 100
Swindell, Susie Ould 100
Taylor, Marion Satterthwaite, 100
Thayer, Dorothy 100
Thompson, Genevieve, 100
Trask, Lillia M. D 100
Tsuda, Ume, 100
Tudor, Mary, 100
Tyler, Eleanor Justis, 100
Utley, Elizabeth Minerva, 101
Vallely, Eleanor, 101
Vickery, Margaret 101
Wagner, Annie de Benneville, 101
Wallace, Lurena Groesbeck, 101
Warkentin, Edna Wella, 101
Warren, Louise Bronson, 102
Wells, Agnes Erminia, 102
West, Anna Ervtna 102
Wheeler, Ada Maria, 102
Whitney, III., Emily Francis, 102
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Wight, Dorothy Talbot, 102
Williams, Alice Amelia 102
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Abbott, Mrs. Franklin (Vauclain, Mary) 44
Ackermann, Mrs. Frederick Thomas (Brooks, Frances Annette) 79
Adams, Mrs. Charles Lawrence (Greely, Adola) 23
Alden, Mrs. Maurice L. (Warkentin, Edna Wella) 101
Aldrich, Mrs. Talbot (Little, Eleanor Lovell) 30
Allen, Mrs. Willu.m W., Jr. (Blair, Annie King) 59
Allinson, Mrs. Francis Greenleaf (Emery, Annie Crosby) 5
Amram, Mrs. David Werner (Brylawski, Beulah) 80
Anderson, Mrs. Clifford Spence (Green, Phyllis) 86
Anderson, Mrs. Lewis Albert (Urdahl, Margerethe) 6
Andrews, Mrs. Charles McLean (Walker, Evangeline Holcombe) 45
Andrews, Mrs. Ethan Allen (Foulke, Gwendolen) 84
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Angell, Mrs. Joseph Warnee (Jeffries, Helen Howard) 66
Annan, Mrs. Roberdeau (Green, Anna Bright) 23
Armfield, Mrs. Frank (Armfield, Lucille) 58
Arnstein, Mrs. Walter (Sussman, Alice) 99
Atres, Mrs. T. Willard (Wood, Mary) 47
Babb, Mrs. Benjamin F. (White, Deborah Bertha) 76
Babson, Mrs. Sydney Gorham (Campbell, Grace Bowditch) 15
Baker, Mrs. Charles Adkins (Johnston, Marie Louise) 88
Baker, Mrs. J. Henry (Tull, Louise) 75
Baker, Mrs. Marcus (Strong, Marion Una) 74
Bake-well, Mrs. Charles Montague (Palmer, Madeline) 35
Baldwin, Mrs. Allen T. (Smitheman, Helen Pugh) 41
Ballagh, Mrs. James Curtis (Jackson, Josephine) 88
Ballard, Mrs. Frederick Wayne (Todhunter, Bessie C.) 75
Ballard, Mrs. Thomas P. (Keay, Frances Anne) 28
Ballinger, Mrs. Lees (Matless, Alice) 92
Balmer, Mrs. Julius Pratt (Congdon, Louise) 17
Bamberger, Mrs. Albert J. (Floersheim, Edna W.) 84
Bancroft, Mrs. Wilfred (Nields, Elizabeth) 34
Banes, Mrs. Walter D. (Tattersfield, Elsie Hannah) 42
Barber, Mrs. Alvin Barton (Lombard!, Lucy) 30
Barnes, Mrs. Lee (Rigg3, Inez L.) 72
Barber, Mrs. St. George (Biglow, Elsie) 12
Barker, Mrs. Charles A. (Albro, Alice Hopkins) 10
Barnes, Mrs. Cecil (Ayer, Margaret Helen) 11
Barnes, Mrs. Morgan (Dale, Jennie) 61
Barron, Mrs. Alexander Johnston (Congdon, Elizabeth) 17
Barton, Mrs. George A. (Barton, Caroline Danforth) 78
Bates, Mrs. Guy (Greene, Anne Dunkin) 86
Baumgartner, Mrs. Milton D. (Hill, Sarah D.) 53
Baxter, Mrs. Frederick Lockwood (Palmer, Sara Stokes) 35
Beals, Mrs. Charles E. (Bourne, Anna Maria) 79
Beatie, Mrs. Charles W. (McMullen, Jeannette Craig) 69
Beckwith, Mrs. William E. (Rice, M. Ethelwynn) 58
Beecher, Mrs. Harold Kline (Bullock, Ethel Stratton) 14
Belknap, Mrs. Robert E. (Lyon, Elizabeth Treat) 31
Bell, Mrs. George (Watson, Florence M.) 76
Bell, Mrs. William B. (Alsop, Susan Kite) 77
Bell, Mrs. Laird (Fairbank, Nathalie) 20
Bennett, Mrs. Z. Platt (Thomas, Jessie Dunlap) 43
Bergengren, Mrs. Charles Henry (Merritt, Leslie) 92
Bertelsen, Mrs. Henrik (Olsen, Sophie Yhlen) 8
Best, Mrs. William Henry (Kingsley, Mary Anderson) 28
Bibbins, Mrs. Arthur Barneveld (Mory, Ruthelia Bernard) 54
Bienenfeld, Mrs. A. M. (Hecht, Adelheid) 87
Biggs, Mrs. William Pierson (Haines, Lydia Rapelye) 86
Binz, Mrs. Ralph E. T. (Upperman, Evelyn Beatrice) 101
Blackwell, Mrs. Henry Clayton (Middendorf, Katherine Louise Irvin) 92
Blair, Mrs. James Clark (Losse, Vivian Beatrice) 68
Blake, Mrs. Arthur (Knowles, Leslie Appleton) 29
Blakey, Mrs. Clayton Beeker (Montenegro, Sara) 33
Blodgett, Mrs. John (Walton, Clara Ann) 76
Bock, Mrs. Charles (Nathan, Stella) 93
Boericke, Mrs. John James (Schoff, Edith Gertrude) 39
Bolling, Mrs. Raynal Cawthorne (Phillips, Anna Tucker) 95
Boomsliter, Mrs. George Paul (Colgan, Alice Ella) 17
Borden, Mrs. Spencer, Jr. (Ames, Sarah Hildreth) 77
Borih, Mrs. Adolphb E., 3rd (Pettit, Edith) 8
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Boross, Mrs. Dezso Euqen (Holman, Josephine Bowen) 87
Borst, Mrs. Frederick Chittenden (Lamb, Grace Lord) 67
Boveri, Mrs. Theodore (O'Grady, Marcella I.) 55
Bowditch, Mrs. Ingersoll (Scudder, Sylvia Church) 40
Boyd, Mrs. David Knickerbocker (Mifflin, Elizabeth Hornli) 92
Bradley, Mrs. James Clifford (Sipe, Dollie Holland) 41
Branham, Mrs. Hugh McCulloh (Warrin, Martha de Raismes) 102
Breed, Mrs. Charles Henry (Martin, Frances de Forest) 91
Brewster, Mrs. William (Southgate, Mary) 41
Briggs, Mrs. Allan Lindsay (Whitney, Emily Frances, III) 102
Briscoe, Mrs. John Manvers (Griscom, Ethel) 86
Bristol, Mrs. Miles Franklin (Baldwin, Susan A.) 78
Brooks, Mrs. Alfred H. (Baker, Mabel Whitman) 50
Brooks, Mrs. Henry Harlow (Davis, Louise Dudley) 18
Brooks, Mrs. Henry Stanford, Jr. (Vail, Clara Warren) 44
Brown, Mrs. Henry Ingersoll (Harris, Madeline Vaughan) 24
Brown, Mrs. Reynolds Driver (Harris, Frances Brodhead) 24
Brown, Mrs. Theodore Edmondson (Levering, Margaretta) 90
Brown, Mrs. William (Barr, Dora) 58
Bryant, Mrs. Emmons (Lyon, Dorothy Wilberforce) 5
Buck, Mrs. Frank Henry, Jr. (Zabriskie, Zayda) 104
Buckingham, Mrs. Edgar (Holstein, Elizabeth Branton) 87
Buckley, Mrs. Monroe (Cantlin, Ethel) 15
Buckminster, Mrs William Read (Miller, Mary Alice Edwards) 93
Buell, Mrs. Charles Seaton (Smyth, Adelaide Gertrude) 98
Burchenal, Mrs. Caleb Ernest (Holland, Mary Elizabeth) 87
Burton, Mrs. Norman Gilbert (Willits, Virginia White) 102
Bush, Mrs. Henry Tatnall {Moore, Lydia) 33
Bushnell, Mrs. Charles Elmer (Abbott, M. V.) 10
Busselle, Mrs. Alfred (Murray, Harriet Cock) 93
Butler, Mrs. Henry Emerson (Mason, Alice Eleanor) 91
Cabot, Mrs. W. Channing (Blake, Elinore) 79
Cadbury, Mrs. Benjamin (Moore, Anna Mary) 69
Cagiati, Mrs. Gaetano (Cooksey, Margaret) 82
Caldwell, Mrs. Brown (Follansbee, Blanche Davis) 21
Calvert, Mrs. Alan (Githens, Mary Uhle) 22
Calvert, Mrs. Philip Powell (Smith, Amelia Catherine) 56
Campbell, Mrs. Richard Crawford (Patterson, Margaret M.) 35
Cannon, Mrs. Henry Thompson (Mower, Myra) 69
Carey, Mrs. Anthony Morris (Thomas, Margaret Cheston) 43
Cabhart, Mrs. Raymond Albert (Noble, Edith) 70
Carlton, Mrs. Ernst Conrad (Treadwell, Lois Olive) 75
Carroll, Mrs. Alexander Rook (Baggaley, Elizabeth) 78
Carson, Mrs. John Thompson (Gillinder, Agnes) 22
Carstenson, Mrs. H. Julius (Dean, Harriett Lulu) 62
Carter, Mrs. Charles Reginald (Hanington, Florence) 52
Carter, Mrs. William Douglas (Montgomery, Amelia) 8
Carvallo, Mrs. Joachim Leon (Coleman, Anne C.) 17
Cason, Mrs. Everett S. (Edwards, Pauline Childs Hartman) 83
Castle, Mrs. Alfred L. (Schaefer, Ethelinda F.) 39
Chalfant, Mrs. Frederick Bernard (List, Minnie Kendrick) 30
Chambers, Mrs. Lauren Miller (Beardshear, Hazel Leoni) 58
Chapin, Mrs. Robert Coit (Grabill, Winogene) 64
Chapman, Mrs. Charles J. (Rumery, Marguerite) 96
Charles, Mrs. Arthur M. (Riggs, Carrie Lane) 72
Chichester, Mrs. Bradshaw Beverley (Canby, Clara Greenough) 80
Childs, Mrs. Robert William (Barton, Katherine Sayles) 11
Church, Mrs. John Adams, Jr. (Peters, Gabriella Brooke Forman) 36
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Clapp, Mrs. James Ford (Fanshawe, Leonora) 84
Clark, Mrs. Herbert L. (Bent, Elizabeth Conway) 12
Clark, Mrs. John Alexander (McLane, Hazel Ellen) 92
Clark, Mrs. Paul Franklin (Schiedt, Alice Edith) 39
Cleveland, Mrs. Arthur H. (Atwater, Ethelwyn M.) 77
Coffman, Mrs. George Raleigh (Reed, Bertha) 55
Colin, Mrs. Alfred (Colin, Therese F.) 51
Collins, Mrs. Chadwick (Morrow, Caroline) 33
Collins, Mrs. D. C. Newman (Furman, Rosalie Allan) 22
Collins, Mrs. William H. (Cope, Julia) 17
Collins, Mrs. William R. (Rawson, Lucy) 37
Collitz, Mrs. Hermann (Collitz, Klara Hechtenberg) 61
Conet, Mrs. John Haughton (Reitze, Harriot C.) 72
Converse, Mrs. Bernard Todd (Austin, Mabel Henszey) 11
Compton, Mrs. Robin Dale (Sturdevant, Frances Eloise) 99
Cook, Mrs. Clarence N. (Wuppermann, Zoyla Gomez) 103
Cope, Mrs. Francis R., Jr. (Morris, Evelyn Flower) v33
Corbett, Mrs. George Holmes Uvedale (Spencer, Maud Du Puy) 41
Corbus, Mrs. Frederick Godfrey (Ketchum, Florence Josephine) 61
Core, Mrs. Paul Albert Agassiz (McKeehan, Matilda McClure) 92
Cornwell, Mrs. Gibbons Gray (Eberman, Ella) 83
Cory, Mrs. Paul M. (Cowan, Musa Kimball) 61
Cowles, Mrs. William Turner (Birdsall, Mabel) 12
Cox, Mrs. Isaac M. (Bean, Catherine E.) 12
Cox, Mrs. M. M. (Lewis, Sarah Elva) 67
Cox, Mrs. Thomas Smedley, Jr. (Haines, Mary Sheppard) 86
Coyne, Mrs. Marshall Arthur (Steinbach, Edna Hortense) 98
Craig, Mrs. George Craig (Kelley, Olive Minard) 28
Craven, Mrs. Thomas Truxtun Tingey (Chapin, Edith Burwell) 15
Crawford, Mrs. Remembrance Lindsay (Rush, Frances Bertha) 39
Creel, Mrs. Paul Herman (Kellen, Grace) 89
Crew, Mrs. Henry (Coale, Helen Cecilia) 16
Cross, Mrs. Frederick Cushing (Farquhar, Dorothea) 20
Cross, Mrs. Jerome O. (Nelden, Maria Louise) 94
Culbertson, Mrs. William Smith (Hunter, Mary Jo) 66
Cunning, Mrs. George Albert (Klett, Edith May) 89
Curry, Mrs. Charles Henry (Spencer, Adeline Jones) 98
Curtis, Mrs. Charles E. (Sherwood, Elizabeth Lee) 73
Dammann, Mrs. John Francis, Jr. (Lynde, Isabel Adair) 31
Dall, Mrs. Charles Whitney (Maurice, Emily Marshall) 92
Daniels, Mrs. Harold Platt (Brownell, Grace Stanley) 14
Daniels, Mrs. Lloyd Cadie (Wilson, Catharine Victoria) 102
Dannenbaum, Mrs. Edwin M. (Gimbel, Gertrude Long) 85
Darlington, Mrs. Herbert Seymour (Hubbard, Sybil E.) 26
Darlington, Mrs. Philip Jackson (Mattson, Rebecca T.) 31
Davenport, Mrs. William Enright (Hills, Evelyn Agnes) 25
Davis, Mrs. Edward B. (Atkins, Emma Louise) 11
Day, Mrs. Richard Melville (Boyd, Lydia Paxton) 13
De Bobula, Mrs. Titus (Mock, Eurana Dinkey) 93
De Haas, Mrs. Karel H. (Wehle, Fannie Brandeis) 102
de Laguna, Mrs. Theodore de L, (De Laguna, Grace Mead Andrus) 62
De Motte, Mrs. Lawrence Washburn (Field, Margaret Elliot) 84
De Ricou, Mrs. Alfred Barrelet (Fuller, Julia Appleton) 84
De Wolf, Mrs. Philip (Wood, Ruth Blanche Isabella) 47
Dennison, Mrs. Henry Sturgis (Thurber, Mary Tyler) 43
Dethier, Mrs. Edouard (Putnam, Avis) 37
Dewes, Mrs. Edwin Peter (Wooldridge, Grace La Pierre) 47
Dey, Mrs. John (Smith, Clarissa Worcester) 41
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Dickerman, Mbs. William Carteb (Carter, Alice) 15
Dickey, Mrs. Franklin C. (Wagner, Annie de Benneville) 101
Dickey, Mrs. John Rogers (McManus, Caroline E.) 32
Dickey, Mrs. Samuel (Atherton, Louise Parke) 11
Dietrich, Mrs. Charles Henry (Stewart, Margretta Shaw) 42
Dill, Mrs. L. Alan (Chambers, Margaret Ferguson) 81
Dodge, Mrs. Rowland Backus (Sinclair, Alice) 56
Dougall, Mrs. Arthur St. George (Maitland, Mary Elizabeth) 91
Douglas, Mrs. .T. Henry, Jr. (Hutchinson, Mabel) 27
Dowler, Mrs. C- E. A. (Bash, Amy Ballance) 136
Draper, Mrs. Herbert Horace (McCarroll, Harriet Etta) 68
Drinker, Mrs. Cecil Kent (Rotan, Katharine Livingston) 39
Dudley, Mrs. Charles Benjamin (Crawford, Mary V.) 18
Dudley, Mrs. Charles Tarbell (Emery, Sarah Lotta) 20
Durfee, Mrs. Randall Nelson (Brayton, Abby Slade) 13
Durham, Mrs. Roger (Holman, Helen) 87
Dutton, Mrs. Harry John (Meredith, Rosella) 69
Easton, Mrs. Melroy Weed (Martin, Jean Baker) 91
Eaton, Mrs. Jacob Tatum (Harding, Flora Keziah) 64
Eddy, Mrs. Melville Elsworth (Lawther, Mary Roberts) 90
Edmunds, Mrs. Charles Wallis (Kaminski, Lillian Virginia) 66
Edwards, Mrs. Arthur Cecil (Case, Clara Cary) 15
Edwards, Mrs. Edward Aiken (Garrigues, Sidney) 85
Edwards, Mrs. Henry Lee (Buxton, Caro Fries) 14
Edwards, Mrs. Martin Ruff (Hooper, Ethel) 26
Ehrman, Mrs. George Edgar (Schoff, Louise) 39
Eikenberry, Mrs. William A. (Murray, Marcia) 69
Eisfelder, Mrs. (Gusky, Mary Esther) 86
Ellis, Mrs. Frank Adams (Douglas, Nellie Woods) 83
Ellsworth, Mrs. Clyde Le Roy (Richards, Theodora Leigh) 95
Emerson, Mrs. Haven (Parrish, Grace) 94
Emerson,' Mrs. Oliver Farrar (Logan, Annie Laurie) 90
Emlen, Mrs. Samuel, Jr. (Haines, Marion Hartshorne) 24
Esgen, Mrs. Fred Weaver (Johnson, Elizabeth) 66
Estabrook, Mrs. Mansfield, (Nichols, Helen Slocum) 94
Esterly, Mrs. Henry Minor (Norcross, Elizabeth) 34
Evans, Mrs. David James (Allen, Rosamond) 77
Evans, Mrs. Edgar H. (Malott, Ella Laura) 91
Evans, Mrs. Edward Wyatt (Morris, Jacqueline Pascal) 33
Evans, Mrs. John Wainwright (Clagett, Edith J.) 60
Fabyan, Mrs. Marshall (McCormick, Eleanor Harryman) 92
Fairbanks, Mrs. Arthur Willaed (Clarke, Edythe) 16
Falconbbidge. Mrs. John Delatbe (Hamilton, Elizabeth Porter) 86
Farley, Mrs. R. Henderson (Sickel, Corinne) 40
Farmer, Mrs. Frank Malcolm (Merriman, Lucille) 32
Fawcett, Mrs. Howard Samuel (Tostenson, Helen) 75
Ferris, Mrs. Alfred J. (Shoemaker, Anna Peirce) 97
Findley, Mrs. Joseph Dysakt (Dean, Elisa) IS
FitzGerald, Mrs. Richard Y. (Walker, Susan Grimes) 45
Fletcher, Mrs. Henry Martineau {Emerson, Ruth) 20
Flexner, Mrs. Simon (Thomas, Helen Whitall) 43
Fohs, Mrs. F. Julius (Baldauf , Cora) 78
Foltz, Mrs. Charles Steinman (Kieffer, Josephine Berry) 28
Foote, Mrs. Harry Ward (Jenkins, Martha Babcock) 27
Fordyce, Mrs. John R. (Powell, Lillian Augusta) 95
Fordyce, Mrs. William C. (Orrick, Christine) 35
Forman, Mrs. Horace Baker, Jr. (Chandlee, Elizabeth Betterton) 15
Fouilhoux, Mrs. J. Andre (Clark, Jean Butler) 16
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Fountain, Mbs. Gebabd (Caldwell, Elizabeth Miller) 14
Fbancis, Mes. Richard Standish (Congdon, Louise Buffum) 17
Fbank, Mhs. Tenney (Frank, Grace) 63
Feasee, Mes. Agnus M. (Canada, Mabel Augusta) 80
Fbazeb, Mes. John Gilfillan (Reed, Katharine) 95
Fbelinghuysen, Mes. Petes H. B. (Havemeyer, Adeline) 25
Fey, Mes. Lawfoed Howard (Canan, Marjorie Stockton) 15
Fultz, Mbs. John Moeton (Baltz, Ellen Duncan) 11
Gallagher, Mes. Percival (Corson, Elizabeth Stilrwell) 17
Gardner, Mrs. Aljred A. (Willete, Katherine Taber) 46
Gaedneb, Mes. Henbt (Streeter, Julia) 42
Gabneb, Mes. Albeet Rowland (Ross, Margaret Jane) 38
Geary, Mes. Haeey Logan (Ballard, Jessie M.) 78
Geiee, Mes. Fbedeeick A. (Esselborn, Juliet) 84
Gellhobn, Mes. Geobge (Fischel, Edna) 21
Gebould, Mbs. Goedon Hall (Fullerton, Katharine) 63
Gibbons, Mrs. Hebbebt Adams (Brown, Helen Davenport) 79
Gies, Mes. William John (Lark, Mabel Loyetta) 67
Gill, Mbs. John Glanville (Stites, Helen Chenoweth) 99
Gill, Mes. Thomas H. (Sceets, Laura Alice) 73
Gillett, Mrs. Ezra Kendall (Goodnow, Isabel Lyall) 85
Gilman, Mrs. Theodoee, Jb. (Silkman, Eleanor) 97
Goethe, Mbs. Chables M. (Glide, Mary L.) 63
Goodell, Mbs. Hobatio Stuaet (Hubbard, Charlotte Armitage) 88
Goodwillie, Mes. David Heeeick (Bryant, Elsie Harriet) 14
Gould, Mbs. John Warren DuBois (Fisk, Evelyn Louise) 84
Goulding, Mbs. Hebbebt J. (McCune, Mabel) 92
Gbafton, Mes. Edwin Heebeet (Whitehead, Anna Marion) 46
Gbant, Mbs. Geobge, Jb. (Stone, Kitty Louise) 99
Grant, Mes. Habey Lamar (Scribner, Margaret B.) 97
Gbay, Mes. Lutheb Albeet (Downing, Harriet Adele) 83
Gbay, Mes. Roland (Tudor, Mary) 100
Gbeen, Mes. Fbancis Haevey (Heritage, Gertrude Langden) 7
Geeening, Mes. Henby B. (Haines, Helen Eayre) 24
Gbegson, Mbs. John, Jb. (Goodell, Edith) 23
Grenfell, Mrs. Wilfred T. (MacClanahan, A. E.) 31
Gribbel, Mrs. W. Griffin (Latta, Margaret Douglas) 90
Guckeb, Mas. Fbank Thomson (Fulton, Louise Oliphant) 22
Guild, Mes. Geobge M. (Montague, Mary) 33
Guillou, Mbs. Hobace Edmund (Walters, Adeline B.) 45
Gutmann, Mrs. Bernhard (Goldman, Bertha) 23
Haas, Mrs. Albeet (Haas, Jeanne) 86
Hack, Mes. Harold Weight (Hartshorn, Joanna Dixon) 86
Hackett, Mbs. Fbank Sutliff (Allen, Frances Dean) 10
Hadley, Mbs. Mubeay N. (Henley, Florence Ruth) 65
Hall, Mes. Edwabd Twichell (Gilroy, Jessie Jay) 22
Hall, Mbs. J. Lindley (Child, Clara Mott) 81
Hamilton, Mbs. Louis Pennock (Darlington, Sarah Wilson) 18
Hammond, Mbs. Odgen H. ("Stevens, Alary Picton) 99
Hand, Mbs. Clarence Fosteb (Clark, Eleanor Bonsai) 81
Hand, Mbs. Leaened (Fincke, Frances Amelia) 21
Hanley, Mrs. John Cheney (Pomeroy, Diana) 71
Hanna, Mrs. Hugh Henry, Jb. (McCulloch, Agnes) 92
Habdenbebgh, Mbs. Clabence Mobgan (Nichols, Margaret B.) 34
Habkness, Mbs. Fbank Edgebton (McMahan, Una) 69
Habbis, Mbs. Fbank Hulbubd (Naylor, Ella R.) 69
Habeis, Mbs. Hebbebt Taylor (Burton, Cornelia R.) 60
Habbis, Mbs. John McAbthub (Weygandt, Sophia) 45
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Harrison, Mbs. Sidney (Packard, Emilie) 94
Harbison, Mrs. Timotht (Landers, Pearl Adele) 90
Havemeyeb, Mrs. Abthub (Herrick, Clara Martha) 25
Head, Mbs Joseph (Wilkinson, Annie Lyndesay) 57
Heald, Mbs. Prescott (Mattson, Ethel) 31
Helm, Mrs. Wttt.ta-w Kennedy (Hooke, Harriet Henley) 87
Heissig, Mrs. Konbad (Haynes, Mabel Stevens) 25
Hennlng, Mrs. Stephen (Duke, Julia Blackburn) 83
Henshaw, Mrs. Arthub W. (Darling, Jessie) 61
Henshaw, Mrs. Babclay W. (Newlin, Flora Alice) 70
Hepbubn, Mrs. Thomas Xobval (Houghton, Katherine Martha) 7
Herriott, Mbs. Fbank Ibving (Haines, Mary) 64
Hess, Mrs. Alfred Fabian (Straus3, Sara) 99
HiATT, Mrs. Bureitt Mills (Peelle, Mary Pearle) 70
Hebbard, Mrs. Charles Bell (Gale, Mary Eastman) 63
Hibbard, Mbs. William Gold, Jb. (Follansbee, Susan Davis) 21
Hill, Mrs. Edward Buffum (Farwell, Leslie) 20
Hill, Mbs. Geobge Edwin (Utley, Catherine Merea) 44
Hill, Mbs. James Jewell (Challen, Laura Redington) 81
Hill, Mbs. Pebrt Chtlds (Buffum, Marianna Nicholson) 7
Hill, Mrs. William (Miles, Caroline) 54
Hitchens, Mbs. Arthur Pabkeb (Bennett, Ethel Mary) 6
Hoag, Mrs. Clabence Gllbebt (Scattergood, Anna) 39
Hoddeb, Mbs. Alfred (Gwinn, Mary) 52
Hodge, Mrs. Cortlandt Van Rensselaer {Sinclair, Elsie Campbell) 41
Hoffman, Mrs. Arthur SuUivant {James, Mary Denver) 27
Hogue, Mrs. Robebt Mubbat (Horner, Jane Elizabeth) 87
Holland, Mbs. John- Pretttman (Downer, Agnes Peabody) 83
Hollidat, Mrs. Clyde Cecil (Wray, Edith Sophia) 47
Hollis, Mrs. John Hudson (Chase, Bertha Poole) 15
Holloway, Mrs. Walter Vail (Vail, Alice) 101
Holmes, Mbs. Bbadfobd Buttbick (Vickery, Ruth Perkins) 101
Holmes, Mrs. William H. Appleton (Saunders, Helen Matheson) 39
Holt, Mrs. Mebbill (Fillius, Ella Sabin) 63
Holtzinger, Mrs. Horace Kirk (Frederick, Miriam Du Bois) 85
Hookeb. Mbs. Donald Russell (Houghton, Edith) 26
Horn, Mrs. David Wilbur (Farnham, Lois Anna) 7
Hobn, Mbs. Gottfried Mabttn (Ropes, Ellen M.) 38
Hobn, Mbs. William Melchior (Jacobs, Marguerite Eyster) 88
Hornby, Mrs. Raymond (Burrell, Eleanor Loudenois) 14
Howe, Mbs. Thorndtke Dudley (Rotan, Anne Sturm) 39
Howson, Mrs. Charles Henby (Yeatts, May Day) 104
Huddleson, Mrs. Clabence Dean (Jones, Ruth Lovering) 28
Huddleston, Mrs. John Henby (Clark, Mabel Parker) 7
Hudson, Mbs. Charles Beadford (Barnhisel, Claire Grace) 78
Hudson, Mrs. H. Kierstede (de Koven, Ethel LeRoy) 89
Huff, Mrs. William Bashfobd (Schaeffer, Helen Elizabeth) 6
Hughes, Mbs. Stanley Carnaghan (Foulke, Lydia) 85
Huizinga, Mrs. Arnold Van C. P. (Mathewson, Faith Trumbull) 91
Hull, Mbs. William Isaac (Clothier, Hannah Hallowell) 61
Hulse, Mrs. Shirley Clark (Reynolds, Margaret Anne) 95
Hunt, Mrs. Mebbill (Woods, Hope) 103
Hunt, Mbs. William Floyd (Pearson, Julia A ) 94
Hunter, Mrs. Robert John (North, Helen Virginia) 34
Hussey, Mbs. William T. (Rushmore, Florence) 96
Huyler, Mrs. Edwin (Stewart, Helen) 99
Hyde, Mrs. Fbancis de Lacy (Knowland, Carolyn) 89
Ives, Mbs. Fredebick Mebwtn (Wetherill, Edith) 45
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Jackson, Mas. Chables (Higginson, Elizabeth B.) S7
Jackson, Mas. Lambeet Lincoln- (Seely, Evelyn) 40
Jackson, Mes. Wttt.hw Habtas 'Jackson, M. Katherine) 66
Jackson, Mes. Peect CDay, Alice Hooker) 18
Jacob, Mbs. Chaeles R. (Jones, Hattie Elizabeth) 88
Jameson, Mas. Geobgk C. (Hulbert, Nellie May) 88
Ja2hzsc::. Mas. Gz : a :-z Samuel (Holden, Charlotte) 26
Jaebett, Mbs. Edwin Seton (Hardy, Cora) 24
Jzanes, Mas. Hznbt Stzgeb (Baird, Cora) 78
Jzans Mas. James Hopwood (Mitchell, Charly Tiffany) 33
Jeffeey, Mas. Edwaed C. ^Street, Jennette Atwater) 56
Joen, Mas. Roderick Bexton (Worth, Fiorina Gertrude) 76
Johnson. Mbs. Alba Boabdman (GoS, Leah) 7
Johnson, Mbs. Allen (Ross, Helen Kunkle) 96
Johnson, Mes. Allen Clxfeoed {Harrison, Susan Rachel) 64
Johnson, Mbs. Alvtn Saunders (Henry, Margaret E.) 53
Johnson, Mbs. Bascom (Adams, Sophie Frances) 10
Johnson, Mas. Hobabt Stanley (Hopkins, Elizabeth) S7
Johnson, Mbs. Howard Moebis (Fenollosa, Brenda) Si
Johnson, Mbs Ikyik :- Ctlveb (Burnside, Mary Hortense) 60
Johnson, Mbs Joseph Essex, Je. TELLies, Margaret Hill) 25
Johnson, Mbs. Wabeen Thomas (Pyle, Miriam Weir) 71
Johnston Mbs. Edgab Paul (Moffirt, Rebecca Charlotte) . 93
Johnston, Mbs. Hugh McBlbney (Hulburd, Ethel) 26
Johnston, Mas. Moebis Letdt (Douglas, Grace) 19
Jones. Mbs. Bz:r.i2::N F. Preston, Jennie Florence) 95
J ones, Mas. Chesteb Llotd (Schock, Caroline Franck) 39
Jonzs, Mas. Emlyn Ivoe (Popejoy, Laura Elizabeth) 71
Jones, Mas. Rurus M. (Cadbury, Elizabeth Bartram) SO
ELs.ckt.ey, Mas. Thomas Rexd (Atkins, Sarah F.) 11
Kah, Mas. Ralph C. (White, Eva Grove) 102
Kaueemann, Mas. Reginald Weight (Hammitt, Ruth) 86
Kat, Mbs. d'Abct Hemswobth (Cragin, Jane Heartt) 17
Kz:sz?.. IMss. Eowabd Haeeison (Harris, Elizabeth) 7
Kzzlebmann, Mbs. Chables Richabd (Lodge, Edith Harvey) 90
Kellet, Mbs. Abthcb Livingston. Jb. (Maltby, Olive Douglas) 91
Kellet, Mas. James E. (Cooke, Bertha May) 17
Kellogg. Mbs. Edwin Dwight (Ropes, Alice Rogers) 38
Kellogg, Mas. Fbedeeic R. (Halsey, Cornelia Van Wy ..-: 24
Kellogg, Mes. Lee Olds (LoveU, Alice) 31
Kehble, Mes. Lea Oscab (Haskell, Caroline Flora) 64
Kemmebeb, Mas. John Lz:sz:rz.::.G (Ream, Frances Mott) 37
Kenton, Mes. James Henbt (Hemenway, Josephine) 65
Eten3cch, Mes. Otto (Pressinger, Mildred) 36
KYvtmt.t., Mes. John H. (Robinson, Estelle Ann) r_
King, Mbs. Paul (Greene, Cornelia Bonnell) 23
Kznzzzad, itss. James A. (Reynolds, Minnie Beatrice) 55
Kipling, Mbs. Pebct Fallowfteld (Harrison, Elizabeth) 52
Keek, Mbs. Edward Camebon (Clements, Helen Theodora) 16
Klebs, Mrs. Arnold C. {Forbes, Margaret) 84
Knoblauch, Mes. Chables Edward (Bookstaver, Mary A.) 13
Knox, Mas. John C. (Hollar, Mary Rankin) 87
Koch, Mbs. Edward Louis (Price, Mary Lucretia) 95
Kohn, Mbs. Istdobe (Wolf, Blanche) 103
Koept, Mas. Sebge Alexandeb (Tan Reypen, AHetta Louise) 44
Ka'.-'.n^p., Mbs. William Henby (Pickel, Adele Jackson) 71
Kbettzbebg, Mes. Otto August (GribL, ^Marguerite) 23
Keuxsl Mbs. Paul John (Smartt, Myra Kennedy) 98
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Kuhn, Mrs. Charles John (Bowman, Edna Alwilda) 79
Laciar, Mrs. William Hamilton (Darrow, Elizabeth Tremper) 18
La Costb, Mrs. Charles John Constable (Neilson, Grace Herbert) 34
Ladd, Mrs. David Hartwell (Cooper, Virginia Alice) 82
Ladd, Mrs. William Coffin (Rhoads, Anna Ely) 8
LaForce, Mrs. William Brooks (Bousquet, A. Carolina D.) 59
Lafore, Mrs. John Armand (Shearer, Anne Frances) 40
Lane, Mrs. Elmer Bloomfield (Tevis, Julia Antony) 43
Langenbeck, Mrs. Karl (Roelker, Mildred M.) 96
Leatherbee, Mrs. Frederic Keith (Howland, Dorothy) 88
Leatherbee, Mrs. Robert William (Crane, Frances Anita) 82
Lee, Mrs. Waldemar (Heath, Mary Bailey) 65
Leslie, Mrs. Francis Alexander (Satterthwaite, Sarah E.) 56
Lester, Mrs. John Ashbt (Garrigues, Margaret Ashmead) 85
Leuba, Mrs. James H. (Leuba, Berthe A.) 90
Levering, Mrs. Ernest Douglas (Wade, Grace Bennett) 44
Levin, Mrs. Louis Hiram (Szold, Bertha) 42
Lewis, Mrs. Frank Nichols (Adams, Eliza Raymond) 10
Lewis, Mrs. Herbert Radnor (Brown, Carolyn Trowbridge) 13
Lewis, Mrs. James G. (Cartland, Mary Alice) 60
Lewis, Mrs. John W. (Coffin, Elizabeth White) 61
Lewis, Mrs. Joseph William (Westwood, Emily Augusta) 76
Lewis, Mrs. Robert L. (Rannells, Edith Kirk) 71
Lewis, Mrs. Warren H. (Reed, Margaret Adaline) 55
Lewisohn, Mrs. Frederick (Seligman, Rhoda Walter) 97
Liggett, Mrs. Frank Rahm (Easton, Margaret) 62
Limburg, Mrs. Ernest A. (Sichel, Marie Etta) 97
Lincoln, Mrs. Charles S. F. (Eastham, Williette W.) 83
Livingston, Mrs. Howard J. (Nebeker, Edna) 94
Logan, Mrs. Donald- Brigham (Briggs, Sara Marie) 79
Lombard, Mrs. Benjamin Mathews (Sloane, Caroline Swanwick) 41
Lombardi, Mrs. Maurice Ennis (Peck, Ethel Rogers) 35
Longfellow, Mrs. Herbert Huntington (Macomber, Mary S.) 91
Loomis, Mrs. Edward Eugene (Langdon, Julia Oliva) 89
Loomis, Mrs. Henry M. (Wallace, Eleanor Wigton) 45
Lucas, Mrs. Francois (Norcross, Louise Jackson) 34
Ltders, Mrs. Eric Charles William Scheel (Perkins, Elizabeth Mary) 6
Lyman, Mrs. Herbert (Whitney, Ruth Bowman) 102
Macauley, Mrs. George Thurston (McCarter, Flora) 68
Macavoy, Mrs. William Crocker, (Harben, Clarissa) 86
Macbeth, Mrs. Norman (Holliday, Lucia Shaw) 26
Macfarlane, Mrs. C. William (Macfarlane, Kathleen Selfridge) 91
Macintosh, Mrs. John Alexander (Archibald, Sarah Elizabeth) 58
Mackenzie, Mrs. Arthur S. (.Taylor, Mary Lewis) 43
Mackenzie, Mrs. Charles Arthur (Stewart, Bernice) 99
MacMonnies, Mrs. Frederick (Jones, Alice) 27
Manierre, Mrs. Arthur (Mason, Frances Eleanor) 31
Marietta, Mrs. Clyde O. (Roach, Lulu Athalee) 72
Martin, Mrs. Samuel Aaron (Brown, Alice Lucile) 74
Mason, Mrs. Stevens Thomson (Houghton, Marion) 26
Mast, Mrs. Samuel Ottmar (Tennent, Grace Rebecca) 75
McAllister, Mrs. Frank Allister (Vickers, Florence Childs) 9
McConkey, Mrs. Charles E. (Craig, Marie) 61
McGlannan, Mrs. Alexius (Law, Sally Porter) 29
McGoodwin, Mrs. Robert Rodes (Bryan, Kate Hampton) 14
McIntosh, Mrs. Douglas (Marcuse, Bella) 54
McKelvey, Mrs. Charles W. (Delano, Susan Adams) 18
McKenzie, Mrs. Kenneth (Leffingwell, Aim6e Gilbert) 30
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McKinnon, Mrs. Jambs Austin (Kamm, Caroline Augusta) 89
McKnight, Mrs. Gbobge Scott (Price, Marjorie Gertrude) 36
McKnight, Mbs. Thomas Joseph (Richards, Caroline Louise) 37
McLaren, Mrs. William Augustus (Day, Alice Margaret) 83
McLean, Mrs. Alexander E. (Chapin, Helena) 15
McLean, Mrs. William (Powel, Ella Louise) 95
McMillin, Mrs. S. Sterling (Strong, Ruth) 99
McMynn, Mrs. Robert N. (Palmer, Elizabeth Marshall) 94
Meade, Mrs. Edward Sherwood (Fogg, Emily) 52
Mechling, Mrs. Benjamin Schreibeb (Kershaw, Karie Kay) 89
Meredith, Mbs. Philip Taliaferro (Fronheiser, Mary Dorothy) 22
Messimer, Mrs. Robert L. (Wright, Marion Lucy) 47
Mettleb, Mbs. John Wyckoff (Fleischmann, Helen) 84
Metzel, Mbs. Geobge V. (Himes, Anna Magdalen) 65
Meter, Mrs. Gustave A. (Gross, Evelyn) 86
Michaux, Mas. Edward Randolph (Roberson, Cornelia) 72
Millar, Mrs. Fbedebick Gourlat (Graham, Ellen Maud) 52
Miller, Mrs. Benjamin LeRoy (Meredith, Mary Anna) 69
Miller, Mrs. Carroll (Guffey, Mary Emma) 24
Miller, Mrs. Charles 0., Jr. (White, Mary Elizabeth) 46
Miller, Mrs. J. Imbrie (Martin, Mary Rockwith) 91
Million, Mrs. John Wilson (Lovell, Helen Louisa) 54
Mitchell, Mrs. Ralph E. (Campbell, Marion Elizabeth) 60
Mohabbem, Mbs. M. L. (Marks, Ellen Scott) 91
Mohn, Mbs. Elmeb Lewis (Horst, Mary Elizabeth) 65
Molinabi, Mbs. Cesaee G. (Hendrickson, Amanda) 25
Molleb, Mrs. Irving Clark (Towle, Sarah Isabel) 100
Montague, Mrs. William Hardy (Becker, Amanda Fredericka) 48
Montgomery, Mrs. Dudley (Proudfit, Josephine) 36
Montgomery, Mrs. Neil Robert (Stephens, Eliza Pullan) 99
Moore, Mrs. Aman (Wallace, Elsie Amelia) 45
Moore, Mrs. George W., Jr. (Dungan, Emily) 19
Moore, Mrs. Harry T, {Allyn, Susan Frances) 77
Moore, Mrs. Philip Wyatt (Daniels, Caroline Seymour) 18
Moore, Mrs. William (Hiestand, Eleanor) 65
Moores, Mrs. Charles W. (Nichols, Elizabeth) 34
Moorhead, Mrs. John Joseph (Howell, Helen A.) 26
Moobhouse, Mrs. Henry Wilson (Rockwell, Martha Skerry) 38
Morgan, Mbs. John Junius (McCook, Caroline Alexander) 32
Mobgan, Mbs. Thomas Hunt (Sampson, Lilian Vaughan) 9
Morris, Mrs. Robert Lennox, Jb. (Layton, Margaret Hammond) 29
Morrison, Mrs. Charles Henry (Foster, Mary Maclntire) 84
Mobbison, Mrs. James William (Foulke, Mary Taylor Reeves) 21
Morse, Mrs. Max Withrow (Putnam, Margaret) 37
Mosenthal, Mrs. Herman O. (Kroeber, Johanna) 29
Motley, Mrs. James Marvin (Levering, Ethel) 30
Moulton, Mrs. Warren J. (Shute, Helen Winifred) 56
Mount, Mrs. William Boswell (Miller, Mary Wanamaker) 93
Mowrer, Mrs. Frank R. (Winterbotham, Genevieve F.) 103
Mulford, Mrs. Roland Jessup (Blackwell, Margaret Biddle Guest) 79
MfjLLER, Mrs. Robebt Otto (Erbsloh, Gertrud F. A.) 84
Mullin, Mbs. J. Heebebt (Mendinhall, Mary Anna) 32
Muloch, Mbs. Edwin McC. (Green, Marjorie Crissy) 86
Mussey, Mbs. Heney Raymond (Mussey, Mabel H. Barrows) 93
Myeick, Mbs. Stephen Stanton (Harrison, Miriam Alice) 64
Naething, Mbs. Fosteb Stebbins (Lyon, Frances Witter) 90
Neale, Mbs. Mahlon Kemmerer (Fowler, Eugenia) 7
Nearing, Mrs. Scott (Seeds, Nellie Marguerite) 40
Neave, Mrs. Charles E. (Raiford, Linnie) 71
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Neill, Mrs. Frank Kimmell (DeArmond, Elinor Margaret) 18
Nelson, Mrs. William Marbury (Coates, Elisa) 81
Newell, Mrs. Emerson R. (Sealy, Ella) 97
Newell, Mrs. George S. (Jarvis, May Mason) 53
Newkirk, Mrs. Walter Matthew (Newkirk, Alice Maynard Field) 70
Newson, Mrs. Henry Btron (Winston, Mary Frances) 57
Nichols, Mrs. Carroll Brewster (Bullivant, Marjorie) 80
Nichols, Mrs. Robert Hastings (Wallace, Marjorie Newton) 45
Nields, Mrs. Benjamin, Jr. (Whitelaw, Hazel Cooper) 46
Noble, Mrs. Edward Wright (Nefi, Brownie Elizabeth) 34
Noble, Mrs. Frederick Perrt (Edmand, Marietta Josephine) 51
Nogtjchi, Mrs. Yonb (Gilmour, L^onie) 85
Noll, Mrs. Hugo (Heffner, Barbara) 64
Northrup, Mrs. John E. (Chisholm, Mary E.) 60
Norton, Mrs. Arthur Herbert (Hacker, Emma Lydia) 24
Nostrand, Mrs. Eugene Stanton (Lucas, Ethel) 68
Nuckols, Mrs. Claude Carltle (Swindell, Susie Ould) 100
O'Connor, Mrs. John Christopher (Raymond, Helen Jackson) 37
Odell, Mrs. Owen Davies (Lawther, Evelyn Teressa) 90
Ohern, Mrs. Daniel Webster (Ohern, Eugenia Grinnell) 94
Olds, Mrs. Charles Louis (Johnson, Mary A.) 66
Oppenheimer, Mrs. Oscar William (Siesel, Claudie Frances) 97
Orr, Mrs. Arthur (Meigs, Alice McKinstrey) 32
Orr, Mrs. John Bruce (Morris, Frances Humphrey) 33
Otey, Mrs. Dexter (Lewis, Elizabeth Dabney Langhorne) 30
Outland, Mrs. J. H. (Grimes, Ethel) 64
Packer, Mrs. William Satterlee (Frost, Mary Gertrude) 22
Paddock, Mrs. Brace Whitman (Plunkett, Elizabeth Kellogg) 36
Paine, Mrs. Howard Simmons (Potter, Sarah M.) 71
Palmer, Mrs. Louis Jacquette (Buzby, Anne Knox) 80
Parce, Mrs. Joseph Yale, (Taggart, Inez Lorena) 74
Parker, Mrs. John Emilius (Bryan, Elizabeth M.) 14
Parker, Mrs. Walter Adams (Beals, Annie Read) 78
Patterson, Mrs. Wallace (Holiday, Evelyn Macfarlane) 26
Paxson, Mrs. Frederick Logan (Jackson, Helen Hale) 27
Pearson, Mrs. Henry Greenleap (Winsor, Elizabeth Ware) 47
Pease, Mrs. Lewis Frederick (Potts, Laurette Eustis) 36
Peckitt, Mrs. R. G. (Kirkbride, Mary Amelia) 89
Peirce, Mrs. George (Girdwood, Ethel Mathews) 22
Peirce, Mrs. Joseph Otis (Wyeth, Helen Elizabeth) 47
Perry, Mrs. Harvey Chace (Sharpless, Lydia Trimble) 40
Pevear, Mrs. Chase Keith (Case, Mary Frank) 81
Pfahler, Mrs. George Edward (Simpson, Fra.7ices Marion) 41
Philips, Mrs. John C. (Hall, Florence) 64
Phillips, Mrs. Howard Magill (Hall, Annette Louise) 24
Pierce, Mrs. Harry Cook (Spencer, Harriet Bennett) 98
Pierce, Mrs. Henry Hill (Curtis, Katherine Robinson) 82
Pierce, Mrs. Wilson Howard (Bancroft, Antoinette Louise) 78
Pierson, Mrs. Newbold Leroy, Jr. (Colter, Helen Margaret) 82
Pinney, Mrs. Edward G. (Stevenson, Harriet) 42
Pitcher, Mrs. Frank H. (Brooks, Harriet) 48
Pitts, Mrs. Henry Sullivan (DuVal, Kate Isabel) 19
Plant, Mrs. Jacob M. (Sachs, Alice) 39
Poensgen, Mrs. Carl Eduard (Miiller, Lillie Elizabeth) 34
Porter, Mrs. Charles Robert (Patterson, Mellissa Belle) 70
Porter, Mrs. Gail Quincy (Chamberlain, Ethel Mary) 51
Porter, Mrs. James Foster (Furness, Ruth Wadsworth) 22
Pratt, Mrs. Henry Sherring (Gray, Agnes Woodbury) 64
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Pratt, Mbs. Maurice Baldwin (Darlington, Beulah Walter) 62
Prestley, Mrs. John Lindsay (Guilford, Elizabeth Gleim) 24
Prettyman, Mrs. Charles Gibbons (Yardley, Anna Hall) 103
Prichard, Mrs. Charles Rollins (Mudge, Marion Christine) 93
Prince, Mrs. Sidney Wallace (Mutter, Anna) 33
Proskatjer, Mrs. Joseph M. (Naumburg, Alice) 94
Pulsford, Mrs. Ernest (Yardley, Clara Margaretta) 103
Pulsifer, Mrs. William H. (Pulsifer, Cornelia L. Boardman) 71
Putman, Mrs. George Haven (Smith, Emily James) 41
Putnam, Mrs. Osgood (Chase, Lucy Edith) 81
Putnam, Mrs. William Edward, Jr. (Haughwort, Helen Preston) 25
Pyfer, Mrs. Howard Fritsch (Pyfer, Isabella May) 37
Pyle, Mrs. David H. McAlpin (Merle-Smith, Dorothy) 32
Pyle, Mrs. Robert (Cadbury, Hannah Warner) 14
Quimby, Mrs. George Irving (Sweet, Ethelwyn) 100
Quinn, Mrs. Arthur Hobson (McKee, Helen) 92
Radiguet, Mrs. Lionel (Clapp, Anna Verplanck) 81
Ransome, Mrs. Frederick Leslie (Rock, Amy Cordova) 38
Rauh, Mrs. Aaron S. (Kohn, Elsie) 89
Ravenel, Mrs. S. Prioleau (Leftwich, Florence) 5
Reed, Mrs. Joseph S. (Moss, Carolyn Ladd) 93
Reeves, Mrs. Joseph Mason (Watkins, Eleanor Merriken) 102
Remington, Mrs. Herbert Malcolm (Thompson, Elizabeth T.) 43
Remington, Mrs. Joseph Percy fParks, Georgiana M.) 94
Reynolds, Mrs. Marshall J. (Srnedley, Elizabeth B.) 73
Rhoads, Mrs. Joseph Edgar (Chambers, Edith) 15
Rhodes, Mrs. Goodrich Barbour (Stewart, Frances M.) 99
Rich, Mrs. Corydon M. (Goddard, Grace) 64
Rideout, Mrs. Harold Cushing (Nutting, Phoebe) 70
Rider, Mrs. Harold Miloff (Tressel, Gertrude H.) 75
Riesman, Mrs. David (Fleisher, Eleanor Louie) 21
Riggs, Mrs. Austen Fox (McBurney, Alice) 92
Righter, Mrs. Thomas M. (Mitchell, Renee) 33
Ritz, Mrs. Henry Clay (Failing, Katharine Fredrika) 20
Robbins, Mrs. Frederick Wright (Anthony, Emily Frances) 10
Robinson, Mrs. Alfred Brooks (Blackwell, Ethel B.) 59
Robinson, Mrs. George O. (Bancroft, Jane M.) 50
Robinson, Mrs. Henry Rayburn (Kaminski, Olive M.) 66
Robinson, Mrs. Joseph Haswell (Levering, Mary A.) 30
Robinson, Mrs. Percy J. (de Beauregard, Esther Tontant) 50
Roesler, Mrs. Max (Baird, Alice Russell) 78
Rogers, Mrs. Arthur D. (Rhodes, Anna Eaton) 72
Rogers, Mrs. Daniel Miner (Christie, Mary Phelps) 81
Rogers, Mrs. Gardner (Phillips, Grace) 36
Rose, Mrs. Abram John (Bruere, Emmie Cornelia) 80
Rosenau, Mrs. Milton J. (Frank, Myra B. Faith) 21
Ross, Mrs. Thomas (Blakey, May Louise) 12
Roth, Mrs. Albert S. (Bernheim, Helen) 78
Rousmaniere, Mrs. John Easton (Ayer, Mary Farwell) 11
Rupert, Mrs. Charles G. (Swift, Anna Vaughan) 100
Rush, Mrs. Calvin C. (Johnson, Annette) 66
Russell, Mrs. Bertrand (Smith, Alys Whitall Pearsall) 41
Russell, Mrs. Nelson Gorham (Clinton, Ethel) 16
St. John, Mrs. George Clare (Seymour, Clara Hitchcock) 40
Sampson, Mrs. Frederick (Emory, Lucretia Van Bibber) 84
Saunders, Mrs. Arthur Percy (Brownell, Louise Sheffield) 14
Saunders, Mrs. Frederick A. (Elder, Grace A.) 20
Saunders, Mrs. William Lapham (Stephens, Elizabeth Ballantine) 99
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Savage, Mrs. Wilpbed Willis (Robbins, Anne Cushman) 96
Sax, Mbs. Pebcival M. (Schoneman, May Cadette) 39
Schmitz, Mbs. Walter (McEwen, Madge) 32
Schoenthal, Mbs. Lionel (Silverman, Irma) 97
Schwartz, Mbs. Louis (Adler, Marguerite Olga) 77
Schwebel, Mbs. William C. (Wischan, Pauline) 103
Scott, Mbs. Arthue Hugh (Minturn, Mildred) 33
Scott, Mrs. Samuel Betan (Morris, Margaretta) 33
Scott, Mbs. Walteb Abneb (Shoemaker, Martha) 73
Sceibner, Mbs. Abthue H. (Annan, Helen Culbertson) 10
Sellees, Mbs. James Cadwalader, Je. (Sellers, Marjorie) 97
Sewall, Mes.Millaed Feeeman (Ditmars, Helen Sidney) 19
Shafpeb, Mes. William Walter (Nesbit, Margaret Ethel) 70
Shaw, Mrs. Ralph M. (Stephens, Mary) 99
Shaw, Mes. William (Sedgwick, Elizabeth) 97
Shipley, Mes. William Ellis (Cadbury, Caroline Warder) 80
Shoup, Mrs. Feancis E. (Howard, Mary Eloise) 88
Showees, Mes. John Balmee (Lorenz, Justina) 30
Shbieves, Mes. Edwin Baenett (Unthank, Reba Alice) 75
Shults, Mes. James Clement (Dreutlein, Mae Cecilia) 62
Sikelianos, Mes. Angelo (Palmer, Evalina) 94
Silvet, Mes. William (Archbald, Anna) 10
Simpson, Mes. Feank H. (Taylor, Anne) 42
Sladb, Mes. Feancis Louis (McCormick, Caroline) 92
Sladen, Mes. Habey Stinson (Strong, Miriam) 99
Slaughtee, Mes. Moses Stephen (Taylor, Gertrude Elizabeth) 42
Smith, Mes. Aa. Leveeing (Bacon, Ethel McClellan) 11
Smith, Mes. Chaeles Waltee (Schrader, Elizabeth W.) 96
Smith, Mbs. Donald Pbitchett (Warner, Margaret Douglas) 101
Smith, Mbs. Frank Stuaet (Peckham, Emily Comstock) 70
Smith, Mes. Heebeet Knox (Dietrich, Gertrude Elizabeth) 19
Smith, Mes. Joseph Lindon (Putnam, Corinna Haven) 95
Smith, Mes. Keith (Garrett, Helen Alice) 85
Smith, Mbs. Roland Weight (Lawrence, Emily Sylvester) 90
Smith, Mbs. Thomas (Middleton, Helen) 32
Smith, Mes. William Hemans (Nichols, Margaret P.) 34
Smyth, Mes. Heebebt Weib (Smyth, Eleanor A.) 98
Snydee, Mes. De Witt (Thurston, Blandina Sibyl) 75
Soule, Mes. Winsoe (Soule, Judith Brasher) 98
Spalding, Mbs. Volney Moegan (Southworth, Effie A.) 56
Speab, Mes. Ellwood Baekee (Taylor, Edith Mendall) 74
Speae, Mbs. Philip Bennnet (Northrup, Mary) 94
Speee, Mes. Robeet Elliott (Bailey, Emma Doll) 78
Spenceb, Mes. Thomas Chables (Klauder, Jeannette Cascaden) 29
Speengeb, Mes. James A. (Boyer, Judith McCutcheon) 13
Speingeb, Mes. Rutee William (Lynch, Gertrude Mason) 90
Stacey, Mes. Sidney G. (Brombacher, Caroline Garner) 50
Stebbins, Mbs. Joel (Prentiss, May Louise) 71
Stein, Mrs. J. Rauch (Hamish, Blanche Marie) 86
Stephens, Mbs. Redmond Davis (Ream, Marion Buckingham) 37
Stebn, Mes. J. David (Lit, Juliet Ephraim) 90
Stevens, Mes. Beooks (Ames, Edith) 77
Stevens, Mes. Welden (Stearns, Alice Anita) 98
Stewabt, Mes. James M. (Pinney, Grace) 36
Stipleb, Mes. James Madison (Burnley, Mary Cloyd) 50
Stine, Mbs. John C. (Paxson, Caroline Ely) 35
Stinson, Mes. Edgae (Carroll, Anna Belle) 60
Stix, Mes. Ernest William (Kingsbacher, Erma) 89
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Stock-well, Mrs. Frederick Emerson (MacCracken, Fay Mary) 31
Strachet, Mrs. Oliver (Costelloe, Rachel Conn) 61
Strauss, Mrs. Richard (Shapiro, Rebecca) 56
Streeper, Mrs. John S. (Mitchell, Gertrude) 69
Street, Mrs. Albert Bates (Pomeroy, Lida) 71
Sunstein, Mrs. Elias (Kingsbacher, Gertrude) 89
Sutlipf, Mrs. Edward Milton (Lautz, Gertrude May) 67
Swan, Mrs. Henry (Denison, Carla) 18
Swartzlander, Mrs. Joseph R. (Hart, Rebecca Purdie) 86
Swiqgett, Mrs. Glen Levin (Bain, Emma) 58
Swope, Mrs. Gerard (Hill, Mary Dayton) 25
Tanner, Mrs. Herbert Horatio (Oglevee, Jessie Eagleson) 94
Tanner, Mrs. John Stewart (Anderson, Eleanor Milbank) 77
Tatnall, Mrs. Henry Lea, Jr. (Swift, Frances Dorr) 100
Taylor, Mrs. Charles Shoemaker (Allinson, Gertrude) 77
Taylor, Mrs. Paul Clifford (Miller, Emma Louise) 32
Taylor, Mrs. William Reed (Kelley, Katherine Mildred) '. 28
Tennent, Mrs. David Hilt (Maddux, Esther) 91
Ternes, Mrs. Friederich von (Cable, Miriam Louisa) 80
Test, Mrs. Louis Aqassiz (Greene, Inez Abigail) 64
Thom, Mrs. Hunt Reynolds Mayo (Hopkins, Helen Rolfe) 26
Thomas, Mrs. Arthur Henry (Willits, Esther Evans) 103
Thomas, Mrs. Henry M. (Carey, Josephine G.) 80
Thomas, Mrs. Isaac Biddle (Utley, Elizabeth Minerva) 101
Thorpe, Mrs. Warren Parsons (Converse, Helen Prentiss) 17
Tierney, Mrs. J. Wilbur (Albertson, Lydia Mitchell) 10
Tiffany, Mrs. Charles Lewis (Ely, Katrina Brandes) 20
Tilt, Mrs. Joseph Edward (Bass, Stella) 58
Tobin, Mrs. Arthur Collson (Roche, Helen Marie) 96
Todd, Mrs. Arthur Stanley (Hopkins, Nellie Louise) 87
Tondel, Mrs. Lyman Mark (Sweet, Emma) 42
Travers, Mrs. Sylvan Morse (Akers, Deborah Chase) 57
Tripp, Mrs. Roswell Chester (Wyman, Florence Julien) 103
Tubby, Mrs. Josiah T., Jr. (Peckham, Mary) 35
Turner, Mrs. Paul Newell (Sperry, Maud Franklin) 98
Tyler, Mrs. Asa M. (Wilkinson, Laura E.) 46
Tyler, Mrs. George Trotter (Coles, Therese Pauline) 81
Uchida, Baroness Yasuga (Dogura, Masa) 19
Urie, Mrs. John Francis (Foulke, Caroline Reeves) 21
Van Wagnen, Mrs. Ray M. (Schummers, Margreta L.) 96
Vauclain, Mrs. Samuel M., Jr. (Canan, Mary Hilda) 15
Vietor, Mrs. Ernest C. (Southwick, Katherine Mason) 98
Wadleigh, Mrs. Luther Ogden (Budd, Hairiet May) 59
Wakefield, Mrs. Walter James (Cameron, Mary Wiley) 14
Wakeman, Mrs. Bertis R. (Reynolds, Sophie S.) 72
Walbridge, Mrs. Newman (Miller, Julia Stedman) 93
Walcott, Mrs. Robert (Richardson, Mary Tuckerman) 38
Walker, Mrs. Thomas Joseph (Miller, Mary Ruth) 33
Walker, Mrs. William Pomp (Dudley, Margaret) 83
Wallace, Mrs. Tom (French, Augusta Graham) 21
Walsh, Mrs. John Henry (McBride, Jessie Chambers) 32
Walsh, Mrs. Timothy (Wright, Marian Adams) 47
Waples, Mrs. Rufus, Jr. (Howson, Agnes) 26
Waring, Mrs. Edward H. (Peckham, Laura) 35
Warner, Mrs. James Edson (Railsback, Martha Binford) 71
Warner, Mrs. Robert Lyon (Pearson, Anne Rutherford) 94
Warner, Mrs. C. U. (Warner, Cassandra Updegraff) 101
Warren, Mrs. Henry Edward (Moore, Rachel Bigelow) 93
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Wabebn, Mrs. Joseph (Williams, Constance Martha) 4u
Watkins, Mrs. Benjamin Franklin (Chenault, Sue Shirley) 81
Watson, Mrs. Cornelius Bushnell (Smith, Louise Eugenie) 98
Watson, Mrs. George (Atkinson, Mary Janney) 11
Weaver, Mrs. Ben. Perlet (Porter, Lucile Anne) 36
Webb, Mrs. William Tibbitts (Murtha, Mary Washburn) 69
Webster, Mrs. John E. (Steenberg, Bessie) 74
Weill, Mrs. Alfred S. (Young, Louise Steele) 104
Weimer, Mrs. William Harrison, Jr. (Ford, Grace Mane) 84
Weist, Mrs. Harry Hlbbard (Cilley, Alice Longfellow) 16
Wells, Mrs. Clifford Giddings (Waldron, Helen Stockton) 101
Wertheim, Mrs. Henri P. (Seligman, Gladys) 97
West, Mrs. W. Nelson L. (West, Anna Ervina) 102
Wescott, Mrs John Howell (Sampson, Edith F.) 9
Wheeler, Mrs. Arthur Leslie (Wheeler, May L.) 102
Wheeler, Mrs. Frederick Hovey (Moore, Ethel Belle) 93
Wheeler, Mrs. Henry Hathaway (Neergaard, Edith Louise) 94
White, Mrs. Albert C. (Peck, Louise Lyman) 35
White, Mrs. David (Hackney, Henryanna Clay) 64
White, Mrs. Harold Tredway (Underhill, Ruth) 100
White, Mrs. Israel Losey (Baldwin, Grace Peckham) 78
White, Mrs. Paul Helb (Malott, Daisy Patterson) 91
Whitman, Mrs. Roger Bradury (Curtis, Marian) 82
Whitney, Mrs. Arthur Edward (Craig, Florence Colgate) 82
Whittington, Mrs. William Madison (Aven, Anna Maud) 50
Wilbur, Mrs. Bertrand Kingsbury (Dean, Anna Elliott) 83
Wilcox, Mrs. William W. (Lawall, Marion Louise) 90
Wilder, Mrs. Lawrence Russell (Patten, Agnes) 94
Wiles, Mrs. Thomas L. (Kellen., Ruth) 89
Wiley, Mrs. Merlin (Seymour, Helen) 97
Willard, Mrs. Arthur Dewalt (Stoner, Mary Ella) 42
Williams, Mrs. Henry S. (Garrett, Mary Rhoads) 85
Willlamson, Mrs. Charles C. (Williamson, Bertha Torrey) 76
Wilson, Mrs. Edmund Beecher (Kidder, Anne Maynard) 28
Wilson, Mrs. George Arthur (Warren, Winifred) 6
Wilson, Mrs. R. J. (Northway, Mary Isabel) 54
Winship, Mrs .Herring (Wood, Florence) 103
Witherspoon, Mrs. Charles R. (Miles, Ruth Helene) 32
Wood, Mrs. Arthur Evans (Bishop, Julia Lewis) 79
Wood, Mrs. Joseph Remington (Nicholson, Elizabeth Robeson) 94
Woods, Mrs. Andrew Henry (Sinclair, Fanny Soutter) 41
Woods, Mrs. Charles A. (Taylor, Marion Satterthwaite) 100
Woodward, Mrs. Horace Arthur (Schiedt, Helen Lee) 39
Woodward, Mrs. Robert Simpson, Jr. (Woodward, Madalene Henry) 76
Woolman, Mrs. Henry Newbold (Boude, Mary Scott Clendenin) 79
Woolsey, Mrs. William Cavan (Heike, Louise Ottilie) 87
Worthington, Mrs. J. Kent (Spencer, Mary Worsdale) 41
Worthington, Mrs. Thomas K. (Thomas, Mary Grace) 100
Worthington, Mrs. Union (Colton, Clara Beaumont) 82
Wright, Mrs. Henry Collier (Blose, Corinne) 12
Wright, Mrs. J. Edmund (France, Wilmer Cave) 52
Wright, Mrs. Vernon Ames (Clarke, Grace Tileston) 81
Wright, Mrs. William Van Doren (Stephens, Louise Brier) 99
Wynne, Mrs. Philip Henry (Whiting, Agnes Mary) 46
Yandell, Mrs. Lunsford Pitts (Hosford, Elizabeth Sanborn) 88
Yarnelle, Mrs. William Page (Porter, Clara Phelps) 36
Yeazell, Mrs. Harry Akin (Campbell, Cornelia Sarah) 15
Yoakam, Mrs. Maynard Kauffman (Thayer, Aurie C.) 43
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Young, Mrs. Andrew (Murdock, Charlotte Soutter) 69
Yow, Mrs. Jones du Bignon (Shadburn, Lucile) 97
Zalinski, Mrs. Edward Robins (de Schweinitz, Agnes) 9
Zimmerman, Mrs. John Franklin (Horine, Anna Mary) 65
Home Addresses of Present Graduate Students, 1911-12.
Agg, Rachel, A.B 902 South 11th Street, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Alexander, Willa Bullitt, A.B Care of Mr. M. J. Alexander, 617
St. James Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bills, Marion Almira, A.B Care of Mr. Walter H. Bills, 234 Cutler
Street, Allegan, Mich.
Bird, Emily Maltby, A.M Care of Rev. B. N. Bird, Box 45, Gwynedd,
Pa.
Bliss, Eleanora Frances, A.M Fort Totten, Long Island,
N. Y.
Bolwin, Lucretia. . . .Care of Mr. Gerhard Bolwin, Deichstrasse, Geeste-
miinde, Germany.
Bowerman, Helen Cox, A.M Point Pleasant, N. J.
Bowers, Corinne, B.Mus 173 Market Street, Chambersburg, Pa.
Bulla, Lillie Elliotte, A.B Care of Mr. Daniel Webster Bulla,
Burlington, N. C.
Byrne, Alice Hill, A.B., 1431 Perkiomen Street, Reading, Pa.
Calfee, Marguerite Avelette, A.B.,. .. .Care of Mrs. M. E. Calfee,
200 Hawkins Street, Waxahachie, Texas.
Carroll, Josephine Eliza, A.B., .... Care of Mrs. Charles A. Carroll,
Wilmington, Ohio.
Collins, Ruth, A.B., Pitman Grove, N. J.
Crawford, Thyra, A.M., Care of the Rev. Charles H. Crawford,
1001 5th Street, Port Arthur, Texas.
Darkow, Angela Charlotte, A.B., . . . .Care of Mr. Martin Darkow,
3911 Poplar Street, Philadelphia.
Davis, Esther, B.A., Care of Mr. Thomas Davis, Great Bridge,
Staffordshire, England.
Dismorr, Margaret Stewart, .... Care of John Stewart Dismorr, Esq.,
Arden, Greenhill, Harrow-on-the-HiJ], England.
Doolittle, Margaret, A.B., .... Care of Mr. Judson A. Doolittle, 102
Valentine Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Duckett, Eleanor Shipley, M.A,, Care of Mr. Arthur Duckett,
Bank House, Frome, Somerset, England.
Dyer, Mildred, Pe.B., Ph.B., Care of Mrs. Minnie Perrine, 1216
West 37th Street, Des Moines, la.
Forman, Elizabeth B. Chandlee, A.B., 120 Simpson Road, Ard-
more, Pa.
Mrs. Horace Baker Forman, Jr.
Foster, Frances Allen, A.B., .... Care of Mr. S. James Foster, Jr.,
87 Williams Street, Providence, R. I.
Frehafer, Mabel Kathryn, A.B., Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Gabriel, Grace Ethel, A.B., Care of Mr. Rees Gabriel, 1701 Penn-
sylvania Avenue, Des Moines, la.
Gatewood, Ethel Geneva, S.B., . . . .Care of Mr. James M. Gatewood,
Crown City, Ohio.
Gerhard, Elizabeth Hill, A.B.,. . . .522 West James Street, Lancaster,
Pa.
Gibbons, Vernette Lois, A.M., Care of Mrs. E. C. Traver, Upton,
Mass.
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Gilhot, Helen Turxbull, A.B., Care of Mrs. Louis K. Gilroy,
2314 Green Street, Philadelphia.
Goodrich, Grace Gertrude, A.M.,. . . .Care of Mr. Rudolph 0. Good-
rich, Ripon, Wis.
Goodwtn, Mart Merrick, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. Harold Goodwin,
3927 Locust Street, Philadelphia.
Graham, Minnie Almtra, A.M., Care of Mr. Almon M. Graham,
34 Park Place, Lockport, N. Y.
Haxxa, Mary Alice, A.B., S.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. Samuel C. Hanna,
445 West 14th Street, Trenton, Mo.
Hardenbrook, Mildred, A.M., 247 Church Street, Poughkeepsie,
X. Y.
Haseman, Mart Gertrude, A.B., Care of Mr. J. D. Haseman,
Linton, Ind.
Head, Margaret Lottse, A.B,, . . . .Care of Dr. L. R. Head, 416 Wiscon-
sin Avenue, Madison, Wis.
Howson, Emily Elizabeth, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. Henry Howson, 109
Xorth 34th Street, Philadelphia.
Jarmax, Margaret Dance, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. G. E. Jarman, X. I.
& X. R. R., Xew Iberia, La.
Jonas, Anna Isabel, A.M., : Bridgeton, X. J.
Kellogg, Angle Liliax, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mrs. I. A. Kellogg, 108 South
Masse}' Street, Watertown, X. Y.
Kexnard, Helen Rose, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. E. O. Kennard, Glendora,
Cal.
Langenbeck, Clara, S.B., Ph.G., . . . .The Xelson, Kemper Lane, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
Lax~sixg, Ruth, A.M., .... Care of Mr. Edmund H. Lansing, 53 Crawford
Street, Roxbury, Mass.
Loxg, Helex Elizabeth, A.B.,. .. .Care of Mr. Simon C. Long, 5970
Drexel Road, Philadelphia.
Macleod, Anxte Loetse, Ph.D., Care of Mrs. J. A. Forbes, The
Manse, Earltown, Xova Scotia.
McCain, Gertrude Iona, A.B., . . . .Care of Mr. Charles E. McCain,
Delphi, Ind.
Morgan, Louise Baggott, A.M.,. .. .Care of Mr. P. A. Morgan, 184
Howell Street, Providence, R. I.
Morton, Caroline Mtllard, A.M.,. . . .Care of Mr. Daniel W. Morton,
135 Superior Street, Providence, R. I.
Xewexrk. Alice Matnard Field, A.B., .... 818 Summit Grove Avenue,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Mrs. Walter Mathew Newkirk.
Xorton, Mabel Harriet, A.B.,. . . .540 W. California Street, Pasadena,
Cal.
Peebles, Florence, Ph.D., . . . .815 Old Lancaster Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Perrt, Lorlnda, A.M., Care of Mrs. Eugene B. Perry, Melvin, 111.
Pottberg, Ellen Esther, A.B., .... Care of Dr. Charles Pottberg, 2338
Xorth Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Poulton, Ethel Maud, M.Sc, .... Care of Mr. William Poulton, Clarence
House, Great Bridge, Staffordshire, England.
Rambo, Eleanor Ferguson, A.M., ... .1920 Xorth Camac Street,
Philadelphia.
Rand, Marie Gertrude, A.B., . . . .Care of Mr. Lyman F. Rand, 631
Hancock Street, Brooklyn, Xew York City.
Rehder, Marie Katharine, .... Care of Mrs. Franz J. Rehder, Apenrader
Strasse 10, Flensburg, Germany.
Roberts, Louise Elizabeth, A.B., .... Care of Mr. Charles Henry
Roberts, 1143 Xorth 62d Street, Philadelphia.
Scheurer, Cora Mabel, A.B.,. . . .Care of Dr. B. W. Scheurer, Cottrill
Apartments, Long Beach, Cal.
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Smith, Louise Petttbone, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mrs. Alonzo A. Smith,
Winchester Center, Conn.
Spalding, Mary Caroline, A.B., Care of Mrs. C. N. Spalding,
Cranford, N. J.
Sprat, Ruth Gladys, A.B., .... 1117 Kentucky Street, Lawrence, Kansas.
Spreckels, Elizabeth Martha, .... Care of Mr. Walter P. Spreckels, 326
Riverdale Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.
Starkey, Clara Beatrice, B.Sc, .... Care of Mr. W. E. Starkey, 147
High Street, Bloxwich, England.
Stocking, Ruth Jennings, A.B.,. . Care of the Rev. Charles H. Stocking,
Burton, Ohio.
Syford, Constance Miriam, A.M., Care of Mr. Dewitt X. Syford,
700 Xorth 16th Street, Lincoln, Neb.
Sylvester, Irene Waters, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. Isaiah W. Sylvester,
74 Ascension Street, Passaic, N. J.
Theobald, Otttlie, A.B., . . . .Care of Mr. Adolph Theobald, 863 South
High Street, Columbus, Ohio.
Thompson, Frances D'Arcy, A.M., ... .Care of Mrs. Blood, Primrose
Hill, Kingstown, Ireland.
Tredway, Helen, A.B.,. . . .Care of Mr. Harry E. Tredway, 45 Fenelon
Place, Dubuque, la.
Weeks, Eula Adeline, A.M., Care of Mr. C. G. Weeks, Butier,
Mo.
Weusthoff, Anna Sophia, A.B.,. .. .Care of Dr. Hugo S. Weusthoff,
916 Avenue D, Bayonne, N. Y.
Wildman, Edith E., A.B., Care of Mr. Alvin E. Wildman, Selma,
Ohio.
Wright, Edith Buell, A.B.,. .. .Care of Mr. Henry M. Wright, 715
Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Home Addresses of Present Undergraduate Students, 1911-12.
Abernethy, Florence Rosamund, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Hugh Aber-
nethy, Gulf Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa-
Albertson, Mary, 2nd, 1915, Care of Mr. Charles S. Albertson,
Magnolia, N. J.
Alden, Mary Bogue, 1912,. . . .Care of Mr. J. F. Alden, 14 Meigs Street,
Rochester, N. Y.
Allen, Eleanor Bradford, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Russell C. Allen,
Bonita, Cal.
Allport, Caroline Elizabeth, 1914, .... Care of Dr. Walter H. Allport,
40 Bellevue Place, Chicago, 111.
Arthurs, Ann Catherine, 1912, .... Care of Mr. Edward F. Arthurs,
7 East Preston Street, Baltimore, Md.
Arthurs, Martha Montgomery, 1914, Care of Mr. Edward F.
Arthurs, 7 East Preston Street, Baltimore, Md.
Ash, Rachel, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Jacob Ash, 4176 Leidy Avenue,
Philadelphia.
Atherton, Sarah Henry, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. Thomas Henry Atherton,
36 West River Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Ayer, Elizabeth, 1914, .... Care of Mrs. James B. Ayer, 518 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.
Baechle, Cecelia Irene, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. Edward J. Baechle,
6420 Xorth 11th Street, Philadelphia.
Bailey, Elizabeth, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Edward Bailey, 1517 Xorth
Front Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
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Baird, Janet, 1914, Care of Mr. Joseph Baird, Sharon Hill, Pa.
Baird, Mildred, 1914, Care of Mr. Joseph Baird, Sharon Hill, Pa.
Baker, Eugenia Griffin, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. William Edgar Baker,
105 West 40th Street, New York City.
Balderston, Elizabeth Grecian, 1914, ....218 Narberth Avenue,
Narberth, Pa.
Baldwin, Dorothea de Forest, 1913,. . .Care of Mr. Henry de Forest
Baldwin, 55 West 85th Street, New York City.
Baldwin, Elizabeth Ford, 1914, .... Care of Professor James Mark Bald-
win, care of Harris Forbes & Co., Pine and William Streets, New York
City.
Barber, Helen Dorothy, 1912,. . . .Care of Dr. S. J. Barber, 483 East
16th Street, North, Portland, Ore.
Barnett, Hazel Kathryn, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. E. A. Barnett, Bed-
ford, Pa.
Barrett, Helen Juanita, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. W. Elmer Barrett,
Glenolden, Pa.
Bartholomew, Grace, 1913, .... Care of Mr. Allen R. Bartholomew,
4527 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Bartlett, Marguerite Gold, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. C. J. Bartlett,
201 North 50th Street, Philadelphia.
Batchelor, Jean Muriel, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Edward C. Batchelor,
232 West Mount Pleasant Avenue, Mount Airy, Philadelphia.
Beardwood, Jane, 1912, ... .Care of Mr. Thomas W. Beardwood, 802
North 24th Street, Philadelphia.
Bechtel, Dorothea, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. Frank Bechtel, Carpenter,
Del.
Beliekowsky, Sadie, 1912,. . . .Care of Mr. Hyman Beliekowsky, 1712
North 7th Street, Philadelphia.
Benedict, Isabel Hopkins, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Williston Hunter
Benedict, 800 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Bering, Mary Isabel, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Wilson M. Bering, 457 West
William Street, Decatur, 111.
Bixler, Rena Catherine, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Albert G. Bixler, 236
McKee Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Blaine, Margaret Graham, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. Charles Hodge Blaine,
141 High Street, Taunton, Mass.
Blake, Dorothy Turner, 1913, Care of Mr. Eben Symonds, 50 State
Street, Boston, Mass.
Blanc, Zena Jennie, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Samuel Blanc, 5178 Parkside
Avenue, West Philadelphia.
Blanchard, Margaret Terry, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. John Franklin
Blanchard, 190 Riverside Drive, New York City.
Blount, Eugenia, 1915, Care of Mr. James H. Blount, 1923 14th
Avenue South, Birmingham, Ala.
Boardman, Wynanda Koechlin, 1914, . . . .Care of Mr. Henry T. Board-
man, 6 Washington Place, Troy, N. Y.
Bolton-Smith, Louise, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Bolton-Smith, 761 Wash-
ington Avenue, Memphis, Tenn.
Bontecou, Eleanor, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. F. T. Bontecou, 150 High-
land Avenue, Orange, N. J.
Boyd, Jessie, 1914, Care of Mr. James Boyd, 64 West 77th Street,
New York City.
Boyer, Frances Elizabeth, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Francis W. Boyer,
219 Mahantongo Street, Pottsville, Pa.
Bradford, Harriet, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. James Otey Bradford, 2516
Union Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Bradway, Margaret Saeger, 1915, Care of Mr. William Bradway,
Haverford, Pa.
Braley, Elizabeth, 1914,. . . .Care of Dr. Henry Hudson Bra]ey, Con-
cord, Mass.
Branch, Zelda Madison, 1913, ... .Care of Dr. W. E. Cramer, Hotel
Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo.
Brandeis, Susan, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Louis D. Brandeis, 6 Otis Place,
Boston, Mass.
Brandon, Rose, 1914, Care of Mr. James E. Brandon, 314 North
McKean Street, Butler, Pa.
Branson, Latjra Elizabeth, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Henry J. Branson,
114 Main Street, Coatesville, Pa.
Brockstedt, Clarissa Beatrice, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. Henry M.
Brockstedt, 4902 St. Louis Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Brooks, Helen Bennett, 1914, Care of Mr. Arthur S. Brooks,
1427 North Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Brooks, Katharine Glover, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. L. Loring Brooks,
55 Chestnut Street, Boston, Mass.
Brown, Anna Haines, 1915,. .. .Care of Mr. Francis S. Brown, 5927
Drexel Road, Philadelphia.
Brown, Christine, 1914, Care of Mrs. Stuart Brown, 717 South 4th
Street, Springfield, 111.
Brown, Josephine Chapin, 1913, Care of Dr. Silas Edgar Brown,
315 Lowry Annex, St. Paul, Minn.
Brown, Mary Wilmarth, 1912,. . . .Care of the Hon. Edward O. Brown,
1216 North State Street, Chicago, 111.
Brownback, Emily Yocum, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. William M. Brown-
back, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Brownell, Mary Gertrude, 1915, Care of Mrs. G. H. Ames,
144 Lloyd Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Bryant, Catharine ReQua, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Henry W. Bryant,
2454 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Bryant, Elizabeth Sohier, 1914, .... Care of Mrs. William Sohier Bryant,
Cohasset, Mass.
Buchanan, Ethel, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Daniel W. Buchanan, 1312
Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Buchanan, Jessie Crow, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. James Buchanan, 473
West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Buchanan, Mary Crow, 1914, .... Care of Mr. James Buchanan, 473
West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Buracker, Flora Kathleen, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Edward M. Buracker,
2800 Calvert Street, Baltimore, Md.
Burchard, Agnes Elizabeth, 1915, ... .Care of Mrs. Louis C. LeRoy,
38 W. 50th Street, New York City.
Byrne, Laura Lawrenson, 1912,. . . .Care of Dr. B. J. Byrne, Ellicott
City, Md.
Cabot, Frances Anne, 1914, Care of Mr. Charles M. Cabot, 297
Marlboro Street, Boston, Mass.
Cadbury, Leah Tapper, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. Richard T. Cadbury,
Haverford, Pa.
Calder, Helen Remington, Hearer, ... .319 N. Front Street, Harris-
burg, Pa.
Cam, Norah, 1912,. . . .Care of the Rev. W. H. Cam, Paulers Pury Rec-
tory, Towcester, England.
Camp, Marion Merrill, 1914, . . . .Care of Mr. Robert Camp, 277 Pros-
pect Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Capel, Frank Marcella, 1914,. . . .Care of Mrs. James T. Capel, Home-
wood and Thomas Avenues, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Carey, Helen Fraser, 1914, Care of Mr. Martin Carey, 26 Broad-
way, New York City.
Chamberlain, Gladys Elizabeth, 1912, .... Care of Mr. William Cham-
berlain, 825 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
Chamberlain, Mary Mitchell, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Joseph R. Cham-
berlain, West Raleigh, N. C.
Channing, Elizabeth Torrey, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Edward Charming,
74 Sparks Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Chapin, Helen Burwell, .... Care of Mr. George W. Chapin, St. Davids,
Pa.
Chase, Carmelita, 1912, Care of Mr. Clement Chase, 201 South 33rd
Street, Omaha, Neb.
Chase, Dorothy, 1912, ... .Care of Mrs. C. C. Chase, 516 Belmont
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Childs, Marjorie, 1914, Care of Mr. Louis M. Childs, 1110 De Kalb
Street, Norristown, Pa.
Clarke, Pauline Ida, 1912, Care of Mrs. M. Joslyn Clarke, 603
West 139th Street, New York City.
Clinton, Marion Dorothea, 1913,. .. .Care of Mrs. E. J. Clinton,
2027 North 15th Street, Philadelphia.
Cockrell, Josephine, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. Joseph E. Cockrell, 4107
Gaston Avenue, Dallas, Tex.
Collins, Phyllis, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Justus Collins, 1503-13 Union
Trust Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Colt, Elizabeth Fitzhugh, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. James W. Colt, 511
First Avenue, Asbury Park, N. J.
Coolidge, 2nd, Mary Lowell, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Sidney Coolidge,
Concord, Mass.
Cornell, Esther Stuart, 1912, 1517 Ridge Avenue, Coraopolis,
Pa.
Corwin, Margaret Trumbull, 1912, ... .Care of Professor Robert
Nelson Corwin, 247 St. .Ronan Street, New Haven, Conn.
Coulter, Helen Brewster, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. E. C. Coulter, 1139
Dearborn Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Cox, Dorothy Hannah, 1914, Care of Mr. Lewis Joseph Cox, Box
256, Terre Haute, Ind.
Cox, Lillien Adele, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Charles Wilham Cox, 40 Wall
Street, New York City.
Creighton, Catherine, 1914, ... .Care of Mrs. Thomas S. Creighton,
Evanston, 111.
Crenshaw, Fanny Graves, 1912, .... Care of Mr. S. Dabney Crenshaw,
919 Franklin Street, West, Richmond, Va.
Crocker, Clara Ballard, 1913, .... Care of Mr. George U. Crocker,
1023 Old South Building, Boston, Mass.
Cromwell, Dorothea Katharine, Hearer, Care of Mr. Frederic
Cromwell, 119 East 61st Street, New York City.
Cull, Ruth Elizabeth, 1915,. .. .Care of Mrs. Emma Cull, Oakland,
Nebraska.
Darkow, Marguerite Daisy, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Martin Darkow,
3911 Poplar Street, Philadelphia.
Davidson, Lucile, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Samuel Davidson, 1124 North
Lake Street, Fort Worth, Texas.
Davis, Dorothy Livingston, 1913, .... Care of Mr. S. Livingston Davis,
60 West 76th Street, New York City.
Davis, Jean Scobie, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. John D. Davis, 58 Mercer
Street, Princeton, N. J.
Day, Rosalie, 1912, Care of Mr. Orrin Day, Catskill, N. Y.
Delano, Laura, 1914, Care of Mr. Frederick A. Delano, 510 Welling-
ton Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Deming, Agathe, 1913, .... Care of Mr. Horace E! Deming, 15 William
Street, New York City.
Deming, Julia, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. R. 0. Deming, Oswego, Kansas.
Dessau, Enid, 1915, Care of Mr. David Dessau, 301 West 106th
Street, New York City.
Dessau, Florence Maud, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. David Dessau, 301
West 106th Street, New York City.
Diller, Saraferree, 1915, Care of Mr. Charles F. Diller, 426 West
James Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Dodd, Katharine, 1914, Care of Mr. Edwin M. Dodd, 1121 Boylston
Street, Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Dougherty, Eleanor, 1915, . . . Care of Mr. John Hampden Dougherty,
33 West 2nd Street, New York City.
Doxrud, Oliva Christine, Hearer, 3313 Ridge Avenue, Philadel-
phia.
Dunham, Ethel Collins, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. Samuel G. Dunham,
1030 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
Edgerton, Gladys, 1912, Care of Mrs. W. P. Edgerton, 302 Central
Park West, New York City.
Elcock:, Gertrude Marie, 1912, ... .Care of Mrs. Thomas R. Elcock,
Glenside, Pa.
Elwood, Catherine Prescott, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Lester B. Elwood,
400 Ridegewood Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
Emery, Gertrude Canterbury, 1915, ... .Hotel Kempton, Boston,
Mass.
Erbsloh, Olga Helen Clara, 1915, . . . .Care of Mr. Rudolf A. Erbsloh,
42 West 58th Street, New York City.
Eschweiler, Hannah Lincoln, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Alexander C.
Eschweiler, 720 Goldsmith Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
Evans, Helene Rebecca, Hearer, 1104 South 46th Street, Phila-
delphia.
Evans, Marion Annette, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Clark Wright Evans,
117 West River Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Everett, Helen, 1915,. . . .Care of Professor Walter Goodnow Everett,
116 Governor Street, Providence, R. I.
Fabian, Elizabeth, 1913, Care of Mr. W. J. Fabian, 1509 Ridge
Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Faries, Elizabeth, 1912, Care of Mr. Edgar D. Faries, 7806 Cresheim
Road, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Faulkner, Ellen, 1913, .... Care of Dr. Herbert K. Faulkner, Keene,
N. H.
Fendall, Mary Gertrude, 1912, Care of Mr. B. T. Fendall, 141
W. Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Md.
Fleisher, Madeleine Wolf, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Howard A. Loeb,
Oakshade, Elkins Park, Pa.
Fleming, Harriett Edna, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Edward T. Fleming,
1748 North Park Avenue, Philadelphia.
Forster, Sophie Katharine, 1914, ... .Care of the Rev. John B.
Forster, 2631 Fillmore Street, Bridesburg, Pa.
Foster, Isabel, 1915, .... Care of Admiral Joseph Foster, 26 Middle
Street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Francis, Clara Jane, 1912, Care of Mr. W. B. Francis, 805 Walnut
Street, Martins Ferry, 0.
Free, Margaret Louise, 1915, Care of Mr. John S. Craig, 355
Rebecca Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Freer, Eleanor, 1915, Care of Mr. Archibald E. Freer, 1420 Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.
Fyfe, Florence Marjorie, 1915, Care of Dr. Casey Wood, 7 West
Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
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Gale, Eleanore Edwards, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. William W. Gale, 417
The Ontario, Washington, D. C.
Gardner, Mabel, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Henry B. Gardner, 54 Stimson
Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Gibson, Louisa Isabel, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. George A. Gibson, 1120
North 11th Street, Birmingham, Ala.
Glenn, Florence Martha, 1912, ... .Care of Mr. George B. Glenn,
561 Park Avenue, Johnstown, Pa.
Glenn, Ruth, 1915, . . . .Care of Mr. George B. Glenn, 561 Park Avenue,
Johnstown, Pa.
Goldsmith, Cecile Adler, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. Edwin M. Goldsmith,
143 East Coulter Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Goodall, Winifred, 1914, Care of Mr. William R. Goodall, 2905
Vernon Place, Mount Auburn, Cincinnati, O.
Goodhue, Mary Brooks, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Francis Goodhue, 639
Church Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Haenssler, Mildred, 1914, . . . .Care of Mr. R. C. Haenssler, 1052 Jeffer-
son Street, St. Charles, Mo.
Haines, Julia Loring, 1912, .... Care of Dr. M. L. Haines, 228 East
13th Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Haines, Mary Troth, 1914, . . . .Care of Mr. Charles C. Haines, Moores-
town, N. J.
Halpen, Sara Marion, 1913, . . . Care of Mrs. Adaline Halpen, 3318 North
17th Street, Philadelphia.
Hamilton, Amy Gordon, 1913, .... Care of Mr. George Hamilton,
Tenafly, N. J.
Hammer, Christine Potts, 1912, .... Care of Mrs. Helen R. Hammer,
715 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Hardon, Anne Frances, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Henry Winthrop Har-
don, 315 West 71st Street, New York City.
Harlan, Mary Munroe, 1915 Care of Mr. William H. Harlan,
Bel Air, Md.
Harrington, Ruth, 1915, ... .Care of Dr. Francis Bishop Harrington,
201 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Harrison, Julia Leigh, 1915,. . . .Care of Dr. A. C. Harrison, 31 East
North Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Hartshorne, Anna, 1912, ... .Care of Mr. Charles R. Hartshorne,
Brighton, Md.
Hartwig, Anna Louise, Hearer, 2130 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Hatton, Florence Gage, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Charles F. Hatton,
28 Wilson Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Haydock, Louisa Low, 1913, .... Care of Mr. R. R. Haydock, 5323
Magnolia Avenue, Philadelphia.
Hayes, Beatrice McAfee, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Edmund Joseph
Hayes, 442 Deming Place, Chicago, 111.
Hazen, Harbine, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Levi Parker Hazen, Luray
Avenue, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Head, Catherine Esther, 1915, ... .Care of Dr. Louis R. Head, 416
Wisconsin Avenue, Madison, Wis.
Hearne, Alice, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. William W. Hearne, Wayne, Pa.
Heffern, Anna Constance, 1912,. . . .Care of the Rev. Andrew D. Hef-
fern, 4519 Kingsessing Avenue, Philadelphia.
Hellings, Eleanor Louise, 1914,. . . .Care of Mrs. Martin L. Hellings,
Devon, Pa.
Hewitt, Candace, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Edward R. Hewitt, 127 East
21st Street, New York City.
Hinde, Helen Harper, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Thomas W. Hinde. 1524
Astor Street, Chicago, 111.
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Hinrichs, Gertrude, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. Louis Hinrichs, 78 Douglas
Road, Glen Ridge, N. J.
Hobson, Martha Barbour, 1914, .... Care of Professor B. Lewis Hob-
son, 1 Chalmers Place, Chicago, 111.
Hollixgsworth, Louisa Walker, 1915, .... Care of Professor L. E.
Hollingsworth, 1085 Prince Avenue, Athens, Ga.
Hopkinson, Ruth Warren, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Charles W. Hop-
kinson, 14720 Lake Avenue, Lakewood Ohio.
Hornberger, Agnes Warren, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. John B. L. Horn-
berger, 5413 Stanton Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hosbtno, Ai, 1912, Care of Mrs. R. B. Haines, Cheltenham, Pa.
Houston, Julia Taylor, 1912, . . .Care of Mrs. E. B. Houston, 1608 West
6th Avenue, Pine Bluff, Ark.
Howson, Beatrice, 1912, .... Care of Mr. Henry Howson, 109 Xorth
34th Street, Philadelphia.
Hubbard, Ruth, 1915, ... .Care of Colonel Elmer W. Hubbard, Fort
Moultrie, S. C.
Hughes, Mary Dorothy, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. Silas B. Hughes, 406
Hay Street, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Humphrey, Alice Robbins, 1915, . . . .Care of Mr. Henry M. Humphrey,
331 West 101st Street, New York City.
Hunter, Frances, 1913,. . . .Caie of the Rev. David M. Hunter, Pitts-
field, Mass.
Huntington, Katharine, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Chester Huntington,
12 Stockton Street, Princeton, X. J.
Hurd, Elizabeth Carter, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Stephen N. Hurd,
1120 East 49th Street, Chicago, 111.
Huse, Eleanor Baker, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. George H. Huse, 1085
Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Irish, Florence Catherine, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. J. B. Irish, 813 West
Main Street, Xorristown, Pa.
Irvin, Helen Walkley, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. George L. Irvin, 1702
Park Place, Baltimore, Md.
Irwin, Marian Iki, 1913, Care of Miss Sophy D. Irwin, 2027 De
Lancey Place, Philadelphia.
Ivory,* Elizabeth Schofield, Hearer, Claymont, Del.
Jackson, Eugenia Louise, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Oscar R. Jackson,
1301 Market Street, Wilmington, Del.
Jacobs, Mildred Clark, 1915, .... Care of Mr. William C. Jacobs,
6381 Woodbine Avenue, Overbrook, Pa.
Johnston, Elizabeth Henrietta, 1912, ... .Care of Mrs. Samuel R.
Johnston, 36 Xorth College Street, Carlisle, Pa.
Jones, Elizabeth Levering, 1916,. . . .Care of Mrs. J. Levering Jones,
535 Park Avenue, Xew York City.
Jones, Gladys, 1912, .... Care of Mr. Thomas D. Jones, Hazleton, Pa.
Jones, Gwladys Webster, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Francis I. Jones, 83
Embury Avenue, Ocean Grove, X.J.
Jones, Marguerite Allston, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Benjamin B. Jones,
Lake Roland, Md.
Justice, Mildred Lewis, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Alfred R. Justice,
Xarberth, Pa.
Keller, Marie Ottilie, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Harry Frederick Keller,
512 Xorth 34th Street, Philadelphia.
Kelly, Olga Elizabeth Bredow, 1913, ... .Care of Dr. Howard A.
Kelly, 1406 Eutaw Place, Baltimore, Md.
Kennedy, Laura Elizabeth, 1913, Care of Mr. E. C. Fonda,
Rupert, Vt,
*Mrs. P. Van Email Ivory.
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Kenyon, Adrienne, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Alan D. Kenyon, 351 West
114th Street, New York City.
Kirk, Helen Reed, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Charles H. Kirk, 114 Washing-
ton Lane, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Kraus, Edna Florence, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Solomon C. Kraus, 2001
North 33rd Street, Philadelphia.
Kuttner, Anna Gayler, 1915, . . . .Care of Mr. Alfred Kuttner, 501 West
113th Street, New York City.
Lamb, Louise Emerson, 1912,. . . .Care of Mrs. J. E. Lamb, Station H,
Baltimore, Md.
Lautz, Helen Sophia, 1912, Care of Mr. Walter E. Lautz, 803 Park
Avenue, Pekin, 111.
Lee, Helen, 1913, .... Care of the Rev. J. Beveridge Lee, 1002 South
45th Street, Philadelphia.
Leopold, Florence Stein, 1912, .... Care of Dr. Isaac Leopold, 1428
North Broad Street, Philadelphia.
Levinson, Dora Clara, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Wolf Levinson, 3141
Euclid Avenue, Philadelphia.
Levy, Edna Sophia, 1913,. . . .Care of the Rev. J. Leonard Levy, 1526
Denniston Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lewis, Rebecca Renshaw, 1912, ... .Care of Mrs. Fritz Lewis, 1813
St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Livingston, Frances Elizabeth, 1914, .... Lawrence, Long Island, N. Y.
Llewellyn, Gertrude, 1912, ... .Care of Mr. S. J. Llewellyn, 1246
Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Lobdell, Mary Arleville, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Wilbur S. Lobdell,
3333 North 18th Street, Philadelphia.
London, Mary Parke, 1915,. . . .Care of Mrs. Alexander Troy London,
2040 Highland Avenue, Birmingham, Ala.
Long, Eleanor Latum, Hearer, 418 Kasota Avenue, Avondale, Cin-
cinnati, O.
Longwell, Katherine Cavenagh, 1912, .... Care of Mrs. Henry E.
Longwell, 206 Homewood Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lord, Elizabeth Evans, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Arthur Lord, 24 North
Street, Plymouth, Mass.
Lucas, Leonora, 1912, .... Care of Mr. William E. Lucas, 1531 Railway
Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.
Mabon, Rosa Vedder, 1913, .... Care of Dr. William Mabon, Ward's
Island, New York City.
Macdonald, Frances, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Andrew Macdonald, 124
Coulter Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
MacElree, Helen, 1915, Care of Mr. Wilmer W. MacElree, 609
South High Street, West Chester, Pa.
MacElree, Margaret, 1914, Care of Mr. Wilmer W. MacElree,
609 South High Street, West Chester, Pa.
MacMaster, Amelia K., 1916, . . . .454 Jefferson Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J.
Maguire, Elizabeth Yarnall, 1913, .... Care of Mr. J. Abbott Maguire,
3813 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Manchester, Ruth Coe, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. George E. Manchester,
171 Spencer Street, Winsted, Conn.
Mark, Lydia Marie, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Clayton Mark, Lake Forest,
111.
Martin, Amy Lawrence, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Seton Howard Martin,
361 Illinois Street, Chicago, 111.
McCollin, Katharine Williams, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Edward Garrett
McCollin, 2049 Upland Way, Philadelphia.
McCreery, Vashti, 1915, Care of Mr. W. W. McCreery, Benton, 111.
McFarland, Helen Josephine, 1915, ... .Care of Dr. Joseph McFar-
land, 442 West Stafford Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
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McKelvey, Mary Alice, 1913, .... Care of Mr. John J. McKelvey
Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y.
McKelvey, Ruth, 1915, . . . . Care of Mr. John J. McKelvey, Spuyten
Duyvil, N. Y.
Mead, Marion Lorraine, 1912, Care of Mr. M. A. Mead, 1810
Hinman Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Mearkle, Edith, 1913, Care of Mr. Erastus F. Mearkle, 2217 South
Aldrich Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
Meeker, Marjorie, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Claude Meeker, Melrose,
Bullitt Park, Columbus, Ohio.
Mellen, Marguerite, 1913,. . . .Care of Mrs. John Davis Kales, 1356
North State Street, Chicago, 111.
Menendez, Lucinda Poillon, 1913, ... .Care of Mrs. Jose Maria
Menendez, 119 Old Church Road, Greenwich, Conn.
Michael, Jeannette, 1913, .... Care of Mr. Edward Michael, 741 Dela-
ware Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Miller, Alice Chapman, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. George P. Miller, 316
Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Miller, Ramona Beatrice, 1913, .... Care of Mr. Alfred J. Miller,
2539 North 17th Street, Philadelphia.
Mitchell, Pearl Boring, 1912, Care of Mrs. Mary D. Mitchell,
1818 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Montgomery, Hazel Margaret, 1912, .... Care of Mrs. Robena M.
Montgomery, 509 West 121st Street, New York City.
Moore, Dorothea May, 1915, .... Care of Professor Edward C. Moore,
21 Kirkland Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Morgan, Mary Alden, 1912, Care of Mr. K. E. Morgan, 1362 Astor
Street, Chicago, 111.
Morgan, Mary Churchman, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. George Morgan,
4418 Osage Avenue, Philadelphia.
Morrow, Agnes Elizabeth, 1912, ... .Care of Mr. Andrew Morrow,
R. F. D. No. 2, Box 20, Sharon, Conn.
Mudge, Lillian Hersey, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Daniel G. Mudge,
Aberdeen Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.
Munroe, Margaret Adelaide, 1913, .... Care of Mr. William Gordon
Munroe, 5716 Thomas Avenue, Philadelphia.
Murray, Marjorie Frances, 1913, .... Care of Mr. David Murray, 206
Main Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Nathans, Beatrice Cornelia, 1913, ... .Care of Mrs. C. O. Nathans,
614 North 16th Street, Philadelphia.
Newman, Ruth, 1915, .... Care of the Rev. Arthur Newman, Bridge
Hampton, Long Island, N. Y.
Newton, Carolina Edelheim, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. A. Edward New-
ton, Daylesford, Pa.
Nichols, Susan Farley, 1915, Care of Mr. John W. T. Nichols,
42 West 11th Street, New York City.
Niles, Josephine, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Alfred L. Niles, 2010 13th Street,
Walbrook, Baltimore, Md.
Noyes, Emily Gifford, 1915, ... .Care of Dr. Robert F. Noyes, 135
President Avenue, Providence, R. I.
Oppenheimer, Ella 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Gustave Oppenheimer, 1316
Belmont Street, Washington, D. C.
Owen, Clara Marie, 1913,. . . .Care of Dr. John Jones Owen, 411 Pine
Street, Philadelphia.
Paddock, Irene Angell, 1914, ... .Care of Mrs. Joseph Hill Paddock,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Page, Anne, 1914, .... Care of Mr. George H. Page, 17 Hawthorne Road,
Brookline, Mass.
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Page, Kathaeine Alice, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. Walter H. Page, Garden
City, Long Island, N. Y.
Patterson, Alice Dudley, 1913, .... Care of Dr. James L. Patterson,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Peck, Margaret Winthrop, 1912,. . . .Care of Mr. Epaphroditus Peck,
234 Summer Street, Bristol, Conn.
Peirce, Mary, 1912, Care of Mr. Harold Peii-ce, Haverford, Pa.
Perkins, Dagmar, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. William Blair Perkins, 255
West 108th Street, New York City.
Perkins, Ltjcile, 1913, Care of Mr. E. B. Perkins, Dallas, Tex.
Pinney, Elizabeth, 1912, .... Care of Mr. G. M. Pinney, Jr., Dongan
Hills, Staten Island, N. Y.
Pond, Clara Penniman, 1913, .... Care of Professor George Gilbert
Pond, State College, Pa.
Porter, Elizabeth Lane, 1914, ... .Care of Dr. Miles Fuller Porter,
207 West Wayne Street, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Porter, Helen Louise Knickerbocker, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Nathan
Todd Porter, Jr., 165 Gates Avenue, Montclair, N. J.
Potter, Edna Margaret, 1913, Care of Mr. Fred B. Potter, 129
Field Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Pray, Gladys, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. J. Parker Pray, 153 Aycrigg Avenue,
Passaic, N. J.
Pritchett, Ida Williams, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Henry Smith Pritchett,
22 East 91st Street, New York City.
Pugh, Esther Clement, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Charles E. Pugh, Over-
brook, Pa.
Rapallo, Edna, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Charles A. Rapallo, 142 East
18th Street, New York City.
Rawson, Gwendolyn, 1913,. . . .Care of Mr. Joseph Rawson, 3767 Clif-
ton Avenue, Cincinnati, O.
Richards, Myra Stephannie, 1915,. . . .Care of Mrs. Annie K. Johnson,
2 High Street, South Norwalk, Conn.
Richardson, Elizabeth Hadley, 1915, ... .Care of Mrs. Florence W»
Richardson, 5737 Cates Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Richmond, Margaret, 1914, .... Care of President Charles A. Richmond,
Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
Richter, Helen Ruth, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. Max Richter, 22 East
94th Street, New York City.
Righter, Jane, Hearer, Mt. Carmel, Pa.
Roberts, Anna Wilkins, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Mary W. Roberts,
122 West 2nd Street, Moorestown, N. J.
Roberts, Ruth, 1912, Care of Mr. T. T. Roberts, 919 West William
Street, Decatur, 111.
Robertson, Emma Sellers, 1913, ... .Care of Miss Matilda S. Sellers,
4310 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Robins, Dorothea, 1912,. . . .Care of Mrs. Edward Robins, St. Davids,
Pa.
Robinson, Ethel Fern, 1915, . . . .Care of Mr. F. J. Robinson, 80 Pallis-
ter Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Rockwell, Cleos Lepha, 1914,. . . .Care of Mrs. A. W. Rockwell, Kenil-
worth, 111.
Rohrer, Miriam, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. A. L. Rohrer, Lenox Road,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Ross, Frances Lubbe, 1913, .... Care of Mr. David H. Ross, Consho-
hocken, Pa.
Sampson, Merle DAubigne, 1915,. . . .Care of Mrs. John R. Sampson,
Pantops, Charlottesville, Va.
Sargent, Cecilia Vennard, 1915,. . . .Care of Captain Redford A. Sar-
gent, Wenonah, N. J.
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Sattler, Jean, 1915, ... .Care of Dr. Robert Sattler, 2449 Highland
Avenue, Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati, 0.
Schmidt, Mary Richardson, 1914, .... Care of Mr. George S. Schmidt,
902 South George Street, York, Pa.
Scribner, Mary E., 1912, Care of Mr. C. E. Scribner, 463 West
Street, New York City.
Scripture, Elsa, 1915, .... Care of Dr. Edward W. Scripture, 130 West
70th Street, New York City.
Scripture, Winifred, 1912, .... Care of Dr. Edward W. Scripture, 130
West 70th Street, New York City.
Scudder, Atala Thayer, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Townsend Scudder, 112
Willow Street, Brooklyn, New York City.
Sears, Margaret, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Henry D. Sears, Prospect
Street, Framingham, Mass.
Sergeant, Katharine, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Charles Spencer Sergeant,
4 Hawthorne Road, Brookline, Mass.
Shafer, Grace Alma, 1916, ... .Care of Mr. Charles A. Shafer, 4846
Fountain Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Sharman, Lou May, 1912, Care of Mr. W. Harry Orr, 309 South
Fifth Street, Reading, Pa.
Shaw, Evelyn Wells, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Howard Van Doren Shaw,
Lake Forest, 111.
Shaw, Helen Hastings, 1914, ... .Care of Mrs. Brackley Shaw, 77
Englewood Avenue, Brookline, Mass.
Shaw, Katharine Lydia, 1912, .... Care of Mr. H. C. Shaw, Glenshaw, Pa.
Sheafer, Katherine Elizabeth, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Emma E.
Sheafer, 305 West Market Street, Pottsville, Pa.
Sheldon, Harriet Sheldon, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. F. B. Sheldon, 89
Lexington Avenue, Columbus, O.
Sheldon, Mary, 1913, .... Care of Mrs. Theodore Sheldon, 38 Bellevue
Place, Chicago, 111.
Shenstone, Mary Elsie, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. Joseph N. Shenstone,
40 Walmer Road, Toronto, Canada.
Shipley, Mary Mallet Prevost, 1914, .... Care of Mrs. Samuel R.
Shipley, 1034 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Shippen, Katharine Binney, 1914, ... .Care of Mrs. Francis Shippen,
1217 Bloomfield Street, Hoboken, N. J.
Simpson, Adelaide Douglas, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. William M. Simp-
son, 87 Hamilton Place, New York City.
Simpson, Catharine Mount, 1915, .... Care of Mr. William M. Simpson,
87 Hamilton Place, New York City.
Skerrett, Dorothy Wentworth, 1914, ... .Care of Mrs. Joseph T.
Skerrett, 3940 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Smith, Clarissa, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Frederick A. Smith, 67 Madison
Street, West Medford, Mass.
Smith, Elizabeth Baldwin, 1915, . . .Care of Judge Samuel W. Smith, Jr.,
1805 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Smith, Isabel F., 1915, Care of Mrs. Frederic E. Smith, 1101 West
46th Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Smith, Mary Christine, 1914,. . . .Care of Mr. Horace E. Smith, 1108
Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Smith, Sara Rozet Mather, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Charles H. Hamill,
30 East Ontario Street, Chicago, 111.
Snodgrass, Katharine, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Florence B. Snodgrass,
1701 North Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Southard, Marjorie Wright, 1914, Care of Mrs. H. B. Brownell,
119 St. Marks Place, New Brighton, N. Y.
Spence, Angeleine Benedicta, 1915, .... Care of Mr. James W. Spence,
295 Reed Street, Rockland, Mass.
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Spry, Gladys, 1912,. . . .Care of Mrs. John C. Spry, 1101 Forest Avenue,
Evanston, 111.
Stecher, Lorle Ida, 1912, .... Care of Mr. William A. Stecher, 72 West
Johnson Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Steele, Edith Rachael, 1913,. . . .Care of Mrs. George Steele, 214 Dela-
ware Avenue, West Pittston, Pa.
Steltzer, Elsie, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Lewis J. Steltzer, 2450 North
6th Street, Philadelphia.
Stirling, Jean Wedderburn, 1912, .... Care of Mr. William R. Stirling,
1616 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Sttx, Helen, 1914, Care of Mr. Henry S. Stix, 5570 Cabanne Ave-
nue, St. Louis, Mo.
Stoddard, Yvonne, 1913, Care of Mr. George H. Stoddard, 133
Commercial Street, Boston, Mass.
Stohr, Keinath, 1913, Care of Mr. P. C. Stohr, 1367 North State
Street, Chicago, 111.
Stout, Katharine Houghton, 1913, .... Care of Mr. Frank D. Stout,
4847 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Strayer, Olive, 1915, Care of Mr. Oliver F. Strayer, R. F. D. 2,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Streett, Katherine Maynadier, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. John M.
Streett, 64 Washington Street, Cumberland, Md.
Stuart, Adelina Allyn, 1912, .... Care of Mr. C. H. AUyn, Corsicana,
Texas.
Sutch, Cleora, 1915, .... Care of Dr. William R. Sutch, 244 Harvey
Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Swan, Elizabeth, 1914, Care of Mr. W. F. Swan, Billoxi, Miss.
Swift, Nathalie, 1913, .... Care of Dr. George Montague Swift, 20 West
55th Street, New York City.
Taber, Carlotta Lowell, 1915, ... .Care of Professor Henry Taber,
65 West Street, Worcester, Mass.
Taber, Mary Hathaway, 1915, Care of Mrs. Mary F. Taber, 80
Willoughby Street, Brooklyn, New York City.
Tappan, Julia Buchanan,' 1914, ... .Care of Mr. William Tappan,
1419 Bolton Street, Baltimore, Md.
Tappan, Marjorie, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Herman Tappan, Stonehurst,
Highwood, N. J.
Taylor, Alice Marion, 1913, Care of Mr. William H. Taylor, The
Ansonia, Apartment 1141, New York City.
Terry, Catharine Louise, 1912, .... Care of Mr. Charles A. Terry, 310
West 105th Street, New York City.
Thackray, Margaret, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. George E. Thackray,
Westmont, Johnstown, Pa.
Thomas, Ethel Marian, 1912, .... Care of Mr. George B. C. Thomas,
302 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
Thompson, Catherine Reichenbach, 1912, ... .Care of Mr. Walter
L. Thompson, 312 Frederick Avenue, Sewickley, Pa.
Thompson, Lucile, 1914, ... .Care of Mrs. David S. Thompson, 1812:
Green Street, Philadelphia.
Thompson, Marjorie La Monte, 1912, Care of Mr. Ellis D.Thomp-
son, Hamilton Court, Philadelphia.
Thomson, Mary Marjory, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. T. K. Thomson,.
Lowerre Summit, Yonkers, N. Y.
Thwing, Apphia Stanley, 1913, Care of President Charles F.
Thwing, 11109 Bellflower Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Tinker, Ruth, 1915, Care of Mr. Arthur L. Tinker, 206 Elm Street,.
Stamford, Conn.
Tomkins, Mary Jeannette Kent, 1915,. . . .Care of the Rev. Floyd W-
Tomkins, 1904 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
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Tongue, Makt Van Arsdale, 1913, Care of Mr. T. T. Tongue, 116
W. Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Md.
Turner, Grace, 1913, .... Care of Mr. George Tryon Turner, Berwyn,
Pa.
Tuttle, Ruth Alden, 1915, Care of Mr. Willis H. Tuttle, 116
Howell Street, Canandaigua, N. Y.
Tyson, Marjorie Idalene, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Charles M. Tyson,
279 West 84th Street, New York City.
Van Dyke, Nancy Duncan, 1914, .... Care of Mr. William D. Van
Dyke, 118 Prospect Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Van Horn, Emily Ellison, 1915, ... . Care of Mr. Alfred Van Horn,
Heathcote Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.
Vennum, Mary Durham, 1912, .... Care of Mrs. L. A. Vennum, Onarga,
Vincent, Isabel Darlington, 1912, ... .Care of Professor George E.
Vincent, 1055 Fifth Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
Waller, Ruby Leora, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Peter A. Waller, 218 South
Tremont Street, Kewanee, 111.
Wallerstein, Ruth Coons, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. David Wallerstein,
253 West Hortter Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Walter, Marjorie Fannie, 1912, .... Care of Mr. Wilham I. Walter,
115 West 57th Street, New York City.
Walton, Caroline Emma, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Allen K. Walton,
Hummelstown, Pa.
Ward, Miriam Elsie, 1914, Care
_
of Mr. Albert W. Ward, 155
Manheim Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Warren, Mary Edwina, 1914, .... Care of Mr. George C. Warren, 41
Middlesex Road, Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Washburn, Eleanor Phillips, 1914, .... Care of Mrs. L. R. Packard,
127 Hicks Street, Brooklyn, New York City.
Watson, Louise, 1912, Care of Mr. John L. Watson, 225 North
Hatton Street, Portsmouth, Va.
Weaver, Elizabeth Waldron Norman, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. G.
Norman Weaver, 34 Rhode Island Avenue, Newport, R. I.
Webb, Elizabeth, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. Frank J. Webb, Snyderville
P. O., Springfield, Ohio.
Webster, Mallory Whiting, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. F. L. Webster,
3023 Clifton Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Welles, Carlotta, 1912,. . . .Care of Mr. Frank R. Welles, 92 Avenue
Henri Martin, Paris, France.
Wells, Eleanor, Hearer, Care of Mr. G. A. Wells, 6118 Baynton
Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Westling, Catherine Lillie, 1914, .... Care of Mr. Jonas Westling,
15 West Upsal Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Weston, Dorothy Vivian, 1914, ... .Care of Mr. Wallace Weston,
Weston's Mills, N. Y.
White, Anne Lindsay, 1914. .... Care of Mrs. William J. White, 323
Hamilton Street, Evanston, 111.
Williams, Katharine Delano, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. Wilham C. Wil-
liams, 15 Common Street, Dedham, Mass.
Williams, Margaret Sanderson, 1914, .... Care of Mr. John F.
Williams, 3101 Walbrook Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Wolf, Elizabeth Pauline, 1915, ... .Care of Mr. Louis Wolf, 1901
North Meridian Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
Wolff, Dorothy Sybil, 1912, Care of Mr. Lewis S. Wolff, 12 East
70th Street, New York City.
Wood, Agnes Penman, 1912, .... Care of Mr. John P. Wood, Wayne, Pa.
Woodin, Mary Louise, 1914, Care of Mr. W. H. Woodin, 127 East
69th Street, New York City.
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Wright, Juliet Shell, 1915, .... Care of Mr. J. Anson Wright, 116 East
Penn Street, Bedford, Pa.
Yost, Margaret Jane, 1915, .... Care of Mrs. William Yost, Jones
Avenue, Braddock, Pa.
Zeckwer, Isolde Therese, 1915, .... Care of Mr. Richard Zeckwer,
106 North 34th Street, Philadelphia.
Ziesing, Gertrude Lenore, 1913, ... .Care of Mr. August Ziesing,
Glencoe, 111.
Zimmerman, Sally Alma, 1915,. . . .Care of Mr. Daniel B. Zimmerman,
Somerset, Pa.
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SUMMARY OF FORMER STUDENTS TO JANUARY, 1912.
Doctors of Philosophy of Bryn Mawr College 45
Masters of Arts of Bryn Mawr College, 92
Bachelors of Arts of Bryn Mawr College, 1135
Total number of degrees conferred, 1272
Duplicates in the above list:
Bachelors of Arts who are also Doctors of Philosophy, 15
Bachelors of Arts who are also Doctors of Philosophy and
Masters of Arts, 8
Bachelors of Arts who are also Masters of Arts, 92
115
Total number of Alumna?, 1157
Former European Fellows, 56
Former Resident Fellows, 186
242
Resident Fellows who also held European Fellowships, .... 27
Total number of former Fellows, 215
Former Graduate Students including Alumna? and Fel-
lows, 656
898
Duplicates in the above list:
Former European Fellows who are also Alumna?, 44
Former Resident Fellows who are also Alumna?, 63
Former Resident Fellows not Alumna? who are also European
Fellows, 8
Former Graduate Students who are also Alumna?, 218
Former Graduate Students not Alumna? who are also Fel-
lows, 46
Total number of duplicates, 379
Total number of FeUows and Graduate Students
not Alumnae, 519
Former Undergraduate Students and Hearers who left
without taking a degree:
After one year, 323
After two years, 285
After three years, 113
After four years, 56
After five years, 11
Total number of former undergraduates 788
Total number of former students excluding dupli-
cates, 2463
Present Resident Graduate Students and Fellows, 76
Present Resident Undergraduate Students, 377
Total present students, 453
Former Fellows and Alumna? now graduate stu-
dents, 32
421
Total number of former and present students
excluding duplicates, 2884
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STATISTICS OF BACHELORS OF ARTS OF BRYN MAWR
COLLEGE.
IV. Occupations of Husbands of Mareied Alumnae.
Professions.
Professors 36
Physicians 34
Lawyers (2 Judges) 32
Engineers (11 Civil, 5 Mining, 5
Mechanical, 4 Electrical, 1 not
specified, 3 Consulting) 28
Architects (1 Landscape) 9
Teachers in Schools 7
Clergymen 4
Artists 3
Government Officials 2
Officers in Army 4
Scientists 4
Students 3
Missionaries 4
Editors 3
Musician 1
Ambassador 1
Officer in Navy 1
Sculptor 1
Social Worker 2
179
Business and Commerce.
Officials and Managers of Com-
panies 46
Merchants (12 Wholesale, 4 Retail) . 16
Manufacturers 13
Chemists
Stock or Bond Brokers.
.
Real Estate
Bankers
Insurance
Farmers
Contractors and Builders
Secretaries
Publishers
Trustee
Accountant
Aeroplanist
Fruit Experts
Hotel Keeper
Photographer
Shipbuilder
Steamship Agent
Journalist
Coal Operators 2
Advertisers 2
133
No occupation 4
Not stated 15
Total 340
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AND HEARERS WHO LEFT
WITHOUT TAKING A DEGREE.
Number of years in College. Under-
graduates.
Hearers. Total. Per cent.
17
256
15
257
12
99
9
42
4
6
8
42
1
12
25
298
16
269
12
101
10
46
4
7
3.2
One 37.9
2.0
Two 34.3
1.5
Three 2
1
4
12.9
Three and one-half 1.3
5.9
.5
Five 1 .9
Total 717 71 788
Bryn Mawr College
calendar
GRADUATE COURSES
1912
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
Published by Bryn Mawr College.
Vol. V. Part 2. March, 1912.
Entered as second-class matter, March 23rd, 1908, at the post-office, Bryn Mawr,
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Printed by the John C. Winston Co.,
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Bryn Mawk College Calendar.
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Part 1. Register of Alumnae and Former Students.
Part 2. Graduate Courses.
Part 3. Undergraduate and Graduate Courses.
Part 4. Academic Buildings and Halls of Residence,
Plans and Descriptions.
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE.
College Calendar.
1912. 1913.
JANUARY. JULY. JANUARY.
Su. M. Tu. W. Th. Fr. Sa. Su. M. Tu. W. Th. Fr. Sa. Su. M. Tu. W. Th. Fr. Sa.
1 9, 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
31 ?,?, 23 24 25 26 27 21 22 23 24 25 2fi 27 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
28 29 30 31 28 29 30 31 26 27 28 29 30 31
FEBRUARY. AUGUST. FEBRUARY.
1 ?, 3 1 2 3 • 1
4 5 fi 7 8 9 10 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 3 4 b 6 V 8
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
25 26 27 28 29 .. 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 23 24 25 26 27 28
MARCH. SEPTEMBER. MARCH.
1 2 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 1
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 29 30 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
31
•
• 30 31 ..
APRIL OCTOBER. APRIL.
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 fi 7 8 9 10 11 12 fi 7 8 9 10 11 12
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 13 14 15 Ifi 17 18 19
21 22 23 24 25 26 2V 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
28 29 30 27 28 29 30 31 27 28 29 30
MAY. NOVEMBER. MAY.
1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 4 5 fi 7 8 9 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
26 27 28 29 30 31 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
JUNE. DECEMBER. JUNE.
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
IB 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 29 30 31 29 30
30 ..
The academic year will close with the Conferring of Degrees at eleven
o'clock, on June 5th, 1913.
Academic Yeab, 1912-13.
September 24th. Matriculation examinations begin.
September 30th. Registration of students. Halls of Residence open for
students at three p. m.
October 1st. Registration of students.
Matriculation examinations end.
October 2nd. The work of the twenty-eighth academic year begins
at a quarter to nine o'clock.
October 3rd. Examinations for advanced standing begin.
October 19th. Senior oral examination in French.
October 24th. Examinations for advanced standing end.
October 26th. Senior oral examination in German.
November ISth. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
begin.
November 26th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
end.
November 27th. Thanksgiving vacation begins at one o'clock.
December 2nd. Thanksgiving vacation ends at nine o'clock.
December 7th. Senior oral examinations in French and German.
December ISth. Christmas vacation begins at one o'clock.
January 3rd. Christmas vacation ends at nine o'clock.
January 4th. Thursday lectures given.
January 22nd. Half-j'early collegiate examinations begin.
January 28th. Matriculation examinations begin.
February 1st. Collegiate examin ations end.
Annual meeting of the Alumnae Association.
February 3rd. Vacation.
February 4th. Vacation.
Matriculation examinations end.
February 5th. The work of the second semester begins at a quarter
to nine o'clock.
February 6th. Examinations for advanced standing begin.
February 27th. Examinations for advanced standing end.
March 10th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
begin.
March loth. Senior oral examinations in French and German.
March 18th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
end.
March 19th. Easter vacation begins at one o'clock.
March 27th. Easter vacation ends at nine o'clock.
April 2nd. Mid-semester examinations in matriculation Greek,
German and French.
May 10th. Senior oral examinations in French and German.
May 20th. Vacation.
May 21st. Collegiate examinations begin.
May 29th. Matriculation examinations begin.
May 31st. Collegiate examinations end.
June 4th. Matriculation examinations end.
June 5th. Conferring of degrees and close of twenty-eighth
academic year.
Academic Year, 1913-14.
September 23rd. Matriculation examinations begin.
September 29th. Registration of students. Halls of Residence open for
students at three p. m.
September 30th. Registration of students.
Matriculation examinations end.
October 1st. The work of the twenty-ninth academic year begins at
a quarter to nine o'clock.
COBPOEATION.
Howard Comfort,
President.
Asa S. Wing,
Treasurer.
Albert K. Smiley.
Edward Bettle, Jr.
Howard Comfort.
James Wood.
Rufus M. Jones.
Alexander C. Wood.
Edward Bettle, Jr.,
Secretary.
M. Carey Thomas.
Francis R. Cope, Jr.
Asa S. Wing.
Charles J. Rhoads.
Thomas Raeburx White,
Frederic H. Strawbridge.
Abram F. Huston.
Board of Dieectoes.
Howard Comfort,
Chairman.
Asa S. Wing,
Treasurer.
Albert Iv. Smiley.
Edward Bettle, Jr.
Howard Comfort.
J.Ames Wood.
Rufus M. Jone-.
Alexander C. Wood.
M. Carey Thomas.
Francis R. Cope, Jr.
Edward Bettle, Jr.,
Secretary.
Mary E. Garrett.
Elizabeth Butler Kirkbride.
Asa S. Wing.
Charles J. Rhoads.
Thomas Raeburn White.
Frederic H. Strawbridge.
Anna Rhoads Ladd.
Abram F. Huston.
Officers of Administration.
Academic Yeae, 1911-12.
President,
M. Caket Thomas, Ph.D., LL.D.
Office: Taylor Hall.
Acting Dean of the College,
Marion Edwards Park, A.M.
Office: Taylor Hall.
Recording Dean and Assistant to the President,
Isabel Maddison, B.Sc, Ph.D.
Office: Taylor Hall.
Secretary,
Anna Bell Lawther, A.B. Office: Taylor Hall.
Recording Secretary.
Edith Orlady, A.B. Office: Taylor Hall.
Comptroller,
James G. Forrester, MA. Office: Taylor Hall.
Business Agent,
Maria Hawes Albee, A.M. Office: Taylor Hall.
Wardens of the Halls of Residence,
Martha Gibbons Thomas, A.B., Pembroke Hall.
Helen Remington Calder, Radnor Hall.
Mabel Harriet Norton, A.B., Denbigh Hall.
Edith Buell Wright, A.B., Merion Hall.
Jane Righter, Rockefeller Hall.
Alice Hill Byrne, A.B., Assistant Warden, Pembroke Hall.
Librarian,
Mary Letitia Jones, B.L., B.L.S. Office: The Library.
Director of Athletics and Gymnastics,
Constance M. K. Applebee. Office: The Gymnasium.
Junior Bursar,
Margaret A. Proctor, B.A. Office: Rockefeller Hall.
Physician in Chief,
Thomas F. Branson, M.D. Office hours, 8 to 9.30 and 2 to 3 daily,
Rosemont, Pa.
Assistant Physician,
Marianna Taylor, M.D. Office hours, 2 to 3 daily except Monday,
7 to 8 daily, St. David's, Pa.; Merion Hall, Bryn Mawr College,
4 to 6 daily except Sunday.
Examining Oculist,
Helen Murphy, M.D. Office hours, 2 to 4 daily, 1433 Spruce Street,
Philadelphia.
Academic Appointments.
Academic Year, 1911-12.
M. Caret Thomas, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the College and Professor
of English.
A.B., Cornell University, 1877; studied at the Johns Hopkins University, 1877-78;
University of Leipsic, 1879-82; Ph.D., University of Zurich, 1882; Sorbonne and
College de France, 1883; Dean of the Faculty of Bryn Mawr College and Professor
of English, 1885-94.
Charlotte Angas Scott, D.Sc., Alumna Professor of Mathematics.
Lincoln, England. Graduate in Honours, Girton College, University of Cambridge,
England, 1880; B.Sc, University of London, 1882; Lecturer on Mathematics in Girton
College, 1880-84; lectured in connection with Newnham College, University of Cam-
bridge, England, 1880-83; D.Sc, University of London, 1885.
George A. Barton, Ph.D., Professor of Biblical Literature and Semitic
Languages.
A.B., Haverford College, 1882, and A.M., 1885; studied under the direction of the American
Institute of Hebrew, 1885-86; Harvard University, 1888-91; Thayer Scholar, Harvard
University, 1889-91; A.M., Harvard University, 1890; Ph.D., Harvard University,
1891; Director of the American School of Oriental Study and Research in Palestine,
1902-03.
Joseph W. Warren, M.D., Associate Professor of Physiology.
A.B., Harvard College, 1871; University of Berlin, 1871-72; University of Leipsic, 1872-73;
University of Bonn, 1873-79; M.D., University of Bonn, 1880; Assistant and Instructor
in Physiology, Harvard Medical School, 1881-91; Lecturer in Medical Department of
the University of the City of New York, 1885-86; Lecturer in Physiology, University
of Michigan, 1889.
Elmer P. Kohler, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry.
A.B., Muhlenberg College, 1886, and A.M., 1889; Johns Hopkins University, 1889-91;
Fellow in Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University, 1891-92; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, 1892.
Florence Bascom, Ph.D., Professor of Geology.
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1882, B.Sc, 1884, and A.M., 1887; Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, 1891-93; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1893; Assistant in Geology and In-
structor in Petrography, Ohio State University, 1893-95.
Isabel Maddison, B.Sc, Ph.D., Recording Dean and Assistant to the
President.
Reading, England. B.Sc, University of London, 1893. Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1896,
and B.A., Trinity College, Dublin, 1905; Girton College, University of Cambridge,
England, 1889-92; Graduate in Honours, First Class, in the Cambridge Mathematical
Tripos, 1892; Graduate in Honours, Final Mathematical Schools, University of Oxford,
1892; Graduate Student in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93, and Fellow in
Mathematics, 1893-94; Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, and
Student in Mathematics, University of Gottingen, 1894-95.
Wilmer Cave Wright, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Greek.
Shrewsbury, England. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1888-92;
Graduate in Honours, Cambridge Classical Tripos, 1892; Ph.D., University of Chicago,
1895; Fellow in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93; Fellow in Latin, University of
Chicago, 1893-94, and Fellow in Greek, 1894-95; Reader in Greek and Latin, University
of Chicago, 1895-96.
James H. Leuba, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Education and
Director of the Psychological Laboratory.
Neuchatel, Switzerland. B.S., University of Neuchatel, 1886; Ph.B., Ursinus College,
1888; Scholar in Psychology, Clark University, 1892-93; Fellow in Psychology, Clark
University, 1893-95; Ph.D., Clark University, 1896.
Fonger DeHaan, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish.
Leeuwarden, Holland. Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1895; Instructor in Modern
Languages, Lehigh University, 1885-91; Fellow in Romance Languages, Johns Hopkins
University, 1893-94, Assistant in Romance Languages, 1893-95, Instructor in Romance
Languages, 1895-96, and Associate in Romance Languages, 1896-97.
Albert Schinz,* Ph.D., Professor of French Literature.
Neuchatel, Switzerland. A.B., University of Neuchatel, 1888, and A.M., 1889. Licen-
tiate in Theology, 1892; Student, University of Berlin, 1892-93; University of Tubingen,
1893; Ph.D., University of Tubingen, 1894; Sorbonne and College de France, 1894;
Privatdocent, University of Neuchatel, 1896-97; Instructor in French, Clark University,
1897-98; Instructor in French, University of Minnesota, 1898-99.
Arthur Leslie Wheeler, Ph.D., Professor of Latin.
A.B., Yale University, 1893; Scholar and Student in Classics, Yale College, 1893-96;
Ph.D.. Yale University, 1896; Instructor and Tutor in Latin, Yale College, 1894-1900.
Henry Nevill Sanders, Ph.D., Professor of Greek.
Edinburgh, Scotland. A.B., Trinity University, Toronto, 1894, and A.M., 1897; Ph.D.,
Johns Hopkins University, 1903; Fellow in Greek, Johns Hopkins University, 1897-98;
Lecturer in Greek, McGill University, 1900-02.
William Bashford Huff, Ph.D., Professor of Physics.
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1889; A.M., University of Chicago, 1896; Ph.D., Johns
Hopkins University, 1900; Lecture Assistant in Physics, Johns Hopkins University,
1899-1900, Assistant in Physics, 1900-01, and Instructor in Physics, 1901-02.
William Roy Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History.
A.B., University of Texas, 1897, and A.M., 1908; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1903;
Acting Professor of History and Political Science, University of Colorado, 1900-01;
Lecturer in History, Barnard College, 1901-02.
Lucy Martin Donnelly, A.B., Professor of English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1893; University of Oxford, England, and University of Leipsic,
1893-94; Sorbonne and College de France, and University of Leipsic, 1894-95.
Karl Detlev Jessen, Ph.D., Professor of German Literature.
Winnemark, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany. A.B., University of Chicago, 1896, and
Fellow in German, 1897-98; Ph.D., University of Berlin, 1901; University of Chicago,
1895-98; University of Kiel, 1899; University of Berlin, 1898-1901; Acting Professor
of Modern Languages, Eureka College, 1896; Instructor in German, Iowa State Univer-
sity, 1897; Instructor in German, Harvard University, 1901-03, and Lecturer on German
Literature and Aesthetics, 1904.
Tenney Frank, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Latin.
A.B., University of Kansas, 1898, and A.M., 1899; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1903;
Fellow, University of Chicago, 1899-1901; Assistant and Associate in Latin, University
of Chicago, 1901-04.
David Hilt Tennent,* Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology.
S.B., Olivet College, 1900; Fellow, Johns Hopkins University, 1902-04; Bruce Fellow,
Johns Hopkins University, 1904; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1904.
Nettie Maria Stevens, Ph.D., Associate in Experimental Morphology.
A.B., Leland Stanford, Jr., University, 1899, and A.M., 1900; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College,
1903; Student in Hopkins Seaside Laboratory, Pacific Grove, Summer, 1897, 1898,
1899, and 1900. Graduate Scholar in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01; Holder
of the President's European Fellowship, 1901-02; Student, Zoological Station, Naples,
and University of Wiirzburg, 1901-02, 1908-09; Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College,
1902-03, and Research Fellow in Biology, 1903-04; Carnegie Research Assistant, 1904-05;
Alice Freeman Palmer Research Fellow, 1908-09.
Carleton Fairchild Brown,* Ph.D., Professor of English Philology.
A.B., Carleton College, 1888; A.M., Harvard University, 1901, and Ph.D., 1903. Shattuck
Scholar, Harvard University, 1901-03; Instructor in English, Harvard University,
1903-05.
James Barnes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics.
Halifax, Nova Scotia. B.A., Dalhousie University, Honours in Mathematics and Physics
1899, and M.A., 1900; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1904. Holder of 1851 Exhibi-
tion Science Research Scholarship, 1900-03; Fellow, Johns Hopkins University, 1903-04,
and Assistant in Physics, 1904-06.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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Richard Thayer Holbrook, Ph.D., Associate Professor of French
Philology and Italian.
A.B., Yale Universitv, 1893; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1902. Sorbonne, College de
France, Ecole des Chartes, 1893-94, 1895-96; Student in Italy and University of Berlin,
1894-95; Student in Spain, 1901; Tutor in the Romance Languages and Literatures,
Yale University, 1896-1901, and Columbia University, 1902-06.
Theodore de Leo de Laguna, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy.
A.B., University of California, 1896, and A.M., 1899; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1901.
Teacher in the Government Schools of the Philippine Islands, 1901-04; Honorary
Fellow and Assistant in Philosophy, Cornell University, 1904-05; Assistant Professor
of the Philosophy of Education, University of Michigan, 1905—07.
Marion Reilly,* A.B., Dean of the College and Reader in Philosophy.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1901; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02, 1903
1903-06; Xewnham College, University of Cambridge, Spring, 1907.
Marion Parris, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1901, and Ph. D., 1909. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, 1902-05, Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1905-06; Bryn Mawr College
Research Fellow and Student in Economics and Politics, L'niversity of Vienna, 1906-07.
Frederick Hutton Getman, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry.
Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1903. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1893-96;
University of Virginia, 1896-97; Fellow in Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University,
1902-03, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1903-04; Carnegie Research Assistant in Physical
Chemistry, 1903-04; Lecturer in Physical Chemistry, College of the City of New York,
1904-05, and Lecturer in Physics, Columbia University, 1907-08.
Clarence Errol Ferree, Ph.D., Associate in Experimental Psychology.
B.S., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1900, A.M., 1901, and M.S., 1902; Ph.D., Cornell Univer-
sity, 1909. Fellow in Psychology, Cornell University, 1902-03 ; Assistant in Psychology,
Cornell University, 1903-07.
Orie Latham Hatcher, Ph.D., Associate in Comparative Literature and
Elizabethan Literature.
A.B., Vassar College, 1888. Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1903. Graduate Student,
University of Chicago, 1901-03, and Fellow in English, 1903-04.
Alfred Horatio Upham, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English Literature.
A.B., Miami University, 1897, and A.M., 1898; A.M., Harvard University, 1901; Ph.D.,
Columbia University, 1908. Instructor in Latin and Greek, Miami University, 1897-
1900; Graduate Student, Harvard University, 1900-02; Professor of English, Agricultural
College of Utah, 1902-05; Columbia University Fellow in Comparative Literature,
1905-06; Associate Professor of English, Miami University, 1906—08, and Professor
of English and Head of the Department, 1908-10.
Chester Albert Reeds, Ph.D., Associate in Geology.
B.S., University of Oklahoma, 1905; M.S., Yale University, 1907, and Ph.D., 1910.
Graduate Scholar, Yale University, 1905-06, and Fellow, 1906-08; Field Assistant,
U. S. Geological Survey, 1903-06; Instructor in Mineralogy and Petrology, University
of Oklahoma, February to June, 1908.
Agathe Lasch, Ph.D., Associate in Teutonic Philology.
Berlin, Germany. Ph.D., University of Heidelberg, 1909. Student, University of Halle,
1906-07; University of Heidelberg, 1907-10. State Examination pro facilitate docendi,
Karlsruhe, 1910.
Grace Mead Andres de Laguna, Ph.D., Associate in Philosophy.
A.B., Cornell University, 1903, and Ph.D., 1906. Sage Scholar in Philosophy, Cornell
University, 1903-05; Alice Freeman Palmer Fellow of Wellesley College, 1905-06;
Reader in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08.
James Fulton Ferguson, A.M., Associate (elect) in Ancient History and
Latin.
A.B., Monmouth College, 1903; A.B., Yale University, 1906, and A.M., 1907. Fellow,
Yale University, 1906-09; Instructor in Williams College, 1909-10; Instructor in Greek
and Latin, Yale College, 1910-12.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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Thomas Clachar Brown, Ph.D., Associate (elect) in Geology.
A.B., Amherst College, 1904; A.M., Columbia University, 1905, and Ph.D., 1909. Assist-
ant in Palaeontology, Columbia University, 1905-07; Geologist to the Board of Water
Supply of New York City, 1907-09 ; Assistant Professor of Geology, Middlebury College,
1909-11; Non-resident Lecturer in Geology, Norwich University, 1909; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Geology, Pennsylvania State College, 1911-12.
Marion Edwards Park,* A.M., Acting Dean of the College.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1898, and A.M., 1899. Bryn Mawr European Fellow and
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; University of Chicago, Autumn
Quarter, 1900; American School of Classical Studies in Athens, 1901-02; Instructor in
Classics, Colorado College, 1902-03, 1904-06, and Acting Dean of Women, 1903-04;
Teacher in Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, R. I., 1906-09.
Samuel Arthur King, M.A., Non-Resident Lecturer in English Diction.
Tynemouth, England. M.A., University of London, 1900. Special Lecturer in Elocution,
Johns Hopkins University, 1901 ; Special Lecturer in Elocution, University of California,
1902.
Georgiana Goddard King,! A.M., Reader in English and Lecturer in Art.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, and A.M., 1897. Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr
College, 1896-97, and Fellow in English, 1897-98. College de France, First Semester,
1898-99.
Harry Bateman, M.A., Lecturer in Mathematics.
Manchester, England. M.A., University of Cambridge; Graduate in Honours (Senior
Wrangler, bracketed) in the Cambridge Mathematical Tripos, 1903, and First Division,
First Class, Mathematical Tripos, Part II, 1904; Smith's Prizeman, 1905; Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge, Student in Gottingen and Paris, 1905-06; Lecturer in
Mathematics, University of Liverpool, 1906-07; Reader in Mathematical Physics,
Manchester University, 1907-09.
Samuel Moore, J Ph.D., Lecturer in English Philology.
A.B., Princeton University, 1899, and A.M., 1908; Ph.D., Harvard University, 1911.
Instructor in English, University of Kansas, 1907-08; Townsend Scholar, Harvard
University, 1909-10; Weld Scholar in English, Harvard University, 1910-11.
Ellwood Austin Welden, Ph.D., Lecturer in French and Sanskrit.
B.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1903, and Ph.D., 1906. Harrison Scholar in Indo-
European Philology, University of Pennsylvania 1
,
1903-04; Fellow, 1904-06; University
of Berlin, Summer Semester, 1905; Shattuck Scholar in Indie Philology, Harvard
University, 1906-07; Student in Paris and Bologna, 1909-10.
Sydney D. M. Hudson, Ph.B., Lecturer in Political Science.
Ph.B., University of Syracuse, 1907. President's University Scholar, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1909-10, and George William Curtis Fellow in Political Science, 1910-11.
Frederick Aldrich Cleveland, A.B., Lecturer in History.
A.B., Cornell University, 1899. Assistant in Modern European History, Cornell Univer-
sity, 1908-09; President White Travelling Fellow and Student, Universities of Frei-
burg and Heidelberg, 1909-10; Harvard University, 1910-11.
David M. Robinson, Ph.D., Non-Resident Lecturer in Classical Archeology.
A.B., Chicago University, 1898, and Ph.D., 1904. Fellow in Greek, Chicago University,
1899-1901; Student, American School of Classical Studies in Athens, 1901-02, and
Fellow, 1902-03; University of Berlin, 1903-04; Assistant Professor of Greek, Illinois
College, 1904-05; Associate and Associate Professor of Classical Archaeology, Johns
Hopkins University, 1905-12.
Louis Cons,§ Lecturer in French.
Lyons, France. Bachelier-is-lettres, Lyons University, 1896, and Licencie-es-lettres, Univer-
sity of Paris, 1899. The Sorbonne, 1901-04; Certificat d'Etudes Scientifique, Uni-
versity of Grenoble, 1902; Assistant in French, University of Berlin, 1906-08; French
Tutor in the Royal Court of Prussia, 1906-08; Ecole des Hautes-Etudes, Paris, 1909-10.
Officier d'Academie, 1905.
Clarence Henry Haring, A.B., B.Litt., Lecturer (elect) in History.
A.B., Harvard University, 1907; B.Litt., University of Oxford, 1909. Rhodes Scholar,
University of Oxford; Bayard Cutting Travelling Fellow in History, Harvard Uni-
versity, and Student, University of BerEn, 1911-12.
* Appointed as Substitute for Dean Marion Reilly.
f Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
% Appointed as Substitute for Professor Carleton Fairchild Brown.
§ Appointed as Substitute for Professor Albert Schinz,
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Harriet Randolph, Ph.D., Demonstrator in Biology and Reader in Botany.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1889; Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1889-90; Univer-
sity of Zurich, 1890-92; Ph.D., University of Zurich, 1892.
Regina Katharine Crandall,* Ph.D., Reader in English.
A.B., Smith College, 1890; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1902. Graduate Student,
University of Chicago, 1893-94, and Fellow in History, 1894-96; Assistant in History,
Smith College, 1896-99; Instructor in History, Wellesley College, 1899-1900.
Abby Kirk, A.B., Reader in Elementary Greek.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1892. Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-98.
Emma Haeberli, Ph.D., Reader in Elementary French.
Berne, Switzerland. Ph.D., University of Berne, 1903. Graduate Student, University
of Berne, and Tutor in French and German, 1904-05, 1906-09; Instructor in French
and German, Virginia College, Roanoke, Va., 1909-10.
Mary Jeffers, A.M., Reader in Elementary German.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1895, and A.M., 1897. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1895-98, 1903-04, 1906-07; Teacher of Latin in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr,
1895-98; Student at the Universities of Munich and Halle, 1898-99; Teacher of Latin
and History in the Girls' Latin School, Baltimore, Md., 1900-01; Head of the Latin
Department in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1897-1907; Student, University
of Bonn, Summer of 1895; Private Tutor, 1892-1911 ; Supervisor of Greek, Latin, German
and History Departments, Brantwood Hall, Bronxville, Lawrence Park, N. Y., 1905-07.
Margaret Grace Skinner, M.A., Reader in English.
Bedford, England. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1902-06; Graduate
in Honours, Modern and Mediaeval Languages Tripos, Part I, 1905; Part II, 1906.
M.A., Trinity College, Dublin, 1908. Teacher of English, Rosemary Hall, Greenwich,
Conn., 1907-10.
Edna Aston Shearer, A.B., Reader in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1904; Junior Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05;
Holder of the President's Fellowship and Student, Universities of Edinburgh and Aber-
deen, 1905-06; Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Teacher of English
in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1907-09, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1907-08.
Lily Ross Taylor, A.B., Reader and Demonstrator in the History of Art
and Classical Archaeology.
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1906. Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07;
Fellow in Latin, 1907-08; Reader in Latin and Graduate Student, 1908-09; University
of Chicago, Summer Quarter, 1907; University of Bonn, Summer Semester, 1909;
American School of Classical Studies in Rome, 1909-10.
Abigail Camp DiMON,f A.M., Reader in Biology.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, and A.M., 1899. Vice-Principal of the High School,
Clinton, N. Y., 1896-97; Assistant Teacher of English in the Utica Academy, 1897-98;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; Tutor, 1900-01; Graduate Student
and Warden of Radnor Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-04; Teacher of Science in the
Balliol School, Utica, 1904-05, and of Science and Mathematics, 1905-08; Teacher
in the New School, Utica, 1908-09.
Beatrice Daw, A.M., Reader in English.
A.B., Vassar College, 1909, and A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1910.
Mary Ruth Ethelwyn George, A.B., Assistant Reader in English.
A.B., Cornell University, 1911. Hearer, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-10.
Cornelia Catlin Coulter, Ph.D., Reader in Latin.
A.B., Washington University, 1907, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Graduate
Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08; President's European Fellow and
Student, University of Munich, 1908-09 ; Fellow in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1909-10,
and Fellow in Greek, 1910-11.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
t Appointed as Substitute for Professor David Hilt Tennent.
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Mart Hamilton Swindler, A.M., Reader in Latin.
A.B., University of Indiana, 1905, and A.M., 1906. Graduate Scholar in Greek, Bryn
Mawr College, 1906-07, and Fellow in Greek, 1907-09; Mary E. Garrett European
Fellow and Student, Universities of Berlin and Oxford and the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens, 1909-10; Teacher in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr,
1910-11.
Helen Schaeffer Huff, Ph.D., Reader in Mathematics.
A.B., Dickinson College, 1903, A.M., 1905, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1908. Graduate
Scholar in Mathematics, Brvn Mawr College, 1903-04, and Graduate Student in Physics,
1907-08; Fellow in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05; Holder of the Mary E. Garrett
European Fellowship and Student, University of Gottingen, 1905-06; Demonstrator
in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Teacher in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr,
Pa., 1907-08; Reader in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, Semester II, 1909-10.
Helen Estabrook Sandison, A.M., Reader in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1906, and A.M., 1907. Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College,
1906-07, 1910-11; Assistant Principal of the High School, Brookville, Ind., 1907-08;
Fellow in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09 ; Holder of Special European Fellowship,
Bryn Mawr College, and Student, University of Oxford, 1909-10.
Amelia Elizabeth White, A.B., Assistant Reader in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1901.
Mabel Kathryn Frehafer, A.M., Demonstrator in Physics.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1909. Graduate Student,
University of Wisconsin, 1908-09; Fellow in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1909-10.
Jessie Williams Clifton, A.B., Demonstrator in Chemistry.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Anna Bell Lawther, A.B., Secretary of the College.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1897. Assistant Bursar, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-1900;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99, 1904-05; Warden of Merion Hall,
1904-05.
Edith Orlady, A.B., Recording Secretary.
A.B., Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1902. Warden of Pembroke Hall West, 1903-05, and Warden
of Rockefeller Hall, 1905-06; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1903-06, 1907-09.
Mary Letitia Jones, B.L., B.L.S., Librarian.
B.L., University of Nebraska, 1885; B.L.S., New York State Library School, 1892. Acting
Librarian and Adjunct Professor of Bibliography, University of Nebraska, 1892-97;
Librarian and Assistant Professor of Library Economy, University of Illinois, 1897;
Classifier, Iowa State University, 1898; Second Assistant Librarian, Los Angeles Public
Library, 1898-99, and Librarian, 1900-05.
Constance M. K. Applebee, Director of Athletics and Gymnastics.
Licentiate, British College of Physical Education, 1898, and Member, 1899. Gymnasium
Mistress, Girls' Grammar School, Bradford, Yorkshire, 1899-1900; in the Arnold Foster
High School, Burnley, Yorkshire, 1899-1901 ; in the High School, Halifax, Yorkshire,
1900-01; Head of Private Gymnasium, Ilkley, Yorkshire, 1899-1901; Harvard School
of Physical Training, Summer, 1901; Hockey Coach, Vassar College, Wellesley College,
RadcKffe College, Mt. Holyoke College, Smith College, Bryn Mawr College, Boston
Normal School of Gymnastics, 1901-04; Hockey Coach, Harvard Summer School of
Gymnastics, 1906.
Elizabeth Lawrence Gray, Assistant Director of Athletics and Gym-
nastics.
Graduate, Sargent Normal School of Physical Education, Boston, Mass., 1908. Student,
Gilbert Summer Normal School of Classic Dancing, 1908; Instructor in Gymnastics,
Playgrounds, Cambridge, Mass., Summer, 1908, 1909.
Mary Ellen Baker, A.B., B.L.S., Head Cataloguer.
A.B., Lincoln University, 1900. B.L.S., New York State Library School, 1908. Assistant
in Latin, Missouri Valley College, 1901-05, and Librarian, 1902-06. Illinois State
Library School, 1906-07; New York State Library School, 1907-08.
Bessie Homer Jennings, Assistant Cataloguer.
Graduate, Drexel Institute Library School, 1900.
Mary Warren Taylor, Secretary to the Department of Athletics and
Gymnastics.
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Thomas F. Branson, M.D., Physician in Chief.
A.B., Haverford College, 1889; M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1892. Attending
Physician, Bryn Mawr Hospital.
Marianna Taylor, M.D., Assistant Physician.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903, and M.D., Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania,
1908. Resident Physician, Woman's Hospital, Philadelphia, 1908-09, and Clinical
Instructor, 1910-11; Practicing Physician, St. David's, Pa., 1910-12.
Helen Murphy, M.D., Examining Oculist.
M.D., Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1893; Assistant Demonstrator in
Histology, Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1894-96; Instructor in Materia
Medica, 1896-1902; Instructor in Diseases of the Eye, Philadelphia Polyclinic and
College for Graduates in Medicine, 1895-97.
The following physicians have consented to serve as consultants
in special cases:
Ella B. Everitt, M.D., 1807 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Consultant
Gynecologist.
John H. Mtjsser, M.D., 1927 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Consultant
Physician.
George de Schweinitz, M.D., 1705 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Con-
sultant Oculist.
Robert G. Le Conte, M.D., 1625 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Consultant
Surgeon.
Francis R. Packard, M.D., 304 S. Nineteenth Street, Philadelphia,
Consultant Aurist and Laryngologist.
James K. Young, M.D., 222 S. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Con-
sultant Orthopaedist.
The Academic Committee of the Alumjwe.
Mary Bidwell Breed, Ph.D. {Chairman), Office of the Adviser of Women,
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Louise Brownell Saunders, A.B. (Secretary), (Mrs. Arthur Percy
Saunders), Clinton, N. Y.
Susan Fowler, A.B. (ex-officio), 420 West 118th Street, New York City.
Gertrude Elizabeth Dietrich Smith, A.B., (Mrs. Herbert Knox
Smith), Cathedral Avenue and Woodley Lane, Washington, D. C.
Nellie Neilson, Ph.D., Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Frances Amelia Fincke, A.M., (Mrs. Learned Hand), 1^2 East 65th
Street, New York City.
Katharine Lord, A.B., Plymouth, Mass.
Marguerite B. Armstrong, A.B., 1830 19th Street, Washington, D. C.
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Students.
Fellows and Graduate Students, Academic Year, 1911-12.
Tredwat, Helen, Bryn Mawr European Fellow.
Dubuque, la. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Graduate Scholar in Chemistry, Bryn
Mawr College, 1911-12.
Brusstar, Margaret, Mary E. Garrett European Fellow.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903. Teacher of Latin and Mathematics,
Miss Gleim's School, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1903-04; Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1904-10; Graduate Scholar in Mathematics, Bryn
Mawr College, 1907-0S, Graduate Student, 1908-10, and Fellow in Mathematics,
1910-11; Student, University of Gottingen, 1911-12.
Plnney, Mart Edith, President's European Fellow.
Wilson, Kan. A.B., Kansas State University, 1908, and A.M., 1910. Teaching Fellow
in Zoology, Kansas State University, 1909-10, High School Instructor, Alma, Kan.,
1908-09, and Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11; Student, Universities
of Bonn and Heidelberg and Zoological Station, Naples, 1911-12.
Roe, Adah Blanche,
Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology.
Omaha, Neb. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1909. Scholar in German, Bryn
Mawr College, 1909-11; Student, University of Berlin, 1911-12.
Macleod, Annie Louise, Research Fellow in Chemistry.
Grace Bay, Nova Scotia. A.B., McGill University, 1904, M.Sc, 1905, and Ph.D., 1910.
Demonstrator in Chemistry, McGill University, 1905-08; Assistant in Chemistry,
Barnard College, 1908-09; Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1909-10, and
Research Fellow in Chemistry, 1910—11.
Thompson, D'Arct Frances, Fellow in Greek.
Dublin, Ireland. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1903-06. Graduate
in Honours, first class, Classical Tripos, Part I, 1906. M.A., Royal University of
Ireland, 1907; Examiner in Latin, Royal University of Ireland, 1907-08; Classical
Mistress in the High School, Portsmouth, England, 1906-08; Classical Teacher, Rose-
mary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1908-10; Reader in Latin, and Graduate Student, Bryn
Mawr College, 1910-11.
Goodrich, Grace Gertrude, Fellow in Latin.
Ripon, Wis. A.B., Ripon College, 1906, and A.M., 1907. A.M., University of Wisconsin,
1911. Student, American School of Classical Studies in Rome, 1909-10; University
of Wisconsin, 1910-11.
Foster, Frances Allen, Fellow in English.
Providence, R. I. A.B., Brown University, 1909. Scholar in English, Bryn Mawr
College, 1909-11.
Crawford, Thtra, Fellow in German.
Excelsior, Minn. A.B., Goucher College, 1903; A.M., University of Minnesota, 1910.
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota, 1908-10. Teacher in the High School,
Ada, Minn., 1903-04; Principal of the High School, Excelsior, Minn., 1904-11.
Lansing, Ruth, Fellow in Romance Languages.
Roxbury, Mass. A.B., Radcliffe College, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Graduate Student,
Radcliffe College, 1908-09; Instructor in Wells College, September to November, 1909.
Perry, Lorinda, Fellow in Economics and Politics.
Melvin, HI. A.B., University of Illinois, 1909, and A.M., 1910. Radcliffe Fellow,
Women's Educational and Industrial Union, Boston, Mass., 1910-11.
Kellogg, Angie Lillian, Fellow in Philosophy.
Watertown, N. Y. A.B., Vassar College, 1903, and A.M., 1904. Teacher in the High
School, Schenectady, N. Y., 1904-10, and in the High School, Hasbrouck Heights,
N. J., March to June, 1911.
McCain, Gertrude Iona, Fellow in Mathematics.
Delphi, Ind. A.B., Indiana State University, 1908, and A.M., 1911. Teacher in the
High School, Delphi, 1897-99; Principal of the Friends' High School, Salem, Ind.,
1908-09; Teaching Fellow in Mathematics, Indiana State University, 1910-11.
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Gilroy, Helen Turnbull, Fellow in Physics.
Philadelphia, A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1909. Graduate Student in Physics, Bryn
Mawr College, 1909-10.
Gibbons, Vernette Lois, Felloiv in Chemistry.
Upton, Mass. Sc.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1896, and A.B., 1899. M.Sc., University
of Chicago, 1907; M.Sc, University of the Cape of Good Hope, 1908. Teacher in the
High School, Bernardstown, Mass., 1896-97; Assistant in Chemistry, Mt. Holyoke
College, 1897-99, and Instructor in Chemistry, 1899-1901; Instructor in Chemistry
and Mineralogy, Wells College, 1902-04, and Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1905-06;
Lecturer and Head of Department of Chemistry, Huguenot College, Wellington, South
Africa, 1907-11, and on leave of absence, 1911-12.
Stocking, Ruth Jennings, Fellow in Biology.
Flushing, O. A.B., Goucher College, 1910. Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University,
1910-11.
Davis, Esther, British Graduate Scholar.
Great Bridge, Staffordshire, England. B.A., University of Birmingham, 1909. Graduate
Student, University of Birmingham, 1909-11.
Duckett, Eleanor Shipley, British Graduate Scholar.
Frome, Somerset, England. B.A., University of London, 1902, and M.A., 1904. Girton
College, University of Cambridge, England, 1908-11; Classical Tripos, Part I, 1911.
Classical Mistress in the High School, Sutton, Surrey, 1905-07.
Potjlton, Ethel Maud, British Graduate Scholar.
Great Bridge, Staffordshire, England. B.Sc, University of Birmingham, 1910, and
M.Sc, 1911.
Starkey, Clara Beatrice, British Graduate Scholar.
Bloxwich, Walsall, Staffordshire, England. B.Sc, University of Birmingham, 1910,
and M.Sc, 1911. Teacher of Botany in Walsall Municipal Institute, 1910-11.
Bolwin, Lucretia, German Graduate Scholar.
Geestemiinde, Germany. University of Greifswald, 1910-11. Teacher in the Girls'
High School of the Ursuline Convent, Aachen, and Frankfort a. Main, 1908-09.
Rehder, Marie, German Graduate Scholar.
Flensburg, Germany. University of Berlin, 1910-11.
Spreckels, Elisabeth Martha, German Graduate Scholar.
Dresden, Germany. Realgymnasium fur Madchen, Dresden, 1905-10; Konigliche
Technische Hochschule, Dresden, Summer Semester, 1911.
Agg, Rachel, Penn College Scholar.
Oskaloosa, la. Ph.B., Penn College, 1911.
Alexander, Willa Bullitt, Economics, Psychology and Biology.
Pittsburgh, Pa. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Bills, Marion Almira, Graduate Scholar in Psychology.
Allegan, Mich. A.B., University of Michigan, 1908. Teacher in the Public School,
Allegan, 1909-11.
Bird, Emily Maltby, Graduate Scholar in English.
Gwynedd, Pa. A.B., Swarthmore College, 1909. Graduate Student, University of
Pennsylvania, 1909-11. Teacher in Miss Roney's School for Girls, Bala, Pa., 1910-11.
Bliss, Eleonora Frances, Geology.
Rosemont, Pa. A.B. and A.M., Bryn Mawr College, 1904. Graduate Student, Bryn
Mawr College, 1904-05, Graduate Scholar, 1905-06, Assistant Curator of Geological
Museum, 1908-09; Graduate Student in Geology, University of California, 1910-11.
Bowerman, Helen Cox, Fellow by Courtesy in Archaeology.
Point Pleasant, N. J. A.B., Mount Holyoke College, 1901; A.M., University of Rochester,
1903. Teacher of English and Latin in the High School, Macedon, N. Y., 1903-05;
Instructor in Latin, Western College for Women, Oxford, O., 1905-07; Associate Pro-
fessor of Latin, 1907-08; Graduate Scholar in Archaeology, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09,
and Fellow in Archaeology, 1909-11; Studying in Rome, 1910-11.
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Bowers, Corinne, French.
Chambersburg, Pa. B.Mus., Wilson College, 1910.
Bulla, Lillie Elliotte, Guilford College Scholar.
Sophia, N. C. A.B., Guilford College, 1911.
Byrne, Alice Hill, Greek.
Lancaster, Pa. A.B., Wellesley College, 1908. Teacher of Latin and Greek in the Union
High School, Coleraine, Pa., 1894-96, and Principal, 1899-1900; in Mrs. Blackwood's
School, Lancaster, 1896-99, and 1900-01; Associate Principal and Teacher of Latin and
Greek in Miss Stahr's School, Lancaster, 1901-05; Principal of the Shippen School, Lan-
caster, 1905-09; Teacher of Latin and Greek in Miss Hills's School, Philadelphia, 1909-11;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-10, and Graduate Scholar in Greek,
1910-11.
Calfee, Marguerite Avelette, Graduate Scholar in Psychology.
Uvalde, Texas. A.B., University of Texas, 1911.
Carroll, Josephine Eliza, English, History and Biblical Literature.
Wilmington, O. A.B., Hiram College, Hiram, O., 1910.
Collins, Ruth, Psychology.
Pitman Grove, N. J. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1910. Instructor in English, Drexel
Institute, Philadelphia, and Graduate Scholar in Psychology, Bryn Mawr College,
1910-11.
Darrow, Angela Charlotte, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Dismorr, Margaret Stewart, Graduate Scholar in Economics.
Harrow on the Hill, England. Newnham College, University of Cambridge, England,
1907-10; First Class Honours, Cambridge Mediaeval and Modern Languages Tripos,
1910; British Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11.
Doolittle, Margaret, Graduate Scholar in Latin.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Dyer, Mildred, German and Economics.
Des Moines, la. Pe.B., Drake University, 1907, and Ph.B., 1908.
Forman, * Elizabeth Betterton, Italian.
Ardmore, Pa. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1902. Tutor in the Bryn Mawr School, Balti-
more, 1902-03; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08.
Frehafer, Mabel Kathryn, Physics.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1909.
Graduate Student in Physics, University of Wisconsin, 1908-09; Fellow in Physics,
Bryn Mawr College, 1909-10, and Demonstrator and Graduate Student in Physics,
1910-11.
Gabriel, Grace Ethel, English and Comparative Literature.
Des Moines, la. A.B., State University of Iowa, 1905. Teacher in the High School,
Manson, la., 1905-06, in the High School, Le Mars, la., 1906-08, and in the High School,
East Des Moines, 1908-11.
Gatewood, Ethel Geneva, German and Mathematics.
Crown City, O. B.Sc, Ohio Northern University, 1907. Teacher in the High School,
Salineville, O., 1907-08; in the Public Schools, Huntington, W. Va., 1908-09; and
Principal of the High School, Atlanta, O., 1909-11.
Gerhard, Elizabeth Hill, French and Italian.
Lancaster, Pa. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1904. Substitute Teacher in the High School,
Harrisburg, Pa., 1904-05; Teacher of Mathematics and Science, Allentown College for
Women, 1905-06; Teacher of German, English, and Mathematics in the Misses Ser-
geant and Miss Bent's School, Harrisburg, 1906-07; Teacher of Science in Lancaster
College, Lancaster, 1907-08.
* Mrs. Horace Baker Forman.
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Goodwin, Mart Merrick,
Susan B. Anthony Memorial Scholar in Political Theory.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1909. Teacher in the Preparatory School for
Boys and Girls, Bryn Mawr, 1910-11.
Graham, Minnie Almira,
Fellov: by Courtesy and Graduate Scholar in Chemistry.
Lockport, N. Y. A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1900, and A.M., University of Michigan,
1906. Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, 1910-11; in charge of
Departments of Physics and Chemistry, Lake Erie College, 1907-10.
Hanxa, Mary Alice, History and Economics.
Trenton, Mo. A.B., University of Missouri, 1909, and B.S., 1911. Teacher in the High
School, Vandalia, Mo., 1909-11.
Hardenbrook, Mildred, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. A.B., Vassar College, 1908, and A.M., 1909.
Haseman, Mart Gertrude, Graduate Scholar in Mathematics.
Linton, Ind. A.B., University of Indiana, 1910. Professor of Mathematics in Vineennes
University, 1910-11.
Head, Margaret Loose, Graduate Scholar in Latin.
Madison, Wis. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1911.
Howson, Emily Elizabeth, Graduate Scholar in Physics.
Philadelphia, A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1910. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1910-11.
Jarman, Margaret Daxce, . . .English, Biblical Literature and Education.
Columbus, Miss. A.B., Mississippi State College for Women, 1911.
Jonas, Axxa Isabel, Geology.
Bridgeton, N. J. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1904, and A.M., 1905. Graduate Student,
Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05, 1910-11, Graduate Scholar in Geology, 1905-06, and
Assistant Curator of Geological Museum, 1908^09.
Kexxard, Helen Rose,
English, Comparative Literature, Biblical Literature, Economics and
Archaeology.
Glendora, Cal. A.B., Pomona College, 1911.
Langexbeck, Clara, . . Fellow by Courtesy and Graduate Scholar in Biology.
Cincinnati, O. Ph.G., Cincinnati College of Pharmacy, 1891; S.B., University of Cin-
cinnati, 1895. Fellow in Biology, Brvn Mawr College, 1895-96; Student, University
of Marburg, 1896-98; Professor of Biology, Wells College, 1898-1901; Instructor in
the Cincinnati College Preparatory School for Girls, 1901-11.
Long, Helen Elizabeth, German.
Philadelphia. A.B., Wilson College, 1909.
Morgan, Loose Baggott, Graduate Scholar in English.
Providence, Pi,. I. A.B. and A.M., Brown Universitv, 1907. Graduate Scholar in English,
Bryn Mawr College, 1907-11.
Morton, Caroline Millard, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Providence, R. I. A.B., Brown University, 1910, and A.M., 1911.
Newkirk:,* Alice Mayxard Field, Psychology and Biology.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. A.B., University of Cincinnati, 1899. Substitute Teacher in the High
and Grammar Schools, Detroit, Mich., 1900-01.
Xortox, Mabel Harriet, Italian.
Pasadena, Cal. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1902. Student, The Sorbonne, 1907-08.
Teacher of Latin in Snefi Seminary, Berkeley, Cal., 1908-11, and Student, University
of California, 1908-09. Warden of Denbigh Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
* Mrs. Walter Matthew Newkirk.
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Peebles, Florence, Fellow by Courtesy.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1895, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr
College, 1900. Graduate Scholar in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1895-96; Fellow in
Biology, 1896-97; and Graduate Student, 1897-98, 1903-04, 1906-11; Holder of the Mary
E. Garrett European Fellowship, Scholar of the Woman's Table and Student in Biology,
Zoological Station, Naples, Universities of Munich and Halle, 1898-99; Instructor in
Biology, Woman's College of Baltimore, 1899-1902; and Associate Professor of Biology,
1902-06; Teacher of Science in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-07; Assistant
Demonstrator in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-10.
Pottberg, Ellen Esther, Education.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Secretary to the Business Agent, Bryn
Mawr College, 1911-12.
Rambo, Eleanor Ferguson, Archaeology.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Scholar in Greek, Bryn
Mawr College, 1908-09; Graduate Student in Latin, 1909-10; Teacher of Mathematics
in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, 1909-10; Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Rand, Marie Gertrude,
Fellow by Courtesy and Graduate Scholar in Psychology.
Brooklyn, New York City. A.B., Cornell University, 1908. Graduate Scholar in
Psychology, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09, Fellow in Philosophy, 1909-10, and Fellow
in Psychology, 1910-11.
Roberts, Louise Elizabeth, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908, and A.M., 1911. Teacher of Languages
in the Friends' Academy, Moorestown, N. J., 1908-10; Private Tutor and Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11.
Scheurer, Cora Mabel, Graduate Foundation Scholar.
Long Beach, Cal. A.B., Whittier College, 1910.
Smith, Louise Pettibone, Graduate Scholar in Semitic Languages.
Winchester Centre, Conn. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908. Instructor in Hardin
College, Mexico, Mo., 1908-11.
Spalding, Mary Caroline, Fellow by Courtesy in English.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. A.B., Vassar College, 1901. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1906-08, Graduate Scholar, 1908-10, and Fellow in English, 1910-11; Teacher in the
Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-10.
Spray, Ruth Gladys, Graduate Scholar in Biology.
Lawrence, Kans. A.B., Kansas State University, 1911.
Syford, Constance Miriam, Graduate Scholar in English.
Lincoln, Neb. A.B., Nebraska State University, 1909, and A.M., 1911. Assistant and
Reader to the Dean, Nebraska State University, 1909-11.
Sylvester, Irene Waters, Graduate Scholar in Philosophy.
Passaic, N. J. A.B., Mt. Holyoke CoUege, 1911.
Theobald, Ottilie, German and French.
Columbus, O. A.B., Ohio State University, 1911.
Weeks, Eula Adeline, Fellow by Courtesy in Mathematics.
Butler, Mo. A.B. and B.S., University of Missouri, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Teacher
in the High School, Rich Hill, Mo., 1901-05; Fellow in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr
College, 1909-10, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1910-11.
Weusthoff, Anna Sophie, Fellow by Courtesy in German.
New York City. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1906. Graduate Student in Teu-
tonic Philology, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1910-11; Otten-
dorfer Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology and Student, University of Berlin, 1907-09;
Alumnae Fellow of Goucher College and Graduate Student of Bryn Mawr College,
1909-10; Teacher of German in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1910-12.
Wildman, Edith E., Earlham College Scholar.
Selma, O. A.B., Earlham College, 1911.
Wright, Edith Buell, Italian and Biblical Literature.
Detroit, Mich. A.B., Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1900. Private Tutor, 1901-02, 1904-05.
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Former Holders of European Fellowships.
Balch, Emily Greene, Prince Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1889-90. A.B., Bryn Mam College,
1889, group, Greek and Latin. Student in Political Science, Conservatoire des Arts
et des Metiers, Paris, and under the direction of Professor Emile Levasseur, 1890-91;
University of Chicago, 1895; University of Berlin, 1895-96; Member of Board of
Trustees for Children of the City of Boston, 1897-98; Assistant in Economics, "V\ ellesley
College, 1896-97, Instructor in Economics, 1897-1903, Associate Professor of Economics
and Sociology, 1903-12, and Acting Head of the Department, 1907-11.
Becker, Amaxda Predericka, . . .5796 McPherson Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1903-04. B.Sc, Missouri State
University, 1901, and A.M., 1902. Holder of Teaching Fellowship, Missouri State
L'niversity, 1901-02; Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-03; Student,
University of Gottingen, 1903-04; Teacher of Mathematics in the Yeatman High
School, St. Louis, 1904-08, and in the Soldan High School, St. Louis, 1909-11.
Married, 1911, Mr. William Hardy Montague.
Billmeter, Helex May, 250 Midland Avenue, Moirtclair. X. J.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1902-03. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1902, group, History and Political Science; University of Berlin, 1903-^04; Private
Tutor, 1910-11.
Bley, Helex Miller... . Sehleissheimerstrasse 16m
,
Munich. Germany.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1910-11. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1910. Student, University of Munich, 1910-12.
Boxtecou, Margaret, 150 Highland Avenue, Orange, X. J.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1909-10. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1909. Student, Universities of Munich and Oxford, 1910-11; Private Tutor and Settle-
ment Worker, 1911-12.
Borixg, Alice Middletox, University Inn, Orono, Me.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1907-08. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1904, group, Chemistry and Biology, and A.M., 1905, Ph.D., 1910. Graduate Scholar
in Biology, and Assistant in the Biological Laboratory, Bryn Mawr College, 1904—05;
Moore Fellow in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania, 1905-06; Fellow in Biology,
Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Instructor in Zoology, Vassar College, 1907-08; Student,
University of Wiirzburg, and Zoological Station, Naples, 1908-09; Instructor in Zoology,
University of Maine, 1909-11, and Assistant Professor, 1911-12.
Bourlaxd, Carolixe Browx, Peoria, 111.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1900-01. A.B., Smith College,
1893; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1905, subjects, Spanish, Old French, and Italian.
Teacher of French and German in Mrs. Starrett's School, Oak Park, 111., 1895-96,
aid in the High School, Peoria, 1896-97; Student, Sorbonne and College de France,
1897-98; Fellow in Romance Languages, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; Graduate Scholar
and Fellow by Courtesy in Romance Languages, Bryn Mawr College, 1899-1900, 1901-02;
Student in Romance Languages, Madrid, Spain, 1900-01; Instructor in Spanish and
French, Smith College, 1902-06, and Associate Professor. 1906-12.
Breed, Mary Bidtyell, Read Hall, Columbia, Mo.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1894-95. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1894, group, Chemistry and Biology, A.M., 1895, and Ph.D., 1901, subjects, Chemistry
and Mathematics. Graduate Student and Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory,
Bryn Mawr College, 1894-95; Student in Chemistry, University of Heidelberg, 1895-96;
Professor of Science, Pennsylvania College for Women, 1897-99; Fellow by Courtesy
and Graduate Scholar in Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College,
1899—1901; Dean of Women and Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Indiana University,
1901-06; Student in Paris and Italv, 1909-10; Adviser of Women, University of
Missouri, 1906-12.
Brooks, Harriet, 990 Cote St. Luc Road, Montreal, Canada.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1902-03. A.B., McGill University,
1898, and A.M., 1901. Graduate Student, McGill University, 1898-99; Tutor in
Mathematics, and Research Student in Physics, Royal Victoria College, 1899—1901;
Fellow in Physics, Br n Mawr College, 1901-02; Student, University of Cambridge,
England, 1902-03; Lecturer in Mathematics, Royal Victoria College of McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal, 1903-04; Tutor in Physics, Barnard College, 1904-06; Research
Student, Sorbonne, 1906-07.
Married, 1907, Mr. Frank H. Pitcher.
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Brownell, Louise Sheffield, Clinton, N. Y.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1893-94. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1893, group, Greek and Latin. Student in Greek and English, University of Oxford,
England, and University of Leipsic, 1893-94; Graduate Student in Greek, Columbia
College, 1894-95, and Graduate Student in English, 1895-96; Graduate Student in
Greek and English, Bryn Maw College, 1896-97; Warden of Sage College, and Lecturer
in English Literature, Cornell University, 1897-1900; Associate Head of the Balliol
School, Utica, N. Y., 1900-05; Private Tutor, 1905-11.
Married, 1900, Mr. Arthur Percy Saunders.
Cadt, Mary Louise, 48 N. Church Street, Decatur, Ga.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1906-07. A.B. and A.M., RadclifTe
College, 1904. Graduate Scholar in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05; Fellow in
Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1905-06; Student, University of Berlin, 1906-07; Teacher
in the Agnes Scott CoUege, Decatur, Ga., 1907-08, Professor of Greek, 1908-10, and
Professor of History, 1910-12.
Claflin, Edith Frances, Monticello Seminary, Godfrey, 111.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1899-1900. A.B., Radchfie College,
1897; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1906, subjects, Greek and Latin. Graduate Scholar
in Greek and Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1897-98, and Graduate Student, 1898-99;
Student at the American School of Classical Studies, Athens, 1899-1900; Private Research
Work, Harvard University Library, 1900-01; Instructor in Literature in the Prospect
Hill School, Greenfield, Mass., 1901-02, and in Classics and Classical History, 1902-07;
Instructor in Greek and Latin, and Head of the Classical Department, Monticello
Seminary, Godfrey, 111., 1907-12.
Coulter, Cornelia Catlin, Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1908-09. A.B., Washington University,
1907; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Graduate Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr
College, 1907-08, Fellow in Latin, 1909-10, and Fellow in Greek, 1910-11. Student,
University of Munich, 1908-09. Reader in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Ellis, Ellen Deborah, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1901-02. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1901,
group, History and Political Science, A.M., 1902, and Ph.D., 1905, subjects, Economics
and Pohtics and History. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02, 1903-04;
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1904-05; Student, University of Leipsic, 1902-03;
Instructor in History, Mt. Holyoke College, 1905-08; Associate Professor and Acting
Head of the Department of History, 1908-09; Associate Professor of Pure Economics
and Political Science, 1909-11, and Associate Professor of History and Political Science,
1911-12.
Emery, Annie Crosby, 163 George Street, Providence, R. I.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1892-93. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1892, group, Greek and Latin, and Ph.D., 1896, subjects, Latin and Greek. Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1892-93; Student, University of Leipsic, 1893-94;
Secretary to the President, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, Second Semester,
1894-95, and 1895-96; Dean of Women and Assistant Professor of Classical Philology,
University of Wisconsin, 1897-1900; Dean of the Women's College in Brown University,
1900-05; Alumna; Member of the Board of Directors of Bryn Mawr College, 1906-09.
Married, 1905, Professor Francis Greenleaf Allison.
Fleisher, Eleanor Louie, 1715 Spruce Street, Philadelphia.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1903-04. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903,
group, English and German. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1903-04,
1906-07.
Married, 1908, Dr. David Riesrnan.
Giles, Ellen Rose, 87 Via Roma, Sassari, Sardinia, Italy.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1897-98. A.B. and A.M., Bryn Mawr
College, 1896, group, Greek and Semitic Languages. Graduate Scholar in Semitic
Languages, Bryn Mawr College, 1896-97, and Graduate Scholar in Philosophy, 1897-98;
Student in Philosophy, University of Berlin, 1898-99, and Sorbonne, 1899; Private
Tutor, 1899-1901; Editorial and Journalistic Work, 1901-06.
Hall, Edith Hayward, Woodstock, Conn.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1903-04. A.B., Smith College,
1899; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1908, subjects, Archaeology and Greek. Teacher
of Greek and History in Woodstock Academy, Woodstock, Conn., 1899-1900; Teacher
of Latin and Greek in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1900-01 and 1905-09;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1900-01, 1905-09, and Graduate Scholar,
1901-03; Holder of the Agnes Hoppin Memorial FeUowship and Student at the
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American School of Classical Studies, Athens, 1903-05. Instructor in Archaeology.
Mount Holyoke College, Second Semester, 1908-09, 1909-11; Member of Expedi-
tion of the American School of Classical Studies, Athens, to Eastern Crete, 1910; exca-
vating in Eastern Crete, Second Semester, 1910-11; Assistant Curator, University of
Pennsvlvania. 1912; Member of Archaeological Expedition to Crete, Second Semester,
1911-12.
Hamilton, Edith. 1312 Park Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1895-96. A.B. and A.M., Bryn
Mawi College, 1894, group, Greek and Latin. Fellow in Latin, Bryn Mawr College,
1894-95; Student, Universities of Leipsic and Munich, 1895-96; Head Mistress of the
Bryn Mawr School Baltimore, 1896-1912.
Hamilton, Margaret, 1312 Park Avenue, Baltimore. Md.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1897-98. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1897, group, Chemistry and Biology. Sorbonne, 1898-99; Teacher of Science, Bryn
Mawr School, Baltimore, 1900-12, and Head of the Primary Department, 1910-12.
Hardy, Cora, 105 East 19th Street, New York City.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1899-1900. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1899, group Latin and French. Student at the Sorbonne, College de France and
U/niversity of Oxford, 1899-1900; Teacher of Greek and English in "Ward Seminary,
Nashville, Term., and Graduate Student, Vanderbilt University, 1902-03; Teacher
of English and Literature in St. Timothy's School, Catonsville, Md., 1903-06.
Married, 1906, Mr. Edwin Seton Jarrett.
Harrison", Jane Annbtta La Plata, Mo.
Holder of the Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellowship in Teutonic Philology, 1910-11.
A.B. and B.S., University of Missouri, 1906, and A.M., 1907. Graduate Student,
University of ^lissouri, 1908-09; Fellow in German. Brvn Mawr College, 1909-10;
University of Berlin, 1910-11; Teacher in the High School, St. Charles, Mo., 1911-12.
Harmon, Esther 2139 Glenwood Avenue. Toledo, O.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1907-08. A.B., University of Michigan,
1906. Graduate Scholar in Teutonic Philology, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07;
Student, University of Berlin, 1907-08; Fellow in German, Bryn Mawr College;
1908-09; Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology and Student,
University of Munich, 1909-10; Teacher in the High School, Toledo, 1910-12.
Hill. Virginia Gre
The Hamilton Apartment.?. 34th and Hamilton Streets, Philadelphia.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1907-08. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1907, group, Latin and Mathematics. Student, University of Zurich, 1907-08;
Teacher of Latin and Mathematics in the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, 1908-12.
Laird. Elizabeth Rebecca.. .Mt. Holyoke College, South HadJe; . M
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1898-99. A.B., Universitv of Toronto,
1896; Ph.D., Brvn Mawr College. 1901, subjects, Physics and Mathematics. Teacher
in Ontario Ladies' College, 1896-97; Fellow in Physics. Bryn Mawr College, 1897-08;
Student, University of Berlin, 1898-99; Graduate Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy
in Mathematics and Physics, Brvn Mawr College, 1900-01; Instructor in Phvsics,
Mount Holvoke College, 1901-03, Acting Head of the Department of Physics, 1903-04,
and Professor of Physics, 1904-12.
Langexbeck. Clara The Nelson, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, 0.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1896-97. Ph.G., Cincinnati College
of Pharmacy, 1890; S.B., University of Cincinnati, 1895. Fellow in Biology, Bryn
Mawr College, 1895-96; Student, "University of Marburg, 1896-08; Professor of
Biology, Wells College, 1898-1901; Instructor in the Cincinnati College Preparatory
School for Girls, 1901-11; Fellow bv Courtesy and Graduate Scholar in Biology, Bryn
Mawr College, 1911-12.
Leftytich. Elorenxe, Biltmore. X. C.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1895-96. Wellesley College, 1884-85.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1895, group, French and Latin, and Ph.D., 1906, subjects.
Old French, Latin, and Spanish. Student, Sorbonne and College de France, 1895-96;
Mistress of Modem Languages, Mississippi Industrial Institute and College, Columbus.
Miss., 1896-98; Fellow by Courtesy in Romance Languages, Bryn Mawr College,
1898—99; Holder of the European Fellowship of the Baltimore Association for the
Promotion of the Universitv Education of Women, and Student, Universitv of Zurich,
1899-1900; Teacher of French in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Mi, 1900-01;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1902; Fellow in Romance Languages, Bryn
Mawr College, 1902-03.
Married, 1903, ifr. S. Prioleau Eatenei.
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Lewis, Florence Parthenia, . . 2326 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1899-1900. A.B., University of Texas,
1897, and A.M., 1898; A.M., Radcliffe College, 1906. Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn
Mawr College, 1898-99; Student, Sorbonne and College de France, 1899-1900;
Teacher in the University Preparatory School, Austin, Tex., 1900-02; Student,
University of Texas, 1901-03; Tutor in Mathematics, University of Texas, 1902-05;
Fellow of the Baltimore Association for the Promotion of the University Education of
"Women and Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University, 1907-09; Instructor in
Mathematics, Goucher College, 1910-11, and Assistant Professor of Mathematics,
1911-12.
Lewis, Mayone, 4324 Pine Street, Philadelphia.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1908-09. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1908. Student, Universities of Munich and Paris, 1908-09; Teacher of English,
Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1909-12.
Lowengrund, Helen Moss, 1827 North 18th Street, Philadelphia.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1906-07. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1906, group, Latin and English, and A.M., 1907. Graduate Scholar in Latin, Bryn
Mawr College, 1906-07; Graduate Scholar in English, 1907-08, and Graduate Student
in English, 1909-10; Teacher of History in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1909-10,
and of English, 1911-12; Research Student in British Museum, 1910-11.
Maddison, Isabel, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1894-95. University College of
South Wales and Monmouthshire, 1885-89; Girton College, University of Cambridge,
England, 1889-92; Mathematical Tripos, First Class, 1892; Oxford Mathematical
Final Honour School, 1892; B.Sc, University of London, Mathematical Honours, 1893;
Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, subjects, Mathematics, Applied Mathematics and
Physics; A.B., Trinity College, Dublin, 1905. Graduate Student in Mathematics,
Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93, and Fellow in Mathematics, 1893-94; Student in
Mathematics, University of Gottingen, 1894-95; Assistant Secretary to the President,
Bryn Mawr College, 1895-96; Secretary to the President, and Reader in Mathematics,
1896-1904; Assistant to the President, and Reader in Mathematics, 1904-06, and
Assistant to the President and Associate in Mathematics, 1906-10; Recording Dean
and Assistant to the President, 1910-12.
Martin, Emilie Norton,. . . .Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1897-98. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1894, group, Latin and Mathematics, and Ph.D., 1901, subjects, Mathematics and
Physics. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, First Semester, 1894-95, 1896-97,
1901-02; Teacher of Latin in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md., January-June,
1895; Fellow in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1895-96; Student, University of
Gottingen, 1897-98; Fellow by Courtesy in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99;
Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses Kirk's School, Rosemont, Pa., 1899-1900; Private
Tutor, 1899-1903; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, and Private Tutor, 1906-07;
Instructor in Mathematics, Mt. Holyoke College, 1903-04, First Semester, 1904-05,
1907-11, and Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1911-12.
Morse, Kate Niles, 24 Park Street, Haverhill, Mass.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1901-02. A.B., Mt. Holyoke
College, 1898, and A.M., 1900. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99;
Fellow in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01; Universities of Berlin and Munich,
and American School of Classical Studies, Athens, 1901-02; Graduate Student, Rad-
cliffe College, 1903, 1906-07.
Nichols, Helen Hawley, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1908-09. A.B., Marietta College,
1906; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1911, subjects, Hebrew, Aramaic and New Testament
Greek. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, and Graduate Scholar in
Semitic Languages, 1907-08, 1909-10; Student, University of Oxford, 1908-09; In-
structor in Biblical Literature, Wellesley College, 1911-12.
Nowlin, Nadine, 1144 Louisiana Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1906-07. A.B. and A.M., University
of Kansas, 1903. Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1905-06; Demonstrator
in Biology, University of Kansas, 1906-08; Graduate Student, University of Munich,
1908-09; Zoological Station, Naples, 1909; Instructor in Zoology, University of Kansas,
1910-12.
Park, Marion Edwards, Oberlin, O.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1898-99. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1898, group, Greek and English, and A.M., 1899. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1898-99; Graduate Student, Autumn Quarter, University of Chicago, 1900-01;
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American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece, 1901-02; Instructor in Classics,
Colorado College, 1902-03, 1904-06, and Acting Dean of Women, 1903-04; Teacher of
English in Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, R. I., 1906-07, and of Classics, 1907-10;
Acting Dean of Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Parris, Marion, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of Bryn Mawr College Research Fellowship, 1906-07. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1901, and Ph.D., 1909, subjects, Economics and Politics and Philosophy. Private Tutor,
1901-02; Warden of Summit Grove, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-04, and of Rockefeller
Hall, 1904-05; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-05; Fellow in Economics,
Bryn Mawr College, 1905-06; Student, University of Vienna, 1906-07; Reader in Eco-
nomics and Politics, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08, Associate in Economics and Politics,
1908-11, and Associate Professor, 1911-12.
Peebles, Florence, See page 19.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1898-99.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mary, 2400 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1900-01. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1900, group, Greek and Latin, and Ph.D., 1904, subjects, Latin and Greek. Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01; Student, Universities of Berlin and Munich,
1901-02; Fellow in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-03; Teacher of Latin and German
in the Western High School, Washington, 1903-04, of Latin, 1904-05, and of Greek and
Latin, 1905-06; Instructor in Latin, Vassar College, 1906-07; Graduate Student,
Columbia University, 1907-08; Tutor in Latin, High School Department, Normal
College, New York City, 1907-09; on leave of absence, 1909-10.
Married, 1910, Mr. Eric Charles William Scheel Lyders.
Ragsdale, Virginia, Jamestown, N. C.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1896-97. S.B., Guilford College, 1892.
Graduate Scholar in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93, and Graduate Student,
Bryn Mawr College, 1893-97. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896; Ph.D., 1906. Assistant
Demonstrator in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1896-97; Student, University of Gottin-
gen, 1897-98; Teacher of Science and Mathematics in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore,
Md., 1898-1900, and Assistant Teacher of Mathematics, 1900-01; Holder of Fellowship
of the Baltimore Association for the Promotion of the University Education of Women,
Graduate Scholar, and Fellow by Courtesy in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02;
Fellow in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-03; Teacher of Mathematics in Dr. J.
Sachs's School for Girls, New York City, 1903-05; Teacher of Mathematics in the Bald-
win School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1906-11, and Reader in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College,
1908-10, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1910-11.
Reimer, Marie, 420 West 118th Street, New York City.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1902-03. A.B., Vassar College,
1897, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1903, subjects, Chemistry and Physiology.
Graduate Scholar in Chemistry, Vassar College, 1897-98; Assistant in the Chemical
Laboratory, Vassar College, 1898-99; Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1899-
1900, 1901-02; Graduate Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr
College, 1900-01; Student, University of Berlin, 1902-03; Lecturer in Chemistry, Bar-
nard College, 1903-04, Instructor in Chemistry, 1904-09; Adjunct Professor of Chemistry,
1909-10, and Associate Professor, 1910-12.
Sampson, Lilian Vatjghan, 409 West 117th Street, New York City.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1891-92. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1891, group, Mathematics and Physics, and A.M., 1894. Student, University of
Zurich, 1892-93; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1891-92, and 1893-99;
Research Work in Biology, 1904-06.
Married, 1904, Professor Thomas Hunt Morgan.
Sandison, Helen Estabrook, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of Special European Fellowship, 1909-10. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1906,
and A.M., 1907. Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Assistant Principal
of the High School, Brookville, Ind., 1907-08; Fellow in English, Bryn Mawr College,
1908-09, and Fellow by Courtesy and Scholar in English, 1910-11; Student, University
of Oxford, 1909-10; Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Schaeffer, Helen Elizabeth, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1905-06. A.B., Dickinson College,
1903, and A.M., 1905; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1908. Graduate Scholar in Mathe-
matics, Bryn Mawr College, 1903-04, and Graduate Student in Physics, 1907-08, 1909-11;
Fellow in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05; Student, University of Gottingen,
1905-06; Demonstrator in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Teacher in the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr, 1907-08, 1911-12; Reader in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College,
Second Semester, 1909-10, 1911-12.
Married, 1908, Dr. William Bashford Huff.
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Schenck, Eunice Morgan,
317 Springfield Avenue, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
Holder of President's European Fellowship, 1910-11. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1907.
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09, and Scholar in French, 1909-10;
Universities of Paris and Madrid, 1910-12.
Schmidt, Gertrtjd Charlotte, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1904-05. B.L., University of Wisconsin,
1900. Graduate Student, Radcliffe College, 1900-01, 1902-03; A.M., Radcliffe College,
1903; Assistant in German, Smith College, 1901-02; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1903-05, 1906-09; Teacher of German in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr,
Pa., 1903-05, 1906-12; Student, University of Leipsic, 1905-06, University of Grenoble,
Summer, 1905.
Shearer, Edna Aston, 35 Summit Grove xivenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1905-06. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1904, group, English and Philosophy. Junior Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College,
1904-05; Student, Universities of Edinburgh and Aberdeen, 1905-06; Fellow in Phi-
losophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Teacher of English in the Baldwin School, Bryn
Mawr, Pa., 1907-10, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08, 1909-10;
Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Shields, Emily Ledyard, 1902 West 6th Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1905-06. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1905, group, Greek and Mathematics, and A.M., 1906. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1905-06; Recording Secretary and Appointment Secretary, Bryn Mawr College,
1906-07; Student, University of Oxford, and University of Berlin, 1907-08; Teacher
of Greek and Mathematics in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md., 1909-12.
Shipley, Katharine Morris, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1890-91. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1890, group, Latin and English. Student in Latin and English, University of Leipsic.
1890-91; Sorbonne and College de France, 1891-92; Newnham College, University of
Cambridge, England, May Term, 1892; Associate Principal and Supervisor of English
in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1894-1912.
Stevens, Nettie Maria, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1901-02. A.B., Leland Stanford, Jr.,
University, 1899, and A.M., 1900; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1903, subjects, Morphology
and Physiology. Student in the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory, Pacific Grove, Cal.,
summers, 1897, 1898, and 1899; Graduate Scholar in Biology, Bryn Mawr College,
1900-01; Student, Zoological Station, Naples, 1901-02, March to May, 1909, Univer-
sity of Wurzburg, 1902; Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-03; Research Fellow
in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, First Semester, 1903-04; Reader in Experimental Mor-
phology, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05, and Associate in Experimental Morphology,
1905-12; Carnegie Research Assistant, 1904-06; Alice Freeman Palmer Research
Fellow and Student, University of Wiiizburg, on leave of absence, 1908-09.
Stites, Sara Henry, 78 South Franklin Street, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Holder of the President's European Fellowship, 1900-01. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1899, group, History and Political Science, A.M., 1900, and Ph.D., 1905, subjects,
Economics and Politics and History. Graduate Scholar in History and Political Science,
Bryn Mawr College, 1899-1900; Student at the Sorbonne and College de France, 1900-
01; University of Leipsic, 1901-02; Graduate Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy in Political
Science, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-04; Co-Principal of the Wilkes Barre Institute,
Wilkes Barre, Pa., 1904-12.
Swindler, Mary Hamilton, 329 West 11th Street, Connersville, Ind.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1909-10. A.B., University of
Indiana, 1905, and A.M., 1906. Graduate Scholar in Greek, Bryn Mawr College,
1906-07, and Fellow in Greek, 1907-09; Student, Universities of Oxford and Berlin,
and American School of Classical Studies, Athens, 1909-10; Teacher of Latin in the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1910-11; Reader in Latin, Bryn Mawr College,
1911-12.
Traver, Hope, 26 Oakland Terrace, Hartford, Conn.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1904-05. A.B., Vassar College,
1896; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1907, subjects, English and History. Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, and Private Tutor, Whitford, Pa., 1901-02; Graduate
Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, and Teacher of English in Miss Wright's School, Bryn
Mawr, Pa., 1902-03; Fellow in English, Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1903-04; Student, Univer-
sity of Munich, 1904-05, and First Semester, 1905-06; Graduate Scholar and Fellow
by Courtesy, Bryn Mawr College, Second Semester, 1905-06; Teacher of English in
Huntington Hall, Los Angeles, Cal., 1906-09; Teacher of English Literature, Mills
College, California, 1909-12,
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Wade, Clara Louise Whipple, 646 Park Avenue, New York City.
Holder of the Bryn Mawr European Fellowship, 1904-05. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
1904, group, Greek and Latin. Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, and Private
Tutor, 1904-05; Student, University of Munich, 1905-06; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, and Private Tutor, 1906-09; Teacher of Latin and German in the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1907-10; Teacher of Latin and Greek in Miss Knox's
School, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., 1910-11, and in the Charlton School, New York City,
1911-12.
Warren, Winifred, 805 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, 1896-97. A.B., Boston University,
1891, and A.M., 1894; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1898, subjects, Greek and Latin.
Fellow in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1893-94, and Fellow by Courtesy in Latin, 1894-
96; Student in Classical Philology, Universities of Munich and Berlin, 1896-97; Instructor
in Latin, Vassar College, 1897-1902.
Married, 1902, Mr. George Arthur Wilson.
Wetjsthoff, Anna Sophie, See page 19.
Holder of Special Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellowship in Teutonic Philology,
1907-08. Holder of Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellowship in Teutonic Philology,
1908-09.
Former Resident Fellows.
Albert, Grace, The Students' Inn, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in History, 1903-04. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1897, group, Greek and Latin,
and A.M., 1903. Private Tutor, 1897-99; Teacher of Latin in the Misses Shipley's
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1899-1901, of History, 1905-06, and Secretary, 1901-02;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02, and 1904-08; Graduate Scholar in
History and Economics and Politics, 1902-03; Fellow in History and Student, Univer-
sity of London, engaged in research work in the Public Records Office, London, and in
the Universitv of Oxford, 1903-04; Head of Department of History in the Misses Ship-
ley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-12.
Atkinson, Mabel, 26 Denning Road, Hampstead, London, England.
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1902-03. A.M., Glasgow University, 1900. Holder
of Research Studentship, London School of Economics, 1900-02; Classical Mistress,
High School, Newcastle, England, 1903-04; Lecturer in Philosophy and Assistant to
the Professor of Classics, Armstrong College, University of Durham, 1904-08; Member
of the Board of faculties, University of Durham, 1905-07; Honorary Secretary, Settle-
ment Association, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1906-07; Lecturer in Economics, King's College,
London, 1908-11, and Lecturer in Economics to the Woman's Educational Association,
London, 1910-11.
Aven, Anna Ward, 403 E. Market Street, Greenwood, Miss.
Fellow in Latin, 1908-09. A.B., Mississippi College, 1905. Graduate Student in Greek
and Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, and Graduate Scholar in Latin, 1907-08.
Instructor in Latin, Hillman College, Clinton, Miss., 1905-06; Head of Normal Depart-
ment, Mississippi State College for Women. 1909-10.
Married, 1910, Mr. William. Madison Whittington.
Baker, Mabel Whitman, 3100 Newark Street, Washington, D. C.
Fellow in Latin, 1896-97. Columbian University, 1893-95; Teacher in Norwood Institute,
Washington, 1895-96; Teacher of Latin in the Western High School, Washington,
1897-1903.
Married, 1903, Mr. Alfred Hulse Brooks.
Bancroft, Jane M., 425 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Fellow in History, 1885-S6. Ph.B., Syracuse University, 1877, Ph.M., 1880, and Ph.D.,
1884. Professor of French Language and Literature, Northwestern University, 1877-
85; University of Zurich, 1886-87; Sorbonne and College de France, 1888.
Married, 1891, Mr. George 0. Robinson.
Bartlett, Helen, 204 Randolph Avenue, Peoria, 111.
Fellow in English, 1893-94. Newnham College, University of Cambridge. England, 1889;
studied i« Berlin, 1882-84, and 1890. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1892, group, English
and German, A.M., 1893, and Ph.D., 1896, subjects, English and German. Graduate
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Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93, 1894-95; Holder of the American Fellowship
of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae, 1894-95; Instructor in German and French
in the Portland Academy, Portland, Ore., 1896-97; Dean of Women, Head of the Modern
Language Department and Assistant Professor of German in the Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, Peoria, 111., 1S97-1904, Dean of Women. Head of the Modern Language
Department, and Professor of German, 1904-11; Student, University of Berlin, 1905;
Travelling in Europe on leave of absence, 1907-10, and in California and New Mexico,
1910-11.
de Beauregard, Esther Toxtaxt, 117 Collier Street, Toronto, Canada.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1894-95. A.B., University of Toronto, 1894; Ontario
Normal College, 1S95-96; Teacher of Modem Languages. Niagara Falls Collegiate
Institute. 1S96-1900; Graduate Student in English, University of Pennsylvania, 1900-
01; Teacher of English and French in Mrs. Chapman and Miss Jones's School, Chestnut
Hill, Philadelphia, 1904-05.
Married, 1905, Mr. Percy James Robinson.
Beckwith, Minnie Ada, Lancaster Inn, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Latin, 1903-04. A.B., University of Chicago, 1902. Graduate Scholar, Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1902-03; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08; Teacher of
Latin and Greek in Miss Florence Baldwin's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1904-12.
Bexxeson, Cora Agnes, 3 Phillips Place, Cambridge, Mass.
Fellow in Historv, 1887-88. A.B., University of Michigan, 1878, LL.B., 18S0, and A.M.,
1883. Graduate Student, Radcliffe College, 1897-1902; Attorney and Counsellor-at-
Law, Cambridge, 1S94-1912; Special Commissioner in Massachusetts, 1895-1909.
Blake, Sue Avis, Merion, Pa.
Fellow in Physics, 1906-07. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1898, group, Mathematics and
Physics, and A.M., 1900. Demonstrator and Graduate Student in Physics, Bryn Mawr
College, 1898-99, 1904-06; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, and Teacher of
Mathematics and Science in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1899-1900;
Assistant in Physics, Smith College, 1900-02, 1903-04; Fellow in Physics, University
of Pennsylvania, 1907-08; Private Tutor, 1909-10; Instructor in Physics, Smith College,
1910-12.
Blanchard, Elizabeth Miller, Beliefonte, Pa.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1889-90. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1889, group, Greek and
Mathematics. Teacher of Mathematics in the Bryn Mawr School. Baltimore, Md.,
1891-92; Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
1895-1908, and in Miss Irwin's School, Philadelphia, 1896-1908; Graduate Student,
Bryn Mawr College, 1902-03; Assistant Managei of the Bellefonte Basket Shop, 1908-12.
Boeing, Alice Middleton, See page 20.
FeUow in Biology, 1906-07.
Bourland, Caroline Brown, See page 20.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1898-99.
Bowerman, Helen Cox, Point Pleasant, N. J.
Fellow in Archaeology, 1909-11. A.B., Mount Holyoke College, 1901; A.M., University
of Rochester, 1903. Teacher of English and Latin in the High School, Macedon, N. Y.,
1903-05; Instructor in Latin, Western College for Women, Oxford, O., 1905-07;
Associate Professor of Latin, 1907-08; Graduate Scholar in Archaeology, Brvn Mawr
College, 190S-09; Fellow by Courtesy, 1911-12; University of Bonn, Summer, 1909;
American School of Classical Studies, Rome, 1910-11.
Bramhall, Edith Clementine, Roekford College, Piockfbrd, 111.
Fellow in History, 1898-99. A.B., University of Indiana, 1895; A.M., University of
Pennsylvania, 1896, and Ph.D., 1898; Teacher of History in the Manual Training
High School, Indianapolis, Ind., 1S99-1900; Instructor in History and Economics,
Rockford College, 1900-02, and Professor, 1902-12.
Brojibacher, Caroline Garxar,
177 Woodruff Avenue, Brooklyn, Xew York City.
Fellow in Greek, 1S96-97. A.B., Barnard College, 1895. Assistant Teacher of
Mathematics and Latin in the Erasmus Hall High School, Brooklyn, 1S97-99, of
Mathematics and Greek, 1899-1901, and of Greek, 1901-06; Graduate Student, Columbia
University, 1903-04.
Married, 1906, Mr. Sidney G. Stacey.
Brooks, Harriet, See page 20.
Fellow in Physics, 1901-02.
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Brownell, Jane Louise, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Political Science, 1893-94. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1893, group, History
and Political Science, and A.M., 1894. Teacher of Mathematics in the Bryn Mawr
School, Baltimore, Md., 1894-1902, and Associate Mistress, 1897-1902; Associate
Principal of Miss Florence Baldwin's School, Bryn Mawr, 1902-06; Head of the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-12.
Brusstar, Margaret Elizabeth, . .2123 North 17th Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1910-11. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903. Teacher of Latin
and Mathematics, Miss Gleim's School, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1903-04; Teacher of Mathe-
matics in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1904-10; Graduate Scholar
in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08, and Graduate Student, 1908-10;
Mary E. Garrett European Fellow and Student, University of Gottingen, 1911-12.
Burnley, Mary Cloyd, 1029 Grove Street, Evanston, 111.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1897-98. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1897, and A.M.,
1899. Assistant in Chemistry, Vassar College, 1898-1900, and Instructor in Chemistry,
1900-1908; Research Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09.
Married, 1909, The Rev. James Madison Stifler.
Byrnes, Esther Fussell,
193 Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn, New York City.
Fellow in Biology, 1894-95. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1891, group, Chemistry and
Biology, A.M., 1894, and Ph.D., 1898, subjects, Morphology and Physiology. Assistant
in Biological Laboratory, Vassar College, 1891-93; Graduate Scholar in Biology,
Bryn Mawr CoUege, 1893-94, and Graduate Student in Biology, 1895-97; Teacher of
Physiology and Zoology in the Girls' High School, Brooklyn, New York City, 1897-
1912; Fellow of the New York Academy of Science; Chairman of the Section of Biology
of the New York State Science Teachers' Association, 1906.
Cady, Mary Louise, See page 21.
Fellow in Greek, 1905-06.
Cam, Helen Maud, Paulers Pury Rectory, Towcester, England.
Fellow in History, 1908-09. B.A., University of London, 1908, and M.A., 1909. Royal
Holloway College, 1904-07. Assistant Mistress, Cheltenham Ladies' College, 1909-12.
Chamberlain, Ethel Mary, 915 North Broad Street, Galesburg, 111.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1908-09. A.B., Lombard College, 1906. Graduate Student,
University of Chicago, 1906-08, 1910-11, and Fellow in Psychology, 1909-10.
Married, 1911, Mr. Gail Quincy Porter.
Clark, Mabel Parker, 145 West 78th Street, New York City.
Fellow in English, 1889-90. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1889, group, Greek and English,
and A.M., 1890. Reader in English, and Graduate Student, 1890-93; Graduate
Student, Barnard College, 1893-94.
Married, 1894, Dr. John Henry Huddleston.
Clarke, Mary Patterson, 721 Illinois Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Fellow in History, 1906-07. A.B., University of Kansas, 1904, and A.M., 1905.
Graduate Student, University of Kansas, 1904-05, and Fellow in History, 1905-06;
Principal and Teacher of History in the High School, Carterville, Mo., 1907-08; Teacher
of History in the High School, Perry, Okla., 1910-12.
Clough, Ida Prescott, 37 Cedar Street, Somerville, Mass.
Fellow in Latin, 1900-01. A.B., Radcliffe College, 1896, and A.M., 1900. Graduate
Student, Radcliffe College, 1899-1900; University of Berlin, 1901-02.
Cole, Anna Lewis, 1828 Mt. Vernon Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1895-96. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1892,
and A.M., 1894. Student in English and French, Sorbonne, 1894-95; Head Teacher
of Modern Languages, Winthrop Normal and Industrial College, Rock Hill, S. C,
1897-1903, 1904-05; Fellow in Romance Languages, University of Chicago, 1903-04;
Head of French Department, Friends' Central School, Philadelphia, 1905—07; Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, 1910-11, and University of Pennsylvania,
1906-07; Teacher of French in Sweet Briar Institute, Sweet Briar, Va., 1907-08, and
Head of French Department, 1908-10; Instructor in French in the Girls' High School,
Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Colin, Therese F., Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1893-94. Diplom£e et agregee, College de Neuchatel,
1875; A.M., Leland Stanford, Jr., University, 1893; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania,
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1897; Officier de l'lnstruction Publique, Paris, 1906; Museum d'Histoire Naturelle,
Paris, 1883-85; University of the City of New York, 1887-88; Reader in Romance
Languages, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1894-96; Student in Romance
Philology and Literature, Sorbonne, College de France, Ecole des Hautes Etudes,
Ecole des Chartes, Paris, 1895; Head of French Department in Miss Florence Baldwin's
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1896-1904; Associate Professor of French, Wellesley College,
1904-06, Professor-Elect, 1906-07, and Professor of French Language and Literature,
1907-12, and Head of the Department of French, 1905-12; Professor of French
Language and Literature, University Extension Department of Harvard University,
1910-11.
Married, , Mr. Alfred Colin.
Cooper, Elva, 942 Winchester Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1907-08. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1904, and A.M., 1906.
Student in Mathematics, University of Wisconsin, 1905-06, Graduate Scholar in
Mathematics, and Teacher of Mathematics, 1906-07. Instructor in Mathematics, Uni-
versity of Washington, 1908-10, and University of Colorado, 1910-12.
Coulter, Cornelia Catlin, See page 21.
Fellow in Latin, 1909-10; Fellow in Greek, 1910-11.
Cummings, Louise D.,
256 Main Street, East, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1898-99. A.B., University of Toronto, 1895, and A.M., 1902.
Fellow, University of Pennsylvania, 1896-97; Examiner in Mathematics, University
of Toronto, 1897; Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1897-98; Fellow by
Courtesy in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1900; Instructor in Mathematics, St.
Margaret's College, Toronto, Ont., 1901-02; Instructor in Mathematics, Vassar College,
1902-12; Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, First Semester, 1905-06.
Davis, Sarah White, Lapeer, Mich.
Fellow in History, 1910-11. A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1909. Graduate Student, Mt.
Holyoke College, 1909-10; Student, University of Oxford, 1911-12.
Denis, Willey, 1420 General Taylor Street, New Orleans, La.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1902-03. A.B., Tulane University, 1899, and A.M., 1902; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago, 1907. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1899-1901;
Tulane University, 1901-02, 1903-04, University of Chicago, 1905-07; Assistant
Chemist, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Foods, 1907-09; Research
Assistant, Harvard Medical School, 1910-12.
Dover, Mary Violette, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1905-06. A.B., McGill University, 1898, and M.Sc, 1900; Ph.D..
University of Breslau, 1908. Instructor in Chemistry, Mt. Holyoke College, 1909-12.
Dudley, Louise, Georgetown, Ky.
Fellow in English, 1906-07. A.B., Georgetown College, 1905; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College,
1911. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1905-06, and Graduate Scholar, 1910.
Teacher of Matnematics and Latin in Kemper Hall, Kenosha, Wis., 1908-09; Instructor
in English Literature, Mt. Holyoke College, 1910-12.
Eddy, Helen May, Marengo, la.
Fellow in Latin, 1904-05. A.B., University of Iowa, 1900, and A.M., 1903. Fellow in
Latin, University of Iowa, 1901-04. Teacher of Latin in the High School, Fairfield, la.,
1905-06, and of Latin and Greek in the Winona Park School for Women, Winona Lake,
Ind., 1906-08; Teacher of Latin and German in the State Normal School, Mayville,
N. D., 1908-12.
Edmand, Marietta Josephine, E. 1846 9th Avenue, Spokane, Wash.
Fellow in Latin, 1897-98. A.B., Central University of Iowa, 1887, and A.M., 1890;
A.B. and A.M., University of Chicago, 1897. Assistant in Academic Department,
Iowa Wesleyan University, 1887-90, and Principal of Academic Department, 1890-93;
Professor of Latin, Iowa Wesleyan University, 1893-95; Graduate Student in Greek
and Latin, University of Chicago, 1895-97; Professor of Latin and Greek, Milwaukee-
Downer College, Milwaukee, Wis., 1898-99, and Professor of Latin, 1899-1903; American
School of Classical Studies, Rome, 1901-02.
Married, 1903, Dr. Frederic Perry Noble.
Edwards, Katharine May, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Fellow in Greek, 1888-89. A.B., Cornell University, 1888, and Ph.D., 1895. Instructor
in Greek, Wellesley College, 1889-93; Graduate Student, Cornell University, 1893-94;
Associate Professor of Greek, Wellesley College, 1894-1901, and Associate Professor of
Greek and Comparative Philology, 1901-12.
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Ellis, Ellen Deborah, See page 21.
Fellow in Economics and History, 1904-05.
Evers, Helen Margaret, 11507 Mayfield Road, Cleveland, O.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1903-05. A.B., Washington University, 1899; A.M.,
University of Missouri, 1902; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1905, subjects, French and
Spanish. Graduate Student, L Diversity of Missouri, 1901-02, and Fellow in Romance
Languages, 1902-03; Fellow- in Romance Languages, Bryn Mawr College, 1903-05;
Teacher of French in the Gleim School, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1906-07; Acting Instructor in
Romance Languages, L'niversity of Missouri, 1905—06, and Instructor, 1907-09;
Instructor in the International Institute for Girls, Madrid, Spain, 1909-10; Instructor
in Romance Languages, College for Women of Western Reserve University, 1910-11.
Fahnestock, Edith, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, X. Y.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1897-98. L.B., Western Reserve University, 1894.
Universitv of Zurich and Sorbonne, 1894-96; Mistress of Modern Languages, Mississippi
Industrial Institute and College, Columbus, Miss., 1898-1901, 1902-05; Graduate
Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy in Romance Languages, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02,
and Graduate Scholar, 1906-07; Instructor in Romance Languages, Mt. Holyoke College,
1907-08, and Vassar College, 1908-12.
Fairbanks, Charlotte, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1896-97. A.B., Smith College, 1894; Ph.D., Yale University,
1896; M.D., Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1902. Instructor in Chemistry,
Wellesley College, 1897-99; Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1899-1902;
Phvsician, 1905-07; Instructor in Chemistry and Materia Medica, Woman's Medical
College of Pennsylvania, 1906-07; Physician, St. Johnsbury, 1909-12.
Fairclough, Elizabeth Mart,
228 Market Street, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Greek, 1893-94. A.B., McGill University, 1893. Private Tutor, 1898-1900.
Farnhau, Lois Anna, 22 Old Lancaster Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Economics ana Politics, 1901-02. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1900, group,
History and Political Science, and A.M., 1901. Graduate Scholar in History, Political
Science, and Law, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01.
Married, 1903, Professor David Wilbur Horn.
Fogg, Emily, Swarthmore, Pa.
Fellow in History, 1S97-98. Wellesley College, 1889-91; A.B., University of Chicago,
1897. Graduate Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy in History, 1898-99; Fellow in
Sociology, University of Pennsylvania, 1899-1900; Student, University of Pennsylvania,
and Teacher of Economic Geography in Mrs. Head's School, Germantown, Philadelphia,
and of History in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1900-01.
Married, 1900, Professor Edward Sherwood Meade.
Foster, Elizabeth Andros, Glendale Road, Sharon, Mass.
Fellow in Latin, 1910-11. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Graduate
Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09, and Reader in Latin and Graduate
Student, 1909-10; Assistant in French and Instructor in Spanish, Wells College,
1911-12.
Fowler, Eugenia, 90 Morningside Avenue, West, Xew York City.
Fellow in Physics, 1902-03. A.B.. Bryn Mawr College. 1901, and A.M., 1902. Mistress
of Llanberis, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02; Secretary and
Manager of Athletics, St. Timothy's School, Catonsville, Md., 1903-07; Manager
of Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09.
Married, 1909, Mr. M. K. Xeale.
France, Whaler Cave, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Greek, 1892-93. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1888-92,
Classical Tripos, 1892; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1S95: Fellow in Latin, University
of Chicago, 1893-94, and Fellow in Greek, 1894-95; Reader in Greek and Latin, Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1895—96; Reader in Classical Liteiature, Bryn Mawr College, 1897-
99; Associate in Classical Literature, 1899-1901, Associate in Greek, 1901-03,
1905-06, Lecturer in Greek Literature, 1906-07, and Associate Professor of Greek,
1907-12.
Married, 1906, Mr. J. Edmund Wright.
Franklin, Susan Br aley, 33 Central Park West, Xew York City.
Fellow in Greek, 1889-90. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1889, group, Greek and Latin,
and Ph.D., 1895, subjects, Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit. Fellow by Courtesy in Greek,
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1890-93; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1890-93, and second semester.
1902-03; Holder of the American Fellowship of the Association of Collegiate Alumna?,
1892-93; Instructor in Latin, Vassar College, 1893-97; American School of Classical
Studies, Atnens, and University of Berlin, 1898-99; Teacher of Greek and Latin in Miss
Florence Baldwin's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1897-98, and 1899-1904; Head of the
Classical Department, Etnical Culture School, New York City, 1904-11.
Frehafer, Mabel Kathryn, See page 13.
Fellow in Physics, 1909-10.
Gage, Kitty Augusta, New Paltz, N. Y.
Fellow in Greek, 1885-86. A.B., Boston University, 1878; A.M., Cornell Univeisity,
1885. Teacher of Latin and French in the State Normal School, New Paltz, 1893-1909.
Gates, Fanny Cook, 402 Franklin Street, Waterloo, la.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1896-97. B.S., Northwestern University, 1894, and M.S., 1895.
Ph.D.. University of Pennsylvania, 1909. Fellow in Mathematics, Northwestern
University, 1894-95; Graduate Scholar in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1895-96;
Holder of European Fellowship of the Association of Collegiate Alumna?, and Student
in Mathematics and Physics, University of Gottingen, 1897-98; Graduate Student,
University of Chicago, Summer Term, 1899; Instructor in Physics, Woman's College
of Baltimore, 1898-1901, Associate Professor of Physics, 1901-06, and Professor of
Physics, 1906-11; Research Student, McGill University, 1902-03; Research Student,
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, England, April to August, 1905 and 1906; Reseaich
Worker, School of Education, University of Chicago, 1911-12.
Gentry, Ruth, Stilesville, Ind.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1890-91. Ph.B., University of Michigan, 1890; Ph.D., Bryn
Mawr College, 1896, subjects, Mathematics and Physics. Fellow by Courtesy in
Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1893-94; Holder of the European Fellowship of the
Association of Collegiate Alumna?, and Student in Mathematics, University of Berlin,
1891-92; Student at the Sorbonne, 1892-93; Instructor in Mathematics, Vassar College,
1894-1900, and Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1900-02; Associate Principal of
Private School, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Head of Department of Mathematics, 1902-05;
Volunteer nurse (unpaid), 1910-11.
Gordon, Wilhelmina,
Principal's House, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Latin, 1906-07. M.A., Queen's University, 1905. Graduate Scholar in English,
Bryn Mawr College, 1905-06; Somerville College, Oxford, England, 190S-09. Tutor
in English, Queen's University, 1909-10, and Fellow and Reader in English, 1910-12.
Graham, Ellen Maud, 131 Scott Street, Quebec, Canada.
Fellow in History, 1896-97. A.B., University of Toronto, 1896. Canadian Government
Teacher in South Africa, 1902-04; Teacher of Modern Languages, Harriston, Ont.,
1905-06; Principal of the Girls' High School, Quebec, P. Q., 1906-09.
Married, 1908, Mr. Frederick Gourlay Millar.
Graham, Minnie Almira, 34 Park Place, Lockport, N. Y.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1906-07, 1910-11. A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1900, and A.M.,
University of Michigan, 1906. Fellow by Courtesy and Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr
College, 1911-12; in charge of Departments of Physics and Chemistry, Lake Erie
College, 1907-10.
Griffin, Hattie Josephine, North Bend, Ore.
Fellow in Latin, 1899-1900. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1898, and A.M., 1902.
Alumni Fellow in Latin, University of Wisconsin, 1898-99; Fellow in Latin, University
of Wisconsin, 1901-02; Assistant in the High School, Crystal Falls, Michigan, 1902-03;
Professor of Ancient and Modern Languages, Nebraska Central College, 1903-07;
Principal of the High School, North Bend, 1907-09; Teacher of Latin and German in
the Kinney High School, North Bend, 1909-12.
Gwinn, Mary, Princeton, N. J.
Fellow in English, 1885-87. University of Leipsic, 1879-82; University of Zurich, 1882;
Sorbonne and College de France, 1883. Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1888. Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1887-8S, and Associate in English, 1888-93; Associate
Professor of English, Bryn Mawr College, 1893-97, and Professor of English, 1897-1904.
Married 1904, Mr. Alfred Hodder.
Hahn, Dorothy Anna, , Box 344, South Hadley, Mass.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1907-08. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1899, group, Chemistry and
Biology. Professor of Chemistry and Biology, Pennsylvania College for Women,
Pittsburgh, Pa., 1899-1906; Professor of Biology, Kindergarten College, Pittsburgh,
1904-06; Student, University of Leipsic, 1906-07; Instructor in Chemistry, Mount
Holyoke College, 1908-12.
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Haines, Jane Bowne, Cheltenham, Pa.
Fellow in History, 1892-93. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1891, group, History and Political
Science, and A.M., 1892. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1891-92, 1893-94,
and Associate Librarian, 1895-98; Student, New York State Library School, Albany,
N. Y., 1898-99; Assistant in the Cataloguing Division, Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C, 1900-03; Private Indexer and Bibliographer, 1903-10.
Hamilton, Edith, See page 22.
Fellow in Latin, 1894-95.
Hanington, Florence, 159 Stanley Avenue, Ottawa, Canada.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1905-06. A.B., Trinity University, 1904. Graduate Scholar
in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05; Secretary of Bryn Mawr College,
1906-07.
Married, 1907, Mr. Charles Reginald Carter.
Haedcastle, Frances,
3 Osborne Terrace, Newcastle on Tyne, England.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1894-95. M.A., Trinity College, Dublin, 1907. Girton College,
University of Cambridge, England, 1888-92; Mathematical Tripos, Part I, 1891; Part
II, 1892. Graduate Student in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93; Honorary
Fellow in Mathematics, University of Chicago, 1893-94; Graduate Student in Mathe-
matics, Girton College, 1895-96; Pfeiffer Student of Girton College, 1902-03; Hon.
Secretary, National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies, London, 1906-09.
Harmon, Esther, See page 22.
Fellow in German, 1908-09.
Harper, Carrie Anna, Sunderland, Mass.
Fellow in English, 1898-99. A.B., Radcliffe College, 1896, and A.M., 1898; Ph.D., Bryn
Mawr College, 1910, subjects, English Language, English Literature and Spanish.
Gaduate Scholar in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1896-97; Graduate Student in Eng-
lish, Ptadcliffe College, 1897-98, 1906-07; Teacher of English in the Gilman School,
Cambridge, Mass., 1899-1907; Instructor in English Literature, Mt. Holyoke College,
1907-11, and Associate Professor, 1911-12.
Harris, Elizabeth, Clayton, Mo.
Fellow in Greek, 1890-91. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1890, group, Greek and Latin, and
A.M., 1891. Teacher of Greek and Latin in the Collegiate Grammar School, New York
City, 1891-92; Teacher of Greek and Latin in Miss Florence Baldwin's School, Bryn
Mawr, Pa., 1892-96.
Married, 1896, Professor Edward Harrison Reiser.
Harrison, Elizabeth,
Mickleton, Queen's Drive, Mossley Hill, Liverpool, England.
Fellow in Greek, 1906-07. Liverpool University College, 1897-98; Newnham College,
University of Cambridge, England, 1898-1902; Classical Tripos, Part I, 1901; Part II,
1902; Temporary Assistant Lecturer in Latin, University of Liverpool, and Private
Tutor, 1908-11.
Married, 1911, Mr. Percy Fallowfield Kipling.
Harrison, Jane Annetta, See page 22.
Fellow in German. 1909-10.
Hazen, Annah Ptttnam, 68 Washington Square, Xew York City.
Fellow in Biology, 1898-99. L.B., Smith College, 1895; S.M., Dartmouth College, 1897.
Graduate Student in Biology, Dartmouth College, 1895-96; Graduate Scholar in Biology,
Bryn Mawr College, 1897-98; Teacher of Biology in the State Normal School, Plymouth,
N. H., 1899-1900; Assistant in Zoology, Smith College, 1900-03; Teacher of Biology
in the WacUeigh High School, New York City, 1903-09; First Assistant in Biology in
the Eastern District High School, Brooklyn, New York City, 1909-12.
Hazlewood, Charlotte Williams, 161 Allen Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
Fellow in Greek, 1898-99. A.B., Wellesley College, 1891. Teacher of Greek and Latin
in the Classical High School, Lynn, 1891-96; Graduate Student, Yale University,
1896-97, and Graduate Scholar, 1897-98; Substitute Head of Greek and Latin Depart-
ment, Pennsylvania College for Women, Pittsburgh, Pa., Second Semester, 1910; Literary
and Artistic Work, Book Designing, 1910-12.
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Henby, Mahgaret Edith, 1108 East 62nd Street, Chicago, 111.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1900-01. A.B., University of Nebraska, 1898, and A.M., 1900;
A.M., Radcliffe College, 1902. Graduate Scholar in Philosophy, University of Nebraska,
1898-99, and Fellow, 1899-1900; Graduate Student, Radcliffe College, 1901-02; Grad-
uate Student, Columbia University, 1904-06, and Ph.D., 1906.
Married, 1904, Dr. Alvin Saunders Johnson.
Hicks, Amy Maud,
33 Downside Crescent, Hampstead, London, England.
Fellow in Greek, 1904-05. A.B., University of London, 1900, and A.M., 1901. Student,
Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1895-99, Classical Tripos, Part I,
1898, Part II, 1899; Student, University College, London, 1900-02; Teacher of Classics
in St. Mary's College, Paddington, London, 1906-09.
Highet, Minnie Elizabeth, Cobourg, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in German and Teutonic Philology, 1896-97. A.B., Victoria University, 1891,
and A.M., 1892; Ph.M., Cornell University, 1894, and Ph.D., 1895. Teacher of Modern
Languages, Bowmanville High School, 1892-93; Professor of Modern Languages and
History, State Normal School, New Paltz, N. Y., 1897-1900; University of Berlin,
1901-02; Professor of German, Elmira College, 1902-12.
Hill, Sarah D., Richmond, Ind.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1904-05. A.B., Earlham College, 1901. Graduate Scholar,
Bryn Mawr College, 1903-04; Assistant in German and French, Earlham College,
1905-08.
Married, 1908, Mr. Milton D. Baumgartner.
Hooper, Edith Sophia, . . Heathersby, Chislehurst Road, Kent, England.
Fellow in English, 1900-01. M.A., University of Edinburgh, 1900, Honours in Philosophy,
1899, in English, 1900.
Hopkins, Maby Delia, Clinton, N. Y.
Fellow in English, 1896-97. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, group, English and German,
and A.M., 1896. Reader in English, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1897-98, and Reader in English, 1899-1901; Teacher of Latin and English in the
Granger Place School, Canandaigua, N. Y., 1902-04; Teacher of English in the Balliol
School, Utica, N. Y., 1901-02, and of English, German, and Latin, 1905-07; Teacher of
English and Latin in Miss Davidge's School, New York City, and Private Tutor,
1904-05; Teacher of Latin, German, and English in the Veltin School, New York
City, 1908-12, and Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1908-11.
Howell, Jean Kibk, 123 West 7th Street, Plainfield, N. J.
Fellow in Biology, 1891-92. Ph.B., Cornell University, 1888, and S.M., 1890. Assistant
in Botany, Barnard College, 1892-96; Teacher of Science in the Phillips High School,
Watertown, Mass., 1898-99; Teacher of Science in Miss Ingol's School, Cambridge,
Mass., 1899-1905, and in the Plainfield Seminary, Plainfield, 1905-12.
Hughes, Winona Alice, 271 West Church Street, Marion, O.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1900-01. Ph.B., University of Wooster, 1891. Graduate Student,
Cornell University, Summer School, 1894; Harvard University, Summer School, 1895;
University of Chicago, 1897-99; Teacher of Science in the Public Schools, Marion, O.,
1892-97, and in the High School, Mansfield, O., 1899-1900; Teacher of Science in the
High School, Ottumwa, la., 1901-02; Teacher of Chemistry and Zoology in the High
School, Mansfield, 1902-06; Instructor in Chemistry, Mt. Holyoke College, 1906-11;
Corresponding Secretary, University of Wooster, 1911-12.
Hutchinson, Anabelle Roxburgh,
The Camp, Owlstone Road, Cambridge, England.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1899-1900. Newnham College, University of Cambridge,
England, 1895-99; Mediaeval and Modern Languages Tripos, 1898; Sorbonne, 1900-01;
Assistant Librarian, University Library, Cambridge, 1902-05; Assistant Lecturer in
French, Newnham College, 1904-06; Examiner in French and Italian, Joint Board
Alatriculation, 1909-12.
Hyde, Ida H., Lawrence, Kan.
Fellow in Biology, 1892-93. S.B., Cornell University, 1891; Ph.D., University of
Heidelberg, 1896. Student Assistant in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1891-92; Holder
of the European Fellowship of the Association of Collegiate Alumna, and Student in
Biology, University of Strassburg, 1893-94; Holder of the Phebe Hunt Fellowship of the
Association of Collegiate Alumna;, and Student in Biology, University of Heidelberg,
1894-96; Teacher of Science in Miss Ingol's School, Cambridge, Mass., 1898-99;
Professor of Physiology, and Head of Department of Physiology, University of Kansas,
1899-1912.
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Hyde, Winifred Florence, Berggasse 1, Jena, Germany.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1902-04. A.B., University of Nebraska, 1900. Scholar in Philosophy,
University of Nebraska, 1900-01; University of Denver, Summer of 1901; Teacher in
the High School, Lincoln, Neb., 1901-02; Scholar in Philosophy, Cornell University,
1904-05; Holder of the European Fellowship of the Boston Woman's Educational
Association and Student at the University of Jena, 1905-07.
Isham, Mary Keyt, 849 Oak Street, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1899-1900. A.B., Wellesley College, 1894; A.M., University of
Cincinnati, 1898; M.D., Laura Memorial Medical College, 1903. Graduate Student in
Philosophy and Psychology, University of Cincinnati, 1897-98; Graduate Student in
Philosophy and Psychology, University of Chicago, 1898-99; Lecturer on Psychology
and Student, Laura Memorial Medical College, Cincinnati, 1900-03; Interne and House
Physician at the Presbyterian Hospital, Cincinnati, 1903-04; Physician, 1904-12;
Secretary, Academy of Medicine of Cincinnati, 1907-08; Assistant Physician, Columbus
State Hospital, Columbus, O., 1908-11.
Jarvis, May Mason,
Calle Celso Ramos No. 9, Matehuala, S. L. P., Mexico.
Fellow in Biology, 1909-10. A.B., University of Texas, 1906, and A.M., 1908. Tutor
in Zoology, University of Texas, 1907-09, 1910-11.
Married, 1911, Mr. George S. Newell.
Jones, Laura Ltjcinda, Box 353, Cobourg, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in English, 1894-95. A.B., University of Toronto, 1891. Teacher of Modern
Languages in the Collegiate Institute, Kingston, Ont., 1895-97; Teacher of English,
and Student in German in the Hohere Tochterschule Tegeler, Eberswalde, Berlin,
1897-98; Teacher of English, French, and German in the Collegiate Institute, Cobourg,
1898-1909; Member of the Board of the Public Library, Cobourg, 1904-08.
Keys, Florence V., College Avenue, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in Greek, 1891-92; Fellow in English, 1892-93. A.B., University of Toronto,
1891. Examiner in English, University of Toronto, 1894-95; Reader in English,
Bryn Mawr College, 1893-97, and Graduate Student in English, 1895-96; University
of Oxford, England, 1897-98; University of Berlin, 1898-99; Reader in English, College
Entrance Examination Board, 1900-02; Student, University of Munich, 1904-05;
Instructor in English, Vassar College, 1899-1904, and Associate Professor of English,
1904-12.
King, Georgiana Goddard, Low Buildings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1896-97; Fellow in English, 1897-98. A.B., Bryn Mawr College,
and George W. Childs Prize Essayist, 1896, group, Political Science and Philosophy,
and A.M., 1897. Student at the College de France, First Semester, 1898-99;
Teacher of English, Philosophy, and History of Art in the Misses Graham's School,
New York City, 1899-1906; Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-12, and
Lecturer in Art, 1910-12; Travelling, 1911-12.
King, Helen Dean, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Biology, 1897-98. A.B., Vassar College, 1892; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College,
1901, subjects, Morphology, Paleontology, and Physiology. Graduate Student in
Biology, Vassar College, and Assistant in the Biological Laboratory, 1894-95; Graduate
Scholar in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1895-96, and Graduate Student in Biology,
1896-97 and 1901-06, and Fellow by Courtesy in Biology, 1898-1901; Teacher of
Science in Miss Florence Baldwin's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1899-1907; University
Fellow for Research in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania, 1906-08; Investigator,
Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology, Philadelphia, 1908-09, Assistant in Anatomy,
1909-10, and Associate in Anatomy, 1910-12.
King, Helen Maxwell, American Legation, Bangkok, Siam.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1909-10. A.B., Olivet College, 1907, and A.M., 1908.
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09. Private Secretary to the United
States Minister to Siam, 1910-12.
King, Lida Shaw,
Women's College in Brown University, Providence, R. I.
Fellow in Greek, 1899-1900. A.B., Vassar College, 1890; A.M., Brown University,
1894. Fellow in Greek, Vassar College, 1894-95; Instructor in Greek and Latin,
Vassar College, 1895-97; Graduate Student in Greek and Greek History, Harvard
University, 1897-98; Instructor in Latin, Packer Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, New
York City, 1898-99; Student, American School of Classical Studies, Athens, 1899-1901;
Holder of the Agnes Hoppin Memorial Fellowship, 1900-01; Director of Classical
Department, Packer Collegiate Institute, 1901-02; Dean of the Women's College, and
Assistant Professor of Classical Philology in Brown University, 1905-09; Dean of the
Women's College and Professor of Classical Literature and Archaeology, 1910-12.
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King, Marie Seward, 1205 Park Street, Grinnell, la.
Fellow in German, 1910-11. A.B., Olivet College, 1907, and A.M., 1908. Professor of
German and French, Des Moines College, 1908-09; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1909-10, and Substitute Reader in French, March to June, 1910; Instructor,
Grinnell College, 1911-12.
Laird, Elizabeth Rebecca, See page 22.
Fellow in Physics, 1897-98.
Lamberton, Helen, 753 Corinthian Avenue, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Physics, 1908-09. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1907, group, Mathematics and
Physics, A.M., 1908. Graduate Scholar in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08;
Teacher of Physics in the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1909-10; Teacher of Mathe-
matics in the Germantown High School for Girls, Philadelphia, 1910-12.
Langenbeck, Clara, See page 22.
Fellow in Biology, 1895-96.
Leftwich, Florence, See page 22.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1902-03.
Lewis, Florence Parthenia, See page 23.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1898-99.
Longbottom, Gertrude, The Hollies, Louth, Lincolnshire, England.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1897-98. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England,
1893-97; Mathematical Tripos, Part I, 1896; Part II, 1897. M.A., Trinity College,
Dublin, 1905. Teacher of Latin in the Municipal Technical School, Louth, 1899-1900,
and Teacher of Mathematics, 1900-06; Governor of King Edward VI Girls' Grammar
School, Louth, 1902-09; Manager of the Louth British (Elementary) School, 1904-11;
Private Tutor, 1909-10.
Lord, Eleanor Louisa, 2326 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in History, 1889-90, 1895-96. A.B., Smith College, 1887, and A.M.,, 1890; Ph.D.,
Bryn Mawr College, 1898, subjects, History and Political Science. Instructor in History,
Smith College, 1890-94; Holder of the European Fellowship of the Women's Educa-
tional Association of Boston, and Student in History, Newnham College, University
of Cambridge, England, 1894-95; Instructor in History, Woman's College of Baltimore,
1897-1901; Associate Professor, 1901-04, and Professor of History, 1904-11; President
of the History Teachers' Association of Maryland, 1908-09; Dean of Goucher College,
1911-12.
Lovell, Helen Louisa, Hardin College, Mexico, Mo.
Fellow in Greek, 1887-88. A.B., University of Michigan, 1887. Graduate Student,
University of Michigan, 1888-89; Teacher of Latin and History in the Girls' Classical
School, Indianapolis, Ind., 1889-90; Associate in Greek and Latin, Woman's College
of Baltimore, 1890-91; and Associate Professor, 1891-93; Acting Professor of Greek
and Latin, Earlham College, 1893-94; Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1894-
95, and Fellow in Greek, 1895-96; Professor of Greek, Hardin College, Mexico, 1896-
1900, Professor of Greek and Philosophy, 1900-05, and Professor of Latin and Greek,
1905-12.
Married, 1896, Mr. John Wilson Million.
Lowater, Frances, Rockford College, Rockford, 111.
Fellow in Physics, 1896-97. B.Sc, University of London, 1900; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr
College, 1906, subjects, Physics, Mathematics and Applied Mathematics. University
College, Nottingham, England, 1888-91, 1892-93; Newnham College, University of
Cambridge, England, 1891-92; Demonstrator in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1893-96,
1897-98, 1899-1905, and 1907-10; Graduate Scholar in Physics, 1897-98, and Graduate
Student in Physics and Mathematics, 1894-96, 1899-1900; Secretary of Bryn Mawr
College, 1898-99; Acting Associate Professor of Physics, the Western College, Oxford,
O., 1910-11; Professor of Physics, Rockford College, 1911-12.
Lundie, Elizabeth Helen, 36 Fort Street, Montreal, Canada.
Fellow in Physics, 1905-06. A.B., McGill University, 1903, and M.Sc, 1904. Assistant
in Chemistry in the High School, Montreal, 1908-12.
MacDonald, Margaret Baxter, State College, Pa.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1898-99. Pennsylvania State College, 1893-95; B.S., Mt. Holyoke
College, 1898; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1902, subjects, Chemistry and Physiology.
Student Assistant in Chemical Laboratory, Mt. Holyoke College, 1895-97; Graduate
Scholar in Chemistry and Physiology, Bryn Mawr College, 1897-98, and Pepper Fellow
in Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, 1899-1900; Graduate Scholar and Fellow
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by Courtesy in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01; Teacher of Chemistry and
Physics, Asheville College, Asheville, N. C, 1901-02; Professor of Chemistry, New Jersey
State Normal School, 1902-04; Instructor in Chemistry, Vassar College, 1905-06; As-
sistant Chemist, Delaware College Experimental Station, 1906-07; Instructor in Chem-
istry, Pennsylvania State College, 1907-10, and Assistant Professor of Agricultural
Chemistry, 1910-12.
Macleod, Annie Louise, See page 15.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1909-10; Research Fellow in Chemistry, 1910-12,
Maddison, Isabel, See page 23.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1893-94.
Mann, Carrie Alice, Died, 1905.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1903-04. A.B., Wellesley College, 1893. Graduate Student,
Bryn Mawr College, and Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses Kirk's School, Rose-
mont, Pa., 1901-03; Teacher of Mathematics in Mrs. Chapman and Miss Jones's School,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, 1904-05.
Marctjse, Bella, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1904-05. A.B., McGill University, 1900, and M.Sc, 1903. Student,
University of Breslau, 1900-01; Assistant, McGill Model School, Montreal, Canada,
January to June, 1904; Student in French, McGill University, 1905-07, and Private
Tutor, 1905-08; Recording Secretary of the National Council of Women of Canada,
1908-11.
Married, 1908, Mr. Douglas Mcintosh.
Martin, Emilie Norton, See page 23.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1895-96.
Mason, Gertrude Helen, 2627 Charming Way, Berkeley, Cal.
Fellow in English, 1887-88. Ph.B., University of Michigan, 1887, and Ph.M., 1888.
Graduate Student in English, University of Michigan, 1888-89; Teacher of English in the
High School, Petaluma, Cal., 1889-95, in the High School, San Diego, Cal., 1895-96;
Graduate Student in English, Leland Stanford, Jr., University, 1896-97, and 1900-01;
Assistant to Dr. Ewald Fliigel on Chaucer Lexicon, 1904-05; Teacher of English in the
Kern County High School, Bakersfield, Cal., 1897-98, and in the Union High School,
Haywards, Cal., 1899-1900; Private Tutor in English, 1900-02, 1905-12.
Mathews, Irene Maud, . . Holly House, Duke Street, Sheffield, England.
Fellow in Physics, 1910-11. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1906-10;
First Class Honours, Cambridge Mathematical Tripos, Part I, 1909, and Part II, 1910.
Assistant Mistress, the High School for Girls, Manchester, England, 1911-12.
McNair, Grace Elizabeth, Brodhead, Wis.
Fellow in History, 1900-01. L.B., University of Wisconsin, 1898, and L.M., 1899.
Assistant in History in the High School, Madison, Wis., 1899-1900; Assistant in Latin,
German, and History in the High School, Brodhead, 1902-04.
Merrill, Katharine, Boston Normal School, Boston, Mass.
Fellow in English, 1890-91. A.B., University of Kansas, 1899. Graduate Student in
English, Bryn Mawr College, 1889-90; Harvard Annex, 1891-92; Assistant Professor
of English Language and Literature, University of Illinois, 1892-97; Fellow in English,
University of Chicago, 1897-98; Teacher of English, Austin High School, Chicago, 111.,
1898-1903; Teacher of the History of Literature in the Leland Powers School of the
Spoken Word, Boston, 1905-08; Teacher in the Department of Expression and Reading,
Boston Normal School, 1908-11.
Miles, Caroline, Bloomingdale, Ind.
Fellow in History, 1891-92. A.B., Earlham College, 1887; A.M., University of Michigan,
1890, and Ph.D., 1892. Teacher of Latin in the Friends' Academy, Bloomingdale, Ind.,
1888-89; University of Michigan, 1889-91; Instructor in Philosophy and Political
Economy, Mt. Holyoke College, 1892-93; Tutor in History, Wellesley College, 1893-94,
and Instructor in Psychology, 1894-95; University Extension Work, Chicago, 1897-
1900; Assistant Reference Librarian, John Crerar Library, Chicago, 1900-04; Principal
of Friends' Academy, Bloomingdale, 1911-12.
Married, 1895, Mr. William Hill.
Millman, Mabel Helen, 490 Huron Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in French, 1908-09. A.B., University of Toronto, 1907. Graduate Student,
University of Toronto, June, 1907, to January, 1908; Teacher of History in the West-
bourne School, Toronto, January to June, 1908, and of Latin in Havergal College,Toronto,
April to June, 1908; Graduate Student, University of Toronto, 1910-11; English Essay
Reader, University of Toronto, and Private Tutor, 1911-12.
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Morriss, Margaret Shove,. . . .1904 Mt. Royal Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in History, 1907-08. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1904. Holder of
Foundation Scholarship, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-06; Holder of the Alumnre Fellow-
ship of the Woman's College of Baltimore and Research Student at the Public Record
Office, London, 1906-07; Instructor in History, Mt. Holyoke College, 1908-12.
Morse, Kate Niles, See page 23.
Fellow in Greek, 1900-01.
Mory, Ruthella Bernard, The Somerset, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in History, 1899-1900. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1897; Ph.M., Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1899. Student in English and History, University of Oxford, England,
1897-98; Graduate Student in History and History of Art, University of Chicago,
1898-99; Student, London School of Economics, 1900; Research Work in History in
the British Museum and in the Public Record Office, London, 1900-02; Writer on
History, 1910-11.
Married, 1903, Mr. Arthur Barneveld Bibbins.
Neilson, Nellie, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Fellow in History, 1S94-95. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1893, group, Greek and English,
A.M., 1894, and Ph.D., 1899, subjects, History and English. Graduate Student, Bryn
Mawr College, 1893-94, 1895-96, 1900-01; Holder of the American Fellowship of the
Association of Collegiate Alumna?, 1895-96; Research Work in History in Cambridge,
England, and in the Public Record Office, London, 1896-97; Teacher of History in Miss
Irwin's School, Philadelphia, 1897-1900; Private Research Work, 1897-1905; Reader
in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-02; Instructor in History, Mt. Holyoke College,
1902-03; Acting Professor of European History, 1903-04, and Professor of History,
1904-12; in England on leave of absence, 1908-09.
Nichols, Elizabeth, 1918 N. Penn Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Fellow in Biology, 1893-94. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1893, group, Chemistry and
Biology. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1894-95; Teacher of Science in the
Girls' High School, Philadelphia, 1895-96; Secretary of the Indianapolis Branch of the
Needlework Guild of America, 1907-08.
Married, 1896, Mr. Charles W. Moores.
Northwat, Mary Isabel,
1657 Burnaby Street, Vancouver, B. C, Canada.
Fellow in Physics, 1900-01. A.B., University of Toronto, 1898. Ontario Normal College,
189S-99; Graduate Scholar in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1899-1900; Student of
Domestic Science, 1901-02; Assistant in Physics Department, Smith College, 1902-03.
Married, 1904, The Rev. R. J. Wilson.
Nowlin, Nadine, See page 23.
Fellow in Biology, 1905-06.
O'Grady, Marcella I., Wiirzburg, Bavaria.
Fellow in Biology, 1887-89. S.B., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1SS5. Teacher
of Science in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md., 1885-87; Demonstrator in Biology,
Bryn Mawr College, 1888-89; Associate Professor of Biology, Vassar College, 1889-93,
and Professor of Biology, 1893-96.
Married, 1897, Professor Theodore Boveri.
Olsen, Sophie Yhlen, Kastelsvej 25, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1899-1900. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1898, group, Greek
and Latin, and A.M., 1899. A.M., University of Copenhagen, 1902. Graduate Scholar
in English and Teutonic Philology, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; Student, Universities
of Copenhagen and Leipsic, 1900-01; University of Copenhagen, 1901-02; Teacher of
English Literature in the Zahle Institute for Teachers, Copenhagen, 1905-10; and
Teacher of English in the State College for Teachers, Copenhagen, 1908-12.
Married, 1902, Dr. Henrik Bertelsen.
Parker, Emma Harriet, Charlestown, N. H.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1893-94. B.S., Smith College, 1887. Graduate Student in Chem-
istry, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93, and Graduate Scholar in Chemistry, 1S94-95;
Instructor in Chemistry, Wellesley College, 1895-97; Teacher of Science in the High
School, New Bedford, Mass., 1897-1900; Teacher of Chemistry in the High School,
Newton, Mass., 1900-12; Student of Chemistry, the Sorbonne and University of Berlin,
1909-10.
Parris, Marion, See page 24.
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1905-06.
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Paschall, Annie Goode, Died, 1895.
Fellow in Greek, 1894-95. A.B., Vanderbilt University, 1894.
Peebles, Florence, See page 24.
Fellow in Biology, 1896-97.
Peebles, Rose Jeffries, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in English, 1907-08. A.B., Mississippi State College for Women, 1891. Ph.D.,
Bryn Mawr College, 1911. University of Chicago, Summer, 1897, 1898, 1905; Harvard
University, Summer, 1902; Columbia University, Summer, 1903; Graduate Student in
English, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, and Graduate Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy
in English, 1908-09; Special Research Scholar and Student, British Museum and Bod-
leian Library, Oxford, Summer, 1909; Instructor in English, Vassar College, 1909-12.
Perkins, Elizabeth Mary, See page 24.
Fellow in Latin, 1902-03.
Petty, Mary, 211 S. Ashe Street, Greensboro, N. C.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1895-96. S.B., Wellesley College, 1885. Teacher of Latin, Guil-
ford College, 1888-93; Teacher of Chemistry and Physics in the State Normal and
Industrial College, Greensboro, 1893-95, and 1896-99, and Head of Department of
Chemistry, 1899-1912.
Pinney, Mary Edith, Wilson, Kan.
Fellow in Biology, 1910-11. A.B., Kansas State University, 1908, and A.M., 1910.
Teaching Fellow in Zoology, Kansas State University, 1909-10, and High School In-
structor, Alma, Kan., 1909-10; President's European Fellow and Student, Universities
of Bonn and Heidelberg, and Zoological Station, Naples, 1911-12.
Potts, Laurette Etjstis, Pelham Manor, N. Y.
Fellow in English, 1899-1900. Mistress of Pembroke Hall East, Bryn Mawr College,
1895-96. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1897, group, Latin and English. Sorbonne and
College de France, 1896-97; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1897-98, Reader
in English, 1897-99; Student, University of Munich, 1900-01.
Married, 1905, Mr. Lewis Frederic Pease.
Purdie, Eleanor, Ortler, Prestbury, Gloucestershire, England.
Fellow in Greek, 1895-96. Newnham College, University of Cambridge, England, 1890-
94; Classical Tripos, Part I, First Class, 1893; Part II, 1894; Ph.D., University of Frei-
burg, 1897. Holder of the Marion Kennedy Studentship, and Student in Indo-European
Philology, University of Freiburg, 1894-95; Classical Mistress in the Notting Hill High
School, London, 1897-98; Head Classical Tutor, Cheltenham Ladies' College, Chelten-
ham, England, 1898-1911.
Rabourn, Sara Brewer Francis, Centralia, Mo.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1906-07. A.B., University of Missouri, 1902, and A.M., 1904.
Scholar in Mathematics, University of Missouri, 1903-04; Assistant Principal and
Teacher of Mathematics in the High School, Fredericktown, Mo., 1907-08, and Principal
1908-09; Head of the Mathematical Department in the High School, Hannibal, Mo
,
1909-11.
Ragsdale, Virginia, See page 24.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1902-03.
Rand, Marie Gertrude, See page 19.
Fellow in Philosophy, 1909-10, and Fellow in Psychology, 1910-11.
Randolph, Harriet, See page 12.
Fellow in Biology, 1889-90.
Reed, Bertha, 847 East 56th Street, Chicago, ID.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1906-07. Illinois Woman's College, 1893-96. Ph.B.,
De Pauw University, 1898, and A.M., 1900. University of Berlin, Winter Semester,
1902-03. University of Zurich, 1903, 1903-04; Instructor in German, Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, Peoria, 111., 1907-09.
Married, 1909, Mr. George Raleigh Coffman.
Reed, Margaret Adaline, Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Md.
Fellow in Biology, 1908-09. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1901. Graduate
Student in Biology, Bryn MawT College, 1901-03, and Graduate Scholar, 1902-03.
Wood's Holl Laboratory, Summers of 1900 and 1902; Assistant in Zoological Laboratory,
Columbia University, 1903-05; University of Zurich, Summer, 1906; Assistant in
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Zoology, Columbia University, 1903-06; Lecturer in Physiology, New York Medical
College for Women, and Barnard College, 1904-07; Instructor in Biology, Barnard
College, 1907-08; Student in Berlin Konigliches Institut fur Infections-Krankheiten,
Summer, 1908; Research Work in Johns Hopkins University Medical Department,
1910-11; Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology, Johns Hopkins Training School for
Nurses, Spring Semester, 1911-12.
Married, 1910, Dr. Warren H. Lewis.
Reimer, Marie, See page 24.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1899-1900, 1901-02.
Reynolds, Grace Potter, 98 Bedford Street, Stamford, Conn.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1908-09. A.B., Smith College, 1904; A.M., Columbia University,
1905; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1911, subjects, Organic Chemistry, Physical and
Inorganic Chemistry and Physics. Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1904-05;
Assistant in Chemistry, Barnard College, 1906-08; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1909-10; Research Worker in Chemistry, Barnard College, 1910-12.
Reynolds, Minnie Beatrice, 244 Myrtle Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Fellow in Greek, 1897-98. A.B., University of California, 1895, and A.M., 1897. In-
structor in Greek and Latin in the High School, Centerville, Cal., 1896-97; Fellow
by Courtesy in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; Teacher of Latin in the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1898-99; Instructor in Latin, Vassar College,
1899-1900; Instructor in Greek in the High School, Los Angeles, Cal., 1900-01; Teacher
of Greek and Latin in the High School, San Francisco, 1901-03.
Married, 1903, Mr. James A. Kinkead.
Ritchie, Mary Helen, Died, 1905.
Fellow in Latin, 1898-99. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, group, Greek and Latin.
A.M., 1897, and Ph.D., 1902, subjects, Latin and Greek. Graduate Scholar in Greek
and Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1896-97, Graduate Student, 1897-98; Secretary of Bryn
Mawr College, 1899-1904.
Rock, Amy Cordova, 1455 Belmont Street, Washington, D. C.
Fellow in Chemistry, 1894-95. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1893, group, Physics and
Chemistry. Assistant in Chemical Laboratory and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1893-94; Student, University of Heidelberg, 1895-96; and University of Berlin,
1896-97; Chairman of Committee on Home Economics in the Washington Branch of the
Association of Collegiate Alumnae, 1906-08; Corresponding Secretary of the Washington
Committee of the League for Social Service, 1907-08.
Married, 1899, Mr. Frederick Leslie Ransome.
Salmon, Lucy Maynard, 263 Mill Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in History, 1886-87. A.B., University of Michigan. 1876, and A.M., 1883.
Teacher of History in the Indiana State Normal School, 1883-86; Associate Professor
of History, Vassar College, 1887-89, and Professor of History, 1889-1912.
Sandison, Helen Estabrook, See page 24.
Fellow in English, 1908-09.
Satterthwaite, Sarah E., 2037 Franklin Avenue, Toledo, O.
Fellow in Greek, 1886-87. A.B., University of Michigan, 1886. Assistant in Greek and
Latin, Hope College, Holland, Mich., 1887-88; Private Tutor in Greek and Latin,
1898-1900.
Married, 1890, Dr. Francis Alexander Leslie.
Schaefper, Helen Elizabeth, See page 24.
Fellow in Physics, 1904-05.
de Schweinitz, Agnes Julia,
11 Cummings Apartments, First and D Streets, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1902-03. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1899, group, German
and French, and A.M., 1900. Graduate Scholar in Teutonic Philology, Bryn Mawr
College, 1899-1900; Teacher of German in the Portland School, Portland, Ore., 1900-01;
University of Leipsic, 1901-02; Teacher of German in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore,
Md., 1903-08.
Married, 1908, Mr. Edward Robins Zalinski.
Sewall, Hannah Robie. Forest Glen, Md.
Fellow in History, 1888-89. A.B., University of Minnesota, 1884, and Ph.D., 1898;
A.M., University of Michigan, 1887. Fellow by Courtesy in History, Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, 1889-90; Assistant in Political Science, University of Minnesota, 1893-1901;
Assistant, Boston Children's Aid Society, 1904-07.
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Shapiro, Rebecca, Marshfield, Wis.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1900-01. L.B., University of Wisconsin, 1898, and L.M.,
1900. Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin, 1899-1900; Assistant Principal
of the High School, Grand Rapids, Wis., 1902-03.
Married, 1904, Mr. Richard Strauss.
Shearer, Edna Aston, See page 25.
Junior Fellow in Philosophy, 1904-05; Fellow in Philosophy, 1906-07.
Sheavyn, Phoebe, A.B., The University, Manchester, England.
Fellow in English, 1895-96. Scholar, University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales,
1887-89, and 1892-94; B.A., University of London, 1889; M.A., 1894, and D.Litt.,
1906. Member of Governing Court of University of Wales; Reader in English, Bryn
Mawr College, 1894-95; Lecturer and Tutor in English Literature to the Association for
Promoting the Education of Women, in Oxford, England, 1896-1905; Resident Tutor
and Lecturer in English, Somerville College, University of Oxford, England, 1897-1905;
Member of Governing Committee of Women's University Settlement, Southwark,
London, 1900-07; Member of Council of University College of Wales, Tutor for Women
Students, University of Manchester, Warden of Women's Hall of Residence and Lecturer
in English Literature, 1907-11.
Shoemaker, Jane Cushing, Died, 1910.
Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1909-10. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1905, group,
History and Economics and Politics, and A.M., 1910. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1907-08.
Shtjte, Helen Winifred, 25 Fourth Street, Bangor, Me.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1893-94. A.B., Smith College, 1887. Assistant in German,
Smith College, 1887-93; Fellow by Courtesy in Teutonic Philology, Bryn Mawr College,
1894-95; Student in Teutonic Philology, University of Gottingen, 1895-99; Alumnae
Trustee of Smith College, 1902-05.
Married, 1900, Mr. Warren J. Moulton.
Sinclair, Alice, Wailuku, Maui, H. I.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1903-04. Ph.B., Oberlin College, 1889. Teacher of German
and Science in the Kent Place School, Summit, N. J., 1900-02; Student, University of
Marburg, 1902-03; Teacher of German and English, Brockport State Normal School,
Brockport, N. Y., 1904-05, and of French and German, 1905-06.
Married, 1906, The Rev. Rowland Backus Dodge.
Smith, Amelia Catherine, 4515 Regent Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Biology, 1900-01. S.B., University of Pennsylvania, 1889. Graduate Scholar
in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1899-1900; Demonstrator in Zoology, University of
Pennsylvania, 1901-02; Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania, 1904-06.
Married, 1901, Mr. Philip Powell Calvert.
Smith, Eunice Clara, 625 East Avenue, Pawtucket, R. I.
Fellow in English, 1909-10. A.B., Brown University, 1907, and A.M., 1909. Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11; Teacher of French in Wilkes Barre Institute,
Wilkes Barre, Pa., 1911-12.
Smith, Eva Maria, The Ladies' College, Cheltenham, England.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1908-09. Newnham College, University of Cambridge, 1904-08,
Graduate in Honours, First Class, Cambridge Mathematical Tripos, Part I, 1907, and
Part II, 1908; Lecturer in Mathematics at the Ladies' College, Cheltenham, 1910-11.
Smith, Minna Steele, Newnham College, Cambridge, England.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1894-96. Newnham College, University of Cambridge,
1890-94; Mediaeval and Modern Languages Tripos, First Class, 1893. Assistant Lecturer
in English, Newnham College, 1896-98; Staff Lecturer in Mediaeval and Modern Lan-
guages, Newnham College, 1898-1903, and Director of Studies in Mediaeval and Modern
Languages, 1905-11; Lecturer in English, Girton College, University of Cambridge,
1898-1903, and 1906-11.
Southworth, Effie A., Loma Linda, Cal.
Fellow in Biology, 1885-86. S.B., University of Michigan, 1885. Student Assistant in
the Biological Laboratory, Bryn Mawr College, 1886-87; Assistant Mycologist of the
United States Agricultural Bureau, Washington, D. C, 1887-92; Assistant in Botany,
Barnard College, 1892-95; Working for the Carnegie Institution, Washington, 1910-11.
Married, 1896, Mr. Volney Morgan Spalding.
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Spalding, Mary Caroline, Cranford, N. J.
Fellow in English, 1910-11. A.B., Vassar College, 1901. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1906-08, and Graduate Scholar, 1908-10; Fellow by Courtesy, and Graduate
Scholar, 1911-12; Teacher in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-10.
Spencer, Fannie Grace Clara, 1811 S. Third Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Research Fellow in Chemistry, 1909-10. B.S., University of Illinois, 1908, and A.M.,
1909. Teacher of Science and Bookkeeping in the East Chicago High School, 1910-11.
Stevens, Nettie Maria, See page 9.
Fellow in Biology, 1902-03.
Stewart, Anne Amelia, 28 South Street, Halifax, N. S.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1886-87. University College, London, 1880-82; B.Sc, Dalhousie
College, 1886. Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Mary E. Stevens's School, Germantown,
Philadelphia, 1888-93, 1895-96; Student in Mathematics and Physics, Newnham
College, University of Cambridge, England, 1893-95; Teacher of Mathematics in the
Stevens' School, Germantown, 1896-99; Private Tutor, 1900-03, 1908-09; Teacher of
Mathematics, St. Margaret's College, Toronto, Canada, 1903-04; Teacher of Mathe-
matics, Miss Knox's School, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., 1905-06.
Street, Jennette Atwater, .... 47 Lakeview Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
Fellow in Latin, 1895-96. A.B., University of Toronto, 1895. Teacher of Classics, St.
Margaret's College, Toronto, Canada, 1897-1901.
Married, 1901, Professor Edward C. Jeffrey.
Sweet, Marguerite, 250 West 72nd Street, New York City.
Fellow in English, 1891-92. A.B., Vassar College, 1887; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College,
1892, subjects, English and Teutonic Philology. Graduate Student in Teutonic Philology
and English, Bryn Mawr College, 1889-90, Graduate Scholar in Teutonic Philology,
1890-91; Instructor in English, Vassar College, 1892-97; Professor of English Literature,
Mt. Holyoke College, 1897-99; Teacher of English in the Misses Ely's School, New York
City, 1899-1905; Principal of the Hawthorne School, New York City, 1906-12.
Swindler, Mary Hamilton, See page 13.
Fellow in Greek, 1907-09.
Taylor, Lily Ross, 1002 S. Perry Street, Montgomery, Ala.
Fellow in Latin, 1907-08. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1906. Graduate Scholar
in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Graduate Student in Greek and Latin, and
Reader in Latin, 1908-09; Student, University of Bonn and American School of Classical
Studies, Rome, 1909-10; Reader and Demonstrator in Archaeology, Bryn Mawr College,
1910-12.
Thompson, Charlotte de Macklot, The Terraces, Camden, S. C.
Fellow in Romance Languages, 1896-97. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, group, Greek
and French, and A.M., 1897.
Tibbals, Kate Watkins, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in English, 1901-02. A.B., Wellesley College, 1899; Ph.D., University of Penn-
sylvania, 1904. Graduate Scholar in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01; Fellow in
English, University of Pennsylvania, 1902-03, and University Fellow, 1903-04; In-
structor in English, Wellesley College, 1904-05; Instructor in English Literature, Vassar
College, 1905-10.
Torelle, Ellen, 1017 14th Avenue, S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fellow in Biology, 1903-04. Ph.B., University of Minnesota, 1901, and A.M., 1902.
Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1902-03; Dean of Milwaukee-Downer College
and Professor of Biology, 1905-08; Scholar of the Naples Table Association for Promoting
Scientific Research by Women, 1909-10.
Towle, Elizabeth Williams, .... The Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fellow in Biology, 1899-1900. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1898, group, Chemistry and
Biology, and A.M., 1899. Graduate Scholar in Physics and Biology, Bryn Mawr College,
1898-99; Teacher of Science in the High School, Middletown, Conn., 1900-01; Instructor
in Biology, Rockford College, Rockford, 111., 1901-03; Fellow in Physiology, University
of Chicago, 1903-04; Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1904-06; Teacher of
Physiology in Miss Jacobi's School, New York City, 1904-05; Teacher of Science in the
Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, 1907-12.
Traver, Hope, See page 25.
Fellow in English, 1903-04.
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Urdahl, Margerethe, Charleston, 111.
Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1900-02, and Special Fellow in Teutonic Philology, 1902-03,
L.B., University of Wisconsin, 1896, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1904, subjects,
Teutonic Philology, German Literature and Sanscrit. Student, University of Berlin,
1898 and 1899; University of Heidelberg, Summer Term, 1899; University of Christiania,
October, 1899; Teacher of German and Latin in the Chelten Hills School, Wyncote, Pa.,
1903-04; Teacher of German and History, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, Charles-
ton, 111., 1905-06.
Married, 1906, Mr. Lewis Albert Anderson.
Van Deman, Esther Boise, 2514 13th Street, Washington, D. C.
Fellow in Latin, 1892-93. A.B., University of Michigan, 1891, and A.M., 1892; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago, 1898. Instructor in Latin, Wellesley College, 1893-95; Teacher
of Latin in the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md., 1895-96; Fellow in Latin, University
of Chicago, 1896-98; Acting Professor of Latin, Mt. Holyoke College, 1898-99, and
Associate Professor of Latin, 1899-1901; American School of Classical Studies, Rome,
1901-03; Associate Professor of Latin, the Woman's College, Baltimore, 1903-06;
Fellow in Classical Archaeology of the Carnegie Institution, Rome, 1906-09, and
Research Associate of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1910-13.
Waddell, Mary Evelyn Gertrude, Orono, Ontario, Canada.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1904-05. A.B., University of Toronto, 1903, and A.M., 1904.
Graduate Scholar in Mathematics and Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1903-04; Instructor
in Mathematics in St. Margaret's College, Toronto, and Graduate Student and Tutor,
University of Toronto, 1906-12.
Walker, Anna Martha, 1300 Carroll Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Fellow in Latin, 1905-06. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1895, group, Greek and Latin;
A.M., Leland Stanford, Jr., University, 1901. Teacher of English in the National
Institute for Girls, Guatemala City, Central America, 1896-97; Graduate Student, Leland
Stanford, Jr., University, 1897-98, 1900-01; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
Second Semester, 1898-99; Teacher in the Misses Wyllie's School, Mt. Holly, N. J.,
1899-1900; Teacher of Latin and French in the High School, Ogden, Utah, 1901-02, and
Teacher of Latin and Spanish, 1902-04; Student, American School of Classical Studies,
Rome, 1904-05; Teacher of Greek in the High School, Los Angeles, Cal., 1906-12.
Warren, Winifred, See page 26.
Fellow in Latin, 1893-94.
Weeks, Eula Adeline, See page 19.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1909-10.
Wergeland, Agnes Mathilde, Laramie, Wyo.
Fellow in History, 1890-91. Studied under the Direction of Prof. Konrad Maurer,
Munich, 1884-86; University of Zurich, 1888-90; Ph.D., University of Zurich, 1890.
Reader in History of Art, Bryn Mawr College, 1891-93; Docent in History, University
of Chicago, 1896-1902, and Non-Resident Reader in History, University Extension
Division, 1903-05, and Non-Resident Instructor, 1906-09; Professor of History and
French, University of Wyoming, 1902-09, and of History and Spanish, 1909-12.
White, Florence Donnell, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Fellow in French, 1907-08. A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1903, and A.M., 1907. Student,
University of Paris, 1903-04; Graduate Scholar in Romance Languages, Bryn Mawr
College, 1906-07; Instructor in French, Vassar College, 1908-12.
Wilkinson, Annie Lyndesay,
623 Westview Street, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1899-1900. A.B., Vassar College, 1897, and A.M., 1898.
Graduate Scholar, Vassar College, 1897-98. Babbott Fellow of Vassar College, and
Graduate Scholar in German and Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; Instructor
in Mathematics, Vassar College, 1900-02.
Married, 1902, Dr. Joseph Head.
Williams, Ella Cornelia, ....". 609 West 127th Street, New York City.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1885-86. A.M., University of Michigan, 1880. Studied under
Professor Schwarz, Gottingen, Germany, 1883-85; Newnham College, University of
Cambridge, England, Spring Term, 1884; Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Moses's
School, New York City, 1886-87; Teacher of Mathematics in the State Normal School,
Plymouth, N. H., 1887-89; Teacher of Mathematics in Miss Spence's School, New York
City, 1892-1912.
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Willis, Gwendolen Brown, 941 Lake Avenue, Racine, Wis.
Fellow in Greek, 1902-04. A.B., University of Chicago, 1896, Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College,
1906, subjects, Greek and Archaeology. Graduate Student. University of Chicago,
1900-01; American School of Classical Studies, Athens, 1901-02; Professor of Greek,
Milwaukee-Downer College, and Teacher of Latin in Milwaukee-Downer Seminary,
1904-12; Student in Columbia University, on leave of absence, 1910-11.
Winston, Mary Frances, 1620 Massachusetts Street, Lawrence, Kan.
Fellow in Mathematics, 1891-92. A.B.. University of Wisconsin, 1889; Ph.D., University
of Gottingen, 1897; Teacher of Mathematics, Downer College, 1889-91; Honorary
Fellow in Mathematics, University of Chicago, 1S92-93; Holder of the European Fellow-
ship of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae, 1895-96; Student in Mathematics, Univer-
sity of Gottingen, 1893-96; Professor of Mathematics, Kansas State Agricultural College,
1897-1900.
Married, 1900, Mr. Henry Byron Newson.
Wood, Ida, 2038 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia.
Fellow in English, 1888-89. A.B., Vassar College, 1877, and A.M., 1889; Ph.D., Brvn
Mawr College, 1891. Graduate Student in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1887-88,
1889-90, and Fellow by Courtesy in English, 1890-91; Secretary of the. Woman's Depart-
ment, University of Pennsylvania, 1892-93; Secretary of the Bryn Mawr School, Balti-
more, Md., 1894-96.
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Summary of Fellowships Awarded.
European Fellowships. Founded. Number of
Holders.
Bryn Mawr European By the Trustees in 1885 21
Mary E. Garrett European By Miss Garrett in 1904 16
President M. Carey Thomas
European By Miss Garrett in 1896 14
Anna Ottendorfer Memorial Re-
search Fellowship in Teutonic
Philology By Mrs. Anna Wberishoffer in
1907 3
Bryn Mawr Research, given by anonymous donor in 1906 1
Special European, given by anonymous donor in 1909 1
Total number of European Fellows 56
Founded by the Number of
Resident Fellowships. Trustees in Holders.
In Greek 1885 22**f|
In Latin 1892 18
In English 1885 22*§
In Teutonic Philology 1893 12ft
In Romance Languages 1893 12§
In History and Economics and Politics 1885 25 §
In Philosophy 1896 8§§
In Archaeology 1909 1 §
In Mathematics 1885 21
In Physics 1896 11
In Chemistry 1893 16ft
In Biology 1885 20
Research Fellowship in Chemistry 1907 3f§
Total number of Resident Fellows, omitting duplicates 186
Total 242J
* Two students have held Fellowships in English who also held Fellowships in other
subjects.
t Two of these students previously held a Fellowship in Chemistry.
j Of these twenty-eight have held both European and Resident Fellowships.
§ One student held this Fellowship for two years.
** One of these students previously held a Fellowship in Latin and one a Fellowship
in English.
ttTwo students held this Fellowship for two years.
§ § Three students held this Fellowship for two years.
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE.
GRADUATE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
Bryn Mawr College, situated at Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania,
five miles from Philadelphia, was endowed by Dr. Joseph W.
Taylor of Burlington, New Jersey, who purposed founding an
institution of learning for the advanced education of women
which should afford them "all the advantages of a college
education that are so freely offered to young men." In the
spring of 1885 the first program was issued, and the college
opened for instruction in the following autumn.
Three classes of persons are admitted to the lectures and class
work of the college
—
graduate students, undergraduate students,
and hearers. For the convenience of graduate students the
regulations of the graduate department and the graduate
courses of instruction are published separately. No under-
graduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Regulations of the Graduate Department.
From the first it has been the policy of the Trustees of Bryn
Mawr College to organise no department in which they could not
provide for graduate as well as undergraduate study. Only
such instructors have been chosen as are qualified to direct both
graduate and undergraduate work. In each department a
consecutive series of graduate courses pursued throughout three
years provides preparation in the chief or major subject of the
examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and
certain courses may be pursued for one or two years and offered
as one of the two minor or secondary subjects.
Admission.
Graduate students must have presented a diploma from some
college of acknowledged standing.* They may pursue any
* The certificates of the women's colleges of the English universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, are regarded as equivalent to a first degree,—»'. e., to the degree of Bachelor
of Arts.
(45)
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courses offered by the college for which their previous training
has fitted them; but they must satisfy the several instructors
of their ability to profit by the courses they desire to follow,
and may be required to pursue certain introductory or auxiliary
studies before they are admitted to the advanced or purely
graduate courses. They are, moreover, entitled to personal
guidance and direction, supervision of their general reading and
furtherance of their investigations, from the instructors, and
their needs will be considered in the arrangement of new
courses of lectures; they must consult the President in regard
to the courses they are to pursue, and must be duly registered
for those courses at the President's office.
A reading knowledge of French and German is regarded as
of the utmost importance to all graduate students, and is
required of all candidates for a second degree. The under-
graduate department will afford the student every opportunity
for making good any deficiencies in this respect.
Fellowships and Scholarships.
The most distinguished place among the graduate students
is held by the Fellows, who must reside in the college during
the academic year. Fifteen resident fellowships, of the value
of five hundred and twenty-five dollars each, are awarded
annually in Greek, Latin, English, German and Teutonic
Philology, Romance Languages, Semitic Languages and Biblical
Literature, History, Economics and Politics, Philosophy, Arch-
aeology, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, and Biol-
ogy. They are open for competition to graduates of Bryn
Mawr College, or of any other college of good standing, and will
be awarded only to candidates who have completed at least one
year of graduate work after obtaining their first degree. The
fellowships are intended as an honor, and are awarded in recog-
nition of previous attainments; generally speaking, they will
be awarded to the candidates that have studied longest or to
those whose work gives most promise of future success.
The holder of a fellowship is expected to devote at least one
half her time to the department in which the fellowship is
awarded, and to show, by the presentation of a thesis or in
some other manner, that her studies have not been without
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result. All fellows may study for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy, the fellowship being counted, for this purpose,
as equivalent to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Fellows that
continue their studies at the college after the expiration of the
fellowship, may, by a vote of the directors, receive the rank
of Fellows by Courtesy.
A Research Fellowship in Chemistry was founded and
awarded for the first time in 1907. It is open to graduate
students who have received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
or who have completed equivalent work. The fellowship is of
the value of seven hundred and fifty dollars, and the holder is
required to reside at Bryn Mawr College for one year and
to assist the head of the Department of Chemistry in research
work.
Fellows are expected to attend all college functions, to wear
academic dress, to assist in the conduct of examinations, and to
give about an hour a week to the care of special libraries in
the halls of residence and in the seminaries, but no such service
may be required of them except by a written request from the
president's office; they are not permitted, while holding the
fellowship, to teach, or to undertake any other duties in addi-
tion to their college work. Fellows are required to reside in
the college and are assigned rooms by the Secretary of the
College. They are charged the usual fee of four hundred and
five dollars for tuition, board, room rent, and infirmary fee.
Twenty Graduate Scholarships, of the value of two hundred
dollars each, may be awarded to candidates next in merit to the
successful candidates for the fellowships; the}' are also open for
competition to graduates of Bryn Mawr College, or of any other
college of good standing. Scholars are expected to reside in
the college, to attend all college functions, to wear academic
dress and assist in the conduct of examinations.
One Graduate Scholarship in Political Theory of the value of
two hundred and fifty dollars was founded in 1910 in memory
of Susan B. Anthony, and is awarded to the candidate wishing
to devote herself to studies in political theory whose work
shows most promise of future success.
Ten Graduate Scholarships, of the value of four hundred
and five dollars each were founded in 1909 and are open,
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five to English, Scotch, or Irish women, and five to German
women, whose academic work has reached a standard equiv-
alent to that denoted by the Bachelor's degree of any American
college or university of acknowledged standing. The amount
of the scholarship, four hundred and five dollars, covers the
fees for tuition, board, residence, and infirmary fee for the
academic year. A furnished single room is assigned to each
scholar, but this is not available in the Christmas and Easter
vacations when scholars who remain at the coUege have to
pay the expenses of board and residence at approximately the
same rate as is charged for graduate students during the aca-
demic year.
Application for resident fellowships or scholarships should be
made as early as possible to the President of the College, and
must be made not later than the fifteenth* of April preceding
the academic year for which the fellowship or scholarship is
desired. Blank forms of application will be forwarded to the
applicants. A definite answer will be given within two weeks
from the latest date set for receiving applications. Any original
papers, printed or in manuscript, which have been prepared by
the applicant and sent in support of her application, will be
returned, when stamps for that purpose are enclosed, or specific
directions for return by express are given. Letters or testimo-
nials from professors and instructors will be filed for reference.
The Anna Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellowship in
German and Teutonic Philology of the value of seven hundred
dollars applicable to the expenses of one year's study and resi-
dence at some German university is awarded annually to a
graduate student who has completed at least one year of
graduate study at Bryn Mawr College. The fellowship will
be awarded to the candidate who has pursued the most advanced
work, or whose studies afford the most promise of future success.
She must show such proficiency in her studies or in independent
work as to furnish reason to believe that she will be able to
* In the case of candidates for the Scholarships open to British and German women,
applications must be received by April the first. Applications for the scholarships should
be accompanied by full particulars of the candidate's academic work by diplomas or cer-
tificates and by letters of recommendation from professors and should be addressed in
the case of British candidates to the President of Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Penn-
sylvania, U. S. A., and in the case of German candidates to Seiner Excellent dem Herrn
Staatssekretar des Innern, Reichsamt des Innern, Berlin, Germany.
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conduct independent investigations in the field of Teutonic
Philology or German.
Two European fellowships, founded by Miss Garrett, of
Baltimore, are open to graduate students who are enrolled as
candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. One,
founded in 1896, and named by the donor the President M.
Carey Thomas Fellowship, is awarded annually on the ground
of excellence in scholarship to a student in her first year of grad-
uate work at Bryn Mawr College; the other, founded in 1894,
and known as the Mary E. Garrett Fellowship, is awarded
annually on the ground of excellence in scholarship to a studen
still in residence who has for two years pursued graduate studies
at Bryn Mawr College. These fellowships, of the value of
five hundred dollars each, are intended to defray the expenses
of one year's study and residence at some foreign university,
English or Continental. The choice of a university may be
determined by the holder's own preference, subject to the
approval of the Faculty.
Studies Leading to a Second Degree.
Graduates of Bryn Mawr College, and graduates of other
colleges, who shall have satisfied the Academic Council that
the course of study for which they received a degree is equiva-
lent to that for which the degree of Bachelor of Arts is given
at Bryn Mawr College, or who shall have attended such addi-
tional courses of lectures as may be prescribed, may apply
to the Academic Council to be enrolled as candidates for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts; admission
to the graduate school does not, in itself, qualify a student to
become a candidate for this degree. A separate degree of Mas-
ter of Arts is open to graduates of Bryn Mawr College, but to
them only.
The Degree of Master of Arts.
The candidate for the degree of Master of Arts must be a
Bachelor of Arts of Bryn Mawr College and must have studied
for one full year in the graduate school of Bryn Mawr College,
devoting herself to systematic advanced work approved by the
Graduate Committee of the Academic Council. The candidate
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must submit her proposed course of study for the approval of
this committee on or before the second Wednesday in November.
She must pass a special written examination on each subject to
the satisfaction of the department in which she has studied,
and must announce her candidacy to the President not later
than the first day of May in the academic year in which the
degree is to be conferred.
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts.
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts may
be conferred upon graduates of Bryn Mawr College, and upon
graduates of other colleges who shall have satisfied the Aca-
demic Council either that the course of study for which they
received a degree is equivalent to that for which the degree of
Bachelor of Arts is given by Bryn Mawr College, or that it has
been adequately supplemented by subsequent study.
The candidate must have pursued for at least three years
after having received the first degree a course of liberal (non-
professional) study at some college or university approved by
the Academic Council, and must have spent at least two of
these years at Bryn Mawr College. The course of study lead-
ing to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts
must consist of one principal, or major, subject and one or two
subordinate, or minor, subjects and must be divided between
at least two departments. Two-thirds of the candidate's
time should be spent on the major subject and the remaining
one-third on the minor subject or subjects, and the suggested
combination of major and minor subjects for the final examina-
tion must have been submitted for approval to the Graduate
Committee. The candidate may be required to pursue certain
auxiliary studies in connection with the subject that she has
elected; and the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is given to no
one who cannot read French and German, or who is unac-
quainted with Latin. The candidate must have written, on
some subject connected with her major subject of study, a
dissertation approved by the Faculty that bears satisfactory
evidence of original research and must pass written examina-
tions and an oral examination in the presence of the members
of the Faculty on both major and minor subjects. These
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examinations are held after the dissertation has been accepted
by the department in which it is offered and must be taken with-
in the academic year in which the candidate applies for the
degree. The degree is not conferred until the candidate has
satisfied the above requirements and deposited one hundred
and fifty printed copies of her dissertation, bound according to
a prescribed model, in the office of the Secretary of the College,
and one copy specially bound for deposit in the library. The
degree of Doctor of Philosophy will in no case be conferred by
the college as an honorary degree.
Expenses.
For graduate students attending six or more hours a week
of lectures, and for fellows and graduate scholars the tuition
fee is one hundred and twenty-five dollars a year, payable
half-yearly in advance. For other graduate students who do
not wish to devote all their time to graduate work the fees
are as follows, payable in advance: for one hour a week of
lectures, ten dollars a semester; for two hours a week of lectures,
twenty dollars a semester; for three hours a week of lectures,
thirty dollars a semester; and for four or five hours a week
of lectures, forty dollars a semester.* This arrangement is
made especially for non-resident graduate students, but those
who wish to take five hours a week of lectures, or less may
live in the college halls on the understanding that they must
give up their rooms if needed for students who are taking the
full amount of graduate work and paying the regular tuition fee.
The tuition fee for the semester becomes due as soon as the stu-
dent is registered in the college office. No reduction of this fee
can be made on account of absence or for any other reason
whatsoever. Graduate students are admitted to residence or to
attendance on lectures at any time during the year, and in this
* The fees charged are reckoned on the basis of the actual hours of conference or lecture,
irrespective of the number of undergraduate hours to which the course is regarded as
equivalent.
In counting the number of hours for which a graduate is registered the following special
arrangements are made in regard to laboratory courses: payment for a one hour lecture
course in a scientific department entitles the student to four hours of laboratory work in
addition with no extra charge except the laboratory fee. Students registered for labora-
tory work only, are charged the following tuition fee: for each two and one-half hours of
undergraduate laboratory course and for each five hours of graduate laboratory course
the same fee as for a one hour lecture course. The laboratory fees as stated on page
52 are charged in addition to the charge for tuition.
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case a proportionate reduction is made in the charges for board
and room-rent and for tuition. Every student who enters the
college must register immediately at the comptroller's office, and
must register her courses at the president's office within two
weeks after entrance under penalty of exclusion from the col-
lege. Any change made later in the courses registered must be
reported immediately to the president's office, or the courses
will not be permitted to count, and a charge of one dollar will
be made for each change made in the course after it has been
definitely registered.
Graduate students taking courses in scientific departments (Physics, Chemistry, Geology,
Biology, and Psychology) amounting to six or more hours a week of lecture courses or its
equivalent in laboratory courses are charged a laboratory fee of eighteen dollars a semester
with the following exceptions: if the student takes, as a regular student, courses in sub-
jects not enumerated above amounting to six hours a week the laboratory fee is reduced
to twelve dollars a semester; and if she takes, as a regular student, courses in subjects
not enumerated above amounting to ten hours a week the laboratory fee is reduced to six
dollars a semester.
Graduate students taking less than six hours a week of lectures, or its equivalent in
laboratory work, are charged a laboratory fee of ten dollars a semester for every laboratory
course of four or more hours a week, and of five dollars a semester for every laboratory
course of less than four hours a week.
In courses in geology each hour of field work counts as one hour of laboratory work.
Residence.
Residence in the college buildings is optional except for holders
of resident fellowships and scholarships. In each hall of resi-
dence, except Merion Hall, a special wing or corridor is re-
served for graduate students, and in order to secure entire quiet
no undergraduate students are permitted to engage rooms in
the graduate wings. The expense of board and residence in
the graduate wings of the college halls is two hundred and
seventy-five dollars. Of this amount two hundred dollars is
the charge for board, and is payable half-yearly in advance;
the remainder is room rent, and is payable yearly in advance.
Every student has a separate bedroom. Room-rent includes
all expenses of furnishing, service, heating, and light.
Plans and descriptions of the academic buildings and of the
halls of residence. Merion Hall, Radnor Hall, Denbigh Hall,
Pembroke Hall West. Pembroke Hall East, and Rockefeller
Hall, with a full account of the halls and tariff of rooms, are
published as Part -A of the Bryn Mawr College Calendar and
may be obtained by application to the Secretary of the College.
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Each of the halls of residence (except Pembroke, which has a
common dining-hall and kitchen for the two wings) has its
separate kitchen and dining-hall, provides accommodation for
from sixty to seventy students, and is under the charge of a
resident warden.
Application for rooms should be made as early as possible.
The demand for graduate rooms is very great, and since every
room unnecessarily reserved may prevent some other student
from entering the college, a deposit of fifteen dollars is required
in order that the application may be registered. In case the
applicant enters the college in the year for which the room is
reserved, the amount of the deposit is deducted from the first
college bill. If she changes the date of her application or files
formal notice of withdrawal at the secretary's office before
July fifteenth of the year for which the application is made, the
deposit will be refunded. If, for any reason whatever, the
change or withdrawal be made later than July fifteenth, the
amount will be forfeited. Students making application for a
room in February forfeit the deposit if they do not file formal
notice of withdrawal at the secretary's office before December
first of the academic year for which the room is reserved. In
order to make application for a room it is necessary to sign a
room-contract, which will be sent on application, and return it
with the fee of fifteen dollars to the Secretary of the College.
A deposit of fifteen dollars must also be made by each student
in residence in order to insure the tenure of her room for the
following academic year. This sum will be forfeited if formal
notice of withdrawal is not filed at the secretary's office on
or before May first of the current year.
Every applicant giving up later than the first of September the
room or suite of rooms assigned to her for the ensuing academic
year is responsible for the rent thereof for the whole year.
Every applicant for a room in February will be responsible
for the rent of the room or suite of rooms assigned to her for
one semester, unless she gives formal notice of withdrawal
to the Secretary before the first of January. The charges for
room rent are not subject to remission or deduction under any
circumstances, being considered forfeit in case of withdrawal
for any cause whatever. The applicant is not entitled to relet
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the rooms thus left vacant, but this right the college reserves
to itself. No refund will be made to the applicant in case the
room or suite of rooms thus left vacant is relet by the college.
Any student who changes her room is required to pay an extra
fee of fifteen dollars.
Students are expected to provide their own rugs and towels, but in every other respect
the rooms are completely furnished. Electric reading lamps, table napkins, sheets, etc.,
are provided by the college. No part whatever need be taken by the students in the care
of their own rooms.
There are open fire-places in nearly all the studies and in many single rooms, but the
rooms are sufficiently heated by steam. The air in each room is changed every ten minutes,
and the temperature is regulated by a thermostat in each room. The students' personal
washing may be done by any laundry recommended by the college for 50 cents a dozen, or
about §8 a half-year for one dozen pieces a week.
No charge is made for sending meals to students that are in the infirmary by the order
of a physician.
Accommodation is provided for graduate students that wish to remain at the college
during the Christmas and Easter vacations at SI.25 a day or S8.75 a week.
The health of the students is under the charge of a Health
Committee consisting of the President, the Dean of the College,
the Director of Athletics, the Senior Warden, and the physicians
of the college.
The Visiting Physician of the College is in her office in the
college during the hours from four to six of every afternoon,
except Sunday, and may be consulted by the students without
charge.
Every student entering the college will be vaccinated unless
she can furnish satisfactory proof that she has been success-
fully vaccinated not more than two years previously.
The conduct of the students in all matters not purely aca-
demic, or affecting the management of the halls of residence, or
the student body as a whole, is in the hands of the Students'
Association for Self-Govermnent, which was organised in 1892.
All persons studying in Bryn Mawr College, whether graduates
or undergraduates, are members of this association.
The college reserves the right to exclude at any time students
whose conduct or academic standing renders them undesirable
members of the college community, and in such cases the fees
due to the college are not refunded or remitted.
In 1893 the Bryn Mawr Graduate Club was organised by the
graduate students then in residence, its object being to further
the social life of the graduate students and to facilitate inter-
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change of opinion with other colleges and universities doing
graduate work. A room in Denbigh Hall is set apart by the
college to be used by the members as a club-room. Informal
meetings are frequently held in these rooms, and several times
during the year the club invites the Faculty and friends of the
college to larger social gatherings, which are addressed by well-
known speakers.
Summary of Expenses of Graduate Students.
Tuition for the semester, payable on registration:
For one hour* a week of lectures $ 10 . 00
For two hours a week of lectures $ 20 . 00
For three hours a week of lectures $ 30 . 00
For four or five hours a week of lectures $ 40 . 00
For six or more hours a week of lectures $ 62 . 50
Room-rent for the academic year, payable on registration $ 75 . 00
Board for the semester payable on registration $100 . 00
Total expenses for the academic year:
Tuition fee, for six or more hours a week of lectures $125 . 00
Room-rent $ 75.00
Board $200.00
Infirmary fee $ 5 . 00
Total for tuition, residence, and infirmary care for the academic year . . $405 . 00
Laboratory fees for the academic year $10 to $36
Students whose fees are not paid before November first in
the first semester and before March first in the second semester
are not permitted to continue in residence or in attendance
on their classes.
The Students' Loan Fund of Brtn Mawk College was founded by the Class of
1890 for the purpose of receiving contributions, however small, from those who are inter-
ested in aiding students to obtain an education. The money thus contributed is distributed
in the form of partial aid, and as a loan. It is as a rule applied to the assistance of those
students only who have attended courses in the college for at least one year. The Fund is
managed by a committee consisting of the President of the College and representatives of the
Alumnae Association of Bryn Mawr College. The committee reports yearly to the Board of
Trustees and to the Alumnae Association. The committee consists of the following members
:
President M. Carey Thomas; Miss Martha G. Thomas, Secretary and Treasurer, Bryn
Mawr College; Mrs. Bernard Todd Converse, Ardmore, Pa.; Miss Anne Hampton Todd,
2115 Spruce Street, Philadelphia; Miss Kathrine Leonard Howell, 3307 Hamilton Street,
Philadelphia, and Mrs. Edward Wyatt Evans, Villa Nova, Pa. Contributions may be sent
to any member of the committee. Applications for loans should be sent to the Treasurer
of the committee, and all applications for loans for any given year should be made before
May 1st of the preceding academic year.
* See footnote page 51.
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Libraries.
The fact that the college is situated in the suburbs of Phila-
delphia enables the student to make use of all the resources of
the libraries of Philadelphia, as well as those of the college
proper.
The college library has been collected within the past twenty-
five years, and is designed to be, as far as possible, a library for
special study. There are at present on its shelves about sixty-
five thousand bound volumes, and ten thousand dissertations
and pamphlets, the collection including the classical library of
the late Professor Sauppe, of Gottingen, which was presented to
the college in 1894, and the Semitic library of the late Professor
Amiaud, of Paris, acquired in 1892. A more detailed descrip-
tion of these two collections may be found on pages 64 and 89.
The sum of about seven thousand dollars is expended yearly
for books under the direction of the heads of the several col-
legiate departments, and, in addition to many gifts of books,
about twenty thousand dollars has been presented to the library
during the past ten years for expenditure in special departments.
Over four hundred publications and reviews in the English,
German, Greek, French, Italian, Spanish, Norse, and Swedish
languages, are taken by the library, as follows:
General and Miscellaneous Periodicals.
Academy. Deutsche Rundschau.
American Magazine. Dial.
Annales Politiques et Litteraires. Everybody's Magazine.
Athenaeum. Fortnightly Review.
Atlantic Monthly. Forum.
*Biblioth6que de la Facultd des Lettres Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
de l'Universite' de Paris. Harper's Monthly Magazine.
Bookman. Harper's Weekly.
Bookman (English). Harvard Graduate Magazine.
*Book News Monthly. Internationale Wochenschrift fur Wissen-
Bookseller. schaft, Kunst u. Technik.
*Bryn Mawr Alumnae Quarterly. Jahresverzeichniss der an den deutschen
Bulletin of Bibliography. Schulanstalten erschienenen Abhand-
*Bulletin of the New York Public Library. lungen.
Century. *Johns Hopkins University, Circulars.
Collier's Weekly. Library Journal.
"'Columbia University Quarterly. McClure's Magazine.
Contemporary Review. Mercure de France.
Country Life in America. Mind and Body.
La Cultura. *Monthly Bulletin of the Carnegie Library
Cumulative Book Index. of Pittsburgh.
* Presented by the Publishers.
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Miinchener allgemeine Zeitung.
Nachrichten von der Koniglichen Gesell-
schaft der Wissenschaften, Gottingen.
Nation.
Nationale Deutschland.
Neue Rundschau.
Nineteenth Century.
North American Review.
Notes and Queries.
Nuova Antologia.
Outlook.
^Pennsylvania Library Notes.
'
Preussische Jahrbucher.
Publishers' Weekly.
Punch.
Quarterly Review.
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature.
Review of Reviews.
Revue Critique d'Histoire et de Litter-
ature.
Revue de Paris.
Revue des Deux Mondes.
Revue Politique et Litteraire: Revue
Bleue.
Saturday Review.
Scribner's Magazine.
Sewanee Review.
Spectator.
Der Turmer.
*Tipyn o' Bob.
*University of California, Pubhcations.
*University of Colorado, Studies.
^University of Missouri, Studies.
*University of Nebraska, Studies.
*University of Nevada, Studies.
*University of Texas, Studies.
^University of Washington, Studies.
Westminster Review.
Die Woche.
World's Work.
*Bryn Mawr Record.
New York Evening Post.
New York Times.
Newspapers.
New York Tribune.
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
The Times (London), Weekly Edition.
Art and Archaeology.
American Journal of Archaeology.
Bulletin de Correspondance hellenique.
*Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.
Burlington Magazine.
Ephemeris Archaiologike.
Gazette des Beaux Arts.
Jahrbuch des Kaiserlich deutschen archao-
logischen Instituts.
Jahresbericht uber die Fortschritte der
classischen Alterthumswissenschaft.
Jahreshefte des osterreichischen archao-
logischen Instituts in Wien.
Journal of Hellenic Studies.
Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich deutschen
archaeologischen Instituts, Athenische
Abteilung.
Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich deutschen
archaeologischen Instituts, Romische
Abteilung.
^Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin, Boston.
Revue Archeologique.
Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palastina
Vereins.
Economics and Politics.
*Advocate of Peace.
Allgemeines statistisches Archiv.
American Federationist.
American Journal of Sociology.
American Political Science Review.
Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science.
Bibliographia Economica Universalis.
Bibliography of Social Science.
*Bulletin of the New York State Depart-
ment of Labor.
*Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
Economics and Political Science Series.
Case and Comment.
*City Club Bulletin.
Columbia Law Review.
*Daily Consular Trade Reports.
Economic Journal.
Economic Review.
Equity Series.
Harvard Law Review.
International Socialist Review.
Jahrbiicher fur Nationalokonomie
Statistik.
Johns Hopkins University Studies
Historical and Political Science.
Presented by the Publishers.
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Journal of Political Economy.
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.
Political Science Quarterly.
Publications of the American Economic
Association.
Publications of the American Statistical
Association.
Quarterly Journal of Economics.
Revue Bibliographique.
^Southern Workman.
Survey.
*University of Missouri Studies, Social
Science Series.
*University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Series in Political Economy and Public
Law.
Yierteljahrschrift fur Philosophic u. Sozio-
logie.
^Visiting Nurse Quarterly.
Yale Preview.
Zeitschrift fur Socialwissenschaft.
Zeitschrift fur Yolkswirtschaft, Social-
politik u. Yerwaltung.
Education.
Education.
Educational Review.
Educational Times.
Elementary School Teacher.
Journal of Educational Psychology,
Journal of Pedagogy.
^Journal of the Association of Collegiate
Alumna.
Lehrproben and Lehrgange.
Manual Training Magazine.
Padagogische Studien.
Pedagogical Seminary.
Revue Internationale de l'Enseignement
Superieur.
Revue Universitaire.
School Review.
^University of California Pubhcations,
Education.
Yocational Education.
Zeitschrift fur Schulgesundheitspflege.
History.
American Historical Review. .
*Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
History Series.
English Historical Review.
Historische Yierteljahrschrift.
Historische Zeitschrift.
*niinois State Historical Society Journal.
Klio, Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.
Pennsylvania Magazine of History.
Revue des Questions Historiques.
Revue Historique.
^University of Pennsylvania Pubhcations,
Series in History.
^University of Toronto Studies, History
and Economics.
Philology and Literature, Classical.
Bulletin Bibliographique et Pedagogjque
du Musee Beige.
Classical Journal.
Classical Philology.
Classical Quarterly.
Classical Review.
Classical "Weekly.
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology.
Hermes.
Journal of Hellenic Studies.
Journal of Roman Studies.
Mnemosyne.
Le Musee Beige, Revue de Philologie
Classique.
Philologische Untersuchungen.
Quellen und Eorschungen zur lateinischen
Philologie.
Revue de Philologie.
Revue des Etudes Grecques.
Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie.
Rivista di Filologia.
Studi Italiani di Filologia Classica.
Studi Storici per 1'Antichita Classica.
Wiener Studien, Zeitschrift fur classische
Philologie.
Wochenschrift fur klassische Philologie.
Philology and Literature, General and Comparative.
American Journal of Philology.
Berliner philologische Wochenschrift.
Eranos.
Indogermanische For3chungen.
Journal of Philology.
Memoires de la Societe Xeo-philologique
a Helsingfore.
* Presented by the Publishers.
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Neue Jahrbiicher fiir das klassische Alter-
tum, Geschichte und deutsche Literatur.
Transactions of the American Philological
Association.
^University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Series in Philosophy and Literature.
Zeitschrift fiir das Gymnasialwesen.
Zeitschrift fiir die osterreichischen Gym-
nasien.
Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Literatur-
geschichte.
Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachfor-
schung.
Philology and Literature, Modern.
Anglia.
Anglistische Forschungen.
Annales de la Socifite' Jean-Jacques
Rousseau.
Annales Romantiques.
Archiv fiir das Studium der neueren
Sprachen.
Archivio Glottologico Italiano.
Arkiv for Nordisk Filologi.
Beiblatt zur Anglia: Alitteilungen iiber
engljsche Sprache und Litteratur.
Beitrage zur Geschichte der deutschen
Sprache und Literatur.
Bonner Studien zur englischen Philologie.
British Society of Franciscan Studies.
Bulletin de la Socie'te' des Anciens Textes
Francais.
Bulletin hispanique.
Chaucer Society, Publications (both
series)
.
Deutsche Literaturzeitung.
Dialect Notes.
Early English Text Society Publications
(both series).
Englische Studien.
Euphorion.
German American Annals.
Germanisch-romanische Monatsschrift.
Giomale Dantesco.
Giornale Storico della Letteratura Italiana.
Goethe Jahrbuch.
Jahrbuch der deutschen Shakespeare
Gesellschaft.
Jahrbuch des Vereins fiir niederdeutsche
Sprachforschung.
Jahresbericht iiber die Erscheinungen auf
dem Gebiete der germanischen Philo-
logie.
Journal of German Philology.
Kieler Studien zur englischen Philologie.
Korrespondenzblatt des Vereins fiir nieder-
deutsche Sprachforschung.
Kritischer Jahresbericht iiber die Fort-
schritte der romanischen Philologie.
Literarische Echo.
Literarisches Centralblatt.
Literaturblatt fiir germanische und roman-
ische Philologie.
Le maitre Phonetique.
Modern Language Notes.
Modern Language Review.
Modern Philology.
Miinchener Beitrage zur romanischen und
englischen Philologie.
Palaestra.
Poet-lore.
Praeger deutsche Studien.
Publications of the Modern Language
Association.
Quellen und Forschungen zur Sprach- und
Culturgeschichte der germanischen
Volker.
Rassegna Bibliografica.
Revue d'Histoire Litt6raire de la France.
Revue des Etudes Rabelaisiennes.
Revue Germanique.
Revue Hispanique.
Romania.
Romanische Forschungen.
Schriften der Goethe Gesellschaft.
Scottish Text Society, Publications.
Soci6t§ des Anciens Textes Francais, Pub-
lications.
Soci6t6 des Textes Francais Modernes,
Publications
Studi Medievali.
Wiener Beitrage zur englischen Philologie.
Zeitschrift fiir den deutschen Unterricht.
Zeitschrift fiir deutsche Philologie.
Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Altertum und
deutsche litteratur.
Zeitschrift fiir franzosische Sprache und
Litteratur.
Zeitschrift fiir romanische Philologie.
Philology and Literature, Semitic.
American Journal of Semitic Languages
and Literatures.
Jewish Quarterly Review.
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology.
Recueil d'archasologie orientale.
* Presented by the Publishers.
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Recueil de Travaux relatifs a la Philologie
et a 1'Archeologie egyptiennes et
assyriennes.
Zeitschrift fur agyptische Sprache und
Altertumskunde.
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie.
Philosophy and Psychology.
American Journal of Psychology.
Annee Psychologique.
Archiv fur die gesamte Psychologie.
Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie.
Archiv fiir systematische Philosophie.
Archives de Psychologie.
British Journal of Psychology.
Bulletin de l'Institut Psychologique.
International Journal of Ethics.
Journal de Psychologie.
Journal fiir Psychologie und Neurologie.
Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and
Scientific Methods.
Mind.
Monist.
Philosophical Magazine.
Philosophical Review.
Psychological Bulletin.
Psychological Revjew.
Psychological Review; Monograph Sup-
plements.
Psychological Review; Psychological Index.
Psychologjsche Arbeiten.
Psycholtogische Studien.
Revue de l'Hypnotisme.
Revue de Metaphysique.
Revue Philosophique.
*University of California Publications,
Philosophy.
^University of Toronto Studies, Psychology
Series.
Yierteljahrsschrift fiir wissenschaftliche
Philosophie.
Zeitschrift fiir Psychologie und Physio-
logie der Sinnesorgane: 1 abt., Zeit-
schrift fiir Psychologie. 2 abt., Zeit-
schrift fiir Sinnesphysiologie.
Religion.
American Friend.
American Journal of Religious Psychology
and Education.
American Journal of Theology.
fAssociation Monthly.
tAustralasian Intercollegian.
*Baptist Missionary Magazine.
fBible Student and Teacher.
Biblical World.
Bibliotheea Sacra.
^Deaconess Advocate.
fDeutsche christliche Studenten-Bewegung-
Mitteilungen.
fEvangel.
Expositor.
Expository Times.
*Friends' Missionary Advocate.
*Hartford Seminary Record.
Harvard Theological Review.
•jHerald of Gospel Liberty,
flntercollegian.
Journal of Biblical Literature.
Journal of Theological Studies.
tMedical Missionary.
fMissionary Review.
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology.
^Publications of the American Jewish
Historical Society.
fRecord of Christian Work.
Religious Education.
Revue Biblique.
*Spirit of Missions.
tStudent Movement.
*Washington Chapel Chronicle.
Woman's Missionary Friend.
fYoung Women of Canada.
Science, Biology.
American Journal of Anatomy.
American Journal of Physiology.
American Naturalist.
Anatomischer Anzeiger.
Archiv fiir Anatomie und Physiologie.
Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie.
Archiv fiir Entwicklungsmechanik der
Organismen.
Archiv fiir mikroskopische Anatomie.
Archiv fiir Protistenkunde.
Bibliographia Physiologica.
Biologisches Centralblatt.
Biometrika.
Botanisehe Zeitung. 1. Abtheilung.
Botanische Zeitung. 2. Abtheilung.
Botanisches Centralblatt.
*Brown University, Contributions from the
Biological Laboratory.
* Presented by the PuDlishers. t In Christian Association Library.
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Centralblatt fur Physiologie.
Illinois State Laboratory of Natural
History Bulletin.
Jahrbiicher fur wissenschaftliche Botanik.
Journal de Physiologie.
Journal of Experimental Zoology.
Journal of Physiology.
Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society.
Mittheilungen aus der Zoologischen Sta-
tion zu Neapel.
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical
Science.
*University of California Publications,
Physiology.
*University of California Publications,
Zoology.
University of Pennsylvania, Contribu-
tions from the Botanical Laboratories.
University of Pennsylvania, Contribu-
tions from the Zoological Laboratories.
University of Toronto Studies, Biological
Series.
L/niversity of Toronto Studies, Physio-
logical Series.
Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Zoologie.
Zoologischer Anzeiger.
Science, General.
American Journal of Science.
Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze
di Torino.
Bulletin de l'Academie Imperiale des
Sciences de St. Petersbourg.
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
Engineering Series.
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
Science Series.
Comtes Rendus des Seances de l'Academie
des Sciences.
Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society Journal.
Kansas University, Science Bulletin.
Nature.
New York State Museum Bulletin.
Oklahoma University Reseaich Bulletin.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London.
Popular Science Monthly.
Proceedings of the American Philosophical
Society.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London.
Science.
Technology Review.
University of Missouri Studies, Science
Series.
Verhandlungen der physikalisch-medicini-
schen Gesellschaft zu Wiirzburg.
Science, Geology, and Geography.
Centralblatt fur Mineralogie.
Economic Geology.
Geographical Journal.
Geological Magazine.
Geologisches Centralblatt.
Georgia Geological Survey Bulletin.
Illinois Geological Survey Bulletin.
Journal of Geography.
Journal of Geology.
Meteorologische Zeitschrift.
Mineralogical Magazine.
Mineralogische und petrographische Mit-
theilungen.
National Geographic Magazine.
Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie
und Palseontologie.
Philadelphia Geographical Society Bulletin.
Quarterly Journal of the Geological
Society.
U. S. Monthly Weather Review.
University of Toronto Studies, Geological
Series.
Mathematics, Chemistry, and Physics.
Acta Mathematica.
American Chemical Journal.
American Journal of Mathematics.
Annalen der Chemie.
Annalen der Physik.
Annales ae Chimie et de Physique.
Annales de la Paculte des Sciences de
l'Universite de Toulouse.
Annales Scientifiques de l'Ecole Norroale
Supeneure.
Annali di Matematica.
Astrophysical Journal.
Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik.
Berichte der aeutschen chemischen Gesell-
schaft.
Bibliotheca Mathematica.
Bollettino di Bibliografia e Storia delle
Scienze Matematiche.
Bulletin de la Soci6t§ Mathematique.
Bulletin des Sciences Mathematiques.
Presented by the Publishers.
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Bulletin of the American Mathematical Proceedings of the London Mathematical
Society. Society.
Giornale di Mathematiche. Quarterly Journal of Mathematics.
Jahrbuch iiber die Fortschritte der Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di
Mathematik. Palermo.
Jahresbericht der deutschen mathematiker Science Abstracts.
Vereinigung. Transactions of the American Mathe-
Jahresbericht fiber die Fortschritte der , matical Society.
Chemie. *U. S. Bureau of Standards Bulletin.
Journal de Mathematiques. *University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Journal de Physique. Astronomical Series.
Journal fur die reine und angewandte *University of Toronto Studies, Papers
Mathematik. from the Chemical Laboratories.
Journal fur praktische Chemie.
Journal of the Chemical Society.
Mathematische Annalen.
Messenger of Mathematics.
Monatshefte fur Chemie.
Physical Review.
Physikalische Zeit.schrift.
*University of Toronto Studies, Papers
from the Physical Laboratories.
Zeitschrift fur anorganische Chemie.
Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie.
Zeitschrift fur Mathematik und Physik.
Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie.
The library is open daily from eight a. m. to ten p. m. Books
may be taken out by the students unless specially reserved for
library reference use.
There are in Philadelphia the following important libraries
which are available for students:
The Philadelphia Library Company, which contains about
232.000 volumes and 30,000 pamphlets, and is at all times
open to the students for consultation. Private subscription,
for four volumes. 812 a year, or £10 for nine months.
The Mercantile Library, which contains about 190,000 volumes
and 10.000 pamphlets. Private subscription, 85.00 a year for
two separate works at a time.
The Library of the Academy of Natural Sciences, which contains
about 68.000 volumes. The Council of the Academy has gen-
erously conceded the use of its library and of its museum to the
students of Bryn Mawr College.
The Library of the University of Pennsylvania, which contains
about 314,000 volumes and 50,000 pamphlets. The custodians
of this library have always shown great courtesy in placing rare
volumes at the disposal of the college.
* Presented by the Publishers.
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The Free Library of Philadelphia, which contains about
367,000 volumes and 89,000 pamphlets, and is at all times
open to the students for consultation.
The American Philosophical Society Library, which contains
about 53,000 volumes, admission by card.
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania Library, which con-
tains over 80,000 volumes, and 200,000 pamphlets, is for refer-
ence only. Every courtesy is extended members of the college.
Sanskrit and Comparative Philology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Elwood Austin Welden, Lecturer in French and Sanskrit.
Graduate Courses.
The following graduate courses are offered in each year:
Lectures on Comparative Philology, and Philological Seminary.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
Students entering this course are expected to be familiar with German and French.
A short preliminary course in Sanskrit is also of great aid to the student. The lectures
on comparative philology treat of the connection of the Greek and Latin languages with
the related languages of the Aryan group, first, phonetically, secondly, from the point of
view of grammatical forms, and lastly, from the point of view of syntax. In the first
part of the course, which covers what during the last few years has been the field of the
most active research, the student is introduced to the latest theories and discoveries in
Aryan phonetics, and is expected to read and criticise the articles appearing from time to
time in the philological journals, and to prepare reports on these articles. The same method
is pursued during the investigation of the history of forms; and in the third part of the
course the student begins the study of comparative syntax by a close comparison of the use
of cases and verbal forms in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.
Elementary Sanskrit. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Whitney's Grammar is used and the classical selections from Lanman's Reader are read,
followed by rapid reading in some easy text of the classical literature. Exercises in
Sanskrit prose composition are prepared by the student.
The courses in Comparative Philology and in Elementary Sanskrit will not, as a rule,
be given in the same year
Advanced Sanskrit. One hour a week throughout the year.
Lectures are given on the phonology and morphology of Sanskrit. The study of Lan-
man's Reader is continued and Kalidasa'a Sakuntala, Act I, is read.
Greek.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Henry Nevill Sanders, Professor of Greek; Dr. Wilmer Cave
Wright, Associate Professor of Greek; Dr. George A. Barton,
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Professor of Biblical Literature and Semitic Languages, and Miss
Abby Kirk. Reader in Elementary Greek.
Exceptional facilities for the study of all departments of clas-
sical philology are offered by the large classical library owned
by the College. The greater part of this library is formed by
the well-known collection of the late Professor Hermann Sauppe,
of Gottingen. which was acquired in 1894. This has been
supplemented by purchases made by the college library, so that
the classical library now numbers some seven thousand volumes,
including complete sets of most of the important journals, and
about seven thousand dissertations and monographs.
Graduate Courses.
The graduate courses in Greek are varied from year to year in two series,
Attic Tragedy, Orators, and Historians, and the Homeric Question,
Menander, Plato, and Aristophanes, in order that the\T may be pursued
by a student for consecutive years. Students electing Greek as part of
the work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are required to offer with
each three hour seminary a two hour seminary and vice versa, so as to
make up five hours of seminary work, but both seminaries need not be taken
in the same year. Three five hour courses are required of students who
offer Greek as a major subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy: two five hour courses are required when Greek is the only
minor subject offered, and one five hour course when two minors are
offered. The post-major courses also are open to graduate students.
A large part of the work expected of graduate students consists of courses
of reading pursued under the direction of the department: and reports of
this reading are from time to time required of the students. A reading
knowledge of French and German is required. The course in Compara-
tive Philology is recommended to graduate students of Greek. For
graduate courses in History of Art and Classical Archaeology, which may be
offered as a minor b}~ students taking Greek as a subject for the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy, see page 101.
Xo undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Sanders conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary
:
Greek Seminary. Three hours a week throughout the year
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is Attic Tragedy. The work of the seminary
in textual criticism is devoted to the editing of Euripides's Orestes, while the special work
is devoted to the plays bearing on the Orestes myth. Members of the seminary report
on assigned subjects and give critical summaries of current classical literature.
In 1912-13 Greek orators will be studied in the seminary. The work consists of the
reading of large portions of all the orators and the critical interpretation of a selected
part of each. Lectures are given on legal antiquities, the syntax, and the style of the
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various authors, in conjunction with which Dionysius of Halicarnassus and the Greek
Rhetoricians are studied. The later rhetoricians are treated and their criticism of anti-
quity investigated. Students are expected to provide themselves with the Teubner
text editions of Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, Iskus, iEschines, Hypereides, and
Demosthenes. The classical library is well equipped with works on the orators.
In 1913-14 the main subject of the seminary will be the Greek Historians. Thucydides
is studied in detail and reports are made on data of history contained in Greek literature
in general. Lectures are given by the instructor on subjects connected with Greek his-
toriography, such as the composition of Thucydides's history, the syntax and style of
Thucydides, the history of early prose, Greek historical inscriptions.
Dr. Wright conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Greek Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 the seminary is in Plato. The work is mainly literary and critical. Lectures
on the style, philosophy, and chronology of the dialogues are given by the instructor:
a detailed interpretation of a portion of Plato, and reports on topics set for discussion
are given by the class. The students are expected to read the Republic, Thecetetus, Par-
menides, and Sophist and discuss certain problems arising from these dialogues. The aim
of the course is to lay a foundation for independent work by familiarising the students
with the achievements of German scholarship and the general field of Platonic literature
up to the present day. Analyses of German and Latin dissertations are expected from the
class. Lutoslawski's Origin and Growth of Plato's Logic will be studied and criticised in
detail. Every member of the seminary should provide herself in advance with a complete
text of Plato. The Teubner (Leipsic) or Clarendon Press (Oxford) editions are recom-
mended.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary in the first semester will be Menander. A
thorough study of all the extant fragments of Menander is made with reports by the
students on Menander's style, metres, text, and influence on Latin Comedy. The recent
discovery of considerable remains of Menander's Comedies and the publication of the
Cairo Menander (1907) have provided sufficient material to make such a course profitable
to students of the Greek drama.
In the second semester the subject of the seminary is the Homeric Question, and the
work consists of a review of the discussions of the Homeric poems since the publication
of Wolf's Prolegomena. The various tests that have been applied to the poems by archae-
ologists, linguists, historians of myths, and aesthetic critics are taken up and criticised in
detail.
In 1913 -14 the subject of the seminary will be Aristophanes. The aim of the seminary
is to make the students familiar with the more important Aristophanic literature up to
the present day. Portions of the text are interpreted by the class and reports on assigned
topics, literary, historical, and archaeological, connected with the plays are expected from
all the members. All the comedies of Aristophanes are read in the course of the year;
lectures are given by the instructor on the metres and syntax of Aristophanes, on the
dramatic structure of the plays and on the history of Attic comedy. Part of the work-
consists of analyses of Latin and German dissertations on Aristophanes which are presented
by members of the class. Every member of the class should provide heiself in advance
with a complete text of Aristophanes. The Teubner (Leipsic) or Clarendon Press (Ox-
ford) editions are recommended.
Post-Majok Courses.
Dr. Sanders offers in 1911-12 the following post-major courses,
open to graduate students
:
Plato, PhcedrilS and Protagoras. Two hours a week during the first semester.
Sophocles, Trachinioz. One hour a week during the first semester.
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Greek Prose Composition, Rhetoric, and the Theory of Imitative Writing.
One hour a week during the second semester.
Greek Melic Poets, or Euripides, Orestes.
One hour a week during the second semester.
Euripides, Heracles. One hour a week during the second semester.
Dr. Sanders offers in 1912-13 the following post-major courses.
open to graduate students:
JEsckvlus, Oresteia. Two hours a week during the first semester.
Aristophanes, Achamian-S, Knights. One hour a week during the first semester.
Pindar and Bacchylides. Two hours a week during the second semester.
Sophocles, Electra or Euripides, Electra.
One hour a week during the second semester.
Dr. Sanders offers in 1913-14 the following post-major courses,
open to graduate students:
Minor Orations of the Attic Orators. Two hours a week during the first semester.
Sophocles, Antigone. One hour a week during the first semester.
jEschyhlS, Agamemnon
.
One hour a week during the second semester.
ThucydideS. One hour a week during the second semester.
Euripides, Bacch.ce. One hour a week during the second semester.
Dr. Wright offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major courses, open to graduate student-:
TheOCrittlS. Two hours a week during the first semester.
Lucian. Two hours a week during the second semester.
Dr. Wright offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing post-major courses, open to graduate students:
Menander and Bucolic Poets. Two hours a week during the first semester.
Herondas and Sophocles, AJOX. Two hours a week during the second semester.
Free Elective Coeeses.
Free elective courses, amounting to five hours a week, are offered in
Classical Art and Archaeology; see page 102.
A free elective course of two hours a week is offered in Xev Ter;.rr.en T
Greek; see page 91.
Latin.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Arthur Leslie Wheeler, Professor of Latin, Dr. Tenney
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Frank, Associate Professor of Latin, Dr. James Fulton Fergu-
son, Associate (elect) in Ancient History and Latin, Dr.
Cornelia Catlin Coulter and Miss Mary Hamilton Swindler,
Readers in Latin.
Graduate Courses.
The graduate work in Latin is conducted according to the seminary
method, and is intended not only to broaden the student's knowledge, but
also to teach methods of work. The graduate courses in Latin are varied
from year to year in three series, Roman Comedy, Lyric Poetry and Elegy,
and Roman History, Epigraphy and Literature, or Syntax, and a series in
Roman Biography. Students electing Latin as part of the work for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy are required to offer with each three hour
seminary a two hour seminary and vice versa, so as to make up five hours of
seminary work, but both seminaries need not be taken in the same year.
Such stuaents are recommended to attend the Journal Club. Three five
hour courses are required of students who offer Latin as a major subject in
the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy; two five hour
courses are requiied when Latin is the only minor subject offered and one
five hour course when two minors are offered, it is desirable that all
students who intend to do advanced work in Latin should have some
knowledge of Greek. A reading knowledge of French and German is also
necessary.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Wheeler conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary
:
Latin Seminary. Three hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 Roman Elegy as represented by Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid is the subject
of the seminary. In addition to a careful study of selected poems an effort is made to
trace the history of elegy among the Romans. The various topics connected -with the
subject are treated in detail as far as time permits, and the students are encouraged to
familiarise themselves with the best literature in editions, periodicals, and dissertations.
The texts recommended are the Oxford Clarendon Press editions of Catullus, Tibullus,
and Propertius edited respectively by Ellis, Postgate, and Phillimore, 1906.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be Latin Comedy. All the plays of Plautus
and Terence are read by the students; single plays form the basis of special work on the
language, text, metres, etc.
Students should provide themselves with the text edition of Plautus, edited by W. M.
Lindsay, Oxford, 1903-04, and with Dziatzko's text of Terence, Leipsic, Tauchnitz, 1884.
The plays of Plautus, annotated by Brix, Leipsic, Teubner, 1888-1901, and by Lorenz,
Berlin, Weidmann, 1876-86, and the plays of Terence, annotated by Dziatzko (revised by
Hauler), 1898 and 1903 (Teubner), and by Spengel, 1879 and 1905, Weidmann, are also
recommended. P. Terenti Afri Commoedice, edited by S. G. Ashmore, Oxford University
Press, New York, 1908, is a convenient commentary.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be the Roman Lyric in the Period of the
Republic. After a rapid survey of the fragmentary lyric remains of the predecessors
and contemporaries of Catullus, the poems of Catullus himself are studied in detail. Stu-
dents should have Catulli carmina (Oxford text, 1904) , edited by Robinson Ellis, and either
the same scholar's Commentary on Catullus, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1889 (second edition).
or G. Friedrich's Catulli Veronensis liber, Leipsic and Berlin, 1908 (Teubner).
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Dr. Frank conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Latin Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 selected topics in Roman Literature are studied. The work consists of studies
in the beginnings of the Roman epic, tragedy, and prose, special attention being paid to the
relation of the literature to historical events and native influences. The students read
reports on special subjects assigned to them. A study of Latin Syntax may be sub-
stituted.
In 1912-13 Roman History from the sources is the subject of the seminary. The object
of this study is to examine in detail the course of events during the last years of the Roman
Republic, and to familiarise the student -with the sources of historical knowledge for that
period. The course consists largely of research work on the part of the student.
In 1913-14 the work of the seminary will be Latin Epigraphy and Palaeography. About
two-thirds of the course is devoted to the study of the Corpus Inscriptionum. The ques-
tions assigned for investigation deal mainly with Roman political institutions, public
and private life, and with historical grammar. Dessau's Inscriptiones Latinae Selectae
is used in the class room. The paleographical facsimiles of Chatelain, Zangemeister and
Wattenbach, and Arndt form the basis for work in the latter part of the course.
Dr. Wheeler and Dr. Frank together conduct the journal club.
Latin Journal Club. One and a half hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet to report on and discuss recent
reviews and critical articles.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Wheeler offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
Roman Satire, its Origin and Development.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The subject is treated historically in order to give an outline of the origin and develop-
ment of Satire. The class reads selections from Horace, Persius, Seneca, Petronius, and
Juvenal, together with some of the fragments of Ennius, Lucilius, and Varro. The read-
ings are supplemented by occasional lectures. Each student is required to prepare papers
and reports on assigned topics in each semester.
Dr. Wheeler offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the
following post-major course, open to graduate students:
Roman Elegy, its Origin and Development.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
An effort is made to trace historically the development of this branch of poetry among
the Romans. Selections from Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid are read. The
readings are supplemented by occasional lectures. Special attention is devoted to the
structure and reading of the elegiac distich and to the characteristics of Roman poetic
diction. Each student is required to prepare papers and reports on assigned topics in each
semester.
Dr. Frank offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major courses, open to graduate students:
Lectures On Roman History. Three hours a week during the first semester.
Collateral reading is assigned from the Latin sources and independent reports on special
topics required.
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Advanced Latin Prose Composition. One hour a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 this course was given by Dr. Coulter.
Cicero and Ca3Sar. Three hours a week during the second semester.
An effort is made by means of lectures, discussions and extensive reading to gain an
intimate acquaintance with the literary work and the political careers of Cicero and Caesar.
Dr. Frank offers in 1912-13 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major courses, open to graduate students:
The Life and Works of Vergil. Three hours a week during the first semester.
The larger part of the Aeneid, two books of the Georgics and some of the Eclogues and
Pseudo-Vergiliana are read and discussed.
Advanced Latin Prose Composition. One hour a week throughout the year.
Roman Prose of the Empire. Three hours a week during the second semester.
Selections from Velleius, Seneca, Quintilian, Tacitus, Suetonius, Apuleius, and Minu-
cius Felix are read.
Dr. Coulter offers in 1911-12 the following post-major courses,
open to graduate students
:
LucretlUS. Two hours a week during the first semester.
The first three books of the De Rerum Natura and selections from the fourth, fifth, and
sixth books are studied.
Latin Comedy, Plautus and Terence.
Two hours a week during the second semester.
Several plays of Plautus and Terence are read, and reports on topics connected with the
plays are presented in class.
Dr. Frank offers in each year the following elective course,
open to graduate students
:
Lectures On Roman Life. One hour a week throughout the year.
An attempt is made to describe briefly Roman social and economic conditions, as well
as the development of religious beliefs and institutions.
Dr. Ferguson offers in 1913-14 the following post-major
course, open to graduate students:
The Empire from Marcus Aurelius to Diocletian.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
In this course a study is made of the forces which led to the downfall of the Empire.
Economic decay, the caste system, religion, the growth of absolutism, and the German
invasions are subjects which will be specially studied. The course will consist largely of
research on the part of the student.
Modern Languages.
Professors and instructors: Dr. M. Carey Thomas, Dr. Fonger
DeHaan, Dr. Albert Schinz,* Miss Lucy Martin Donnelly, Dr.
Karl Detlev Jessen, Dr. Carleton Fairchild Brown,* Dr. Richard
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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Thayer Holbrook, Dr. Orie Latham Hatcher, Dr. Alfred Horatio
Upham, Dr. Agathe Lasch, Mr. Samuel Arthur King, Dr.
Samuel Moore, Dr. Ellwood Austin Welden, M. Louis Cons,
Dr. Regina Katharine Crandall,* Miss Georgiana Goddard
King,* Dr. Emma Haeberli, Miss Mary Jeffers, Miss Edna
Aston Shearer, Miss Margaret Grace Skinner, Miss Beatrice
Daw, Miss Helen Estabrook Sandison, Miss Mary Ruth George,
and Miss Amelia Elizabeth White.
English.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of Dr.
M. Carey Thomas, Professor of English, Miss Lucy Martin Don-
nelly, Professor of English, Dr. Carleton Fairchild Brown,*
Professor of English Philology, Dr. Orie Latham Hatcher,
Associate in Comparative Literature and Elizabethan Literature,
Dr. Alfred Horatio Upham, Associate Professor of English
Literature, Mr. Samuel Arthur King, Non-resident Lecturer in
English Diction, Dr. Samuel Moore, Lecturer in English
Philology, Dr. Regina Katharine Crandall,* Miss Georgiana
Goddard King,* Miss Edna Aston Shearer, Miss Margaret
Grace Skinner, Miss Beatrice Daw, Miss Helen Estabrook
Sandison, Miss Mary Ruth George and Miss Amelia Elizabeth
White, Readers in English.
Graduate Courses.
There are offered each year distinct graduate seminaries and courses
in English literature and in English language, and these seminaries and
courses are varied so as to enable candidates for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy to pursue graduate work for three or more successive years.
The graduate courses in literatuie presuppose at least as much knowledge
as is obtained in the two years' course of undergraduate lectures on English
literature and in one of the literature years of the English major; and the
graduate courses in Anglo-Saxon presuppose as much knowledge of Anglo-
Saxon as is obtained in the language year in the English major.
Students who choose English as their chief subject in their examination
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy must have, if they specialise in
literature, at least as much knowledge of Anglo-Saxon, and if they specialise
in language, at least as much knowledge of literature, as is obtained in
the course required of those students who make English one of the chief
subjects of undergraduate study, and must have taken at least the equi-
valent of the essay work in the required English course.
*Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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The graduate instruction in English literature includes the direction
of private reading and the assignment of topics for investigation.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Brown conducts in each year the following graduate semi-
nary:
Seminary in Middle English. Three hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 the seminary undertakes the study of The Vision of Piers the Plowman and
the works of Chaucer. Attention is devoted not so much to the critical reading of the
texts themselves as to the examination of the questions of authorship and chronology which
have recently been raised. These poems are also discussed in their relation to the other
literature of the fourteenth century. Special subjects for individual investigation are
assigned to the members of the seminary. The seminary is conducted by Dr. Moore in
1911-12.
In 1912-13 the beginnings of English Drama are the subject of the seminary. Though
the cycles of the mystery plays are considered in general, the larger part of the time is
devoted to the study of the English morality plays. Particular attention is given to the
connection between the moralities and the didactic treatises and the debates. The moral-
ities and the secular drama are studied historically up to the time of Heywood. In addition
to the reading and discussion of selected plays, lectures are given by the instructor with the
object of setting various elements of dramatic development in proper proportion. Critical
reports on assigned topics are required from the students.
In 1913-14 the subject is the Middle English Romances. All the romances represented
in the Middle English are read, and the relation of these English versions to their Latin
and Old French originals are discussed. The romance cycles are taken up in the following
order: Troy story, Alexander saga, romances of Germanic origin, Arthurian cycle, Charle-
magne cycle. Special investigations of various elements in individual romances are under-
taken from time to time by the members of the seminary.
Dr. Moore offers in 1911-12 and Dr. Brown offers in 1913-14
the following graduate course
:
Cynewulf and Caedmon. Two hours a week thoughout the year.
Several of the poems traditionally ascribed to these authors are critically studied. Lec-
tures are given with a view to furnishing a thorough introduction to Anglo-Saxon Christian
poetry and the literary problems connected with it. This course is open to graduate students
who have already taken the course in Anglo-Saxon grammar and reading of Anglo-Saxon
texts or its equivalent.
Dr. Brown offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing graduate courses:
Beowulf. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course gives in the first place a general survey of Beowulf criticism, including
textual problems, theories as to the composition of the poem, and an eriquiry into its
historical and mythological elements. In this connection a study is also made of the other
pieces of Anglo-Saxon heathen poetry. This course is open to graduate students who have
already taken the course in Anglo-Saxon grammar and reading of Anglo-Saxon texts,
or its equivalent.
English Historical Grammar. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In this course the development of the English Language is traced from the earliest
times. After an outline has been given of the history and external relations of English,
the change and decay of inflections, the use of prepositions and the more important points
in historical syntax are discussed. The course presupposes a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon
and Middle English.
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Miss Donnelly conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Seminary in English Literature. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 Shelley and Byron are studied. Special attention is given to the phases of
Romanticism shown in their work and to their relations to their contemporaries in England
and on the Continent.
In 1912-13 Swift, Addison, and Steele will be studied. Attention will be given to their
relations to both contemporary politics and literature.
In 1913-14 Milton, Sir Thomas Browne, and Jeremy Taylor will be studied in their
relation to the development of English prose in the seventeenth century.
Dr. Upham conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Seminary in English Literature. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The seminary in 1911-12 deals with the various phases of English sentimentalism in
their relation to continental activities. After tracing the earlier development of the
sentimental spirit, a thorough study will be made of the manifestations of this spirit in
eighteenth century novel and drama. Particular attention will be given to the bearing
of sentimentalism on the beginnings of the romantic movement, and special studies will
be made of literary relationships.
In 1912-13 the seminary will be devoted to studies in the later romantic movement
in England, including the period of its diffusion. Emphasis will be placed upon such
matters as the Italian and Spanish revival, the new interest in Hellenism, the Tractarian
movement in the church, and the various ideals of art represented in the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood. Extensive studies in these lines during the first semester will prepare for
special investigations later.
In 1913-14 the seminary will be concerned with the literary and critical activity of the
mid-eighteenth century, centering in Dr. Johnson and his circle. Representative works
of the period are read and discussed, and particular attention is directed to such matters
as the coterie spirit, the influence of periodical literature, the relations of author and
public, the breaking down of classical standards, and the rise of romanticism in England
and abroad.
Dr. Upham offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing graduate course:
Modern Literary Criticism. Two hours a week throughout the year.
A survey of the important phases of literary criticism in Europe from the neo-classic
period, through the development of romanticism, to the present day. Inter-relations
of England and the continent will be made prominent. This course will be similar in scope
aDd method to the course in Literary Criticism through the Renaissance.
Dr. Upham offers in 1913-14 the following graduate course:
Literary Criticism through the Renaissance.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
A survey, from the graduate point of view, of the significant movements and docu-
ments in the history of European critical theory from Aristotle, through the activities
of the Renaissance, to the consummation of the neo-classic code in the seventeenth century.
The bearing of these upon English literature will be emphasized throughout. The lectures
aim chiefly to indicate outline and relationships, the important feature of the course being
the thorough study and frequent discussion of the material.
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Dr. Hatcher conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Seminary in Elizabethan Literature. Three hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 English drama from 1558 to 1642 is studied, as the chief literary expression
of the period. The conditions of its origin and continued production, its nature, extent,
variety, development and decadence are discussed and a reasonable proportion of the
extant plays of the period are read continuously as a background for other work. A brief
introductory study is made of dramatic genres and of the broader principles of dramatic
construction, and the remainder of the first semester is devoted to the examination of con-
temporary documents and other sources of information in regard to Elizabethan drama.
In the latter half of the year each student investigates some special problem, such as dra-
matic inter-relationship or authorship, and gives reports upon her work.
Shakespeare will be the subject of the seminary in 1912-13. In the first semester as
detailed a review as is practicable is made of the results of Shakesperian scholarship as
regards critical problems of biography, authorship, chronology and source material of the
plays, a comparison of varying versions of separate plays, the influence of earlier and
contemporary dramatists, etc. Dramatic records relating to Shakespeare are also examined
at first hand and evidences of his participation in the general dramatic activities of his
time noted. In the second semester students are given individual problems for investi-
gation.
In 1913-14 Spenser will be studied in the light of Mediaeval and Renaissance culture.
The subjects taken up are the inspiration, models, and sources of Spenser's poetry; the
many influences working upon him, and those emanating from him, as shown in the signifi-
cant blending of classical, mediaeval, and Renaissance tendencies in his poetry, and his
initiative in solving the literary problems of his time. In the first semester all the works
of Spenser are read and the results of Spenserian research examined. The second semester
is devoted largely to the investigation by each student of some special problem.
Dr. Brown, Miss Donnelly, Dr. Upham, and Dr. Hatcher
together conduct the journal club.
English Journal Club. One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet to report on and discuss recent
reviews and critical articles.
The following advanced undergraduate courses may be
attended by graduate students
:
Miss Donnelly offers in 1911-12 the following course:
Enghsh Drama. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is intended to give students that have completed the required course in
Enghsh a more intimate knowledge of the late Elizabethan and the Stuart drama. The
lectures follow the development of the realistic and romantic tendencies in the comedy
and tragedy of the period both as an expression of the national life and of the individual
genius of the various dramatists. Selected plays of Shakespeare, Middleton, Ben Jonson,
Beaumont and Fletcher, and other dramatists are read in connection with the lectures.
In 1913-14 a course in Milton will be substituted for this course.
Miss Donnelly offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the fol-
lowing course
:
Enghsh Poetry from 1780 to 1832. Two hours a week throughout the year.
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This course consists of a detailed study of the poetry of Cowper, Burns, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Scott, Byron, Shelley, Keats; special attention is paid to the rise and develop-
ment of the Romantic movement in English poetry, with occasional reference to similar
movements in France and Germany.
Dr. Moore offers in 1911-12 and Dr. Brown offers in each suc-
ceeding year the following course
:
Anglo-Saxon Grammar and reading of Anglo-Saxon Texts.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The first semester is devoted to an outline of Anglo-Saxon grammar as presented in
Siever's Old English Grammar (Cook's translation) and to the reading of the prose selec-
tions in Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader. In the second semester after reading one or two
of the shorter Anglo-Saxon poems, the Beowulf is taken up (Holthausen's or Schucking's
text) and the first two-thirds of the poem is read with the class.
Dr. Moore offers in 1911-12 and Dr. Brown offers in 1913-14
the following courses:
Middle English Poetry. Three hours a week during the first semester.
The course begins with an outline of Middle English grammar sufficient to enable the
students to read ordinary texts intelligently. Selections are then read from Layamon's
Brut, Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle, Barbour's Bruce, Richard Rolle, Robert of Brunne's
Handlyng Synne, Langland's Vision of Piers the Plowman, Gower's Confessio Amantis, and
other pieces of Middle English literature. Lectures are given on the development of the
language and literature during this period. The course is designed as an introduction to
the course on Chaucer given in the second semester but may be taken independently.
Chaucer. Three hours a week during the second semester.
In this course the best of the Canterbury Tales are studied, also the Legend of Good Women,
The House of Fame, and portions of Troilus and Criseyde. The lectures discuss Chaucer's
sources and literary art, and his relation to the English, French, and Italian literature
of his time. Students taking this course are recommended, but not required, to have taken
the course in Middle English poetry.
Dr. Brown offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the fol-
lowing course:
Middle English Romances. Three hours a week throughout the year.
Selected romances are read by the members of the class. The lectures deal with the
development of Romance literature in English with special reference to the romances
of Germanic origin and the Arthurian cycle.
Dr. Upham offers in each year the following courses
:
Classical and Romantic Prose. Three hours a week throughout the year.
Three general subjects are considered in the course: the theories of classical criticism
studied in the work of Dr. Johnson; the transition in critical thought represented in
Edmund Burke; and modern criticism of Shakespeare with particular attention to the
writings of Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt, and De Quincey. Class-room discussion is encour-
aged and various reports are required. '
English Critics of the Nineteenth Century.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
Certain English essayists of the nineteenth century are studied with particular regard
to their theories of criticism. In the first semester the authors usually chosen are Carlyle,
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Newman, and Matthew Arnold; in the second semester Ruskin, Pater, and Swinburne
are discussed. Occasional short reports and one long paper in each semester must be pre-
pared by the students attending the course.
Miss Donnelly offers in each year the following course
:
Descriptive and Narrative Writing. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course consists of lectures on the theory and practice of description and on the
style and methods of the best modern writers of short stories, both English and French.
The course in Narrative Writing in the second semester was conducted in 1911-12 by
Miss George.
Dr. Crandall offers in each year the following free elective
course
:
Argumentation. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In the first semester the technique of argumentation is studied, and in the second semester
the relation between the laws of thought emphasised in the first semester and the ordinary
forms of prose composition is established.
This course was conducted in 1911-12 by Miss Shearer.
Miss King offers in each year the following free elective
courses
:
Victorian Poets. Two hours a week during the first semester.
The works of Tennyson, Arnold, and Browning are studied.
Victorian Poets (continued). Two hours a week during the second semester.
The Pre-Raphaelite movement is considered, and Morris, Rossetti, Swinburne, and
George Meredith are studied.
Miss King offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing free elective course
:
Theory and Practice of Verse Composition.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course is not historical but theoretical and practical. The lectures deal with the
theory of poetry, the difference between poetry and prose, and the laws of verse in English.
Students are required to write short exercises in verse every week.
Miss King offers in 1913-14 the following free elective course:
Imitative Writing. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course consists of a study of the formation of style by the method of imitation.
The lectures deal with the elements and the psychology of style, and as far as may be
necessary, with the authors selected for imitation. In 1913-14 these will be writers of the
seventeenth century.
Mr. King offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the following
free elective course in English Diction:
Reading of Shakespeare. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is open only to those students who have taken the required course in English
diction. A special study is made of the principles of correct delivery of blank verse. The
needs of those students who intend to teach English literature, and desire to read Shake-
speare to their pupils, are given special attention.
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Mr. King offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the following
free elective course in English Diction:
General Reading of Prose Authors. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is open only to those students who have attended the required course in
English diction or who have done equivalent work.
German.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Karl Detlev Jessen, Professor of German Literature, Dr.
Agathe Lasch, Associate in Teutonic Philology, and Miss Mary
Jeffers, Reader in Elementary German.
Graduate Courses.
The graduate courses offered in German philology may be found under
the head of General Teutonic Philology.
Graduate work in the history of modern German literature is conducted
according to the seminary method. The courses are so varied that they
may be followed by graduate students throughout three successive years
and cover the work required of students who offer German literature as a
major or a minor for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Jessen conducts in each year the following graduate semi-
nary:
Seminary in German Literature. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Although the seminary meets only two hours a week throughout the year, the amount
of reading required makes the course equivalent to five hours a week. It is hoped that
the students will become familiar in these courses with the methods of scientific literary
criticism and investigation.
In 1911-12 subjects for study are chosen from the life and works of Kleist, Lenau,
Heine, Grillparzer, Platen, and Droste-Hiilshoff.
In 1912-13 topics will be selected from the German Romanticists.
In 1913-14 Goethe and Schiller will be studied in their personal, literary, and critical
relations.
Dr. Jessen offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the fol-
lowing graduate courses
:
German Literary Criticism. One hour a week during the first semester.
The lectures trace the development of literary and sesthetic criticism in Germany from
Leibniz to Schiller and Goethe. The course is comparative, and French and English liter-
ary criticisms are also Considered. Lessing's Laokobn and Hamburgische Dramaturgie and
Schiller's essays on aesthetics are specially studied. The course is open to those students
only who have a reading knowledge of French and German.
The German Essay. One hour a week during the second semester.
The history of the essay in German literature is studied and the most eminent German
essayists, Schopenhauer, Herman Grimm, Karl Hillebrand, Friedrich Nietzsche, etc., are
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discussed. The influence of French, English, and American writers, in particular Mon-
taigne, Macaulay, and Emerson, is traced, and incidentally the evolution of modern
German prose style is treated.
Dr. Jessen offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the fol-
lowing graduate courses:
German Metrics. One hour a week during the first semester.
This course consists of lectures on Deutsche Metrik or Verslehre, with an introduction to
phonetics, this being an indispensable Hilfswissenschaft for the study of German literature.
German Poetics. One hour a week during the second semester.
Lectures are given on Deutsche Poetik and Stilistik.
Dr. Jessen offers in each year, if the time of the department
permits, one of the following graduate courses:
Goethe's Faust. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is intended to give a detailed introduction to the problems of Faust-philologie,
dealing with both the first and second part of Faust.
Goethe's Life and Works. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course aims at giving an introduction into Goethe-philologie.
Dr. Jessen and Dr. Lasch conduct in each year the German
Journal Club.
German Journal Club. Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
At the meetings recent books and articles are reviewed and the results of special investi-
gations presented for discussion, comment and criticism.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Jessen offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major courses, open to graduate students
:
Lectures on the History of German Literature from the Romantic School
till 1850. Two hours a week during the first semester.
This course begins with a general study of the principles of philosophy, life, art, and
poetry, as represented by the Romantic School, which is followed by lectures on the literary
movements, expressed mainly in lyric poetry and in the novel, which supersede the Romantic
Weltanschauung. The lyrics of the war of liberation, the Weltschmerz, and the political
revolution; the novel of Jungdeutschland; the drama of Heinrich von Kleist; the works of
the Schlegels, Tieck, Holderlin, Jean Paul, Novalis, Uhland, Lenau, Heine, Immermann,
Freiligrath, Herwegh, Gutzkow, Morike, and Gotthelf, are the principal topics discussed.
German Drama in the Nineteenth Century.
Two hours a week during the second semester.
The drama of Heinrich von Kleist is studied with special reference to that of the classi-
cal period, and to the dramatic efforts of the Romanticists. The place of Grillparzer in
German literature is defined, as well as the significance of Grabbe and Raimund. This
leads to Otto Ludwig and to Friedrich Hebbel, who is the central figure, chronologically
as well as in importance, of the German drama during the nineteenth century. The course
ends with a review of Anzengruber, Wildenbruch, Sudermann, Hauptmann, and of other
modern writers.
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Dr. Jessen offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the following
post-major courses, open to graduate students:
German Literature from 1850 to the present time.
Two hours a week during the first semester.
The subject of this course is, in the first semester, the Epigonen-Literatur. The develop-
ment of the modern German Novelle is discussed and Keller's, Storm's, and C. F. Meyer's
works are specially studied. A full account of the poets of the Milnchener Schule is given,
in particular of Richard Wagner, Reuter, Groth, Freytag, Spielhagen, Scheffel, Raabe,
Geibel, Heyse, and Schack.
GermaD Literature from 1850 to the present time (continued).
Two hours a week during the second semester.
In the second semester among the subjects discussed are the influence of French, Russian,
and Scandinavian literatures, especially of the work of Zola and Ibsen on German literature;
modern German realism and naturalism as represented by Fontane, Anzengruber, Wilden-
bruch, Hauptmann, Sudermann, Liliencron, and Rosegger; the increased importance of
women in literature, and the work of Marie von Ebner-Esehenbach, Louise von Francois,
Ricarda Huch, Helena Bohlau, Isolde Kurz, Clara Viebig and others; the significance of
Nietzsche for German life and literature; neo-romanticism and Heimatsdichtung
.
Dr. Jessen offers in each year the following post-major course,
open to graduate students:
Advanced Critical Reading. One hour a week throughout the year.
The reading is selected from works discussed in the post-major lectures on literature.
The students give reports on dramas or novels, the object of the discussion being to trace
the characteristics of the author, as shown in his works. Special attention will be paid
to the needs of students who intend to teach German.
Dr. Lasch offers in each year the following post-major course,
open to graduate students
:
Elementary Middle High German. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course has been arranged primarily for undergraduate students who wish to be able
to read the Middle High German classics in the original. Wright's Middle High German
Primer (2nd edition, Oxford, 1899) is used.
General Teutonic Philology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Agathe Lasch, Associate in Teutonic Philology.
Special attention is called to the facilities for the study of com-
parative teutonic philology offered b}*- Bryn Mawr College. The
English and the German departments together have provided
for a complete course in teutonic philology, comprising both the
study of the individual languages (Gothic, Norse, Anglo-Saxon,
Old Saxon, Old High German, Middle High German, Middle
Low German, etc.) and the study of general comparative phil-
ology.
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The courses in introduction to the study of teutonic philology,
Gothic and Middle High German grammar (first-year course),
are designed for students in their first year of graduate study in
Teutonic languages, and the remaining courses for students in
their second or third year.
Students intending to elect teutonic philology are advised to
study Greek for at least one year during their undergraduate
course.
Graduate Courses.
Dr. Lasch offers the following graduate courses
:
Introduction to the Study of Teutonic Philology.
One hour a week throughout the year.
These lectures deal with the following topics: a discussion of Teutonic in its relation
to the cognate Aryan languages; a brief sketch of the single Teutonic languages, accom-
panied by an account of the chief grammatical and lexicographic works on each ; a discussion
of the aim and method of historical and comparative grammar, including problems such as
those of the relationship of dialects and the consistency of phonetic laws; a brief history
of Teutonic philology, and finally the outlines of general phonetics.
(jrOthlC. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Gothic phonetics and inflection are studied in connection with the elements of com-
parative Aryan grammar. Braune's Gotische Grammatik (7th ed., Halle, 1909); or Streit-
berg's Gotisches Elernentarbuch (3rd ed., Heidelberg, 1910) are used as text-books.
As a thorough knowledge of Gothic is the foundation of the study of historical ard
comparative Teutonic grammar, every graduate student of Teutonic grammar is advised
to take this course as early as possible. Die Gotische Bibel (ed. by W. Streitberg, Heidel-
berg, 1908) is used by the more advanced students.
Middle High German Grammar and reading of Middle High German
Texts (first-year COUrse)
.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course includes a brief abstract of Middle High German grammar, with special
reference to the difference between Middle High German and Modern German, and a
study of the most prominent authors in Middle High German. Hartmann's Armer Heinrich
is read, and is followed by selections from classical Middle High German poets and from
the Nibelungenlied, a brief account being given of the history and development of the
Nibelungenlied and its manuscripts.
Students of Middle High German should be provided with Paul's Mittelhochd. Grammatik
(7th ed., Halle, 1908), or Michels's Mittelhochd. Elernentarbuch (Heidelberg, 1900).
This course is required of all students that make German the minor subject in their
examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
The private reading includes the works of the authors treated in the course.
Old High German. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course includes a practical study of Old High German grammar, and a comparison
of the Old High German sounds and forms with those of Gothic, Middle and Modern
High German. Selections are read from Old High German texts, arranged so as to proceed
from easy to more difficult pieces, and to illustrate the difference between the Old High
German dialects.
Middle High German (second-j'ear course).
One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is intended for students that have followed the first year's course in Middle
High German. The first semester is devoted to the Hofisches Epos, and the second semester
to Minnesangs Fruhling and Walther von der Vogelweide.
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Old Saxon. Two hours a week during the second semester.
The work presupposes on the part of the students a sufficient knowledge of Gothic
and Old High German. Holthausen's Altsachsisch.es Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1900)
;
the Heliand (in .Sievers's or Behaghel's edition), and Zangemeister-Braune's Bruchstucke
der altsdchsischen Bibeldichtung (Heidelberg, 1894) are used. The reading is supplemented
by a discussion of the West Germanic alliterative verse.
Old Norse. Two hours a week during the second semester.
This course may, by request, be substituted for the course in Old Saxon.
Students entering this course are supposed to be acquainted with Gothic and with
Anglo-Saxon or Old High German grammar. In the grammatical part of the course the
Norse sounds and forms are studied and compared with those of the Gothic and West-
Germanic dialects. Among the texts read, selections from the younger and the older
Eddas take a prominent place.
The books used are Kahle's Altisl&ndisches Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1900 and some
of the Islendinga sogur {Altnordische Saga-Bibliothek) and Hildebrand's Edda (2nd ed.,
Paderborn, 1904).
Attention is called to the facilities afforded for the study of Old Norse. A considerable
portion of the library of the late philologist, Th. Wiseh, of Lund, was acquired by Bryn
Mawr College, and hence the library is probably as well supplied as any other college library
in the United States with Old Norse texts, Norse periodicals, and works on Old Norse
language and literature.
Comparative Teutonic Grammar. One hour a week throughout the year.
The study of comparative Teutonic philology is recommended to those students only
who are acquainted with the single old Teutonic languages, and have studied Gothic,
Old High German, Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and Norse. The object of the course is to
compare the various old Teutonic languages with each other and with the related Aryan
languages,—or in other words (1) to reconstruct the primitive Teutonic language; (2)
to point out the characteristic features of primitive Teutonic in distinction from primitive
Aryan; (3) to carry down the history of early Teutonic from the period of unity into the
early stages of the individual Teutonic languages.
History of Modern High German. One hour a week throughout the year.
These lectures deal with the history of the development of the German written language
during the Modern High German period. The most important Kanzleisprachen, the most
prominent Druckersprachen, Luther, Modern German sounds and forms in their relation
to the German dialects and to the rules of the Buhnenaussprache, will be discussed.
Teutonic Seminary. One hour a week throughout the year.
This seminary is arranged for the benefit of the most advanced students in Teutonic
philology. Its object is to encourage independent work on the part of the students. The
work consists mainly of the discussion of special topics by the instructor and the students.
Members of the seminary are expected to study the literature on these subjects, and to make
an effort to contribute some additional material, or an independent opinion of their own.
In 1911-12 and again in 1914-15 Old High German texts such as Merseburger and Trierer
Zauberspriiche, Muspilli, and Hildebrandslied are studied. The many problems that these
texts offer and the various attempts to solve them are discussed.
In 1912-13 the first semester will be devoted to High German texts from the fourteenth
to the seventeenth century. The material will be taken either from official documents
of this period belonging to various parts of Germany or from the works of writers such as
Murner, Hans Sachs, Luther, and others; or from grammatical works of this period in
Muller's Quellenschriften und Geschichte des deutschsprachlichen Unterrichts, John Meier's
Neudrucke (Merer deutscher Grammatiken, etc. They are selected to illustrate the develop-
ment of Modern High German. In the second semester Old Saxon texts (Heliand and
Genesis) will be studied.
In 1913-14 the subjects of the seminary will be taken from Middle High German texts.
Problems in text criticism as well as literary problems connected with the works of Middle
High German poets either of the classical period or of the periods preceding or following
it are discussed.
The order of these seminary subjects may be changed in accordance with the require-
ments of the students in any particular year.
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In addition to the above courses, others in Old Frisian, Dutch, Middle
Low German, or Modern Low German may be arranged for students that
have previously studied Gothic, Old and Middle High German, Anglo-
Saxon, and Old Saxon.
Romance Languages.
French.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Albert Schinz,* Professor of French Literature, Dr. Richard
Thayer Holbrook, Associate Professor of French Philology
and Italian, Dr. Elwood Austin Welden, Lecturer in French
and Sanskrit, M. Louis Cons, Lecturer in French, and Dr.
Emma Haeberli, Reader in Elementary French.
Graduate Courses.
There are offered each year three distinct graduate courses in French,
two in literature and one in language, and these courses are varied so that
they may be pursued by students through three or more consecutive years.
Graduate students interested in the study of literature will find it to
their advantage to attend the lectures on French literature two hours a
week throughout the two years of the major course in French.
Dr. Schinz conducts in each year the following graduate semi-
nary:
Seminary in French Literature. Three hours a week throughout the year.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be Montaigne. Various problems connected
with his life, his relations to Protestantism and to the political problems of his time, the
question of the authorship of the Discours sur la servitude volontaire, the origin and sources
of the essays, Montaigne and the Renaissance, and Montaigne and Plutarch will be dis-
cussed. A special study will be made of Montaigne's style and of the Apologie de Raymond
de Sebonde.
In 1913-14 Rousseau is the subject of the seminary. In the first semester, after a dis-
cussion of his life, a study is made of the Confessions, Reveries, and Correspondance. Special
attention is paid to the controversy Confessions versus Memoires d'Epinay, transformed
by the discoveries of Mrs. MacDonald. The questions of Rousseau's insanity and suicide
are discussed. The second semester is devoted chiefly to the study of Teste's Jean Jacques
Rousseau et le cosmopolitisme litteraire. The Lettre a d'Alembert and the Nouvelle Heloise
serve as a text to this theory.
In 1914-15 the subject of the seminary is Victor Hugo. The seminary deals with his
lyrical works. The following subjects are treated: Victor Hugo as a Royalist and Catholic
poet; his indebtedness to Chateaubriand, Sainte-Beuve, Nodier and other contemporaries;
his attitude towards Napoleon I., the Republic of 1848 and Napoleon III.; and his social,
political and religious ideas in the period of his maturity and of his old age.
Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12. The courses offered by Dr. Schina
are given by M. Louis Cons.
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M. Cons conducts in each year the following graduate semi-
nary:
Seminary in French Literature. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is Romanticism and Realism in the 19th century
as illustrated by Chateaubriand, Senancourt, Benjamin Constant, De Maistre, Lamennais,
Fourier, Saint-Simon, and others; Romanticism of Victor Hugo; a careful study of Les
Miserables; philosophical and historical realism (Renan, Taine).
In 1912-13 a study will be made of Rabelais. The investigations of Abel Lefranc on
Rabelais will be brought into connection with the "Conteurs" and also with such writers
as Bernard Palissy and Ambrose Par6.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be Moliere. The subjects studied will be:
French Comedy before Moliere; Moliere's comedies, their Latin, Italian, and French
sources; his style and method of composition; the nature of his "comique," his philos-
ophy and his morality.
In 1914-15 the subject of the seminary is La ' Matiere de Bretagne' et Vepopee courtoise.
The course includes a careful study of the Lais of Marie de France, the poems referring
to Tristan, and the Romans of Chretien de Troie; these are studied in connection with
the question of their origin in Celtic countries and their later development in France. The
different theories that have been proposed as to their origin and evolution are examined
and discussed and an attempt is made to determine their comparative value.
Dr. Holbrook offers in each year the following graduate
courses:
The course in Old French Philology is intended for students in their
first year of graduate study; that in Provencal and the Old French Semi-
nary for students in their second or third year of graduate study; the
Journal Club may be attended by students in their first, second, or third
year of graduate study. The course in Old French Readings is designed
to be taken in connection with the seminary in Old French.
Old French Philology. Three hours a week throughout the year.
This course consists of lectures on the phonology, morphology, and syntax of Old French,
and is designed not only for students whose main pursuit is Romance philology, but also
for those who wish to acquire more precise knowledge of the French elements in Middle
English. The main principles of Historical Grammar are studied in the Extraits de la
Chanson de Roland, published by Gaston Paris, and in various texts in L. Constant's
Chrestomathie. Other books used are Passy's Sounds of the French language, Grandgent's
Introduction to Vulgar Latin, Nyrop's Grammaire Historique de I'Ancien Francais, and
Schwan-Behrens's Grammaire de I'Ancien Francais.
Old French Readings. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Various typical Old French masterpieces are studied from a scientific standpoint. The
essential facts of Old French grammar are reviewed and rare or difficult locutions are
minutely examined for the sake of precise interpretation; dialectal features are considered
and attention is given to the relation of manuscripts to printed texts. In addition to the
works named below, students are expected to supply themselves with Gaston Paris's
Litterature frangaise au moyen Age.
The following courses may be rearranged to suit the needs of students in any particular
year:
In 1911-12 this course was devoted chiefly to study of the following texts: Marie de
France (Lais), an unpublished poem on the Passion, Aucassin et Nicolete, Yvain and Cligea.
In 1912-13 attention will be given mainly to epic and historical works: Wace, Le
pUerinage de Charlemagne, Villehardouin, Joinville, and other chroniclers.
In 1913-14 the texts studied will be in the drama (ca. 1250-ca. 1530): Adam de la
Hale's Jew de la feuillee and Jen de Robin et Marion, various mysteries and moralities,
Maistre Patelin.
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Old French Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The work of the seminary is on the most important Old French dialects. Texts in
Norman, Picard, Francian and Franco-Provencal are studied with reference to their
dialectal features in order that the student may acquire the power to determine approxi-
mately the origin of other texts in which the same dialectal features occur.
Old Pl'OVen^al. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is intended for students of Old French who wish to begin the study of the
language and literature of the Troubadours. The books required are Grandgent's Outline
of the Phonology and Morphology of Old Provengal (Boston, 1905) and Appel's Provenzalische
Chrestomathie (latest edition).
Dr. DeHaan, Dr. Schinz,* Dr. Holbrook, Dr. Welden and
M. Cons together conduct the journal club in Romance
languages.
Romance Languages Journal Club.
One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
The journal club is intended to make the advanced students familiar with all the im-
portant European periodicals and with new books dealing with Romance Philology. For
each session of the club an important article chosen from some one of the various periodicals
is assigned to a student for review. The student is also referred to previous articles or
publications treating of the same subject as that of the review, and is expected to present
to the club a chronological outline of the history and stages of the discussion on the given
point. Thus the students become familiar with the names of leading Romance scholars
and with the particular lines of research in which each of the latter excels. At the same
time such reviews prepare the way for seminary work and original investigations.
Post-Major Courses.
M. Cons offers in 1911-12 and Dr. Schinz will offer again in
1913-14 the following post-major course, open to graduate
students
:
The Short Story (Nouvelle) in the Nineteenth Century.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The genre nouvelle is studied in connection with the following writers: Xavier de Maistre,
Chateaubriand, Nodier, de Vigny, de Musset, Balzac, Merimee, Gautier, Laboulaye,
Daudet, Bourget, Maupassant, France, Coppee, Loti, Villiers de l'lsle Adam, de Regnier,
and others.
Dr. Schinz offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
French Lyric Poetry of the Nineteenth Century.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
In the first semester the lectures treat lyric poetry until the year 1866. Special attention
is paid to the period from 1850 to 1866, while Lamartine, Hugo, Sainte-Beuve, de Vigny,
and de MuBset are treated only so far as is necessary for the understanding of the evolution
of lyric poetry in their successors, Baudelaire, Gautier, de Banville, Leconte de Lisle, etc.
The lectures of the second semester treat contemporary lyric poetry from 1866 to 1900.
A careful study is made of the Parnassian and Symbolist schools.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12. The courses offered by Dr. Schinz
are given by M. Louis Cons.
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Dr. Welden offers in 1911-12 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students
:
French Drama of the Nineteenth Century.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The lectures deal with the origin and development of the drama in the works of Victor
Hugo, Alexandre Dumas pere, and Alfred de Vigny, and for the latter part of the century
Richepin and Edmond Rostand are discussed.
M. Cons offers in 1912-13 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students
:
Women Writers of the Renaissance. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course deals with the importance and influence of Louise Labbg and the School of
Lyons; the three Marguerites: Marguerite de Navarre, Marguerite de France, Marguerite
de Valois.
M. Cons offers in 1913-14 the following post-major courses,
open to graduate students
:
Women Writers of the Seventeenth Century.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The writers studied are Madame de Rambouillet, Mile, de Scude>y, Jacqueline Pascal,
Madame de La Fayette, Madame de SevignS, Madame de Maintenon, Madame de Guyon
and Fehelon, Madame Dacier and others.
Teachers' Course in French Phonetics. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is designed especially for students who intend to teach French but is open
also to other students. Its object is to teach the theory and practice of French phonetics,
not only to correct the student's own errors of pronunciation, but also to train the ear
to detect and identify those of others. The methods employed include lectures on the
physiological and phonetical aspects of the subject, exercises in reading graded passages
of prose and verse, and practice with special phonograph records to master the cadence
of French diction.
Italian.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Richard Thayer Holbrook, Associate Professor of French
Philology and Italian.
Graduate Courses.
Dr. Holbrook offers in each year the following graduate
courses:
Italian Philology. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course presupposes a knowledge of Old French Philology and the equivalent of the
minor and major courses in Italian offered at Bryn Mawr College. The work is founded
upon the treatise entitled Die Italienische Sprache by D'Ovidio and Meyer Liibke in
Grober's Grundriss (Strassburg, 1906). Various passages from thirteenth and fourteenth
century authors are examined critically from a phonological and morphological point of
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Old Italian Readings. One hour a week throughout the year.
Students should provide themselves with the first volume of D'Ancona and Bacci's
ManuaJe della Letteratura Italiana (Florence, 1904).
Dr. DeHaan, Dr. Schinz, Dr. Holbrook, Dr. Welden and M.
Cons together conduct the journal club in Romance languages.
Romance Languages Journal Club.
One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
Dr. Holbrook offers in each year the following undergraduate
courses, open to graduate students
:
First Yeak.
Modern Italian. Five hours a week throughout the year.
This course is designed to prepare beginners for the study of Italian literature, as well
as for the practical use of the language. Reading is taken up from the start, a careful
pronunciation is insisted upon, and the essentials of the grammar are taught by a critical
observation of the texts used and by graded exercises in the rendering of English into
Italian. The books used are the following: C. H. Grandgent's Italian Grammar; Stories
by Fogazzaro and Hecker's II Piccolo Italiano; Giuseppe Finzi's Petrarca (1900); De
Ma^chi's Storie; selections from the verse and prose of Renato Fucini and others.
Second Yeab.
Italian Classical Literature. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The work in this course is to study selections in verse and prose from Ariosto and Tasso,
then all the Inferno and parts of the Purgatorio and Paradiso. For Ariosto and Tasso
the study of difficult modern prose and poetry may be substituted, with exercises in writing
and speaking. Training in pronunciation will be given throughout the course. The
lectures on literature are delivered in Italian.
Spanish.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Fonger DeHaan, Professor of Spanish.
Graduate Courses.
Dr. DeHaan offers in each year the following graduate
courses:
Lectures in Spanish on Spanish Literary History till the death of
Calderon (1681). One hour a week throughout the year.
The lectures are supplemented by extensive private reading of important works.
Essays in Spanish. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Spanish Philology. One hour a week throughout the year.
Old Spanish Readings. One hour a week throughout the year.
Dr. DeHaan, Dr. Schinz, Dr. Holbrook, Dr. Welden and M.
Cons together conduct the journal club in Romance languages.
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Romance Languages Journal Club.
One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. DeHaan offers in each year the following post-major
course, open to graduate students
:
Spanish. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course in composition and conversation is offered to those students who have
completed the second-year course or its equivalent.
Dr. DeHaan offers in each year the following undergraduate
courses, open to graduate students:
Fibst Year.
Spanish. Five hours a week throughout the year.
The object of this course is to give beginners a good knowledge of modern Spanish, and
to ground them thoroughly in the essentials of the grammar. As a preparation for under-
standing the spoken language, two half-hours a week during the second semester are
devoted to dictation. The books studied are the following (taken up in the order indi-
cated): DeHaan's Cuentos Modernos; Perez Nieva, Tomds el torrero (Madrid, Coleccidn
Klong); De Haan's Selected Works of G. A. Bequei ; Hartzenbusch, Los Amantes de Teruel
(Obras, vol. III.); Zorrilla, Granada (Madrid, 1895, 2 vols.).-
Private reading: Palacio Valdes, Jose; Galdos, Marianela.
Second Year.
Lectures in Spanish on Spanish Literary History of the Nineteenth
Century. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Spanish Composition. One hour a week throughout the year.
Critical Reading in Spanish. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Private reading: Private reading supplementing the lectures on literary history com-
prises representative works in the various branches of literature.
Comparative Literature.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Orie Latham Hatcher, Associate in Comparative Literature
and Elizabethan Literature, Dr. Alfred Horatio Upham,
Associate Professor of English Literature, and Miss Georgiana
Goddard King,* Reader in English and Lecturer in Art.
Graduate Courses.
The seminary in comparative literature changes its subject of study
from year to year through a cycle of three years. It may be taken by
graduate students of English in connection with the seminary in Eliza-
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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bethan literature or may be elected separately. The courses in literary
criticism extend through two years, but may be elected separately.
Students intending to do special work in comparative literature are
advised to begin the study of Italian or Spanish.
Dr. Hatcher conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Seminary in Comparative Literature. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is the lyrie poetry of the later Renaissance.
The Italian lyrics of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are studied with reference both to
their Provencal and early Italian origins, and to their bearing upon later French and English
lyrics. Considerable stress is laid upon the study of verse forms and the development
of theories of versification. The first semester is given to reading of the literature involved
and reviews of the results of critical investigation in the field. In the second semester
each student devotes her time to some individual topic. Students desiring to take this
course must consult the instructor as to linguistic equipment.
In 1912-13 Renaissance comedy, chiefly in the sixteenth century, will be studied. Some
preliminary consideration will be given to mediaeval contributions to Renaissance comedy,
but Ariosto's revival of classical comedy will be taken as the special starting point, and the
development of literary comedy traced through other Italian plays and through the French,
Spanish and English to that of the earlier Jacobean dramatists. The various types of
comedy will be analysed and illustrated in the reading required. Pre-requisitc for the course,
French and either Italian or Spanish.
In 1913-14 the seminary will undertake the study of Renaissance fiction on the continent
as related to Elizabethan fiction and drama, the study of fiction being here practically
restricted to that of the novella or short prose tale. Boccaccio, Cintbio, Bandello, Margaret
of Navarre, Desperiers, Belieforrest, Painter, Pettio, Whetstone, etc., being among the
novelists studied. Pre-requisite for the course, French and either Spanish or Italian.
Dr. Upham offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing graduate course
:
Modern Literary Criticism. Two hours a week throughout the year.
A survey of the important phases of literary criticism in Europe from the neo-classic
period, through the development of romanticism, to the present day. Inter-relations
of England and the continent will be made prominent. This course will be similar in
scope and method to the course in Literary Criticism through the Renaissance.
Dr. Upham offers in 1913-14 the following graduate course:
Literary Criticism through the Renaissance.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
A survey, from the graduate point of view, of the significant movements and documents
in the history of European critical theory from Aristotle, through the activities of the
Renaissance, to the consummation of the neo-classic code in the seventeenth century. The
bearing of these upon English literature will be emphasized throughout. The lectures
aim chiefly to indicate outline and relationships, the important feature of the course being
the thorough study and frequent discussion of the material.
The following undergraduate courses may be attended by
graduate students:
Dr. Hatcher offers in each year the following courses:
Modern Drama. Three hour3 a week during the first semester.
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The causes of the present wide-spread dramatic activity are sought, and the more signi-
ficant contemporary plays are studied in their relation to vital modern questions, for their
literary qualities, and for methods of technique. A. reading knowledge of either French
or German is required.
The Evolution of Dramatic Forms. Three hours a week during the second semester.
The object of the course is to seek out the essence of the drama as such, to suggest the
many forms in which the human instinct for dramatic expression has manifested itself,
and to acquaint the student with the more significant of these in their historical order.
A reading knowledge of Latin and of one modern language is desirable.
Renaissance Lyrics. Three hours a week during the first semester.
The course is concerned with the rise of the modern literary lyric among the Troubadours,
and the spread of Provencal and other early Romance lyric forms in Italy, France, Germany,
Spain and England. A knowledge of two languages besides English, one preferably Latin,
is required.
The Modern Pastoral to 1700. Three hours a week during the second semester.
The lectures and reading involve recognition of the large debt of the moderns to the
classical pastoralists, but are chiefly devoted to the rise and decadence of the pastoral
mode in the Romance literature and in English as expressed in eclogue, pastoral, lyric,
romance and drama. A reading knowledge of two languages besides English is required.
Miss King offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing course:
The Continental Developments of Romanticism in the Nineteenth
Century. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course deals with the rise and growth of the ideals of revolution in continental
literature from the birth of Byron to the death of Swinburne. The literature of revolt
is studied with special attention to the drama and, in poetry as well as in the novel, to
the successive phases of early romanticism, mid-century realism, and the new return to
romanticism.
Miss King offers in 1913-14 the following course:
The Culture of the Renaissance. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The study of the literature of the Italian Renaissance begins with an examination of
its ideals of education and character, and, after a short excursus on the influence of the
other arts upon literature between 1300 and 1600, indicates the chief differences which
appeared as the movement reached its culmination in France and England, and the
standards of taste and ideals of life which it finally imposed. The class studies in con-
nection with this the chief types of literary form as they took shape in Italy and were
adopted and altered elsewhere.
Semitic Languages and Biblical Literature.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. George A. Barton, Professor of Biblical Literature and
Semitic Languages.
The college was particularly fortunate in securing in the year
1892 the library of the late M. Arthur Amiaud, of Paris. While
M. Amiaud was expecially eminent as an Assyriologist, he was
also prominent as a general Semitic student. His library was
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the collection of an active scholar, and forms a working library
for the student in every department of Semitic study. It is
especially rich in the Hebrew, Syriac, and Assyrian languages,
containing several works, indispensable to the student, which
are now out of print. Another Semitic library containing many
works on the Talmud and on Jewish literature was acquired
in 1904. Mr. Albert J. Edmunds presented to the college in
1907 his library of 500 volumes on the history of religion. The
contents of these libraries, together with the books already
owned by the college and those easily accessible in neighboring
libraries, form an exceptionally good collection of material for
the specialist in Semitic languages. A good working collection
of cuneiform tablets is under the control of the department,
and affords an excellent opportunity for students of Assyrian to
become familiar with original documents.
Geaduate Courses.
The graduate courses in Semitic languages are varied from year to
year, as indicated below, so that they may be pursued by a student for
four successive years. Those who offer Semitic languages as the major
subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are
required to spend in Semitic work half their time for at least three years.
The work of the department is so arranged that students may specialise
in Hebrew or Assyrian. Students who offer Hebrew or Assyrian as the
major subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
must possess a knowledge of the grammatical forms of five Semitic lan-
guages and in this enumeration Syriac and Jewish Aramaic may not
count as separate languages. Students that offer Semitic languages as
the minor subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Phil-
osophy must show that they have a knowledge of three Semitic languages.
The regular alternation of courses is indicated below and at least five
hours a week will be given in each year, the courses being selected accord-
ing to the needs of the graduate students. Graduate students may enter
in any year of the four years' course, as there will be afforded each year
an opportunity for graduate students to begin Hebrew.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Barton offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the
following graduate courses:
Semitic Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This seminary is devoted to Hebrew or Assyrian, the languages that may be offered
as major subjects for the doctor's degree. The time may be devoted to one of these
languages, or may be divided between the two, according to the needs of the students.
In Assyrian the subject may be chosen from one of the following: the oldest Babylonian
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inscriptions, temple archives of Telloh, Sumerian hymns, the code of Hammurabi, or
mythological poetry. In Hebrew, one of the following subjects may be selected: Job,
the Psalter, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs, or Hebrew Epigraphy.
In the Hebrew seminary the students are trained in textual criticism through the use of
the ancient versions.
Elementary Semitic Languages. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course may be devoted to the elements of Hebrew, or of Aramaic (Syriac and
Jewish Aramaic), or Assyrian, or Arabic according to the needs of the students. The
time may, if necessary, be divided between two of these languages.
Hebrew, The Prophets. One hour a week throughout the year.
The text of one or more of the Prophets is critically interpreted, and Hebrew syntax
and composition are studied.
Hebrew Literature. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is devoted to a study of the Prophets, the Pentateuch, and the historical
books of the Old Testament.
Ethiopic. One hour a week throughout the year.
The grammar and Chrestomathia of Praetorius and Dillmann are used, and in the latter
part of the course selections are read from the book of Enoch.
Seminary in New Testament Greek. One hour a week throughout the year.
A thorough study is made of some book of the New Testament, and the students are
guided in critical studies, both textual and historical.
Dr. Barton offers in 1912-13 the following graduate courses:
Semitic Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The work of the seminary is continued as given in 1911-12.
Seminary in Aramaic and Arabic. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This seminary is devoted to Arabic or Aramaic, the languages that may be offered as
minor subjects for the doctor's degree. The time may be devoted to one of the languages,
or may be divided between the two, according to the needs of the students. In Arabic
the subject may be chosen from one of the following: the Coran, pre-Islamic poetry,
Arabic geographers, or South Arabic inscriptions. In Aramaic, one of the following sub-
jects may be selected: a comparative study of the Syriac Versions of the Gospels, the
Syriac Version of one of the Old Testament books, the writings of Gregory Bar Hebraeus,
or of Efraem, the Targum on one of the Old Testament books, the Talmud, or Aramaic
inscriptions.
Comparative Semitic Grammar. One hour a week throughout the year.
The grammar of Brockelmann is used as a basis with comparisons from the Egyptian
and other Hamitic languages.
Egyptian. One hour a week throughout the year.
The elements of Egyptian and Coptic grammar are taught, and some texts in each
language interpreted.
Free Elective Courses.
The courses in Biblical Literature and Oriental History are intended
primarily for undergraduate students, but may be elected by graduate
students also.
Dr. Barton offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing free elective courses in Biblical literature
:
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New Testament Biography. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The first semester of this course is devoted to a careful study of the life and teaching
of Christ; the second semester to the life and teaching of St. Paul. The Gospels and
Epistles are read, together with the most helpful of the modern works on these topics.
The course is illustrated by photographs of the most important places connected with
the lives of Christ and St. Paul.
History of the Old Testament Canon. One hour a week throughout the year.
In this course the history of the composition and collection of the books of the Old
Testament is studied. The instruction is given in lectures, and reading is assigned in
the Old Testament and in modern literature concerning it.
Dr. Barton offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing free elective courses in Biblical literature
:
History Of Christian Doctrine. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In the first semester Christianity is studied as presented by its Founder and by the
apostles, and in the second semester the history of Christian doctrine from 100 A.D. to
the present time is briefly reviewed, and problems presented by modern thought are
touched upon.
History of the New Testament Canon. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course consists of a study of the New Testament, similar in its methods and aims
to the course on the Old Testament Canon.
Dr. Barton offers in each year the following free elective
course
:
Oriental History. Three hours a week throughout the year.
This course treats in broad outlines the history and civilisation of the Classical Orient.
The beginnings of the Hamito-Semitic race, and the influence of environment upon its
primitive institutions are first studied. The separation of the races into the different
nations is then traced, and the history of the principal Oriental nations, Egyptians, Baby-
lonians, Assyrians, Phoenicians, Hebrews, Hittites, Sabseans, and Persians; of Alexander
and his successors; of the Parthians, and the oriental empire of the Romans, is followed
in outline. Special attention is paid to the history of the Hebrews, and to their unique
religious contribution to the civilisation of the world. The course concludes with a study
of the Arabic caliphates, and of Mohammedan civilisation. The lectures are illustrated
by archaeological specimens and by photographs. Either semester may be elected sepa-
rately. In 1911-12 this course was given five times a week throughout the year.
Dr. Barton offers in each year, when the time of the depart-
ment permits, the following free elective courses:
Biblical Geography and Archaeology. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course begins with a survey of the physical features of Palestine and an estimate
of their effect upon its civilisation. The succession of races dominant in Palestine since
the beginning of history is then reviewed, after which the positions of the places important
in the Biblical narratives are carefully noted. The principal Biblical narratives are studied
in connection with the geography of the country and the archaeological remains of the period.
In this way the narratives of the Patriarchs, Kings, Prophets, and Apostles, as well as the
life of Christ, are illustrated. The course is illustrated by photographs. Use is made
throughout the course of the publications of the Palestine Exploration Fund, and of other
modern explorers.
New Testament Greek. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course presupposes a knowledge of classical Greek. After some introductory
lectures on the formation and peculiarities of the New Testament Greek, one hour a week
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during the first semester is devoted to lectures on the history of the New Testament text,
both in its written and in its printed form, the helps extant for emending it, and the method
of using them. The remainder of the time is devoted to the interpretation of the New
Testament Epistles, especially those of Paul. The students are expected to read privately
during the first semester the text of one of the Gospels, and during the second, either
the Acts of the Apostles, the Apocalypse, or the Epistle to the Hebrews.
HlSTOET.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Mr. Clarence H. Haring, Lecturer (elect) in History. Dr. Wil-
liam Roy Smith, Associate Professor of History, and Mr. Fred-
erick Aldrich Cleveland. Lecturer in History.
Graduate Courses.
tVo distinct seminary courses in English and European history and in
American history are offered to graduate students in history in addition
to a course in Historical Method and Bibliography and the direction of
private reading and original research.
Xo undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Mr. Haring conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary
:
Seminar}- in English and European History.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
In 1912-13 the Reformation will be the subject of the seminary.
In 1913-14 the work of the seminary will be on topics selected from the political
history of continental Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
In 1914-15 English institutions in the Tudor and Stuart periods will be studied.
Dr. Smith conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary
:
Seminary in American History. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is slavery- and the negro problem. After a pre-
liminary survey of the history of slavery in the colonial period such topics as the slavery
compromises of the constitution, the growth of slavery in the South, the abolition of the
slave trade, the Missouri Compromise, the anti-Slavery movement, nullification, the
Mexican War, the Wilmot Proviso, the compromise measures of 1850, the Kansas-Nebraska
bill, the Dred Scott decision, the abolition of slavery, and the adoption of the thirteenth,
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments are discussed. Special attention is paid to the con-
flict between sectionalism and nationalism and to the connection between slavery, terri-
torial expansion, and the development of constitutional theories.
In 1912-13 the revolution, the confederation and the constitution will be the subjects
of study. American history from 1778 to 1789 is discussed primarily from the local point
of view as a step in the conflict between the seaboard aristocracy and the democracy of
the frontier. The social and economic forces which led to the adoption of the Federal
Constitution and the subsequent formation of national political parties are investigated.
In 1913-14 the American colonies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries v.ill
be the subject of the seminary. The political, constitutional, and social problems of the
colonies in the seventeenth century will be studied in the first semester. In the second
semester, special stress is laid upon the development in the eighteenth century7 of the
imperial administrative machinery and upon the ethnical distribution of population in
the colonies.
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Mr. Cleveland offers in 1913-14 the following graduate
course
:
Historical Method and Bibliography. One hour a week throughout the year.
The matters dealt with in this course are the field of history and its relations to allied
subjects; the evolution of the scientific historical method; the outlines of historical bibliog-
raphy; the great collections of printed material; archives and MSS.; the work and rank
of leading historians of the modern school. A reading knowledge of French and German is
required.
Mr. Haring, Dr. Smith and Mr. Cleveland conduct in each
year the historical journal club.
Historical Journal Club. Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year
.
The instructors in the department of history and the graduate students who are pursu-
ing advanced courses in history meet once a fortnight to make reports upon assigned
topics, review recent articles and books, and present the results of special investigations.
Post-Major Courses.
Mr. Haring offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
England under the Stuarts. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The principal aspects of the narrative and constitutional history of England in the
seventeenth century will be studied in some detail. Use will be made of general histories
but the work of the students will, as far as possible, be done from State papers, published
correspondence, etc. The course will be conducted by lectures, discussions and oral reports
from members of the class.
Mr. Haring offers in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16 the fol-
lowing post-major course, open to graduate students:
England under the Tudors. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is conducted on the same general plan as the preceding course.
Dr. Smith offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
American Constitutional History to 1783.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
The text-books used in the course are MacDonald's Select Charters of American History
and Select Documents of the History of the United States. The members of the class are
also systematically referred, not only to the general authorities, but also to colonial
charters and constitutions, the records of the colonial governments as far as they are
available, the journals of Congress, and other documentary materials.
Dr. Smith offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
American Constitutional History, from 1783 to 1865.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
The lectures deal with the leading aspects of the political, constitutional, and economic
history of the United States from the ratification of the constitution to the present time.
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The text-books used are MacDonald's Select Documents of the History of the United States
and Select Statutes of United States History, but frequent additional references are given
to the leading secondary authorities. To a limited extent use will be made of such docu-
ments as are available in the library, and special topics will be assigned for discussion and
report.
Mr. Cleveland offers in 1911-12 the following post-major
course, open to graduate students:
England since 1714. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is conducted by means of lectures, assigned readings, and written reports.
Its purpose is rather to explain than to narrate. Therefore the treatment is topical as well
as chronological, emphasis being laid upon those political, social, and constitutional changes
which seem to have made modern England. Among the topics of discussion are the rise
and fall of the Whig oligarchy, the evolution of the cabinet system, the rise of Methodism,
the American Revolution as a constitutional question, England and the French Revolution,
the industrial revolution, parliamentary reform, England and the Monroe doctrine, the
repeal of the corn laws, Home Rule, and present-day Liberalism.
Economics and Politics.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Marion Parris, Associate Professor of Economics and
Politics, Mr. Sydney D. M. Hudson, Lecturer in Political
Science, and an instructor in Economics and Politics whose
appointment will be announced later.
Graduate Courses.
Two seminaries in economics and one in politics are offered each year
in addition to the direction of private reading and original research. Post-
major courses amounting to seven hours a week which may be elected
by graduate students are given in each year.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Parris offers in each year the following graduate seminary :
Economic Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1911-12 the theories of capital and interest of modern German, Italian, and American
economists are studied and critically compared.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be a critical study of modern theories of value.
The works of Ehrenfels, Meinong and Urban will be studied and criticised.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be the theories of interest and wages in
modern German, Italian, English and American economics.
Mr. Hudson offers in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Political Seminary. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The methods of instruction in the seminary are designed to guide advanced students
in special research work along the lines indicated by the titles of the courses. Some lectures
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are given but the main attention is devoted to the presentation and criticism of the results
of studies made by the students themselves.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is the nature and development of modern demo-
cratic institutions.
In 1912-13, Private Rights under the Constitution of the United States will be the
subject of the seminary. Attention will be devoted both to the content of the rights pro-
tected and to the means through which the protection is effected. In this latter connection,
the origin of the power of the Supreme Court of the United States to pass upon the constitu-
tionality of acts of Congress and of the State Legislatures; the principles which have guided
the Court in the use of the power, and the criticisms which have been advanced with regard
to the action of the Court will be treated. The investigation of the content of constitu-
tionally protected private rights will be concerned chiefly with a study of cases dealing with
combinations of labor and capital; social legislation, particularly government aid to depend-
ent and semi-dependent classes; the control of public utilities; limitations upon the taxing
power; class discriminations; various modes of administrative procedure.
In 1913-14, a study will be made of the origin and content of the political thought
expressed in the Constitution of the United States. American political ideas of the consti-
tution-making period will be considered in relation to their colonial and European sources.
Chief attention, however, will be devoted to the debates in the Convention of 1787, the
discussion of the constitution in connection with the state-ratifying conventions, and the
course of political thought during the period of federalist supremacy under the new govern-
ment.
In 1914-15, the distribution of legislative power between the Central Government and
the States will be investigated as a basis for a comparison of federal and centralized govern-
ment. The American federal system will be compared with the centralized government
of Great Britain and the federal systems of Australia, Canada and British South Africa.
The following graduate seminary will be offered in each year
by an instructor whose appointment will be announced later:
Economic Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be American industrial problems. The
economic aspect of organised capital and organised labour and the principles of labour
legislation will be studied.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be the industrial history of the United States
from 1790 to 1860.
Dr. Parris and Mr. Hudson conduct in each year the economic
journal club.
Economic Journal Club.' Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
At the meetings recent books and articles are reviewed and the results of special inves-
tigations presented for discussion, comment, and criticism.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Parris offers in 1911-12 and again inl912-13, and 1914-15
the following post-major course, open to graduate students:
Sociology and the Social Institutions. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is designed to introduce the students to the problems of modern sociology.
The fiist semester's work will be a review of the literature of sociology. The students
will read selections from the works of Comte, Spencer, Giddings, Ratzenhofer, Small,
and others. In the second semester the genesis and history of the social institutions will
be studied; the family, church, state, the institution of private property, corrective and
preventive institutions, etc. The lectures are supplemented by written reports and
specially assigned reading, and by written and oral quizzes.
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Dr. Parris offers in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
Utilitarian Theory in Economics. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The object of this course is to study the influence of utilitarian ethical theory in shaping
the thought of the English classical school. Hume, Paley, Bentham, Adam Smith, James
Mill, Ricaido, Malthus and J. S. Mill are read critically. The lectures are supplemented
by written reports on specially assigned reading and by oral and written quizzes.
Mr. Hudson offers in 1911-12 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students
:
Government and Civil Liberty. Three hours a week throughout the year.
This course consists of an examination of the nature of the State and the respective
spheres of governmental interference and civil liberty.
Mr. Hudson offers in 1912-13 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students:
Modern Democracy. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The first semester will be devoted to an examination of the nature of democracy, types
of democratic institutions, the development of the modern democratic movement, and
the tendencies of democratic legislation. Democratic institutions are analysed in order
to show the principles underlying them, and the opinions of publicists and statesmen
with regard to democracy are discussed critically. In the second semester specific problems
of democratic organisation and practice, especially those of contemporary American
interest will be studied.
Mr. Hudson offers in 1913-14 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students
American Constitutional Law. Three hours a week throughout the year.
In this course the leading principles of the American constitutional system will be
examined. The course will deal principally with the federal constitution and the decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States. Some attention will be given, however, to state
constitutions and the decisions of state courts. Stress will be laid upon decisions relating
to social and economic questions.
The following post-major course, open to graduate students,
will be offered in 1912-13 by an instructor whose appointment
will be announced later
:
The Literature of Socialism. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course is intended to give a ciitical survey of socialistic and collectivistic thought
in the nineteenth century as a basis for interpreting modern socialistic theories. The
students will be required to write reports on specially assigned topics.
The following post-major course, open to graduate students,
will be offered in 1913-14 by an instructor whose appointment
will be announced later
:
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American Industrial History. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The object of the course is to trace the history of organisations of labour and capital
in the United States as a basis for the special study of present conditions.
Fkee Elective Courses.
Dr. Parris offers in each year the following free elective
courses, open to graduate students
:
Methods of Social Research. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The work of the first semester is an account of modern institutions for social research
and social reform; a review of the most important investigations, bibliographical sources,
and methods of research. Booth's Life and Labour in London, Rowntree's Poverty, the
reports of the Bureau of Labour and Bailey's Modern Social Conditions will be used as
text-books. In the second semester American social problems are studied, using as a
basis of investigation the United States Census. Special attention is paid to statistical
method and students will be assigned reports for each semester.
EutheniCS. One hour a week during the second semester.
This course is a continuation of the course in Eugenics given in the first semester by Dr.
Stevens, see page 119.
Philosophy.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Theodore de Leo de Laguna, Professor of Philosophy, Dr.
James H. Leuba, Professor of Psychology and Education and
Director of the Psychological Laboratory, Dr. Clarence Errol
Ferree, Associate and Associate Professor (elect) in Psychology,
Dr. Grace Mead Andrus de Laguna, Associate in Philosophy,
and Miss Marion Reilly, Dean of the College and Reader in
Philosophy.
Graduate Courses.
In addition to the post-major courses, which may be elected by graduate
students, ten hours of graduate lectures and seminary work are offered in
each year. The laboratory of experimental psychology is open to graduate
students for research work.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. T. de Laguna conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary
:
Ethical Seminary. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The subject of the seminary is either a study of one of the chief problems of ethics or
a critical examination of some important movement of thought.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is the ethics of Plato. The dialogues in which
moral questions are prominently discussed are read in approximately chronological order;
and the development of Plato's ethics is studied in the light of its interrelations with his
theories of knowledge and of reality.
In 1912-13 Hume and his contemporaries will be studied. A brief preliminary survey
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is made of the course of English ethical thought from Hobbes to Shaftesbury. This is fol-
lowed by a more careful examination of selected writings of Mandeville, Butler, and
Hutcheson, with a view to tracing their probable influence upon Hume. Finally, the prin-
cipal task of the year is a comparative study of the ethical doctrines of Hume's Treatise
on Human Nature and Enquiry into the Principles of Morals, with incidental reference
to Hartley and Adam Smith.
In 1913-14 the subject will be English evolutionary ethics, as exemplified in the writings
of Darwin, Clifford, Spencer, Stephen, Alexander, and Hobhouse, and as criticised by
Green, Sorley, Huxley, and Pringle-Pattison. Special attention will be given to the
problem of determining the nature and limitations of the genetic method as applied in
ethical research.
Dr. G. A. de Laguna conducts in each year the following
graduate seminary:
Metaphysical Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The subject of the seminary is usually an examination of one of the more important
metaphysical theories of recent times. The chief object of the inquiry is to indicate the
fundamental postulates and tacit agreements of contemporary philosophical thought.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is contemporary realism, special attention being
given to the various phases of the moment in England and in this country. Its historical
sources, and its relations to subjective idealism as well as to absolute idealism and prag-
matism, are carefully studied.
In 1912-13 the subject will be English empiricism. Special attention will be paid to its
connections with associationism, and to the development of the theory of scientific method.
In 1913-14 the subject will be inductive and genetic logic. The theories of Sigwart,
Wundt, Bradley, Bosanquet, Dewey and Baldwin will be the basis of study.
Dr. T. de Laguna and Dr. G. A. de Laguna conduct in each
year the philosophical journal club.
Philosophical Journal Club. Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet to report on and discuss recent reviews
and critical articles.
Dr. Leuba offers in each year the following graduate seminary:
Psychological Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
As the foundation of the work of the seminary one or two of the following subjects
will be chosen each year: feeling and emotion; attention, apperception, the will; the
psychology of religion and of ethics; language, myths, customs; psychology of the beau-
tiful; psychiatry and criminology; animal and child psychology.
Dr. Ferree offers in each year the following graduate course
:
Systematic Psychology. Three hours a week throughout the year.
This course is intended, primarily, to give a systematic presentation of the literature
of experimental psychology. Due consideration, however, will be given to all points
of systematic importance. The work is grouped about the following topics: sensation,
the simpler sense complexes, perception and ideas, feeling and the affective processes,
attention, action, and the intellectual processes (memory, association, imagination, etc.).
The course covers three years; but the topics chosen and the time devoted to each vary from
year to year according to the needs of the students.
Dr. Leuba and Dr. Ferree together conduct in each year the
psychological journal club. The laboratory work may be done
under the direction of Dr. Leuba or Dr. Ferree.
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Psychological Journal Club
.
One hour a week throughout the year.
The advanced students meet with the instructors once a week to hear or read reports
on the literature of the subject and on the work done in the laboratory.
Psychological Laboratory Work.
The laboratory work consists of individual practice and research.
Free Elective Course.
Dr. T. de Laguna offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the
following free elective course, open to graduate students:
Elementary Logic. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is an introduction to deductive and inductive logic, including the theories
of definition, classification, the transformation of judgments, the canons of the syllogism,
the formation of concepts, the general methods of observation and experiment, analogy,
and the use of hypotheses.
Dr. T. de Laguna offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the
following free elective course, open to graduate students:
Theory of Pragmatism. One hour a week throughout the year.
A brief introduction gives a sketch of the Darwinian theory of evolution and of its
application to functional psychology. The greater part of the second semester is devoted
to class discussion of Professor James's book on Pragmatism.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. G. A. Laguna offers in each year the following post-major
course, open to graduate students:
Types of Metaphysical Theory. Two hours a wed: throughout the year.
Each semester is devoted to the examination of some important type of metaphysical
theory. After the historical development of the theory under investigation has been
traced, its implications and relationships are examined and criticised. The particular
subjects selected vary from year to year.
Dr. Ferree offers in each year the following post-major course
:
Advanced Experimental Psychology. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is intended for fourth year students in psychology who wish to begin research
work. The instructor will cooperate with the student in the solution of some original
problem. The object of the course is to train the student for independent investigation.
A reading knowledge of French and German is required.
Education.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. James H. Leuba, Professor of Psychology and Education,
and Director of the Psychological Laboratory. The instruction
offered covers five hours of lectures a week, in addition to the
time devoted to the seminary; it includes two hours a week of
free elective work, and three hours a week of graduate work.
It is the purpose of the department to offer to students intend-
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ing to become teachers an opportunity to obtain a technical
preparation sufficient for their profession. Hitherto practical
training has been thought necessary for teachers of primary
schools only, but similar training is very desirable for teachers
in high schools and colleges also. Indeed, it is already becoming
increasingly difficult for college graduates without practical and
theoretical pedagogical knowledge to secure good positions. In
addition to the lectures open to undergraduates, courses will be
organised for graduate students only conducted with special
reference to preparation for the headship and superintendence
of schools. Education cannot be studied to the best advantage
unless an acquaintance with at least the rudiments of psychology
is presupposed. The elementary experimental course in psychol-
ogy is therefore earnestly recommended to all students of educa-
tion.
Graduate Courses.
Graduate students are recommended to follow the work offered in the
undergraduate course mentioned below.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Leuba offers in each year the following graduate courses
:
The Psychology of Mental and Bodily Growth with reference to Edu-
cation. One hour a week throughout the year.
A knowledge of elementary psychology is assumed in this course.
Lectures upon school-hygiene; physical training; organisation of educa-
tion in the United States and in Europe; the training of teachers, etc.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
Educational Psychology. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course may be substituted for the course in school hygiene.
Free Elective Course.
Dr. Leuba offers in each year the following free elective course,
open to graduate students
:
Education. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course deals with the great educators and their systems considered with reference
to modern educational methods and the problems of to-day.
History of Art and Classical Archaeology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. David M. Robinson, Non-Resident Lecturer in Classical
Archaeology, Miss Georgiana Goddard King,* Reader in English
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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and Lecturer in Art, and Miss Lily Ross Taylor, Reader and
Demonstrator in the History of Art and Classical Archaeology,
and an instructor whose appointment will be announced later.
An archaeological seminary of two hours a week throughout
the year is offered to graduate students who have done element-
ary archaeological work, and also a journal club meeting one
and a half hours a fortnight.
In addition to the graduate seminary announced, other courses
will be provided as need for them arises, and individual students
will be directed in special work by means of private conferences.
The undergraduate work is divided into courses of three hours
a week, and two hours a week, and these change from year to
year so affording a series of instruction in painting, architecture
and sculpture.
Graduate Courses.
A seminary in archaeology and a journal club are offered to graduate
students in addition to the elective courses which are open also to under-
graduate students. A reading knowledge of French and German is
indispensable for graduate work in art and archaeology.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Robinson conducts in 1911-12 the following graduate
seminary which is offered in each year:
Archaeological Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course is open only to graduate students who have had some previous training in
classical archaeology. The order of the subjects may be changed in accordance with the
needs of the students.
In 1911-12 the subjects of the seminary are Cretan antiquities in the first semester
and Greek and Roman pottery in the second semester.
In 1912-13 Greek and Roman coins will be studied in the first semester and Greek
and Roman sculpture will be the subject of the seminary in the second semester.
In 1913-14 Roman architecture and topography will be the subjects of the seminary
in the first semester and Greek vases of the fifth century are studied in the second semester.
The journal club is conducted in each year by the instructors
in the department:
Archaeological Journal Club. One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
The graduate students and the instructors meet for the presentation and discussion
of topics of current archaeological literature.
The following advanced undergraduate courses may be at-
tended by graduate students
:
Miss King offers in 1912-13 the following courses, open to
graduate students:
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Italian Renaissance Painting from the Middle of the Thirteenth to the
Middle of the Sixteenth Century. Three hours a week throughout the year.
In the first semester the Italian Primitives are studied, chiefly in the schools of Florence,
Siena, and Umbria; in the second semester the painters of the High Renaissance, with
special attention to those of Venice and the north of Italy.
Renaissance Sculpture. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The first semester is devoted to the sculpture of the Italian Renaissance, the second
chiefly to Northern art, and in especial to figure sculpture in France from the building
of the Cathedrals to the close of the Renaissance. The great sculptors of Germany and
Spain will also be noticed.
Miss King offers in 1913-14 the following courses, open to
graduate students
:
Painting in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
In the first semester the Dutch and Flemish painters will be studied, in the second
semester the French, Spanish, and English. The course will begin with a short considera-
tion of the Primitives in France and the Low Countries and with the earlier English
schools of landscape and portrait painting.
Gothic Architecture. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The first semester is devoted to Romanesque and pointed architecture in Italy and
Germany, with special attention to the introduction of Gothic into Italy by the Cister-
cians, and the second semester to the development of Gothic in France and Spain with
parallels from English ecclesiastical architecture.
Miss Taylor offers in 1911-12 the following free elective
course, open to graduate students:
Greek and Roman Sculpture. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The course consists of a study of the development of Greek sculpture from its beginning
to the end of the Hellenistic period. The last six weeks of the second semester are devoted
to a survey of Roman sculpture.
In 1912-13 the following courses, open to graduate students,
will be offered by an instructor whose appointment will be
announced later:
Introduction to Classical Archaeology. Three hours a week throughout the year.
Greek and Roman architecture, coins, small bronzes, and terra-cottas are studied in
the first semester and Greek and Roman sculpture in the second 6emester. The work
of the two semesters may be elected separately. The course is illustrated with lantern
slides.
Ancient Painting. Three hours a week throughout the year.
This course is concerned chiefly with vases and with Pompeian wall-paintings. A good
collection of original material for the illustration of Greek vases is in the possession of the
department. The course is illustrated with lantern slides.
Mathematics.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Charlotte Angas Scott, Professor of Mathematics, Mr.
Harry Bateman, Lecturer in Mathematics, and Dr. Helen
Schaeffer Huff, Reader in Mathematics.
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Gkaduate Coukses.
The graduate courses consist of lectures and seminary work, supple-
mented by private reading under the direction of the instructors, the
courses being arranged each year with reference to the wishes and degree
of preparation of the students concerned.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Scott offers in 1911-12 the following graduate course:
Plane Algebraic Curves. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course deals with the general theory of plane algebraic curves with special attention
to topological investigations.
Dr. Scott offers in 1912-13 the following graduate course:
Special Algebraic Curves. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The first part of the course will be devoted to a discussion of properties of cubic and
quartic plane curves. Later in the year other classes of curves will be taken into account
and important individual curves will be treated in detail.
Dr. Scott offers in 1913-14 the following graduate course:
Theory of Surfaces. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In this course a general knowledge of plane algebraic curves and the elements of solid
analytical geometry is presupposed. During the first semester the simpler properties
of non-singular surfaces and projective properties of curves and developables are taken
up; the classification of curves, the properties of ruled surfaces, and singularities of
surfaces in general are treated in the second semester.
Mr. Bateman offers in 1911-12 the following graduate course:
Definite Integrals and Integral Equations.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
In the first semester the theory of the convergence of definite integrals is discussed and
special attention paid to cases in which the order of two limiting processes is inverted.
The second semester is devoted to the study of integral equations of the first and second
kind and the general theory of distributive operations.
Mr. Bateman offers in 1912-13 the following graduate course:
Linear Differential Equations. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course consists of a discussion of the general theory of these equations, particular
attention being paid to those of the second order. A detailed account is given of those
equations whose singular points are regular. The expression of the variables as uniform
functions of a parameter is dealt with and in this connection the elementary properties
of automorphic functions are given. Solution by means of definite integrals and equations
of the type which arise in connection with mathematical physics are discussed.
Mr. Bateman offers in 1913-14 the following graduate course:
Theory of Functions. Two hours a week throughout the year.
A knowledge of the elements of the theory is presupposed. The course will contain
some account of the theory of functions of more than one independent variable and in
particular will include a discussion of the properties of multiply periodic functions.
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Dr. Scott and Mr. Bateman together conduct the journal club.
Mathematical Journal Club. One hour a fortnight throughout the year.
The journal club holds fortnightly meetings at which reports on special topics or memoirs
are presented by the instructors and the graduate students.
Post-Major Courses.
The post-major courses in mathematics are designed to bridge over the
interval between the ordinary undergraduate studies and advanced work.
They deal, therefore, with the subjects of the major course, carried to
higher developments and treated by higher methods. As the order of
mathematical studies differs in different colleges, graduate students
frequently find it advisable to devote a part of their time to these courses.
Regular written work is expected from all mathematical students, and a
reading knowledge of French and German is presupposed.
The post-major courses in any one year amount to four hours a week.
The courses given are the following with occasional modifications:
I. (a.) Lectures Introductory to Modern Analytical Geometry, in con-
nection with Salmon's Conic Sections and Scott's Modern Analytical
Geometry.
or, I. (6.) Lectures on Modern Pure Geometry.
or, I. (c.) Lectures on Special Topics in Geometry, such as Homoge-
neous Coordinates, Circular Coordinates, Families of Curves, Certain
Transcendental Curves, Geometrical Transformations, etc.
Special permission to take this course before completing the two years of the major
course may be granted to students whose work in the major course has shown that they
are able to profit by the lectures.
II. (a.) Lectures Introductory to Modern Algebra, in connection with
Salmon's Modern Higher Algebra, and Elliott's Algebra of Quantics.
or, II. (b.) Lectures Preparatory to the Theory of Functions, in con-
nection with Harkness and Morley's Introduction to the Theory of Analytic
Functions and Chrystal's Algebra, Vol. II.
or, II. (c.) Lectures on Differential Equations, ordinary and partial.
or, II. (d.) A general course in Analysis, dealing with the higher devel-
opment of subjects only touched upon in the major course, such as Deter-
minants, Fourier's Series, Infinite Series, Definite Integrals, etc.
In 1911-12 the following post-major courses are offered:
I. (a.) Dr. Scott . Two hours a week throughout the year.
II. (d.) Mr. Bateman. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1912-13 the following post-major courses are offered:
I. (6.) Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
II. (c.) Mr. Bateman. Two hours a week throughout the year.
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In 1913-14 the following post-major courses are offered:
I. (c.) Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
II. (&.) Mr. Bateman. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Free Elective Courses.
Dr. Scott offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the following
free elective course, open to graduate students:
Graphic Mathematics. One hour a week throughout the year.
The course deals with statistical work, probability, and theory of errors. It is recom-
mended to students of economics as well as to students of physics. No knowledge of
mathematics beyond the requirement for matriculation is presupposed.
Dr. Scott offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing free elective course, open to graduate students
:
Fundamental Theorems of Algebra and Geometry.
One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is offered in alternate years. Certain standard problems of historical interest
are considered in order to elucidate some of the fundamental principles of mathematics.
Either semester may be taken separately. No knowledge of mathematics beyond the
requirement for matriculation is presupposed. It is hoped that the work will prove useful
to those intending to teach elementary mathematics.
Mr. Bateman offers in 1911-12 the following free elective
course open to graduate students:
Descriptive Astronomy. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Dr. H. S. Huff offers in each year the following free elective
course, open to graduate students:
Mathematics Preparatory to Science. Two hours a week throughout the year-
This course deals chiefly with parts of the differential and integral calculus, trigonometry,
analytical geometry, and differential equations. Some problems in probability are also
considered.
Science.
Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Biology.
Professors and instructors : Dr. Joseph W. Warren, Dr. Elmer
P. Kohler, Dr. Florence Bascom, Dr. William B. Huff, Dr. David
Hilt Tennent, Dr. Nettie Maria Stevens, Dr. James Barnes, Dr.
Frederick Hutton Getman, Dr. Chester Albert Reeds, Dr. Har-
riet Randolph, Miss Mabel Frehafer, and Miss Jessie Williams
Clifton.
In January, 1893, the Trustees opened Dalton Hall, a large
building, containing ample laboratories, lecture-rooms, research-
rooms, special libraries, and professors' rooms for the work of
the scientific departments. The chemical, geological, biological,
and physical laboratories and the laboratory for experimental
psychology are open for students from nine to six daily.
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The chemical department includes a lecture-room, a large
laboratory for the first-year students, and several smaller ones
for advanced and special work, a special room for physical
chemistry, preparation and balance rooms, and a chemical
library. The supply of apparatus and chemicals has been care-
fully selected for the purpose of instruction and research, and is
increasing from year to year. The chemical library contains,
besides necessary treatises and reference books, complete sets of
the most important chemical journals.
The geological department is equipped with large collections
of minerals, rocks and fossils; a carefully selected library and
laboratories furnished with maps, models, charts, lantern
slides, petrologic microscopes, goniometers, and other appa-
ratus necessary for work in undergraduate and graduate
courses.
The biological laboratories are equipped with the best (Zeiss)
microscopes, microtomes, etc., and are supplied with apparatus
for the study of experimental physiology.
The physical laboratories are carefully furnished with the
apparatus necessary for thorough work.
Graduate work in the natural sciences is highly special, and
consists of laboratory work, private reading and special investi-
gations pursued by the student under the guidance of the
instructors.
Physics.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. William B. Huff, Professor of Physics, Dr. James Barnes,
Associate Professor of Physics, and Miss Mabel Frehafer,
Demonstrator in Physics.
Graduate Courses.
The graduate courses consist of lectures, laboratory work, and original
research under the direction of the instructors, the lecture courses varying
from year to year so that they may be pursued by students through con-
secutive years. A good working library containing the current and bound
numbers of all the important physical journals is kept in the laboratory.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Huff offers in 1912-13 the following graduate course:
Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
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The lectures are based on Maxwell's standard work, and include a general account
of the later development of the theory.
Dr. Huff offers in 1914-15 the following graduate courses:
Radioactivity and Discharge of Electricity through Gases.
Three hours a week during the first semester.
The earlier lectures treat of the effect of fields on the path of a moving charged particle.
A discussion of typical experimental methods of measuring velocity and the ratio of charge
to the mass follows. After a study of the phenomena of electrical discharge and of radio-
activity a brief account of theories is given.
Electron Theory. Three hours a week during the second semester,
The mathematical development of the subject is presented in the lectures, with special
reference to experimental tests of theory.
Dr. Barnes offers in 1911-12 the following graduate course:
Physical Optics. Three hours a week throughout the year.
This course gives a general mathematical discussion of physical optics. Students are
expected to give detailed reports on the methods and results of investigations which illus-
trate the theory. When it seems desirable two and a half hours of experimental work
will be substituted for one hour of the lecture course.
Dr. Barnes offers in 1913-14 the following graduate course:
Thermo-dynamics and Radiation. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The modern developments of thermo-dynamics and radiation are considered. Atten-
tion is paid to the application of the laws of thermo-dynamics in physical chemistry.
In each year Dr. Huff and Dr. Barnes together conduct the
seminary, the journal club, and the laboratory work.
Physical Seminary and Journal Club. One hour a week throughout the year.
The advanced students meet with the instructors once a week to hear or read papers
on assigned topics in physics.
Laboratory work.
The laboratory work is arranged for the purpose of familiarising the student with the
methods of research; the student begins by repeating methods and investigations of well-
known experimenters, with any modifications that may be suggested, passing on to points
of investigation left untouched by previous experimenters, and finally to the study of new
methods and the prosecution of original research. Students taking physics as their chief
subject for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are expected to spend all the time possible
in the laboratory. In the basement there is a constant-temperature vault designed for
accurate comparison of lengths, etc., and the laboratory is provided with special rooms
for magnetic, optical, and electrical work. A well-equipped shop and a trained mechanic
make it possible to have special forms of apparatus constructed which are needed in research
work.
Free Elective Courses.
Dr. Huff offers in 1911-12 the following free elective course,
open to graduate students
:
Historical Development of Physics. One hour a week throughout the year.
The work of this course consists of lectures, required reading and class-room discus-
sions. The lectures give an elementary presentation of some of the more important ideas
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and results of physics. The reading is intended to supplement the lectures and to pro-
vide additional material for general discussion. The course is open to students who have
had a minor course in science or its equivalent.
Dr. Huff offers in 1912-13 the following free elective course,
open to graduate students
:
Physical Basis of Music. One hour a week throughout the year.
In the lectures of this course it is planned to present some of the physical principles
illustrated in the construction of musical instruments and underlying the general theory
of music. Private reading will be assigned.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Huff offers in 1911-12 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students
:
Electricity and Magnetism. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The lectures of this course treat typical mathematical and experimental problems
chosen from the various parts of the entire subject. A large number of problems on
potential and attraction are assigned.
Dr. Huff offers in 1913-14 the following post-major courses,
open to graduate students
:
Properties of Matter. Three hours a week during the first semester.
The lectures cover the general subject of the properties of matter studied from the
point of view of the Molecular Theory. The different theories of matter are discussed
and an account of recent investigations concerning the relations of matter and electricity
is given. Poynting and Thomson's Properties of Matter is read in connection with the course.
Theory of Sound. Three hours a week during the second semester.
The lectures form an introduction to the theory of modes of vibration of pipes, strings,
and rods. The theory of music and of musical instruments is then studied. Poynting
and Thomson's Sound is used during the earlier part of the course, and frequent refer-
ences are made to Helmholtz and Rayleigh.
Dr. Barnes offers in 1912-13 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students:
General Optics. Three hours a week throughout the year.
These lectures give a general discussion of the theories advanced to explain many
phenomena in light. Students are required to have a good knowledge of elementary
optics and to be sufficiently familiar with optical apparatus to undertake a detailed study
of some special problem.
Dr. Barnes offers in 1914-15 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students:
Spectroscopy. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The course begins with a complete discussion of the apparatus used in this subject;
the results of past and present investigations are then considered, and problems for inves-
tigation are pointed out. The many important applications of spectroscopy to astronomy
are not neglected. The standard book of reference is Kayser's Handbuch der Spectroscopie.
Detailed reports of laboratory investigations are required.
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Chemistry.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Elmer P. Kohler, Professor of Chemistry, Dr. Frederick
Hutton Getman, Associate in Chemistry, and Miss Jessie
Williams Clifton, Demonstrator in Chemistry.
Graduate Courses.
The advanced courses in chemistry consist of lectures upon inorganic,
organic, and physical chemistry, seminary work, reports upon current
chemical literature, and laboratory exercises. In the laboratory work
the students are required to become familiar with the literature bearing
upon the subjects they are studying, and it is therefore necessary for
them to have a reading knowledge of French and German.
The lecture courses are varied from year to year to meet the require-
ments of students and to form a consecutive course for those who wish to
make chemistry the chief subject in the examination for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy. Such students may specialise either in organic
chemistry, under the direction of Dr. Kohler or in inorganic and physical
chemistry, under the direction of Dr. Getman, but students who make
organic chemistry the major subject of examination must take physical
chemistry as one of their minor subjects, and students who make inorganic
chemistry the major subject, must take organic chemistry as one of the
minor subjects.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Kohler conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Chemical Seminary, Organic Chemistry. One hour a week throughout the year.
The students who specialise in organic chemistry present formal reports upon assigned
topics.
Dr. Getman conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Chemical Seminary, Inorganic Chemistry. One hour a week throughout the year.
The course consists of lectures, required reading, and reports on various topics. Modern
determinations of atomic weight, the constitution of the chromic chlorides, the separation
of the rare earths and radio-activity have been among the subjects treated. The needs
of the individual students are considered in selecting the subjects for discussion.
Dr. Kohler offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing graduate course
:
Advanced Organic Chemistry. Three hours a week throughout the year.
Dr. Getman offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing graduate course:
Physical Chemistry. Three hours a week throughout the year.
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The lectures give a general survey of the subject, including the laws of gases, the elements
of thermodynamics, the theory of solutions, chemical kinetics, equilibria, thermo-chemistry,
and electro-chemistry.
The laboratory work in connection with the course includes the determination of specific
gravities of solids and liquids, the molecular weights of vapors and dissolved substances;
the study of reaction velocities, calorimetry, and electro-chemical measurements.
Dr. Kohler and Dr. Getman together conduct the journal club.
Chemical Journal Club. One hour a week throughout the year.
The advanced students, with the instructors, meet to hear reports and discussions on
recent scientific articles.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Kohler offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
Organic Chemistry, selected topics. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The aim of this course is to lay the foundation for independent work in organic chem-
istry. The lectures begin with a study of current problems as illustrated by some particu-
lar class of organic compounds. This is followed by a discussion of the laboratory methods
available for the solution of such problems.
The laboratory work is varied to meet the wants of the individual students. In general
the student begins with the preparation of some of the more important substances that
are discussed in the lectures. This is followed by organic analyses, molecular weight
determinations, and the transformations necessary to establish the structural formulas
of the substances prepared. In the second semester some elementary problem in organic
chemistry is assigned to each student.
Dr. Getman offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
Inorganic Chemistry. Three hours a week throughout the year.
The aim of the lectures is to extend the students' knowledge of inorganic and theoreti-
cal chemistry and to lay a foundation for independent work in this subject. One hour a
week is given to a discussion of the laboratory work and subjects suggested directly by it.
The laboratory work includes the calibration of instruments; the preparation of pure
substances; advanced quantitative analysis, comprising the elements of gas and water
analysis; and such physico-chemical measurements as the needs of the individual student
may indicate.
Geology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Florence Bascom, Professor of Geology, Dr. Chester Albert
Reeds, Associate in Geology, and Dr. Thomas Clachar Brown,
Associate (elect) in Geology.
The instruction offered in geology includes, in addition to
the minor and major courses, three free elective courses of one
and two hours a week respectively, five post-major courses of
three hours a week open only to graduates and to undergraduates
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that have completed the major course in geology, and six grad-
uate courses of five and three hours a week respectively.
Post-major courses in petrology and paleontology are offered
in each year, and are designed to train the student in petro-
graphic methods for the exact determination of rock species
and rock families and in the principles of invertebrate and ver-
tebrate paleontology. They are an essential preliminary to
research work in the science.
Excellent illustrative material for the graduate and under-
graduate courses is furnished by the geological and paleonto-
logical collections of the college, including the Theodore D.
Rand rock and mineral collection, which alone contains over
20,000 specimens, by the private collections of the instructors,
and by material lent by the United States Geological Survey
and various State Geological Surveys; the department is also
fortunate in its proximity to the museum of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; within easy reach of the col-
lege there are excellent collecting fields for fossil, mineral, and
rock specimens.
Graduate Courses.
The graduate courses in petrology and mineralogy should be preceded
by the major and post-major courses or their equivalents and are intended
primarily for graduate students wishing to make geology a major subject
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The graduate course in mineralogy
is also intended to meet the needs of graduate students in chemistry who
wish to make mineralogy a minor subject for the degree of Doctor of Phi-
losophy. The graduate courses in paleobotany, stratigraphic geology and
paleontology and paleogeography are designed primarily for graduate
students wishing to make geology a major subject for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy; they may also be taken by graduate students in biology
who wish to make paleontology or paleobotany a minor subject for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Further graduate courses in petrology
and paleontology will be arranged to suit the requirements of candidates
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and research problems will be
assigned.
Students may specialize either in petrology and mineralogy, under
the direction of Dr. Bascom, or in stratigraphic geology and paleontology,
under the direction of Dr. Reeds, but students who make petrology and
mineralogy the major subject of examination must take stratigraphic
geology and paleontology as one of the minor subjects and students who
make stratigraphic geology and paleontology the major subject, must take
petrology as one of the minor subjects.
No undergraduates are admitted to the graduate courses.
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Dr. Bascom conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary:
Petrology. One hour a week throughout the year.
This seminary will be conducted by means of informal discussions, required reading, and
formal reports. The selection of subjects for discussion will be dependent upon the needs
of the individual students.
Dr. Brown conducts in each year the following graduate
seminary
:
Stratigraphic Geology and Paleontology. One hour a week throughout the year.
The students who specialize in stratigraphic geology and paleontology present forma
reports upon assigned topics.
Dr. Bascom offers in each year the following graduate courses:
Petrology. Five hours a week throughout the year.
The lectures deal with the problems of metamorphism of both aqueous and igneouB
rocks. The character of metamorphic processes and the conditions which control these
processes, the megascopic and microscopic structures, and the criteria determining the
origin, classification, geographic distribution, and geologic occurrence of metamorphic
rocks are treated. Direction is given in research work, map making, and advanced field
work. The amount of laboratory, field work, and private reading required makes the course
the equivalent of five hours a week.
Mineralogy. Three hours a week throughout the year.
Both the lectures and laboratory practice deal with crystal measurement by means of
the two-circle goniometer, with crystal projection, and crystal drawing.
The works of Goldschmidt, Hintze, Groth, Tschermak, and Dana are used as reference
books.
Dr. Brown offers in each year the following graduate courses:
Paleobotany. Three hours a week during the first semester.
The lectures deal with the principles of modern botany and geology and the application
of these principles to the plant remains which have been found buried in the rocks of all
ages. Particular attention will be given to the structure and modes of preservation of fossil
plants, the seven prominent ages of plants and the past histories of plant families.
Stratigraphic Geology and Paleontology of North America.
Three hours a week during the second semester.
The lectures deal with the principles of sedimentation; the petrologic character, distri-
bution, faunal contents and geologic succession of the formations of North America. The
limits of the various faunal provinces will be established so far as possible and the sedi-
ments deposited in the various epicontinental seas correlated. The diastrophic movements
which threw the formations into folds producing mountain ranges and basins will receive
special attention.
Stratigraphic Geology and Paleontology of Europe.
Three hours a week during the first semester.
The lectures deal with the petrologic character,,distribution, faunal contents, and geologic
succession of the formations of Europe. The various epicontinental seas which were the
chief areas of deposition and the diastrophic movements which separated off epoch from
epoch, period from period, era from era and folded the formations in certain places pro-
ducing mountains and basins will be discussed in their proper connections.
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Paleogeography. Three hours a week during the second semester.
The lectures deal with all phenomena that throw light upon the extent, the relief, the
climate and the life of the lands and seas of geologic time. Special attention will be given
to the positive and negative movements of the strand line, the development of epiconti-
nental seas, the distribution of atmospheric and oceanic currents, climatic changes, food
supply, faunal provinces, and the effect of seas and barriers upon the distribution and migra-
tion of plants and animals. In the laboratory a number of the exercises will deal with the
making of paleographic maps and models.
Dr. Bascom and Dr. Reeds together conduct the journal club.
Geological Journal Club. One hour a week throughout tht year.
The graduate students and the instructors meet for the presentation and discussion of
recent geological literature.
Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Bascom offers in each year the following post-major
course, open to graduate students:
Petrography. Three hours a week throughout the year.
During the first semester the lectures deal with the principles of optical crystallography,
the optical means of mineral determination, and the petrographic characters of rock-
forming minerals. In the second semester the structure, composition, characters, origin,
geographical distribution, and geological associations of the igneous rocks are treated,
Practice is given in the quantitative chemical classification of igneous rocks for the purpose
of determining their position in the new system. Petrographical investigation in the field
and laboratory is included in the course. The works of Groth, Rosenbusch, Zirkel, and
Michel Levy are used for reference. Special field problems are given to the students for
independent solution.
Dr. Brown offers in each year the following post-major
courses, open to graduate students
:
Invertebrate Paleontology. Three hours a week during the first semester.
The course presupposes a knowledge of historical geology. A systematic study is made
of the various classes of invertebrate animals which are found in a fossil state. Special
attention is given to the relations of these classes to each other as bearing on their origin
and on the theory of evolution. Those classes which are of practical value to the strati-
graphic geologist in determining the geologic age of formations are dwelt upon at consider-
able length. Excursions are made to neighboring fossiliferous localities to collect fossils
and to observe their occurrence in the rocks. The student has access, not only to the repre-
sentative paleontological collection of Bryn Mawr College, but also to the large collections
of the several academies and institutes in Philadelphia.
Vertebrate Paleontology. Three hours a week during the second semester.
A systematic study is made of the vertebrate remains which have been found as fossils.
Since the vertebrated organisms represent the highest phase of development to which the
animal kingdom has attained, a study of their past history is of prime importance in eluci-
dating some of the most fundamental principles in the evolution of life.
Dr. Brown offers in 1913-14 the following post-major courses,
open to graduate students:
Economic Geology. Three hours a week during the first semester.
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The lectures deal with the properties, occurrence, distribution, production, value, etc.,
of the more important non-metallic minerals such as coal, petroleum, building stones,
clay, lime, calcareous cements, salines, gypsum, fertilizers, abrasives, asbestos, graphite,
precious stones, and underground waters. The metallic ores such as iron, copper, lead and
zinc, silver-lead, gold and silver, and the minor metals will also be considered.
The Nature of Ore Deposits. Three hours a week during the second semester.
The theories as to the origin of ore bodies and the nature of their occurrence in the more
important mines of the world will be considered.
Free Elective Courses.
Dr. Bascom will offer in 1912-13, if the time of the depart-
ment permits, the following free elective course, open to graduate
students
:
Cosmogony. One hour a week throughout the year.
The work of the course will be conducted by means of lectures, required reading and class-
room discussion. The lectures will treat of the origin of the earth, the growth of the conti-
nents and the development of landscape, and will be illustrated by lantern slides. The
reading is intended to supplement the lectures and to furnish further material for dis-
cussion. The course is intended to give a survey of the more important results reached
by geological research.
Dr. Brown offers in each year the following free elective
courses, open to graduate students:
Evolution of the Vertebrates. Two hours a week during the first semester.
This course consists of lectures illustrated by charts, diagrams, lantern slides and photo-
graphs. It gives a comprehensive outline of the evolution of the vertebrates from the ear-
liest appearance of representatives of this group to the beginning of the Cenozoic era.
The vertebrate phylum not only contains the highest types of animal life but is the only
phylum which has gone through the whole of its evolution since the beginning of geological
history as recorded in the fossil-bearing rocks. The course will consider first those primitive
types which perhaps represent ancestral vertebrate forms and then will consider in the order
of their appearance the five great classes of Fishes, Batrachians, Reptiles, Birds, and
Mammals.
Evolution of the Mammals. Two hours a week during the second semester.
This course is a continuation of the preceding. The rise and development of the mammals
will be followed in considerable detail, and an attempt will be made to show the relation be-
tween the types which were developed and their environment including the geographic,
physiographic, and climatic factors as well as the surrounding animal and plant fife.
Biology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. David Hilt Tennent,* Associate Professor and Professor
(elect) of Biology, Dr. Joseph W. Warren, Associate Professor
of Physiology, Dr. Nettie Maria Stevens, Associate in Experi-
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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mental Morphology, Dr. Harriet Randolph, Demonstrator
in Biology and Reader in Botany, and Miss Abigail Camp
Dimon, Reader in Biology.
Graduate Courses.
The advanced courses are varied from year to year, so as to form a con-
secutive course for students that wish to make biology one of the chief
subjects of the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Such
students may specialise either in animal morphology under the guidance
of Dr. Tennent and Dr. Stevens, or in animal physiology under the guidance
of Dr. Warren.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Dr. Tennent offers in 1911-12 the following graduate course:
Embryology of Invertebrates. One hour a week throughout the year.
The embryology of invertebrates with special reference to germinal organisation, cleavage
and differentiation, and to the problems of inheritance and development is studied. This
course varies in accordance with the needs of the students in the department.
Dr. Tennent offers in 1912-13 the following graduate course:
The Evolution of Organisms. One hour a week throughout the year.
The lectures deal with the growth of the idea of organic evolution. The course is his-
torical in character; when previously given much time was devoted to a critical examina-
tion of the work of Lamarck, Darwin, and De Vries.
Dr. Tennent offers in 1913-14 the following graduate course:
Embryology of Echinoderms. One hour a week throughout the year.
Dr. Warren offers in 1911-12 the following graduate courses:
An Introduction to the History and Literature of Animal Physiology.
One hour a week during the first semester.
The Problem of the Knee-jerk, and a Discussion of the Graphic Method
in its Application to Physiology. One hour a week during the second semester.
Dr. Warren offers in 1912-13 the following graduate course:
Selected Problems of Nutrition with special reference to recent dis-
cussions of Standard diets. One hour a week throughout the year.
Dr. Warren offers in 1913-14 the following graduate courses:
The Interstitial Secretion of Glands (' 'Internal Secretion").
One hour a week during the first semester.
Selected Problems in Respiration and their bearing on the Nature
of Metabolism, and the Problem of Animal Heat (Thermometry and
Calorimetry). One hour a week during the second semester.
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Dr. Stevens offers in each year the following graduate course
:
Cytology. One hour a week throughout the year.
The course deals with the anatomy of the cell, and the relations and functions of its
various structures in unicellular and multicellular organisms. Special attention will be
given to the phenomena of karyokinesis and sexual reproduction and the theories con-
nected therewith. Considerable time will be devoted to the consideration of problems
in insect spermatogenesis.
Dr. Stevens offers in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the follow-
ing graduate courses:
Advanced Experimental Morphology: Mendelism and Eugenics.
One hour a week during the first semester.
The course includes a full discussion of Mendel's principles of heredity, and modern
genetics, followed by a consideration of eugenics from the Mendelian standpoint.
Biometry, Selection and the Pure Lines of Johannsen.
One hour a week during the second semester.
Biometrical methods of value to students of zoology, botany, and physiology will be
studied in this course. The Pure Lines of Johannsen will be discussed in connection with
the application of biometry to the study of evolution.
Dr. Stevens offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing graduate courses:
Sex-Determination, and Some Problems in Regeneration.
One hour a week during the first semester.
The literature and theories of sex determination will be discussed; and some of the
theoretical problems connected with recent studies on regeneration will be considered.
The Mutation Theory and Germinal Localisation.
One hour a week during the second semester.
The experimental work of De Vries, MacDougal, Tower and others will be made use
of in discussing the mutation theory of the Origin of Species, special attention being devoted
to the details of the experiments and to the methods employed. Experiments on the
fertilised and unfertilised egg, not included in the courses on embryology, will be discussed
under the topic Germinal Localisation.
By request of students registering for the course in experimental morphology, one or
both courses offered in 1911-12 may be substituted for those offered for 1912-13.
Dr. Tennent, Dr. Warren, and Dr. Stevens together conduct
the journal club, the seminary, and the laboratory work.
Biological Journal Club. One hour a fortnight throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet fortnightly for the discussion of topics
of current biological literature.
Biological Seminary. One hour a fortnight throughout the year.
The graduate students and the instructors meet fortnightly for the formal presentation
of assigned topics.
Laboratory Work.
There is no regular course of laboratory instruction for graduates. Each student desiring
to devote a considerable portion of her time to such work is given a problem for verification
or extension. The nature of the work depends in each case on the qualifications of the stu-
dent.
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Post-Major Courses.
Dr. Tennent offers in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the follow-
ing post-major course, open to graduate students:
Embryology of Vertebrate?. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course consists of lectures, assigned reading and laboratory work on the embry-
ology of vertebrates. The lectures deal with the development of specific forms and with
theoretical questions of embryological interest. The department has material for the
study of the development of Amphioxus, Ascidian, Amia, Lepidosteus, Squalus, Cteno-
labrus, Necturus, Rana, Chrysemys, Chick and Pig. At least five hours of laboratory
work will be required.
The course is divided as follows: First semester—Embryology of Vertebrates (a). Early
stages of development. Second semester—Embryology of Vertebrates (6). Organogeny.
Dr. Tennent offers in 1913-14 the following post-major course,
open to graduate students:
Advanced Zoology. One hour a week during the first semester.
This course of lectures, assigned reading and laboratory work is intended to supple-
ment the major course in zoology and must precede the post-major course in cytology.
It is designed as a beginning research course. The course has varied from year to year.
the molluscs, protochordates and echinoderms having in turn served as the basis of study.
If the student is sufficiently prepared, some problem in animal morphology will be assigned.
At least four hour3 of laboratory work will be required.
Dr. Warren offers in each year the following post-major
courses, open to graduate students:
Advanced Physiology. One hour a week throughout the year.
The topics selected depend upon the previous training of the students, and as far as
possible the preferences of the students are consulted. Occasional conferences are held
for the discussion of essays prepared by the students and presenting the more important
evidence concerning the fundamental problems of physiology. By this means it is hoped
to familiarise the student with the literature and with the methods of investigation. In
suitable cases and by special permission of the instructor this course may be extended by
laboratory work and private reading. In this way it may be made equivalent to a course
of two or three hours a week.
Lectures on the Structure and Function of the Central Xervous System.
One hour a week throughout the year.
This course may, under special circumstances, be taken at the same time as the major
course. The finer structure of the nervous system of the higher vertebrates is discussed
in considerable detail. The physiology of the cord and brain is presented as fully as the
time will permit. This course may also be taken as a one hour elective by properly qualified
students.
Lectures and Demonstrations in Physiological Chemistry.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The instruction in this course is given by lectures and conferences on selected topics
and also by laboratory work of about three hours a week. It treats of the problems of
secretion and excretion, and also of the principal questions of nutrition in considerable
detail and with reference to the more modern theories relating to these processes. The
lectures are intended to supplement those of the major year, and a preliminary training
in chemistry equivalent to that obtained in the minor course is required. This course
may be taken as a two hour elective by properly qualified students.
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Human Osteology. One hour a week throughout the year.
This course is intended for students in the preliminary medical course; it may also be
taken as a free elective course by properly qualified students receiving special permission.
Two hours laboratory work is required in connection with the course.
Dr. Stevens offers in each year the following post-major
courses, open to graduate students:
Protoplasm, the Cell, and Cytological Technique.
One hour a week during the second semester.
This course consists of a study of the structure of protoplasm, the structure of the cell,
the phenomena of cell division, maturation and fertilisation. Both plant and animal
cells will be studied, and instruction will be given in methods of preparing cytological
material for microscopical examination. To be taken as a two hour course with four
hours laboratory.
Experimental Morphology. One hour a week throughout the year.
The object of this course is to give a general historical view of experimental morphology
of both plants and animals, to discuss some of the methods employed, to point out the
results already obtained, and to indicate the nature of the work now being done in the sub-
ject. The topics discussed are: regeneration in Protozoa and Metazoa, behaviour of lower
organisms, experiments on the fertilised and unfertilised egg, Mendel's experiments in hy-
bridisation, and De Vries Oenothera mutants. This course may, in exceptional cases, be
taken as a one hour course with one and a half hours laboratory or assigned reading, but
it is recommended that it be taken with four or six and a half hours laboratory as a two
or three hour course.
Dr. Tennent, Dr. Warren, and Dr. Stevens conduct laboratory
work in connection with the above courses:
Laboratory Work.
It is desirable that as much laboratory work as possible should be done in connection
with the courses offered above. The object of the laboratory work is to give the student
experience in the use of apparatus and in adapting it to research. Some special problem
is assigned to each student; at the end of the year the results of the work are presented
in writing.
Free Elective Courses.
Dr. Tennent offers in each year the following free elective
course, open to graduate students:
Theoretical Biology. One hour a week throughout the year.
This is a historical course dealing with the development of the theories of biology.
Special attention is given to theories of evolution and heredity. The course is open
to students who have had one year's training in science. A considerable amount of assigned
reading is required.
Dr. Stevens offers in 1912-13 the following free elective
course, open to graduate students:
Heredity and Eugenics. One hour a week during the first semester.
ThiB is a course of lectures on Eugenics from a strictly biological standpoint. The
course will begin with a study of heredity in lower forms. Our present knowledge of human
heredity will then be discussed in its relation to eugenic marriages and the future of the race
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and the nation. An attempt will also be made to assist in gathering such data on human
heredity as will be of value in placing eugenic teaching on a more adequate scientific basis.
The course is open to students who have had one year of biological training. This course
is followed by a course in Euthenics given by Dr. Parris, one hour a week during the
second semester. See page 97.
Dr. Randolph offers in each year the following free elective
course, open to graduate students:
Birds. One hour a week during the second semester.
This course consists of lectures, the examination of museum specimens, and the study
of habits, distribution, migration, etc. The required laboratory work of one and one half
hours a week will consist of field excursions.
COLLEGE BUILDINGS.
The college buildings are situated at Bryn Mawr, in the sub-
urbs of Philadelphia, five miles west of the city, on the main line
of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The site of the college is four
hundred and twenty feet above sea level, in the midst of a beau-
tiful rolling country made accessible by good roads in every
direction. The college grounds cover fifty-two acres, and in-
clude lawns, tennis courts, and two large athletic fields, one of
which is converted in winter into a skating-pond.
Taylor Hall (named after the founder), a large building of
Port Deposit stone, contains a general assembly room, ten lec-
ture-rooms, and the offices of administration.
The library, the gift of the friends, graduates, and students of
the college, begun in April, 1903, was completed in February,
1907. It is built of gray stone in the Jacobean Gothic style of
architecture of the period of 1630, and forms three sides of a
closed quadrangle. The main building, devoted to the library
proper, faces east and is opposite and parallel to Taylor Hall
at a distance of about fifty yards; the principal entrances of the
two buildings face each other and are connected by a broad
cement path. The east front is one hundred and seventy-four
feet long and contains a three story stack with accommodation
for eighty-eight thousand volumes, and above this a large
reading-room with desks for one hundred and thirty-six readers,
each desk screened to a height of two feet, as in the British
Museum reading-room, to secure privacy to the reader. No
books of reference are kept in the main reading-room. Beyond
the reading-room on the south side are the newspaper and mag-
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azine rooms. On the north side are the Art and Archaeological
seminaries, containing collections of photographs, vases, and
coins. The main building contains offices for the librarians s
cataloguers, a professor's office, and four cloak rooms. The
wrings of the bunding, running symmetrically about two hundred
feet in length from the north and south ends of the main build-
ing, contain twelve seminan' rooms end twenty-five professors
'
offices. The books needed for graduate study and research are
kept in the seminary rooms where the graduate lectures are held.
The seminaries are arranged as follows: Greek. Latin. Engl:;-:.
German, French, Italian and Spanish, and Philosophy in the
north wing; Mathematics. History. Economics. Psychology, and
Semitic Languages in the south wing. The total book capacity
of the library including the seminary libraries and the books for
general study which are kept in the stack, is 168,449 volumes.
The building is absolutely fire-proof. Professors" offices for the
senior professor in each department adjoin the seminary rooms.
There are also two seminary lecture-rooms accommodating
about fifteen students, one general lecture-room accommodat-
ing forty-two students, four intendew rooms, and a library for
the use of the Christian Union.
On the first floor of the south wing the department of experi-
mental psychology has two large laboratories, one for general
work and one for research. The basement of the north wing
contains rooms for the Monograph Committee of the Faculty,
the Alumnae Association, the Students' Association for Self-
Government, and fire-proof safe rooms for toe records and
archives of the college. The quadrangular court enclosed
by the building is surrounded by cloisters and in the centre
of the grass enclosure is a fountain, the gift of the class of
1901.
The library is open for students on week-days from 8 a. m. till
10 p. m. and on Sundays from 2 p. m. till 10 p. m. It is open for
the faculty at all hours.
In January, 1893, the scientific departments of the college were
transferred to Dalton Hall, a stone bunding erected '.y- the Trus-
tees out of funds in large part contributed by the generosity of
friends of the college. Dalton Hall is entirely occupied by the
scientific departments, the special scientific libraries, and the
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consultation-rooms of the professors of science. The first floor
and the basement are reserved for physics, the second floor is
reserved for biology, the third floor for chemistry, and the fourth
and fifth floors for geology. In December, 1893, a greenhouse
designed for the use of the botanical department was added to
Dalton Hall as the gift of the alumnae and students.
Around Taylor Hall the Trustees have erected halls of resi-
dence for the accommodation of students. Plans, drawings, and
descriptions of the six halls of residence, Merion Hall, Radnor
Hall, Denbigh Hall, Pembroke Hall East, Pembroke Hall West,
and Rockfeller Hall, the gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, and
of the academic buildings, Taylor Hall, the Library, and Dalton
Hall, are published in a separate pamphlet to be obtained from
the Secretary of the College.
The new gymnasium, erected on the site of the first gym-
nasium and the gift of the Athletic Association, the alumnae
and thirteen neighbors of the college, was completed in Feb-
ruary, 1909. It is open to the students from 8 a. m. till 10 p. m.,
daily, contains a large hall for gymnastic exercises, with a run-
ning or walking track for use in rainy weather; a room for the
director, and an adjoining room for the examination and record
of the physical development of the students, a waiting room,
and cloak rooms. In the basement are bathrooms for use after
exercise and a swimming-tank, sixty-nine feet long, twenty
feet wide, and from four to seven and a half feet deep, given
in 1894 by the alumnae, students, and friends of the college,
and well supplied with spring boards, life preservers, and other
apparatus for the teaching of swimming. The gymnasium is
under the charge of a director and two assistants.
There is on the grounds, separated from the other buildings, a
cottage infirmary, or hospital, with accommodation for patients
and nurses, and its own kitchen and bathrooms.
A central power-house, which was erected in 1903 as part of
the gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, furnishes heat, electric light,
and hot water for all the college buildings. Steam is conducted
through tunnels underground to coils in the basement of each
building. Air brought in from the outside is blown through the
heaters by powerful fans and distributed to the various rooms,
and the piping system is so adjusted as to change the air com-
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pletely in every room once in every ten minutes throughout the
day and night. The temperature is regulated by thermostats
in the heating coils as well as in the individual rooms. The
electric lights, including electric reading-lamps for each student,
are installed in the most approved manner and the voltage is
kept constant so that there is no fluctuation. A constant and
abundant supply of hot water is laid on and maintained at a
temperature of 180 degrees, during all the twenty-four hours of
the day, in all the bathrooms and stationary washstands and
tea pantries.
The Delaware and Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, a branch of the long-distance Bell Telephone Company,
maintains telephone pay stations in each of the halls of residence,
in the library and in the gymnasium, by means of which the
students may be communicated with at any time. Near the
college are a Postal Telegraph-Cable Company office (service
6 a. m. to 12 p. m.), an Adams Express office, a United States
money-order office and two banks. There are good roads in
every direction. Horses for riding and driving may be kept
at livery near the college, at a cost of twenty-five dollars a
month.
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The academic year will close with the Conferring of Degrees at eleven
o'clock, on June 5th, 1913.

Academic Year, 1912-13.
September 24th. Matriculation examinations begin.
September 30th. Registration of students. Halls of Residence open for
students at three p. in.
October 1st. Registration of students.
Matriculation examinations end.
October 2nd. The work of the twenty-eighth academic year begins
at a quarter to nine o'clock.
October 3rd. Examinations for advanced standing begin.
October 19th. Senior oral examination in French.
October 24th. Examinations for advanced standing end.
October 26th. Senior oral examination in German.
November 18th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
begin.
November 26th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
end.
November 27th. Thanksgiving vacation begins at one o'clock.
December 2nd. Thanksgiving vacation ends at nine o'clock.
December 7th. Senior oral examinations in French and German.
December ISth. Christmas vacation begins at one o'clock.
January 3rd. Christmas vacation ends at nine o'clock.
January 4th. Thursday lectures given.
January 22nd. Half-yearly collegiate examinations begin.
January 28th. Matriculation examinations begin.
February 1st. Collegiate examinations end.
Annual meeting of the Alumnae Association.
February 3rd. Vacation.
February 4th. Vacation.
Matriculation examinations end.
February 5th. The work of the second semester begins at a quarter
to nine o'clock.
February 6th. Examinations for advanced standing begin.
February 27th. Examinations for advanced standing end.
March 10th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
begin.
March loth. Senior oral examinations in French and German.
March 18th. Collegiate and matriculation condition examinations
end.
March 19th. Easter vacation begins at one o'clock.
March 27th. Easter vacation ends at nine o'clock.
April 2nd. Mid-semester examinations in matriculation Greek,
German and French.
May 10th. Senior oral examinations in French and German.
May 20th. Vacation.
May 21st. Collegiate examinations begin.
May 29th Matriculation examinations begin.
May 31st. Collegiate examinations end.
June 4th. Matriculation examinations end.
June 5th. Conferring of degrees and close
academic year.
of twenty-eighth
Academic Year, 1913-14.
September 23rd. Matriculation examinations begin.
September 29th. Registration of students. Halls of Residence open for
students at three p. m.
September 30th. Registration of students.
Matriculation examinations end.
October 1st. The work of the twenty-ninth academic year begins at
a quarter to nine o'clock.
Examinations for Matriculation.
Examinations for matriculation are held during the week preceding
the opening of each academic year, during the last week but one of each
academic year, and during the last week of the first semester of each year.
Spring, 1912.
Thursday, May 30.
Minor Latin, A, 9$—1 2$
Trigonometry, 9J—11$
Minor Latin, B, 2$—5$
Solid Geometry, 2$—4$
Friday, May 31.
English Composition, . . 9$—12$
English Grammar, etc., . . . 2$—4$
Greek Poets 4| —5f
Saturday, June 1,
Algebra, 9$—12
Latin Poets 2$—
4
Greek Grammar and Com-
position, 41—5J
Autumn, 1912.
Tuesday, September 24.
English Composition, . . . 9$—12J
English Grammar, etc., . . 2$—4$
Greek Poets, 4f—5f
Wednesday, September 25.
Algebra, 9J—12
Latin Poets, 2$—
Greek Grammar and Com-
position 41—51
Thursday, Septembeb 26.
French 9$—12$
History 2$—
Greek Prose Authors, . . . 41—51
Friday, September 27.
Geometry, 9$—12
Latin Composition, .... 2$—
Science 41—5f
Saturday, September 28.
German, 9$—12J
Latin Prose Authors, . . . 2$—4$
Wednesday, October 2.
Minor Latin, A 9J—12
$
Trigonometry 2$—4$
Thursday, October 3.
Minor Latin, B, 9$—12J
Solid Geometry, 2$—4$
Monday, June 3.
French,
History,
Greek Prose Authors, . . .
Tuesday, June 4.
Geometry,
Latin Composition, . . .
.
Science
Wednesday, June
German,
Latin Prose Authors, . . .
9$-12$
2$—
4
41-51
n—12
2$—
41-5f
9$—12$
2£-4$
Winter, 1913
Tuesday, January 28.
English Composition,
. . 9$—12$
English Grammar, etc., . . 2$—4
$
Greek Poets 4f—5f
Wednesday, January 29.
Algebra, 9$—12
Latin Poets, 2$—
Greek Grammar and Com-
position 41—51
Thursday, January 30.
French, 9$—12$
History, 2$—
Greek Prose Authors, . . . 41—51
Friday, January 31.
Geometry 9$—12
Latin Composition 2$—
4
Science, 41—5f
Saturday, February 1.
German, 9$—12$
Latin Prose Authors,. . . 2$—4$
Monday, February 3.
Minor Latin, A, 9$—12$
Trigonom-etry, 2$—4$
Tuesday, February 4.
Minor Latin, B 9$—12$
Solid Geometry, 2$—4$
5PRIN'
Thursday. May 2 9.
Minor Latin, A 94— 124
Trigonometry, . . . . 9J—11)
Minor Latin. H, . . . . 2£-5i
Solid Geometry 2£—4i
Friday. May 3".
English Composition . . 94—124
English Grammar, etc., . . 24—44
Grpefc Poets, . . . . 4f—of
Saturday, May 31.
Algebra 94—12
Latin Poets, 1\—
4
Greek Grammai and Com-
position 4^
—
o\
Autumn, 1913.
Tuesday, September 23.
English Composition, . . 94
—
\2\
English Grammar, etc., . 24—44
Greek Poets, 4|— 5f
Wednesday, September 24.
Algebra, 94—12
Latin Poets, 24—
Greek Grammar and Com-
position, 4\—5J
Thursday. September 25.
French 94— 124
History 24—4
Greek Prose A uthors, . . . 4J b\
Friday. September 26.
Geometry 94— 12
Latin Composition, . . . 2|— 4
Science i\—of
Saturday, September 27.
German, . ... 94—124
Latin Prose Authors,
. . . 24—44
Wednesday, October 1.
Minor Latin. A 91—12*
Trigonometry 24—44
Thursday. October 2.
Minor Latin, B 94—124
Solid Geometry, 24—44
1013.
Monday. June 2.
French, 94— 124
History, 24.—
4
Greek Prose, A uthors, . . . 4^—54,
Tuesday. June 3.
Geometry, 94—12
Latin Com position , .... 2\—4
Science, A\—5|
Wednesday". June 4.
German 94.— 124.
Jjiiin Prose Aul ors, . . . 24
—
44.
Winter, 1914.
Tuesday, January 27.
English Composition, . . 94
—
124.
Englis) oar, etc., . . 24—44.
Greek Poets, 4f—5f
Wednesday, January 28.
Algebra 94—12
Latin Poets, 24—
Greek Grammar and Com-
position 4 J—5J
Thursday, January 29.
French, 94—124
History, 24.—
4
Greek Prose Authors, . . . 4|—5J
Friday, January 30.
Geometry 94— 1
2
Latin Composition, . . . 24—4
S ience 4 \—5f
Saturday, January 31.
German 94— 124.
Latin Prose A uthors, . . . 24—44
Monday, February 2.
Minor Latin, A, .... 94 124.
Trigonometry, 24—44
Tuesday, February 3.
Minor Latin, B 94—124
Solid Geometry 24—44.
Corporation.
Howard Comfort,*
President.
Asa S. Wing,
Treasurer.
Albert K. Smiley.
Edward Bettle,! Jr.
Howard Comfort.*
James Wood.
Rufus M. Jones.
Alexander C. Wood.
Edward BETTLE,f Jr.,
Secretary.
M. Carey Thomas.
Francis R. Cope, Jr.
Asa S. Wing.
Charles J. Rhoads.
Thomas Raeburn White.
Frederic H. Strawbridge.
Abram F. Huston.
Board of Directors.
Howard Comfort,*
Chairman.
Asa S. Wing,
Treasurer.
Albert K. Smiley.
Edward BettleI", Jr.
Howard Comfort.*
James Wood.
Rtjfus M. Jones.
Alexander C. Wood.
M. Carey Thomas.
Francis R. Cope, Jr.
Edward Bettle,! Jr.,
Secretary.
Mary E. Garrett.
Elizabeth Butler Kirkbride.
Asa S. Wing.
Charles J. Rhoads.
Thomas Raeburn White.
Frederic H. Strawbridge.
Anna Rhoads Ladd.
Abram F. Huston.
* Died April 12, 1912.
t Died April 8, 1912.
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Officers of Administration.
Academic Yeak, 1911-12.
President,
M. Carey Thomas, Ph.D., LL.D.
Office: Taylor Hall.
Acting Dean of the College,
Marion Ed-wards Park. A.M.
Office: Taylor Hall.
Recording Dean and Assistant to the President,
Isabel Maddison, B.Sc, Ph.D.
Office: Taylor Hall.
Secretary,
Anna Bell Lawther, A.B. Office: Taylor Hall.
Recording Secretary.
Edith Orlady, A.B. Office: Taylor Hall.
Wardens of the Halh of Residence,
Martha Gibbons Thomas, A.B., Pembroke Hall.
Helen Remington Caller, Radnor Hall.
Mabel Harriet Xorton, A.B., Denbigh Hall.
Edith Buell Wright. A.B.. Merion Hall.
Jane Righter, Rockefeller Hall.
Alice Hill Byrne, A.B., Assistant Warden, Pembroke Hall.
Comptroller,
J\mes G. Forrester, M.A. Office: Taylor Hall.
Business Manager,
Maria Welkins Smith, A.B. Office: Taylor Hall.
Junior Bursar,
Margaret A. Proctor, B.A. Office: Rockefeller Hall.
Librarian,
Mary Letitia Jones, B.L., B.L.S. Office: The Library.
Director of Athletics and Gymnastics,
Constance M. K. Applebee. Office: The Gymnasium.
Physician in Chief,
Thomas F. Branson. M.D. Office hours, 8 to 9.30 and 2 to 3 daily>
Rosemont, Pa.
Assistant Physician,
Marianna Taylor, M.D. Office hours, 2 to 3 daily except Monday,
7 to 8 daily, St. David's, Pa.; Merion Hall, Bryn Mawr College,
4 to 6 daily except Sunday.
Examining Oculist,
Helen Murphy, M.D. Office hours, 2 to 4 daily, 1433 Spruce Street,
Philadelphia.
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Academic Appointments.
Academic Year, 1911-12.
M. Carey Thomas, Ph.D., LL.D., President of the College and Professor
of English.
A.B., Cornell University, 1877; studied at the Johns Hopkins University, 1877-78;
University of Leipsic, 1879-82; Ph.D., University of Zurich, 1882; Sorbonne and
College de France, 1883; Dean of the Faculty of Bryn Mawr College and Professor
of English, 1885-94.
Charlotte Angas Scott, D.Sc, Alumnoe Professor of Mathematics.
Lincoln, England. Graduate in Honours, Girton College, University of Cambridge,
England, 1880; B.Sc, University of London, 1882; Lecturer on Mathematics in Girton
College, 1880-84; lectured in connection with Newnham College, University of Cam-
bridge, England, 1880-83; D.Sc, University of London, 1885.
George A. Barton, Ph.D., Professor of Biblical Literature and Semitic
Languages.
A.B., Haverford College, 1882, and A.M., 1885; studied under the direction of the American
Institute of Hebrew, 1885-86; Harvard University, 1888-91; Thayer Scholar, Harvard
University, 1889-91; A.M., Harvard University, 1890; Ph.D., Harvard University,
1891; Director of the American School of Oriental Study and Research in Palestine,
1902-03.
Joseph W. Warren, M.D., Associate Professor of Physiology.
A.B., Harvard College, 1871; University of Berlin, 1871-72; University of Leipsic, 1872-73;
University of Bonn, 1873-79; M.D., University of Bonn, 1880; Assistant and Instructor
in Physiology, Harvard Medical School, 1881-91; Lecturer in Medical Department of
the University of the City of New York, 1885-86; Lecturer in Physiology, University
of Michigan, 1889.
Elmer P. Kohler, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry.
A.B., Muhlenberg College, 1886, and A.M., 1889; Johns Hopkins University, 1889-91;
Fellow in Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University, 1891-92; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, 1892.
Florence Bascom, Ph.D., Professor of Geology.
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1882, B.Sc, 1884, and A.M., 1887; Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, 1891-93; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1893; Assistant in Geology and In-
structor in Petrography, Ohio State University, 1893-95.
Isabel Maddison, B.Sc, Ph.D., Recording Dean and Assistant to the
President.
Reading, England. B.Sc, University of London, 1893; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1896,
and B.A., Trinity College, Dublin, 1905; Girton College, University of Cambridge,
England, 1889-92; Graduate in Honours, First Class, in the Cambridge Mathematical
Tripos, 1892; Graduate in Honours, Final Mathematical Schools, University of Oxford,
1892; Graduate Student in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93, and Fellow in
Mathematics, 1893-94; Holder of the Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship, and
Student in Mathematics, University of Gottingen, 1894-95.
Wilmer Cave Wright, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Greek.
Shrewsbury, England. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1888-92;
Graduate in Honours, Cambridge Classical Tripos, 1892; Ph.D., University of Chicago,
1895; Fellow in Greek, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-93; Fellow in Latin, University of
Chicago, 1893-94, and Fellow in Greek, 1894-95; Reader in Greek and Latin, University
of Chicago, 1895-96.
James H. Letjba, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Education and
Director of the Psychological Laboratory.
Neuchatel, Switzerland. B.S., University of Neuchatel, 1SS6; Ph.B., Ursinus College,
1888; Scholar in Psychology, Clark University, 1892-93; Fellow in Psychology, Clark
University, 1893-95; Ph.D., Clark University, 1896.
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Fonger DeHaan, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish.
Leeuwarden, Holland. Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1895; Instructor in Modern
Languages, Lehigh University, 1885-91; Fellow in Romance Languages, Johns Hopkins
University, 1893-94, Assistant in Romance Languages, 1893-95, Instructor in Romance
Languages, 1895-9b, and Associate in Romance Languages, 1896-97.
Albert Schinz,* Ph.D., Professor of French Literature.
Neuchatel, Switzerland. A.B., University of Neuchatel, 1888, and A.M., 1889. Licen-
tiate in Theology, 1892; Student, University of Berlin, 1892-93; University of Tubingen,
1893; Ph.D., University of Tubingen, 1894; Sorbonne and College de France, 1894;
Privatdocent, University of Neuchatel, 1896-97; Instructor in French, Clark University,
1897-98; Instructor in French, University of Minnesota, 1898-99.
Arthur Leslie Wheeler, Ph.D., Professor of Latin.
A.B., Yale University, 1893; Scholar and Student in Classics, Yale College, 1893-96;
Ph.D., Yale University, 1896; Instructor and Tutor in Latin, Yale College, 1894-1900.
Henry Nevill Sanders, Ph.D., Professor of Greek.
Edinburgh, Scotland. A.B., Trinity University, Toronto, 1894, and A.M., 1897; Ph.D.,
Johns Hopkins University, 1903; Fellow in Greek, Johns Hopkins University, 1897-98;
Lecturer in Greek, McGill University, 1900-02.
William Bashford Huff, Ph.D., Professor of Physics.
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1889; A.M., University of Chicago, 1896; Ph.D., Johns
Hopkins University, 1900; Lecture Assistant in Physics, Johns Hopkins University,
1S99-1900. Assistant in Physics, 1900-01, and Instructor in Physics, 1901-02.
William Roy Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History.
A.B., University of Texas, 1897, and A.M., 1908; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1903;
Acting Professor of History and Political Science, University of Colorado, 1900-01;
Lecturer in History, Barnard College, 1901-02,
Lucy Martin Donnelly, A.B., Professor of English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1893; University of Oxford, England, and University of Leipsic,
1893-94; Sorbonne and College de France, and University of Leipsic, 1894-95.
Karl Detlev Jessen, Ph.D., Professor of German Literature.
Winnemark, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany. A.B., University of Chicago, 1896, and
Fellow in German, 1897-98; Ph.D., University of Berlin, 1901; University of Chicago,
1895-98; University of Kiel, 1899; University of Berlin, 1898-1901; Acting Professor
of Modern Languages, Eureka College, 1896; Instructor in German, Iowa State Univer-
sity, 1897; Instructor in German, Harvard University, 1901-03, and Lecturer on German
Literature and Aesthetics, 1904.
Tenney Frank, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Latin.
A.B., University of Kansas, 1898, and A.M., 1899; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1903;
Fellow, University of Chicago, 1899-1901; Assistant and Associate in Latin, University
of Chicago, 1901-KJ4.
David Hilt Tennent,* Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology.
S.B., Olivet College, 1900; Fellow, Johns Hopkins University, 1902-04; Bruce Fellow,
Johns Hopkins University, 1904; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1904.
Nettie Maria Stevens, f Ph.D., A ssociate in Experimental Morphology.
A.B., Leland Stanford, Jr., University, 1899, and A.M., 1900; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College,
1903; Student in Hopkins Seaside Laboratory, Pacific Grove, Summer, 1897, 1898,
1899, and 1900. Graduate Scholar in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1900-01; Holder
of the President's European Fellowship, 1901-02; Student, Zoological Station, Naples,
and University of Wurzburg, 1901-02, 1908-09; Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College,
1902-03, and Research Fellow in Biology, 1903-04; Carnegie Research Assistant, 1904-05;
Alice Freeman Palmer Research Fellow, 1908-09.
Carleton Fairchild Brown,* Ph.D., Professor of English Philology.
A.B., Carleton College, 1888; A.M., Harvard University, 1901, and Ph.D., 1903. Shattuck
Scholar, Harvard University, 1901-03; Instructor in English, Harvard University,
1903-05.
James Barnes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics.
Halifax, Nova Scotia. B.A., Dalhousie University, Honours in Mathematics and Physics,
1899, and M.A., 1900; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1904. Holder of 1851 Exhibi-
tion Science Research Scholarship, 1900-03; Fellow, Johns Hopkins University, 1903-04,
and Assistant in Physics, 1904-06.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
t Died May 4, 1912.
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Richard Thayer Holbrook, Ph.D., Associate Professor of French
Philology and Italian.
A.B., Yale University, 1893; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1902. Sorbonne, College de
France, Ecole des Chartes, 1893-94, 1895-96; Student in Italy and University of Berlin,
1894-95; Student in Spain, 1901; Tutor in the Romance Languages and Literatures,
Yale University, 1896-1901, and Columbia University, 1902-06.
Theodore de Leo de Laguna, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy.
A.B., University of California, 1896, and A.M., 1899; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1901.
Teacher in the Government Schools of the Philippine Islands, 1901-U4; Honorary
Fellow and Assistant in Philosophy, Cornell University, 1904-05; Assistant Professoi
of the Philosophy of Education, University of Michigan, 1905-07.
Marion Reilly,* A.B., Dean of the College and Reader in Philosophy.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1901; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-02, 1903.
1903-06; Newnham College, University of Cambridge, Spring, 1907.
Marion Parris, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1901, and Ph. D., 1909. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, 1902-05, Fellow in Economics and Politics, 1905-06; Bryn Mawr College
Research Fellow and Student in Economics and Politics, University of Vienna, 1906-07.
Frederick Htttton Getman, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry.
Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1903. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1893-96;
University of Virginia, 1896-97; Fellow in Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University,
1902-03, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1903-04; Carnegie Research Assistant in Physical
Chemistry, 1903-04; Lecturer in Physical Chemistry, College of the City of New York,
1904-05, and Lecturer in Physics, Columbia University, 1907-08.
Clarence Errol Ferree, Ph.D., Associate in Experimental Psychology.
B.S., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1900, A.M., 1901, and M.S., 1902; Ph.D., Cornell Univer-
sity, 1909. Fellow in Psychology, Cornell University, 1902-03; Assistant in Psychology-
,
Cornell University, 1903-07.
Orie Latham Hatcher, Ph.D., Associate in Comparative Literature and
Elizabethan Literature.
A.B., Vassar College, 1888. Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1903. Graduate Student,
University of Chicago, 1901-03, and Fellow in English, 1903-04.
Alfred Horatio TJpham, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English Literature.
A.B., Miami University, 1897, and A.M., 1898; A.M., Harvard University, 1901; Ph.D.,
Columbia University, 1908. Instructor in Latin and Greek, Miami University, 1S97-
1900; Graduate Student, Harvard University, 1900-02; Professor of English, Agricultural
College of Utah, 1902H15; Columbia University Fellow in Comparative Literature,
1905-06; Associate Professor of English, Miami University, 1906-08, and Professor
of English and Head of the Department, 1908-10.
Chester Albert Reeds, Ph.D., Associate in Geology.
B.S., University of Oklahoma, 1905; M.S., Yale University, 1907, and Ph.D., 1910.
Graduate Scholar, Yale University, 1905-06, and Fellow, 1906-08; Field Assistant,
U. S. Geological Survey, 1903-06; Instructor in Mineralogy and Petrology, University
of Oklahoma, February to June, 190S.
Agathe Lasch, Ph.D., Associate in Teutonic Philology.
Berlin, Germany: Ph.D., University of Heidelberg, 1909. Student, University of Halle,
1906-07; University of Heidelberg, 1907-10. State Examination pro facilitate docendi,
Karlsruhe, 1910.
Grace Mead Andres de Laguna, Ph.D., Associate in Philosophy.
A.B., Cornell University, 1903, and Ph.D., 1906. Sage Scholar in Philosophy, Cornell
University, 1903-05; Alice Freeman Palmer Fellow of Wellesley College, 1905-06;
Reader in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-OS.
James Ftjlton Ferguson, A.M., Associate (elect) in Ancient History and
Latin.
A.B., Monmouth College, 1903; A.B., Yale University, 1906, and A.M., 1907. Fellow,
Yale University, 1906—09; Instructor in Williams College, 1909-10; Instructor in Greek
and Latin, Yale College, 1910-12.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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Thomas Clachar Brown, Ph.D., Associate (elect) in Geology.
A.B., Amherst College, 1904; A.M., Columbia University, 1905, and Ph.D., 1909. Assist-
ant in Palseontology, Columbia University, 1905-07; Geologist to the Board of Water
Supply of New York City, 1907-09 ; Assistant Professor of Geology, Middlebury College,
1909-11; Non-resident Lecturer in Geology, Norwich University, 1909; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Geology, Pennsylvania State College, 1911-12.
James "R.t at,s Conker, Ph.D., Associate (elect) in Mathematics.
A.B., University of Georgia, 1898; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University, 1909. Johns Hop-
kins University, 1906-12, Fellow, 1907-09; Carnegie Research Assistant, 1909-11;
Johnston Scholar and Fellow by Courtesy, 1911-12.
Marion Edwards Park,* A.M., Acting Dean of the College.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1898, and A.M., 1899. Bryn Mawr European Fellow and
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; University of Chicago, Autumn
Quarter, 1900; American School of Classical Studies in Athens, 1901-02; Instructor in
Classics, Colorado College, 1902-03, 1904-06, and Acting Dean of "Women, 1903-04;
Teacher in Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, R. I., 1906-09.
Samuel Arthur ELlxg, M.A., Non-Resident Lecturer in English Diction.
Tynemouth, England. M.A., University of London, 1900. Special Lecturer in Elocution,
Johns Hopkins Universitv, 1901; Special Lecturer in Elocution, University of California,
1902.
Georglasa Goddard King,! A.M., Reader in English and Lecturer in Art.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, and A.M., 1897. Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr
College, 1896-97, and Fellow in English, 1897-98. College de France, First Semester,
1898-99.
Harry Batemax, M.A., Lecturer in Mathematics.
Manchester, England. M.A., University of Cambridge; Graduate in Honours (Senior
Wrangler, bracketed) in the Cambridge Mathematical Tripos, 1903, and First Division,
First Class, Mathematical Tripos, Part II, 1904; Smith's Prizeman, 1905; Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge, Student in Gottingen and Paris, 1905-06; Lecturer in
Mathematics, University of Liverpool, 1906-07; Reader in Mathematical Physics
Manchester University, 1907-09.
Samuel Moore,j Ph.D., Lecturer in English Philology.
A.B., Princeton University, 1899, and A.M., 1908; Ph.D., Harvard University, 1911.
Instructor in English, University of Kansas, 1907-08; Townsend Scholar, Harvard
University, 1909-10; Weld Scholar in English, Harvard University, 1910-11.
Ellwood Austin Weldex, Ph.D., Lecturer in French and Sanskrit.
B.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1903, and Ph.D., 1906. Harrison Seholar in Indo-
European Philology, University of Pennsylvania, 1903—04; Fellow, 1904-06; University
of Berlin, Summer Semester, 1905; Shattuck Scholar in Indie Philology, Harvard
University, 1906-07; Student in Paris and Bologna, 1909-10.
Sydney D. M. Hudson, Ph.B., Lecturer in Political Science.
Ph.B., University of Syracuse, 1907. President's University Scholar, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1909-10, and George William Curtis Fellow in Political Science, 1910-11.
Frederick Aldrich Cleveland, A.B., Lecturer in HisU
A.B., Cornell University, 1899. Assistant in Modern European History, Cornell Univer-
sity, 1908-09; President White Travelling Fellow and Student, Universities of Frei-
burg and Heidelberg, 1909-10; Harvard University, 1910-11.
Daytd M. Robinson, Ph.D., Xon-Resident Lecturer in Classical Archaeology
.
A.B., Chicago University, 1898, and Ph.D., 1904. Fellow in Greek, Chicago University,
1899-1901; Student, American School of Classical Studies in Athens, 1901-02, and
Fellow, 1902-03; University of Berlin, 1903-04; Assistant Professor of Greek, Illinois
College, 1904-05; Associate and Associate Professor of Classical Archaeology, Johns
Hopkins University, 1905-12.
Louis Cons,§ Lecturer in French.
Lyons, France. BachelierSs-lettres, Lyons University, 1896, and Licencie-es-lettrea, Univer-
sity of Paris, 1899. The Sorbonne, 1901-04; Certificat d'Etudes Scientifiques, Uni-
versity of Grenoble, 1902; Assistant in French, University of Berlin, 1906-08; French
Tutor in the Royal Court of Prussia, 1906-08; Ecole des Hautes-Etudes, Paris, 1909-10.
Officier d'Academic, 1905.
* Appointed a3 Substitute for Dean Marion Reilly.
t Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
+ Appointed as Substitute for Professor Carleton Fairchild Brown.
§ Appointed as Substitute for Professor Albert Schinz.
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Clarence Henry Haring, A.B., B.Litt., Lecturer {elect) in History.
A.B., Harvard University, 1907; B.Litt., University of Oxford, 1909. Rhodes Scholar,
University of Oxford, 1907-10; John Harvard Fellow of Harvard University, 1908-10;
Austin Teaching Fellow in Harvard College, 1910-11; Bayard Cutting Travelling
Fellow in History, Harvard University, and Student, University of Berlin, 1911-12.
Harriet Randolph, Ph.D., Demonstrator in Biology and Reader in Botany.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1889; Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1889-90; Univer-
sity of Zurich, 1890-92; Ph.D., University of Zurich, 1892.
Regina Katharine Crandall,* Ph.D., Reader in English.
A.B., Smith College, 1890; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1902. Graduate. Student,
University of Chicago, 1893-94, and Fellow in History, 1894-96; Assistant in History,
Smith College, 1896-99; Instructor in History, Wellesley College, 1899-1900.
Abby Kirk, A.B., Reader in Elementary Greek.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1892. Reader in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1892-98.
Emma Haeberli, Ph.D., Reader in Elementary French.
Berne, Switzerland. Ph.D., University of Berne, 1903. Graduate Student, University
of Berne, and Tutor in French and German, 1904-05, 1906-09; Instructor in French
and German, Virginia College, Roanoke, Va., 1909-10.
Mary Jepeers, A.M., Reader in Elementary German.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1895, and A.M., 1897. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1895-98, 1903-04, 1906-07; Teacher of Latin in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr,
1895-98; Student at the Universities of Munich and Halle, 1898-99; Teacher of Latin
and History in the Girls' Latin School, Baltimore, Md., 1900-01; Head of the Latin
Department in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1897-1907; Student, University
of Bonn, Summer of 1895; Private Tutor, 1892-1911; Supervisor of Greek, Latin, German,
and History Departments, Brantwood Hall, Bronxville, Lawrence Park, N. Y., 1905-07.
Margaret Grace Skinner, M.A., Reader in English.
Bedford, England. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1902-06; Graduate
in Honours, Modern and Mediaeval Languages Tripos, Part I, 1905; Part II, 1906;
M.A., Trinity College, Dublin, 1908. Teacher of English, Rosemary Hall, Greenwich,
Conn., 1907-10.
Edna Aston Shearer, A.B., Reader in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1904; Junior Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05;
Holder of the President's Fellowship and Student, Universities of Edinburgh and Aber-
deen, 1905-06; Fellow in Philosophy, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Teacher of English
in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1907-09, and Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1907-08.
Lily Ross Taylor, A.B., Reader and Demonstrator in the History of Art
and Classical Archaeology.
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1906. Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07;
Fellow in Latin, 1907-08; Reader in Latin and Graduate Student, 1908-09; University
of Chicago, Summer Quarter, 1907; University of Bonn, Summer Semester, 1909;
American School of Classical Studies in Rome, 1909-10.
Abigail Camp Dimon,| A.M., Reader in Biology.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1896, and A.M., 1899. Vice-Principal of the High School,
Clinton, N. Y., 1896-97; Assistant Teacher of English in the Utica Academy, 1897-98 ;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99; Tutor, 1900-01; Graduate Student
and Warden of Radnor Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1901-04; Teacher of Science in the
Balliol School, Utica, 1904-05, and of Science and Mathematics, 1905-08; Teacher
in the New School, Utica, 1908-09.
Beatrice Daw, A.M., Reader in English.
A.B., Vassar College, 1909, and A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1910.
Mary Rtjth Ethelwyn George, A.B., Assistant Reader in English.
A.B., Cornell University, 1911. Hearer, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-10.
Cornelia Catlin Coulter, Ph.D., Reader in Latin.
A.B., Washington University, 1907, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Graduate
Scholar in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08; President's European Fellow and
Student, University of Munich, 1908-09; Fellow in Latin, Bryn Mawr College, 1909-10,
and Fellow in Greek, 1910-11.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
t Appointed as Substitute for Professor David Hilt Tennent.
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Mary Hamilton Swindler, A.M., Reader in Latin and Demonstrator
( elect) in Art and Archaeology.
A.B., University of Indiana, 1905, and A.M., 1906. Graduate Scholar in Greek, Bryn
Mawr College, 1906-07, and Fellow in Greek, 1907-09; Mary E. Garrett European
Fellow and Student, Universities of Berlin and Oxford and the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens 1909-10; Teacher in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr.
1910-11.
Helen Schaeffer Huff, Ph.D., Reader in Mathematics.
A.B., Dickinson College, 1903, A.M., 1905, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College, 1908. Graduate
Scholar in Mathematics, Brvn Mawr College, 1903-04, and Graduate Student in Physics,
1907-08; Fellow in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05; Holder of the Mary E. Garrett
European Fellowship and Student, University of Gottingen, 1905-06; Demonstrator
in Physics, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07; Teacher in the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr,
Pa., 1907-08; Reader in Mathematics, Bryn Mawr College, Semester II, 1909-10.
Helen Estabrook Sandison, A.M., Reader in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1906, and A.M., 1907. Graduate Scholar, Brvn Mawr College,
1906-07, 1910-11; Assistant Principal of the High School, Brookvilie. Ind., 1907-08;
Fellow in English, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09; Holder of Special European Fellowship,
Bryn Mawr College, and Student, University of Oxford, 1909-10.
Amelia Elizabeth White, A.B., Assistant Reader in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College. 1901.
Ida Langdon, A.M., Reader (elect) in English.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903; A.M., Cornell University, 1910. Cornell University,
1909-12.
Bertha Sophie Ehlers, A.B., Reader (elect) in German.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1909. Teacher of German in the Agnes Irwin School, Phila-
delphia, 1910-12.
Marie Hopp, Reader {elect) in French.
Holder of Brevet of the Ecole Sup6rieure, Paris. Senior Modern Language Mistress in the
Girls' High School, Lincoln, England, 1904-08; Teacher of French in Ashley Hall,
Charleston, S. C, 1911-12.
Marion Delia Crane. A.B., Reader (elect) in English and Secretary to
the Dean of the College.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Secretary, the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, 1911-12
Mabel Kathrtn Frehafer, A.M., Demonstrator in Physics.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908; A.M., University of 'Wisconsin, 1909. Graduate Student,
University of Wisconsin, 1908-09; Fellow in Physics, Bryri Mawr College, 1909-10.
Jessie Williams Clifton, A.B., Demonstrator in Chemistry.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Executive Staff.
Anna Bell Lawther, A.B., Secretary of the College.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1897. Assistant Bursar, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-1900;
Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1898-99, 1904-05; Warden of Merion Hall,
1904-05.
Edith Orlady, A.B., Recording Secretary.
A.B., Brvn Mawr College, 1902. Warden of Pembroke Hall West, 1903-05, and Warden
of Rockefeller Hall, 1905-06; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1903-06, 1907-09.
Martha Gibbons Thomas, A.B., Warden of Pembroke Hall.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1889.
Helen Remington Calder, Warden of Radnor Hall.
Bryn MawT College, 1899-1901.
M.abel Harriet Xorton, A.B., Warden of Denbigh Hall.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1902. Sorbonne, 1907-08; University of California, 1908-09.
Teacher of Latin in Snell Seminary, Berkeley, Cal., 1908-11.
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Edith Buell Wright, A.B., Warden of Merion Hall.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1900. Private Tutor, 1901-02, 1904-05.
Jane Righter, Warden of RockefellerjHall.
Bryn Mawr College, 1898, 1898-1901.
Alice Hill Byrne, A.B., Assistant Warden of Pembroke Hull.
A.B., Wellesley College, 1908. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-10, 1911-12;
Graduate Scholar in Greek, 1910-11.
James G. Forrester, M.A., Comptroller.
M.A., University of Edinburgh, 1885. Law School of the University of Edinburgh, 1885-
89; Solicitor at Law, 1889.
Maria Wilkins Smith, A.B., Business Manager.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1906. Private Tutor and Principal of Class for Girls, Phila-
delphia, 1906-12.
Margaret A. Proctor, A.B., Junior Bursar.
A.B., University of Toronto, 1906. Laboratory Assistant in Physiological Chemistry
and Bacteriology, University of Toronto, 1906-08; Dietitian, Department of Public
Charities, New York Citv, 1908-09; Assistant Manager, Whittier Hall Dining Rooms,
Barnard College, 1909-10.
Mary Letitia Jones, B.L., B.L.S., Librarian.
B.L., University of Nebraska, 1885; B.L.S., New York State Library School, 1892. Acting
Librarian and Adjunct Professor of Bibliography, University of Nebraska, 1892-97;
Librarian and Assistant Professor of Library Economy, University of Illinois, 1897;
Classifier, Iowa State University, 1898; Second Assistant Librarian, Los Angeles Public
Library, 1898-99, and Librarian, 1900-05.
Constance M. K. Applebee, Director of Athletics and Gymnastics.
Licentiate, British College of Physical Education, 1898, and Member, 1899. Gymnasium
Mistress, Girls' Grammar School, Bradford, Yorkshire, 1899-1900; in the Arnold Foster
High School, Burnley, Yorkshire, 1899-1901; in the High School, Halifax, Yorkshire,
1900-01; Head of Private Gymnasium, Ilkley, Yorkshire, 1899-1901; Harvard School
of Physical Training, Summer, 1901; Hockey Coach, Vassar College, Wellesley College,
Radcliffe College, Mt. Holyoke College, Smith College, Bryn Mawr College, Boston
Normal School of Gymnastics, 1901-04; Hockey Coach, Harvard Summer School of
Gymnastics, 1906.
Elizabeth Lawrence Gray, Assistant Director of Athletics and Gym-
nastics.
Graduate, Sargent Normal School of Physical Education, Boston, Mass., 1908. Student,
Gilbert Summer Normal School of Classic Dancing, 1908; Instructor in Gymnastics,
Playgrounds, Cambridge, Mass., Summer, 1908, 1909.
Mary Ellen Baker, A.B., B.L.S., Head Cataloguer.
A.B., Lincoln University, 1900. B.L.S., New York State Library School, 1908. Assistant
in Latin, Missouri Valley College, 1901-05, and Librarian, 1902-06. Illinois State
Library School, 1906-07; New York State Library School, 1907-08.
Bessie Homer Jennings, Assistant Cataloguer.
Graduate, Drexel Institute Library School, 1900.
Mary Warren Taylor, Secretary to the Department of Athletics and
Gymnastics.
Genevieve Estelle Potter, Assistant in the Comptroller's Office.
Mabel Thomas, Assistant in the Comptroller's Office.
Ellen Pottberg, A.B., Assistant to the Business Manager.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Thomas F. Branson, M.D., Physician in Chief.
A.B., Haverford College, 1889; M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1892. Attending
Physician, Bryn Mawr Hospital.
Marianna Taylor, M.D., Assistant Physician.
A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903, and M.D., Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania.
1908. Resident Physician, Woman's Hospital, Philadelphia, 1908-09, and Clinical
Instructor, 1910-11; Practicing Physician, St. David's, Pa., 1910-12.
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Helen Murphy, M.D., Examining Oculist.
M.D., Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1893; Assistant Demonstrator in
Histology, Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1894-96; Instructor in Materia
Medica, 1896-1902; Instructor in Diseases of the Eye, Philadelphia Polyclinic and
College for Graduates in Medicine, 1895-97.
The following physicians have consented to serve as consultants
in special cases:
Ella B. Everitt, M.D., 1807 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Consultant
Gynecologist.
Thomas McCrae, M.D., F.R.C.P., Jefferson Medical College, Phila-
delphia, Consultant Physician.
George de Schweinitz, M.D., 1705 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Con-
sultant Oculist.
Robert G. Le Conte, M.D., 1625 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Consultant
Surgeon.
Francis R. Packard, M.D., 304 S. Nineteenth Street, Philadelphia,
Consultant Aurist and Laryngologist.
James K. Young, M.D., 222 S. Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Con-
sultant Orthopaedist.
Honorary Corresponding Secretaries.
The following honorary corresponding secretaries, all of whom are graduates of Bryn
Mawr College, have kindly consented to act as representatives of the college in the cities in
which they live, and will at any time be glad to answer questions about the college.
New York City: Miss Emily Redmond Cross, 6 Washington Square.
Philadelphia: Mrs. Adolph E. Borie, 4100 Pine Street.
Baltimore : Mrs. Anthony Morris Carey, 1004 Cathedral Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa.: Mrs. John Bruce Orr, 628 Maple Lane, Sewickley,
Pa.
Scranton, Pa. : Miss Alice Belin.
Syracuse, N. Y.: Mrs. Frederick A. Saunders, 504 Ostrom Avenue.
Utica, N. Y. : Mrs. Arthur Percy Saunders, Clinton, N. Y.
New Haven, Conn.: Miss Elizabeth Day Seymour, 141 Linden Street.
Boston, Mass.: Mrs. Ingersoll Bowditch, 19 Buckingham Street,
Cambridge.
Fall River, Mass.: Mrs. Randall Nelson Durfee, 435 Cherry Street.
Washington, D. C. : Mrs. Herbert Knox Smith, Cathedral Avenue and
Woodley Lane.
Chicago, III.: Mrs. James Foster Porter, Hubbard Woods, III.
Indianapolis, Ind. : Mrs. Frank Nichols Lewis, 2006 N. Pennsylvania
Street.
Madison, Wis.: Mrs. Moses Stephen Slaughter, 633 Francis Street.
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Minneapolis, Minn.: Miss Margaret Washburn, 2218 First Avenue,
South.
St. Louis, Mo.: Mrs. George Gellhorn, 3871 Washington Avenue.
Portland, Ore.: Mrs. Henry Minor Esterly, 376 North 31st Street.
Los Angeles, Cal.: Miss Elizabeth Dana Marble, 3201 Figueroa
Street.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Miss Kate Williams, 177 13th East Street.
England: The Hon. Mrs. Bertrand Russell, Ford Place, Arundel.
The Academic Committee of the Alumnw.
Mary Bidwell Breed, Ph.D. (Chairman) , Office of the Adviser of Women,
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Louise Brownell Saunders, A.B. (Secretary), (Mrs. Arthur Percy
Saunders), Clinton, N. Y.
Susan Fowler, A.B. (ex-officio), 1^20 West 118th Street. New York City.
Gertrude Elizabeth Dietrich Smith, A.B. (Mrs. Herbert Knox
Smith), Cathedral Avenue and Woodley Lane, Washington,
D. C.
Nellie Neilson, Ph.D., Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
Frances Amelia Fincke, A.M. (Mrs. Learned Hand), 1%2 East 65lh
Street, New York City.
Katharine Lord, A.B., Plymouth, Mass.
Marguerite B. Armstrong, A.B., 1330 19th Street, Washington, D. C
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STUDENT3.
Fellows and Graduate Students, Academic Year, 1911-12.
Tredway, Helen, Bryn Mawr European Fellov:.
Dubuque, la. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911. Graduate Scholar in Chemistry. Bryn
Mawi College, 1911-12.
Bresstar, Margaret, Mary E. Garrett European Fellow.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1903. Teacher of Latin and Mathematics,
Miss Gleim's School, Pittsburgh, Pa., 1903—0-1; Teacher of Mathematics in the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Maw, Pa., 1904-10; Graduate Scholar in Mathematics, Bryn
Maw College, 1907-0S, Graduate Student, 1908-10, and Fellow in Mathematics,
1910-11; Student, University of Gottingen, 1911-12.
Pinney, Mary Edith, President's European Fellov:.
Wilson, Kan. A.B., Kansas State University, 1908, and A.M., 1910. Teaching Fellow
in Zoology, Kansas State University, 1909—10; High School Instructor, Alma, Kan.,
1908-09, and Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11; Student, Universities
of Bonn and Heidelberg and Zoological Station, Naples, 1911-12.
E.OE, Adah Blanche,
Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology.
Omaha, Neb. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1909. Scholar in German, Brvn
Mawr College, 1909-11; Student, University of Berlin, 1911-12.
Macleod, Annie Loose, Research Fellow in Chemistry.
Grace Bay, Nova Scotia. A.B., McGill University, 1904, M.Sc, 1905, and Ph.D., 1910.
Demrastrator in Chemistrv, McGill University, 1905-08; Assistant in Chemistrv,
Barr^ard College, 1908-09; Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1909-10, and
Research Fellow in Chemistry, 1910-11.
Thompson, Frances D ;Arcy, Fellov; in Greek.
Dublin, Ireland. Girton College, University of Cambridge, England, 1903-06. Graduate
in Honours, first class, Classical Tripos, Part I, 1906. M.A., Royal University of
Ireland, 190"; Examiner in Latin, Royal University of Ireland, 1907-08; Classical
Mistress in the High School, Portsmouth, England, 1906-08; Classical Teacher, Rose-
mary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., 1908-10; Reader in Latin, and Graduate Student, Brvn
Mawr College, 1910-11.
Goodrich, Grace Gertrude, Fellov: in Latin.
Ripon, Wis. A.B., Ripon College, 1906, and A.M., 1907. A.M., University of Wisconsin,
1911. Student, American School of Classical Studies in Rome, 1909-10; University
of Wisconsin. 1910-11.
Foster, Frances Allen Fellov: in English.
Providence, R. I. A.B., Brown University, 1909. Scholar in English, Brvn Mawr
College, 1909-11.
Crawford, Thyra Fellov: in German.
Excelsior, Minn. A.B., Goucher College, 1903; A.M., University of Minnesota, 1910.
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota, 1908-10. Teacher in the High School,
Ada, Minn., 1903-04; Principal of the High School, Excelsior, Minn., 1904-11.
Lansing, Pocth, Fellov: in Romance Languages.
Roxbury, Mass. A.B., Radciiffe College, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Graduate Student,
Radciiffe College, 1908—09; Instructor in Wells College, September to November, 1909.
Peri y. Lorinda, Fellow in Economics and Politics.
Melvin. 111. A.B., University of Illinois, 1909, and A.M., 1910. Radciiffe Fellow,
Women's Educational and Industrial Union, Boston, Mass., 1910-11.
Kellogg, Angle Lillian, Fellow in Philosophy.
Watertown, N. Y. A.B., Yassar College, 1903, and A.M., 1904. Teacher in the High
School, Schenectady, S". Y., 1904-10, and in the High School, Hasbrouci Hf-irhrs-
N. J., March to June, 1911.
McCain, Gertrede Iona Fellov: in Mathernatia.
Delphi, Ind. A.B., Indiana State University, 1908, and A.M., 1911. Teacher in the
High School, Delphi, 1897-99; Principal of the Friends' High School, Salem, Ind.,
1908-09; Teaching Fellow in Mathematics, Indiana State University, 1910-11.
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Gilroy, Helen Turxbull, Fellow in Physics.
Philadelphia, A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1909. Graduate Student in Physics, Brvn
Mawr College, 1910-11.
Gibbons, Verxette Lois, Fellow in Chemistry
.
Upton, Mass. Sc.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1896, and A.B., 1899. M.Sc, University
of Chicago, 1907; M.Sc, University of the Cape of Good Hope, 1908. Teacher in the
High School, Bernardstown, Mass., 1896-97; Assistant in Chemistry, Mt. Holyoke
College, 1897-99, and Instructor in Chemistry, 1899-1901; Instructor in Chemistry
and Mineralogy, Wells College, 1902-04, and Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1905-06;
Lecturer and Head of Department of Chemistry, Huguenot College, Wellington, South
Africa, 1907-11, and on leave of absence, 1911-12.
Stockixg, Ruth Jennings, Fellow in Biology.
Flushing, O. A.B., Goucher College, 1910. Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University,
1910-11.
Davis, Esther, British Graduate Scholar.
Great Bridge, Staffordshire, England. B.A., University of Birmingham, 1909. Graduate
Student, University of Birmingham, 1909-11.
Duckett, Eleanor Shipley, British Graduate Scholar.
Frome, Somerset, England. B.A., University of London, 1902, and M.A., 1904. Girton
College, University of Cambridge, England, 1908-11; Classical Tripos, Part I, 1911.
Classical Mistress in the High School, Sutton, Surrey, 1905-07.
Poultox, Ethel Maud, British Graduate Scholar.
Great Bridge, Staffordshire, England. B.Sc, University of Birmingham, 1910, and
M.Sc, 1911.
Starkey, Clara Beatrice British Graduate Scholar.
Rloxwich, Walsall, Staffordshire, England. B.Sc, University of Birmingham, 1910,
and M.Sc, 1911. Teacher of Botany in Walsall Municipal Institute, 1910-11.
Bolwix, Lucretia, German Graduate Scholar.
Geestemiinde, Germany. University of Greifswald, 1910-11. Teacher in the Girls'
High School of the Ursuline Convent, Aachen, and Frankfort a. Main, 1908-09.
Rehder, Marie, German Graduate Scholar.
Flensburg, Germany. University of Berlin, 1910-11.
Spreckels, Elisabeth Martha, German Graduate Scholar.
Dresden, Germany. Realgymnasium fiir Madchen, Dresden, 1905-10; Konigliche
Technisehe Hochschule, Dresden, Summer Semester, 1911.
Agg, Rachel, Penn College Scholar.
Oskaloosa, la. Ph.B., Penn College, 1911.
Alexander, Willa Bullitt, Economics, Psychology, and Biology.
Pittsburgh, Pa. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Bills, Marion Almira, Graduate Scholar in Psychology.
Allegan, Mich. A.B., University of Michigan, 1908. Teacher in the Public School,
Allegan, 1909-11.
Bird, Emily Maltby, Graduate Scholar in English.
Gwynedd, Pa. A.B., Swarthmore College, 1909. Graduate Student, University of
Pennsylvania, 1909-11. Teacher in Miss Roney's School for Girls, Bala, Pa., 1910-11.
Bliss, Eleonora Frances, Geology.
Rosemont, Pa. A.B. and A.M., Bryn Mawr College, 1904. Graduate Student, Bryn
Mawr College, 1904—05, Graduate Scholar, 1905—06, Assistant Curator of Geological
Museum, 1908-09; Graduate Student in Geology, University of California, 1910-11.
Bowebman, Helen Cox, Fellow by Courtesy in Archaeology.
Point Pleasant, N. J. A.B., Mount Holyoke College, 1901; A.M., University of Rochester,
1903. Teacher of English and Latin in the High School, Macedon, N. Y., 1903-05;
Instructor in Latin, Western College for Women, Oxford, O., 1905-07; Associate Pro-
fessor of Latin, 1907-08; Graduate Scholar in Archaeology, Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09,
and Fellow in Archaeology, 1909-11; Studying in Rome, 1910-11.
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Bowers, Corinne, French.
Chambersburg, Pa. B.Mus., Wilson College, 1910.
Bella, Ltllie Elliotte, Guilford College Scholar.
Sophia, X. C. A.B., Guilford College, 1911.
Byrne, Alice Hell. Greek.
Lancaster, Pa. A.B., Wellesley College, 1908. Teacher of Latin and Greek in the Union
High School, Coleraine, Pa., 1894-96, and Principal, 1S99-1900; in Mrs. Blackwood's
School, Lancaster, 1896-99, and 1900-01 : Associate Principal and Teacher of Latin and
Greek in Miss Stahr's School, Lancaster, 1901-05; Principal of the Shippen School, Lan-
caster, 1905-09 ; Teacher of Latin and Greek in Miss Hills's School, Philadelphia, 1909-1 1,
and in the Baldwin School. Brvn Mawr, 1911-12. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr
College, 1908-10, and Graduate Scholar in Greek, 1910-11.
Caleee, Marguerite Avelette, Graduate Scholar in Psychology.
Uvalde, Texas. A.B., University of Texas, 1911.
Carroll, Josephine Eliza English, History, and Biblical Literature.
Wilmington, 0. A.B., Hiram College, Hiram, 0., 1910.
Collins, Rcth, Psychology.
Pitman Grove, X. J. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1910. Instructor in English, Drexel
Institute, Philadelphia, and Graduate Scholar in Psychology, Brvn MawT College,
1910-11.
Darrow, Angela Charlotte Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Dismorr. Margaret Stewart, Graduate Scholar in Economics.
Harrow on the Hill, England. Xewnham College, University of Cambridge, England,
1907-10; First Class Honours, Cambridge Mediseval and Modem Languages Tripos,
1910; British Graduate Scholar, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11.
Doolittle, Margaret, Graduate Scholar in Latin.
Mt. Vernon, X. Y. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1911.
Dyer, Mildred, German and Economics.
Des Moines, la. Pe.B., Drake University, 1907, and Ph.B., 1908.
Forman,* Elizabeth Betterton, Italian.
Ardmore, Pa. A.B., Brvn Mawr College, 1902. Tutor in the Brvn Mawr School, Balti-
more, 1902-03 ; Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1907-08.
Frehafer. Mabel Kathryn, Physics.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1909.
Graduate Student in Physics, University of Wisconsin, 1908-09; Fellow in Physics,
Brvn Mawr College, 1909-10, and Demonstrator and Graduate Student in Physics,
1910-11.
Gabriel, Grace Ethel, English and Comparative Literature.
Des Moine3, la. A.B., State University of Iowa, 1905. Teacher in the High School,
Manson, la., 1905-06, in the High School, Le Mars, la., 1906-08, and in the High School,
East Des Moines, 1908-11.
Gatewood, Ethel Geneva. Germ.an and Mathematics.
Crown City, O. B.Sc, Ohio Xorthera University, 1907. Teacher in the High School,
Salineville, O., 1907-08; in the Public Schools, Huntington, W. Va., 1908-09; and
Principal of the High School, Atlanta, O., 1909-11.
Gerhard, Elizabeth Hill / id Italian.
Lancaster, Pa. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1904. Substitute Teacher in the High School,
Harrisburg, Pa., 1904-05; Teacher of Mathematics and Science, Allentown College for
Women, 1905-06; Teacher of German, English, and Mathematics in the Misses Ser-
geant and iMiss Bent"s School, Harrisburg, 1906-07; Teacher of Science in Lancaster
College, Lancaster, 1907-08.
* Mrs. Horace Baker Forman.
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Goodwin, Mary Merrick,
Susan B. Anthony Memorial Scholar in Political Theory.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1909. Teacher in the Preparatory School for
Boys and Girls, Bryn Mawr, 1910-11.
Graham, Minnie Almira,
Fellow by Courtesy and Graduate Scholar in Chemistry.
Lockport, N. Y. A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1900, and A.M., University of Michigan,
1906. Fellow in Chemistry, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, 1910-11; in charge of
Departments of Physics and Chemistry, Lake Erie College, 1907-10.
Hanna, Mary Alice, History and Economics.
Trenton, Mo. A.B., University of Missouri, 1909, and B.S., 1911. Teacher in the High
School, Vandalia, Mo., 1909-11.
Hardenbrook, Mildred, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. A.B., Vassar College, 1908, and A.M., 1909.
Haseman, Mary Gertrude, Graduate Scholar in Mathematics.
Linton, Ind. A.B., University of Indiana, 1910. Professor of Mathematics in Vincennes
University, 1910-11.
Head, Margaret Louise, Graduate Scholar in Latin.
Madison, Wis. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1911.
Howson, Emily Elizabeth, Graduate Scholar in Physics.
Philadelphia, A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1910. Graduate Student, Bryn Mawr College,
1910-11.
Jarman, Margaret Dance, . . English, Biblical Literature, and Education.
Columbus, Miss. A.B., Mississippi State College for Women, 1911.
Jonas, Anna Isabel, Geology.
Bridgeton, N. J. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1904, and A.M., 1905. Graduate Student,
Bryn Mawr College, 1904-05, 1910-11, Graduate Scholar in Geology, 1905-06, and
Assistant Curator of Geological Museum, 1908-09.
Kennard, Helen Rose,
English, Comparative Literature, Biblical Literature, Economics, and
Archaeology.
Glendora, Cal. A.B., Pomona College, 1911.
Langenbeck, Clara, . . Fellow by Courtesy and Graduate Scholar in Biology.
Cincinnati, O. Ph.G., Cincinnati College of Pharmacy, 1891; S.B., University of Cin-
cinnati, 1895. Fellow in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1895-96; Student, University
of Marburg, 1896-98; Professor of Biology, Wells College, 1898-1901; Instructor in
the Cincinnati College Preparatory School for Girls, 1901-11.
Long, Helen Elizabeth, German.
Philadelphia. A.B., Wilson College, 1909.
Morgan, Louise Baggott, Graduate Scholar in English.
Providence, R. I. A.B. and A.M., Brown University, 1907. Graduate Scholar in English,
Bryn Mawr.College, 1907-11.
Morton, Caroline Millard, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Providence, R. I. A.B., Brown University, 1910, and A.M., 1911.
Newkirk,* Alice Maynard Field, English and Chemistry.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. A.B., University of Cincinnati, 1899. Substitute Teacher in the High
and Grammar Schools, Detroit, Mich., 1900-01.
Norton, Mabel Harriet, Italian.
Pasadena, Cal. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1902. Student, The Sorbonne, 1907-08.
Teacher of Latin in Snell Seminary, Berkeley, Cal., 1908-11, and Student, University
of California, 1908-09. Warden of Denbigh Hall, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
*[Mrs.lWalter Matthew Newkirk.
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Peebles. Florence. Fellow by Courtesy.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1895, and Ph.D., Bryn Mawr
College, 1900. Graduate Scholar in Biologv, Brvn llawr College, 1895-96; Fellow in
Biology, 1896-97; and Graduate Student, 1897-98, 1903-04, 1906-11; Holder of the Mary
E. Garrett European Fellowship, Scholar of the Woman's Table and Student in Biology,
Zoological Station, Naples, Universities of Munich and Halle, 1898-99; Instructor in
Biology, Woman's College of Baltimore, 1899-1902; and Associate Professor of Biology,
1902-06; Teacher of Science in Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-07; Assistant
Demonstrator in Biology, Bryn Mawr College, 1907—10.
Pottberg, Ellen Esther, Education.
Philadelohia. A.B., Brvn Mawr College, 1911. Secretarv to the Business Manager,
Bryn Mawr College, "1911-12.
Rambo. Eleanor Ferguson Archaeology .
Philadelphia. AJB., Brvn Mawr College, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Scholar in Greek, Bryn
Mawr College, 1908-09; Graduate Student in Latin. 1909-10; Teacher of Mathematics
in the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, 1909-10; Private Tutor, 1910-12.
Rand, Marie Gertrude.
F- y by Co uiesy and Graduate Scholar in Psychology
.
Brooklvn, Xew York Citv. A.B., Cornell Universitv, 1908. Graduate Scholar in
Psychology. Bryn Mawr College, 1908-09, Fellow in Philosophy, 1909-10, and Fellow
in Psychology, 1910-11.
Robert.?. Louise Elizabeth, Graduate Scholar in Greek.
Philadelphia. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1908, and A.M., 1911. Teacher of Languages
in the Friends' Aeademv, Moorestown, X. J., 1908-10; Private Tutor and Graduate
Student, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-11.
Scheurer. Cora Mabel, Graduate Foundation Scholar.
Long Beach, Cal. A.B., Whittier College, 1910.
Smith, Louise Pettlbone Graduate Scholar in Semitic Language?.
Winchester Centre. Conn. A.B., Brvn Mawr College, 1908. Instructor in Hardin
College. Mexico, Mo., 1908-11.
Spalding. Mary Caroline, . Fellov: by Gout- E jlish.
Brvn Mawr, Pa. A.B., Vassar College, 1901. Graduate Student, Brvn Mawr College,
1906-08, Graduate Scholar, 1908-10, and Fellow in English, 1910-11; Teacher in the
Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, 1906-10.
Sprat. Ruth Gladys Graduate Scholar in Biology.
Lawrence, Kans. A.B., Kansas State University, 1911.
Syeord, Constance Miriam Graduate Scholar in English.
Lincoln, Xeb. A.B., Xebraska State University, 1909, and A.M., 1911. Assistant and
Reader to the Dean, Xebraska State University, 1909-11.
Sylvester. Irexe Waters Graduate Scholar in Philosophy.
Passaic, X. J. A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1911.
Theobald. Ottilie German and French.
Columbus, 0. A.B., Ohio State University, 1911.
Weeks. Eula Adeline Fellow by Courtesy in Mathematics.
Butler, Mo. A.B. and B.S., University of Missouri, 1908, and A.M., 1909. Teacher
in the High School, Rich Hill, Mo., 1901-05; Fellow in Mathematics, Brvn Mawr
College, 1909-10, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1910-11.
Weusthoee. Anna Sophie. Fellow by Courtesy in German.
New York Citv. A.B., Woman's College of Baltimore, 1906. Graduate Student in Teu-
tonic Philology, Bryn Mawr College, 1906-07, and Fellow by Courtesy, 1910-11: Otten-
dorfer Research Fellow in Teutonic Philology and Student, University of Berlin, 1907-09;
Alnmngff Fellow of Goucher College and Graduate Student of Brvn Mawr College,
1909-10; Teacher of German in the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., 1910-12.
Wildm.-.x. Edith E Earlham College Scholar.
Selma, O. A.B., Earlham College, 1911.
Wright. Edith Buell Italian and Biblical Literature.
Detroit, Mich. A.B., Bryn Mawr College, 1900. Private Tutor, 1901-02, 1904-05.
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Undergraduate Students, Academic Year, 1911-12.
Abernethy, Florence Rosamond, Group, , 1911-12.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. Prepared by the Lower Merion High School, Ardmore, Pa.
Albertson, Mary, Group, , 1011-12.
Magnolia, N. J. Prepared by the Friends' Central School, Philadelphia.
Alden, Mary Bogtje,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Rochester, N. Y. Prepared by the High School, Rochester, and by the Baldwin School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa. Holder of the Elizabeth Duane Gillespie Scholarship in American
History, 1911-12.
Allen, Eleanor Bradford, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1910-12.
Bonita, Cal. Prepared by the High School, National City, Cal., and by the Bishop's
School, San Diego, Cal.
Allport, Caroline Elizabeth, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago.
Arthurs, Ann Catharine,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore. Holder of Bryn Mawr
School Scholarship, 1908-10.
Arthurs, Martha Montgomery,. .Group, Biology and , 1910-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Ash, Rachel, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of City
Scholarship, 1911-12.
Atherton, Sarah Henry,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Wilkes Barre, Pa. Prepared by the Wilkes Barre Institute, Wilkes Barre.
Ayer, Elizabeth, Group, —
-,
1910-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by the Winsor School, Boston, Mass., and by Miss Porter's
School, Farmington, Conn.
Baechle, Cecelia Irene, Group, Latin and German, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Notre Dame Academy, Hamilton, O., and by the Girls'
High School, Philadelphia. Holder of City Scholarship, 1909-12.
Bailey, Elizabeth, Group, , 1911-12.
Harrisburg, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Seller's School, Harrisburg, and by St. Timothy's
School, Catonsville, Md.
Baird, Janet, Group, , 1910-12.
Sharon Hill, Pa. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1910-12.
Baird, Mildred, Group, , 1910-12.
Sharon Hill, Pa. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of the First
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for Pennsylvania and the Southern States,
1910-11, and of City Scholarship, 1910-12.
Baker, Eugenia Griffin, Group, , 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Balderston, Elizabeth Grecian, Group, , 1910-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared bv the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore. Holder of Bryn Mawr
School Scholarship, 1910-11.
Baldwin, Dorothea de Forest,. .. .Group, Latin and German, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by Rye Seminary, Rye, N. Y., by Mrs. Merrill's School for
Girls, Oaksmere, N. Y., and by private tuition.
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Baldwtx, Elizabeth Ford, Group. , 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md.
Barber, Helex Dorothy,. . . .Group, Mathematics and Physics, 1905-12.
Portland, Ore. Prepared by the Portland Academy.
Barxett, Hazel Kathryx, Group, , 1911-12.
Bedford, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Bedford.
Barrett, Helex Jeaxita,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Glenolden, Pa. Prepared by the Friends' Central School, Philadelphia.
Bartholomew, Grace. Group, Greek and German, 1909-12.
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Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1909-12.
Babtlett, Marguerite Gold,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the High School, Chester, Pa., and by the Girls' High School,
Philadelphia.
Batcheloe, Jeax Muriel, Group, , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Beardwood, Jane, . .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 190S-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Bechtel, Dorothea, Group. , 1910-12.
Carpenter, Del. Prepared by the Friends' School, Wilmington, Del.
Beltekowskt, Sadie, Group, Greek and Latin, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared bv the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1908-12.
Bexedict, Isabel Hopktxs,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Misses Eayson's School, New York City.
Berlxg, Mart Isabel, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
Decatur, 111. Prepared by the High School, Decatur, and by the Misses Kirk's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Blxler, Rexa Catherine,. . . .Group, Mathematics and Physics, 1910-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by the Stuart Mitchell School, Pittsburgh, and by the Win-
chester School, Pittsburgh.
Blaixe, Margaret Graham,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Taunton, Mass. Prepared by the High School, Taunton, and by Miss May's School,
Boston, Mass.
Blake, Dorothy Teener, Group, German and French, 1909-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by Miss Haskell and Miss Dean's School, Boston. Holder of
the First Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the N ew England States, 1909-10.
Blaxc, Zexa Jexxie. Group, Mathematics and , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared bv the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Charles E.
Ellis Scholarship, 1911-12.
Blaxchaed, Margaret Terry, . . . .Group, Geology and , 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Yeltin School, Xew York City.
Blouxt, Eegexia, Group, ———
-,
1911-12.
Birmingham, Ala. Prepared by the High School, Birmingham.
Boardmax, Wynanda Koechlix Group, , 1910-12.
Troy, X. Y. Prepared by Miss Knox's School, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., and by Rose-
mary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
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Memphis, Tenn. Prepared by St. Mary's Sohool, Memphis, and by the Misses Ship
ley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa
Bolton-Smith, Louise, Group, , 1911-12.
are<
Bontecott, Eleanor,
Group, Spanish and Comparative Literature, 1909-12.
Orange, N. J. Prepared by Miss Beard's School, Orange. Holder of First Bryn Mawr
Matriculation Scholarship for New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, 1908-09.
Boyd, Jessie, Group, , 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City.
Boyer, Frances Elizabeth, Group, , 1911-12.
Pottsville, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Pottsville, and by the Dwight School,
Englewood, N. J.
Bradford, Harriet, Group, , 1911-12.
San Francisco, Cal. Prepared by the Lowell High School, San Francisco.
Bradway, Margaret Saeger, Group, , 1911-12.
Haverford, Pa. Prepared by the Moses Brown School, Providence, R. I.
Braley, Elizabeth, Group, Latin and French, 1910-12.
Concord, Mass. Prepared by the High School, Concord. Holder of Maria Hopper
Sophomore Scholarship, 1911-12.
Branch, Zelda Madison, Group, Philosophy and Physics, 1909-12.
Kansas City, Mo. University of Texas, First Semester, 1906-07; University of Ne-
braska, 1907-09. Holder of Anna M. Powers Memorial Scholarship, 1911-12.
Brandeis, Susan, Group, , 1911-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by the Winsor School, Boston.
Brandon, Rose, Group, , 1910-12
.
Butler, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Butler.
Branson, Laura Elizabeth, Group, Latin and , 1911-12.
Coatesville, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Coatesville.
Brockstedt, Clarissa Beatrice,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
St. Louis, Mo. Prepared by the Yeatman High School, St. Louis.
Brooks, Helen Bennett, Group, , 1910-12.
Indianapolis, Ind. Prepared by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Brooks, Katherine Glover, Group, , 1911-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by the Misses May's School, Boston.
Brown, Anna Haines, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Sayward's School, Philadelphia, and by private tuition.
Brown, Christine,. .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Springfield, 111. Prepared by Stuart School, Springfield, by the Monticello School, Alton,
111., and by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Brown, Josephine Chapin,
Group, Philosophy and Physics, 1906-08, 1911-12.
Ogdensburg, N. Y. Prepared by the Ogdensburg Free Academy and by private tuition.
Holder of Maria Hopper Scholarship, 1907-08; Teacher of Latin in Mrs. Barker's School
for Girls, St. Paul, Minn., 1910-11. Holder of Thomas H. Powers Memorial Scholar-
ship, 1911-12.
Brown, Mary Wilmarth, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1908-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University High School, Chicago.
Brownback, Emily Yocum, Group, , 1910-12.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr.
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Browxell, Mary Gertrude, Group, , 1911-12.
Providence, R. I. Prepared by Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, and by St. Timothy's
School, Catonsville, Md., and by private tuition.
Bryant, Catharine ReQua, Group, , 1911-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Loring School, Chicago.
Bryant, Elizabeth Sohier, Group, , 1910-12.
Cohasset, Mass. Prepared by the Winsor School, Boston, Mass.
Buchanan, Ethel, Group, Latin and French, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the High School, Bridgeport, Conn.
Buchanan, Jessie Crow, Group, Latin and Spanish, 1909-12.
Trenton, N. J. Prepared by the State Model School, Trenton.
Buchanan, Mary Crow,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Trenton, N. J. Prepared by the Rand Collegiate School, Trenton, and by the Misses
Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Buracker, Flora Kathleen,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Girls' Latin School, Baltimore, and by Miss Wright's
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Burchard, Agnes Elizabeth, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City.
Byrne, Laura Laurexsox,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Ellicott City, Md. Prepared by St. Timothy's School, Catonsville, Md. Holder of the
Mary E. Stevens Junior Scholarship, 1910-11.
Cabot, Frances Anne, Group, —
,
1910-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by Miss Haskell and Miss Dean's School, Boston.
Cadbury, Leah Tapper, Group, ——'
—
, 1910-12.
Haverford, Pa. Prepared by the Westtow-n Boarding School, Westtown, Pa. Holder
of Foundation Scholarship, 1910-12.
Calder, Helex Remington,. . . .Hearer by Courtesy in German, 1910-12.
Harrisburg, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Sergeant and Miss Bent's School, Harrisburg.
Bryn Mawr College, 1899-1901. Warden of Radnor Hall, 1910-12.
Cam, Norah, Group, Mathematics and Physics, 1908-12.
Bishop's Stortford, England. Prepared by private tuition. Holder of Maria Hopper
Scholarship, 1909-11. Holder of Maria L. Eastman Brooke Hall Memorial Scholar-
ship, 1911-12.
Camp, Marion Merrill, Group, , 1910-12.
Milwaukee, Wis. Prepared by Milwaukee-Downer College Seminary and by Rosemary
Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Capel, Fraxk Marcella, Group, German and , 1910-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Mitchell's School, Pittsburgh, and by the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Carey, Helex Fraser, Group, , 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City, and by Rosemary
Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Chamberlaix, Gladys Elizabeth, ..Group, Latin and German, 1908-12.
Portland, Me. Prepared by the Wayneflete School, Portland. Holder of Second Bryn
Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the New England States, 1908-09.
Chamberlaix, Mary Mitchell, Group, , 1911-12.
West Raleigh, N. C. Prepared by St. Mary's School, West Raleigh.
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Channing, Elizabeth Torrey, Group, — , 1911-12.
Cambridge, Mass. Prepared by the Winsor School, Boston, Mass.
Chapin, Helen Burwell, Group, , 1910-11, 1912.
St. David's, Pa. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Chase, Carmelita, Group, German and French, 1908-12.
Omaha, Neb. Prepared by Brownell Hall, Omaha.
Chase, Dorothy, Group, Latin and French, 1908-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Kirkland School, Chicago, and by the Lakeview High
School, Chicago.
Childs, Marjorie, Group, , 1910-12.
Norristown, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Norristown, and by the Misses Kirk's
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Clarke, Pauline Ida, Group, English and German, 1908-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Balliol School, Utica, N. Y. Holder of the James E.
Rhoads Sophomore Scholarship, 1909-10, and of the James E. Rhoads Junior Scholar-
ship, 1910-11; and of Special Scholarship, 1911-12.
Clinton, Marion Dorothea, Group, Greek and Latin, 1909-12.
Portland, Ore. Prepared by the Lincoln High School, Portland, and by Portland
Academy. Holder of the First Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the West-
ern States, 1909-10; Holder of the James E. Rhoads Sophomore Scholarship, 1910-11,
and of the James E. Rhoads Junior Scholarship, 1911-12.
Cockrell, Josephine Eleanor, Group, Latin and French, 1909-12.
Dallas, Tex. Prepared by St. Mary's College, Dallas, and by the Misses Kirk's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Collins, Phyllis, Group, , 1911-12.
Cincinnati, O. Prepared by the National Cathedral School, Washington, D. C, and by
the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Colt, Elizabeth Fitzhugh, Group, German and French, 1910-12.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Prepared by the Dearborn-Morgan School, Orange, N. J., and by
Dana Hall, Wellesley, Mass.
Coolidge, 2nd, Mary Lowell,
Group, Philosophy and Mathematics, 1910-12.
Concord, Mass. Prepared by Miss White's School, Concord, and by the Winsor School,
Boston, Mass.
Cornell, Esther Stuart,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1907-10, 1911-12.
Coraopolis, Pa. University of Chicago, 1906-07.
Corwin, Margaret Trumbull,. . . .Group, German and French, 1908-12.
New Haven, Conn. Prepared by the High School, New Haven.
Coulter, Helen Brewster, Group, , 1911-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University School, Chicago, and by the Willard School,
Berlin, Germany.
Cox, Dorothy Hannah, Group, , 1910-12.
Terre Haute, Ind. Prepared by Monticello Seminary, Godfrey, 111., by the Classical
School, Terre Haute, and by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Cox, Lillien Adele, Group, , 1910-12.
Milburn, N. J. Prepared by the Dearborn-Morgan School, Orange, N. J., and by Dana
Hall, Wellesley, Mass.
Creighton, Catherine, Group, , 1910-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by Miss Kelly's School, Scituate, Mass.
Crenshaw, Fanny Graves,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Richmond, Va. Prepared by Miss Ellett's School, Richmond.
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Crocker, Clara Ballard, Group, , 1909-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by Miss Winsor's School, Boston.
Cull, Ruth Elizabeth, Group, , 1911-12.
Oakland, Neb. University of Nebraska, 1909-11.
Dabkow, Marguerite Daisy, Group, Mathematics and Physics, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of the First
Bryn Mawi Matriculation Scholarship for Pennsylvania and the Southern States and
of the Simon Muhr Scholarship, 1911-12.
Davidson, Ltjcile, . . .Group, Economics and Politics and , 1911-12.
Fort Worth, Tex. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City.
Davis, Dorothy Livingston,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Le Baron Drumm School, New York City, and by
the Gordon-Winston School, New York City.
Davis, Jean Scobie, Group, , 1910-12.
Princeton, N. J. Prepared by Deutsche Landerziehungsheim, Sieversdorf, Germany,
and by the Princeton School, Princeton. Holder of the First Bryn Mawr Matriculation
Scholarship for New York, New Jersey and Delaware, 1910-11.
Day, Rosalie, Group, , 1908-12.
Catskill, N. Y. Prepared by Wykeham Rise, Washington, Conn.
Delano, Laura, Group, , 1910-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Francis W. Parker School, Chicago, and by Miss Wright's
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Deming, Agathe, . . .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City.
Deming, Julia, Group, Biology and , 1911-12.
Oswego, Kan. Prepared by Oswego College and by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawi, Pa.
Dessau, Enid, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Gordon-Winston School, New York City, and by the
Hawthorne School, New York City.
Dessau, Florence Maud, Group, Latin and Mathematics, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Le Baron Drumm School, New York City, and by the
Gordon-Winston School, New York City. Holder of the First Bryn Mawr Matricula-
tion Scholarship for New York, New Jersey and Delaware, 1909-10.
Diller, Saraferree, Group,
,
1911-12.
Lancaster, Pa. Prepared by the Stevens High School, Lancaster, Pa., and by private
tuition.
Dodd, Katharine, Group, , 1910-12.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. Prepared by Miss Haskell and Miss Dean's School, Boston, Mass.
Holder of the First Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the New England States,
1910-11.
Dougherty, Eleanor,
Group, Economics and Politics and Philosophy, 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Packer Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, and by the
Veltin School, New York City.
Doxrud, Oliva, Hearer by Courtesy in French, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Trained nurse, Bryn Mawr College, 1911-12.
Dunham, Ethel Collins, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1910-12.
Hartford, Conn. Prepared by Miss Porter's School, Farmington, Conn.
Edgerton, Gladys,. .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12 .
New York City. Prepared by Mrs. Merrill's School for Girls, Oaksmere, N. Y.
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Elcock, Gertrude Marie,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Glenside, Pa. Prepared by the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia. Holder of Maria
Hopper Scholarship, 1909-10; Holder of Special Scholarship, 1910-11.
Elwood, Catherine Prescott, Group, , 1911-12.
Minneapolis, Minn. Prepared by Stanley Hall School, Minneapolis, and by "Les Marron-
niers," Paris, France.
Emery, Gertrude Canterbury, Group, , 1911-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by the Misses May's School, Boston.
Erbsloh, Olga Helen Clara, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, New York City.
Eschweiler, Hannah Lincoln, Group, , 1911-12.
Hartland, Wis. Prepared by Milwaukee-Downer Seminary.
Evans, Helene Rebecca,
Hearer in English, Philosophy, and Geology, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Commercial High School for Girls, Philadelphia, by the
Gordon School, Philadelphia, and by private tuition.
Evans, Marion Annette, Group, German and French, 1910-12.
Wilkes Barre, Pa. Prepared by the Wilkes Barre Institute.
Everett, Helen, Group, Philosophy and , 1911-12.
Providence, R. I. Prepared by St. Agnes School, Albany, N. Y„ and by Miss Wheeler's
School, Providence. Holder of the Second Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for
the New England States, 1911-12.
Fabian, Elizabeth Storrs,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by the High School, Evanston.
Faries, Elizabeth,. .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. Prepared by the Wissahickon Heights School, Chestnut
Hill.
Faulkner, Ellen, Group, Physics and Biology, 1909-12.
Keene, N. H. Prepared by the High School, Keene, by the MacDuffie School, Springfield,
Mass., and by private tuition.
Fendall, Mary Gertrude,. ..Group, Mathematics and Physics, 1908-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Fleisher, Madeleine Wolf, Group, , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Fleming, Harriet Edna, Group, French and ——
—
, 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Forster, Sophie Katharine, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Special
Scholarship, 1910-12.
Foster, Isabel, Group, English and , 1911-12.
Portsmouth, N. H. Prepared by the High School, Portsmouth.
Francis, Clara Jane,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Martins Ferry, O. Prepared by the High School, Martins Ferry.
Free, Margaret Louise, Group, , 1911-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by Dilworth Hall, Pittsburgh, and by the High School, Pitta-
burgh.
Freer, Eleanor, Group, , 1911-12.
Chicago. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago. Holder of the First
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the Western States, 1911-12.
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Fyfe, Florence Marjorie, Group, , l'.Jll—12.
Winnetka, 111. Prepared by Kemper Hall, Kenosha, Wis. Holder of the Second Bryn
Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the Western States, 1911-12.
Gale, Eleanore Edwards, Group, Latin and Archaeology, 1910-12.
Washington, D. C. Prepared by the National Cathedral School, Washington, and by the
Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Gardner, Mabel, Group, , 1910-12.
Providence, R. I. Prepared by Miss Wheeler's School, Providence.
Gibson, Louise Isabel, Group, Physics and , 1909-12.
Birmingham, Ala. Prepared by the Margaret Allen School, Birmingham.
Glenn, Florence Martha, Group, Latin and German, 1908-12.
Johnstown, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Johnstown.
Glenn, Ruth, Group, , 1911-12.
Johnstown, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Johnstown.
Goldsmith, Cecile Adler, Group, German and French, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of City Scholar-
ship, 1909-12.
Goodall, Winifred, Group, , 1910-12.
Cincinnati, O. Prepared by the Bartholomew-Clifton School, Cincinnati, by the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by the College Preparatory School, Cincinnati.
Goodhue, Mary Brooks, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Westtown Boarding School, Westtown, Pa., and by the
Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Haenssler, Mildred,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
St. Charles, Mo. Prepared by the High School, St. Charles. Holder of the James E.
Rhoads Sophomore Scholarship, 1911-12.
Haines, Julia Losing,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Indianapolis, Ind. Prepared by the Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, by the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by private tuition.
Haines, Mary Troth, Group, German and , 1910-12.
Moorestown, N. J. Prepared by the Westtown Boarding School, Westtown, Pa., and by
the Friends' Select School, Philadelphia.
Halpen, Sara Marion, Group, Latin and German, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Citv Scholar-
ship, 1909-12.
Hamilton, Amy Gordon, Group, English and , 1909-12.
Tenafly, N. J. Prepared by the Dwight School, Englewood, N. J.
Hammer, Christine Potts,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Pottstown, Pa. Prepared by Dana. Hall, Wellesley, Mass.
Hardon, Anne Frances,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, Xew York City, and by Rosemary
Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Harlan, Mary Monroe, Group, Latin and Mathematics, 1911-12.
Bel Air, Md. Prepared by the High School, Bel Air, and by the Bryn Mawr School, Bal-
timore, Md.
Harrington, Ruth, Group, , 1911-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by the Winsor School, Boston.
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Harrison, Julia Leigh, Group, , 1911-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Hartshorne, Anna, Group, Latin and German, 1908-12.
Brighton, Md. Prepared by the Westtown Boarding School, Westtown, Pa. Foundation
Scholar, 1908-12.
Hartwig, Anna, Hearer by Courtesy in History of Art, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Trained nurse, Bryn Mawr College, 1910-12.
Hatton, Florence Gage, Group, , 1911-12.
Columbus, O. Prepared by the Columbus School for Girls.
Haydock, Louisa Low, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Friends' School, Germantown, Philadelphia, by the Agnes
Irwin School, Philadelphia, and by the Low-Heywood School, Stamford, Conn.
Hayes, Beatrice McAfee, Group, , 1911-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago.
Hazen, Harbine, Group,—
—
, 1911-12.
Cincinnati, O. Prepared by the Cincinnati College Preparatory School for Girls, and by
the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Head, Catherine Esther, Group, , 1911-12.
Madison, Wis. University of Wisconsin, 1910-11.
Hearne, Alice, Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Wayne, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Heffern, Anna Constance,
Group, English and Comparative Literature, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1908-12.
Hellings, Eleanor Louise,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Devon, Pa. Prepared by Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by private tuition.
Hewitt, Candace, . .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, New York City, and by Rosemary
Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Hinde, Helen Harper, Group, , 1910-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Chicago Latin School, Chicago. Holder of the Second
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the Western States, 1910-11.
Hinrichs, Gertrude Mary,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Glen Ridge, N. J. Prepared by the High School, Glen Ridge, and by private tuition.
Hobson, Martha Barbour, Group, , 1910-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago. Holder of the First
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the Western States, 1910-11.
Hollingsworth, Louise Walker, Group, , 1911-12.
Athens, Ga. Prepared by Lucy Cobb Institute, Athens, Ga.
Hopkinson, Ruth Warren, Group, , 1911-12.
Lakewood, O. Prepared by the West High School, Cleveland, O.
Hornberger, Agnes Warren, Group, Biology and , 1911-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by the Thurston-Gleim Preparatory School, Pittsburgh.
Hoshino, Ai, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1908-12.
Tokio, Japan. Prepared by Miss Tsuda's School, Tokio, by the Stevens School, German-
town, Pa., and by the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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Houston, Julia Taylor, Group, English and French, 1908-12.
Pine Bluff, Ark. Prepared by the High School, Pine Bluff, by Elizabeth College, Charlotte,
N. C, and by private tuition.
Howson, Beatrice,. .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Friends' Central School, Philadelphia.
Hubbard, Ruth, Group, , 1911-12.
Fort Moultrie, S. C. Prepared by the Misses Allen's School, West Newton, Mass.
Hughes, Mary Dorothy, Group, , 1910-12.
Wilkinsburg, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Wilkinsburg, and by private tuition.
Humphrey, Alice Robbins, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City.
Hunter, Frances, Group, Latin and English, 1908-10, 1911-12.
Saugerties, N. Y. Prepared by the High School, Saugerties, and by the Misses Graham's
School, New York City.
Huntington, Katharine, Group, Geology and , 1910-12.
Princeton, N. J. Prepared by the Princeton School. Holder of the Second Bryn Mawr
Matriculation Scholarship for New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, 1910-11.
Hurd, Elizabeth Carter,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University High School, Chicago. University of Chicago,
1908-10.
Huse, Eleanor Baker, Group, , 1911-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by Rogers Hall, Lowell, Mass., by Miss Low's School, Stamford,
Conn., and by the Misses Allen's School, West Newton, Mass.
Irish, Florence Catherine,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Norristown, Pa. Prepared by Miss Roney's School, Bala, Pa.
Irvin, Helen Walkley, Group, ——
—
, 1911-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore. Holder of Bryn Mawr
School Scholarship, 1911-12.
Irwin, Marian, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1909-12.
Tokio, Japan. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Ivory,* Elizabeth Schofield,
Hearer in Latin, English, French, and Philosophy, 1911-12.
Claymont, Del. Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, 1909-10.
Jackson, Eugenia Louise, Group, -, 1910-12.
Wilmington, Del. Prepared by the Misses Hebb's School, Wilmington.
Jacobs, Mildred Clark, Group, -, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Sayward's School, Overbrook, Philadelphia.
Johnston, Elizabeth Henrietta,
Group, Mathematics and Chemistry, 1908-12.
Carlisle, Pa. Prepared by the High School, East Orange, N. J., and by Metzger College,
Carlisle.
Jones, Elizabeth Levering, Group, , 1912.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md.
Jones, Gladys, Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Hazleton, Pa. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Jones, Gwladys Webster, Group, , 1910-12.
Ocean Grove, N. J. Prepared by the Neptune Township High School, Ocean Grove, by
the High School, Asbury Park, N. J., and by private tuition.
* Mrs. P. Van Eman Ivory.
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Jones, Marguerite Allston, Group, — —
, 1911-12.
Lake Roland, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, Md.
Justice, Mildred Lewis, Group, , 1911-12.
Narberth, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Narberth.
Keller, Marie Ottilie, Group, German and , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1911-12.
Kelly, Olga Elizabeth Bredow,.
.
Group, Greek and English, 1909-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Kennedy, Laura Elizabeth, Group, French and Spanish, 1909-12.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Prepared by the High School, Saratoga Springs.
Kenyon, Adrienne, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by Miss Schoonmaker's School, New York City, and by the
Horace Mann School, New York City. Holder of Second (equal) Bryn Mawr Matric-
ulation Scholarship for New York, New Jersey and Delaware, 1911-12.
Kirk, Helen Reed, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Combined School, Germantown, Philadelphia, and by the
Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Maria Hopper Sophomore Scholarship,
1911-12.
Kraus, Edna Florence, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1911-12.
Kuttner, Anna Gayler, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by private tuition and by Rogers Hall, New York City.
Lamb, Louise Emerson, Group, French and Spanish, 1908-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by Ecole Vinet, Lausanne, Switzerland, and by the Bryn Mawr
School, Baltimore.
Lautz, Helen Sophia, Group, Latin and French, 1908-12.
Pekin, 111. Prepared by the High School, Pekin, and by the Misses Shipley's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Lee, Helen, Group, Latin and French, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Milwaukee-Downer College.
Leopold, Florence Stein,
Group, Philosophy and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Leuba,* Berthe, Hearer by Courtesy in Biology, 1912.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Levinson, Dora Clara, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of City Scholar-
ship, 1911-12.
Levy, Edna Sophie, Group, French and Spanish, 1909-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Pittsburgh.
Lewis, Rebecca Renshaw, Group, Latin and Spanish, 1908-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore. Holder of Bryn Mawr
School Scholarship, 1908-12.
Livingston, Frances Elizabeth,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910, 1910-12.
Lawrence, Long Island, N. Y. Prepared by St. Mary's Hall, Burlington, N. J., and by
Miss Mary Jeffers and Miss Florence Peebles, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
* Mrs. James H. Leuba.
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Llewellyn, Gertrude,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by the Girton School, Winnetka, 111., and by the Baldwin School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Lobdell, Mary Arleville, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of City Scholar-
ship, 1911-12.
London, Mary Parke, Group, , 1911-12.
Birmingham, Ala. Prepared by the Margaret Allen School, Birmingham, and by the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Long, Eleanor Tatum, Hearer in Geology, 1911-12.
Cincinnati, O. University of Cincinnati, 1906-07, 190S-10; Radcliffe College, 1910-11.
Longwell, Katherixe Cavenagh, . Group, Latin and German, 1908-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by Frankby House School, Hoylake, England, and by Miss
Gleim's School, Pittsburgh.
Lord, Elizabeth Evans, Group, , 1910-12.
Plymouth, Mass. Prepared by Miss Wheeler's School, Providence, R. I.
Lucas, Leonora, Group, French and Italian, 1908-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by the Academy of the University of Illinois. University of
Illinois, 1905-06.
Mabon, Rosa Vedder, Group, Latin and French, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by St. Agnes School, Albany, N. Y., and by the Brearley School,
New York City.
Macdonald, Frances, Group, , 1911-12.
Ardmore, Pa. Prepared by the Lower Merion High School, Ardmore. Holder of the Lower
Merion High School Scholarship, 1911-12.
MacElree, Helen, Group, , 1911-12.
West Chester, Pa. Prepared by the High School, West Chester.
MacElree, Margaret, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
West Chester, Pa. Prepared by the High School, West Chester, and by the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
MacMaster, Amelia Kellogg, Group, , 1912.
Elizabeth, N. J. Prepared by the Battin High School, Elizabeth.
Maguire, Elizabeth Yarnall,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Holman School, Philadelphia, and by the Agnes Irwin
School, Philadelphia.
Manchester, Ruth Coe, Group, Greek and Latin, 1909-12.
Winsted, Conn. Prepared by the Gilbert School, Winsted, Conn. Holder of the Second
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the New England States, 1909-10; Holder of
Maria Hopper Scholarship, 1910-11.
Mark, Lydia Marie,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1911-12.
Lake Forest, 111. Prepared by Ferry Hall, Lake Forest, and by the Baldwin School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Martin, Amy Lawrence, Group, , 1911-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Kenwood Institute, Chicago, and by the University School
for Girls, Chicago.
McCollin, Katharine Williams, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
McCreery, Vashti, Group, , 1911-12.
Benton, 111. Prepared by the High School, Benton, and by Ivens Llys, St. Louis, Mo.
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McFarland, Helen Josephine, .Group, English and Philosophy, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Friends' Preparative Meeting School of Germantown,
Philadelphia.
McKelvey, Mary Alice,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-11, 1912.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, New York City.
McKelvey, Ruth, Group, , 1911-12.
Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y. Prepared by Miss Bangs and Miss Whiton's School, Riverdale,
N. Y., and by the Brearley School, New York City.
Mead, Marion Loraine,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by the Girton School, Winnetka, 111., and by the Baldwin School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
.
Mearkle, Edith, Group, French and Spanish, 1908-10, 1911-12.
Minneapolis, Minn. Prepared by the Central High School, Minneapolis.
Meeker, Marjorie, Group, , 1911-12.
Columbus, O. Prepared by the Columbus School for Girls.
Mellen, Marguerite,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago, and by Rosemary
Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Menendez, Lucinda Poillon,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Greenwich, Conn. Prepared by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Michael, Jeannette, Group, French and Spanish, 1909-10, 1911, 1911-12.
Buffalo, N. Y. Prepared by St. Margaret's School, Buffalo, and by Rosemary Hall,
Greenwich, Conn.
Miller, Alice Chapman, Group, , 1910-12.
Milwaukee, Wis. Prepared by Milwaukee-Downer College and by Rosemary Hall, Green-
wich, Conn.
Miller, Ramona Beatrice,.. . .Group, Mathematics and Physics, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of the First
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for Pennsylvania and the Southern States,
1909-10, and of the Simon Muhr Scholarship, 1909-12.
Mitchell, Pearl Boring,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of the Minnie
Murdoch Kendrick Scholarship, 1908-12.
Montgomery, Hazel Margaret,
Group, English and Comparative Literature, 1908-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., by the Brearley
School, New York City, and by private tuition.
Moore, Dorothea May,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1911-12.
Cambridge, Mass. Prepared by the Gilman School, Cambridge, and by the Misses May's
School, Boston, Mass. Holder of the First Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for
the New England States, 1911-12.
Morgan, Mary Alden, Group, English and Philosophy, 1908-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago, and by private tuition.
Morgan, Mary Churchman, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Friends' Central School, Philadelphia.
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Morrow, Agnes Elizabeth,
Group, History and Economics and Politics. 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Mudge, Lillian Hersey, Group, -——
-,
1911-12.
St. Paul, Minn. Prepared by Mrs. Backus's School, St. Paul, and by Rosemary Hall,
Greenwich, Conn.
Munroe, Margaret Adelaide Group, Loin, and English, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High .School, Philadelphia. Holder of the L. C. B.
Saul Memorial Scholarship and Holder of City Scholarship, 1909-12.
Murray, Marjorie Frances, Group, Biology and , 1909-12.
Delhi, X. Y. Prepared by Delaware Academy, Delhi, and by St. Agnes School, Albany,
X. Y. Holder of Maria Hopper Scholarship, 1910-11; Holder of the Mary E. Stevens
Junior Scholarship, 1911-12.
Nathans, Beatrice Cornelia,
Group. English and Comparative Literature, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Keyser's School, Philadelphia, by Miss Gordon's School-
Philadelphia, and by private tuition.
Newman, Ruth, Group, , 1911-12.
Bridge Hampton, X. Y. Prepared by the Public Schools of Bridge Hampton and South-
ampton, X. Y.
Newton, Carolina Edelheim, Group, , 1910-12.
Daylesford, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by
private tuition.
Nichols, Susan Farley, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, Xew York City.
Niles, Josephine, Group.
,
1910-12.
Baltimore, Md.. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Notes, Emily Gifford Group, , 1911-12.
Providence, R. I. Prepared by Miss Wheeler's School, Providence.
Oppenhei.mer. Ella Group, , 1910-12.
Washington, D. C. Prepared by the Central High School, Washington, and by private
tuition.
( >wen, Clara Marie Group. Latin and German, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Paddock, Irene Am, ell, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Roney's School, Bala, Pa., by the Misses Kirk's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by private tuition.
Page, Anne Group, , 1910-12.
Brookline, Mass. Prepared by Madame Heube, Lausanne, Switzerland, by the High School,
Brookline, and by private tuition.
Page, Katharine Alice Group. German and French, 1909-12.
Xew York City. Prepared by the Dwight School, Englewood, X. J.
Patterson, Alice Dudley, Group, Latin and German, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Wissahickon Heights School, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia,
and by the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia. Holder of the Second Bryn Mawr Matricu-
lation Scholarship for Pennsylvania and the Southern States, 1909—10.
PECK, M.ARGARET WlNTHROP Group. Latin and German, 1908-12.
Bristol, Conn. Prepared bv thr- High School. Bristol, and by the Baldwin School, Brvn
Mawr, Pa.
Peirce. Mary, Group. Latin and French, 1908-12.
Haverford, Pa. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by the Agnes
Irwin School, Philadelphia.
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Perkins, Dagmar, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Ycltin School, New York City.
Perkins, Lucile, Group, German and French, 1909-12.
Dallas, Tex. Prepared by St. Mary's College, Dallas, by Madame Yeatman, Paris, France
by the Misses Kirk's School, Bryu Mawr, Pa., and by private tuition.
Pinney, Elizabeth,
Group, History and Economic* and Politics, 1908-12.
New Brighton, Staten Island. Prepared by the Brearley School, New York City.
Pond, Clara Penniman, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1909-12.
State College, Pa. Pennsylvania State College, 1907-09.
Porter, Elizabeth Lane, Group, Greek and , 1910-12.
Fort Wayne, Ind. Prepared by the High School, Fort Wayne, and by private tuition.
Porter, Helen Louise Knickerbacker, Group, , 1910-12.
Montclair, N. J. Prepared by the Kimberley School, Montclair.
Potter, Edna Margaret,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Detroit, Mich. Prepared by the Eastern High School, Detroit, and by the Mt. Ida School
for Girls, Newton, Miss. Holder of the Elizabeth Duane Gillespie Scholarship in Ameri-
can History'. 1911-12.
Pray, Gladys, Group, , 1911-12.
Passaic, N. J. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Pritchett, Ida Williams, Group, —
,
1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by Miss Low's School, Stamford, Conn., and by the Brearley
School, New York City.
Pugh, Esther Clement, Group, , 1911-12.
Overbrook, Philadelphia. Prepared by the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, and by
Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn.
Rapallo, Edna, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, New York City.
Rawson, Gwendolyn, Group, , 1909-12.
Cincinnati, O. Prepared by the College Preparatory School, Cincinnati.
Richards, Myra Stephanie, Group, English and German, 1911-12.
South Norwalk, Conn. Prepared by the Normal College of the City of New York and by
the High School, Xorwalk, Conn.
Richardson, Elizabeth Hadley, Group, - — , 1911-12.
St. Louis, Mo. Prepared by Mary Institute, St. Louis.
Richmond, Margaret, Group, , 1910-12.
Schenectady, N. Y. Prepared by the Academy for Girls, Albany, N. Y., and by Miss
White's School, Paris, France.
Richter, Helen Ruth.
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Gardiner School, New York City, and by the Benjamin
Deane School, New York City.
Righter, Jane,
Hearer by Courtesy in Italian and Economics and Politics, 1911-12.
Mt. Carmel, Pa. Bryn Mawr College, 1S98-91. Warden of Rockefeller Hall, 1911-12.
Roberts, Anna 'Wilkins, Group, German ami French, 1911-12.
Moorestown, N. J. Prepared by the Friends' Academy, Moorestown, and by the West-
town Boarding School, Westtown, Pa. Foundation Scholar, 1911-12.
Roberts, Ruth, Group, History and. Economics and Politics, 1907—12.
Decatur, 111. Prepared by the High School, Decatur, and by the Misses Shipley's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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Robertson, Emma Sellers, Group, Latin and French, 1909-12.
Bala, Pa. Prepared by All Saints School, Germantown, Philadelphia, and by Miss Roney's
School, Bala, Pa.
Robins, Dorothea, Group, Latin and French, 1903-05, 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School and by private tuition.
Robinson, Ethel Fern, Group, Latin and , 1911-12.
Detroit, Mich. Prepared by the Central High School, Detroit, and by the Liggett School,
Detroit.
Rockwell, Cleos Lepha, Group, German and French, 1910-12.
Kenilworth, 111. Prepared by the High School, "West Chester, Pa., and by the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Rohrer, Mirlam, Group, , 1911-12.
Schenectady, N. Y. Prepared by the High School, Schenectady.
Ross, Frances Lubbe, Group, English and French, 1909-12.
Conshohocken, Pa. Prepared by the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia, and by the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Sampson, Merle D'Aubigne, Group, , 1911-12.
Charlottesville, Va. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Sargent, Cecilia Vennard, Group, , 19,11-12.
Wenonah, X. J. Prepared by the High School, Woodbury, N. J.
Sattler, Jean, Group, , 1911-12.
Madisonville, O. Prepared by the College Preparatory School, Cincinnati, O.
Schmidt, Mary Richardson, Group, German and French, 1910-12.
York, Pa. Prepared by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn. Holder of the Second Bryn
Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the New England States, 1910-1 1.
Scribner, Mary Etta,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Kenwood Institute, Chicago, and by Rosemary Hall,
Greenwich, Conn.
Scripture, Elsa, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Kimberly School, Montclair, N. J.
Scripture, Winifred, .Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1908-12.
New York City. Prepared by Luisen Schule, Berlin, and by Siebertsche Institute, Munich,
Germany, and by Chappaqua Mountain Institute, Chappaqua, N. Y.
Scudder, Atala Thayer, Group, , 1911-12.
Brooklyn, New York City. Prepared by the Veltin School, New York City.
Sears, Margaret, . . . .Group, Economics and Politics and, , 1910-12.
Framingham, Mass. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Sergeant, Katharine, Group, Philosophy and , 1910-12.
Brookline, Mass. Prepared by the Winsor School, Boston, Mass.
Shafer, Grace Alma, Group, , 1912.
St. Louis, Mo. Prepared by Bishop Robertson Hall, St. Louis, and bv Ferry Hall, Lake
Forest, 111.
Sharman, Lou May, Group, German and Italian and Spanish, 1908-12.
Reading, Pa. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Reading.
Shaw, Evelyn Wells, Group, , 1910-12.
Lake Forest, 111. Prepared by the University School for Girls, Chicago.
Shaw, Helen Hastings, Group, , 1910-12.
Brookline, Mass. Prepared by Miss May's School, Boston, Mass.
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Shaw, Katharine Lydia, Group, Physics and Chemistry, 1908-12.
Glenshaw, Pa. Prepared by Preparatory School of Pennsylvania College, by Miss Gleim's
School, Pittsburgh, and by private tuition.
Sheafer, Katherine Elizabeth, Group, , 1911-12.
Pottsville, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Pottsville.
Sheldon, Harriet Sheldon, Group, , 1910-12.
Columbus, O. Prepared by the Columbus School for Girls, Columbus, O.
Sheldon, Mary,.
. . .Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., and by Miss Spence'B
School, New York City.
Shenstone, Mary Elsie, Group, French and , 1909-12.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Prepared by Miss Veal's School, Toronto. University of
Toronto, 1908-09.
Shipley, May Mallet-Prevost, . . .Group, German and , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Blakey's Class for Girls, Philadelphia, and by the Misses
Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Shippen, Katharine Binney, Group, , 1910-12.
Hoboken, N. J. Prepared by the Hoboken Academy.
Simpson, Adelaide Douglas, Group, Greek and Latin, 1909-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1909-12.
Simpson, Catharine Mount, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia, and by the Wadleigh
High School, New York City.
Skerrett, Dorothy Wentworth, Group, , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of the Second
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for Pennsylvania and the Southern States, 1910-
11; Holder of Maria Hopper Sophomore Scholarship, 1911-12.
Smith, Clarissa, Group, Chemistry and Biology, 1911-12.
West Medford, Mass. Prepared by the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Smith, Elizabeth Baldwin, Group, , 1911-12.
Cincinnati, O. Prepared by Miss Wright's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Smith, Isabel, Group, , 1911-12.
Los Angeles, Cal. Prepared by the Polytechnic High School, Los Angeles, and by the
Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Smith, Mary Christine, Group, , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Agnes Irwin School, Philadelphia.
Smith, Sara Rozet Mather, ... .Group, English and , 1911-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by Miss Madeira's School, Washington, D. C, and by St.
Timothy's School, Catonsville, Md.
Snodgrass, Katharine, Group, — , 1911-12.
Indianapolis, Ind. Prepared by the Shortridge High School, Indianapolis.
Southard, Marjorie Wright, Group, -
—
, 1910-12.
New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y. Prepared by the St. Agnes School, Albany, N. Y.
Spence, Angeleine Benedicta, . . . Group, German and , 1911-12.
Rockland, Mass. Prepared by the High School, Rockland.
Spry, Gladys, Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by the High School, Evanston. Northwestern University,
1907-08.
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Stecher, Lorle Ida Group, English and Philosophy, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Manual Training High School, Indianapolis, Ind., by the
Girls' High School, Philadelphia, and by private tuition. Holder of City Scholarship,
1908-12.
Steele, Edith RachaeIi, Group, Latin and Gentian, 1909-12.
Pittston, Pa. Prepared by the High School, West Pittston, Pa., and by Wyoming Seminary
Kingston, Pa.
Steltzer, Elsie, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School. Philadelphia. Holder of City Scholar-
ship, 1911-12.
Stirling, Jean AYedderburx, . .Group. English and Philosophy, 1908-12.
Chicago, 111. Piepared by the Dearborn Seminary, Chicago, and by the University School
for Girls, Chicago. Holder of Second Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the
Western States, 190S-09.
Sttx, Helen, ' Group, , 1910-12.
St. Louis, Mo. Prepared by the Man,- Institute, St. Louis.
Stoddard, Yvonne, Group, Latin and French, 1909-12.
Boston, Mass. Prepared by Miss Haskell and Miss Dean's School, Boston. Holder of
First Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for the New England States, 1906—07.
Stohr, Keixath, . . . .Group, History and Econamics and Politics, 1909-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the Chicago Latin School, Chicago.
Stoet, Katharixe Houghtox, Group, , 1909-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared bs' the Ross-Boyesen School, and by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich,
Conn.
Strater, Olive, Group,
,
1911-12.
Harrisburg, Pa. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., by the Barrington
School, Harrisburg, and by Miss Mary JefFers and Dr. Florence Peebles, Bryn Mawr.
Streett, Katherixe Mayxadier, Group, , 1911-12.
Cumberland, Md. Prepared by the Western High School, Baltimore, and by Allegany
County Academy, Cumberland, Md.
Stuart, Adelixa Aelyx,
Group, Geology and Chemistry, 1904, 1904-06, 1910-12.
Corsicana, Tex. Prepared by Miss Mary E. Stevens, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Sutch, Cleora, Group, , 1911-12.
Germantown, Philadelphia. Prepared bv the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder
of Charles E. Ellis Scholarship, 1911-12.
Swan, Elizabeth,. . . Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Biloxi, Miss. Prepared by the Sophie Newcomb Memorial College, by Miss Walcott's
School, Denver, Colo., and by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich. Conn.
Swift, Nathalie Group, History and Economic* and Politics, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Brearley School, New York City. Holder of Second
Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for New York, New Jersey and Delaware, 1909-10.
Taber, Carlotta Lowell, Group, , 1911-12.
Worcester, Mass. Prepared by Rosemary Hall, Greenwich, Conn., and by private tuition.
Taber, Mary Hathaway Group, English and French, 1911-12.
Brooklyn, New York City. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Brooklyn.
Tappax, Julia Buchaxax, Group, Biology and , 1910-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Tappax. Marjorie. Group, Mathematics and , 1911-12.
Highwood, R. I. Prepared by the Dwight School, Englewood, N. J.
Taylor, Aeice Marion, Group, French and Spanish, 1909-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Willard School, Berlin, Germany.
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Terry, Catherine Louise,
Group, History and, Economics and Politics, 1908 12.
New York City. Prepaied by the Veltin School, New York City.
Thackray, Margaret, Group, , 1909, 1909-10, 191 1 12.
JohnstowD, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Johnstown.
Thomas, Ethel Marian, Group, Latin and Spanish, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Philadelphia Collegiate Institute, by the Misses Kirk's
School, Bryn Mawr
:
Pa., and by private tuition.
Thompson, Catherine Reichenbach,
Group, Latin and English, 1908-12.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Pittsburgh, and by Dilworth Hall, Pitts-
burgh.
Thompson, Lucille, Group, History and , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder of the George
W. Fetter Memorial Scholarship, 1910-12.
Thompson, Marjorie La Monte,
Group, English and Comparative Literature, 1908-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by Miss Gordon's School, Philadelphia.
Thomson, Mary Marjory, Group, , 1911-12
.
Yonkers, N. Y. Prepared by the High School, Yonkers.
Thwing, Apphia Stanley,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1909-12.
Cleveland, O. Prepared by the Laurel School, Cleveland.
Tinker, Ruth, Group, French and , 1911-12.
Stamford, Conn. Prepared by Miss T.ow and Miss Heywood's School, Stamford.
Tomkins, Mary Jeannette Keney,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by St. Agnes School, Albany, N. Y., by Miss Hills'p School,
Philadelphia, and by private tuition.
Tongue, Mary Van Arsdale, . . Group, English and Philosophy, 1909-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore. Holder of Bryn Mawr
School Scholarship, 1909-10.
Turner, Grace, Group, Greek and Latin, 1909-12.
Berwyn, Pa. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Tuttle, Ruth Alden, Group, , 191 1-12.
Canandaigua, N. Y. Prepared by the Gordon-Winston School, New York City.
Tyson, Marjorie Idalene, Group, , 1911-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Hawthorne School, New York City.
Van Dyke, Nancy Duncan, Group, , 1910-12.
Milwaukee, Wis. Prepared by Milwaukee-Downer Seminary and by Rosemary Hall,
Greenwich, Conn.
Van Horn, Emily Ellison, Group, , 1911-12.
Scarsdale, N. Y. Prepared by the Lockwood Collegiate School, Scarsdale. Holder of
Second (equal) Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for New York, New Jersey and
Delaware, 1911-12.
Vennum, Mary Durham,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
Onarga, 111. Prepared by Grand Prairie Seminary, Onarga, by Miss Wright's School,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by private tuition.
Vincent, Isabel Darlington, ... .Group, English and French, 1908-12.
Chicago, 111. Prepared by the University High School, Chicago.
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Waller, Ruby Leora, Group, , 1910-12.
Kewanee, 111. Prepared by the High School, Kewanee, by the Baldwin School. Bryn
Mawr, and by private tuition.
Wallerstein, Ruth Coons, Group, Latin and , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Stevens School, Germantown, Philadelphia.
Walter, Marjorie Fannie,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
New York City. Prepared by St. Mary's School, New York City, and by private tuition,
Walton, Caroline Emma, Group, , 1911-12.
Hummelstonn, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr.
Ward, Miriam Elsie, Group, , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared bv the Girls' High School, Philadelphia. Holder oi Trustees'
Philadelphia Girls' High School Scholarship, 1910-12.
Warren, Mary Edwina, Group, , 1910-12.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. Prepared by the Misses May's School, Boston, Mass.
Washburn, Eleanor Phillips, Group, , 1910-12.
Brooklyn, New York City. Prepared by the Brooklyn Heights Seminary, Brooklyn.
Watson, Louise, Group, Mathematics and Philosophy, 1908-12.
Portsmouth, Va. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Weaver, Elizabeth Waldron Norman, Group, , 1911-12.
Newport, P. I. Prepared by the Rogers High School, Newport, and by the Baldwin
School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Webb, Elizabeth, Group, Chemistry and Geology, 1911-12.
Springfield, O. Prepared by the Springfield Seminary, by the Walnut Hill School, Natick,
Mass., and by private tuition.
Webster, Mallory Whiting, Group, , 1911-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Welles, Carlotta, Group, Latin and French, 1908-12.
Paris, France. Prepared by Villa Dupont, Paris, and by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr,
Pa. Holder of Second Bryn Mawr Matriculation Scholarship for Pennsylvania and the
Southern States, 1907-08.
Wells, Eleanor,
Hearer by Courtesy in English, French, and History, 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Misses Kirk's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Westling, Catherine Lillie, Group, , 1910-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Girls' High School, Philadelphia.
Weston, Dorothy Vivian, Group, , 1910-12.
Weston's Mills, N. Y. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
White, Anne Lindsay,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Evanston, 111. Prepared by the Township High School, Evanston. Northwestern Uni-
versity, 1909-10.
Williams, Katharine Delano,
Group, French and Italian and Spanish, 1909-12.
Dedi,am, Mass. Prepared by Miss Winsor's School, Boston, Mass.
Williams, Margaret Sanderson,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1910-12.
Baltimore, Md. Prepared by the Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore.
Wolf, Elizabeth Pauline, Group, , 1911-12.
Indianapolis, Ind. Prepared by the Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, by Tudor Hall,
Indianapolis, and by private tuition.
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Wolff, Dorothy Sybil,
Gh-owp, History and Economics and Politics, 1908-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Finch School, New York City.
Wood, Agnes Penman,
Group, History and Economics and Politics, 1907-12.
Wayne, Pa. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and by private
tuition.
Woodin, Mary Louise, Group, , 1910-12.
New York City. Prepared by the Charlton School, New York City.
Wright, Julia Schell, Group, , 1911-12.
Bedford, Pa. Prepared by the High School, Bedford.
Yost, Margaret Jane, Group, , 1911-12.
Braddock, Pa. Prepared by the Thurston-Gleim School, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Zeckwer, Isolda Therese, Group, , 1911-12.
Philadelphia. Prepared by the Friends' Central School, Philadelphia.
Ziesing, Gertrude Lenore, Group, , 1909-12.
Glencoe, 111. Prepared by the Misses Shipley's School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Zimmerman, Sally Alma, Group, , 1911-12.
Somerset, Pa. Prepared by the Baldwin School, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS.
Class of 1912 67
Class of 1913 71
Class of 1914 100
Class of 1915 126
Class of 1916 3
Hearers 9
376
Resident Fellows 12
Resident Graduates 61
73
Non-Resident Fellows 3
Total 452

BRYN MAWR COLLEGE.
Bryn Mawr College was founded by Dr. Joseph W. Taylor,
of Burlington, New Jersey, who died January 18th, 1880. By
his will he left the greater portion of his estate for the purpose
of establishing and maintaining an institution of advanced
learning for women. The college is situated in the suburbs of
Philadelphia, at Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, five miles to the
west of the city. The site was purchased by the founder on
account of its healthfulness and beauty, and the college build-
ings were begun during his lifetime. In 1880, the year of his
death, the college was incorporated by the authority of the
State of Pennsylvania, and invested with power to confer
degrees. A circular of information was issued by the trustees
in 1883. A president and a dean of the faculty were elected in
the spring of 1884, and during the remainder of the year plans
were matured and appointments made in the faculty. The
courtesy of the presiding officers and instructors of existing
universities and colleges facilitated an acquaintance with the
prevailing college curriculum, and the domestic organisation of
the woman's colleges, Vassar, Smith, and Wellesley, received
careful consideration. To the Johns Hopkins University
acknowledgment is especially due, since from it has been bor-
rowed the system of major and minor electives in fixed combi-
nation to which Bryn Mawr College first gave the name of the
Group System. In the spring of 1885 the first catalogue was
issued, and the college was opened for instruction in the autumn
of 1885.
Three classes of persons are admitted to the lectures and class
work of the college
—
graduate students, undergraduate students,
and hearers.
Graduate students must have presented a diploma from some
college of acknowledged standing. They may pursue any
courses offered by the college for which their previous training-
has fitted them; but they must satisfy the several instructors of
(47)
Introduc-
tory
Statement.
Adm i.s-
sion.
Graduate
Students.
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their ability to profit by the courses they desire to follow, and
may be required to pursue certain introductory or auxiliary
studies before they are admitted to the advanced or purely
graduate courses.* They are, moreover, entitled to personal
guidance and direction, supervision of their general reading and
furtherance of their investigations, from the instructors, and
their needs are considered in the arrangement of new courses of
lectures.
The most distinguished place among the graduate students is
held by the fellows and graduate scholars, who must reside in
the college during the academic year. Four European traveling
fellowships, fifteen resident fellowships and twenty graduate
scholarships are awarded annually. The conditions of the
award and the duties of holders of fellowships and scholarships
are stated on pages 69 to 71.
Undergraduate students must have fulfilled the requirements
for matriculation, and may enter the college at any age at
which those requirements have been fulfilled. The studies
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts are stated on pages
57 to 65.
Those students who do not wish to study for a degree are per-
mitted to pursue any undergraduate courses offered by the Col-
lege for which their previous training has fitted them; they will,
in the event of a change of plan, be credited with such of their
studies as may have coincided with the studies leading to a
degree. Attention is called to the fact that the Group System
enables all candidates for a degree to specialise in two or more
subjects.
Hearers are excused from passing the matriculation examina-
tion; but they are strictly distinguished from matriculated
students, and are entitled to reside in the college only when by
so doing they exclude no matriculated student, and when the
courses pursued by them are equivalent in number to those
ordinarily pursued in each year by candidates for a degree.
They must be women of at least twenty-five years of age, and
* For the convenience of graduate students the courses offered in the graduate depart-
ments of the college are reprinted from this in a separate part of the calendar, Part 2,
Graduate Courses, which may be obtained free of charge by applying to the Secretary
of the College.
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must furnish proof that they have at some time pursued the
studies included in the matriculation examination. They must
satisfy the several instructors that they can profit by the courses
that they desire to follow, and their admission to recitations, ex-
aminations, and laboratory exercises depends on the express con-
sent of the instructor in charge. Hearers differ, moreover, from
matriculated students in that they are not recognised by the
College, and may receive only such certificates of collegiate
study as may be given them by the several instructors. They
may not receive degrees.
The examination for matriculation must be taken by all who Examina-
wish to pursue their studies in the undergraduate department of \
l
r
H
f
•
or
the college, either as candidates for a degree or as students pur- ledion.
suing special courses, with the exception of such applicants for
admission as present a certificate of honorable dismissal from
some college or university of acknowledged standing.*
* The examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board which are designated
by Bryn Mawr College as equivalent to the matriculation examinations of the college
will be accepted, subject to the same conditions which govern the Bryn Mawr College
examinations.
The passing mark for both sets of examinations is the same, sixty per cent.
The matriculation examination may not be taken in more than two divisions; but,
if this rule be observed, candidates may divide the divisions as they please between the
examination of Bryn Mawr College and of the College Entrance Examination Board;
both divisions may be taken in the Bryn Mawr College examination, or in the examina-
tion of the College Entrance Examination Board; or one division may be taken in the
Bryn Mawr College examination, and the other in the examination of the College En-
trance Examination Board.
Not more than one calendar year and the summer vacation may elapse between the
two divisions of the examination for admission. There is no other restriction as to time;
for example, candidates may present themselves for the first division of their examina-
tion in the spring examination of Bryn Mawr College, held during the last week in May
and the first week in June, and for the second division at the examination held by the
College Entrance Examination Board in the fourth week of June of the same year; or
if they fail in the spring examination of Bryn Mawr College they may try the same sub-
jects again in the examination of the College Entrance Examination Board three weeks
later.
In case a sufficient number of sections to secure admission is not passed in two divi-
sions of the examination the sections taken in one division must be cancelled, and all the
sections offered in the cancelled division (except those sections which have been also
offered in the division which is to be counted), must be offered again, together with a
sufficient number of the sections in which the candidate has been conditioned to ensure
her passing in the required number of sections.
Candidates who have passed the fifteen sections necessary for admission may remove
conditions by passing the corresponding examinations in the Bryn Mawr College or the
College Entrance Examination Board examination; in the case of a condition in French
or German, however, the entire examination in the language must be taken, unless the
condition is in grammar only, in which case it may be removed by passing the Bryn Mawr
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The examination for matriculation is open to those also who
wash to take it as a test of proficiency in elementary studies, but
have no intention of entering the college. Certificates are
given to those who are successful in passing the examination.*!
Blank forms of application for admission may be obtained
from the Secretary of the College.
Examinations are held annually in the spring, autumn, and
winter at Bryn Mawr College, and in the spring of the year
College examination in grammar; and in the case of a condition in English Composi-
tion incurred in the Bryn Mawr College examination the entire examination in English,
a and 6 must be passed in order to remove the condition by passing the College Entrance
Examination Board's examination.
Candidates taking the College Entrance Examination Board's examination will not
be considered in the awarding of the eight Bryn Mawr competitive entrance examina-
tion scholarships, unless the final division of the examination be taken in the spring Bryn
Mawr College examination. Candidates are not eligible when the finals are taken in
the autumn examination.
Table of Equivalent Examinations.
College Entrance Examination
Board Examination.
Subjects.
Mathematics: a, Elementary Algebra,
complete
Mathematics: c,
Old requirements, Latin: '
Old requirements, Latin : ;>,
Old requirements, Latin: g,
.
English: 6,
English: a
History: a or c or d,
Bryn Mawr Coliege
Examination.
Subjects. Sections.
Algebra 2
Plane Geometry 2
Latin Grammar and Prose Composi-
tion 1
Latin Prose Authors 2
Latin Poetry 1
English Grammar 1
English Composition 3
Greek and Roman, or English, or
American History 1
Physics, or Chemistry, or Botany, or
Geography, or Zoology:
Greek: /,
Greek: g
Greek: h
French: a, and combined examination
(be)
German: a, and combined examination
(6c)
Science 1
Greek Grammar and Composition 1
Greek Prose Authors 1
Greek Poetry 1
French Grammar and Translation 3
German Grammar and Translation. ... 3
Examinations for Advanced Standing.
Mathematics: d = Solid Geometry.
Mathematics: e, = Trigonometry.
Xo Equivalent = Minor Latin.
* Printed sets of matriculation papers may be obtained for thirty cents from the Secre-
tary of the College.
t For the eight competitive entrance scholarships awarded annually see page 78.
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may be held at other places; they are always held in the spring
in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, New York, Pittsburgh, Port-
land (Oregon), Richmond, and London (England). Candidates
taking examinations at the above mentioned regular examina-
tion centres are charged a fee of five dollars for the whole or any
part of the examination.
Examinations may also be held by request at other places,
but in this case the candidates must defray the whole expense
of the examination, the minimum fee being five dollars. In
the past eight years examinations have been held by request at
the following places:
California: Berkeley, Los Angeles, Pasadena, San Francisco;
Colorado: Denver; Connecticut: Greenwich, Washington;
Georgia: Athens, Savannah; Indiana: Fort Wayne, Indian-
apolis, Terre Haute; Iowa: Dubuque; Kentucky: Louisville;
Maryland: Catonsville; Massachusetts: Cambridge, Fall
River; Michigan: Detroit; Minnesota: Minneapolis; Missouri:
St. Louis; Montana: Helena; New Jersey: Princeton, Trenton;
New York: Binghamton, Buffalo, New Rochelle, Rochester,
Rye, Utica; North Carolina: Biltmore; Ohio: Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus; Pennsylvania: Carlisle, Harrisburg,
Lititz, Pittsburgh, Scranton, Wilkes Barre; Rhode Island:
Providence; Tennessee: Memphis; Virginia: Richmond;
Wisconsin: Fond du Lac, Madison, Milwaukee, and Washing-
ton, District of Columbia; France: Paris; Germany: Munich;
Asia Minor: Tarsus.
Candidates who intend to present themselves for examination
at Bryn Mawr College must apply to the Secretary of the Col-
lege at least two weeks before the date set for the beginning of
the examinations and the application should be made on a form
to be obtained from the Secretary of the College, and must be
accompanied by the fee of five dollars charged for each division
of the examination. Candidates who do not apply two weeks
before the date of the beginning of the examinations will be
charged an additional fee of five dollars. Candidates intending
to take examinations elsewhere than at Bryn Mawr College must
apply to the Secretary of the College at least six weeks before the
date set for the beginning of the examinations. Candidates who
fail to do this will be charged a fee of five dollars in addition to
the fee charged for the examination.
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Tabular Statement.—In order to obtain a certificate of ad-
mission to Bryn Mawr College the candidate must be examined
in all* the following subjects, counted as equivalent to twenty
sections, must take the examination in not more than two divi-
sions, and must pass not fewer than four sections in the first
division and not fewer than fifteen sections in the two divisions.
No candidate will be admitted to Bryn Mawr College if con-
ditioned in more than five sections.
Subjects. Sections.
Algebra 2
Plane Geometry 2
Latin Grammar and Prose Composition
Latin Prose Authors
Latin Poetry
English Grammar
English Composition
History
Science
Greek Grammar and Prose Composition 1 ~]
Greek Prose Authors 1 |
Greek Poetry 1 [_ Two of these three languages . . 6
German Grammar and Translation 3
French Grammar and Translation 3 J -—
20
The number of sections allotted to each subject indicates approximately the time which
should be devoted to preparation for that subject. Thus if, for example, the candidate
studies five subjects in each year during the last four years of preparation for college, then
Mathematics, Latin, and English should be studied for all four years since each counts
as four sections of the examination; History and Science should each be studied for one
year since each counts as one section; and the two languages (Greek and German, or Greek
and French, or German and French) should be studied for three years since each counts
as three sections, or three-twentieths, of the examination.
The examination may not be taken in more than two divisions. In each division the
candidate may offer any sections she pleases, provided that she offer in the first division
a sufficient number of sections (at least four) to secure a certificate. If however French
or German be selected, all the three sections grammar, and prose and verse translation
must be offered in the same division.
If more than one calendar year and the summer vacation elapse between the two divi-
sions of the examination for admission the first division is cancelled, and must be repeated.
In case a sufficient number of sections to secure admission be not passed in two divisions
of the examination the sections taken in one division must be cancelled, and all the sec-
tions offered in the cancelled division (except those sections which have been offered in
the division which is to be counted) must be offered again, together with a sufficient
* Candidates are expected to show by their papers that all the subjects required for
matriculation have been studied for a resaonable length of time. Total failure in the
second division of the examination in any subject, when such failure is of a character
to indicate that the subject has been presented as a mere form, prevents the candidate
from receiving any certificate, unless she can produce satisfactory evidence that the sub-
ject in question has been faithfully studied for a reasonable length of time.
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number of the sections in which the candidate has been conditioned to ensure her
passing in the required number of sections.
Candidates that have passed the fifteen sections necessary for admission may remove
conditions by passing the corresponding examinations before or after entering the college.
All entrance conditions must be passed off within the first semester after the student
enters the college, under penalty of exclusion from full college work during the second
semester. All students who have not passed off all their entrance conditions at the end
of their second semester will be excluded from the college for one year with the exception
of those conditioned in only one section who are permitted to pass it off in September.
A fee of three dollars is charged for each condition examination except conditions in spell-
ing and punctuation for which the fee is one dollar. Students with entrance conditions
in Greek, Latin, English, German, French, or Mathematics are not permitted to attend
the college courses in these subjects until the conditions have been passed off. Conditions
in history and science do not exclude students from college classes in these subjects.
Candidates desiring to enter with advanced standing may
offer for examination before or at entrance the remaining lan-
guage (either French, or German, or Greek,* whichever was
not included by the candidate in the above twenty sections),
and if this examination is not passed before entrance, the candi-
date must pass the matriculation examination in it before
receiving the degree of Bachelor of Arts.f
Candidates desiring to enter with advanced standing may
offer for examination before entrance trigonometry J and solid
geometry. These subjects are not necessarily included in the
* Students that have not passed the matriculation examination in Greek may sub-
stitute for it the matriculation course in Greek or the minor course in Latin. The minor
course in Latin may also be offered for examination by candidates for matriculation that
desire to enter the college with advanced standing, and, at their discretion, by matricu-
lated students without attendance on the college classes, provided it is offered before the
close of the matriculation examinations at the beginning of the student's junior year.
The minor course is considered "for this purpose as comprising two sections. No substi-
tutions are allowed for any part of the following requirements, except in the case of
students entering with advanced standing from other colleges:
A. Cicero, Selected Letters, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
30, 31, 33, 37, 38, 39, 42, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 52, 75, 76, 91, 92 (Letters of Cicero, edited by
F. F. Abbott, Boston, Ginn and Company), Livy, Book xxi., Latin Prose Composition,
including a detailed knowledge of the more abstruse Latin constructions and some facility
in turning simple English narrative into Latin.
B. Horace, Odes, except i. 25, 27, 33, 36; ii. 5; Hi. 6, 15, 20; iv. 1, 10, 13; Epodes
except 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 17; Carmen Scsculare; Satires i. 1, 5, 6, 9; ii. 6; Epistles i. 1, 5,
6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 20.
There are two examinations, one in Section A and one in Section B, each three hours
in length. These examinations may be taken in different years, and in the order pre-
ferred by the candidate; or one section may be studied in the corresponding college class,
and the other offered for examination without attending the class. Examinations in
Minor Latin are held only at the time of the regular matriculation examinations at the
beginning and end of the college year, and in February.
f If this examination is not passed before the beginning of the student's third year in
the college, she must attend the college class in the subject, or in Minor Latin, the sub-
stitute for Greek, in her third year.
J For examinations in the College Entrance Examination Board equivalent to those
which may be offered for advanced standing, see page 50.
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requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, but students
that have passed these examinations are credited with the equiv-
alent number of hours of free elective work, each examination
counting for this purpose as equivalent to two hours a week of
free electives for one semester. Such advanced standing ex-
aminations will enable the student to lighten her work in
college or to enlarge her choice of elective studies, but will not
enable her to shorten the time of obtaining the bachelor's degree
which represents in every case four years of study in collegiate
classes.
.sections.) Plane
Definition of Matriculation Subjects.
Mathematics. I. Mathematics.—Algebra. (Counting as two
Geometry. (Counting as two sections.)
The examination in Algebra comprises Elementary Operations, Quadratic Equations,
Problems, Ratio, Proportion, Variation, Arithmetical and Geometrical Progressions, the
Binomial Theorem for Positive Integral Exponents.
While there is no formal examination in Arithmetic, an adequate knowledge of the
subject is required throughout the mathematical examinations; in all the papers there
are some numerical problems, and the correct solution of a fair number of these is regarded
as essential.
In Algebra, C. Smith's Elementary Algebra (American edition, revised by Irving String-
ham), and in Geometry, Phillips and Fisher's Elements of Geometry (abridged edition)
or Wentworth's Geometry, will serve to indicate the preparation required for these
examinations.
Latin. II. Latin.—-Grammar and Composition. (Counting as one section.)
Translation at sight of simple passages in Latin prose. (Counting as two
sections.) Translation at sight of simple passages of Latin poetry. (Count-
ing as one section.) Due allowance is made for unusual words, and there
are questions testing the candidate's practical knowledge of grammar and
prosody.
The Latin read in preparation may be selected from Caesar (Gallic War and Civil War),
Nepos (Lives), Cicero (Orations, Letters, and De senectule), Sallust (Catiline and Jugurtha),
Vergil (Aeneid, Bucolics, and Georgics), and Ovid (Metamorphoses, Fasti, and Trislia).
The amount to be read should not be less than that contained in Caesar, Gallic War,
I-IV, Cicero, Manilian Law, Archias, and four Orations against Catiline, and Vergil,
Aeneid, I-VI. The vocabulary, syntax, and thought of the sight passages will be adapted
as closely as possible to the knowledge gained by a careful reading of the required amount
of Latin. The paper in Grammar and Composition demands a knowledge of all regular
inflections, all common irregular forms, and the ordinary syntax and vocabulary of the
prose authors read in schools.
History. III. History.—The outlines of the History of Greece and Rome; or
the outlines of the History of England; or the outlines of the History
of the United States. (Counting as one section.)
Botsford's History of Greece, Botsford's History of Rome, Andrews' History of England,
Cheyney's A Short History of England, and McLaughlin's History of the American Nation,
or Adams and Trent's History of the United IStates, will serve to indicate the preparation
required.
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English.—English Grammar. (Counting as one section.) English English.
Composition. (Counting as three sections.) The examinations in gram-
mar and composition may be divided and may be taken in either division
of the entrance examination. The examination in English Grammar
consists of the correction of passages of incorrect English. In and after
the year 1913 questions will be asked to test the candidate's knowledge
of the grammatical principles involved in the corrections, in especial
concerning the details of sentence structure. The examination in English
Composition consists of a critical composition of 350 words and, in addi-
tion, of one or two paragraphs in which the candidate is asked to give in a
descriptive or narrative form the substance of important parts of the
required reading.
In 1912 candidates must be familiar with Chaucer's Prologue and Knight's Tale; Shake-
speare's Richard II, Henry IV (expurgated), Henry V, Macbeth, and The Merchant of
Venice; Milton's Lycidas, Comus, L' Allegro, and II Penseroso; the Sir Roger de Coverley
Papers in the Spectator; Matthew Arnold's Essay on Gray; Gray's Elegy in a Country
Churchyard; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America; Wordsworth's Michael, Tin-
tern Abbey, " Three years she grew in sun and shower," The Solitary Reaper, "O Nightingale!
thou surely art," "The world is too much with us," "Earth has not anything to show more
fair," "It is not to be thought of that the flood"; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner and Christabel;
Shelley's Adonais, Sensitive Plant, and To a Skylark; Keats's Eve of St. Agnes, Ode to
Autumn, and Ode to a Nightingale: Tennyson's Passing of Arthur; Carlyle's Essay on
Burns; Scott's Ivanhoe; Hawthorne's House of the Seven Gables; Thackeray's Henry
Esmond.
In 1913 and 1914 candidates must be familiar with Chaucer's Prologue and Knight's
Tale; Shakespeare's Richard II, Henry IV (expurgated), Henry V, and The Merchant of
Venice; Milton's Paradise Lost, Books I and II; the Sir Roger de Coverley Papers in the
Spectator; Matthew Arnold's Essay on Gray; Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard;
Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America; Wordsworth's Michael, Tintern Abbey,
" Three years she grew in sun and shower," The Solitary Reaper, "O Nightingale! thou surely
art," " The world is too much with us," "Earth has not anything to show more fair," "It is
not to be thought of that the flood" ; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner and Christabel; Shelley's
Ode to the West Wind, To a Skylark, To a Cloud, and "Swiftly walk over the Western Wave";
Keats's Eve of St. Agnes, Ode to Autumn, and Ode to a Nightingale; Tennyson's Passing
of Arthur; Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Scott's Ivanhoe; Hawthorne's House of the Seven
Gables; Stevenson's Kidnapped.
The following books agreed on for the year 1912 by the Associations of the Colleges
and Schools of the New England States, the Middle States and Maryland, the North
Central States, and the Southern States, will be accepted in that year as equivalents for
the books prescribed for the English examinations of Bryn Mawr College: Chaucer's
Prologue; Shakespeare's Henry V, Macbeth, and The Merchant of Venice; Milton's L' Allegro,
II Penseroso, and Comus; the Sir Roger de Coverley Papers in the Spectator; Palgrave's
Golden Treasury {first series) Book IV, with special attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and
Shelley; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner; De Quincey's Joan of Arc and The English Mail
Coach; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America; Scott's Ivanhoe; Hawthorne's House
of the Seven Gables; Carlyle's Essay on Burns; Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies; Tennyson's
Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur.
In 1913 and 1914 Macaulay's Life of Johnson, Thackeray's English Humourists, and
Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a Donkey must be added to and Carlyle's
Essay on Burns, De Quincey's Joan of Arc and The Englisli Mail Coach, and Ruskin's
Sesame and Lilies omitted from this list.
In 1915 candidates must be familiar with the following books agreed on by the Asso-
ciations of the Colleges and Schools of the New England States, the Middle States and
Maryland, the North Central States, and the Southern States: Shakespeare's A Mid-
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summer Night's Dream, The Merchant of Venice, Julius Caesar, and Macbeth; Milton's
L' Allegro, II Penseroso, and Comus; the Sir Roger de Coverley Papers in the Spectator;
Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America;
Palgrave's Golden Treasury (first series), Book IV, with special attention to Wordsworth,
Keats, and Shelley; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner; Scott's Ivanhoe; Thackeray's Henry
Esmond; Hawthorne's House of the Seven Gables; Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Tenny-
son's Passing of Arthur; Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, The
Lost Leader, How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Ai±, Home Thoughts from
Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French Camp, Herte Riel, Pheidippides,
My Last Duchess, Up at a Villa—Down in the City; Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels
with a Donkey.
In preparing for this examination special attention should be given to the structure
of the whole composition, and the analysis of model essays, for example Arnold's Essay
on Gray, is recommended. Robins and Perkins's Introduction to the Study of Rhetoric,
Hill's Foundations of Rhetoric, Abbott's How to Write Clearly, and Bigelow's Handbook of
Punctuation, will serve to indicate the preparation required for paragraph structure, sen-
tence structure, and punctuation.
Science.—The elements of one of the following sciences:—Physics,
or Chemistry, or Botany, or Physiology, or Physical Geography. (Count-
ing as one section.)
Carhart and Chute's Elements of Physics, or Mann and Twiss's Physics; Remsen's
Introduction to the Study of Chemistry (Briefer Course); Atkinson's Elementary Botany
or Barnes's Plant Life or Bergen and Davis's Principles of Botany used in connection with
Spalding's Introduction to Botany or Caldwell's Plant Morphology; Hough and Sedg-
wick's Elements of Physiology, or Fitz's Physiology and Hygiene will serve to indicate the
preparation required. Candidates are advised, whenever possible, to offer Physics, as
this study forms the best basis for scientific work. It is recommended that candidates
should have some knowledge of the metric system.
IV. Two of the following languages:
Greek.—Grammar and Composition. (Counting as one section.)
Translation at sight of simple passages in Attic prose, such as Xeno-
phon's Anabasis or Memorabilia. (Counting as one section.) Trans-
lation at sight of passages of average difficulty from Homer. (Counting
as one section.) Due allowance is made for unusual words and there are
questions testing the candidate's practical knowledge of grammar and
prosody.
White's First Greek Book will serve to indicate the preparation required in prose
composition.
French.—Grammar and Composition. (Counting as one section.)
This is to test the candidate's knowledge of ordinary grammatical forms.
Prose and Verse Translation. (Counting as two sections.) This is a
test of the candidate's power to read at sight ordinary French prose and
verse.
For the examination in reading no texts are assigned, the examination being intended
to test the candidate's ability to read any ordinary French whatsoever. Candidates
preparing for these examinations are advised to acquire as large a vocabulary as possible;
they are further advised in their study of verbs to concentrate their attention on the regular
verbs, the auxiliaries itre, avoir, such important irregular verbs as alter, devoir, dire, faire,
mettre, prendre, pouvoir, vouloir, tenir, venir, voir, ecrire, lire, croire, boire, and the typical
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verbs conduire, craindre, paraitre, parlir, and to acquire a fair knowledge of the use of the
various past tenses and of the rules of the subjunctive.
Teachers preparing students that wish to elect French in the college are advised to train
their pupils to write French from dictation in order to enable them to understand lectures
delivered in French.
German.—Grammar and Composition. (Counting as one section.) German.
This is to test the candidate's knowledge of ordinary grammatical forms.
Prose and Verse Translation. (Counting as two sections.) This is a
test of the candidate's power to read at sight ordinary German prose and
verse.
For the examination in reading no texts are assigned, the examination being intended
to test the candidate's ability to read any ordinary German. Candidates should endeavour
to acquire as large a vocabulary as possible; they are also advised to study the irregular
nouns and verbs.
Candidates who intend to continue the study of German in the college should be prepared
to understand lectures delivered in German.
Every candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must have Studies
passed examinations on work amounting to one hundred and To the'
twenty hours* and must have obtained an examination grade Degree of
above that of "passed," that is, the grade of merit, f (seventy Jf^^/s
per cent) or over, on half of these one hundred and twenty
hours; she must also possess at the time of graduation a read-
ing knowledge of French and German and some acquaint-
ance with Latin. In the last year before graduation, oral exam-
inations are held to test her ability to read French and German
at sight. She must have been in attendance on college classes
in Bryn Mawr College, or in some other college of high stand-
* The word hour here means one hour a week for one semester. In calculating the
standing of students under this rule every course offered for examination, including the
fourth language, trigonometry, and solid geometry when offered for advanced standing
in the matriculation examination, must be included except as explained below. A grade
once obtained in an examination may not be cancelled, the first one hundred and twenty
hours of examinations offered qualifying, or disqualifying, for a degree. Grades received
on examinations offered for work not taken in the college classes must be counted in these
one hundred and twenty hours, except in the case of students who enter with advanced
standing from other colleges, and give notice within the first two weeks after their entrance
of a desire to offer for examination subjects already pursued. Such students will, in case
they fail in these examinations, be granted the privilege of cancelling them so that they
shall not count in estimating their standing under the merit law, provided they enter the
corresponding courses as regular students without attempting to pass off the conditions
incurred. A similar privilege will be granted to students who offer trigonometry or solid
geometry or a fourth language in the matriculation examination before entering the college
and also to students who offer proof within two weeks after entering the college that they
have studied these subjects in school or college classes or under private tuition. These
students are not required to enter the corresponding college classes provided they fail in
the examination.
t Since this merit law was enacted no student who has not fulfilled the requirements
as above stated has received a degree.
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ing, for a period of four years;* she must have fulfilled the re-
quirements of the department of athletics and gymnastics.
If a student at the end of her junior year, or in February of her senior
year, has received a grade below seventy per cent in as many as one-half
of the hours that she has offered for examination of the one hundred and
twenty required for the degree, she will not be allowed to graduate at the
end of her senior year; but if she wishes to continue her studies at Bryn
Mawr College, must plan to remain for an additional year or for a longer
period. She will be on probation during this time and her work will be
prescribed by a committee of the Faculty, the object being to enable her
to improve the quality of her work so that she may not ultimately be dis-
qualified by her grades from obtaining a degree.
No student who has received a grade below seventy per cent in as many
as one-half of the hours that she has taken will be permitted to hold office
in any of the organisations of the college, to take part in entertainments
requiring preparation, or to undertake any paid work.
The following course of study must be pursued by every can-
didate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts:
Required Greek or Frevcli or (jprnwn,] five hours a week for one year, when this
Studies, subject has not been included in the examination for matriculation. Those
students, however, who wish to omit Greek may substitute for the required
course in Greek the minor course in Latin. J
English, five hours a week for two .years.
Philosophy, five hours a week for one 3rear.
Science, five hours a week for one year.
Science, or History, or Economics and Politics, or Philosophy, or Mathe-
matics, five hours a week for one year.
Two Major Courses, of five hours a week for two years each, constitut-
ing one of the following Groups: any Language with any Language;!
Latin or Greek with Ancient History; Comparative Literature with
English, or German, or Italian, or Spanish §; Ancient History with
* Work in summer schools of colleges and universities may not be substituted for work
of the regular college year.
f The College provides matriculation classes, five hours a week throughout one year,
for those students who in the examination for matriculation may have omitted Greek,
French, or German. Attendance on these classes is not obligatory before the beginning
of the junior year, the student being free until then to make good her deficiencies by private
study.
t A student choosing Latin as one of the languages of her Group, and not wishing to
.study Greek, may substitute for the yi-ur of minor Latin five hours a week for one year
of post-major Latin, or a year of French, or German, or Italian, or Spanish.
§ For the purpose of forming a group, Italian and Spanish may count as one language;
they may be combined so as to form a course of five hours a week for two years.
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Classical Archaeology; History with Economics and Politics; Modern
European History with German, or French, or History of Art; Economics
and Politics with Philosophy; Philosophy with Greek, or English, or
Mathematics, or Physics; Classical Archaeology with Greek, or Latin;
History of Art with French, or German, or Italian, or Spanish; Mathe-
matics with Greek, or Latin, or Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or
Biology; any Science with any Science.
Free Elective Courses, amounting to ten hours a week for one year, to Free Elective
be chosen by the student. It should be noted that a single study may be Courses.
taken as a free elective, without electing the group that includes it, and
any courses open as free electives, may be chosen without taking the
remainder of the minor course of which they may form a part.
The studies required for a degree may for convenience be
tabulated as follows:
Tabular
Statement.
Required Courses {Five hours a ivcek for One Year Each).
1 and 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.*
English. Philosophy Science: Science, Matriculation
[Two Courses.] Physics, or French,
or History, or
Chemistry, or Matriculation
or Economics ;ind German,
Geology, Politics, or
or or Matriculation
Biology. Philosophy, or Greek (or
Mathematics. Minor Latin)
Two Major Courses (Five hours a week for Two Years Each).
Constituting any one of the following fifty-five groups:
I—XX. XXI. XXII. XXIII.
Any Language Comparative Comparative Comparative
with Literature Literature Literature
any Language! with with with
(Twenty Groups)
.
English. German. Italian.
* The College provides matriculation classes, five hours a week throughout one year, for
those students who in the examination for matriculation may have omitted Greek, French,
or German; attendance on these classes is not obligatory before the beginning of the
junior year, the student being free until then to make good her deficiencies by private study.
Students not wishing to study Greek may substitute the college course in minor Latin or the
advanced standing examination in minor Latin for the examination in matriculation Greek.
Minor Latin may not be ottered for examination without attending the college class after
the close of the matriculation examinations at the beginning of the junior year.
t For the purpose of forming a group, Italian and Spanish may count as one language;
they may be combined so as to form a course of five hours a week for two years.
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XXIV. XXV. XXVI. XXVII.
Comparative Comparative Ancient Ancient
Literature Literature History History
with with with with
Spanish. Italian and
Spanish.*
Greek. Latin.
XXVIII. XXIX. XXX. XXXI.
Ancient History Modern Modern
History with European European
with Economics History History
Classical and with with
Archaeology. Politics. German. French.
XXXII. XXXIII. XXXIV. XXXV.
Modern Economics and Philosophy Philosophy
European Politics with with with
History Philosophy. Greek. English.
with
History
of Art.
XXXVI. XXXVII. XXXVIII. XXXIX.
Philosophy Philosophy Classical Classical
with with Archaeology Archaeology
Mathematics. Physics. with with
Greek. Latin.
XL. XLI. XLII. XLIII.
History History History History
of Art of Art of Art of Art
with with with with
German. French. Italian. Spanish.
XLIV. XLV. XLVI. XLVII.
Mathematics. Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics
with with with with
Greek. Latin. Physics. Chemistry.
XLVIII. XLIX. L.-LV.
Mathematics Mathematics Any Science
with with with
Geology. Biology. any Science
(Six Groups).
* For the purpose of forming a group, Italian and Spanish may count as one language;
they may be combined so as to form a course of five hours a week for two years.
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Free Elective Courses.
Ten hours a week for one year in any subject, or subjects, the student
may elect.
All candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must elect
their courses in accordance with the Group System, and an
understanding of the principles of the system is necessary for
an intelligent selection of courses.
In all departments as yet fully organised there is a course of
five hours a week for two years, called a Major Course. When-
ever one year of this course is of such a nature that it may be
taken separately, it is designated as a Minor Course. Every
candidate for a degree is required to take two such major courses
as shall be homogeneous, or shall complete each other, and
major courses which fulfil this condition are designated as
Groups. The object of this system is to enable the student to
acquire the foundations of a specialist's knowledge; and the
Required Courses, namely, English, philosophy, science, (or, if
a second year of science be not elected, history, or economics and
politics, or philosophy, or mathematics, or classical archaeology,
or history of modern art), are intended in part to supplement
the Group, and in part to insure a more liberal training than
could be obtained if every student combined elective studies
at pleasure.
The required two years' course in English serves as a general
introduction to the study of language and comparative litera-
ture. The required two years in science (or the substitute per-
mitted of one year's course in science and one year's course in
history, economics and politics, philosophy, or mathematics),
permit the student of chemistry and biology to pursue advanced
courses in one or both of these branches, or to take a major course
in physics; and they give for one year at least to the student of
history and literature the same kind of instruction and discipline
as is received by the scientific student. The one year's course in
philosophy is a general introduction into the study of the laws,
conditions, and history of thought.
In almost all departments post-major courses, truly advanced
courses which answer to graduate courses in many colleges, are
organised and may be elected by students that have completed
the major, or group, work in the subject.
The
Group
System.
Major
Course.
Required
Courses.
Post-major
Courses.
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Free Elective All minor courses that do not presuppose required courses
Courses. may j^g elected by any student, and special free elective courses
of one, two, or three hours a week, are offered in many depart-
ments.
The following may serve as examples of some of the many
combinations of studies that may be made by those candidates
for a degree who wish to specialise as far as possible in particular
departments: Matriculation French, Matriculation German,
Matriculation Greek, and Minor Latin are bracketed as being
subjects that may be included in the examination for matricu-
lation. These bracketed courses may be offered for examination
before the beginning of the junior year without attendance on
the college classes, but this is not advised on account of their
difficulty.
Classics. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matricu-
lation German, or Matriculation Greek], English, Philosophy, Science
(Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology), another Science, (or
Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor Economics and Politics, or Minor
Philosophy, or Minor Mathematics). As a Group, Greek and Latin. As
Free Eleclives, Post-major Greek and Latin, or Classical Archeology, ten
hours a week for one year.
Modern Languages (other than English). As Required Studies, [Ma-
triculation French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek, or
Minor Latin], English, Philosophy, Science (Physics, or Chemistry, or
Geology, or Biology), another Science, (or Modern, or Ancient History,
or Minor Economics and Politics, or Minor Mathematics). As a Group,
German and French, or German and Italian and Spanish, or French and
Italian and Spanish. As Free Eleclives, Italian and Spanish, or Post-
major French or German, ten hours a week for one year.
English. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matricula-
tion German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English, Philosophy,
Science (Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology), another Science,
(or Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor Economics and Politics, or Minor
Philosophy). As a Group, Greek and English, or Latin and English, or
English and German, or English and French, or English and Italian and
Spanish, or English and Spanish, or English and Comparative Literature,
or English and Philosophy. As Free Eleclives, Latin and German, ten
hours a week for one year.
Mathematics (with Greek). As Required Studies, [Matriculation
French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek], English, Phi-
losophy, Physics, another Science, (or Post-major Mathematics, or Modern
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or Ancient History, or Minor Philosophy). As a Group, Mathematics
and Greek. As Free Electives, Post-major Mathematics and Post-major
Greek, ten hours a week for one year.
Mathematics (with Physics). As Required Studies, [Matriculation
French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor
Latin], English, Philosophy, Chemistry, another Science (Geology, or
Biology), or Post-major Mathematics. As a Group, Mathematics and
Physics. As Free Electives, Post-major Mathematics and Post-major
Physics, ten hours a week for one year.
Modern History. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or
Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English,
Philosophy, any Science, another Science, (or Ancient History, or Post-
major History, or Economics and Politics, or Minor Philosophy, or Mathe-
matics). As a Group, Modern History and Economics and Politics. As
Free Electives, Post-major Modern History and Post-major Economics
and Politics, ten hours a week for one year.
Philosophy (with Greek). As Required Studies, [Matriculation
French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek], English, Phi-
losophy, Science, (Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology), another
Science, (or Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor Economics and Poli-
tics, or Minor Mathematics). As a Group, Greek and Philosophy. As
Free Electives, Post-major Greek and Post-major Philosophy, ten hours a
week for one year.
Philosophy (with English). As Required Studies, [Matriculation
French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor
Latin], English, Philosophy, Science, (Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology,
or Biology), another Science, (or Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor
Economics and Politics). As a Group, English and Philosophy. As Free
Electives, Post-major Philosophy and Comparative Literature, ten hours
a week for one year.
Modern European History (with French). As Required Studies,
[Matriculation French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek,
or Minor Latin], English, Philosophy, Science, (Physics, or Chemistry,
or Geology, or Biology), another Science, (or Ancient History, or Minor
Economics and Politics, or Minor Philosophy, or Minor Mathematics).
As a Group, Modern European History and French. As Free Electives,
Post-major French and Major Ancient History, or Post-major Modern
History.
Philosophy (with Economics and Politics, or with Mathematics, or
with Physics). As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matricu-
lation German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English, Philos-
ophy, Science, (Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology), another
Science, (or Modern, or Ancient History). As a Group, Philosophy with
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Economics and Politics, or with Mathematics, or with Physics. As Free
Electives, Post-major Economics, or Mathematics, or Physics, ten hours a
week for one year.
Classical Archaeology (with Greek). As Required Studies, [Matricu-
lation French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek], English,
Philosophy, Science (Physics, or Chemistry, or Biology, or Geology),
another Science, (or Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor Philosophy,
or Mathematics). As a Group, Greek and Classical Archaeology. As Free
Electives, History of Art, or Post-major Greek, or Minor Latin, ten hours
a week for one year.
Science. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matricula-
tion German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English, Philosophy,
Science, (Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology), another Science,
(or Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor Economics and Politics, or
Minor Philosophy, or Minor Mathematics, or Elective Mathematics).
As a Group, Physics and Chemistry, or Physics and Geology, or Physics
and Biology, or Chemistry and Geology, or Chemistry and Biology, or
Geology and Biology. As Free Electives, Mathematics and Physics, or
Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology, ten hours a week for one year.
Preliminary Medical Course. As Required Studies, [Matriculation
French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor
Latin], English, Philosophy, Minor Physics, Major Physics, As a Group,
Chemistry and Biology. As Free Electives, Post-major Biology and Post-
major Chemistry, or Minor Latin, (if not taken as a required study) ten
hours a week for one year.
Preparation for Social Service. As Required Studies, [Matricula-
tion French, or Matriculation German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor
Latin], English, Philosophy, Minor and Major Biology. As a Group,
Economics and Politics and Philosophy. As Free Electives, Post-major
Economics and Politics, or Modern History, or Mathematics and one
or more Electives in Social Service such as Eugenics, Methods of Social
Research, etc.
The following combinations may be adopted by those who
wish to pursue a three years' course in history, economics and
politics, or science, or English, yet do not wish to elect an his-
torical, economic, or a scientific or language group.
I. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matriculation German,
or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English, Philosophy, any Science,
Modern History. ^Ls a Group, any Language with any language, or Chem-
istry and Biology. As Free Electives, Ancient History, five hours a week
for one year, and Major Modern History five hours a week for one
year.
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II. As above, but for Modern History substitute Minor Economics and
Politics, and for Ancient History, Major Economics and Politics, and
for Major Modern History, Post-major Economics and Politics.
III. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matriculation
German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English, Philosophy,
Physics and Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology. As a Group, any Language
with any language. As Free Electives, Major and Post-major Physics,
or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology, five hours a week for two years.
IV. As Required Studies, [Matriculation French, or Matriculation
German, or Matriculation Greek, or Minor Latin], English, Philosophy,
Science, (Physics, or Chemistry, or Geology, or Biology), another Science,
(or Modern, or Ancient History, or Minor Economics and Politics, or
Minor Philosophy, or Minor Mathematics). As a Group, Greek and
Latin. As Free Electives, Minor and Major English, five hours a week
for two years.
Every undergraduate student is expected to consult the Dean
of the College in regard to the details and best arrangement of
her various studies, and to register her course of study in the
president's office before entering upon college work.
The studies leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, may, as a
rule, be taken in any order preferred by the student, but students
are advised to plan their work carefully in advance with refer-
ence to the lecture schedule in order that a conflict of hours may
not later in their course prevent them from electing all the stud-
ies which they desire. Students who elect English as a major
study, for example, must take the general English literature
lectures and essay work in their first and second years in the
college because they are required to complete this work before
entering the major course in English; again, a student choosing
philosophy and English as her major studies must take the
general course in philosophy in her first year if she wishes to
elect all the minor and major courses in English literature.
Students who elect comparative literature as a major subject
are recommended to elect languages early in their course.
Students choosing a scientific group, such as chemistry and biol-
ogy, must arrange their courses so as to avoid conflicts in the
hours for laboratory work. Trigonometry is required for the
work of the major year of the group course in physics.
Those students who have not decided on their group may
in the first year pursue required studies only, or may elect one
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of the courses belonging to the group to which they most incline,
with the understanding that if they should desire to change
their group that course will be counted as a free elective; those
students whose tastes are already fully formed, or who are uncer-
tain how many years they shall remain in college, may enter at
once on free elective studies and on the study of both subjects of
their group. There are obvious advantages for the student in
deferring as long as possible the choice of her free electives and
her group, inasmuch as the required studies, by accustoming her
to the methods of laboratory work, and to the study of lan-
guages, literature, and history, afford her every opportunity of
ascertaining her true tastes and aptitudes.
The students are not divided into the traditional college
classes and there is no limit of time for graduation; in order to
pursue a wider course of reading in connection with single sub-
jects, or to attend a greater variety of lectures, the ablest stu-
dents may choose to defer graduation; personal considerations
only determine the time spent in completing the studies required
for a degree. Nevertheless these requirements constitute
strictly a four years' course; that is to say, if the time given to
lectures and class work be, as is usual, fifteen hours a week, a
student passing the ordinary matriculation examination, and
availing herself of the preliminary courses of the college in the
subjects which that examination did not include, in all cases
requires precisely four years. To give more time for advanced
studies and to lighten the college course, students are permitted
to take examinations in certain subjects included in the course
without attending the college classes in these subjects. Trigo-
nometry, solid geometry, and the fourth language (Matricula-
tion French, or German, or Greek, or Minor Latin) may be taken
in this way if offered not later than the beginning of the junior
year. A student who can furnish proof that she has acquired
advanced knowledge of German or French by attendance on
regular advanced classes conducted by a school, or college, or
by visiting teachers, or by residence abroad, or by study under
German or French governesses at home, is permitted to take
examinations for advanced standing in reading and composi-
tion in these languages, but only in the first three weeks after
entering college. Students entering college at the beginning of
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the second semester are not permitted to register for more than
fifteen hours of college work, or to offer advanced standing
examinations in order to complete the work required for a
degree in less than four years.
Graduates of Bryn Mawr College, and graduates of other
colleges who shall have satisfied the Academic Council that the
course of study for which they have received a degree is equiva-
lent to that for which the degree of Bachelor of Arts is given by
Bryn Mawr College, or who shall have attended such additional
courses of lectures as may be prescribed, may apply to the Aca-
demic Council to be enrolled as candidates for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts; admission to the
graduate school does not in itself qualify a student to become a
candidate for this degree. A separate degree of Master of Arts
is open to graduates of Bryn Mawr College, but to them only.
The candidate for the degree of Master of Arts must be a
Bachelor of Arts of Bryn Mawr College, and must have studied
for one full year in the graduate school of Bryn Mawr College,
devoting herself to systematic advanced work approved by the
Graduate Committee of the Academic Council. The candidate
must submit her proposed course of study for the approval of
this committee on or before the second Wednesday in November.
She must pass a special written examination on each subject to
the satisfaction of the department in which she has studied, and
must announce her candidacy to the President not later than
the first day of May in the academic year in which the degree is
to be conferred.
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts may
be conferred upon graduates of Bryn Mawr College, and upon
graduates of other colleges who shall have satisfied the Academic
Council either that the course of study for which they received a
degree is equivalent to that for which the degree of Bachelor of
Arts is given by Bryn Mawr College, or that it has been ade-
quately supplemented by subsequent study.
The candidate must have pursued for at least three years,
after having received the first degree, a course of liberal (non-
professional) study at some college or university approved by
the Academic Council, and must have spent at least two of
Studies
Leading
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Second
Degree.
The Degree
of
Master of
Arts.
The Degree
of
Doctor of
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these years at Bryn Mawr College. The course of study leading
to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts must
consist of one principal, or major, subject and of one or two
subordinate, or minor, subjects and must be divided between
at least two departments. Two-thirds of the candidate's time
should be spent on the major subject and the remaining one-
third on the minor subject or subjects, and the proposed com-
bination of major and minor subjects must have been submitted
for approval to the Graduate Committee. The candidate may
be required to pursue certain auxiliary studies in connection
with the subject that she has elected; and the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy is given to no one who cannot read French and
German, or who is unacquainted with Latin. The candidate
must have written, on some subject connected with her major
subject of study, a dissertation approved by the Faculty that
bears satisfactory evidence of original research and must pass
written examinations and an oral examination in the presence
of the members of the Faculty on both major and minor subjects.
These examinations are held after the dissertation has been
accepted by the department in which it is offered and must be
taken within the academic year in which the candidate applies
for the degree. The degree is not conferred until the candidate
has satisfied the above requirements and deposited one hundred
and fifty printed copies of her dissertation, bound according to
the prescribed model, in the office of the Secretary of the Col-
lege and one copy specially bound for the use of the library.
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy will in no case be conferred
by the college as an honorary degree.
European The Bryn Mawr European Fellowship of the value of $500
Traveling was founded in 1889. It is awarded annually to a member of
ships. the graduating class of Bryn Mawr College on the ground of
excellence in scholarship. The fellowship is intended to defray
the expenses of one year's study and residence at some foreign
university, English or Continental. The choice of a university
may be determined by the holder's own preference, subject to
the approval of the Faculty.
The President M. Carey Thomas European Fellowship of the
value of $500 was founded in 1896 by Miss Garrett of Baltimore
and is awarded annually on the ground of excellence in scholar-
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ship to a student in her first year of graduate work at Bryn
Mawr College. The fellowship is intended to defray the ex-
penses of one year's study and residence at some foreign univer-
sity, English or Continental. The choice of a university may
be determined by the holder's own preference, subject to the
approval of the Faculty.
The Mary E. Garrett European Fellowship of the value of
$500 was founded in 1894 by Miss Garrett of Baltimore and is
awarded annually on the ground of excellence in scholarship to a
student still in residence who has for two years pursued graduate
studies at Bryn Mawr College. The fellowship is intended to
defray the expenses of one year's study and residence at some
foreign university, English or Continental. The choice of a
university may be determined by the holder's own preference,
subject to the approval of the Faculty.
The Anna Ottendorfer Memorial Research Fellowship in
German and Teutonic Philology of the value of $700 was
founded in 1907 by Mrs. Anna Woerishoffer of New York City
in memory of her mother. It is intended to defray the expenses
of one year's study and residence at some German university
and is awarded annually to a graduate student who has com-
pleted at least one year of graduate study at Bryn Mawr Col-
lege but is not necessarily still in residence when making appli-
cation for the fellowship. The fellowship will be awarded to
the candidate who has pursued the most advanced work, or
whose studies afford the most promise of future success. She
must show such proficiency in her studies or in independent
work as to furnish reason to believe that she will be able to
conduct independent investigations in the field of Teutonic
Philology or German. The choice of a university may be deter-
mined by the holder's own preference subject to the approval of
the Faculty. Application for the fellowship should be addressed
to the President.
Fifteen resident fellowships, of the value of $525 each, are
awarded annually in Greek, Latin, English, German and Teu-
tonic Philology, Romance Languages, Semitic Languages and
Biblical Literature, History, Philosophy, Archseology, Mathe-
matics, Physics, Chemistry, Geology and Biology, and the
Justus C. Strawbridge Fellowship in Economics and Politics.
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They are open for competition to graduates of Bryn Mawr
College, or of any other college of good standing, and will be
awarded only to candidates who have completed at least one
year of graduate work at some college of good standing after
obtaining their first degree. The fellowships are intended as
an honor, and are awarded in recognition of previous attain-
ments; generally speaking, they will be awarded to the candi-
dates that have studied longest or to those whose work gives
most promise of future success. All fellows may study for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy, the fellowship being counted,
for this purpose, as equivalent to the degree of Bachelor of
Arts. Fellows that continue their studies at the college after
the expiration of the fellowship, may, by a vote of the direc-
tors, receive the rank of Fellows by Courtesy.
Fellows are expected to attend all college functions, to wear
academic dress, to assist in the conduct of examinations, and to
give about an hour a week to the care of special libraries in the
halls of residence and in the seminaries, but no such service may
be required of them except by a written request from the presi-
dent's office; they are not permitted while holding the fellow-
ship to teach, or to undertake any other duties in addition to
their college work. They are required to reside in the college
and are assigned rooms by the Secretary of the College. They
are charged the usual fee of four hundred and five dollars for
tuition, board, room-rent, and infirmary care.
The holder of a fellowship is expected to devote at least one
half her time to the department in which the fellowship is
awarded, and to show by the presentation of a thesis or in some
other manner that her studies have not been without result.
Twenty Graduate Scholarships, of the value of $200 each,
may be awarded to candidates next in merit to the successful
candidates for the fellowships; they are also open for competi-
tion to graduates of Bryn Mawr College, or of any other college
of good standing.
The Susan B. Anthony Memorial Scholarship in Political
Theory, of the value of $250, was founded in 1910, and is
awarded to the candidate wishing to devote herself to studies
in Political Theory, whose work has given most promise of
success.
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Ten Graduate Scholarships, of the value of $405 each, were
founded in 1909, five for English, Scotch, or Irish women, and
five for German women, and are open for competition to all
women of the prescribed nationality whose academic work has
reached a standard equivalent to that denoted by the Bachelor's
degree of any American college or university of acknowledged
standing. The amount of the scholarship, four hundred and
five dollars, covers the fees for tuition, board, residence, includ-
ing light, heat, and service, and infirmary care for the academic
year. A furnished single room in the graduate wing of one of
the halls of residence is assigned to each scholar.
Scholars are expected to reside in the college, to attend all
college functions, to wear academic dress and to assist in the
conduct of examinations.
Application for resident fellowships or scholarships should be Applications
made as early as possible to the President of the College, and
^lllmvsHvs
must be made not later than the fifteenth* of April preceding and
the academic year for which the fellowship or scholarship is ^cnolarsnips.
desired. Blank forms of application will be forwarded to the
applicants. A definite answer will be given within two weeks
from the latest date set for. receiving applications. Any
original papers, printed or in manuscript, which have been
prepared by the applicant and sent in support of her applica-
tion, will be returned, when stamps for that purpose are enclosed,
or specific directions for return by express are given. Letters
or testimonials from professors and instructors will be filed for
reference.
For graduate students attending six or more hours a week of Tuition
lectures, and for fellows and graduate scholars the tuition fee Qradtuxte
is one hundred and twenty-five dollars a year, payable half- Students.
yearly in advance. For other graduate studentsf who do not
wish to devote all their time to graduate work the fees are as
follows, payable in advance: for one hour a week of lectures,
* In the case of candidates for the Scholarships open to British and German women
applications must be received by April the first. Applications for the scholarships should
be accompanied by full particulars of the candidate's academic work, by diplomas or cer-
tificates and by letters of recommendation from professors and should be addressed in the
case of British candidates to the President of Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsyl-
vania, U. S. A., and in the case of German candidates to Seiner Excellenz dem Herrn Staats-
sekretar deslnnern, Reichsamt des Innern, Berlin, Germany.
!(;• t Doctors of Philosophy of Bryn Mawr College may attend lectures or work in the labora"
tories without payment of any fee except for material used in the laboratory.
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ten dollars a semester; for two hours a week of lectures, twenty
dollars a semester; for three hours a week of lectures, thirty-
dollars a semester; and for four or five hours a week of lectures,
forty dollars a semester.* This arrangement is made espe-
cially for non-resident graduate students, but those who wish to
take five hours a week of lectures or less may live in the college
halls on the understanding that they must give up their rooms
if needed for students who are taking the full amount of graduate
work and paying the regular tuition fee. The tuition fee for
the semester becomes due as soon as the student is registered in
the college office. No reduction of this fee can be made on
account of absence or for any other reason whatsoever. Grad-
uate students are admitted to residence or to attendance on
lectures at any time during the year, and in this case a propor-
tionate reduction is made in the charges for board and room-
rent and for tuition. Every student who enters the college
must register immediately at the comptroller's office, and must
register her courses at the president's office within two weeks
after entrance under penalty of exclusion from the college.
Any change made later in the courses registered must be re-
ported immediately to the president's office, or the courses will
not be permitted to count, and a charge of one dollar will be
made for each change made in the course after it has been
definitely registered.
Graduate students taking courses in scientific departments (Physics, Chemistry, Geology,
Biology, and Psychology) amounting to six or more hours a week of lecture courses or its
equivalent in laboratory courses are charged a laboratory fee of eighteen dollars a semester,
with the following exceptions: if the student takes, as a regular student, courses in subjects
not enumerated above amounting to six hours a week the laboratory fee is reduced to twelve
dollars a semester; and if she takes, as a regular student, courses in subjects not enumerated
above amounting to ten hours a week the laboratory fee is reduced to six dollars a semester.
Graduate students taking less than six hours a week of lectures, or its equivalent in
laboratory work, are charged a laboratory fee of ten dollars a semester for every labora-
tory course of four or more hours a week, and of five dollars a semester for every laboratory
course of less than four hours a week.
* The fees charged are reckoned on the basis of the actual hours of conference or lec-
ture, irrespective of the number of undergraduate hours to which the course is regarded
as equivalent.
In counting the number of hours for which a graduate student is registered the follow-
ing special arrangements are made in regard to laboratory courses: payment for a one hour
lecture course in a scientific department entitles the student to four hours of laboratory
work in addition with no extra charge except the laboratory fee. Students registered for
laboratory work only, are charged the following tuition fee: for each two and one-half
hours of undergraduate laboratory course and for each five hours of graduate laboratory
course the same fee as for a one hour lecture course. The laboratory fees as stated above
are charged in addition to the charge for tuition.
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Residence in the college buildings is optional except for hold- Residence
ers of resident fellowships and scholarships. In each hall of r J°.
r
residence, except Merion Hall, a special wing or corridor is Students.
reserved for graduate students, and in order to secure entire
quiet no undergraduate students are permitted to engage
rooms in the graduate wings. The expense of board and resi-
dence in the graduate wings of the college halls is two hundred
and seventy-five dollars. Of this amount two hundred dollars
is the charge for board, and is payable half-yearly in advance;
the remainder is room-rent, and is payable yearly in advance.
Every student has a separate bedroom. Room-rent includes
all expenses of furnishing, service, heating, and light.*
A deposit of fifteen dollars is required from each graduate
student, fellow, or scholar who desires to reserve a room in a
hall of residence. The amount of this deposit will be deducted
from the rent if the room is occupied by the student; it will be
refunded if the student gives formal notice to the Secretary of
the College before the fifteenth of July preceding the academic
year for which the application is made that she wishes to with-
draw her application . In other cases the deposit will be forfeited.
For graduate students the fees are as follows
:
Tuition for the semester, payable on registration: SlllH ))>(/ I'll
For one hourf a week of lectures $ 10 . 00 of
For two hours a week of lectures $ 20.00 Expenses
For three hours a week of lectures $ 30.00 for
For four or five hours a week of lectures $ 40.00 Gl'ddiffltc
For six or more hours a week of lectures S 62 . 50 Stlldeii ts.
Room-rent for the academic year, payable on registration $ 75.00
Board for the semester payable on registration $100.00
Total expenses for the academic year:
Tuition fee, for six or more hours a week of lectures $125.00
Room-rent $ 75.00
Board $200.00
Infirmary fee $ 5 . 00
Total for tuition, residence, and infirmary care for the academic
year $405.00
Laboratory fees for the academic year $10 to $36
Students whose fees are not paid by November first in the
first semester or by March first in the second semester are not
permitted to continue in residence or in attendance on their
classes.
* Rugs and towels must be furnished by the students themselves. Graduate students
will, upon request, be supplied with rugs.
t See footnote, page 72.
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Tuition
for
TTn der-
graduate
Students.
For undergraduate students and hearers the charge for tui-
tion is two hundred dollars a year, payable in advance.* The
average cost of teaching each undergraduate student is three
hundred and fifty dollars a year. The tuition fee has been
fixed at two hundred dollars in order not to exclude those unable
to pay the entire amount but the difference between the actual
cost and the price of tuition must be met from the small endow-
ment funds of the college and from outside gifts. Voluntary
contributions from parents or students able and willing to pay
the whole or any part of this additional one hundred and fifty
dollars will be credited as a gift towards the college salaries
for teaching. Xo reduction of the charge of two hundred
dollars can be made on account of absence, illness, or for any
other reason whatsoever.
Every student 'who enters the college must register immediately at the comptroller's
office, and must register her courses at the president's office within two weeks after entrance
under penalty of exclusion from the college. Any change made later in the courses regis-
tered must be reported immediately to the president's office, or the courses will not be
permitted to count, and a charge of one dollar will be made for each change made in the
course after it has been definitely registered.
For undergraduate students there is an additional charge of ten dollars a semester for
materials and apparatus for every laboratory course of four or more hours a week, and of
five dollars a semester for every laboratory course of less than four houra a week
In courses in Geology each hour of field work is counted as one hour of laboratory work.
Not more than one laboratory course i3 required of candidates for a degree.
Residence Residence in the college buildings is required of all under-
-r- 1 . graduate students except those who reside with their families
graduate in Philadelphia or in the neighborhood. The expense of board
Students. anc[ residence in the college halls for undergraduate students
is three hundred dollars a year and upwards, according to the
room or rooms occupied by the student; in about one-third
of the college rooms the expense of board and residence is three
hundred or three hundred and seventy-five dollars. Of this
charge two hundred dollars is the charge for board, and is pay-
able half-yearly in advance; the remainder is room-rent, and is
payable yearly in advance. Every student has a separate
bedroom. Room-rent includes all expense of furnishing, service,
heating, and light, f
* Students that intend to take the degree of Bachelor of Arts in February will be charged
only one half the regular tuition fee if they register this intention in the comptroller's office
before beginning their college work, provided their entire academic work can be completed
in the first semester.
t Rugs and towels must be furnished by the students themselves.
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The health of the students is under the charge of a Health
Committee consisting of the President, the Dean of the College,
the Director of Athletics, and the Physicians of the College.
See page 180 of this Calendar.
Every student entering the college will be vaccinated unless
she can furnish satisfactory proof that she has been successfully
vaccinated not more than two years previously.
The conduct of the students in all matters not purely aca-
demic, or affecting the management of the halls of residence, or
the student body as a whole, is in the hands of the Students'
Association for Self-Government, which was organized in 1892.
All persons studying in Bryn Mawr College, whether graduates
or undergraduates, are members of this association.
The College reserves the right to exclude at any time students
whose conduct or academic standing renders them undesirable
members of the college community, and in such cases the fees
due to the college are not refunded or remitted.
Plans and descriptions of the academic buildings and of the
halls of residence, Merion Hall, Radnor Hall, Denbigh Hall,
Pembroke Hall West, Pembroke Hall East, and Rockefeller
Hall, with a full account of the halls and tariff of rooms, are
published as Part 4 of the Bryn Mawr College Calendar and
may be obtained by application to the Secretary of the College.
Each of the halls of residence (except Pembroke, which has a
common dimng-hall and kitchen for the two wings) has its
separate kitchen and dining-hall, provides accommodation for
from sixty to seventy students, and is under the charge of a
resident warden. Application for rooms should be made as
early as possible. The demand for rooms is very great and since
every room unnecessarily reserved may prevent some other
student from entering the college, every application for a room
or suite of rooms, whether made by a student already in resi-
dence or by a candidate for admission to the college, must be
accompanied by a deposit of fifteen dollars, otherwise the appli-
cation will not be registered. The amount of this deposit will
be deducted from the rent if the room or suite of rooms assigned
be occupied by the applicant. The amount of this deposit will
be refunded in the following cases
:
a. If an applicant who is a student of the college gives formal
notice to the Secretary of the College that she wishes to with-
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draw her application before the first of May preceding the aca-
demic year for which the application is made.
b. If a candidate who has applied for admission to the college
in October gives formal notice to the Secretary of the College
that she wishes to withdraw her application before the fifteenth
of July preceding the academic year for which the application is
made.
c. If a candidate who has applied for admission to the college
in February gives formal notice to the Secretary of the College
that she wishes to withdraw her application before the first of
December preceding the semester for which the application is
made.
In all other cases the deposit will be forfeited to the college.
The above mentioned deposit of fifteen dollars must also be
made by each student in residence in order to insure the tenure
of her room for the following academic year.*
Every applicant giving up later than the first of September
the room or suite of rooms assigned to her for the ensuing aca-
demic year is responsible for the rent thereof for the whole year;
exception will be made only in the case of applicants that take,
and fail to pass, the autumn examinations for matriculation, but
even in this case the deposit cannot be refunded. Every appli-
cant for a room in February will, with the above exceptions, be
responsible for the rent of the room or suite of rooms assigned
to her for one semester, unless she gives formal notice of with-
drawal to the Secretary before the first of January. The charges
for room-rent are not subject to remission or deduction under
any circumstances, being considered forfeit in case of with-
drawal for any cause whatever. The applicant is not entitled
to relet the rooms thus left vacant, this right being reserved
exclusively by the college, no refund being made to the applicant
in case the room or suite of rooms thus left vacant are relet.
Every student who changes her room is required to pay an extra
fee of fifteen dollars.
In case of prolonged illness and absence from the college
extending over six weeks or more, there will be a proportionate
reduction in the charge for board.
* Every student except a member of the freshman class who moves from one hall to
another is charged a fee of ten dollars for moving, and every student except a member
of the freshman class who moves from one room to another in the same hall is charged
a fee of five dollars. This fee entitles a student to have five pieces moved free of charge.
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Rooms are assigned to the entering class during the summer
preceding the academic year for which application is made
No particular room or set of rooms may be applied for. Appli-
cants are allowed to choose in turn from among all the rooms
left vacant, the order of choice being determined by the date at
which the application is registered. Cheques should be drawn
payable to Bryn Mawr College.
Students are expected to provide their own rugs and towels, but in every other respect
the rooms are completely furnished. Electric reading lamps, table napkins, sheets, etc.,
are provided by the college. No part whatever need be taken by the students in the care
of their own rooms.
There are open fire-places in nearly all the studies and in many single rooms, but the
rooms are sufficiently heated by steam; the air in each room is changed every ten minutes,
and the temperature is regulated by a thermostat in each room. Electric reading lamps
are provided in every room. The students' personal washing may be done by any laundry
recommended by the college for 50 cents a dozen, or about S8 a half-year for one dozen
pieces a week. On account of the danger of infectious diseases students in residence are
not permitted to send their washing to private laundresses.
No charge is made for sending meals to students that are in the infirmaries by the order
of the physicians of the college.
Accommodation is provided for students that wish to remain at the college during the
Christmas and Easter vacations at $1.25 a day or §8.75 a week for graduate, and SI.50 a
day or $10.50 a week for undergraduate students.
Students who expect to spend any part of the Christmas or Easter vacations in Bryn
Mawr, Philadelphia, or the immediate neighborhood, not in their own homes and not in
the college halls of residence, are required to consult the Secretary in regard to the arrange-
ments that they wish to make.
For undergraduate students the fees are as follows
:
Siuh mar if
of
Tuition for the academic year, payable October 1st $200.00 Wrtwn «f><{
Room-rent for the academic year, payable October 1st $100.00* ff))'
or $175, $200, $225, $250, $275, $300, $325, $350, $400, depending JinJeV-
on the room or rooms occupied. f/rffdIK(t€
Infirmary fee for the academic year, payable October 1st $ 10.00t
*stii4lf>llt<
Board for the academic year, payable in equal instalments, October
1st and February 1st $200.00
Total for tuition, residence and infirmary fee for the academic
year with minimum room-rent $510.00
Laboratory fees, for laboratory course of less than four hours a week
for the academic year $ 10 . 00
For laboratory course of four or more hours a week for the academic
year $ 20 . 00
Graduation fee $ 20 . 00
* In about one-sixth of the college rooms the rent is S100, making the cost of board,
residence, and tuition for undergraduate students $500; but students desiring to apply
for rooms at $100 must file a statement at the president's office that they are unable to
afford rooms at a higher price.
t Until the new infirmary is completed, probably about December 1st, 1912, the infirmary
fee will be $5.00. Thus the fee for the year 1912-13 will be $5.00 and in addition a pro-
portion of $5.00 depending on the time the infirmary is ready for occupation.
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Students whose fees are not paid before November first in the
first semester or before March first in the second semester are
not permitted to continue in residence or in attendance on their
classes.
JuOClfl The Students' Loan Fund of Bryn Mawk College was founded by the Clasa of
F'tlTltl* 1890 for the purpose of receiving contributions, however small, from those who are inter-
ested in aiding students to obtain an education. The money thus contributed is distributed
in the form of partial aid, and as a loan. It is as a rule applied to the assistance of those
students only who have attended courses in the college for at least one year. The fund
is managed by a committee consisting of the President of the College and representatives
of the Alumna? Association of Bryn Mawr College. The committee reports yearly to the
Board of Trustees and to the Alumna Association. The committee consists of the follow-
ing members: President M. Carey Thomas; Miss Martha G. Thomas, Secretary and Treas-
urer, Bryn Mawr College; Mrs. Bernard Todd Converse, Ardmore, Pa., Miss Anne Hampton
Todd, 2115 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Miss Katherine Leonard Howell, 3307 Hamilton
Street, Philadelphia, and Mrs. Edward Wyatt Evans, 1011 E. Washington Lane, German-
town, Philadelphia. Contributions may be sent to any member of the committee. Applica-
tions for loans should be sent to the Treasurer of the committee, and all applications for
loans for any given year should be made before April 20th, of the preceding academic year.
Scholarships.—Eight competitive entrance scholarships, four of the value of $300
and four of the value of $200, were founded by the College in 1896. They are awarded
annually to candidates receiving their final certificates in the spring matriculation exami-
nations of Bryn Mawr College, a first scholarship of the value of $300 and a second of the
value of $200 being open to candidates from each of the following districts:
—
(a) The New
England States; (6) New York, New Jersey, and Delaware; (c) Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, and Wisconsin, and the States west of the Mississippi River; (d) Pennsylvania
and all places not included in (a), (6), and (c). The district to which a candidate is consid-
ered to belong is determined by the school at which she receives her final preparation, or
in case of preparation by private study by the place of residence during the year preceding
the final examination; but candidates may present themselves for examination at any
place where such examination is held. These scholarships, which are to be held for one
year only, are awarded in each of the above named districts on the basis of the sum total
of marks obtained by the candidate, but no one is eligible for the first scholarship who has
received more than two conditions in the twenty sections of the examination, and no one
is eligible for the second scholarship who has received more than four conditions in the
twenty sections of the examination. When the examination has been divided no account
is taken of those conditions incurred in the first division which have been passed off in the
final examination. The competition is limited to those who intend to spend at least one
year in residence at Bryn Mawr College, who have not studied at any other college, and
have not cancelled any division of the Bryn Mawr College matriculation examinations.
All those who present themselves are ipso facto candidates for these scholarships, no formal
declaration of candidacy being required.
Eight scholarships for non-resident students of $200 each, entitling the holder to free
tuition, renewable for four consecutive years, were founded by the College in 1893, and were
presented to the public schools of Philadelphia through Dr. Brooks, the Superintendent
of the Public Schools of Philadelphia, on the following terms: 1. The candidate shall have
complied with the requirements for admission to Bryn Mawr College, and shall have re-
ceived all her preparation for the entrance examination of Bryn Mawr College in the High
School for Girls, Philadelphia; 2. She shall have been recommended by the Board of Educa-
tion of Philadelphia, and their recommendation shall have been approved by the Directors
of Bryn Mawr College; 3. The scholarship shall be renewed annually by the Directors,
until the holder has completed her fourth year at college, provided her conduct and academic
work have been satisfactory to the authorities of the college.
The L. C. B. Saul Memorial Scholarship. In 1893 the Alumna? Association of the Girls'
High and Normal School of Philadelphia founded at Bryn Mawr College a scholarship
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entitling the holder to free tuition, renewable for four years. This scholarship is awarded
every four years to the graduate of the Girls' High School who passes the matriculation
examination of Bryn Mawr College for that year with the highest credit. In 1904 the
scholarship was renamed the L. C. B. Saul Memorial Scholarship.
One scholarship of $200 entitling the holder to one year's free tuition, was founded by
the College in 1S95, and was presented to the School Board of Education of Lower Merion
Township, Montgomery County, Pa., for the benefit of graduates of the High School of
Lower Merion Township, Ardmore, Pa., on the following terms: 1. The candidate shall
have complied with the requirements for admission to Bryn Mawr College, and shall have
received all her preparation for the entrance examinations in the Lower Merion High School;
2. She shall have been recommended by the School Board of Education of Lower Merion
Township, and their recommendation shall have been approved by the Directors of Bryn
Mawr College; 3. If in any year there shall be, in the judgment of the School Board of Edu-
cation of Lower Merion Township, no satisfactory candidate in the graduating class, the
scholarship may be renewed during the following year for the benefit of a former holder,
provided her conduct and academic work have been satisfactory to the authorities of the
college.
One scholarship of $200 entitling the holder to one year's free tuition was founded by
the Directors in 1909 and was presented to the School Board of Education of Norristown,
Pa., for the benefit of graduates of Norristown High School, on the following terms: 1.
That the candidate shall have received all her preparation for Bryn Mawr College in the
Norristown High School; 2. That she shall have successfully passed the entrance examina-
tions of Bryn Mawr College not later than the June preceding the autumn in which she
wishes to enter the college; 3. That this scholarship shall not be awarded twice to the same
person unless the Superintendent of Schools shall file in the office of the President of the
College a statement to the effect that no other member of the graduating class is able to
compete for the scholarship; 4. That the candidate shall have been nominated to the Board
of Directors of Bryn Mawr College by the Superintendent of Schools or by the Board of
Education and that such nomination shall have been duly approved by the Board of Direc-
tors of Bryn Mawr College.
One competitive scholarship of the value of $200, renewable till graduation, is open
annually for competition to members of the Society of Friends who are unable to pay the
full charge for tuition and residence. This scholarship is awarded, as far as possible, under
the same rules as those governing the award of the eight competitive entrance scholarships
of Bryn Mawr College. Two additional scholarships of the value of $200 each are open
for competition to graduate students who are members of the Society of Friends and need
financial assistance. Three scholarships, of $400 each, for one year, are open to those
graduates of Earlham, Penn, and Guilford Colleges respectively, who in the preceding
year have completed the course of their several colleges with most distinction. These
scholarships have been established by the Trustees in accordance with the desire of the
Founder of the college to promote the advanced education of women in the Society of
Friends, of which he was a member.
Scholarships of the value of $500 each were founded in 1885 by the Board of
Managers of the Bryn Mawr School, of Baltimore, Maryland. One of these scholarships
is open annually to the graduate of the Bryn Mawr School who has completed the school
course with most distinction.
The James E. Rhoads Memorial Scholarships two in number, each of the value of $250
for one year, were founded in 1897 by the Alumna? Association of Bryn Mawr College, in
memory of the first President of the College, Dr. James E. Rhoads. The first of these
scholarships is the James E. Rhoads Sophomore Scholarship, and is open to those students
only who have completed college work amounting to not less than ten and not more than
twenty-two and a half hours (three semesters' work) for a year, and have been in attend-
ance upon lectures at Bryn Mawr College not less than one semester. The second of these
scholarships is the James E. Rhoads Junior Scholarship, and is open to those students only
who have completed college work amounting to not less than twenty and not more than
thirty-seven and a half hours (five semesters' work) for a year, and have been in attendance
upon lectures at Bryn Mawr College not less than three semesters. To be eligible for either
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of these two scholarships a student shall have attained a high degree of excellence in her
work, shall express her intention of fulfilling the requirements for the degree of A.B. at
Bryn Mawr College, and shall prove her need of financial aid to the satisfaction of the
nominating committee. In case either scholarship is awarded to a non-resident student,
its value shall not exceed §150. The nominating committee consists of the President of
Bryn Mawr College, two members of the Academic Council of the College, appointed
annually by the Council, the President of the Alumnae Association of Bryn Mawr College
and three other members of the Alumna Association appointed by the executive committee
of the Alumnse Association. Applications for the scholarships should be addressed to the
Assistant to the President, Bryn Mawr College, to be forwarded to the Chairman of the
Committee.
The Mary E. Stevens Scholarship of the value of S160 founded in 1896 by former pupils
of Miss Mary E. Stevens's School is awarded to a member of the Sophomore class who needs
financial assistance, to be held at Bryn Mawr College, during the junior year. It is open
to those students only who have registered for college work amounting to not less than
forty and not more than sixty-five hours for a semester and have been in attendance upon
lectures at Bryn Alawr College not less than three semesters. Applications for this schol-
arship should be addressed to the President of Bryn Mawr College.
Two Maria Hopper Scholarships of the value of S200 each were founded in 1901 by the
bequest of the late Maria Hopper of Philadelphia. They are awarded, on the ground of
excellence in scholarship, to two members of the freshman class who need financial assist-
ance, to be held at Bryn Mawr College during the sophomore year. They are open to
those students only who have registered for college work amounting to not less than twenty
and not more than forty-five hours for a semester and have been in attendance upon lectures
at Bryn Mawr College not less than one semester. Applications for these scholarships
should be addressed to the President of Bryn Alawr College.
The Anna M. Powers Memorial Scholarship of the value of $200 was founded in 1902
by Mrs. J. Campbell Harris in memory of her mother, Anna M. Powers. The scholarship
is open to members of the junior class who need financial aid in order to complete the work
for the degree and is to be held in the senior year. The holder is nominated by the donor
subject to the approval of the President and Faculty of the College.
The Maria L. Eastman Brooke Hall Memorial Scholarship of the value of S100 was
founded in 1901, in memory of Maria L. Eastman, Principal of Brooke Hall School for
Girls, Media, Pa., by the Alumna? and former pupils of the school. It is awarded each
year on the ground of scholarship, irrespective of the need of financial aid, to a member
of the junior class to be held during the senior year. No application for the scholarship
is necessary.
The Charles E. Ellis Scholarships of the value of S200 each were founded in 1909 by the
bequest of the late Charles E. Ellis and are awarded on the recommendation of the Super-
intendent of the Public Schools of the City of Philadelphia to students educated in the pub-
he schools of Philadelphia who have passed the entrance examinations of Bryn Mawr
College and whose nomination has been approved by the Board of Directors of the Trustees
of Bryn Mawr College.
A special Thomas H. Powers Memorial Scholarship of the value of S200 was given in
1910 by Mrs. J. Campbell Harris in memory of her father, Thomas H. Powers. The holder
is nominated by the donor subject to the approval of the President and Faculty of the
College.
The George W. Fetter Memorial Scholarship of the value of S200 was given in 1911
by Mrs. George W. Fetter in memory of her husband. It is awarded to a student selected
by the donor subject to the approval of the President and Faculty of the College and is
renewable for four consecutive years if the holder's record prove satisfactory.
The Anna Hallowell Memorial Scholarship of the value of §100 was founded in 1912 by
the family of the late Anna Hallowell. It is awarded to a member of the sophomore class
in need of financial assistance to enable her to continue her studies during her junior year,
and is to be given by the faculty to the student satisfying the above requirement who has
the highest academic record provided that this student does not hold any other scholarship.
This provision may, however, be disregarded in case of great financial need.
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The Frances Marion Simpson Scholarships, four in number, each of the value of $200,
were founded in 1912 by Mr. Alexander Simpson, Jr., in memory of Frances Simpson
Pfahler, of the class of 1906; one scholarship is to be awarded in October, 1912, a second
in October, 1913, a third in October, 1914, and a fourth in October, 1915, to candidates
who receive their final certificates in the preceding spring matriculation examination.
Competition for these scholarships is open only to residents of Philadelphia and Montgomery
counties who have been prepared for Bryn Mawr College in the public schools of the said
counties, or at home by their parents and guardians, or in the model school of the Depart-
ment of Education of Bryn Mawr College, or in Miss S. Janet Sayward's School at
Overbrook, Pennsylvania; and only those students who are unable or whose parents are
unable to afford to pay the fees for tuition in Bryn Mawr College are entitled to compete.
The scholarships are renewable for four successive years, and are meant for those students
only who take the full college course. Students holding the scholarships who become able
to pay the tuition fees of Bryn Mawr College in whole or in part are required to do so, and
all holders of the scholarships are required to promise to repay for the benefit of other
students in need of the scholarship, the advances made to them, when they can do so with-
out oppressing themselves or neglecting their duties to others.
The Elizabeth Duane Gillespie Scholarship in American History of the value of S60
was founded in 1903 by the Pennsylvania Society of Colonial Dames of America, in memory
of Elizabeth Duane Gillespie. It is awarded annually to a member of the sophomore or
junior class, on condition that the holder of the scholarship devote to the study of American
history at least four hours a week for one year during the last two years of her college course.
The candidate is to be selected by the Faculty of Bryn Mawr College on the ground of
excellence in scholarship.
The Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania presented to Bryn Mawr College in 1910
a scholarship to be awarded to a graduate of the college recommended by the President
and Faculty as in their opinion qualified to take up the study of medicine. The holder is
given free tuition for one year at the Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania and the
scholarship will be renewed for the three remaining years of the medical course if the holder's
record prove satisfactory.
Foundation of Scholarships.—The sum of five thousand dollars given or left by will
to the Directors of Bryn Mawr College, will found a perpetual scholarship giving free
tuition to one student every year. The scholarship may be given in memory of and named
after any person designated by the donor.
Form of Bequest.
I give and bequeath to The Trustees of Bryn Mawr College,
a corporation established by law in the State of Pennsylvania,
the sum of. to be invested and
preserved inviolably for the endowment* of Bryn Mawr College,
located at Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
Bated.
* The bequest may be made, if desired, for foundation of professors' chairs, scholarships,
fellowships, or for some other specified purpose.
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INSTRUCTION.
Libraries. The fact that the college is situated in the suburbs of Phila-
delphia enables the student to make use of all the resources of
the libraries of Philadelphia, as well as those of the college
proper.
The college library has been collected within the past twenty-
seven years, and is designed to be, as far as possible, a library for
special study. There are at present on its shelves about sixty-
five thousand bound volumes, and ten thousand doctor's disser-
tations and pamphlets, the collection including the classical
library of the late Professor Sauppe, of Gottingen, which was
presented to the college in 1894, and the Semitic library of the
late Professor Amiaud, of Paris, acquired in 1892. A more
detailed description of these two collections may be found on
pages 91 and 130.
The books needed principally for graduate and research work
are shelved in the fourteen seminar libraries and the books on
plrysics, chemistry, geology, and biology in the departmental
libraries in Dalton Hall adjoining the laboratories in these sub-
jects. The books of reference, sets of periodicals, and proceed-
ings of societies and the main collection of the library are kept
in the stack room.
In each of the six halls of residence are collections of from
five to six hundred volumes each, consisting of books useful to
undergraduate students, not only supplementing their private
libraries, but duplicating such books in the general library as
are most used. A seventh collection of this character is kept
in the main librae for the use of non-resident students.
Students may take from the general and departmental libra-
ries for periods of two weeks each, any books except reference
books and books reserved for special use. Books in the hall
libraries and books reserved for special use may be taken for two
hours.
The sum of about seven thousand dollars is expended yearly
for books under the direction of the heads of the several colle-
giate departments, and, in addition to many gifts of books, about
twenty thousand dollars has been presented to the library dur-
ing the past ten years for expenditure in special departments.
Over four hundred publications and reviews in the English,
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German, Greek, French, Italian, Spanish, Norse, and Swedish
languages, are taken by the library, as follows:
General and Miscellaneous Periodicals.
Academy.
American Magazine.
Annales Politiques et Litte'raires.
Athenaeum.
Atlantic Monthly.
BibliothSque de la Faculty des Lettres
de l'Universite' de Paris.
Bookman.
Bookman (English).
*Book News Monthly.
Bookseller.
*Bryn Mawr Alumna? Quarterly.
Bulletin of Bibliography.
Bulletin of the New York Public Library.
Century.
Collier's Weekly.
Columbia University Quarterly.
Contemporary Review.
Country Life in America.
La Cultura.
Cumulative Book Index.
Deutsche Rundschau.
Dial.
Everybody's Magazine.
Fortnightly Review.
Forum.
Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
Harper's Monthly Magazine.
Harper's Weekly.
Harvard Graduate Magazine.
Internationale Wochenschrift fur Wissen-
schaft, Kunst u. Technik.
Jahresverzeichniss der an den deutschen
Schulanstalten erschienenen Abhand-
lungen.
Johns Hopkins University, Circulars.
Library Journal.
McClure's Magazine.
Mercure de France.
Mind and Body.
Monthly Bulletin of the Carnegie Library
of Pittsburgh.
Munchener allgemeine Zeitung.
Nachrichten von der Koniglichen Gesell-
schaft der Wissenschaften, Gottingen.
Nation.
Nationale Deutschland.
Neue Rundschau.
Nineteenth Century.
North American Review.
Notes and Queries.
Nuova Antologia.
Outlook.
Pennsylvania Library Notes.
Preussische Jahrbucher.
Publishers' Weekly.
Punch.
Quarterly Review.
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature.
Review of Reviews.
Revue Critique d'Histoire et de Liter-
ature.
Revue de Paris.
Revue des Deux Mondes.
Revue Politique et Littdraire: Revue
Bleue.
Saturday Review.
Seribner's Magazine.
Sewanee Review.
Spectator.
Der Turmer.
Tipyn o' Bob.
University of California, Publications.
University of Colorado, Studies.
University of Missouri, Studies.
University of Nebraska, Studies.
University of Nevada, Studies.
University of Texas, Studies.
University of Washington, Studies.
Westminster Review.
Die Woche.
World's Work.
Bryn Mawr Record.
New York Evening Post.
New York Times.
Newspapers.
! New York Tribune.
I Philadelphia Public Ledger.
The Times (London), Weekly Edition.
Art and Archaeology.
American Journal of Archaeology. Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum of
Bulletin de Correspondance hellenique. Art, New York.
Presented by the Publishers.
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Burlington Magazine.
Ephemeris Archaiologike.
Gazette des Beaux Arts.
Jahrbuch des Kaiserlich deutsehen archao-
logischen Instituts.
Jahresbericht fiber die Fortsohritte der
classischen Alterthumswissenschaft.
Jahreshefte des osterreichischen archao-
logischen Instituts in Wien.
Journal of Hellenic Studies.
Economics
Advocate of Peace.
Allgemeines statistisches Archiv.
American Federationist.
American Journal of Sociology.
American Political Science Review.
Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science.
Bibliographia Economics Universalis.
Bibliography of Social Science.
Bulletin of the New York State Depart-
ment of Labor.
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
Economics and Political Science Series.
Case and Comment.
*City Club Bulletin.
Columbia Law Review.
Congressional Record.
Daily Consular Trade Reports.
Economic Journal.
Economic Review.
Equity Series.
Harvard Law Review.
International Socialist Review.
Jahrbucher fur Nationalokonomie u.
Statistik.
Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich deutsehen
archasologisehen Instituts, Athenische
Abteilung.
Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich deutsehen
archasologisehen Instituts, Romische
Abteilung.
Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin, Boston.
Revue Arch6ologique.
Zeitsehrift des Deutsehen Palastina
Vereins.
and Politics.
Johns Hopkins University Studies in
Historical and Political Science.
Journal of Political Economy.
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.
Political Science Quarterly.
Publications of the American Economic
Association.
Publications of the American Statistical
Association.
Quarterly Journal of Economics.
Revue Bibliographique.
*Southern Workman.
Survey.
University of Missouri Studies, Social
Science Series.
University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Series in Political Economy and Public
Law.
Vierteljahrschrift fur Philosophie u. Sozio-
logie.
Visiting Nurse Quarterly,
Yale Review.
Zeitsehrift fur Socialwissenschaft.
Zeitsehrift fur Volkswirtschaft, Social-
politik u. Verwaltung.
Education.
Education.
Educational Review.
Educational Time3.
Elementary School Teacher.
Journal of Educational Psychology.
Journal of Pedagogy.
Journal of the Association of Collegiate
Alumnae.
Lehrproben and Lehrgange.
Manual Training Magazine.
Pedagogical Seminary.
Padagogische Studien.
Revue Internationale de l'Enseignement
Superieur.
Revue Universitaire.
School Review.
University of California Publications,
Education.
Vocational Education.
Zeitsehrift fur Schulgesundheitspflege.
American Historical Review.
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
History Series.
English Historical Review.
Historische Vierteljahrschrift.
Historische Zeitsehrift.
Illinois State Historical Society Journal.
Klio, Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.
History.
Pennsylvania Magazine of History.
Revue des Questions Historiques.
Revue Historique.
University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Series in History.
University of Toronto Studies, History
and Economics.
* Presented by the Publishers.
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Philology and Literature, Classical.
Bulletin Bibliographique et Pedagogique
du MusSe Beige.
Classical Journal.
Classical Philology.
Classical Quarterly.
Classical Review.
Classical Weekly.
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology.
Hermes.
Journal of Hellenic Studies.
Journal of Roman Studies.
Mnemosyne.
Le Mus§e Beige, Revue de Philologie
Classique.
Philology and Literature,
American Journal of Philology.
Berliner philologische Wochenschrift.
Eranos.
Indogermanische Forschungen.
Journal of Philology.
Memoires de la Soei£t6 Neo-philologique
& Helsingfors.
Neue Jahrbiicher fur das klassische Alter-
tum, Geschichte und deutsche Literatur.
Transactions of the American Philological
Association.
Philologische Untersuchungcn.
Quellen und Forschungen zur lateiniachen
Philologie.
Revue de Philologie.
Revue des Etudes Grecques.
Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie.
Rivista di Filologia.
Studi Itahani di Filologia Classics.
Studi Storici per l'Antichita Classica.
Wiener Studien, Zeitschrift fur classische
Philologie.
Wochenschrift fur klassische Philologie.
General and Comparative.
University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Series in Philosophy and Literature.
Zeitschrift fur das Gymnasialwesen.
Zeitschrift fur die osterreichischen Gym-
nasien.
Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Literatur-
geschichte.
Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachfor-
schung.
Jean-Jacques
Anglia.
Anglistische Forschungen.
Annales de la Society
Rousseau.
Annales Romantiques.
Archiv fiir das Studium der neueren
Sprachen.
Archivio Glottologico ItaUano.
Arkiv for Nordisk Filologi.
Beiblatt zur Anglia: Mitteilungen iiber
englische Sprache und Litteratur.
Beitrage zur Geschichte der deutschen
Sprache und Literatur.
Bonner Studien zur englischen Philologie.
British Society of Franciscan Studies.
Bulletin de la Socie'te' des Anciens Textes
Francais.
Bulletin hispanique.
Chaucer Society, Publications (both
series).
Deutsche Literaturzeitung.
Dialect Notes.
Early English Text Society Publications
(both series).
Englische Studien.
Euphorion.
Philology and Literature, Modern.
German American Annals.
Germanisch-romanische Monatsschrift.
Giornale Dantesco.
Giornale Storico della Letteratura Italiana.
Goethe Jahrbuch.
Irish Text Society, Publications.
Jahrbuch der deutschen Shakespeare
Gesellschaft.
Jahrbuch des Vereins fiir niederdeutsche
Sprachforschung.
Jahresbericht iiber die Erscheinungcn auf
dem Gebiete der germanischen Philo-
logie.
Journal of German Philology.
Kieler Studien zur englischen Philologie.
Korrespondenzblatt des Vereins fiir nieder-
deutsche Sprachforschung.
Kritischer Jahresbericht iiber die Fort-
schritte der romanischen Philologie.
Literarische Echo.
Literarisches Centralblatt.
Literaturblatt fiir germanische und roman-
ische Philologie.
Le maitre PhonStique.
Malone Society, Pubhcations.
Modern Language Notes.
* Presented by the Publishers.
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Modern Language Review.
Modern Philology.
Munehener Beitrage zur romanisehen und
englischen Philologie.
Palaestra.
Poet-lore.
Praeger deutsche Studien.
Publications of the Modern Language
Association.
Quellen und Forschungen zur Sprach-
und Culturgeschichte der germanischen
Volker.
Rassegna Bibliografica.
Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de la France.
Revue des Etudes Rabelaisiennea.
Revue Germanique.
Revue Hispanique.
Romania.
Romanische Forschungen.
Schriften der Goethe Gesellschaft.
Scottish Text Society, Publications.
Societe des Anciens Testes francais, Pub-
hcations.
Society des Testes Francais Modernes,
Publications.
Studi Medievali.
Wiener Beitrage zur enghschen Philologie
.
Zeitschrift fur den deutschen Unterricht.
Zeitschrift fur deutsche Philologie.
Zeitschrift fur deutsches Altertum und
deutsche Litteratur.
Zeitschrift fur franzosisehe Sprache und
Litteratur.
Zeitschrift fur romanische Philologie.
Philology and Literature, Semitic.
American Journal of Semitic Languages Recueil de Travaux relatifs a la Philologie
and Literatures. et a l'Areheologie 6gvptiennes et
Jewish Quarterly Review.
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology.
Recueil d'archaeologie orientale.
Archeo e y
assyriennes.
Zeitschrift fur agyptisehe Sprache und
Altertumskunde.
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie.
Philosophy and Psychology.
American Journal of Psychology.
Annfe Psychologique.
Archiv fur die gesamte Psychologie.
Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie.
Archiv fur systematische Philosophie.
Archives de Psychologie.
British Journal of Psychology.
Bulletin de l'lnstitut Psychologique.
International Journal of Ethics.
Journal de Psychologie.
Journal fur Psychologie und Neurologic
Journal of Abnormal Psychology.
Journal of Animal Behaviour.
Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and
Scientific Methods.
Mind.
Monist.
Philosophical Magazine.
Philosophical Review.
Psychological Bulletin.
Psychological Review.
Psychological Review; Monograph Sup-
plements.
PsychologicalReview; Psychological Index.
Psychologische Arbeiten.
Psychologjsche Studien.
Revue de l'Hypnotisme.
Revue de Metaphysique.
Revue Philosophique.
*University of California Publications,
Philosophy.
*University of Toronto Studies, Psychology
Series.
Yierteljahrsschrift fur wissenschaftliche
Philosophie.
Zeitschrift fur angewandte Psychologie.
Zeitschrift fur Psychologie und Physio-
logic der Sinnesorgane: 1 abt., Zeit-
schrift fur Psychologie. 2 abt., Zeit-
schrift fur Sinnesphysiologie.
Religion
American Friend.
American Journal of Religious Psychology
and Education.
American Journal cf Theology.
tAssociation Monthly.
tAustralasian Intercollegian.
*Baptist Missionary Magazine.
fBible Student and Teacher.
Biblical World.
Bibliotheca Sacra.
*Deaconess Advocate.
fDeutsche christliche Studenten-Bewegung-
Mitteilungen.
tEvangel.
* Presented by the Publishers. f In Christian Association Library.
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Expositor.
Expository Times.
Friends' Missionary Advocate.
Hartford Seminary Record.
Harvard Theological Review.
fHerald of Gospel Liberty,
flntercollegian.
Journal of Biblical Literature.
Journal of Theological Studies.
fMedical Missionary.
fMissionary Review.
Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology.
Publications of the American Jewish
Historical Society.
fRecord of Christian Work.
Religious Education.
Revue Biblique.
Spirit of Missions.
tStudent Movement.
Washington Chapel Chronicle.
Woman's Missionary Friend.
fYoung Women of Canada.
Science,
American Journal of Anatomy.
American Journal of Physiology.
American Naturalist.
Anatomischer Anzeiger.
Archiv fiir Anatomie und Physiologie.
Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie.
Archiv fiir Entwicklungsmechanik der
Organismen.
Archiv fur mikroskopische Anatomie.
Archiv fiir Protistenkunde.
Bibliographia Physiologica.
Biologisehes Centralblatt.
Biometrika.
Botanische Zeitung. 1. Abtheilung.
Botanische Zeitung. 2. Abtheilung.
Botanisches Centralblatt.
Brown University, Contributions from the
Biological Laboratory.
Centralblatt fiir Physiologie.
Illinois State Laboratory of Natural
History Bulletin.
Jahrbiicher fiir wissenschaftliche Botanik.
Journal de Physiologie.
Journal of Experimental Zoology.
Journal of Physiology.
Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society.
Mittheilungen aus der Zoologischen Sta-
tion zu Neapel.
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical
Science.
University of California Publications,
Physiology.
University of California Publications,
Zoology.
University of Pennsylvania, Contribu-
tions from the Botanical Laboratories.
University of Pennsylvania, Contribu-
tions from the Zoological Laboratories.
University of Toronto Studies, Biological
Series.
University of Toronto Studies, Physio-
logical Series.
Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie.
Zoologischer Anzeiger.
Science, General.
American Journal of Science.
Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze
di Torino.
Bulletin de l'Acad^mie Imperiale des
Sciences de St. Pfitersbourg.
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
Engineering Series.
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin,
Science Series.
Comtes Rendus des Stances de l'Academie
des Sciences.
Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society Journal.
Kansas University, Science Bulletin.
Nature.
Miinchen-Koniglich bayerische Akademie
der Wissenschaft, Mathematisch-physi-
kalische Klasse.
New York State Museum Bulletin.
Oklahoma University Research Bulletin.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London.
Popular Science Monthly.
Proceedings of the American Philosophical
Society.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London.
Science.
Technology Review.
University of Missouri Studies, Science
Series.
Presented by the Publishers. t In Christian Association Library.
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Science, Geology,
Centralblatt fur Mineralogie.
Economic Geology.
Geographical Journal.
Geological Magazine.
Geologisches Centralblatt.
Georgia Geological Survey Bulletin.
Illinois Geological Survey Bulletin.
Journal of Geography.
Journal of Geology.
Meteorologische Zeitschrift.
Mineralogical Magazine.
and Geography.
Mineralogische und petrographische Mit-
theilungen.
National Geographic Magazine.
Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geologie
und Palseontologie.
Philadelphia Geographical Society Bulletin.
Quarterly Journal of the Geological
Society.
*U. S. Monthly Weather Review.
University of Toronto Studies, Geological
Series.
Mathematics, Chemistry, and Physics.
Acta Mathematica.
American Chemical Journal.
American Journal of Mathematics.
Annalen der Chemie.
Annalen der Physik.
Annales de Chimie et de Physique.
Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de
l'Universit6 de Toulouse.
Annales Scientifiques de l'Ecole Normale
Superieure.
Annali di Matematica.
Astrophysical Journal.
Beiblatter zu den Annalen der Physik.
Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesell-
schaft.
Bibliotheca Mathematica.
Bollettino di Bibliografia e Storia delle
Scienze Matematiche.
Bulletin de la Societe Mathematique.
Bulletin des Sciences Mathematiques.
Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Society.
Giornale di Mathematiche.
Jahrbuch uber die Fortschritte der
Mathematik.
Jahresbericht der deutschen mathematiker
Vereinigung.
Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der
Chemie.
Journal de Mathematiques.
Journal de Physique.
Journal fur die reine und angewandte
Mathematik.
Journal fur praktische Chemie.
Journal of the Chemical Society.
Mathematische Annalen.
Messenger of Mathematics.
Monatshefte fur Chemie.
Physical Review.
Physikalische Zeitschrift.
Proceedings of the London Mathematical
Society.
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics.
Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di
Palermo.
Science Abstracts.
Transactions of the American Mathe-
matical Society.
*U. S. Bureau of Standards Bulletin.
University of Pennsylvania Publications,
Astronomical Series.
University of Toronto Studies, Papers
from the Chemical Laboratories.
University of Toronto Studies, Papers
from the Physical Laboratories.
Zeitschrift fur anorganische Chemie.
Zeitschrift fur Elektrochemie.
Zeitschrift fur Mathematik und Physik.
Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie.
The library is open daily from eight a.m. to ten p.m. Books
may be taken out by the students unless specially reserved for
library reference use.
There are in Philadelphia the following important libraries
which are available for students:
The Philadelphia Library Company, which contains about
232,000 volumes and 30,000 pamphlets, and is at all times open
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to the students for consultation. Private subscription, for four
volumes, $12 a year, or $10 for nine months.
The Mercantile Library, which contains about 190,000 vol-
umes and 10,000 pamphlets. Private subscription, $5.00 a year
for two separate works at a time.
The Library of the Academy of Natural Sciences, which con-
tains about 68,000 volumes. The Council of the Academy has
generously conceded the use of its library and of its museum to
the students of Bryn Mawr College.
The Library of the University of Pennsylvania, which contains
about 314,000 volumes and 50,000 pamphlets. The custodians
of this library have always shown great courtesy in placing rare
volumes at the disposal of the college.
The Free Library of Philadelphia, which contains about
367,000 volumes and 89,000 pamphlets, and is at all times open
to the students for consultation.
The American Philosophical Society Library, which contains
about 53,000 volumes, admission by card.
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania Library, which con-
tains over 80,000 volumes, and 200,000 pamphlets, is for refer-
ence only. Every courtesy is extended to members of the college.
There are offered each year to undergraduates major courses
of five hours a week, for two years, in the following subjects:
Greek, Latin, English, German, French, Italian and Spanish,
Comparative Literature, Modern and Ancient History, Eco-
nomics and Politics, Philosophy and Psychology, Classical
Archaeology, History of Art, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry,
Geology, and Biology; and elective courses in the above and
in Biblical Literature, Experimental Psychology, and Education.
Graduate courses are offered in Sanskrit, and Indo-European
Philology, Greek, Latin, English Philology including Anglo-
Saxon, Early and Middle English, English Literature, German
Literature, Gothic, Teutonic Philology, Old Norse, Old High
German, Middle High German, Old Saxon, Modern and Old
French, Italian, Spanish, and other Romance Languages, Com-
parative Literature, Hebrew, Aramaic, Assyrian, Biblical Litera-
ture, History, Economics and Politics, Philosophy, Experi-
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Courses in
Language
and
Literature.
mental Psychology, Education, Classical Archseology, Mathe-
matics, Physics, Chemistry, Physical Chemistry, Geology,
Mineralogy, Palaeontology, Morphology, Physiology, and
Physiological Chemistry.
The courses in language and literature are meant, first of all,
to be complete in themselves and extensive enough to meet the
needs of special students, and secondly, to facilitate the study of
comparative philology or of comparative literature. Whenever
it has been practicable, as in Greek and Latin and in the modern
languages, one half of the major course has been devoted to
strictly linguistic studies, and the other half to the history of
literature. The group work in English is constructed on this
model, one half of the course being devoted to philology, and
the other half to literary interpretation. Courses of parallel
reading are required of all students of language and literature,
precisely as laboratory work is required of the students of chem-
istry or biology; these courses are intended to acquaint the stu-
dents with the works of numerous authors, and it is especially
hoped that students of Greek and Latin will, by this means,
accustom themselves to read these languages without assistance.
The courses in ancient and modern languages are of equal diffi-
culty, and are placed on a footing of equality. The traditional
separation between ancient and modern languages has been
disregarded, because, although strictly classical students may
always be inclined to combine Greek and Latin, there is, never-
theless, no modern literature of which the study may not fitly
be preceded, or supplemented, by the study of Latin or Greek.
Whenever possible, as in the courses in Greek, Latin, English,
German, and French literature, in history, politics, philosophy,
the history of art, mathematics, and science, the instruction is
given by means of lectures. It is the object of these lectures to
give a clear and succinct statement of facts and principles; to
enumerate and criticise with frankness hand-books, authorities,
and editions; to bring the student's knowledge up to date, and
to inform her, step by step, what things have been definitely
ascertained and what things remain to be investigated. It is
intended that the notes taken on these lectures, in addition to
their immediate practical use, shall be of lasting value for refer-
ence, and be the starting-point, or at least the schedule, of stud-
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ies to be undertaken at some future day. Every isolated stu-
dent knows how difficult it is to be initiated into the modern
scholastic movement otherwise than orally; therefore, in
addition to the lectures, the several instructors appoint certain
hours in which the students may consult them freely. The lec-
tures are accompanied by class work, prescribed reading, and
by frequent examinations; they are strictly special, not popular.
The Professors or Associates appointed are the recognised
heads of their departments, and only such instructors have been
chosen as are qualified to direct both graduate and undergradu-
ate work.
The undergraduate and graduate courses offered in the years Courses of
1911-12 and 1912-13 are as follows: ^'uonf'
Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.
Professors and instructors: Dr. Arthur Leslie Wheeler, Dr.
Henry Nevill Sanders, Dr. Wilmer Cave Wright, Dr. George A.
Barton, Dr. Tenney Frank, Dr. James Fulton Ferguson (elect),
Dr. Elwood Austin Welden, Miss Abby Kirk, Dr. Cornelia
Catlin Coulter, and Miss Mary Hamilton Swindler.
Exceptional facilities for the study of all departments of clas-
sical philology are offered by the large classical library owned
by the college. The greater part of this library is formed by
the well-known collection of the late Professor Hermann Sauppe,
of Gottingen, which was acquired in 1894. This has been
supplemented by purchases made by the college library, so
that the classical library now numbers some seven thousand
volumes, including complete sets of most of the important
journals, and about seven thousand dissertations and mono-
graphs.
Sanskrit and Comparative Philology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Elwood Austin Welden, Lecturer in French and Sanskrit.
Graduate Courses.
Lectures on Comparative Philology and Philological Seminary.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
Students entering this course are expected to be familiar with German and French; a C/OUVSCS*
short preliminary course in Sanskrit is also of great aid to the student. The lectures on
comparative philology treat of the connection of the Greek and Latin languages with the
Graduate
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related languages of the Aryan group, first, phonetically, secondly, from the point of view
of grammatical forms, and lastly, from the point of view of syntax. In the first part of
tr_e course, which covers what dining the past years has been the field of the most active
research, the student is introduced to the latest theories and discoveries in Aryan phonetics,
and is expected to read and criticise the articles appearing from time to time in the philo-
logical journals, and to prepare reports on these articles. The same method is pursued
during the investigation of the history of forms; and in the third part of the course the stu-
dent begins the study of comparative syntax by a close comparison of the use of cases and
verbal forms in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.
Elementary Sanskrit. Tvco hours a Keek throughout the year.
"Whitney's Grammar is used and the classical selections from Lanman's Reader are read,
followed by rapid reading in some easy text of the classical literature. Exercises in Sans-
krit prose composition are prepared by the student.
The courses in Comparative Philology and in Elementary Sanskrit will not, as a rule,
be given in the same year.
Advanced Sanskrit. One hour a week throughout the year.
Lectures are given on the phonology and morphology of Sanskrit. The study of Lan-
man's Reader is continued and Lvalidasa'a Cakuniald, Act I, is read.
Greek.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Henry Nevill Sanders, Professor of Greek: Dr. Wilmer Cave
Wright, Associate Professor of Greek: Dr. George A. Barton,
Professor of Biblical Literature and Semitic Languages, and
Miss Abby Kirk, Reader in Elementary Greek. The instruc-
tion offered in Classical Greek covers twenty-five hours of lec-
tures and recitations a week apart from courses in Classical
Archaeology and New Testament Greek; it includes five hours
a week of Matriculation Greek; ten hours a week of under-
graduate major and minor work; five hours a week of post-
major work, open only to graduates and to undergraduates that
have completed the major course in Greek; and five hours a
week of graduate work.
A course of five hours a week throughout the year is provided for those
students that wish to study Greek, and whose examination for matricula-
tion did not include it. Grammar and Composition are studied. Xeno-
phon's Anabasis or Memorabilia and selections from Homer are read.
Students that wish may substitute for this course the minor, or first shear's
course in Latin. Either the matriculation course in Greek or the minor
course in Latin is required of all candidates for the degree of Bachelor of
Arts that have not passed the matriculation examination in Greek. This
course is given by Miss Kirk under the direction of Dr. Wright.
FmsT Yeab.
{Minor Course.)
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
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Plato, Apology,'Crito, Dr. Sanders. Two hour* a week.
Greek Prose Composition, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Homer, Odyssey, Dr. Wright. Two hour* a week.
(May be taken as a free elective.)
The Greek courses may not be offered for examination for advanced standing without
class attendance.
Private reading: Euripides, Alcestis, 11. 1 to end must be read by students taking the
five-hour course; Euripides, Alcestis, 11. 1-475 must be read by students taking the course
in Homer only; Sophocles, Philocletes, 11. 1-728 must be read by students taking the courses
in Plato and in Greek Prose Composition, omitting the course in Homer. Examinations
on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated times during the semester by all
students pursuing the Greek courses.
2nd Semester.
Euripides, Medea, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Greek Prose Composition, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Homer, Iliad, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
(May be taken as a free elective.)
The Greek courses may not be offered for examination for advanced standing without
class attendance.
Private reading: Sophocles, Philoctetes, 11. 1-1080 and 1218-1313 must be read by
students taking the five-hour course; Euripides, Alcestis, 11. 476-961 must be read by students
taking the course in Homer only; Sophocles, Philoctetes, 11. 729 to end must be read by
students taking the courses in Euripides and Greek Prose Composition, omitting the course
in Homer. Examinations on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated times
during the semester by all students pursuing the Greek courses.
Second Year.
1st Semester. (.Given in each year.)
Demosthenes, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Aristophanes, Frogs, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
History of Greek Literature, Ionio-Dorian, and Attic periods, Dr.
Wright. Two hours a week.
No student is admitted to any part of the major course in Greek who has not completed
all the work of the minor course.
Private reading: iEschylus, Prometheus Vinctus, 11. 1 to end must be read by students
taking the five-hour course; jEschylus, Persoe, 11. 1-680 must be read by students taking
the courses in Demosthenes and Aristophanes, omitting the course in Greek literature;
.lEschylus, Prometheus Vinctus, 11. 1-436 must be read by students taking the course in
Greek literature, omitting the courses in Demosthenes and Aristophanes. Examinations
on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated times during the semester by all
students pursuing the Greek courses.
2nd Semester.
Thucydides, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Sophocles, (Edipus Rex, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
History of Greek Literature, Attic, Alexandrine, and Graeco-Roman
periods, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
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No student is admitted to any part of the major course in Greek who has not completed
all the work of the minor course.
The second year's work of the major course may be divided so as to cover a period of
two years; but if elected for the first semester, the lectures on literature must be elected
for the second semester also. The lectures on Demosthenes and Thucydides and the one-
hour courses in Aristophanes and Sophocles may not be elected separately.
Private reading: JEschylus, Persa, 11. 1 to end must be read by students taking the five-
hour course: JEschylus, Persae, 11. 681 to end must be read by students taking the courses
in Thucydides and Sophocles, omitting the course in Greek literature; JEschylus, Prometheus
Vinctus, 11. 437-876 must be read by students taking the course in Greek literature, omitting
the courses in Thucydides and Sophocles Examinations on the private reading must be
taken at one of two stated times during the semester by all students pursuing the Greek
courses.
Group: Greek with any language, or with Philosophy, or with
Ancient History, or with Classical Archaeology, or with Mathe-
matics.
Feee Elective Corr.sz;.
Minor courses, amounting to ten hours a week which ma3T be taken as
free electives, are offered in Classical Archaeology and Ancient History.
See pages 136 to 138 and 151.
Post-major Coeeses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between
the ordinary- undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount
of time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges gradu-
ate students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Xo student that has not completed the minor and major courses in Greek
is admitted to any post-major course in Greek.
In 1911-12 the following post-major courses are offered:
1st Semester.
Plato, Phcedrus and Protagoras, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Sophocles, Trachinioe, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Theocritus, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
2nd Semester.
Melic Poets, or Euripides, Orestes, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Greek Prose Composition, Rhetoric, and the Theory of Imitative Writ-
ing, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Euripides, Heracles, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Lucian, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
In 1912-13 the following post-major courses are offered:
1st Semester.
JEschylus, Oresteia, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Aristophanes, Acharnians, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Menander and Bucolic Poets, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
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2nd Semester.
Pindar and Bacchylides, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Sophocles, Electra, or Euripides, Eleclra, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Herondas and Sophocles, Ajax, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
In 1913-14 the following post-major courses are offered:
1st Semester.
Minor Orations of the Attic Orators, Dr. Sanders. Two hours a week.
Sophocles, Antigone, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Theocritus, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
2nd Semester.
vEschylus, Agamemnon, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Thucydides, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Euripides, Bacchos, Dr. Sanders. One hour a week.
Lucian, Ajax, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week.
Graduate Courses.
Five hours a week of seminary work are offered each year to graduate Graduate
students of Greek, accompanied by the direction of private reading and Courses.
original research. The books needed by the graduate students are col-
lected in the seminary library of the department. No undergraduates are
admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary library, but the post-
major courses of the department amounting to five hours a week may be
elected by graduates.
The seminary subjects in Greek are varied from year to year in two series;
Attic Tragedy, Orators, and Historians, and the Homeric Question, Me-
nander, Plato, and Aristophanes, in order that they may be pursued by a
student for several consecutive years. Students electing Greek as part of
the work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are required to offer with
each three hour seminary a two hour seminary and vice versa, so as to make
up five hours of seminary work, but both seminaries need not be taken in
the same year. Three five hour courses are required of students who offer
Greek as a major subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy; two five hour courses are required when Greek is the only
minor subject offered, and one five hour course when two minors are
offered. A large part of the work expected of graduate students consists
of courses of reading pursued under the direction of the department; and
reports of this reading are from time to time required of the students. A
reading knowledge of French and German is required. The course in
comparative philology is recommended to graduate students of Greek.
For graduate courses in Classical Archaeology, which may be offered as a
minor by students taking Greek as a subject for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy, see page 153.
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Greek Seminary, Dr. Sanders. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is Attic Tragedy. The work of the seminary
in textual criticism is devoted to the editing of Euripides's Orestes, while the special work
is devoted to the plays bearing on the Orestes myth. Members of the seminary report
on assigned subjects and give critical summaries of current classical literature.
In 1912-13 Greek orators will be studied in the seminary. The work consists of the
reading of large portions of all the orators and the critical interpretation of a selected part
of each. Lectures are given on legal antiquities, the syntax, and the style of the various
authors, in conjunction with which Dionysius of Haliearnassus and the Greek Rhetoricians
are studied. The later rhetoricians are treated and their criticism of antiquity investigated.
The second semester will be devoted to Isocrates and the exponents of rhythmic prose.
Students are expected to provide themselves with the Teubner text editions of Antiphon,
Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, Isa?us, ^Eschines, Hypereides, and Demosthenes. The
classical library is well equipped with works on the orators.
In 1913-14 the main subject of the seminary will be the Greek Historians. Thucydides
is studied in detail and reports are made on data of history contained in Greek literature
in general. Lectures are given by the instructor on subjects connected with Greek his-
toriography, such as the composition of Thucydides's history, the syntax and style of
Thucydides, the history of early prose, Greek historical inscriptions.
Greek Seminary, Dr. Wright. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 the seminary is in Plato. The work is mainly literary and critical. Lectures
on the style, philosophy, and chronology of the dialogues are given by the instructor; a
detailed interpretation of a portion of Plato, and reports on topics set for discussion are
given by the class. The students are expected to read the Republic, Theodetus, Parmenides,
and Sophist and discuss certain problems arising from these dialogues. The aim of the
course is to lay a foundation for independent work by familiarising the students with the
achievements of German scholarship and the general field of Platonic literature up to the
present day. Analyses of German and Latin dissertations are expected from the class.
Lutoslawski's Origin and Growth of Plato's Logic will be studied and criticised in detail.
Every member of the seminary should provide herself in advance with a complete text of
Plato. The Teubner (Leipsic) or Clarendon Press (Oxford) editions are recommended.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary in the first semester will be Menander. A thor-
ough study of all the extant fragments of Menander is made with reports by the students
on Menander's style, metres, text, and influence on Latin Comedy. The recent discovery
of considerable remains of Menander's Comedies and the publication of the Cairo Menander
(1907) have provided sufficient material to make such a course profitable to students of the
Greek drama.
In the second semester the subject of the seminary is the Homeric Question, and the
work consists of a review of the discussions of the Homeric poems since the publication
of Wolf's Prolegomena. The various tests that have been applied to the poems by archa>
ologists, linguists, historians of myths, and aesthetic critics are taken up and criticised in
detail.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be Aristophanes. The aim of the seminary
is to make the students familiar with the more important Aristophanic literature up to
the present day. Portions of the text are interpreted by the class and reports on assigned
topics, literary, historical, and archaeological, connected with the plays are expected from
all the members. All the comedies of Aristophanes are read in the course of the year;
lectures are given by the instructor on the metres and syntax of Aristophanes, on the dra-
matic structure of the plays and on the history of Attic comedy. Part of the work consists
of analyses of Latin and German dissertations on Aristophanes which are presented by
members of the class. Every member of the class should provide herself in advance with
a complete text of Aristophanes. The Teubner (Leipsic) or Clarendon Press (Oxford)
editions are recommended.
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Latin.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Arthur Leslie Wheeler, Professor of Latin, Dr. Tenney
Frank, Associate Professor of Latin, Dr. James Fulton Fer-
guson, Associate (elect) in Ancient History and Latin, Dr.
Cornelia Catlin Coulter and Miss Mary Hamilton Swindler,
Readers in Latin. The instruction offered in Latin covers
twenty-four hours of lectures and recitations a week, and in-
cludes ten hours a week of undergraduate major and minor
work; eight hours a week of post-major work open only to
graduates and to undergraduates that have completed the
major course in Latin; and six hours a week of graduate work.
Fibst Year.
(Minor Course.)*
1st Semester. (.Given in each year.)
Cicero, Letters, Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Coulter, and Miss Swindler. Major
Two hours a week. Course.
Latin Prose Composition, Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Coulter, and Miss Swindler.
One hour a week.
In 1912-13 the class will be divided into three sections which will be conducted by Dr.
Wheeler, Dr. Ferguson, and Miss Swindler. Each section will be assigned to a different
instructor in the second semester.
Horace, Odes, Dr. Frank, Dr. Coulter, and Miss Swindler.
Two hours a week.
(May be taken as a free elective.)
In 1912-13 the class will bt divided into three sections which will be conducted by Dr.
Frank, Dr. Ferguson, and Miss Swindler. Each section will be assigned to a different
instructor in the second semester.
Private reading: Stories from Gellius (first half) must be read by students taking the
courses in Cicero and Latin Prose Composition; Sallust, Catilina (first half) must be read by
students taking the course in Horace. Examinations on the private reading must be taken
at one of two stated times during the semester by all students pursuing'the Latin courses.
2nd Semester.
Terence, Phormio and Adelphoe, Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Coulter, and Miss
Swindler. Two hours a week.
Latin Prose Composition, Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Coulter, and Miss Swindler.
One Iwur a week.
Horace, Selections from the Satires and Epistles and Vergil, Eclogues,
Dr. Frank, Dr. Coulter, and Miss Swindler. Two hours a week.
(May be taken as a free elective.)
* For regulations regarding the passing off of the Minor Latin, see footnote, page 53.
Students passing off the Minor Latin course for advanced standing are not required to
take the separate examinations in private reading.
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Private reading: Stories from Gellius (second half) must be read by students taking the
courses in Terence and Latin Prose Composition; Sallust, Calilina (second half) must be
read by students taking the course in Horace. Examinations on the private reading
must be taken at one of two stated times during the semester by all students pursuing the
Latin courses.
Second Yeab.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Tacitus, Annals, Dr. Wheeler. Three hours a week.
The reading is devoted chiefly to those parts of Books i-vi bearing on the character of
Tiberius, a study of which forms one of the main objects of the course. Other important
topics are Tacitus's method as a historian, his style as a writer, the peculiarities of "Silver"
Latin, etc. Several lectures are given on these and other subjects.
No student is admitted to any part of the major course in Latin who has not completed
the work of the minor course. The major courses may not be offered for examination for
advanced standing without class attendance.
Lectures on Latin Literature, Dr. Frank. Two hours a week.
The lectures in this course treat the history of Latin Literature from its earliest beginnings
down to the end of the second century of the Christian era, including all the authors from
whose writings any important remains have been preserved. The libraries in each hall
contain texts of the most important authors and extensive reading is required.
Private reading: Cicero, De Seneciute (first half) must be read by students taking the
course in Tacitus; Tacitus, Agricola (first half) must be read by students taking the course
in Latin Literature. Examinations on the private reading must be taken at one of two
stated times during the semester by all students pursuing the Latin courses.
2nd Semester.
Latin Comedy, Plautus and Terence, Dr. Wheeler. Three hours a week.
The origin, development, and characteristics of Roman comedy are studied. Much
attention is devoted to the peculiarities of archaic and colloquial Latin and to the reading
of the simpler metres. Such topics as the theatre, stage, and actors receive special treat-
ment in lectures. Three or four plays are read in class.
Lectures on Latin Literature (continued), Dr. Frank. Two hows a week.
The second year's work of the major course may be divided so as to cover a period of
two years; but if elected for the first semester, the lectures on literature must be elected for
the second semester also.
No student is admitted to any part of the major course in Latin who has not completed
the work of the minor course. The major courses may not be offered for examination for
advanced standin'g without class attendance.
Private reading: Cicero, De Seneciute (second half) must be read by students taking the
course in Latin Comedy; Tacitus, Agricola (second half) must be read by students taking
the course in Latin Literature. Examinations on the private reading must be taken at
one of two stated times during the semester by all students pursuing the Latin courses.
Group: Latin with any language, or with Classical Archae-
ology, or with Ancient History, or with Mathematics.
Fbee Elective Couesb.
Lectures On Roman Life, Dr. Frank. One hour a week throughout the year.
An attempt is made to describe briefly Roman social and economic conditions, as well
as the development of religious beliefs and institutions.
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Post-major Cocbses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between Post-
tine ordinary undergraduate studies* and graduate work. As the amount N<i'i<>>'
of time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges grad- '-°'"'srs -
uate students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Xo student that has not completed the minor and major courses in Latin
is admitted to any post-major course in Latin.
In 1911-12 and again in 1913-14 the following post-major courses are offered:
1st Semester.
Roman Satire, its Origin and Development, Dr. Wheeler.
Two hours a week.
The subject is treated historically in order to give an outline of the origin and develop-
ment of Satire. The class reads selections from Horace, Persius, Seneca, Petronius, and
Juvenal, together with some of the fragments of Ennius, Lucilius, and Varro. The readings
are supplemented by occasional lectures. Each student is required to prepare at least
one paper on an assigned topic in each semester.
Lectures on Roman History, Dr. Frank. Three hours a week.
Collateral reading is assigned from the Latin sources and independent reports on special
topics are required.
Advanced Latin Prose Composition, Dr. Frank. One hour a week.
This course was given by Dr. Coulter in 1911-12.
Lucretius, Dr. Coulter. Two hours a week.
The first three books of the De Rerum Natura and selections from the remaining books
are studied.
2nd Semester.
Roman Satire (continued), Dr. Wheeler. Two hours a week.
Cicero and Caesar, Dr. Frank. Three hours a week.
An effort will be made by means of lectures, discussions, and extensive reading to gain
an intimate acquaintance with the literary work and the political careers of Cicero and
Cffisar.
Advanced Latin Prose Composition (continued), Dr. Frank.
One hour a week.
This course was given by Dr. Coulter in 1911-12.
Latin Corned}-
,
Plautus and Terence, Dr. Coulter. Two hours a week.
Several plays of Plautus and Terence are read, and reports on topics connected with the
plays are presented in class.
In 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 the following post-major courses are offered:
1st Semester.
Roman Elegy, its Origin and Development, Dr. Wheeler.
Two hours a week.
An effort is made to trace historically the development of this branch of poetry among
the Romans. Selections from Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid are read and tlir
readings are supplemented by occasional lectures. Special attention is dtvoted to the
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structure and reading of the elegiac distich and to the characteristics of Roman poetic
diction. Each student is required to prepare papers on assigned topics in each semester.
The Life and Works of Vergil, Dr. Frank. Three hours a week.
The larger part of the Aeneid, two books of the Georgics and some of the Eclogues and
Pseudo-Vergiliana are read and discussed.
Advanced Latin Prose Composition, Dr. Frank. One hour a week.
The Roman Empire from Trajan to Diocletian, Dr. Ferguson.
Two hours a week.
This course is a study of the period of greatest prosperity of the empire, its decline and
the break up of the Roman nation, the beginnings of German migrations, the attempts
to iorm independent nations, and the reorganisation under Diocletian. The course will
consist largely of research on the part of the student.
2nd Semester.
Roman Elegy (continued), Dr. Wheeler. Two hours a week.
Roman Prose of the Empire, Dr. Frank. Three hours a week.
Selections from Velleius, Seneca, Quintilian, Tacitus, Suetonius, Apuleius and Minu-
cius Felix will be read.
Advanced Latin Prose Composition (continued), Dr. Frank.
One hour a week.
The Roman Empire from Trajan to Diocletian, Dr. Ferguson (con-
tinued) . Two hours a week.
Graduate Coueses.
Graduate Six hours a week of seminary work arid graduate lectures are offered
Courses, each year to graduate students of Latin accompanied by the direction of
private reading and original research. The books needed by graduate
students are collected in the seminary library of the department. No
undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary
library, but the post-major courses of the department amounting to eight
hours a week may be elected by graduates.
The graduate work in Latin is conducted according to the seminary
method and is intended not only to broaden the student's knowledge, but
also to teach methods of work. The graduate courses in Latin are varied
from year to year in two series, Roman Comedy, Lyric Poetry and Elegy,
and Roman History, Epigraphy and Literature, or Syntax. Students
electing Latin as part of the work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
are required to offer with each three hour seminary a two hour seminary
and vice versa, so as to make up five hours of seminary work, but both
seminaries need not be taken in the same year. Such students are recom-
mended to attend the Journal Club. Three five hour courses are required
of students who offer Latin as a major subject in the examination for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy; two five hour courses are required when
Latin is the only minor subject offered and one five hour course when two
minors are offered. It is desirable that all students who intend to do
advanced work in Latin should have some knowledge of Greek. A reading
knowledge of French and German is also necessary.
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Latin Seminary, Dr. "Wheeler. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 Roman Elegy as represented by Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid is the subject
of the seminary. In addition to a careful study of selected poems an effort is made to
trace the history of elegy among the Romans. The various topics connected with the
subject are treated in detail as far as time permits, and the students are encouraged to
familiarise themselves with the best literature in editions, periodicals, and dissertations.
The texts recommended are the Oxford Clarendon Press editions of Catullus, Tibullus,
and Propertius edited respectively by Ellis, Postgate, and Phillimore, 1906.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be Latin Comedy. All the plays of Plautus
and Terence are read by the students; single plays form the basis of special work on the
language, text, metres, etc.
Students should provide themselves with the text edition of Plautus, edited by W. M.
Lindsay, Oxford, 1903-0-1, and with Dziatzko's text of Terence, Leipsic, Tauchnitz, 1S84.
The plays of Plautus, annotated by Brix, Leipsic, Teubner, 1SSS-1901, and by Lorenz,
Berlin, 'SVeidmann, 1876-S6, and the plays of Terence, annotated by Dziatzko (revised by
Hauler,) 1898 and 1903 (Teubner), and by Spengel, 1879 and 1905, Weidmann, are also
recommended. P. Terenti Afri Commcedice, edited by S. G. Ashmore, Oxford University
Press, New York, 1908, is a convenient commentary.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be the Roman Lyric in the Period of the
Republic. After a rapid survey of the fragmentary lyric remains of the predecessors
and contemporaries of Catullus, the poems of Catullus himself are studied in detail. Stu-
dents should have Catulli carmina (Oxford text, 1904), edited by Robinson Ellis, and either
the same scholar's Commentary on Catullus, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 18S9 (second edition),
or G. Friedrich's Catulli Teronensis liber, Leipsic and Berlin, 190S (Teubner).
Latin Seminary, Dr. Frank. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 selected topics in Roman Literature are studied. The work consists of studies
in the beginnings of the Roman epic, tragedy, and prose, special attention being paid to the
relation of the literature to historical events and native influences. The students read
reports on special subjects assigned to them. A study of Latin Syntax may be substituted.
In 1912-13 Roman History from the sources is the subject of the seminary. The object
of this study is to examine in detail the course of events during the last years of the Roman
Republic, and to familiarise the student with the sources of historical knowledge for that
period. The course consists largely of research work on the part of the student
In 1913-14 the work of the seminary will be Latin Epigraphy and Paleography. About
two-thirds of the course is devoted to the study of the Corpus Inscriptionum. The ques-
tions assigned for investigation deal mainly with Roman political institutions, public and
private life, and with historical grammar. Dessau's Inscriptiones Latinae Selectae is used
in the class room. The paleographical facsimiles of Chatelain, Zangemeister and Watten-
bach, and Arndt form the basis for work in the latter part of the course.
Latin Journal Club, Dr. "Wheeler and Dr. Frank.
One and a half hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
The instructors and the advanced students meet to report on and discuss recent articles
and books.
Modern Languages.
Professors and instructors: Dr. M. Carey Thomas, Dr. Fonger
DeHaan, Dr. Albert Schinz,* Miss Lucy Martin Donnelly, Dr.
Karl Detlev Jessen, Dr. Carleton Fairchild Brown,* Dr. Richard
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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Thayer Holbrook, Dr. Orie Latham Hatcher, Dr. Alfred Horatio
Upham, Dr. Agathe Lasch, Mr. Samuel Arthur King, Dr.
Samuel Moore, Dr. Ellwood Austin Welden, M. Louis Cons,
Dr. Regina Katharine Crandall,* Miss Georgiana Goddard
King,* Dr. Emma Haeberli, Miss Mary Jeffers, Miss Edna
Aston Shearer, Miss Margaret Grace Skinner, Miss Beatrice
Daw, Miss Helen Estabrook Sandison, Miss Mary Ruth George,
and Miss Amelia Elizabeth "White.
English.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. M. Carey Thomas, Professor of English, Miss Lucy Martin
Donnelly, Professor of English, Dr. Carleton Fairchild Brown, *
Professor of English Philology, Dr. Orie Latham Hatcher,
Associate in Comparative Literature and Elizabethan Litera-
ture, Dr. Alfred Horatio Lpham, Associate Professor of English
Literature, Mr. Samuel Arthur King, Xon-resident Lecturer in
English Diction, Dr. Samuel Moore, Lecturer in English Phil-
ology, Dr. Regina Katharine Crandall,*Miss Georgiana Goddard
King,* Miss Edna Aston Shearer, Miss Margaret Grace Skinner,
Miss Beatrice Daw, Miss Helen Estabrook Sandison, Miss
Mary Ruth George and Miss Amelia Elizabeth White, Readers
in English, and Miss Ida Langdon, Reader (elect) in English.
The instruction offered in English covers forty-four hours of
lectures and recitations a week, and includes two years of lec-
tures on literature and language required of every candidate
for the Bachelor's degree; two years of Minor and Major Eng-
lish, which presuppose as much information as is contained in
the required course, and may be elected in combination with the
major course in any other language, or with comparative litera-
ture, or as a free elective; six hours a week of free elective work;
one hour a week of elective courses in English diction, and
graduate courses in English literature, Anglo-Saxon, and Early
and Middle English, and Elizabethan Literature.
Required The required course consists of lectures on literature and language, in
Loarse. wj1jc]1 ^q history of English literature is regarded as far as possible from
the point of view of European literature generally; a study of the prin-
ciples of English composition with constant practice in writing; and
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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courses of private reading, which are meant to familiarise the student
with English authors. The instruction in English composition is given in
three ways: in introductory lectures, in written corrections on papers
written by the students, and in conferences between the instructors and
students. The course in English composition and rhetoric is connected
with the lectures on literature and language and may not be elected
separately.
First Year.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Lectures on the history of the English language and Anglo-Saxon litera-
ture, with an introduction into the study of early Teutonic literature and
mythology, Miss Donnelly. Three hours a week.
The Principles of Articulation, Mr. King. One hour a fortnight.
This course deals with a system of oral gymnastics, by which a distinct, firm, and fluent
articulation can be acquired. The means of instruction for improving the quality of the
speaking voice, and for acquiring a correct production, are pointed out. Special attention
is paid to the cure of nasality and other vicious habits of speaking. The common errors
of articulation and the vulgarisms constantly heard in every-day speech are clearly defined.
A special class will be formed to assist those students whose defects of articulation are so
marked as to make it difficult for them to work with the other members of the class.
English Composition and Rhetoric, Miss Donnelly, Dr. Crandall, Miss
Shearer, Miss Skinner, Miss Daw, Miss Sandison, Miss White.
One and a half hours a week.
The lectures on the history of the English language and the course in English composi-
tion and rhetoric may not be elected separately. The work in English composition consists
of five short papers each week on subjects drawn from the student's personal experience,
and one longer paper each fortnight on a subject drawn from the lectures on the history
of the English language and literature. In the rhetoric course the principles of English
composition are studied and their practice taught in the papers written by the students.
A written examination is held on the work in English composition and rhetoric at the end
of the semester. Written examinations on the lectures are held from time to time during
the semester and credit is given for the style and structure of the papers.
2nd Semester.
Lectures on the history of English literature to the death of Spenser,
inclusive, with an introduction into the study of mediaeval literature,
Miss Donnelly. Three hours a week.
The Principles of Articulation (continued), Mr. King. One hour a fortnight.
English Composition and Rhetoric, Miss Donnelly, Dr. Crandall, Miss
Shearer, Miss Skinner, Miss Daw, Miss Sandison, Miss White.
One and a half hours a week.
The lectures on the history of English literature and the course in English composition
and rhetoric may not be elected separately. The work of the second semester is divided
into two parts. The first part exactly continues the arrangement of the first semester;
in the second part the work consists of one short paper each fortnight on a subject drawn
from the student's personal experience and two long papers on a subject drawn from the
lectures. In the rhetoric course the principles of English composition are studied through-
out the semester and their practice taught in the papers written by the students. A written
examination on the work in English composition and rhetoric is held at the end of each
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semester. Written examinations on the lectures on the history of English literature are
held from time to time during the semester and credit is given for the style and structure
of the papers.
Second Yeae.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Lectures on the history of English literature from the death of Spenser
to the Restoration, inclusive, with a short account of the influences of the
contemporary continental literatures, Miss Donnelly. Three hours a week.
The Sonant Properties of Speech, Mr. King. One hour a fortnight.
This course consists of a detailed study of the principles of inflection, pitch, and rhythm,
together with special treatment of emphasis and rules on pausing. Students are required
from time to time to read aloud in order that individual faults may be corrected.
English Composition, Miss Donnelly, Dr. Crandall, Miss Shearer, Miss
Skinner, Miss Daw, Miss Sandison. One and a half hours a week.
The lectures on the history of English literature and the course in English composition
may not be elected separately. The course in English composition consists of one short
paper each week on a subject drawn from the student's personal experience, two argumen-
tative papers, and one critical paper on a subject drawn from the lectures on the history
of English literature. A written examination on the work in English composition is held
at the end of each semester. Written examinations on the lectures on the history of
English literature are held from time to time during the semester and at the end of each
semester and credit is given for the style and structure of the papers.
2nd Semester.
Lectures on the history of English literature from the Restoration to the
present time, Miss Donnelly. Three hours a week.
The Sonant Properties of Speech (continued), Mr. King.
One hour a fortnight.
English Composition, Miss Donnelly, Dr. Crandall, Miss Shearer, Miss
Skinner, Miss Daw, Miss Sandison. One and a half hours a week.
The lectures on the history of English literature and the course in English composition
may not be elected separately. The work of the semester in English composition con-
sists of one short paper each week on a subject drawn from the student's personal experi-
ence, one twenty-four page critical paper on an author chosen by the student with the
approval of her instructor, and two shorter so-called imitative papers during the writing
of which the principles of imitative writing are discussed in the lectures. A written exam-
ination is held on the work at the end of each semester. Written examinations on the
lectures on the history of English literature are held from time to time during the semester
and at the end of each semester and credit is given for the style and structure of the papers.
The major course in English differs slightly from the other major courses
of the college, in that it must always have been preceded by two years'
study of English in the required undergraduate courses, and is intended for
graduate students or for those undergraduate students who are anxious to
specialise in English. Any of the courses, except the courses in English
Poetry from Donne to Milton, in Classical and Romantic Prose, and in
Middle English Poetry and Chaucer, may be taken separately as free
electives by students that have completed the required course. Students
wishing to specialise in language may substitute the course in Middle
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English Romances or the courses in Middle English Poetry and Chaucer
for the course in Classical and Romantic Prose, and the course in Anglo-
Saxon for either the course in English Poetry from 1780 to 1832 or the
course in English Poetry from Donne to Milton, but all students taking a
major course in English must take either the course in Anglo-Saxon or
the course in Middle English Romances, or the courses in Middle English
Poetry and Chaucer.
First Year.
Minor Course. {Literature.)
English Critics of the Nineteenth Century, Dr. Upham.
Tliree hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
Certain English essayists of the nineteenth century are studied with particular regard
to their theories of criticism. In the first semester the authors usually chosen are Carlyle,
Newman, and Matthew Arnold; in the second semester Ruskin, Pater, and Swinburne
are discussed. Occasional short reports and one long paper in each semester, and one
long essay must be prepared by the students attending the course.
English Poetry from 1780 to 1832, Miss Donnelly.
Two haurs a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This course consists of a detailed study of the poetry of "Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
Shelley, Keats, and Landor. The course in Anglo-Saxon may be substituted for this course
if desired.
Minor Course. (Language.)
Anglo-Saxon, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The first semester is devoted to an outline of Anglo-Saxon grammar as presented in
Siever's Old English Grammar (Cook's translation) and to the reading of the prose selec-
tions in Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader. In the second semester after reading one or two
of the shorter Anglo-Saxon poems, the Beowulf is taken up (Holthausen's or Schucking's
text) and the first two-thirds of the poem is read with the class.
Middle English Romances, Dr. Brown. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
Selected romances are read by the members of the class. The lectures treat the devel-
opment of romance literature in English with special reference to the romances of Ger-
manic origin and the Arthurian cycle. The course in Classical and Romantic Prose or
the courses in Middle English Poetry and Chaucer may be substituted for this course if
desired.
Second Yeae.
(Literature.)
Classical and Romantic Prose, Dr. Upham.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
Tliree general subjects are considered in the course: the theories of classical criticism
studied in the work of Dr. Johnson; the transition in critical thought represented in Edmund
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Burke; and modern criticism of Shakespeare with particular attention to the writings of
Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt, and De Quincey. Class-room discussion is encouraged and vari-
ous reports are required.
English Drama, Miss Donnelly. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12.)
This course is intended to give students that have completed the required course in
English a more intimate knowledge of the later Elizabethan and the Jacobean drama.
The lectures follow the development of the realistic and romantic tendencies in the comedy
and tragedy of the period both as an expression of the national life and of the individual
genius of the various dramatists. Selected plays of Shakespeare, Middleton, Ben Jonson,
Beaumont and Fletcher, and other dramatists are read in connection with the lectures.
This course is open only to those students who are taking the English group. The course
in English Poetry from 17S0 to 1832 or the course in Anglo-Saxon may be substituted for
this course if desired.
English Poetry from Donne to Milton, Miss Donnelly.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
In the first semester the minor poets of the seventeenth century will be studied with
special stress on Donne and the Metaphysical School, and Herrick. The second semester
will be devoted entirely to Milton and a critical study made of his style. The course in
English Poetry from 1780 to 1832 or the course in Anglo-Saxon may be substituted for
this course if desired.
(Language.)
Middle English Poetry, Dr. BrO"nn. Three hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The purpose of the course is to give the student a direct acquaintance with some of the
more important pieces of Middle English verse. Selections are read from Layamon's
Brut, Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle, Laurence Minot, Robert of Brunne's Handlyng
Synne, and Langland's Vision of Piers Plowman. The Owl and the Nightingale and Pearl
will be read in full. In connection with the reading of these texts lectures are given on the
development of the language and literature during the Middle English period. The
course is designed as an introduction to the course on Chaucer given in the second semester
but may be taken independently. This course is open only to those students who are
taking or have taken at least one other course in English in addition to the required courses.
The course in Classical and Romantic Prose or the course in Middle English Romances
may be substituted for thi3 course and the course on Chaucer if desired. This course was
given by Dr. Moore in 1911-12.
Chaucer, Dr. Brown. Three hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
In this course the best of the Canterbury Tales are studied, also the Legend of Good Women,
The House of Fame, and portions of Troilus and Criseyde. The lectures discuss Chaucer's
sources and literary art, and his relation to the English, French, and Italian literature of
his time. It is desirable that this course should be preceded by the course in Middle Eng-
lish Poetry. This course is open only to those students who are taking at least one other
course in English in addition to the required courses. This course was given by Dr. Moore
in 1911-12.
The course in Classical and Romantic Prose or the course in Middle English Romances
may be substituted for this course if desired.
Group: English with any language, or English with compara-
tive literature, or English with philosophy.
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Free Elective Courses.
Descriptive and Narrative Writing, Miss Donnelly. Free
Two hours a week throughout the year. MliU't'J l V€
Courses.
{Given in 1911-12 and again in 1912-13.)
This course consists of lectures on the theory and practice of description and on the style
and methods of the best modern writers of short stories, both English and French. The
course is open to students who have obtained the grade of merit in two semesters or of
credit in one semester of the required course in English Composition, but no student may
take this course at the same time that she is taking another course in English Composition.
This course was given by Miss George in the second semester of 1911-12.
Argumentation, Miss Shearer. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In the first semester the course takes up the technique of Argumentation, and in the second
semester establishes the relation between the laws of thought emphasised in the first semes-
ter and the ordinary forms of prose composition. The course is open to students who have
obtained the grade of merit in two semesters, or of credit in one semester of the required
course in English Composition, but no student may take this course at the same time that
she is taking another course in English Composition.
Theory and Practice of Verse Composition, Miss King.
Two hours a week throughout the year,
(Given in 1912-13.)
This course is not historical but theoretical and practical. The lectures deal with the
theory of poetry, the difference between poetry and prose and the laws of verse in English.
Students are required to write short exercises in verse every week. The course is open to
students who have obtained the grade of merit in two semesters or of credit in one semester
of the required course in English Composition, but no student may take this course at the
same time that she is taking another course in English Composition.
Imitative Writing, Miss King. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
This course consists of a study of the formation of style by the method of imitation.
The lectures deal with the elements and the psychology of style, and as far as may be
necessary, with the authors selected for imitation. In 1913-14 these will be writers of the
seventeenth century.
Victorian Poets, Miss King. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
The works of Tennyson, Arnold, and Browning are studied in the first semester and in
the second semester those of Morris, Rossetti, Swinburne, and George Meredith. The
course is open only to those students who have completed the two years' required course
in English.
General Reading of Prose Authors, Mr. King.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This course is open only to those students who have attended the lectures in English
diction given in the general course.
Reading of Shakespeare, Mr. King. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
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This course is open only to those students who have attended the lectures in English
diction given in the general course. A special study is made of the principles of correct
delivery of blank verse. The needs of those students who expect to teach English literature
and desire to read Shakespeare to their pupils are given special attention.
Graduate Courses.
Graduate Fourteen hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are
offered each year to graduate students of English, accompanied by the
direction of private reading and original research, and the courses are
varied from year to year, so that they may be pursued by students through
three or more consecutive years. The graduate lectures offered in the
department of Comparative Literature are also recommended to the
attention of students of English. The books needed by the graduate stu-
dents are collected in the seminary library of the department. No under-
graduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary libraries,
but the major or third and fourth year courses of the department amount-
ing to ten hours a week may be elected by graduate students. There are
offered each year three graduate seminaries in English literature, and one in
English language. The graduate seminaries in literature presuppose at
least as much knowledge as is obtained in the two years' course of under-
graduate lectures on English literature and in one of the literature years of
the English group; and the graduate courses in Anglo-Saxon presuppose
as much knowledge of Anglo-Saxon as is obtained in the language year in
the English group.
Students who choose English as the chief subject in their examination for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy must have, if they specialise in litera-
ture, at least as much knowledge of Anglo-Saxon, and, if they specialise
in language, at least as much knowledge of literature, as is obtained in
the courses required of those students who make English one of the chief
subjects of undergraduate study, and must have taken at least the equiva-
lent of the English Composition in the required English course.
Seminary in Middle English, Dr. Brown.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 the seminary undertakes the study of The Vision of Piers the Plowman and
the works of Chaucer. Attention is devoted not so much to the critical reading of the
texts themselves as to the examination of the questions of authorship and chronology which
have recently been raised. These poems are also discussed in their relation to the other
literature of the fourteenth century. Special subjects for individual investigation are
assigned to the members of the seminary. The seminary was conducted by Dr. Moore in
1911-12.
In 1912-13 the beginnings of English Drama are the subject of the seminary. Though
the cycles of the mystery plays are considered in general, the larger part of the time is
devoted to the study of the English morality plays. Particular attention is given to the
connection between the moralities and the didactic treatises and the debates. The moral-
ities and the secular drama are studied historically up to the time of Heywood. In addition
to the reading and discussion of selected plays, lectures are given by the instructor with the
object of setting various elements of dramatic development in proper proportion. Critical
reports on assigned topics are required from the students.
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In 1913-14 the subject is the Middle English Romances. All the romances represented
in the Middle English are read, and the relation of these English versions to their Latin
and Old French originals are discussed. The romance cycles are taken up in the following
order: Troy story, Alexander saga, romances of Germanic origin, Arthurian cycle, Charle-
magne cycle. Special investigations of various elements in individual romances are under-
taken from time to time by the members of the seminary.
Cynevmlf and Ctedmon, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
Several of the poems traditionally ascribed to these authors are critically studied. Lec-
tures are given furnishing an introduction to Anglo-Saxon Christian poetry and the
literary problems connected with it. This course is open to graduate students who have
already taken the course in Anglo-Saxon Grammar and reading of Anglo-Saxon Texts, or
its equivalent. This course was offered by Dr. Moore in 1911-12.
BeOWTllf, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(.Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This course gives in the first place a general survey of Beowulf criticism, including text-
ual problems, theories as to the composition of the poem, and an enquiry into its historical
and mythological elements. In this connection a study is also made of the other pieces
of Anglo-Saxon heathen poetry. This course is open to graduate students who have already
taken the course in Anglo-Saxon or its equivalent.
English Historical Grammar, Dr. Brown.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
In this course the development of the English language is traced from the earliest times.
After an outline of the history and external relations of English, the change and decay of
inflections, the use of prepositions and the more important points in historical syntax are
discussed. The course presupposes a knowledge of Anglo-Saxon and Middle English.
Seminary in English Literature, Miss Donnelly.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 Shelley and B-3'ron are studied. Special attention is given to the phases of
Romanticism shown in their work and to their relations to their contemporaries in England
and on the Continent.
In 1912-13 Swift, Addison, and Steele will be studied. Attention will be given to their
relations to both contemporary polities and literature.
In 1913-14 Milton, Sir Thomas Browne, and Jeremy Taylor will be studied in their
relation to the development of English prose in the seventeenth century.
Seminary in English Literature, Dr. Upham.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The seminary in 1911-12 deals with the various phases of English sentimentalism in
their relation to continental activities. After tracing the earlier development of the senti-
mental spirit, a thorough study will be made of the manifestations of this spirit in eighteenth
century novel and drama. Particular attention will be given to the bearing of sentimen-
talism on the beginnings of the romantic movement, and special studies will be made of
literary relationships.
In 1912-13 the seminary will be devoted to studies in the later romantic movement
in England, including the period of its diffusion. Emphasis will be placed upon such mat-
ters as the Italian and Spanish revival, the new interest in Hellenism, the Tractarian move-
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ment in the church, and the various ideals of art represented in the Pre-Raphaelite Brother-
hood. Extensive studies in these lines during the first semester will prepare for special
investigations later.
In 1913-14 the seminary will be concerned with the literary and critical activity of the
mid-eighteenth century, centering in Dr. Johnson and his circle. Representative works
of the period are read and discussed, and particular attention is directed to such matters
as the coterie spirit, the influence of periodical literature, the relations of author and public,
the breaking down of classical standards, and the rise of romanticism in England and abroad.
Modern Literary Criticism, Dr. Upham. Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This course is offered in the department of Comparative Literature and a description
of it will be found on page 130.
Literary Criticism through the Renaissance, Dr. Upham.
Two hours a week throughout the year
{Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
This course is offered in the department of Comparative Literature and a description
of it will be found on page 130.
Seminary in Elizabethan Drama, Dr. Hatcher.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 English drama from 1558 to 1642 is studied, as the chief literary expression
of the period. The conditions of its origin and continued production, its nature, extent,
variety, development, and decadence are discussed and a reasonable proportion of the
extant plays of the period are read continuously as a background for other work. A brief
introductory study is made of dramatic genres and of the broader principles of dramatic
construction, and the remainder of the first semester is devoted to the examination of con-
temporary documents and other sources of information in regard to Elizabethan drama.
In the latter half of the year each student investigates some special problem, such as dra-
matic inter-relationship or authorship, and gives reports upon her work.
Shakespeare will be the subject of the seminary in 1912-13. In the first semester as
detailed a review as is practicable is made of the results of Shakespearian scholarship as
regards critical problems of biography, authorship, chronology and source material of the
plays, a comparison of varying versions of separate plays, the influence of earlier and con-
temporary dramatists, etc. Dramatic records relating to Shakespeare are also examined
at first hand and evidences of his participation in the general dramatic activities of his
time noted. In the second semester students are given individual problems for investiga-
tion.
In 1913-14 Spenser will be studied in the light of Mediaeval and Renaissance culture.
The subjects taken up are the inspiration, models, and sources of Spenser's poetry; the
many influences working upon him, and those emanating from him, as shown in the signifi-
cant blending of classical, mediaeval, and Renaissance tendencies in his poetry, and his
initiative in solving the literary problems of his time. In the first semester all the works
of Spenser are read and the results of Spenserian research examined. The second semester
is devoted largely to the investigation by each student of some special problem.
English Journal Club, Dr. Brown, Miss Donnelly, Dr. Upham, Dr.
Hatcher, and Dr. Moore. One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The advanced students and the instructors meet to report on and discuss recent reviews
and critical articles.
Ill
German.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Karl Detlev Jessen, Professor of German Literature, Dr.
Agathe Lasch, Associate in Teutonic Philology, Miss Mary
Jeffers, Reader in Elementary German, and Miss Bertha Sophie
Ehlers, Reader (elect) in Elementary German. The instruction
offered in German covers twenty-nine hours of lectures and reci-
tations a week; it includes five hours a week of matriculation
German; ten hours a week of undergraduate major and minor
work; four hours a week of post-major work, open only to grad-
uates and to undergraduates that have completed the major
course in German, and ten hours a week of graduate work in
modern German literature and in Teutonic philology.
A class for beginners in German, under the direction of Miss Mary JSIatricu-
Jeffers, five hours a week throughout the year, is provided, in order that laMon
those students whose matriculation examination did not include German
may with less difficulty obtain the reading knowledge of it that they must
possess before receiving a degree. By great diligence such students may
acquire sufficient knowledge to be admitted, should they desire it, into the
first year of the major course in German.
The major course in German presupposes as much knowledge as is Major
required to pass the matriculation examination in this subject. Course.
First Year.
(Minor Course.)
(Given in each year.)
Lectures on the History of German Literature from the period of Roman-
ticism to the present time, Dr. Jessen. Two hours a week throughout the year.
These lectures are delivered in German and discuss the masterpieces of German litera-
ture in the nineteenth century. Weicher's Deutsche Litteraturgeschichte is recommended for
reference.
This course is open as a free elective to all students that have passed the matriculation
examination in German.
Private reading: Grillparzer, Sappho, and Freytag, Die Journalisten, must be read by
students taking the course in the first semester; Hebbel, Agnes Bernauer, and Sudermann,
Die Heimat, must be read by students taking the course in the second semester. Exami-
nations on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated times during the semester
for which the reading is assigned by all students pursuing the German courses.
Critical Reading of Modern German Authors, Dr. Lasch.
One hour a week throughout the year.
German Grammar and Prose Composition, Dr. Lasch.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
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The course in critical reading consists of translations of modern German prose and
verse. Selections from Goethe's Wahrheit und Dichtung are used in the first semester and
Goethe's Iphigenie and Tasso in the second semester. For translation of English into
German, Whitney and Stroeoe's Advanced German Composition (Holt & Co.) and Ruskin's
Praelerila are used. German grammar is carefully reviewed in Thomas's Practical German
Grammar (Holt & Co.).
The course in Critical Reading and the course in Grammar and Prose Composition
may not be elected separately, and the examination in these subjects may not be divided.
The courses are open as a free elective to all students that have passed the matriculation
examination in German.
Private reading: Schiller, Wallenstein (Henry Holt & Co., New York), must be read
by students taking the courses in the first semester; Goethe, Hermann und Dorothea,
and Schiller, Braut v. Messina, must be read by students taking the courses in the second
semester. Examinations on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated times
during the semester for which the reading is assigned by all students pursuing the German
courses.
The advanced standing examinations, or examinations taken without attending the
college classes, in the reading and grammar of the minor, three hours a week for two sem-
esters, may be taken by those students only who are able to submit satisfactory evidence
that they have obtained before entering the college, by regular and systematic study,
or by residence abroad or work under German governesses the necessary advanced knowl-
edge, and are able to pass the examination in the first three weeks after entering the college.
Failure to pass at the first trial will disqualify from further trials. The examination on
the private reading that accompanies these courses must be taken not later than the third
semester after that in which the advanced standing examination is offered.
Second Yeab.
{Given in each year.)
Lectures on the History of German Literature from Luther to the
Romantic School, Dr. JeSSen. Two hours a week throughout the year.
These lectures are delivered in German and discuss the great classical authors, as well as
the most modern poets and novelists.
Private reading: Goethe, Italienische Reise, and Lessing, Nathan der Weise, must be read
by students taking the course in the first semester; Freussen's John Ohl and Nietzsche's
Zarathustra, must be read by students taking the courses in the second semester. Exami-
nations on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated times during the semester
for which the reading is assigned by all students pursuing the German courses.
Faust-Legend and similar legends in mediaeval and modern literature;
Goethe, Faust (1st and 2nd parts), Dr. Jessen.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The course aims to be a comparative study of an interesting group of literary products
of both mediaeval and modern literature. Starting with the comparative history of such
Faustlike legends in mediaeval literature as those of Theophilus and Cyprian, up to Cal-
deron's II magico prodigioso, the Faust-Legend in its many pre-eminently English and
German ramifications, will be taken up, including especially Marlowe's Doctor Faustus.
Goethe's Faust will be the centre of comparative study, showing what in it is due to Rous-
seauism, to Romanticism, and to other currents of thought. Faustlike literature, especially
German and English, of a later date, as far as it is of literary importance will bring the
consideration as far up to date as possible. The course will consist of lectures, reports
and readings, and will be given in English. It may be counted as part of the major
course in comparative literature.
The private reading will be announced later.
German Prose Composition and Reading, Dr. Lasch.
One hour a week throughout the year.
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In this course the students translate selected passages oi difficult English prose into
German. Treitschkc, Kleinc Schriften will be translated into English.
The course in German literature and the course in Prose Composition and Reading
may not be elected separately, and the examination in these subjects may not be divided.
Private reading: Sudermann's Johannes, must be read by students taking this course
in the first semester; Goethe's Egmont, must be read by students taking this course in the
second semester. Examinations on the private reading must be taken at one of two stated
times during the semester for which the reading is assigned by all students pursuing the
German courses.
An advanced standing examination, or an examination taken without attending the
college class, in the prose composition of the major, one hour a week for two semesters,
may be taken by those students only who are able to submit satisfactory evidence that
they have obtained before entering the college, by regular and systematic study, or by
residence abroad or work under German governesses the necessary advanced knowledge,
and are able to pass the examination in the first three weeks after entering the college.
Failure to pass at the first trial will disqualify from further trials. The examination on
the private reading that accompanies this course must be taken not later than the third
semester after that in which the advanced standing examination is offered.
Group: German with any language or with Comparative
Literature.
Post-majok Courses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval betweerj
the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount of
time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges graduate
students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Lectures on the History of German Literature from the Romantic School
till 1850, Dr. Jessen. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
This course begins with a general study of the principles of philosophy, life, art, and
poetry, as represented by the Romantic School, which is followed by lectures on the literary
movements, expressed mainly in lyric poetry and in the novel, which supersede the Romantic
Weltanschauung. The lyrics of the war of liberation, the Weltschmerz, and the political
revolution; the novel of Jungdeutschland: the drama of Heinrich von Kleist; the works
of the Sehlegels, Tieck, Holderlin, Jean Paul, Novalis, Uhland, Lenau, Heine, Immermann,
Freiligrath, Herwegh, Gutzkow, Morike, and Gotthelf, are the principal topics discussed.
German Literature from 1850 to the Present Time, Dr. Jessen.
Two hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
The subject of this course is, in the first semester, the Epigonen-Literatur. The develop-
ment of the modern German Novelle is discussed and Keller's, Storm's, and C. F. Meyer's
works are specially studied. A full account of the poets of the Miinchener Schule is given,
as well as of Richard Wagner, Reuter, Groth, Freytag, Spielhagen, Scheffel, Raabe, Geibel,
Heyse, and Schack.
German Literature from 1850 to the Present Time (continued), Dr.
Jessen. Two hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
In the second semester among the subjects discussed are the influence of French, Russian,
and Scandinavian literatures, especially of the work of Zola and Ibsen on German literature;
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modern German realism and naturalism, as represented by Fontane, Anzengruber, Wilden-
bruch, Hauptmann, Sudermann, Liliencron, and Rosegger; the increased importance of
women in literature, and the work of Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach, Luise von Francois,
Ricarda Huch, Helene Bohlau, Isolde Kurz, Clara Viebig, and others; the significance
of Nietzsche for German life and literature; Neo-romanticism and Heimatsdichtung.
Advanced Critical Reading, Dr. Jessen. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The reading is selected from works discussed in the post-major lectures on literature.
The students give reports on dramas or novels, the object of the discussion being to trace
the characteristics of the author, as shown in his works. Special attention will be paid
to the needs of students who intend to teach German.
Elementary Middle High German, Dr. Lasch.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
This course has been arranged primarily for undergraduate students who wish to be
able to read the Middle High German classics in the original. A general acquaintance
with the history of early German literature, such as may be obtained from the lectures
on the history of German literature in the minor course, is presupposed. Wright's Middle
High German Primer (2nd edition, Oxford, 1899) is used.
Graduate Coukses.
Ten hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered
each year to graduate students of German and Teutonic Philology accom-
panied by the direction of private reading and original research. The
books needed by the graduate students are collected in the seminary
library of the department. No undergraduates are admitted to graduate
courses or to the seminary libraries, but the post-major courses of the
department, amounting to four hours a week, may be elected by graduate
students.
The graduate courses offered in German Philology may be found under
the head of General Teutonic Philology.
Graduate work in the history of modern German literature is conducted
according to the senrnary method. The courses are varied so that they
may be followed by graduate students throughout three successive years
and cover the work required of students who offer German literature as
a major or minor for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
Seminary in German Literature, Dr. Jessen.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
Although the seminary meets only two hours a week throughout the year, the amount
of reading required makes the course equivalent to five hours a week. It is hoped that
the students will become familiar in these courses with the methods of scientific literary
criticism and investigation.
In 1911-12 subjects for study are chosen from the life and works of Kleist, Lenau,
Heine, Grillparzer, Platen, and Droste-Hulshoff.
In 1912-13 topics will be selected from the German Romanticists.
In 1913-14 Goethe and Schiller will be studied in their personal, literary, and critical
relations.
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German Literary Criticism, Dr. Jessen.
One hour a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The lectures trace the development of literary and aesthetic criticism in Germany from
Leibniz to Schiller and Goethe. The course is comparative in character, and French and
English literary criticism are also considered. Lessing's LaokoSn and Hamburgische Dra-
maturgie and Schiller's essays on aesthetics are studied. A good reading knowledge of
French and German is required.
The German Essay, Dr. Jessen. One hour a week during the second semester
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The history of the essay in German literature is studied, and the most eminent German
essayists, Schopenhauer, Herman Grimm, Karl Hillebrand, Friedrich Nietzsche, etc.,
are discussed; the influence of French, English, and American writers, in particular Mon-
taigne, Macaulay, and Emerson, is investigated. Incidentally questions touching on the
evolution of modern German prose style are dealt with.
German Metrics, Dr. Jessen. One hour a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This course consists of lectures on Deutsche Metrik or Verslehre, with an introduction
to phonetics, this being an indispensable Hilfswissenschaft for the study of German
literature.
German Poetics, Dr. Jessen. One hour a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
Lectures will be given on Deutsche Poetik and Stilistik.
Goethe's Faust, Dr. Jessen. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year when the time of the department permits.)
This course is intended as an introduction to the problems of Faustphilologie, dealing
with both the first and second parts.
German Journal Club, Dr. Jessen and Dr. Lasch.
Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
At the meetings recent books and articles are reviewed and the results of special investi-
gations presented for discussion, comment and criticism.
General Teutonic Philology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Agathe Lasch, Associate in Teutonic Philology. Special
attention is called to the facilities for the study of comparative
Teutonic philology offered by Bryn Mawr College. The English
and the German departments together have provided for a com-
plete course in Teutonic philology, comprising both the study
of the individual languages (Gothic, Norse, Anglo-Saxon, Old
Saxon, Old High German, Middle High German, Platt-Deutsch,
etc.) and the study of general comparative philology.
The course in introduction to the study of Teutonic phi-
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lology, Gothic and Middle High German grammar (first year
course,) are designed for students in their first year of graduate
study in Teutonic languages and the remaining courses for
students in their second or third year. The courses given in each
year will be planned to meet the needs of the graduate students.
Students intending to elect Teutonic philology are advised to
study Greek for at least one year during their undergraduate
course.
Graduate Courses.
[Given in each year.)
Graduate Introduction to the Study of Teutonic Philology, Dr. Lasch.
L-OUVSeS. One hour a week throughout the year.
These lectures deal with the following topics: a discussion of Teutonic in its relation
to the cognate Aiyan languages; a brief sketch of the single Teutonic languages, accom-
panied by an account of the chief grammatical and lexicographic works on each; a dis-
cussion of the aim and method of historical and comparative grammar, including problems
such as those of the relationship of dialects and the consistency of phonetic laws; a brief
history of Teutonic philology, and finally the outlines of general phonetics.
Gothic, Dr. Lasch. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Gothic phonetics and inflection are studied in connection with the elements of com-
parative Aryan grammar. Braune's Gotische Grammatik (7th ed., Halle, 1909); or Streit-
berg's Gotisches Elementarbuch (3rd ed., Heidelberg, 1910) are used as text-books.
As a thorough knowledge of Gothic is the foundation of the study of historical and
comparative Teutonic grammar, every graduate student of Teutonic grammar is advised
to take this course as early as possible. Die Gotische Bibel (ed. by W. Streitberg, Heidel-
berg, 1908) is used by the more advanced students.
Middle High German Grammar and reading of Middle High German
Texts (first-year course), Dr. Lasch. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course includes a brief abstract of Middle High German grammar, with special
reference to the difference between Middle High German and Modern German, and a
study of the most prominent authors in Middle High German. Hartmann's Armer Hein-
rich is read, and is followed by selections from classical Middle High German poets and from
the Nibelungenlied, a brief account being given of the history and development of the
Nibelungenlied. and its manuscripts.
Students of Middle High German should be provided with Paul's Mittelhochd. Gram-
matik (7th ed., Halle, 1908), or Michels's Mittelhochd. Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1900).
This course is required of all students that make German the minor subject in their
examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
The private reading includes the works of the authors treated in the course.
Old High German, Dr. Lasch. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course includes a practical study of Old High German grammar, and a comparison
of the Old High German sounds and forms with those of Gothic, Middle and Modern High
German. Selections are read from Old High German texts, arranged so as to proceed
from easy to more difficult pieces, and to illustrate the difference between the Old High
German dialects.
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Middle High German (second-year course), Dr. Lasch.
One hour a week througlioui II" </ m .
This course is intended for students that have followed the first year's course in Middle
High German. The first semester is devoted to the llbfisches Epos, and the second seme tei
to Minnesangs Fruhling and Walther von der Vogelweide.
Old Saxon, Dr. Lasch. Two hours a week during the second semester.
The work presupposes on the part of the students a sufficient knowledge of Gothic
and Old High German. Holthausen's Altsdchsisches Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1900)
;
the Heliand (in Sievers's or Behaghel's edition), and Zangemeister-Braune's Druchstiickc
der altsachsischen Bibeldichtung (Heidelberg, 1S94) are used. The reading is supplemented
by a discussion of the West Germanic alliterative verse.
Old Norse, Dr. Lasch. Two hours a week during the second semester.
This course may, by request, be substituted for the course in Old Saxon.
Students entering this course are supposed to be acquainted with Gothic and with
Anglo-Saxon or Old High German grammar. In the grammatical part of the course the
Norse sounds and forms are studied and compared with those of the Gothic and West-
Germanic dialects. Among the texts read, selections from the younger and the older
Eddas take a prominent place.
The books used are Kahle's Altisldndisches Elementarbuch (Heidelberg, 1900) and some
of the Islendinga sogur {Altnordische Saga-Bibliothek) and Hildebrand's Edda (2nd ed.,
Paderborn, 1904).
Attention is called to the facilities afforded for the study of Old Norse. A considerable
portion of the library of the late philologist, Th. Wisen, of Lund, was acquired by Bryn
Mawr College, and hence the library is probably as well supplied as any other college
library in the United States with Old Norse texts, Norse periodicals, and works on Old
Norse language and literature.
Comparative Teutonic Grammar, Dr. Lasch.
One hour a week throughout the year.
The study of comparative Teutonic philology is recommended to those students only
who are acquainted with the single old Teutonic languages, and have studied Gothic,
Old High German, Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and Norse. The object of the course is to
compare the various old Teutonic languages with each other and with the related Aryan
languages,—or in other words (1) to reconstruct the primitive Teutonic language; (2)
to point out the characteristic features of primitive Teutonic in distinction from primitive
Aryan; (3) to carry down the history of early Teutonic from the period of unity into the
early stages of the individual Teutonic languages.
History of Modern High German, Dr. Lasch.
One hour a week throughout the year.
These lectures deal with the history of the development of the German written language
during the Modern High German period. The most important Kanzleisprachen, the most
prominent Druckersprachen, Luther, Modern German sounds and forms in their relation
to the German dialects and to the rules of the Buhnenaussprache, will be discussed.
Teutonic Seminary, Dr. Lasch. One hour a week thioughout the year.
This seminary is arranged for the benefit of the most advanced students in Teutonic
philology. Its object is to encourage independent work on the part of the students. The
work consists mainly of the discussion of special topics by the instructor and the students.
Members of the seminary are expected to study the literature on these subjects, and to
make an effort to contribute some additional material, or an independent opinion of their
own.
In 1911-12 and again in 1914-15 Old High German texts such as Merscburgcr and Trierer
Zaubersprilche, Muspilli, and Hildebrandslied are studied. The many problems that these
texts offer and the various attempts to solve them are discussed.
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In 1912-13 the first semester will be devoted to High German texts from the fourteenth
to the seventeenth century. The material will be taken either from official documents
of this period belonging to various parts of Germany or from the works of writers such as
Mumer, Hans Sachs, Luther, and others; or from grammatical works of thin period in
Mutter's Quellenschriften und Geschichie des deutsckspracMichen UnterricMs, John Meier's
Neudrucke alierer deutscher Grammatiken, etc. They are selected to illustrate the develop-
ment of Modern High German. In the second semester Old Saxon texts (Heliand and
Genesis) will be studied.
In 1913-14 the subjects of the seminary will be taken from Middle High German texts.
Problems in text criticism as well as literary problems connected with the works of
Middle High German poets either of the classical period or of the periods preceding or
following it are discussed.
The order of these seminary subjects may be changed in accordance with the require-
ments of the students in any particular year.
In addition to the above courses, others in Old Frisian, Dutch, Middle
Low German, or Modern Low German may be arranged for students that
have previously studied Gothic, Old and Middle High German, Anglo-
Saxon, and Old Saxon.
French.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Albert Schinz,* Professor of French Literature, Dr. Richard
Thayer Holbrook, Associate Professor of French Philology
and Italian, Dr. Elwood Austin Welden, Lecturer in French
and Sanskrit, M. Louis Cons, Lecturer in French, and Dr.
Emnia Haeberli, Reader in Elementary French, and Miss
Marie Hopp, Reader (elect) in French.
The instruction offered in French covers thirty-three hours of
lectures and recitations a week; it includes five hours a week of
matriculation French; ten hours a week of undergraduate major
and minor work; five hours a week of post-major work, open
only to graduates and to undergraduates that have completed
the major course in French; and thirteen hours a week of gradu-
ate work in modern French literature and in Old French litera-
ture and language.
Jlatricii- A class for beginn ers in French five hours a week throughout the year,
In.tion ^ provided, in order that those students whose matriculation examination
tout se.
^^ no£ delude French may with less difficulty obtain the reading knowl-
edge of it that they must possess before receiving a degree. By great
diligence such students may acquire sufficient knowledge to be admitted
should they desire it, into the first year of the major course in French.
This course is given by Dr. Haeberli under the direction of Dr. Schinz.
Major Entrance to the major course in French presupposes as much knowledge
Course, as is required to pass the matriculation examination in this subject. All
the courses in French are conducted in the French language.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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First Year.
(Minor Course.)
(Given in each year.)
Lectures on the history of French Literature of the eighteenth century,
accompanied by collateral readings from representative French authors,
M. Cons. Three hours a week throughout the year.
These lectures are delivered in French, and students are expected to take notes and
answer questions in French. The aim of the course is to train the students to follow
lectures in French as well as to acquaint them with the main features of eighteenth century
literature. This course was given in 1911-12 by Dr. Welden.
Private reading: Lesage, Gil Bias (Heath, Boston) ; Montesquieu, Esprit des lois, selected
chapters; Marivaux, Les fausses confidences (Macmillan), must be read by students taking
the course in the first semester. Voltaire, Zaire (Scott, Foresman Co., Chicago); Buffon,
Morceaux choisis (edition H6mardinquer, Librairie Delagrave), selected passages; Ber-
nardin de St. Pierre, Paul et Virginie (Holt & Co., New York), must be read by students
taking the course in the second semester. Examinations on the private reading must
be taken by all students pursuing the French courses at one of two stated times during the
semester for which the reading is assigned.
Critical Readings in French prose and poetry. Practical Exercises in
French Syntax and Composition, Dr. Schinz.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
The class is conducted in French, and students are expected to take notes and to answer
questions in French. This course was given in 1911-12 by M. Cons.
Private reading: Balzao, Les Chouans, must be read by students taking the course in
the first semester; de Vigny, Grandeur et Servitude Mililaire must be read by students
taking the course in the second semester. Examinations on the private reading must
be taken by all students pursuing the French courses at one of two stated times during
the semester for which the reading is assigned.
The advanced standing examinations, or examinations taken without attendance on
the college classes, in the reading and composition of the minor, two hours a week for two
semesters, may be taken by those students only who are able to submit satisfactory evi-
dence that they have obtained before entering the college, by regular and systematic study,
or by residence abroad or work under French governesses the necessary advanced knowl-
edge and are able to pass the examination in the first three weeks after entering the college.
Failure to pass at the first trial will disqualify from further trials. The examination in
translation will consist of sight translation from French (usually poetry) into English.
V. Hugo's Les Chdtiments (Hachette, Paris), La Legende des Siecles, id. (the first two vol-
umes), or Scbinz's Selections from Victor Hugo (Heath, Boston), will give an idea of the kind
of translation required. The examination in composition will as a rule consist in translating
a few detached sentences of every-day idiomatic English, such as may be found in Sweet's
Primer of Spoken English, or the German edition of it (Elementarbuch des Gesprochenen
Englisch. Oxford, Clarendon Press), or Chardenal's French Exercises for Advanced Pupils
(Allyn and Bacon, Boston). The private reading examinations must be taken not later
than the third semester after that in which the advanced standing examination is offered.
Second Year.
(Given in each year.)
Lectures on the history of French Literature from the earliest times to
the end of the seventeenth century, accompanied by collateral reading,
Dr. Schinz. Three hours a week throughout the year.
These lectures are delivered in French. The collateral reading in connection with the
lectures, on which examinations are held at stated intervals, consists, for the period
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preceding the seventeenth century, of passages chosen from such works as Gautier's Epopees
Francoises or Petit de Julleville's Histoire du Theatre en France; and for the seventeenth
century of selections from the leading authors of the time. Malherbe, Boileau, Corneille,
Racine, Moliere, La Fontaine, Descartes, Pascal, La Rochefoucauld, Mine, de SevignS,
the great pulpit orators, and others, find a place in the course. During the first semester
a number of selections from sixteenth century writers are also read in class, one hour out
of the three being specially devoted to this purpose. The course was given in 1911-12 by
M. Cons.
Private reading: Chanson de Roland (traduction Gautier), and B6dier, Tristan el Iseut,
must be read by students taking the course in the first semester; Corneille, he Cid, Cinna;
Racine, Andromaque, Athalie; Moliere, Tartuffe and Le Misanthrope; Boileau, Art Poetique
(Chant T), Pascal, Lettre Proxinciale, V; Bossuet, Oraison funebre de Conde must be read
by students taking the course in the second semester. Examinations on the private reading
must be taken by all students pursuing the French courses at one of two stated times dur-
ing the semester for which the reading is assigned.
Studies in French Style, Composition, etc., M. Cons.
One hour a week throughout the year.
Critical Readings and Studies in Classical French Comedy, M. Cons.
One hour a week throughout the year.
Moliere, Theatre Choisi (ed. Thirion, Hachette, Paris) is used in both semesters. The
course wTas given in 1911-12 by Dr. Welden.
The two one-hour courses given by M. Cons may not be elected separately.
Private reading: Corneille, Le Menteur (ed. P. de Julleville, Hachette, Paris) Racine, Les
Plaideurs (ed. G. Lanson, Hachette, Paris), Moliere, Theatre Choisi (ed. Thirion, Hachette,
Paris), Le Marriage Force, Le Medecin Malgre lui, and Les Fourberies de Scapin, must be read
by students taking the courses in the first semester; Moliere, Theatre Choisi, L'Avare;
Regnard, Scenes Choisies par Charles Boudhors (Hachette, Paris) Le Joueur and Les Folies
Amoureuses; Lesage, Turcaret (ed. by Kerr, O. C, Heath, Boston), must be read by stu-
dents taking the courses in the second semester. Examinations on the private reading
must be taken by all students pursuing the French courses at one of two stated times dur-
ing the semester for which the reading is assigned.
The advanced standing examinations or examinations taken without attendance on the
college classes in the reading and composition of the major, two hours a week for two semes-
ters, may be taken by those students only who are able to submit satisfactory evidence, that
they have obtained before entering the college by regular and systematic study, or by resi-
dence abroad or work under French governesses, the necessary advanced knowledge and are
able to pass the examination in the first three weeks after entering the college. Failure to
pass at the first trial will disqualify from further trials. The examination in translation
will consist of sight translation from French (usually poetry), into English. V. Hugo's Les
Chatiments (Hachette, Paris), La Legende des Siecles, id. (the first two volumes), or Warren's
Selections from Victor Hugo (Holt, New York) will give an idea of the kind of translation
required. More difficult passages will be selected than for the minor advanced standing
examination. The composition consists of one or two pieces of connected English, taken
from such books as Stevenson's Treasure Island, Jerome K. Jerome's Idle Thoughts of an
Idle Fellow. No specific question on French grammar is asked; students are expected to
show their knowledge of grammar in the composition. Cameron's The Elements of French
Composition (Holt, New York), and Storm's French Dialogues (Macmillan, London) will
be found useful in composition work. The private reading examinations must be taken
not later than the third semester after that in which the advanced standing examination is
offered.
Group: French with Italian and Spanish, or with any lan-
guage, or with Modern European History, or with History of
Art.
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Post-major Courses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between 1'ost-
the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount of Major
time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges graduate
students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
The short story {nouvelle) in the nineteenth century, Dr. Schinz.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The genre nouvelle is studied in connection with the following writers: Xavier de Maistre,
Chateaubriand, Nodier, de Vigny, de Musset, Balzac, M6rimee, Flaubert, Gautier, La-
boulaye, Daudet, Bourget, Maupassant, France, Coppee, Loti, Villiers de l'lsle Adam,
de R6gnier, and others. This course was given in 1911-12 by M. Cons.
French Lyric Poetry of the nineteenth century, Dr. Schinz.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(.Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
In the first semester the lectures treat lyric poetry until the year 1866. Special atten-
tion is paid to the period from 1850 to 1866, while Lamartine, Hugo, Sainte Beuve, de
Vigny, and de Musset are treated only so far as is necessary for the understanding of the
evolution of lyric poetry in their successors, Baudelaire, Gautier, de Banville, Leconte
de Lisle, etc. The lectures of the second semester treat contemporary lyric poetry from
1866 to 1900. A careful study is made of the Parnassian and Symbolist schools.
Women Writers of the Renaissance, M. Cons.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
The course deals with the importance and influence of Louise LabbS and the School of
Lyons; the three Marguerites: Marguerite de Navarre, Marguerite de France, Marguerite
de Valois.
Women Writers of the Seventeenth Century, M. Cons.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
The writers studied are Madame de Rambouillet, Mile, de Scudery, Jacqueline Pascal,
Madame de La Fayette, Madame de SeVignd, Madame de Maintenon, Madame de Guyon,
Madame Dacier and others.
Teachers' Course in French Phonetics, M. Cons.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and in each succeeding year.)
This course is designed especially for students who intend to teach French but is open
also to other students. Its object is to teach the theory and practice of French phonetics,
not only to correct the student's own errors of pronunciation, but also to train the ear
to detect and identify those of others. The methods employed include lectures on the
physiological and phonetical aspects of the subject, exercises in reading graded passages
of prose and verse, and practice with special phonograph records to master the cadence
of French diction.
French Drama of the Nineteenth Century, Dr. Welden.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12.)
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The lectures deal with the origin and development of the drama in the works of Victor
Hugo, Alexandre Dumas pere, and Alfred de Vigny, and for the latter part of the century
Richepin and Edmond Rostand are discussed.
Graduate Courses.
Thirteen hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered
each year to graduate students of French, accompanied by the direction
of private reading and original research. The books needed by the grad-
uate students are collected in the seminary library of the department.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary
libraries, but the post-major courses of the department amounting to four
or five hours a week may be elected by graduate students. Graduate
students interested in the study of literature will also find it to their ad-
vantage to attend the lectures on French literature two hours a week
throughout the two years of the major course in French.
There are offered each year three distinct graduate courses in French,
two in literature and one in language, and these courses are varied so that
they may be followed by graduate students throughout three years, and
cover the work required of students who offer French language or literature
as a major or minor for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
Seminar}7 in French Literature, Dr. Schinz.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Giien in each year.)
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be Montaigne. Various problems connected
with his life, his relations to Protestantism and to the political problems of his time, the
question of the authorship of the Discours sur la servitude zolontaire, the origin and sources
of the essays, Montaigne and the Renaissance, and Montaigne and Plutarch will be dis-
cussed. A special study will be made of Montaigne's style and of the Apologie de Raymond
de Sebonde.
In 1913-14 Rousseau is the subject of the seminary. In the first semester, after a dis-
cussion of his life, a study is made of the Confessions, Reveries, and Correspondance. Special
attention is paid to the controversy Confessions versus Memoires d'Epinay, transformed
by the discoveries of Mrs. MacDonald. The questions of Rousseau's insanity and suicide
are discussed. The second semester is devoted chiefly to the study of Teste's Jean Jacques
Rousseau et le cosmopolitisme litteraire. The Letire a d'Alembert and the Nouvelle ReUn.se
serve as a text to this theory.
In 1914-15 the subject of the seminary is Victor Hugo. The seminary deals with his
lyrical works. The following subjects are treated: Victor Hugo as a Royalist and Catholic
poet; his indebtedness to Chateaubriand, Sainte-Beuve, Xodier and other contemporaries;
bis attitude towards Napoleon L, the Republic of 1&4S and Xapoleon III.; and his social,
political and religious ideas in the period of his maturity and of his old age.
Seminary in French Language and Literature, M. Cons.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 the subject of the serninary is Romanticism and Realism in the 19th century
as illustrated by Chateaubriand, Senancourt, Benjamin Constant, De Maistre, Lamennais,
Fourier, Saint-Simon, and others; Romanticism of Victor Hugo; a careful study of Les
Miserables; philosophical and historical realism (Renan, Taine).
In 1912-13 a study will be made of Rabelais. The investigations of Abel Lefranc on
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Rabelais will be brought into connection with the "Conteurs" and also with such writers
as Bernard Palissy and Ambroise Par6.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be Moliere. The subjects studied will be:
French Comedy before Moliere; Moliere's comedies, their Latin, Italian, and French sources;
his style and method of composition; the nature of his "comique," his philosophy and his
morality.
In 1914-15 the subject of the seminary is La'Matiere de Breiagne' et I'epopee courloise.
The course includes a careful study of the Lais of Marie de France, the poems referring
to Tristan and the Romans of Chretien de Troie; these are studied in connection with
the question of their origin in Celtic countries and their later development in France.
The different theories that have been proposed as to their origin and evolution are examined
and discussed and an attempt is made to determine their comparative value.
The course in Old French Philology is intended for students in their first
year of graduate study; that in Old Provengal and the Old French Semi-
nary for students in their second or third year of graduate study; the
Journal Club may be attended by students in their first, second, or third
year of graduate study. The course in Old French Readings is designed
to be taken in connection with the Old French seminary.
Old French Philology, Dr. Holbrook. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
This course consists of lectures on the phonology, morphology, and syntax of Old French,
and is designed not only for students whose main pursuit is Romance philology, but also
for those who wish to acquire more precise knowledge of the French elements in Middle
English. The main principles of Historical Grammar are studied in the Extraits de la
Chanson de Roland, published by Gaston Paris, and in various texts in L. Constans's Chres-
iomathie. Other books used are Passy's Sounds of the French language, Grandgent's Intro-
duction to Vulgar Latin, Nyrop's Grammaire Historique de VAncien Francais, and Schwan-
Behrens's Grammaire de VAncien Francais.
Old French Readings, Dr. Holbrook. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
Various typical Old French masterpieces are studied from a scientific standpoint. The
essential facts of Old French grammar are reviewed and rare or difficult locutions are
minutely examined for the sake of precise interpretations; dialectal features are considered
and attention is given to the relation of manuscripts to printed texts. In addition to the
works named below, students are expected to supply themselves with Gaston Paris's
Litterature francaise au moyen Age.
The following courses may be arranged to suit the needs of students in any particular
year:
In 1911-12 this course was devoted chiefly to study of the following texts; Marie de
France (Lais), an unpublished poem on the Passion, Aucassin et Nicolete, Cliges, and
Pathdin.
In 1912-13 attention will be given mainly to epic and historical works: Wace, Le
pelerinage de Charlemagne, Villehardouin, Joinville, and other chroniclers.
In 1913-14 the texts studied will be in the drama (ca. 1250-co. 1530): Adam de la
Hale's Jeu de la feuiUee and Jeu de Robin et Marion, various mysteries and moralities,
Maisire Patelin.
Old French Seminary, Dr. Holbrook. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The work of the seminary is on the most important Old French dialects. Texts in Nor-
man, Picard, Francian anu Franco-Provengal are studied with reference to their dialectal
features in order that the student may acquire the power to determine approximately
the origin of other texts in which the same dialectal features occur.
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Old Provencal, Dr. Holbrook. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
This course is intended for students of Old French who wish to begin the study of the
language and literature of the Troubadours. The books required are Grandgent's Outline
of the Phonology and Morphology of Old Provencal (Boston, 1905) and Appel's Provenzalische
Chrestomathie (latest edition).
Romance Languages Journal Club, Dr. DeHaan, Dr. Schinz, Dr. Hol-
brook, M. Cons, Dr. Welden. One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The instructors and advanced students meet to report on and discuss recent reviews
and critical articles.
Italian.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Richard Thayer Holbrook, Associate Professor of French
Philology and Italian.
The instruction offered in Italian covers nine hours of lectures
and recitations a week; it includes seven hours a week of under-
graduate minor and major work; and two hours a week of grad-
uate work.
A combination of five hours a week for one year of the
minor course in Italian with five hours a week for one year of
the minor course in Spanish forms a major course and may be
taken with any other language or with comparative literature
to form a group. Any of the undergraduate courses in Italian
may be taken as free elective courses.
First Year.
(Minor Course.)
(Given in each year.)
Italian, Dr. Holbrook. Five hours a week throughout the year.
(May be taken as a free elective.)
This course is designed to prepare beginners for the study of Italian literature, as well
as for the practical use of the language. Reading is taken up from the start, a careful
pronunciation is insisted upon, and the essentials of the grammar are taught by a critical
observation of the texts used and by graded exercises in the rendering of English into
Italian. The books used are the following: C. H. Grandgent's Italian Grammar; Stories
by Fogazzaro and Hccker's II Piccolo Italiano; Giuseppe Finzi's Petrarca (1900); De
Marchi's Storie; selections from the verse and prose of Renato Fucini; selections from
Italian poets in the Oxford Book of Italian Verse (thirteenth to nineteenth centuries), with
introductory readings in Dante.
Second Year.
(Given in each year.)
Italian Classical Literature, Dr. Holbrook.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
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The work in this course is to study selections in verse and prose from Ariosto and Tasso,
then all the Inferno and parts of the Purgalorio and Paradiso. For Ariosto and Tasso
the study of difficult modern prose and poetry may be substituted, with exorcises in writing
and speaking.
Group: Italian and Spanish with any language, or with com-
parative literature or Italian with History of Art.
Graduate Courses.
Two hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered Graduate
each year to graduate students of Italian accompanied by the direction of Courses.
private reading and original research. The books needed by the graduate
students are collected in the seminary library of the department. No
undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary
libraries.
Italian Philology, Dr. Holbrook. One hour a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
This course presupposes a knowledge of Old French Philology and the equivalent of the
minor and major courses in Italian offered at Bryn Mawr College. The work is founded
upon the treatise entitled Die Italienische Sprache by D'Ovidio and Meyer Liibke in Gro-
ber's Grundriss (Strassburg, 1906). Various passages from thirteenth and fourteenth
century authors are examined critically from a phonological and morphological point of
view.
Old Italian Readings, Dr. Holbrook. One hour a week throughout the year
(Given in each year.)
Students should provide themselves with the first volume of D'Ancona and Bacci's
Manuale delta Letteratura Italiana (Florence, 1904).
Romance Languages Journal Club, Dr. DeHaan, Dr. Schinz, Dr. Hol-
brook, M. Cons, Dr. Welden. One and a half hours a fortnight thioughout the year.
The instructors and advanced students meet to report on and discuss recent reviews
and critical articles.
Spanish.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Fonger DeHaan, Professor of Spanish.
The instruction offered in Spanish covers eighteen hours of
lectures and recitations a week; it includes ten hours a week of
undergraduate minor and major work; two hours a week of post-
major work open only to graduates and to undergraduates that
have completed the major course in Spanish; and six hours
a week of graduate work.
A combination of five hours a week for one year of the minor
course in Spanish with five hours a week for one year of the
minor course in Italian forms a major course, and may be taken
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with any other language to form a group. Students may thus
elect ten hours of Spanish, or five hours of Spanish and five
hours of Italian to form a major course.
First Yeah.
Spanish, Dr. DeHaan.
(Minor Course.)
(Given in each year.)
Five hours a week throughout the year.
The object of this course is to give beginners a good knowledge of modern Spanish,
and to ground them thoroughly in the essentials of the grammar. As a preparation for
understanding the spoken language, two half-hours a week during the second semester
are devoted to dictation. The books studied are the following (taken up in the order
indicated): DeHaan's Cuentos Modernos; P6rez Nieva, Tomds el torrero (Madrid, Colec-
cidn Klong); DeHaan's Selected Works of G. A. Bequer; Hartzenbusch, Los Amantes de
Teruel (Obras, vol. III.); Zorrilla, Granada (Madrid, 1895, 2 vols.).
Private reading: Palacio Valdes, Jose; Gald6s, Marianela.
Second Yeab.
(Given in each year.)
Lectures in Spanish on Spanish Literary History of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury, Dr. DeHaan. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Spanish Composition, Dr. DeHaan. One hour a week throughout the year.
Critical Reading in Spanish, Dr. DeHaan.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
Private reading supplementing the lectures on literary history comprises representative
works in the various branches of literature.
Group: Spanish, or Italian and Spanish with any language,
or with comparative literature or Spanish with History of Art.
Post-major Course.
Post- The post-major course is designed to bridge over the interval between
Major the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount of
Course.
^jme gjven i undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges graduate
students frequently find it advisable to elect this couise.
Advanced Spanish, Dr. DeHaan. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The course consists of readings of classical, pre-classical and modern literature, trans-
lation of English prose into Spanish, and the writing of compositions in Spanish. Some
time is devoted to the study of the history of Spanish literature.
Graduate Courses.
Six hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered
each year to graduate students of Spanish accompanied by the direction
of private reading and original research. The books needed by the grad-
uate students are collected in the seminary library of the department.
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No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary
libraries, but the post-major course of the department amounting to two
hours a week may be elected by graduate students.
Spanish Philology, Dr. DeHaan. One hour a week throughout the year.
Old Spanish Readings, Dr. DeHaan. One hour a week throughout the year.
Lectures in Spanish on Spanish Literary History till the death of Calde-
ron (1681), Dr. DeHaan. One hour a week throughout the year.
The lectures are supplemented by extensive private reading of important works.
Essays in Spanish, Dr. DeHaan. Two hours a week throughout the year,
Romance Languages Journal Club, Dr. DeHaan, Dr. Schinz, Dr. Hol-
brook, M. Cons, Dr. Welden. One and a half hours a fortnight throughout the year.
The instructors and advanced students meet to report on and discuss recent reviews
and critical articles.
COMPAEATIVE LITERATURE.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Orie Latham Hatcher, Associate and Associate Professor
(elect) in Comparative and Elizabethan Literatures; Dr. Alfred
Horatio Upham, Associate Professor of English Literature,
and Miss Georgiana Goddard King,* Reader in English and
Lecturer in Art.
The instruction offered in comparative literature covers
fourteen hours of lectures and recitations a week; it includes
ten hours a week of undergraduate minor and major work and
four hours a week of graduate work. Any of the undergraduate
courses may be taken as free elective courses, but are open
only to those students who have completed the two years'
required course in English and possess a reading knowledge of
one language besides English. Students electing comparative
literature as a major subject must possess a reading knowledge
of one modern language at the beginning of the first year
course, and a reading knowledge of two languages, one of
which may be Latin, before entering on the work of the second
year. This requirement will probably be extended in 1913-14
to include two languages for the minor course and three for
the major. Students intending to elect comparative literature
and either Italian or Spanish as a group should begin the study
of the language chosen as early as possible after entering
college.
*Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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First Year.
(Minor Cowse.)
Major Renaissance Lyrics, Dr. Hatcher. Three hours a week during the first semester
.
Course.
(Given in 1911-12 and in each succeeding year.)
The course is concerned with the rise of the modem literary lyric among the Troubadours'
and the spread of Provengal and other early Romance lyric forms in Italy, France, Germany'
Spain, and England. A knowledge of two languages besides English, one preferably Latin'
is required.
The Modern Pastoral to 1700, Dr. Hatcher.
Three hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1911-12 and in each succeeding year.)
The lectures and reading involve recognition of the large debt of the moderns to the
classical pastoralists, but are chiefly devoted to the rise and decadence of the pastoral
mode in the Romance literature and in English as expressed in eclogue, pastoral, lyric,
romance, and drama. A reading knowledge of two languages besides English is required.
The Continental Developments of Romanticism in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury, Miss King. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Giten in 1913-14 and in each succeeding year.)
The course deals with the rise and growth of the ideals of revolution in continental
literature from the birth of Byron to the death of Swinburne. The literature of revolt
is studied with special attention to the drama and, in poetry as well as in the novel, to
the successive phases of early romanticism, mid-century realism, and the new return to
romanticism.
Second Year.
Modern Drama, Dr. Hatcher. Three hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1911-12 and in each succeeding year.)
The causes of the present wide-spread dramatic activity are sought, and the more signi-
ficant contemporary plays are studied in their relation to vital modern questions, for their
literary qualities, and for methods of technique. A reading knowledge of either French
or German is required.
The Evolution of Dramatic Forms, Dr. Hatcher.
Three hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1911-12 and in each succeeding year.)
The object of the course is to seek out the essence of the drama as such, to suggest the
many forms in which the human instinct for dramatic expression has manifested itself,
and to acquaint the student with the more significant of these in their historical order.
A reading knowledge of Latin and of one modern language is desirable.
The Foreign Relations of Nineteenth Century Romanticism, Dr. Upham.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12.)
A study of the various phases of the general Romantic movement in their effect on
English thought and letters after 1800. Attention will be given to the influence of philo-
sophical idealism, the final shaping of the mediaeval element, the revolutionary impulse,
the relation of nature and art, the Hellenistic reaction, the Italian revival, and the diffusion
of romanticism in later literature. Careful outside reading is required.
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The Culture of the Renaissance, Miss King.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and in each succeeding year.)
The study of the literature of the Italian Renaissance begins with an examination of
its ideals of education and character, and, after a short excursus on the influence of the
other arts upon literature between 1300 and 1600, indicates the chief differences which
appeared as the movement reached its culmination in France and England, and the stand-
ards of taste and ideals of life which it finally imposed. The class studies in connection
with this the chief types of literary form as they took shape in Italy and were adopted and
altered elsewhere.
The course on the Faust Legend given by Dr. Jessen, two hours a week as part of the
major course in German, may be substituted for this course if desired.
Group: Comparative Literature with English, or with Ger-
man, or with Italian, or with Spanish, or with Italian and
Spanish.
Graduate Courses.
The seminary in comparative literature changes its subject of study Graduate
from year to year through a cycle of three years. It may be taken by Courses.
graduate students of English in connection with the seminary in Eliza-
bethan literature or may be elected separately. The courses in literary
criticism extend through two years, but may be elected separately.
Students intending to do special work in comparative literature are
advised to begin the study of Italian or Spanish.
Seminary in Comparative Literature, Dr. Hatcher.
Two hours a week throughout the year,
(Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is the lyric poetry of the later Renaissance.
The Italian lyrics of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are studied with reference both to
their Provencal and early Italian origins, and to their bearing upon later French and Eng-
lish lyrics. Considerable stress is laid upon the study of verse forms and the development
of theories of versification. The first semester is given to reading of the literature involved
and reviews of the results of critical investigation in the field. In the second semester
each student devotes her time to some individual topic. Students desiring to take this
course must consult the instructor as to linguistic equipment.
In 1912-13 Renaissance comedy, chiefly in the sixteenth century, will be studied. Some
preliminary consideration will be given to mediaeval contributions to Renaissance comedy,
but Ariosto's revival of classical comedy will be taken as the special starting point, and the
development of literary comedy traced through other Italian plays and through the French,
Spanish, and English to that of the earlier Jacobean dramatists. The various types of
comedy will be analysed and illustrated in the reading required. Pre-requisite for the
course, French and either Italian or Spanish,
In 1913-14 the seminary will undertake the study of Renaissance fiction on the continent
as related to Elizabethan fiction and drama, the study of fiction being here practically
restricted to that of the novella or short prose tale,; Boccaccio, Cinthio, Bandello, Mar-
garet of Navarre, Desperiers, Belieforrest, Painter, Pettio, Whetstone, etc., being among the
novelists studied. Pre-requisite for the course, French and either Spanish or Italian.
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Modem literary Criticism, Dr. Upham. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Giien in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
A survey of the important phases of literary criticism in Europe from the neo-classic
period, through the development of romanticism, to the present day. Inter-relations
of England and the continent will be made prominent. This course will be similar in
scope and method to the course in Literary Criticism through the Renaissance.
literary Criticism through the Renaissance, Dr. Upham.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
A survey, from the graduate point of view, of the significant movements and documents
in the history of European critical theory from Aristotle, through the activities of the
Renaissance, to the consummation of the neo-classic code in the seventeenth century. The
bearing of these upon English literature will be emphasised throughout. The lectures
aim chiefly to indicate outline and relationships, the important feature of the course being
the thorough study and frequent discussion of the material.
Semitic Languages axd Biblical Literature.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. George A. Barton, Professor of Biblical Literature and
Semitic Languages. The instruction offered in this department
includes three hours a week of Oriental History, three hours a
week of free elective courses in Biblical Literature, and five
hours a week of graduate courses in Semitic Languages.
The college was particularly fortunate in securing in the year
1892 the library of the late M. Arthur Amiaud, of Paris. While
M. Amiaud was especially eminent as an Assyriologist, he was
also prominent as a general Semitic student. His librae was
the collection of an active scholar, and forms a working library
for the student in every department of Semitic study. It is
especially rich in the Hebrew, Syriac, and Assyrian languages,
containing several works, indispensable to the student, which
are now out of print. Another Semitic library containing many
works on the Talmud and on Jewish literature was acquired in
1904. In 1907 Air. Albert J. Edmunds presented to the college
his library of 500 volumes on the history of religion. The con-
tents of these libraries, together with the books already owned
bj- the college and those easily accessible in neighboring libra-
ries, form an exceptionally good collection of material for the
specialist in Semitic languages. A good working collection of
cuneiform tablets is under the control of the department, and
affords an excellent opportunity for students of Assyrian to
become familiar with original documents.
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Minor Course.
{Given in each year.)
Oriental History, Dr. Barton. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(May be taken as a free elective or may be substituted for part of the second year of
required science, or part of the minor course in ancient history.)
This course treats in broad outlines the history and civilisation of the classical orient.
The beginnings of the Hamito-Semitic race, and the influence of environment upon its
primitive institutions are first studied. The separation of the races into the different
nations is then traced, and the history of the principal oriental nations, Egyptians, Baby-
lonians, Assyrians, Phoenicians, Hebrews, Hittites, Sabseans, and Persians; of Alexander
and his successors; of the Parthians, and the oriental empire of the Romans, is followed in
outline. Special attention is paid to the history of the Hebrews, and to their unique
religious contribution to the civilisation of the world. The course concludes with a study
of the Arabic caliphates, and of Mohammedan civilisation. The lectures are illustrated
by archaeological specimens and by photographs. Either semester may be elected sepa-
rately. This course was given five hours a week in 1911-12.
Minor
Course.
Free Elective Courses.
The courses in Biblical Literature are intended primarily for under-
graduate students, but may be elected by graduate students also.
History of the Old Testament Canon, Dr. Barton.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(.Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
In this course the history of the composition and collection of the books of the Old
Testament is studied. The instruction is given in lectures, and readings are assigned
in the Old Testament itself and in modern literature concerning it.
New Testament Biography, Dr. Barton. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The first semester of this course is devoted to a careful study of the life and teaching
of Christ; the second semester to the life and teaching of St. Paul. The instruction is
given in lectures, and the Gospels and Espistles are read together with the most helpful
of the modern works on these topics. The course is illustrated by photographs .of the
most important places connected with the lives of Christ and St. Paul.
History of the New Testament Canon, Dr. Barton.
One hour a week thioughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This course, which alternates with the course on the Old Testament Canon, consists
of a study of the New Testament.
The History of Christian Doctrine, Dr. Barton.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
In the first semester Christianity is studied as presented by its Founder and by the
apostles, and in the second semester the history of Christian doctrine from 100 A. D.
to the present time is briefly reviewed, and problems presented by modern thought are
touched upon.
Biblical Geography and Archaeology, Dr. Barton.
Two hours a week throughout the year
(Given when the time of the department permits.)
Free
Elective
Courses.
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The course begins -with a survey of the physical features of Palestine and an estimate
of their effect upon its civilisation. The succession of races dominant in Palestine since
the beginning of history is then reviewed, after which the positions of the places impor-
tant in the Biblical narrative are carefully noted. The principal Biblical narratives are
studied in connection with the geography of the country and the archaeological remains
of the period. In this way the narratives of the Patriarchs, Kings, Prophets, and Apostles,
as well as the life of Christ, are illustrated. The course is illustrated by photographs.
Use is made throughout the course of the publications of the Palestine Exploration Fund,
and of other modern explorers.
Xew Testament Greek, Dr. Barton. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Gizen when the time of the department permits.)
This course presupposes a knowledge of classical Greek. After some introductory
lectures on the formation and peculiarities of the New Testament Greek, one hour a week
during the first semester is devoted to lectures on the history of the Xew Testament test,
both in its written and in its printed form, the helps extant for emending it, and the method
of using them. The remainder of the time is devoted to the interpretation of the New
Testament Epistles, especially those of Paul. The students are expected to read privately
during the first semester the text of one of the Gospels, and during the second, either the
Acts of the Apostles, the Apocalypse, or the Epistle to tte Hebrews.
Graduate Coubses.
Graduate Seminary work and graduate lectures amounting to at least five hours
Courses. a -^ggjj; are offered each year to graduate students of Semitic languages
and Biblical Literature accompanied by the direction of private reading
and original research. The books needed by the graduate students are
collected in the seminary library of the department. Xo undergraduates
are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary library, but the elec-
tive courses of the department amounting to three hours a week may be
elected by graduate students.
The graduate courses in Semitic languages are varied from year to year,
as indicated below, so that they may be pursued by a student for four
successive years. Those who offer Semitic languages as the major subject
in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are required to
spend in Semitic work half their time for at least three years.
The work of the department is so arranged that students may special-
ise in Hebrew or Assyrian. Students who offer Hebrew or Assyrian as the
major subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
must possess a knowledge of the grammatical forms of five Semitic lan-
guages and in this enumeration Syriac and Jewish Aramaic may not count
as separate languages. Students that offer Semitic languages as the
minor subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
must show that they have a knowledge of three Semitic languages.
The regular alternation of courses is indicated below and at least five
hours a week will be given in each year, the courses being selected accord-
ing to the needs of the graduate students. Graduate students may enter
in any year of the four j"ears' course, as there will be afforded each year an
opportunity for graduate students to begin Hebrew.
Xo undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
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The following courses are offered in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14:
Semitic Seminary, Dr. Barton. Two hours a week throughout the year.
This seminary is devoted to Hebrew or Assyrian, the languages that may be offered
as major subjects for the doctor's degree. The time may be devoted to one of these lan-
guages, or may be divided between the two, according to the needs of the students. In
Assyrian the subject may be chosen from one of the following; the oldest Babylonian
inscriptions, temple archives of Telloh, Sumerian hymns, the code of Hammurabi, or
mythological poetry. In Hebrew, one of the following subjects may be selected: Job,
the Psalter, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs, or Hebrew Epigraphy.
In the Hebrew seminary the students are trained in textual criticism through the use
of the ancient versions.
Elementary Semitic Languages, Dr. Barton.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
This course may be devoted to the elements of Hebrew, or of Aramaic (Syriac and Jewish
Aramaic), or Assyrian, or Arabic according to the needs of the students. The time may,
if necessary, be divided between two of these languages.
Hebrew, The Prophets, Dr. Barton. One how a week throughout the year.
The text of one or more of the Prophets is critically interpreted, and Hebrew syntax
and composition are studied.
Hebrew Literature, Dr. Barton. Two hour3 a week throughout the year.
This course is devoted to a study of the Prophets, the Pentateuch, and the historical
books of the Old Testament.
Ethiopic, Dr. Barton. One hour a week throughout the year.
The grammar and Chrestomathia of Praetorius and Dillmann are used, and in the later
part of the course selections are read from the book of Enoch.
Seminary in New Testament Greek, Dr. Barton.
One hour a week throughout the year.
A thorough study is made of some book of the New Testament, and the students are
guided in critical studies, both textual and historical.
The following courses are offered in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15:
Semitic Seminary, Dr. Barton. Two hours a week throughout the year.
The work of the seminary is continued as given in 1911-12.
Seminary in Aramaic and Arabic, Dr. Barton.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
This seminary is devoted to Arabic or Aramaic, the languages that may be offered as
minor subjects for the doctor's degree. The time may be given to one of the languages,
or may be divided between the two, according to the needs of the students. In Arabic
the subject may be chosen from one of the following: the Coran, pre-Islamic poetry,
Arabic geographers, or South Arabic inscriptions. In Aramaic, one of the following sub-
jects may be selected: a comparative study of the Syriac Versions of the Gospels, the
Syriac Version of one of the Old Testament books, the writings of Gregory Bar Hebraeus,
or of Efraem, the Targum on one of the Old Testament books, the Talmud, or Aramaic
inscriptions.
Comparative Semitic Grammar, Dr. Barton.
One hour a week throughout the year.
The grammar of Brockelmann is used as a basis with comparison from the Egyptian
and other Hamitic languages.
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Egyptian, Dr. Barton. One hour a week throughout the year.
The elements of Egyptian and Coptic grammar are taught, and some tests in each lan-
guage interpreted.
History.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Mr. Clarence H. Haring, Lecturer (elect) in History, Dr.
William. Roy Smith, Associate Professor of History, Mr. Fred-
erick Aldrich Cleveland, Lecturer in History, Dr. George A.
Barton, Professor of Semitic Languages and Biblical Litera-
ture, Dr. Tenney Frank, Associate Professor of Latin, and Dr.
James Fulton Ferguson, Associate (elect) in Latin and Ancient
History.
The instruction offered in history covers forty-two hours of
lectures a week; it includes twenty hours a week of under-
graduate major and minor work in modern history and ten hours
a week of major and minor work in ancient history: five hours
a week of post-major work, open only to graduates and under-
graduates that have completed the major course in history,
and seven hours a week of graduate work.
The object of the major course in history is three-fold. Pri-
marily, history is taught for its own sake as a record of the
development of humanity; secondarily, as a necessary accom-
paniment to the study of political institutions; and finally, as
a framework for other forms of research, linguistic, religious, or
archaeological. The courses are planned to develop in the stu-
dents a readier historical sense, and a consciousness of historical
growth, rather than to give them a mere outline of general his-
tory. The instruction consists mainly of lectures, which are
designed to create interest in the broad lines of historical develop-
ment; the lectures are accompanied by constant references for
private reading, to stimulate accuracy in detail and independ-
ence in judgment.
Fibst Yeas.
{Minor Course.)
Modern History. Modern History.
(.Given in each year.)
Major History of Europe from 1799 to 1912, Mr. Haring and Mr. Cleveland.
LOUVse. Three hours a week throughout the year.
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(This course may be taken as a free elective and either semester may be elected separately.
The class will be divided alphabetically into two sections, A and B. Mr. Haring will
lecture to Section A in the first semester and to Section B in the second semester. Mr.
Cleveland will lecture to Section B in the first semester and to Section A in the second
semester.)
The course deal3 with the political and social transformation of Europe in the nineteenth
century. It opens with an outline of the career of Napoleon. The lectures trace the reac-
tion against legitimism and Metternichism, and the growth of liberal ideas and constitu-
tional government. In the second semester special attention is paid to the union of Italy
and to the foundation of the German Empire. Attention is also given to questions of the
near and far East and to problems of colonial expansion.
History Of the Reformation, Dr. Smith. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and may be entered in the second semester
but must be elected in both semesters in order to count as part of the minor course in his-
tory. The course in History of England since 1066 may be substituted for this course,
but must also be elected in both semesters to count as part of the minor course in history.)
The course begins with a brief survey of the Middle Ages, special emphasis being placed
upon the organisation of the Church, the rise and fall of the Papacy, the work of the Councils
of Pisa, Constance, and Basel, and the pre-Lutheran reform movement. A more detailed
account of the growth of Protestantism and the counter measures follows; the war in the
Netherlands, the religious and political struggles in France, and the thirty years' war are
discussed. The course closes with the treaty of Westphalia in 1648.
History of England since 1066, Mr. Cleveland.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and may be entered in the second semester
but must be elected in both semesters in order to count as part of the minor course in history.
The course in the History of the Reformation may be substituted for this course but must
also be elected in both semesters in order to count as part of the minor course in history.)
The objects of this course are to review the principal events in English history since the
Norman conquest and also to explain modern England. The treatment is therefore both
chronological and topical, the topics discussed being either of contemporary importance or
explanatory of present political history. Up to 1485 the lectures merely summarise facts
and emphasise changes; after 1485 the treatment is more detailed and special subjects
such as the development of the cabinet system, the American Revolution from the English
point of view, the industrial revolution, parliamentary reform, and recent social legislation
are discussed.
Second Year.
Modern History.
(Qiven in each year.)
Europe in the Period of the Renaissance, Mr. Haring.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied history at least five
hours a week for one year. Under the above conditions it may be taken as a free elective
and may be entered in the second semester, but students taking history as a group must
elect it in both semesters in order to count it as part of the major course. The course on
the French Revolution and Napoleon may be substituted for this course.)
The course is intended to trace the development of those forces in learning and religion,
in political and social life, which combined to give significance to this period. The rise
of Italian Humanism and its reflection in Northern Europe, the broadening of geographical
knowledge and the commercial rivalries which ensued, the national expansion of France,
Spain, England, and the beginnings of religious reform are dealt with.
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The French Revolution and Napoleon, Mr. Cleveland.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied history at least five hours
a week for one year. Under the above conditions it may be taken as a free elective, and
may be entered in the second semester, but students taking history as a group must elect
it in both semesters in order to count it as part of the major course. The course on Europe
in the Period of Renaissance may be substituted for this course.)
This course treats of the history of France and of Europe from 1789 to 1815, by means of
lectures, assigned readings, and reports. The period is considered as an organic whole and
the career of Napoleon is regarded as that of a child of the Revolution who in his later years
abuses what has made him. The form of the course is chiefly narrative and an effort
is made to view the Revolution in its wider aspects as, in a sense, a part of the history of
all modern states. The increasing mass of secondary material is appraised and some
printed documentary material is used for reports and references.
History of the United States from 1865 to 1912, Dr. Smith.
Two hiours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied history at least five hours
a week for one year. Under the above conditions it may be taken as a free elective, and may
be entered in the second semester, but students taking history as a group must elect it in
both semesters in order to count it as part of the major course. The course on British
Imperialism may be substituted for this course.)
The aim of this course is to present the historical background necessary to enable students
to discuss intelligently the more important social, industrial, political, and diplomatic
problems of the present day. They will also be taught by means of required reading and
reports how to use memoirs, letters, magazines, newspapers, and other contemporary his-
torical sources.
British Imperialism, Dr. Smith. Two liours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied history at least five hours
a week for one year. Under the above conditions it may be taken as a free elective, and may
be entered in the second semester, but students taking history as a group must elect it in
both semesters in order to count it as part of the major course. The course on the History
of the United States from 1865 to 1912 may be substituted for this course.)
This course deals with the external history of the English people: the sea-rovers of the
sixteenth century; the beginnings of American colonisation; the contrast between the old
colonial system and the new; the history of Canada, Australasia, South Africa, India,
Egypt and other colonies and dependencies; the new imperialism of Beaconsfield and Cham-
berlain; the present position of England as a world power.
Major
Course
Fibst Yeab,
{Minor Course.')
Ancient History.
{Given in each year.)
Oriental History, Dr. Barton. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and may be entered in the second semester
but must be elected in both semesters in order to count as part of the minor course in Ancient
History.)
This course treats in broad outlines the history of civilisation of the Classical Orient.
The beginnings of the Hamito-Semitic race, and the influence of environment upon its
primitive institutions are first studied. The separation of the races into the different
nations is then traced, and the history of the principal oriental nations, Egyptians, Baby-
lonians, Assyrians, Phoenicians, Hebrews, Hittites, Sabaeans, and Persians; of Alexander
and his successors; of the Parthians, and the oriental empire of the Romans, is followed in
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outline. Special attention is paid to the history of the Hebrews, and to their unique religious
contribution to the civilisation of the world. The course concludes with a study of the
Arabic caliphates, and of Mohammedan civilisation. The lectures are illustrated by arch-
aeological specimens and by photographs. Either semester may be elected separately.
In 1911-12 this course was given five times a week throughout the year.
Outline Survey of Classical History, Dr. Ferguson.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and may be entered in the second semester
but must be elected in both semesters in order to count as part of the minor course in Ancient
History.)
The course consists of lectures supplemented by reference to West's Ancient History
and private reading giving an outline of European civilisation from its earliest times to
the reign of Charlemagne. Oriental history will be given only in so far as it serves to
explain the origin of this civilisation and will not duplicate in any way the course in Oriental
History.
Second Yeab.
Ancient History.
1st Semester. (.Given in each year.)
The Age of Pericles, Dr. Ferguson. Three hours a week.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied history at least five hours
a week for one year. Under the above conditions it may be taken as a free elective, but
students taking Ancient History as a group must elect also the course in the Augustan Age
in order to count it as part of the major course.)
This remarkable period in Greek History will be studied minutely. Source study,
historical method, and comparison of modern accounts will be required.
Lectures on Roman Life, Dr. Frank, One hour a week.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and may be entered in the second semester,
but students taking Ancient History as a group must elect the course in both semesters in
order to count it as part of the major course.)
An attempt is made to describe briefly Roman social and economic conditions, as well as
the development of religious beliefs and institutions.
Biographical Study of Csesar, Dr. Ferguson. One hour a week.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and may be entered in the second semester,
but students taking Ancient History as a group must elect the course in both semesters in
order to count it as part of the major course.)
The object of this course will be to group the facts in the history of the last century of
the Roman Republic round the personality of its great men, especially Julius Cffisax. The
accounts of Mommsen, Sihler, Ferrero and others, will be studied in detail, with a careful
testing of their sources and methods.
2nd Semester.
The Augustan Age, Dr. Ferguson. Three hours a u-eek.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied history at least five hours
a week for one year. Under the above conditions it may be taken as a free elective, but
students taking Ancient History as a group must elect also the course in the Age of Pericles
in order to count it as part of the major course.)
The course consists of a study of the political, institutional, and cultural history of the
golden age of the empire. The sources and their use by modern historians will be studied
minutely. Special subjects will be assigned for independent investigation.
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Lectures on Roman Life (continued), Dr. Frank. One tour a week.
Biographical Study of Csesar (continued), Dr. Ferguson. One hour a week.
Group: Modern History with Economics and Politics;
Modern European History with German, or with French, or
with History of Art : Ancient History with Greek, or with
Latin, or with Classical Archaeology.
POST-MAJOE COOBSBB.
England under the Tudors, Mr. Hating. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Ghen in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
The principal aspects of the narrative and constitutional history of England in the
seventeenth century mil be studied in some detail. Use will be made of general histories
but the work of the students will, as far as possible, be done from State papers, published
correspondence, etc. The course will be conducted by lectures, discussions, and oral reports
from members of the class.
England under the Stuarts, Mr. Haling. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Giten in 1914-15.)
This course is conducted on the same general plan as the preceding course.
American Constitutional History to 1783, Dr. Smith.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Giten in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The tert-books used in the course are MacDonald's Select Charters of American History
and Select Documents of the History of the United States. The members of the class are
also systematically referred, not only to the general authorities, but also to colonial charters
and constitutions, the records of the colonial governments as far as they are available,
the journals of Congress, and other documentary materials.
American Constitutional History, from 1783, Dr. Smith.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Giten in 1912—13 and again in 1914—15.)
The lectures deal with the leading aspects of the political, constitutional, and economic
history of the United States from the ratification of the constitution to the present time.
The text-books used are MacDonald's Select Documents of the History of the United States
and Select Statutes of United States History, but frequent additional references are given
to the leading secondary authorities. To a limited extent use will be made of such docu-
ments as are available in the library, and special topics will be assigned for discussion and
report.
England since 171-1, Mr. Cleveland. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Gizen in 1911-12 and again in 1912-13.)
This course is conducted by means of lectures, assigned readings, and written reports.
Its purpose is rather to explain th»" to narrate. Therefore the treament is topical as well
as chronological, emphasis being laid upon those political, social, and constitutional changes
which seem to have made modern England. Among the topics of discussion are the rise
and fall of the Whig oligarchy, the evolution of the cabinet system, the rise of Methodism,
the American Revolution as a constitutional question, England and the French Revolution,
the industrial revolution, parliamentary reform, England and the Monroe doctrine, the
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Gbaduate Courses.
Two distinct seminary courses in English and European history and in
American history are offered to graduate students in history in addition
to a course in Historical Method and Bibliography and the direction of
private reading and original research.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Seminary in English and European History, Mr. Haring.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
In 1912-13 the Reformation will be the subject of the seminary.
In 1913-14 the work of the seminary will be on topics selected from the political history
of continental Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
In 1914-15 English institutions in the Tudor and Stuart periods will be studied.
Seminary in American History, Dr. Smith.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is slavery and the negro problem. After a pre-
liminary survey of the history of slavery in the colonial period such topics as the slavery
compromises of the constitution, the growth of slavery in the South, the abolition of the
slave trade, the Missouri Compromise, the anti-Slavery movement, nullification, the
Mexican War, the Wilmot Proviso, the compromise measures of 1850, the Kansas-Nebraska
bill, the Dred Scott decision, the abolition of slavery, and the adoption of the thirteenth,
fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments are discussed. Special attention is paid to the con-
flict between sectionalism and nationalism and to the connection between slavery, terri-
torial expansion, and the development of constitutional theories.
In 1912-13 the American colonies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries will be
the subject of the seminary. The political, constitutional, and social problems of the
colonies in the seventeenth century will be studied in the first semester. In the second
semester, special stress is laid upon the development in the eighteenth century of the
imperial administrative machinery and upon the ethnical distribution of population in
the colonies.
In 1913-14 the revolution, the confederation, and the constitution will be the subjects
of study. American history from 1776 to 1789 is discussed primarily from the local point
of view as a step in the conflict between the seaboard aristocracy and the democracy of
the frontier. The social and economic forces which led to the adoption of the Federal
Constitution and the subsequent formation of national political parties are investigated.
Historical Method and Bibliography, Mr. Cleveland.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
The matters dealt with in this course are the field of history and its relations to allied
subjects; the evolution of the scientific historical method; the outlines of historical bibliog-
raphy; the great collections of printed material; archives and MSS.; the work and rank
of leading historians of the modern school. A reading knowledge of French and German is
required.
Historical Journal Club, Mr. Haring, Dr. Smith and Mr. Cleveland.
Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
The instructors in the department of history and the graduate students who are pur-
suing advanced courses in history meet once a fortnight to make reports upon assigned
topics, review recent articles and books, and present the results of special investigations.
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Economics and Politics.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Marion Parris, Associate Professor of Economics and
Politics, Mr. Sydney D. M. Hudson, Lecturer in Political
Science, and an instructor in Economics and Politics whose
appointment will be announced later.
The instruction offered by this department covers thirty-four
and a half hours of lectures and recitations a week; it includes
twenty hours a week of undergraduate minor and major work;
two and a half hours a week of free elective work; five hours a
week of post-major work open only to graduates and to under-
graduates who have completed the major course in economics
and politics; and seven hours a week of graduate work.
The object of the undergraduate courses in economics and
politics is three-fold: first, to trace the history of economic
and political thought; second, to describe the development of
economic and political institutions; and third, to consider the
practical economic and political questions of the day. Instruc-
tion is given by lectures. The lectures are supplemented by
private reading, by oral and written quizzes, by written theses
and reports, and by such special class-room exercises as the
different subjects require.
First Yeab.
{Minor Course.)
{Given in each year.)
Introduction to Economics, Dr. Parris and .
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and either semester may be elected separately.
The class will be divided alphabetically into two sections, A and B. Dr. Parris will lec-
ture to Section A in the first semester and to Section B in the second semester. An instruc-
tor, whose appointment will be announced later, will lecture to Section B in the first semester
and to Section A in the second semester.)
The objects of this course are to introduce the students to the economic problems in the
modern state with their necessary historical antecedents, and to train them to think
clearly on economic subjects. The work of the year is divided into three parts: first,
the nature and extent of supply, including a brief outline of economic geography; second,
the nature and laws of demand, including an introduction to the theory of value and
price; third, a brief resum6 of the development of modern economic institutions including
means and methods of production and exchange. The lectures are supplemented by
readings from standard economic authors. Several short papers are required and oral and
written quizzes are frequently held. Expeditions are arranged to visit industrial plants,
factories, etc.
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Problems in Politics, Mr. Hudson and .
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be taken as a free elective and either semester may be elected separately.
The class will be divided alphabetically into two sections, A and B. Mr. Hudson will
lecture to section A in the first semester and to Section B in the second. An instructor,
whose appointment will be announced later, will lecture to Section B in the first and to
Section A in the second semester.)
The course is designed to give the student a knowledge of the vital problems of contem-
porary polities. The basis of the work will be a critical examination of the political organi-
sation and practice of the United States with constant comparison with Great Britain,
France, and the German Empire.
Among the topics treated are: the territorial and ethnic basis of the modern State
with special reference to American race problems; the nature of constitutional government,
the formation and evolution of modern constitutions, "flexible" and "rigid" constitutions;
the fundamental principles embodied in modern democratic constitutions; the evolution
of democracy during the last century, various types of democracy, the strong and weak
points of democratic systems; the legislative, executive and judiciary, their organisation,
powers and methods of operation with special attention to such questions as "the separa-
tion of the powers," presidential vs. parliamentary government, the freedom of debate
in legislative bodies, the independence of the courts, proper popular control over the
machinery of government; federal vs. centralised government, the adaptability of our
federal system to present-day conditions; the constitutional protection of private rights,
the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the constitution of the United States and the
interpretation of these amendments, political parties, their development, organisation and
methods; State and Municipal government in the United States; representative and
direct government.
Second Year.
{Given in each, year.)
History of Economic Thought, Dr. Parris and Mr. Hudson.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied economics and politics
at least five hours a week for one year. Under these conditions it may be taken as a free
elective, and may be entered in the second semester. The class will be divided alphabeti-
cally into two sections, A and B. Dr. Parris will lecture to Section A in the first semester
and to Section B in the second semester. Mr. Hudson will lecture to Section B in the first
and to Section A in the second semester.)
The object of this course is to give advanced students an historical introduction to
modern economic thought as a basis for a critical study of modern economic problems.
The successive changes in the theory of value and of distribution since the middle of the
eighteenth century are studied with special reference, first, to the philosophical and
speculative thought, and second, to the industrial institutions of the times.
The students will be expected to read critically portions of standard texts, including
Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, Ricardo's Principles of Political Economy and Taxation;
Malthus's Principles of Population; Senior's Political Economy; J. S. Mill's Principles
of Political Economy, Jevon's Political Economy; and selections from the writings of Mar-
shall, Wicksteed, Bohm-Bawert, Wieser, J. B. Clark, Pantaleoni and others. Numerous
short papers in connection with the reading, and one long report on some specially assigned
subject are required.
Social Politics, Mr. Hudson and . Two hours a week throughout the year.
(This course may be elected only by students who have studied economics and politics
at least five hours a week for one year. Under these conditions it may be taken as a free
elective and may be entered in the second semester. The class will be divided alphabetically
into two sections, A and B. Mr. Hudson will lecture to Section A in the first semester and
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to Section B in the second semester. An instructor, whose appointment will be announced
later, will lecture to Section B in the first and to Section A in the second semester.)
The course will deal with the problem of the relations of organised society to the individ-
ual with respect to the functions of government and the proper limits of governmental
interference. The questions treated will be dealt with from the political, economic and
social points of view. During the first semester various types of individualistic and social-
istic theories will be critically examined and the practice of modern democratic states
with regard to governmental interference will be studied in order to determine and compare
the various principles which may be deduced therefrom. The work of the second semester
will deal with specific problems such as: the position of the family in modern society;
various proposed methods of social reform, especially of aid to dependent and quasi-
dependent classes; labour organisations and labour legislation; the growth and regulation
of combinations of capital; public ownership vs. governmental control of public utilities;
the guaranties of private rights under the constitution of the United States in their relation
to social legislation.
Group: Economics and Politics with Modern History or
with Philosophy.
Free Elective Courses.
Free Methods of Social Research, Dr. Parris.
Jiilecttve Two hours a week throughout the year.
Courses.
(Given in each year.)
The work of the first semester is an account of modern institutions for social research
and social reform; a review of the most important investigations, bibliographical sources,
and methods of research. Booth's Life and Labour in London, Rowntree's Poverty, the
reports of the Bureau of Labour and Bailey's Modern Social Conditions will be used as
text-books. In the second semester American social problems are studied, using as a
basis of investigation the United States Census. Special attention is paid to statistical
method and students will be assigned reports for each semester. The course is open only
to those students who have attended the minor course in economics and politics.
Euthenics, Dr. ParriS. One hour a week during the second semester.
This course is a continuation of the course in Eugenics given in the first semester, see
page 175.
Post-majob Courses.
Post- The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between
JVLajor
^e ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount
of time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges grad-
uate students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Sociology and the Social Institutions, Dr. Parris.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
This course is designed to introduce the students to the problems of modern sociology.
The first semester's work will be a review of the literature of sociology. The students
will read selections from the works of Comte, Spencer, Giddings, Ratzenhofer, Small,
and others. In the second semester the genesis and history of the social institutions will
be studied, the family, church, state, the institution of private property, corrective and
preventive institutions, etc. The lectures are supplemented by written reports and specially
assigned reading, and by written and oral quizzes.
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Government and Civil Liberty, Mr. Hudson.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12.)
This course consists of an examination of the nature of the State and the respective
spheres of governmental interference and civil liberty.
Modern Democracy, Mr. Hudson. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
The first semester -will be devoted to an examination of the nature of democracy, types
of democratic institutions, the development of the modern democratic movement, and
the tendencies of democratic legislation. Democratic institutions are analysed in order
to show the principles underlying them, and the opinions of publicists and statesmen with
regard to democracy are discussed critically. In the second semester specific problems of
democratic organisation and practice, especially those of contemporary American interest
will be studied.
American Constitutional Law, Mr. Hudson.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
In this course the leading principles of the American constitutional system will be
examined. The course will deal principally with the federal constitution and the decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States. Some attention will be given, however, to state
constitutions and the decisions of state courts. Stress will be laid upon decisions relating
to social and economic questions.
The Literature of Socialism. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15 by an instructor whose appointment will be announced
later.)
The course is intended to give a critical survey of socialistic and collectivistic thought
in the nineteenth century as a basis for interpreting modern socialistic theories. The
students will be required to write reports on specially assigned topics.
American Industrial History. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Giver in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16 by an instructor whose appointment will be announced
later.)
The object of the course is to trace the history of organisations of labour and capital
in the United States as a basis for the special study of present conditions.
Graduate Courses.
Six hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered each Graduate
year to graduate students of economics and politics accompanied by the Courses.
direction of private reading and original research, and the courses are
varied from year to year so that they may be pursued by students through
three or more consecutive years. The books needed bjr the graduate
students are collected in the seminary library of the department. No
undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary library,
but the post-major courses of the department amounting to five hours
a week may be elected by graduate students.
Economic Seminar}", Dr. Parris. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
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In 1911-12 the theories of capital and interest of modern German, Italian, and_American
economists are studied and critically compared.
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be a critical study of modern theories of value.
The works of Ehrenfels, Meinong, and Urban will be studied and criticised.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be the theories of interest and wages in
modern German, Italian, English, and American economics.
Political Seminary, Mr. Hudson. Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The methods of instruction in the seminary are designed to guide advanced students
in special research work along the lines indicated by the titles of the courses. Some lectures
are given but the main attention is devoted to the presentation and criticism of the results
of studies made by the students themselves.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is the nature and development of modern demo-
cratic institutions.
In 1912-13 Private Eights under the Constitution of the United States will be the
subject of the seminary. Attention will be devoted both to the content of the rights pro-
tected and to the means through which the protection is effected. In this latter connection,
the origin of the power of the Supreme Court of the United States to pass upon the constitu-
tionality of acts of Congress and of the State Legislatures, the principles which have guided
the Court in the use of the power, and the criticisms which have been advanced with regard
to the action of the Court will be treated. The investigation of the content of constitu-
tionally protected private rights will be concerned chiefly with a study of cases dealing with
combinations of labor and capital; social legislation, particularly government aid to depend-
ent and semi-dependent classes; the control of public utilities; limitations upon the taxing
power; class discriminations; various modes of administrative procedure.
In 1913-14, a study will be made of the origin and content of the political thought
expressed in the Constitution of the United States. American political ideas of the consti-
tution-making period will be considered in relation to their colonial and European sources.
Chief attention, however, will be devoted to the debates in the Convention of 1787, the
discussion of the constitution in connection with the state-ratifying conventions, and the
course of political thought during the period of federalist supremacy under the new govern-
ment.
In 1914-15, the distribution of legislative power between the Central Government and
the States will be investigated as a basis for a comparison of federal and centralized govern-
ment. The American federal system will be compared with the centralized government
of Great Britain and the federal systems of Australia, Canada, and British South Africa.
Economic Seminary. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year by an instructor whose appointment will be announced later.)
In 1912-13 the subject of the seminary will be American industrial problems. The
economic aspect of organised capital and organised labour and the principles of labour
legislation will be studied.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be the industrial history of the United States
from 1790 to 1860.
Economic Journal Club, Dr. Parris and Mr. Hudson.
Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
At the meetings recent books and articles are reviewed and the results of special inves-
tigations presented for discussion, comment, and criticism.
Philosophy.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Theodore de Leo de Laguna, Professor of Philosophy, Dr.
James H. Leuba, Professor of Psychology and Education and
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Director of the Psychological Laboratory, Dr. Clarence Errol
Ferree, Associate and Associate Professor (elect) in Psychology,
Dr. Grace Mead Andrus de Laguna, Associate in Philosophy,
and Miss Marion Reilly, Dean of the College and Reader in
Philosophy.
The instruction offered in this department covers thirty-six
hours of lectures a week: it includes a required course of five
hours a week; ten hours a week of undergraduate major and
minor work; one hour a week of free elective work; five hours
a week of post-major work open only to graduates and under-
graduates who have completed the major course in philosophy;
and fourteen hours a week of graduate work.
A course in philosophy, five hours a week throughout one
year, is required of all candidates for a degree.
The major course in philosophy presupposes as much infor-
mation as is contained in the required course, and may be elected
as a group in combination with the major course in Greek, Eng-
lish, economics and politics, mathematics, or physics.
History of Philosophy, Dr. T. de Laguna. Required
Three hours a week throughout the year. CoilVSe.
{Given in each year.)
The object of this course ia to give a general survey of the history of philosophy. The
first semester is devoted to a study of Greek and mediaeval thought. In the second sem-
ester the lectures deal with the development of modern philosophy from Descartes to Kant.
Psychology, Dr. Leuba. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The text-book used is James's Psychology, Briefer Course. In connection with the lec-
tures there are demonstrations of pertinent psycho-physical facts.
Fiest Yeab.
(Minor Course.)
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Problems in Philosophy, Dr. T. de Laguna. Three hours a week. Jlajor
(Open only to those students who have taken the general course in the History of Phi- LOUI'Se.
losophy. May be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group,
or may be counted as part of the second year of required science.)
In this course certain fundamental questions in philosophy are discussed in detail, such
as substance and cause, mechanism and teleology, monism and pluralism, idealism and
materialism, optimism and pessimism.
The Psychology of Instinct, Emotion, and the Will, Dr. Leuba.
Two hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the general course in Psychology. May
be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group, or may be
counted as part of the second year of required science.)
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2nd Semester.
Elementary Ethics, Dr. G. de Laguna. Three hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the general course in the History of Phi-
losophy. May be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group,
or may be counted as part of the second year of required science.)
This course forms a critical and historical introduction to ethical science. It is con-
ducted by means of lectures, discussions, and supplementary reading.
Experimental Psychology, Dr. Ferree. Two hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the general course in Psychology. May
be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group, or may be
counted as part of the second year of required science.)
This course counts as the equivalent of two hours a week for one semester; one hour
a week is given to lectures on experimental psychology and two and a half hours a week
to laboratory work.
Second Yeab.
1st Semester. (.Given in each year.)
Empiricism and Rationalism, Dr. G. de Laguna. Three hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the minor course in Philosophy. May
be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group.)
The course is devoted to a discussion of selected works of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz,
and Hume.
Experimental Psychology, Dr. Ferree. Two hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the minor course in Psychology. May
be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group.)
This course counts as equivalent to two hours a week; during the first semester two
and a half hours of laboratory work and one hour of lectures are given in place of two hours
of lectures. In the laboratory the experimental work of the minor year ia continued.
2nd Semester.
Philosophy in the Nineteenth Century, Dr. de Laguna. Three hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the minor course in Philosophy. May
be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group.)
The course is introduced by a series of lectures upon Kant's system. The post-Kantian
idealism and the philosophies of Comte and Spencer occupy the greater part of the semester.
Psychology (Animal Psjrchology), Dr. Leuba. Two hours a week.
(Open only to those students who have taken the minor course in Psychology. May
be taken as a free elective by students not electing the philosophical group.)
In this semester the laboratory work is discontinued and two hours a week of lectures
are given. The genesis and growth of mental life with reference to animal psychology
are treated.
Group: Philosophy with Greek, or with English, or with
Economics and Politics, or with Mathematics, or with Physics.
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Feee Elective Courses.
Elementary Logic, Dr. T. de Laguna. One hour a week throughout the year. Free
{Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.) Ci*\iima*>f 'fill •Nt>,S#
An introduction to deductive and inductive logic, including the theories of definition,
classification, the transformation of judgments, the canons of the syllogism, the forma-
tion of concepts, the general methods of observation and experiment, analogy, and the
use of hypotheses.
Theory of Pragmatism, Dr. T. de Laguna.
One hour a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
A brief introduction gives a sketch of the Darwinian theory of evolution and of its appli-
cation to functional psychology. The greater part of the second semester is devoted to
class discussion of Professor James's book on Pragmatism.
Post-major Courses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between JPost-
the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount Major
of time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges graduate
students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Types of Metaphysical Theory, Dr. G. de Laguna.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
Each semester is devoted to the examination of some important type of metaphysical
theory. After the historical development of the theory under investigation has been
traced its implications and relationships are examined and criticised. The particular
subjects elected vary from year to year.
Advanced Experimental Psychology, Dr. Ferree.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.}
This course is intended for fourth year students in psychology who wish to begin research
work. The instructor will cooperate with the student in the solution of some original
problem. The object of the course is to train the student for independent investigation.
A reading knowledge of French and German is required.
Graduate Courses.
Fourteen hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are Graduate
offered each year to graduate students of philosophy and psychology bourses.
accompanied by the direction of private reading and original research,
and the courses are varied from year to year so that they may be pursued
by students through three or more successive years. The books needed by
the graduate students are collected in the seminary library of the depart-
ment. No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses or to the
seminary library, but the post-major courses of the department amounting
to five hours a week may be elected by graduate students. The labora-
tory of experimental psychology is open to graduate students for research
work.
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Ethical Seminary, Dr. T. de Laguna. Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The subject of the seminary is either a study of one of the chief problems of ethics or
metaphysics or a critical examination of some important movement of thought.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is the ethics of Plato. The dialogues in which
moral questions are prominently discussed are read in approximately chronological order;
and the development of Plato's ethics is studied in the light of its interrelations with his
theories of knowledge and of reality.
In 1912-13 Hume and his contemporaries will be studied. A brief preliminary survey
is made of the course of English ethical thought from Hobbes to Shaftesbury. This is fol-
lowed by a more careful examination of selected writings of Mandeville, Butler, and Hutch-
eson, with a view to tracing their probable influence upon Hume. Finally, the principal
task of the year is a comparative study of the ethical doctrines of Hume's Treatise on Human
Nature and Enquiry into the Principles of Morals, with incidental reference to Hartley and
Adam Smith.
In 1913-14 the subject will be English evolutionary ethics, as exemplified in the writings
of Darwin, Clifford, Spencer, Stephen, Alexander, and Hobhouse, and as criticised by
Green, Sorley, Huxley, and Pringle-Pattison. Special attention will be given to the prob-
lem of determining the nature and limitations of the genetic method as applied in ethical
research.
Metaphysical Seminary, Dr. G. de Laguna.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The subject of the seminary is usually an examination of one of the more important
metaphysical theories of recent times. The chief object of the inquiry is to indicate the
fundamental postulates and tacit agreements of contemporary philosophical thought.
In 1911-12 the subject of the seminary is contemporary realism, special attention being
given to the various phases of the moment in England and in this country. Its historical
sources, and its relations to subjective idealism as well as to absolute idealism and prag-
matism, are carefully studied.
In 1912-13 the subject will be English empiricism. Special attention will be paid to its
connections with as3ociationism, and to the development of the theory of scientific method.
In 1913-14 the subject will be inductive and genetic logic. The theories of Sigwart,
Wundt, Bradley, Bosanquet, Dewey, and Baldwin will be the basis of study.
Modem Problems in Logic, Miss Reilly. Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1910-11 and again in 1912-13.)
This course is conducted according to seminary method.
Philosophical Journal Club, Dr. T. de Laguna and Dr. G. de Laguna.
Two hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet to report on and discuss recent reviews
and critical articles.
Psychological Seminary, Dr. Leuba. Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
As the foundation of the work of the seminary one or two of the following subjects will
be chosen each year: feeling and emotion; attention, apperception, the will; the psychol-
ogy of religion and of ethics; language, myths, customs; psychology of the beautiful;
psychiatry and criminology; animal and child psychology.
Systematic Ps3rchologV, Dr. Ferree. Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
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This course is intended, primarily, to give a systematic presentation of the literature
of experimental psychology. Due consideration, however, will be given to all points of
systematic importance. The work is grouped about the following topics: sensation, the
simpler sense complexes, perception and ideas, feeling and the affective processes, attention,
action, and the intellectual processes (memory, association, imagination, etc.). The course
covers three years, but the topics chosen and the time devoted to each vary from year to
year according to the needs of the students.
Psychological Journal Club, Dr. Leuba and Dr. Ferree.
One hour a week throughout the year.
The advanced students meet with the instructors once a week to hear or read reports
on the literature of the subject and on the work done in the laboratory.
Psychological Laboratory Work, Dr. Leuba and Dr. Ferree.
The laboratory work consists of individual practice and research.
Education.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. James H. Leuba, Professor of Psychology and Education
and Director of the Psychological Laboratory. The instruction
offered covers five hours of lectures a week; it includes two hours
a week of free elective work, and three hours a week of graduate
work.
It is the purpose of the department to offer to students intend-
ing to become teachers an opportunity to obtain a technical
preparation sufficient for their profession. Hitherto practical
training has been thought necessary for teachers of primary
schools only, but similar training is very desirable for teachers
in high schools and colleges also. Indeed it is already becoming
increasingly difficult for college graduates without practical and
theoretical pedagogical knowledge to secure good positions. In
addition to the lectures open to undergraduates, courses will be
organised for graduate students only, conducted with special
reference to preparation for the headship and superintendence of
schools. Education cannot be studied to the best advantage un-
less an acquaintance with at least the rudiments of psychology
is presupposed. The elementary experimental course in psj'chol-
ogy is therefore earnestly recommended to all students of
education.
Free Elective Course.
Education, Dr. Leuba. Two hows a week throughout the year. Free
{Given in each year.) Elect i t'C
This course deals with the great educators and their systems considered with reference
to modern educational methods and the problems of to-day.
Course.
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Graduate Courses.
Graduate Graduate students are recommended to follow the work offered in the
Courses.
free elective course .
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses.
Lectures upon school-hygiene; physical training; organisation of edu-
cation in the United States and in Europe; the training of teachers, etc.,
Dr. Leuba. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The Psychology of Mental and Bodily Growth with reference to Educa-
tion, Dr. Leuba. One hour a week throughout the year,
(Given in each year.)
A knowledge of elementary psychology is assumed in this course.
Educational Psychology, Dr. Leuba. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13.)
This course may be substituted for the course in school hygiene.
History of Art and Classical Archaeology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. David M. Robinson, Non-Resident Lecturer in Classical
Archaeology, Miss Georgiana Goddard King,* Reader in Eng-
lish and Lecturer in Art, Miss Lily Ross Taylor, Reader and
Demonstrator in the History of Art and Classical Archaeology,
Miss Mary Hamilton Swindler, Reader in Latin and Demon-
strator (elect) in the History of Art and Classical Archaeology,
and an instructor whose appointment will be announced later.
The instruction offered in this department covers thirteen
hours a week of lectures; it includes ten hours a week of
undergraduate minor and major work and three hours a week
of graduate work.
Two separate courses, each amounting to five hours a week,
are given each year, one in the History of Art and one in
Classical Archaeology, and these are changed from year to year,
giving a first and a second year or major course in each subject.
The separate courses of two or three hours a week may be
taken as free electives.
An archaeological seminary of two hours a week throughout
the year is offered to graduate students who have done element-
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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ary archaeological work, and also a journal club meeting one
and a half hours a fortnight.
In addition to the graduate seminary announced, other courses
will be provided as need for them arises, and individual students
will be directed in special work by means of private conferences.
First Year.
(Minor Course.)
Classical Archmology.
Greek and Roman Architecture.* Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
The history of Greek and Roman architecture is studied in the light of the most
recent important excavations. The course is illustrated with lantern slides.
Introduction to Classical Archseology. * One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
Coins, small bronzes, and terra-cottas are studied. The work of the two semesters may
be elected separately. The course is illustrated with lantern slides.
Lectures On Roman Life, Dr. Frank. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
An attempt is made to describe briefly Roman social and economic conditions, as well
as the development of religious beliefs and institutions.
Classical
Archmology.
Second Year.
(Minor Course.)
Classical Archmology.
Greek and Roman Sculpture, Miss Taylor.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
The course consists of a study of the development of Greek sculpture from its begin-
ning to the end of the Hellenistic period. The last six weeks of the second semester are
devoted to a survey of Roman Sculpture. The course is illustrated with lantern slides.
Ancient Painting.* Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
This course is concerned chiefly with vases and with Pompeian wall-paintings. A good
collection of original material for the illustration of Greek vases is in the possession of the
department. The course is illustrated with lantern slides.
* This course will be given by an instructor whose appointment will be announced later.
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History of Art.
Major
Course.
Graduate
Courses.
Fibst Year.
{Minor Course.)
History of Art.
Italian Painting of the Renaissance from the Middle of the Thirteenth
to the Middle of the Sixteenth Century, Miss King,
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
In the first semester the Italian Primitives are studied, chiefly in the schools of Florence,
Siena, and Umbria; in the second semester the painters of the High Renaissance, with
special attention to those of Venice and the north of Italy. The course is illustrated with
photographs and lantern slides.
Renaissance Sculpture, Miss King. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
The first semester is devoted to the sculpture of the Italian Renaissance, the second
chiefly to Northern art, and in especial to figure sculpture in France from the building of
the Cathedrals to the close of the Renaissance. The great sculptors of Germany and Spain
will also be noticed. The course is illustrated with photographs and lantern slides.
Second Year.
(Minor Course.)
Painting in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, Miss King.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
In the first semester the Dutch and Flemish painters will be studied, in the second sem-
ester the French, Spanish, and English. The course will begin with a short consideration
of the Primitives in France and the Low Countries and with the earlier English schools
of landscape and portrait painting. The course is illustrated with photographs and lantern
slides.
Gothic Architecture, Miss King. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14 and again in 1915-16.)
(May be taken as a free elective.)
The first semester is devoted to Romanesque and pointed architecture in Italy and Ger-
many, with special attention to the introduction of Gothic into Italy by the Cistercians,
and the second semester to the development of Gothic in France and Spain with parallels
from English ecclesiastical architecture. The course is illustrated with photographs and
lantern slides.
Graduate Courses.
Three hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered
each year to graduate students of archaeology accompanied by the direc-
tion of private reading and original research, and the courses are varied
from year to year so that they may be pursued by students through three
or more successive years. The books needed by the graduate students are
collected in the seminary library of the department. No undergraduates
are admitted to graduate courses or to the seminary library, but the minor
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and elective courses of the department amounting to ten hours a week
may be elected by graduate students.
Archaeological Seminary, Dr. Robinson. Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year!)
This seminary is open only to graduate students who have had some previous training
in classical archaeology. The order of the subjects may be changed in accordance with
the needs of the students.
In 1911-12 the subjects of the seminary are Cretan antiquities in the first semester,
and Greek and Roman pottery in the second semester.
In 1912-13 Greek and Roman coins will be studied in the first semester and Greek and
Roman sculptures will be the subject of the seminary in the second semester.
In 1913-14 the subject of the seminary will be topography and monuments of Rome
in the first semester, and Greek vases of the fifth century B. C. will be studied in the second
semester.
Archaeological Journal Club, Dr. Robinson.
One and a half hours once a fortnight throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The graduate students and the instructors meet for the presentation and discussion
of topics of current archaeological literature.
Mathematics.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Charlotte Angas Scott, Professor of Mathematics, Dr.
James Ryal Conner, Associate (elect) in Mathematics, Mr.
Harry Bateman, Lecturer in Mathematics and Dr. Helen
Schaeffer Huff, Reader in Mathematics. The instruction
offered in mathematics covers twenty-three and a half hours of
lectures and recitations a week, in addition to the time devoted
to the seminary work in the graduate department; it includes
ten hours a week of undergraduate minor and major work, five
hours a week of free elective work, four hours a week of post-
major work open only to graduates and to undergraduates who
have completed the major course in mathematics, and four and
a half hours a week of graduate work.
In the major course the students are able to gain a fair knowl-
edge of the principal subjects belonging to the department of
pure mathematics. The points of contact of mathematics with
other branches of mental and physical science are indicated as
far as possible throughout the course, special attention being
paid to the nature of mathematical reasoning, and to the true
relation and mutual dependence of mathematics and physics.
The course of lectures on the history of mathematics in the
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Prepar-
atory
Course.
Major
Course.
second year is intended to give an outline of the development
of the subject from its beginning to 1700 A.D.
The two hour course in trigonometry included in the first semester of
the minor course in mathematics may be taken separately as a free elective
or may be counted as a part of the year of mathematics which may be taken
as an alternative for the second year of required science. It is required for
admission to the major course in physics. An examination for advanced
standing may be taken by those who do not wish to attend the course and
yet wish to elect the minor course in mathematics or the major course
in physics.
Fikst Yeak.
(Minor Course.)
1st Semester. (.Given in each year.)
Analytical Conies, Dr. Scott. Three hours a week.
Trigonometry, including Series, Dr. H. S. Huff. Two hours a week.
The course in trigonometry may be taken separately as a free elective. The course
was given by Dr. Scott in 1911-12.
The course in analytical conies may be taken separately by those students only who
have passed the examination for advanced standing in trigonometry.
2nd Semester.
Elementary Differential and Integral Calculus, Dr. Conner.
Algebra and Theory of Equations, Dr. Conner.
Three hours a week.
Two hours a week.
The three hour and two hour courses in this semester may not be elected separately.
They were given by Mr. Bateman in 1911-12.
Second Yeae.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Differential and Integral Calculus and Differential Equations, Dr. Conner.
Three hours a week.
Theory of Equations, Determinants, Dr. Conner. Two hours a week.
These courses were given by Mr. Bateman in 1911-12.
2nd Semester.
Curve Tracing, History of Mathematics, Dr. Scott. Three hours a week.
Analytical Geometry of two and three Dimensions, Dr. H. S. Huff.
Two hours a week.
The three hour and two hour courses in each semester may not be elected separately.
The course in analytical geometry was given by Dr. Scott in 1911-12.
Group: Mathematics with Greek, or with Latin, or with
Philosophy, or with Physics, or with Chemistry, or with
Geology, or with Biology.
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Free Elective Courses.
Graphic Mathematics, Dr. Scott. One hour a week throughout the year. Free
Elective
{Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.) CkvilfStP,R
The course deals with statistical work, probability, and theory of errors. It is recom-
mended to students of economics as well as to students of physics. No knowledge of
mathematics beyond the requirements for matriculation is presupposed. This course
may be counted as part of the five hours of elective or post-major mathematics which
may be taken as an alternative for the second year of required science.
Fundamental Theorems of Algebra and Geometry, Dr. Scott.
One hour a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
Certain standard problems of historical interest are considered in order to elucidate
some of the fundamental principles of mathematics. Either semester may be taken sepa-
rately. No knowledge of mathematics beyond the requirements for matriculation is
presupposed. It is hoped that the work will prove useful not only to students electing
mathematics as a major, but also to those intending to teach elementary mathematics.
This course may be counted as part of the five hours of elective or post-major mathe-
matics which may be taken as an alternative for the second year of required science.
Mathematics Preparatory to Science, Dr. H. S. Huff.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
This course deals chiefly with parts of the differential and integral calculus, trigonom-
etry, analytical geometry, and differential equations. Some problems in probability are
also considered. This course may be counted as part of the five hours of elective or post-
major mathematics which may be taken as an alternative for the second year of required
science.
Elementary Course in Applied Mathematics, Dr. Conner.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
This course comprises an elementary treatment of the most important mathematical
problems of statics, dynamics, hydrodynamics, optics, heat, sound, astronomy, an account
of Newton's Principia, and a brief historical sketch. The subject in 1911-12 was Descrip-
tive Astronomy, and the course was given by Mr. Bateman. This course may be counted
as part of the five hours of elective or post-major mathematics which may be taken as an
alternative for the second year of required science.
Post-majob Courses.
The post-major courses in mathematics are designed to bridge over the Post-
interval between the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. Meyor
As the amount of time given to mathematical studies differs in different Louises.
colleges, graduate students frequently find it advisable to elect some of
these courses. Regular written work is expected from all mathematical
students, and a reading knowledge of French and German is pre-
supposed.
The post-major courses in any one year amount to four or five
hours a week. The courses given are the following, with occasional
modifications.
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I. (a.) Lectures introductory to Modern Analytical Geometry, in con-
nection with Salmon's Conic Sections and Scott's Modern Analytical
Geometry.
or I. (&.) Lectures on Modern Pure Geometry.
or I. (c.) Lectures on Special Topics in Geometry, such as Homo-
geneous Coordinates, Circular Coordinates, Families of Curves, certain
Transcendental Curves, Geometrical Transformations, etc.
Special permission to take the course I (c) before completing the two years of the major
course may be granted to students whose work in the major course has shown that they
are able to profit by the lectures.
II. (a.) Lectures Introductory to Modern Algebra, in connection with
Salmon's Modern Higher Algebra, and Elliott's Algebra of Quantics.
or II. (6.) Lectures preparatory to the Theory of Functions, in con-
nection with Harkness and Morley's Introduction to the Theory of Analytic
Functions and Chrystal's Algebra, Vol. II.
or II. (c.) Lectures on Differential Equations, ordinary and partial.
or II. (d.) A general course in Analysis, dealing with the higher develop-
ment of subjects only touched upon in the major course, such as Deter-
minants, Fourier's Series, Infinite Series, Definite Integrals, etc.
In 1911-12 the following post-major courses are offered:
I. (a.) Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
II. (d.) Mr. Bateman. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1912-13 the following post-major courses are offered:
I. (6.) Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
II. (c.) Dr. Conner. Two hours a week throughout the year.
In 1913-14 the following post-major courses are offered:
I. (fl.) Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
II. (6.) Dr. Conner. Two hours a week throughout the year.
Graduate Coubseb.
Four and a half hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are
offered each year to graduate students of mathematics accompanied by
the direction of private reading and original research. The courses vary
from year to year so that they may be pursued by candidates for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy for three or more successive years. The
books needed by the graduate students are collected in the seminary
library of the department. No undergraduates are admitted to graduate
courses or to the seminary library, but the post-major courses of the
department amounting to four hours a week may be elected by graduate
students.
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Plane Algebraic Curves, Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1911-12.)
The course deals with the general theory of plane algebraic curves, with special atten-
tion to topological investigations.
Special Algebraic Curves, Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13.)
The first part of the course will be devoted to a discussion of properties of cubic and
quartic plane curves. Later in the year other classes of curves will be taken into account
and important individual curves will be treated in detail.
Theory of Surfaces, Dr. Scott. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
In this course a general knowledge of plane algebraic curves and the elements of solid
analytical geometry is presupposed. During the first semester the simpler properties
of non-singular surfaces and projective properties of curves and developables are taken
up; the classification of curves, the properties of ruled surfaces, and singularities of surfaces
in general are treated in the second semester.
Definite Integrals and Integral Equations, Mr. Bateman.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12.)
In the first semester the theory of the convergence of definite integrals is discussed and
special attention paid to cases in which the order of two limiting processes is inverted.
The second semester is devoted to the study of integral equations of the first and second
kind and the general theory of distributive operations.
Theory of Numbers, Dr. Conner. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13.)
This course will be devoted to the theory of integrals.
Theory of Groups, Dr. Conner. Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
The theory of abstract groups will be developed, and applications to geometry and the
solution of equations will be discussed.
Mathematical Journal Club, Dr. Scott, Mr. Bateman and Dr. Conner.
One hour a joilnight throughout the year.
The journal club holds fortnightly meetings at which reports on special topics or memoirs
are presented by the instructors and the graduate students.
Science.
Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Biology.
Professors and instructors : Dr. Joseph W. Warren, Dr. Elmer
P. Kohler, Dr. Florence Bascom, Dr. William B. Huff, Dr.
David Hilt Tennent,* Dr. Nettie Maria Stevens, f Dr. James
Barnes, Dr. Frederick Hutton Getman, Dr. Chester Albert
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
t Died May 4, 1912.
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Reeds, Dr. Thomas Clachar Brown (elect), Dr. Harriet Ran-
dolph, Miss Abigail Camp Dimon, Miss Mabel Kathryn Fre-
hafer, and Miss Jessie Williams Clifton.
In January, 1893, the trustees opened Dalton Hall, a large
building containing ample laboratories, lecture-rooms, research-
rooms, special libraries, and professors' rooms for the work of
the scientific departments. The plrysical, chemical, and biolog-
ical laboratories are open to students from nine to six daily.
The attention of graduates of medical colleges and of under-
graduate and graduate students intending to take the degree of
Doctor of Medicine is called to the facilities offered by the
laboratories, and to the resolutions of the Trustees of the Johns
Hopkins University in regard to the admission of students to
the Medical School of that University, which opened in the
autumn of 1893, and has from the first admitted women on
the same terms as men.*
The value of a practical knowledge of biology and chemistry
as preliminary or accessory to the professional study of medicine
is generally recognised. Through the courtesy of the Woman's
Medical College of Pennsylvania, allowance is made in its pro-
fessional courses for work carried on at Bryn Mawr in the scien-
tific laboratories. Students of Bryn Mawr College that have
completed major courses in chemistry and biology are released
* RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE BOASD OF TRUSTEES OF THE JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, ON FEB. 6TH, 1893.
"A course of four years' instruction will be provided leading to the degree of Doctor
of Medicine.
To this course there will be admitted as Candidates for the degree:
1. Those who have satisfactorily completed the Chemical-Biological Course which leads
to the A.B. degree in this University.
2. Graduates of approved Colleges or Scientific Schools who can furnish evidence: (a)
That they have acquaintance with Latin and a reading knowledge of French and German;
(6) That they have such knowledge of Physics, Chemistry, and Biology as is imparted by
the regular minor coursesf given in these subjects in this University.
3. Those who give evidence by examination that they possess the general education
implied by a degree in arts or in science from an approved college or scientific school and
the knowledge of French, German, Latin, Physics, Chemistry, and Biology above indicated."
t By a minor course is understood one that requires one year for its completion. In
the languages, the course involves five class-room exercises a week; in Physics, four class-
room exercises and three hours a week in the laboratory; in Chemistry, a course in
general chemistry for one year with five hours of laboratory work a week; and in
Biology, the instruction must include a year's laboratory course of six or more hours a
week.
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from the primary, or first year's examination in this college, and
from laboratory practice in chemistry and biology. The
courses of Bryn Mawr College in physics, chemistry, and biology
correspond to those of the Johns Hopkins University, and it is
easy for a student to elect a course corresponding exactly to the
Preliminary Medical Course of the Johns Hopkins University.
Every effort is made to enable students of medicine to complete
the studies necessary to their purpose in the shortest possible
time.
Physics.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. William B. Huff, Professor of Physics, Dr. James Barnes,
Associate Professor of Physics, and Miss Mabel Kathryn Fre-
hafer, Demonstrator in Physics. The instruction offered in
physics covers eighteen hours of lectures a week; it includes ten
hours a week of undergraduate minor and major work, one hour
a week of free elective work, three hours a week of post-major
work, open only to graduates and to undergraduates that have
completed the major course in physics; and four hours a week
of graduate lectures and seminary work.
The first vear of the major course deals principally with
the development of physical facts and is accordingly mainly
experimental and descriptive in its nature. A wide range of
physical phenomena and the elements of physical theories are
treated. The course is planned to cover the whole subject
from this point of view so as to give those who do not intend
to pursue physics further, such a knowledge of its principles
as will enable them to follow its recent development and appli-
cations, and also to provide those electing physics as a group
with a good foundation for more advanced work. No knowl-
edge of physics is presupposed. In the second year the course
is intended to serve as an introduction to the theories to which
experimental evidence has led. The treatment is accordingly
more mathematical than in the first year, but the experimental
side of the subject is still emphasised. A knowledge of trigo-
nometry is required, and some familiarity with the methods of
the calculus will be of assistance.
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Fibst Year.
{Minor Course.)
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Mechanics, Heat, Sound, and Properties of Matter, Dr. Huff.
Five hours a week.
Four hours a week.Laboratory Work, Dr. Huff and Miss Frehafer.
2nd Semester.
Electricity, Magnetism, and Light, Dr. Barnea. Five hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Barnes and Miss Frehafer. Four hours a week.
The instruction in this course is given by means of lectures, daily oral quizzes, occasional
written quizzes, regular problem papers, and required private reading. Students are
expected to use, in connection with the lectures, text-books on the special part of the subject
under discussion; at present Crew's General Physics is used for reference; also the text-books
of Ames and Glazebrook. The lectures are illustrated throughout by means of the lantern,
by demonstrations on the lecture table, and by the exhibition of apparatus, eto.
In the laboratory, the students are first instructed in the methods of accurate measure-
ment of the simple quantities, length, time, and mass; later, they make a series of deter-
minations, mainly quantitative, on the part of the subject under discussion in the lecture
room at the time. Ames and Bliss's Manual of Experiments in Physics is found useful as a
reference work for part of this course. A system of laboratory lectures has also been devel-
oped to supplement the class-room work, to point out sources of error and their treatment,
to demonstrate methods of manipulation, and, in general, to give directions for working
which are applicable to the class as a whole; they are given at the beginning of each week's
laboratory work. The object of the work is to familiarise the students with the instruments
and methods used in physical measurements, with special reference to the quantitative laws
upon which the science is based. The laboratory is equipped with this object in view, and
the apparatus is all of the most modern design.
Second Yeab.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Theoretical Mechanics, Theory of Light, Dr. Barnes. Five hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Barnes and Miss Frehafer. Four hours a week.
2nd Semester.
Theory of Heat, Theory of Electricity and Magnestism, Dr. Huff.
Five hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Huff and Miss Frehafer. Four hours a week.
The instruction is given by lectures, supplemented by the discussion of weekly problem
papers; the text-books mentioned below indicate the character of the ground covered, and
form the basis of the lectures. An endeavour is made to bring the students into contact
with the work of original investigators.
The general text-book used is Watson, Physics; the books used in special subjects are
as follows: heat: Maxwell, Theory of Heat, Preston, Theory of Heat; dynamics: selections
from Tait and Steele's Dynamics of a Particle, Jeans's Theoretical Mechanics; and special
lectures dealing with the applications of dynamics to physical problems; electricity and mag-
netism: J. J. Thomson, Elements of the Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism;
optics, physical and geometrical: Preston, Theory of Light, Edser, Light.
The laboratory work of the second year is designed to follow and illustrate the subject-
matter of the lectures. The student is taught the use of accurate instruments and the
methods of physical investigation. A special study is made of the sources and amounts
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of the errors involved in the different operations, and the problems assigned are adapted
as far as possible to the requirements and wishes of the individual students.
Group: Physics with Philosophy, or with Mathematics, or
with Chemistry, or with Geology, or with Biology.
Free Elective Courses.
Historical Development of Physics, Dr. Huff. Free
One hour a week throughout the year. Jiilectll'e
Courses.
(.Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The work of this course consists of lectures, required reading, and class-room discussions.
The lectures give an elementary presentation of some of the more important ideas and
results of physics. The reading is intended to supplement the lectures and to provide
additional material for general discussion. The course is open to students who have had
a minor course in science or its equivalent.
Physical Basis of Music, Dr. Huff. One hour a week throughout the year.
(.Given in 1912-13.)
In the lectures of this course it is planned to present some of the physical principles
illustrated in the construction of musical instruments and underlying the general theory
of music. Private reading will be assigned.
Astrophysics, Dr. Barnes. Two hours_a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
This course consists of lectures on the application of physical principles and methods
to the study of the composition, structure, and motions of the heavenly bodies, i Clarke's
Problems in Astrophysics, Darwin's The Tides, and selected chapters in^Moulton's Celestial
Mechanics will be read and discussed. The course is open to students who have taken the
minor course in physics or the minor course in mathematics or courses equivalent to these.
Post-major Courses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between Fost-
the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount J?faJor
of time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges grad-
uate students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
A knowledge of differential and integral calculus is required. These lec-
tures deal not only with the theoretical development of the subject, but
great stress is laid on the important experimental work which has been
done in it, and methods and results are criticised and opportunities for
further investigation pointed out. The object of the courses is to prepare
students to undertake independent work. The laboratory work is planned
with this object in view and is arranged to meet the special needs of each
individual student. Graduate students may be permitted to take the
lectures without the laboratory work. In addition to the laboratory work
which accompanies the lectures a student may take extra laboratory work
sufficient to make the courses equivalent to five hours a week.
Electricity and Magnetism, Dr. Huff. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12.)
Courses.
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The lectures of this course treat typical mathematical and experimental problems chosen
from the various parts of the entire subject. A large number of problems on potential and
attraction are assigned.
General Optics, Dr. Barnes. Three lamrs a week througtioui the year.
{Given in 1912-13.)
These lectures give a general discussion of the theories advanced to explain many phe-
nomena in light. Students are required to have a good knowledge of elementary optics
and to be sufficiently familiar with optical apparatus to undertake a detailed study of some
special problem.
Properties OI Matter, Dr. Huff. Three hours a iceek during the first semester.
{Given in 1913-14.)
The lectures cover the general subject of the properties of matter studied from the point
of view of the Molecular Theory. The different theories of matter are discussed and an
account of recent investigations concerning the relations of matter and electricity is given.
Poynting and Thomson's Properties of Matter is read in connection with the course.
Theory of Sound, Dr. Huff. Three hours a week during the second semester.
{Given in 1913-14.)
The lectures form an introduction to the theory of modes of vibration of pipes, strings,
and rods. The theory of music and of musical instruments is then studied. Poynting
and Thomson's Sound is used during the earlier part of the course, and frequent references
are made to the work of Helmholtz and of Rayleigh.
Spectroscopy, Dr. Barnes. Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1914-15 )
The course begins with a complete discussion of the apparatus used in this subject; the
results of past and present investigations are then considered, and problems for investiga-
tion are pointed out. The many important applications of spectroscopy to astronomy
are not neglected. The standard book of reference is Kayser's Handbuch der Spectroscopie.
Detailed reports of laboratory investigations are required
GSADUATE C'OUBSES.
Graduate Four hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered
Courses.
eac.j1 year to graduate students of physics accompanied by the direction of
private reading, laboratory work and original research, and these courses
are varied from year to year so that they may be pursued by students
through three or more successive years. The books needed by the grad-
uate students are collected in the library of the department. No under-
graduates are admitted to graduate courses, but the post-major courses of
the department amounting to three hours a week may be elected by
graduate students.
Physical Optics, Dr. Barnes. Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Gizen in 1911-12.)
This course gives a general mathematical discussion of physical optics. Students are
expected to give detailed reports on the methods and results of investigations which illus-
trate the theory. When it seems desirable two and a half hours of experimental work will
be substituted for one hour of the lecture course.
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Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Magnetism, Dr. Huff.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1912-13.)
The lectures are based on Maxwell's standard work, and include a general account of
the later development of the theory.
Thermo-dynamics and Radiation, Dr. Barnes.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1913-14.)
The modern developments of thermo-dynamics and radiation are considered. Atten-
tion is paid to the application of the laws of thermo-dynamics in physical chemistry.
Radioactivity and Discharge of Electricity through Gases, Dr. Huff.
Three hours a week during the first semester.
{Given in 1914-15.)
The earlier lectures treat of the effect of fields on the path of a moving charged particle.
A discussion of typical experimental methods of measuring velocity and the ratio of charge
to the mass follows. After a study of the phenomena of electrical discharge and of radio-
activity a brief account of theories is given.
Electron Theory, Dr. Huff. Three hours a week during the second semester.
{Given in 1914-15.)
The mathematical development of the subject is presented in the lectures, with special
reference to experimental tests of theory.
Physical Journal Club, Dr. Huff and Dr. Barnes.
One hour a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year)
The advanced students and the instructors meet to hear reports and discuss recent scien-
tific articles.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Huff and Dr. Barnes.
The laboratory work is arranged for the purpose of familiarising the student with methods
of research; the student begins by repeating methods and investigations of well-known
experimenters, with any modifications that may be suggested, passing on to points of inves-
tigation left untouched by previous experimenters, and finally to the study of new methods
and the prosecution of original research. Students taking physics as their chief subject
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are expected to spend all the time possible in work
in the laboratory. The laboratory is provided with special rooms for magnetic, optical
and electrical work, and in the basement is a constant-temperature vault designed for
accurate comparison of lengths, etc. The stock of apparatus is being added to yearly.
A well-equipped shop and a skilled mechanic make it possible to construct special forms
of apparatus designed for research.
Chemistry.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Elmer P. Kohler, Professor of Chemistry, Dr. Frederick
Hutton Getman, Associate in Chemistry, and Miss Jessie
Williams Clifton, Demonstrator in Chemistry. The instruc-
tion offered in chemistry covers nineteen hours of lectures a
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week: it includes ten hours a week of undergraduate major and
minor work, three hours a week of post-major work open only
to graduates and to undergraduates that have completed the
major course in chemistry, and six hours a week of graduate
work.
The first year's work, or minor course, is a general introduc-
tion to the subject. Lectures are given in both inorganic and
organic chemistrj7
,
making an elementary course that is com-
plete in itself.
In the second year particular attention is paid to the quanti-
tative side of chemical phenomena. The lectures are mainly
on theoretical and organic chemistry.
The post-major courses are intended to prepare students for
independent work.' particular attention being paid to laboratory
methods.
Fikst Yeab.
{Minor Course.)
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Jlajor Introduction to General Chemistry, Dr. Kohler. Five hours a week.
(_ ourse. Laboratory Work, Dr. Kohler and Miss Clifton. Four hours a week.
The course does not presuppose any knowledge of chemistry . In the class-room the
nature of chemical action is taught by lectures that are illustrated by a series of experi-
ments in which the more important substances are made and transformed. Throughout
the semester the lectures and the laboratory work are complementary. The laboratory
work of each day is outlined in the lecture, sufficient instruction being given to enable the
students to observe intelligently. After all the experiments on a given subject have been
made the results are discussed in the class-room.
2nd Semester.
Introduction to Organic Chemistry, Dr. Getman. Two hours a week.
This course is designed to meet the needs of students who take only one year of chemistry;
but the material is so selected that it serves as an introduction to the more systematic
course given in the second year. An effort is made to give an accurate conception of the
underlying principles of organic chemistry.
Qualitative Analysis, Dr. Getman. Three hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Getman and Miss Clifton. Four hours a week.
This course consists of lectures, reviews, and laboratory work in qualitative analysis,
the object being to familiarise the students with the properties and distinguishing char-
acteristics of inorganic substances, and with the help of a systematic scheme of analysis
to separate and identify various substances.
Second Yeab.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Lectures on Theoretical Chemistry, Dr. Getman. Five hours a week.
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In this course chemical facts are considered from the point of view of common and exact
relations and from these relations the laws and theories of chemistry are developed. Spe-
cial attention is paid to the atomic theory, the laws of gases, the theory of solutions and
simple equilibria.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Getman. Four hours a week.
The laboratory work consists of quantitative analyses. Each exercise is important in
itself and illustrates some principle or involves some manipulation of general application
in analytical work.
2nd Semester.
Organic Chemistry, Dr. Kohler. Five hours a week.
This course presupposes a knowledge of the elements of organic chemistry as given in
the first year, and is devoted to a systematic and detailed study of organic compounds.
In the lectures the typical compounds are studied in detail; the general relations exist-
ing between classes of compounds, as well as the methods of transforming one class into
another, are discussed. The experimental processes and the reasoning employed in deter-
mining constitutional or structural formulas are considered, and an attempt is made to
trace the influence of organic investigations on the development of general chemistry.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Kohler and Miss Clifton. Four hours a week.
The laboratory work is devoted to organic preparations. A few simple substances are
first studied with care. These are then transformed in a variety of ways to illustrate the
relations on which the method of classifying organic compounds is based. Finally the same
substances are used as material with which to build up more complex compounds in order
to illustrate the synthetical methods by which the complicated organic compounds occurring
in nature can be prepared in the laboratory.
Group: Chemistry with Mathematics, or with Physics, or with
Geology, or with Biology.
Post-major Courses.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between Post-
the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount Major
of time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges grad- bourses.
uate students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Organic Chemistry, selected topics, Dr. Kohler.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The aim of this course is to lay the foundation for independent work in organic chemistry.
The lectures begin with a study of current problems as illustrated by some particular class
of organic compounds. This is followed by a discussion of the laboratory methods avail-
able for the solution of such problems.
The laboratory work is varied to meet the wants of the individual students. In general,
the student begins with the preparation of some of the more important substances that are
discussed in the lectures. This is followed by organic analyses, molecular weight deter-
minations, and the transformations necessary to establish the structural formulas of the
substances prepared. In the second semester some elementary problem in organic chem-
istry is assigned to each student.
Inorganic Chemistry, Dr. Getman. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
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The aim of the lectures is to extend the students' knowledge of inorganic and theoretical
chemistry and to lay a foundation for independent work in this subject. One hour a week
is given to a discussion of the laboratory work and subjects suggested directly by it.
The laboratory work includes the calibration of instruments; the preparation of pure
substances; advanced quantitative analysis, comprising the elements of gas and water
analysis; and such physico-chemical measurements as the needs of the individual student
may indicate.
Graduate Courses.
Graduate gjx hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered
' * each year to graduate students of chemistry accompanied by the direction
of private reading, laboratory work, and original research. The lecture
courses are varied from year to year to meet the requirements of students
and to form a consecutive course for those who wish to make chemistry the
chief subject in the examination for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
Such students may specialise either in organic chemistry, under the direc-
tion of Dr. Kohler, or in inorganic and physical chemistry, under the direc-
tion of Dr. Getman, but students who make organic chemistry the major
subject of examination must take physical chemistry as one of their minor
subjects, and students who make inorganic chemistry the major subject,
must take organic chemistry as one of their minor subjects. The books
needed by the graduate students are collected in the library of the depart-
ment. No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses, but the post-
major courses of the department amounting to three hours a week va&y be
elected by graduate students.
Chemical Seminary, Organic Chemistry, Dr. Kohler.
One hour a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The students who specialise in organic chemistry present formal reports upon assigned
topics.
Chemical Seminary, Inorganic Chemistry, Dr. Getman.
One hour a week throughout the year.
{Given in each year.)
The course consists of lectures, required reading, and reports on various topics. Modern
determinations of atomic weight, the constitution of the chromic chlorides, the separation
of the rare earths and radio-activity have been among the subjects treated. The needs
of the individual students are considered in selecting the subjects for discussion.
Physical Chemistry, Dr. Getman. Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1911-12 and again in 1913-14.)
The lectures give a general survey of the subject, including the laws of gases, the elements
of thermodynamics, the theory of solutions, chemical kinetics, equilibria and thermo-
chemistry and electro-chemistry. The laboratory work in connection with the course
includes the determination of specific gravities of solids and liquids, the molecular weights
of vapors and dissolved substances, the study of reaction velocities, calorimetry, and electro-
chemical measurements.
Advanced Organic Chemistry, Dr. Kohler.
Three hours a week throughout the year.
{Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
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Chemical Journal Club, Dr. Kohler and Dr. Getman.
One hour a week throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet to hear reports and discuss recent
scientific articles.
Geology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. Florence Bascom, Professor of Geology, Dr. Chester Albert
Reeds, Associate in Geology, and Dr. Thomas Clachar Brown,
Associate (elect) in Geology.
The instruction offered in geology covers twenty hours of
lectures a week; it includes ten hours a week of undergraduate
major and minor work, three free elective courses of one and
two hours a week respectively, five post-major courses of three
hours a week open only to graduates and to undergraduates
that have completed the major course in geology, and six grad-
uate courses of five and three hours a week respectively.
The first year of the major course in geology is arranged to
give a general survey of two divisions of the science and at the
same time to introduce the student to the larger field of geology.
It may be taken as a free elective or as a year of required science
or as the first year of the group course in geology. The purpose
of the course is to make clear to the student the present consti-
tution, form, and evolution of the earth's crust, to promote keen
and accurate observation of natural phenomena, and to give
some insight into the nature of geological problems.
The second year of the major course deals with the rocks and
minerals of the earth's crust, and also affords training in struc-
tural geology.
Post-major courses in petrography and palaeontology are
offered in each year, and are designed to train the student in
petrographic methods for the exact determination of rock spe-
cies and rock families and in the principles of invertebrate and
vertebrate palaeontology. They are an essential preliminary to
research work in the science.
Excellent illustrative material for the graduate and under-
graduate courses is furnished by the geological collections of the
college, including the Theodore D. Rand rock and mineral collec-
tion, which alone contains over 20,000 specimens, by the private
collections of the instructors, and by material lent by the United
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States Geological Survey. The department is also fortunate in
its proximity to the museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia. Within easy reach of the college are good
collecting fields for fossil, mineral, and rock specimens.
First Year.
(Minor Course.)
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Physiography, Dr. BasCOm. Five hours a week.
Field Work, Dr. BasCOm. Two hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Bascom. Two hours a week.
The lectures first deal with the character and action of the forces which control the land-
scape; subsequently the features produced by these physiographic processes are treated;
finally physiographic regions are discussed. The lectures are illustrated by photographs,
lantern slides, geographical relief models, and maps. No text-book is used, but standard
manuals are accessible for reference.
In the laboratory the student is occupied with a study of the development of physio-
graphic forms. This is conducted with the use of Davis' Atlas for Practical Exercises
in Physical Geography assisted by models, photographs, topographic maps, and natural
illustrations.
For the field work, excursions are made into the immediate neighborhood on Mondays
from 2 to 5 p.m. during the autumn and spring. As the course progresses, more extended
excursions may be taken among the crystalline rocks of the South Mountain Range or the
fossiliferous formations of the Coastal Plain. On all excursions instruction in field geology
is given, areal mapping is accomplished, and reports of the areas covered are required of
the students. Reading amounting to three hours will be required of students absent from
a field trip. During the winter months laboratory work replaces the field excursions.
2nd Semester.
Introduction to Historical Geology, Dr. Brown. Five hours a week.
Field Work, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week.
The lectures deal with the evolution of continents and of life, and with the distribution
and character of the various rock formations. Special attention is given to the develop-
ment of life and to the theory of evolution. In 1911-12 this course was given by Dr.
Reeds.
In the laboratory the student becomes familiar with the typical flora and fauna of the
successive geologic formations and with the development of the more important classes.
The field work involves frequent excursions to fossiliferous localities in the paleozoic for-
mations ol Pennsylvania, the mesozoic and cenozoic formations of New Jersey, and to
natural history museums in Philadelphia and New York.
Second Year.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Megascopic Petrology, Dr. Brown. Five hours a week.
Field Work, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Brown. Two hours a week.
The lectures discuss the materials which constitute the earth's crust; the chief precious
stones, the principal rock-forming minerals and others of special economic importance
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are first described; the important rock types, sedimentary, igneous, and mctamorphio
are described and their relations shown. The course closes with a discussion of the phe-
nomena and principles of vulcanism and seismology. The lectures are illustrated by mineral
and rook specimens, photographs, lantern slides, and wooden models. In 1911-12 this
course was given by Dr. Reeds.
In the laboratory crystal forms, rock-forming minerals, and rock types are systematic-
ally studied.
Field excursions are made to mineral localities in the vicinity of the college.
2nd Semester.
Glaciology and Structural Geology, Dr. Bascom. Five hours a week.
Field Work, Dr. Bascom. Two hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Bascom. Two hours a week.
The lectures treat of the conditions, work, and origin of the glacial period, the develop-
ment of man, the causes and effects of crustal movements, and hypotheses of the origin
and age of the earth. The course is illustrated with models, photographs, and lantern slides.
In the laboratory topographic maps and models illustrating features due to glaciation
and maps and models illustrating geologic structures are studied. Practice is given in
topographic mapping from models, in modeling, and in drawing structure sections.
The field work of the first semester is continued and training in topographic mapping
may also be given.
Group: Geology with Mathematics, or with Physics, or with
Chemistry, or with Biology.
Free Elective Coukses.
Cosmogony, Dr. Bascom. One hour a week throughout the year. Free
Fjleetive
{Given in 1912-13 and in each succeeding year if the time of the department permits.) CntMvao
The work of the course will be conducted by means of lectures, required reading and class-
room discussion. The lectures will treat of the origin of the earth, the growth of the conti-
nents and the development of landscape, and will be illustrated by lantern slides. The
reading is intended to supplement the lectures and to furnish further material for discus-
sion. The course is intended to give a survey of the more important results reached by
geological research.
Lectures On Meteorology, Dr. Reeds. Two hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1911-12.)
The course consists of lectures on atmospheric phenomena illustrated by a selected series
of lantern slides. Weather maps and forecasts are received daily from Washington and
Philadelphia and by means of these weather conditions in the United States are studied
and observations are made on phenomena attending storms.
Lectures on Oceanography, Dr. Reeds.
Two hours a week during the second semester.
(.Given in 1911-12.)
The course consists of a study of the ocean. The lectures treat of the temperatures,
salinity, movements, life, and sedimentation of the ocean. They are illustrated by lantern
slides.
Evolution of the Vertebrates, Dr. Brown.
Two hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and in each succeeding year.)
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This course consists of lectures illustrated by charts, diagrams, lantern slides and photo-
graphs. It gives a comprehensive outline of the evolution of the vertebrates from the ear-
liest appearance of representatives of this group to the beginning of the Cenozoic era.
The vertebrate phylum not only contains the highest types of animal life but is the only-
phylum which has gone through the whole of its evolution since the beginning of geological
history as recorded in the fossil-bearing rocks. The course will consider first those primitive
types which perhaps represent ancestral vertebrate forms and then will consider in the order
of their appearance the five great classes of Fishes, Batrachians, Reptiles, Birds, and ilam-
mals.
Evolution of the Mammals. Dr. Brown.
Two hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and in each succeeding year.)
This course is a continuation of the preceding. The rise and development of the mammals
will be followed in considerable detail, and an attempt will be made to show the relation be-
tween the types which were developed and their environment, including the geographic
physiographic, and climatic factors as well as the surrounding animal and plant life.
FOST-MAJOB COTTESES.
The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between
the ordinary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount of
time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges graduate
students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Petrography, Dr. Bascom. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
During the first semester the lectures deal with the principles of optical crystallography
the optical means of mineral determination, and the petrographic characters of rock-form-
ing minerals. In the second semester the structure, composition, characters, origin, geo-
graphical distribution, and geological associations of the igneous rocks are treated. Prac-
tice is given in the quantitative chemical classification of igneous rocks for the purpose
of determining their position in the new system. Petrographical investigation in the field
and laboratory is included in the course. The works of Groth, Bosenbusch, ZirkeL and
^Michel Levy are used for reference. Special field problems are given to the students for
independent solution.
Invertebrate Paleontology, Dr. Brown.
Three hours a week during Che first semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and in each succeeding year.)
The course presupposes a knowledge of historical geology. A systematic study is made
of the various classes of invertebrate animals which are found in a fossil state. Special
attention is given to the relations of these classes to each other as bearing on their origin
and on the theory of evolution. Those classes which are of practical value to the strati-
graphic geologist in determining the geologic age of formations are dwelt upon at consider-
able length. Excursions are made to neighboring fossiliferous localities to collect fossils
and to observe their occurrence in the rocks. The student has access, not only to the repre-
sentative paleontological collection of Bryn Mawr College, but also to the large collections
of the several academies and institutes in Philadelphia.
Vertebrate Paleontology, Dr. Brown.
Three hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1912-13 and in each succeeding year.)
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A systematic study is made of the vertebrate remains which have been found as fossils.
Since the vertebrated organisms represent the highest phase of development to which the
animal kingdom has attained, a study of their past history is of prime importance in eluci-
dating some of the most fundamental principles in the evolution of life.
Economic Geology, Dr. Brown. Three hours a week during the first semester.
{Given in 1913-14.)
The lectures deal with the properties, occurrence, distribution, production, value, etc.,
of the more important non-metallic minerals such as coal, petroleum, building stones, clay,
lime, calcareous cements, salines, gypsum, fertilizers, abrasives, asbestos, graphite, precious
stones, and underground waters. The metallic ores such as iron, copper, lead, and zinc,
silver-lead, gold and silver, and the minor metals will also be considered.
The Nature of Ore Deposits. Three hours a week during the second semester,
(Given in 1913-14.)
The theories as to the origin of ore bodies and the nature of their occurrence in the more
important mines of the world will be considered.
Graduate Courses.
The graduate courses in petrology and mineralogy should be preceded Graduate
by the major and post-major courses or their equivalents and are intended t/Ourses.
primarily for graduate students wishing to make geology a major subject
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The graduate course in mineralogy
is also intended to meet the needs of graduate students in chemistry who
wish to make mineralogy a minor subject for the degree of Doctor of Phi-
losophy. The graduate courses in paleobotany, stratigraphic geology and
paleontology and paleogeography are designed primarily for graduate
students wishing to make geology a major subject for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy; they may also be taken by graduate students in biology
who wish to make paleontology or paleobotany a minor subject for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Further graduate courses in petrology
and paleontology will be arranged to suit the requirements of candidates
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and research problems will be
assigned.
Students may specialise either in petrology and mineralogy, under the
direction of Dr. Bascom, or in stratigraphic geology and paleontology,
under the direction of Dr. Reeds or Dr. Brown, but students who make
petrology and mineralogy the major subject of examination must take
stratigraphic geology and paleontology as one of the minor subjects and
students who make stratigraphic geology and paleontology the major
subject, must take petrology as one of the minor subjects.
No undergraduates are admitted to the graduate courses.
Seminary in Petrology, Dr. Bascom. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
This seminary will be conducted by means of informal discussions, required reading, and
formal reports. The selection of subjects for discussion will depend upon the needs of the
individual students.
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Seminary in Stratigraphic Geology and Paleontology, Dr. Brown.
One hour a week throughout the yeat
.
(Given in each year.)
The students who specialise in stratigraphic geology and paleontology present formal
reports upon assigned topics.
Petrology, Dr. BasCOm. Five hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The lectures deal with the problems of metamorphism of both aqueous and igneous
rocks. The character of metamorphic processes and the conditions which control these
processes, the megascopic and microscopic structures, and the criteria determining the
origin, classification, geographic distribution, and geologic occurrence of metamorphic
rocks are treated. Direction is given in research work, map making, and advanced field
work. The amount of laboratory, field work, and private reading required makes the course
the equivalent of five hours a week.
Mineralogy, Dr. BaSCOm. Three hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
Both the lectures and laboratory practice deal with crystal measurement by means of
the two-circle goniometer, with crystal projection, and crystal drawing.
The works of Goldschmidt, Hintze, Groth, Tschermak, and Dana are used as reference
books.
Paleobotany, Dr. Brown. Three hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in each year.)
The lectures deal with the principles of modern botany and geology and the application
of these principles to the plant remains which have been found buried in the rocks of all
ages. Particular attention will be given to the structure and modes of preservation of fossil
plants, the seven prominent ages of plants and the past histories of plant families.
Stratigraphic Geology and Paleontology of North America, Dr. Brown.
Three hours a week during the second semester.
(Given in each year.)
The lectures deal with the principles of sedimentation; the petrologic character, distri-
bution, faunal contents and geologic succession of the formations of North America. The
limits of the various faunal provinces will be established so far as possible and the sedi-
ments deposited in the various epicontinental seas correlated. The diastrophic movements
which threw the formations into folds producing mountain ranges and basins will receive
special attention.
Stratigraphic Geology and Paleontology of Europe, Dr. Brown.
Three hours a week during the first semester.
(Given in each year.)
The lectures deal with the petrologic character, distribution, faunal contents, and geologic
succession of the formations of Europe. The various epicontinental seas which were the
chief areas of deposition and the diastrophic movements which separated off epoch from
epoch, period from period, era from era and folded the formations in certain places pro-
ducing mountains and basins will be discussed in their proper connections.
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Paleogeography, Dr. Brown. Three hours a week during the second semester.
{Given in each year.)
The lectures deal with all phenomena that throw light upon the extent, the relief, the
climate and the life of the lands and seas of geologic time. Special attention will be given
to the positive and negative movements of the strand line, the development of epiconti-
nental seas, the distribution of atmospheric and oceanic currents, climatic changes, food
supply, faunal provinces, and the effect of seas and barriers upon the distribution and migra-
tion of plants and animals. In the laboratory a number of the exercises will deal with the
making of paleographic maps and models.
Geological Journal Club, Dr. Bascom, Dr. Reeds, Dr. Brown.
One hour a week throughout the year.
The graduate students and the instructors meet for the presentation and discussion of
recent geological literature.
Biology.
The instruction in this department is under the direction of
Dr. David Hilt Tennent,* Associate Professor of Biology, Dr.
Joseph W. Warren, Associate Professor of Physiology, Dr.
Nettie Maria Stevens, f Associate in Experimental Morphology,
Dr. Harriet Randolph, Demonstrator in Biology and Reader in
Botany, and Miss Abigail Camp Dimon, Reader in Biology.
The instruction offered in biology covers twenty-two hours of
lectures a week; it includes ten hours a week of undergraduate
minor and major work; one hour a week of free elective work;
seven hours a week of post-major work open only to graduates
and to undergraduates that have completed the major course in
biology, and four hours a week of graduate lectures and seminary
work. The post-major work may be further extended by special
laboratory courses.
The work of the first year, or minor course, forms a general
introduction to the subject through a broad, comparative study
of living things (general biology). In the second year the foun-
dation of a minuter knowledge of animal morphology and physi-
ology is laid. The third year's work, or post-major course, is
devoted to the study of more advanced subjects and the prac-
tical investigation of simple problems. A knowledge of the
elements of chemistry and physics is very desirable for students
entering any course in biology, and is necessary for advanced
work in the subject.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
t Died May 4, 1912.
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Fiest Yeah.
{Minor Course.)
1st Semester. {Given in each year.)
Lectures on General Biology, Dr. Tennent.* Four hours a week.
This course was given by Miss Dimon in 1911-12.
Lectures on Plants, Dr. Randolph. One hour a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Tennent,* Miss Dimon, and Dr. Randolph.
Four hours a week.
2nd Semester.
Lectures on Vertebrates, Dr. Warren.
.
Three hours a week.
This course is given five hours a week during approximately the first nine weeks of
the semester.
Lectures on the Embryology of the Chick, Dr. Tennent.*
Two hours a week.
The lectures on embryology follow the lectures on vertebrates, and are given five
hours a week throughout the remainder of the semester.
This course was given by Miss Dimon in 1911-12.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Tennent,* Dr. Warren, Miss Dimon, and Dr.
Randolph. Four hours a week.
It is the object of this course to give the student clear conceptions of the fundamental
principles of vital structure and action, the outlines of general classification, and the rela-
tions of the biological sciences to one another and to other branches of science. The labora-
tory practice is designed to enable the student, as far as possible, to examine for herself
the facts discussed in the lectures, to encourage the habit of exact observation, and to
impart a knowledge of methods of practical work.
The general subject is treated in two courses which supplement each other and must
be taken together. The course in the first semester deals especially with the lower forms
of life, the relations of plants and animals, and the more general principles of the science.
The course in the second semester is devoted more largely to the higher forms of animal
life, with special reference to physiology.
The'work is designed not simply to teach the elements of zoology and botany, as com-
monly understood, but in addition to this to treat plants and animals with constant refer-
ence to one another, both in their structure and in their mode of action. Stress is therefore
laid on the essential facts of comparative morphology and physiology (general biology)
as illustrated by the thorough study of a few types, rather than on the minutiae of classifi-
cation. At the same time the work is arranged with reference to subsequent special work
in zoology, botany, and physiology.
In the first semester the student examines a number of animals and plants, so arranged
as to form a natural progressive introduction to the general principles of biology. After
certain general preliminary studies of familiar and highly organised forms, the student
makes a detailed examination of unicellular organisms, and from these proceeds gradually
to the complex conditions of structure and function found in higher plants and animals.
In the second semester attention is given mainly to the biology of the higher animal?. The
course ends with a study of the embryology of the frog and, in greater detail, that of the
chick.
* Granted leave of absence for the year 1911-12.
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Second Yeah.
1st Semester. (Given in each year.)
Animal Physiology, Dr. Warren. Five hours a week.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Warren and Dr. Randolph. Four hours a week.
A knowledge of scientific physiology is conveyed by a detailed account of the microscopic
structure and the mode of working of the higher animal organisms. The application of
this knowledge to hygiene, medicine, and psychology is indicated.
The chief organs and tissues of the vertebrate body are examined with the microscope.
The fundamental facts of physiology and the methods of physiological inquiry are taught
by means of demonstrations and experiments by the students. The laboratory has a
good equipment of apparatus, to which additions are constantly made.
2nd Semester.
General Zoology, Dr. Tennent. Two hours a week.
The course in general zoology extends the work of the first year so as to include a survey
of the phenomena of animal life and a systematic presentation of the more important facts
of general morphology. This course was given by Miss Dimon in 1911-12.
Comparative Anatomy of Mammals, Selected topics, Dr. Warren.
Two hours a week.
Theoretical Biology, Dr. Tennent. One hour a week.
In this course the student is introduced to some of the leading questions of theoretical
general biology. The first part of the course treats of the history of biological discovery
with special reference to the development of the more important generalisations and theo-
ries of the science. The latter part is mainly devoted to a critical analysis of the theory
of evolution and discussions of the broader philosophical problems of biology such as hered-
ity, variation, adaptation, and kindred topics. These lectures vary somewhat from year
to year, and are intended to be suggestive rather than exhaustive in character. This
course was given by Miss Dimon in 1911-12.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Tennent, Dr. Warren, Miss Dimon, and Dr.
Randolph. Four hours a week.
In the laboratory thorough dissections are made of typical forms, illustrating the leading
groups of animals. A portion of the course is devoted to a study of the sense organs.
Group: Biology with Mathematics, or with Physics, or with
Chemistry, or with Geology.
Free Elective Cotjeses.
Theoretical Biology, Dr. Tennent. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
This is a historical course dealing with the development of the theories of biology. Spe-
cial attention is given to theories of evolution and heredity. The course is open to students
who have had one year's training in science. A considerable amount of assigned reading
is required.
Heredity and Eugenics, Dr. Stevens.*
One hour a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1912-13.)
This is a course of lectures on Eugenics from a strictly biological standpoint. The
course will begin with a study of heredity in lower forms. Our present knowledge of human
heredity will then be discussed in its relation to eugenic marriages and the future of the
race and the nation. An attempt will also be made to assist in gathering such data on
human heredity as will be of value in placing eugenic teaching on a more adequate scientific
: Died May 4, 1912.
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The course is open to students who have had one year of biological training. This course
is followed by a course in Euthenics given by Dr. Panis, one hour a week during the second
semester. See page 142.
Birds, Dr. Randolph. One hour a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1911-12.)
This course consists of lectures, the examination of museum specimens, and the study
of habits, distribution, migration, etc., of birds. The required laboratory work of one and
one half hours a week will consist of field excursions.
Post-major Courses.
-. j° . The post-major courses are designed to bridge over the interval between
Courses. ^e or<Ainary undergraduate studies and graduate work. As the amount of
time given to undergraduate subjects differs in different colleges graduate
students frequently find it advisable to elect some of these courses.
Embryology of Vertebrates, Dr. Tennent.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1912-13 arid again in 1914-15.)
This course consists of lectures, assigned reading, and laboratory work on the embry-
ology of vertebrates. The lectures deal with the development of specific forms and with
theoretical questions of embryological interest. The department has material for the
study of the development of Amphioxus, Ascidian, Amia, Lepidosteus, Squalus, Cteno-
labrus, Necturus, Rana, Chrysemys, Chick and Pig. At least five hours of laboratory
work will be required.
The course is divided as follows: First semester—Embryology of Vertebrates (o.) Early
stages of development. Second semester—Embryology of Vertebrates (6). Organogeny.
* Advanced Zoology, Dr. Tennent. One hour a week during the first semester.
(Given in 1913-14.)
This course of lectures, assigned reading and laboratory work is intended to supplement
the major course in zoology and must precede the post-major course in cytology. It is
designed as a beginning research course. The course has varied from year to year, the
molluscs, protochordates, and echinoderms having in turn served as the basis of study.
If the student is sufficiently prepared, some problem in animal morphology will be assigned.
At least four hours of laboratory work will be required.
Advanced Phj'siology, Dr. Warren. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The topics selected depend upon the previous training of the students, and as far as
possible the preferences of the students are consulted. Occasional conferences are held
for the discussion of essays prepared by the students and presenting the more important
evidence concerning the fundamental problems of physiology. By this means it is hoped
to familiarise the student with the literature and with the methods of investigation. In
suitable cases and by special permission of the instructor this course may be extended by
laboratory work and private reading. In this way it may be made equivalent to a course
of two or three hours a week.
Lectures on the Structure and Function of the Central Xervous System,
Dr. T^ arren. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
This course may, under special circumstances, be taken at the same time as the major
course. The finer structure of the nervous system of the higher vertebrates is discussed
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in considerable detail. The physiology of the cord and brain is presented as fully as the
time will permit. This course may also be taken as a one hour elective by properly quali-
fied students.
Lectures and Demonstrations in Physiological Chemistry, Dr. Warren.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The instruction in this course is given by lectures and conferences on selected topics
and also by laboratory work of about three hours a week. It treats of the problems of
secretion and excretion, and also of the principal questions of nutrition in considerable
detail and with reference to the more modern theories relating to these processes. The
lectures are intended to supplement those of the major year, and a preliminary training
in chemistry at least equivalent to that obtained in the minor course is required. This
course may be taken as a two hour elective by properly qualified students.
Human Osteology, Dr. Warren. One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
This course is intended for students in the preliminary medical course; it may also be
taken as a free elective course by properly qualified students receiving special permission.
Two hours laboratory work is required in connection with the course.
Protoplasm, the Cell, and Cytological Technique, Dr. Stevens.*
One hour a week during the second semester.
(Given in each year.)
This course consists of a study of the structure of protoplasm, the structure of the cell,
the phenomena of cell division, maturation, and fertilisation. Both plant and animal
cells will be studied, and instruction will be given in methods of preparing cytological
material for microscopical examination. To be taken as a two hour course with four hours
laboratory.
Experimental Morphology, Dr. Stevens.* One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in each year.)
The object of this course is to give a general historical view of experimental morphol-
ogy of both plants and animals, to discuss some of the methods employed, to point out tha
results already obtained, and to indicate the nature of the work now being done in the sub-
ject. The topics discussed are: regeneration in Protozoa and Metazoa, behavior of lower
organisms, experiments on the fertilised and unfertilised egg, Mendel's experiments in hy-
bridisation, and De Vries Oenothera mutants. This course may, in exceptional cases, be
taken as a one hour course with one and a half hours laboratory work or assigned reading,
but it is recommended that it be taken with four or six and a half hours laboratory work
as a two or three hour course.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Tennent, Dr. Warren and Dr. Stevens.*
It is desirable that as much laboratory work as possible should be done in connection
with the courses offered above. The object of the laboratory work is to give the student
experience in the use of apparatus and in adapting it to research. Some special problem
is assigned to each student; at the end of the year the results of the work are presented
in writing.
Gkaduate Courses.
Four hours a week of seminary work and graduate lectures are offered Graduate
each year to graduate students of biology accompanied by the direction of Courses.
private reading, laboratory work and original research. The books needed
* Died May 4, 1912.
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by the graduate students are collected in the library of the department.
No undergraduates are admitted to graduate courses, but the post-major
courses of the department amounting to seven hours a week may be elected
by graduate students. The advanced courses are varied from year to year,
so as to form a consecutive course for students that wish to make biology
one of the chief subjects of the examination for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy. Such" students may specialise either in animal morphology
under the guidance of Dr. Tennent, or in animal physiology under the
guidance of Dr. Warren.
The Evolution of Organisms. Dr. Tennent.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Giten in 1912-13.)
The lectures deal 'with the growth of the idea of organic evolution. The course is his-
torical in character; when previously given much time was devoted to a critical examina-
tion of the work of Lamarck, Darwin, and De Vries.
Embryology of Echinoderms, Dr. Tennent.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Given in 1913-14.)
Embryology of Invertebrates, Dr. Tennent.
One hour a week throughout the year.
(Gizen in 1914-15.)
The embryology of invertebrates with special reference to germinal organisation, cleavage
and differentiation, and to the problems of inheritance and development is studied. This
course varies in accordance with the needs of the students in the department.
An Introduction to the History and -Literature of Animal Physiology,
Dr. Warren. One hour a week during the first semester.
(Gizen in 1911-12.)
The Problem of the Knee-jerk, and a discussion of the graphic method
in its application to physiology, Dr. Warren.
One hour a week during the second semester.
(Given in 1911-12.)
Selected Problems of Nutrition with special reference to recent discus-
sions of Standard diets, Dr. Warren. One hour a wee); througitout the year.
(Gizen in 1912-13.)
The Interstitial Secretion of Glands ("Internal Secretion", , Dr. Warren.
One hour a week during the first semester.
(Gizen in 1913-14.)
Selected Problems in Respiration and their bearing on the nature of
metabolism, and the problem of animal heat (Thermometry and Calori-
metrv), Dr. Warren. One hour a week during the second semester.
(Gizen in 1913-14.)
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Cytology, Dr. Stevens.* One hour a week throughout the year.
CGiven in each year.)
The course deals with the anatomy of the cell, and the relations and functions of its
various structures in unicellular and multicellular organisms. Special attention will be
given to the phenomena of karyokinesis and sexual reproduction and the theories connected
therewith. Considerable time will be devoted to the consideration of problems in insect
spermatogenesis.
Advanced Experimental Morphology: Mendelism and Eugenics, Dr.
Stevens. One hour a week during the first semester.
{Given in 1911-12.)
The course includes a full discussion of Mendel's principles of heredity, and modern
genetics, followed by a consideration of eugenics from the Mendelian standpoint.
Biometry, Selection, and the Pure Lines of Johannsen, Dr. Stevens.*
One hour a week during the second semester.
{Given in 1911-12.)
Biometrical methods of value to students of zoology, botany, and physiology will be
studied in this course. The Pure Lines of Johannsen will be discussed in connection with
the application of biometry to the study of evolution.
Sex-Determination, and Some Problems in Regeneration.!
One hour a week during the first semester.
{Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
The literature and theories of sex determination will be discussed; and some of the theo-
retical problems connected with recent studies on regeneration will be considered.
The Mutation Theory and Germinal Localisation, f
One hour a week during the second semester.
{Given in 1912-13 and again in 1914-15.)
The experimental work of De Vries, MacDougal, Tower and others will be made use of
in discussing the mutation theory of the Origin of Species, special attention being devoted
to the details of the experiments and to the methods employed. Experiments on the
fertilised and unfertilised egg, not included in the courses on embryology, will be discussed
under the topic Germinal Localisation.
By request of students registering for the course in experimental morphology, one or both
courses offered in 1911-12 may be substituted for those offered for 1912-13.
Biological Journal Club, Dr. Tennent, Dr. Warren and Dr. Stevens.*
One hour a week throughout the year.
The advanced students and the instructors meet for the presentation and discussion of
topics of current biological literature.
Laboratory Work, Dr. Tennent, Dr. Warren and Dr. Stevens.*
There is no regular course of laboratory instruction for graduates. Each student desir-
ing to devote a considerable portion of her time to such work is given an experimental
problem for verification or extension. The nature of the work depends in each case on
the qualifications of the student.
*Died May 4, 1912.
t To be given by an instructor whose appointment will be announced later.
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Department of Health and Hygiene.
The health of the students is under the care of a Health Com-
mittee consisting of the President of the College, the Dean of
the College, the Director of Athletics and Gymnastics, and the
Physicians of the College.
Every undergraduate student and hearer must be examined
each year by the Assistant Physician of the College, and twice
each year by the Director of Athletics and Gymnastics with
reference to physical development, strength of heart and lungs,
and general health. The eyes of students are examined by
the Examining Oculist of the College during the first semester
after entering the college and again during the first semester of
the junior year. Students who cannot furnish evidence of suc-
cessful vaccination within a period of two years are vaccinated
by the college physicians.
Eminent specialists practising in Philadelphia whose names
may be found in the list of academic appointments have con-
sented to serve as consulting physicians of the college. The
Assistant Physician will be in her college office during the hours
from four to six of every afternoon except Sunday and may be
consulted by the students without charge.
All students who are not under the special care of the attend-
ing physicians on account of illness are under the immediate
care of the Director of Athletics and Gymnastics. She receives
the reports of students on the special supervision list, keeps
careful records of the health of all students and endeavors by
lectures, interviews, personal advice, exercise, and general
hygiene to maintain and improve the health of the students.
A course of six lectures on personal and community hygiene is
given each year which freshmen are required to attend.
The infirmary fee of $10.00* paid by every resident student
entitles her to be cared for five days during the year without
extra charges for infirmary fee, nurses fees, or doctor's fees,
and also to the services of the nurses employed by the college
during temporary indisposition provided the nurses are free
at the time. In the case of more than five days' illness not
of an infectious character and of all diseases of an infectious
* See footnote, page 77.
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character the student must meet or share the expense of a
special nurse, the infirmary fees, and also hospital or sanitarium
charges for board and residence should she be removed from
the college by order of the Physician in Chief. The physician's
fees in all cases except during the five days specified above and
for consultations with the Assistant Physician during her office
hours must be paid by the student.
A special nurse for one student costs $4.80 a day or $30.60 a week. The
infirmary fee is $2.00 a day. When a student has not an infectious disease
the infirmary fee of $2.00 a day will include the nurse's fee provided it is
possible for one of the college nurses to. care for the student. It is often
possible for two or three students to be nursed by one extra nurse at the
same time, thus reducing the fee for nursing.
All communications concerning the health of the students
from parents and guardians, outside physicians, and others
should be addressed to the Dean of the College, who will also
excuse students for absence on account of illness before and
after vacations and from attendance on academic work.
Athletics and Gymnastics.
The exercise of the students is under the care of Miss Con-
stance M. K. Applebee, Director of Athletics and Gymnastics,
and Miss Elizabeth L. Gray, Assistant Director of Athletics and
Gymnastics.
The gymnasium (see page 184) is open for the use of stu-
dents from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Four periods of exercise a
week are required of all resident and non-resident undergraduate
students and hearers throughout the year. From December
first till April first attendance twice a week in the gymnasium is
compulsory for all resident and non-resident undergraduate
students and hearers. Students may take part during the year
in the following forms of exercise which are organised by the
Athletic Association under the supervision of the Director: in
the autumn, tennis and hockey; in the winter, water polo,
swimming meet, fencing, and indoor track athletics; in the
spring, basketball, track, and tennis. All students are required
to take six lessons in swimming each semester until able to
satisfy the required test. No undergraduate student will be
excused from the required exercise except by order of the
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Director of Athletics and Gymnastics. Special exercises are
prescribed for students needing individual corrective work, and
these are taken in addition to the regular class work. Every
student while exercising in the gymnasium must wear a gym-
nasium suit of the pattern prescribed by the Director.
Opportunities for Public Worship.
In the vicinity of the college there are churches of almost all
the various religious denominations. Coaches are provided by
the college on Sundays to enable students to attend the churches
in the neighborhood.
Religious services are held in the college every Sunday eve-
ning by prominent clergymen of different denominations. A
vesper service is held every Sunday afternoon and there is daily
morning chapel. Attendance on all the religious exercises of the
college is voluntary.
COLLEGE BUILDINGS.
The college buildings are situated at Bryn Mawr, in the sub-
urbs of Philadelphia, five miles west of the city, on the main line
of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The site of the college is four
hundred and twenty feet above sea level in the midst of a beau-
tiful rolling country made accessible by good roads in every
direction. The college grounds cover fifty-two acres, and
include lawns, tennis-courts, and two large athletic fields, one
of which is converted in winter into a skating-pond.
Taylor Hall (named after the founder), a large building of
Port Deposit stone, contains a general assembly room, eleven
lecture-rooms, and the offices of administration.
The library, the gift of the friends, graduates, and students of
the college, begun in April, 1903, was completed in February,
1907. It is built of gray stone in the Jacobean Gothic style of
architecture of the period of 1630 and forms three sides of a
closed quadrangle. The main building, devoted to the library
proper, faces east and is opposite and parallel to Taylor Hall at
a distance of about fifty yards; the principal entrances of the two
buildings face each other and are connected by a broad cement
path. The east front is one hundred and seventy-fourieetllong
and contains a three-story stack with accommodation for 88,000
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volumes, and above this a large reading-room with desks for one
hundred and thirty-six readers, each desk screened to a height of
two feet as in the British Museum reading-room to secure
privacy to the reader. No books of reference are kept in the
main reading-room. Beyond the reading-room on the south
side are the newspaper and magazine rooms. On the north
side are the Art and Archseological Seminaries, containing
collections of photographs, vases, and coins. The mam
building contains the Reference Book Room, the Semitic
Languages Seminary, the Christian Association Library, and
four cloak rooms. The wings of the building, running
symmetrically about two hundred feet in length from the
north and south ends of the main building, contain fourteen
seminary rooms and twenty-five professors' offices. The
books needed for graduate study and research are kept in
the seminary rooms and graduate lectures are held in them.
The seminaries are arranged as follows: Greek, Latin, English,
Art, Archseology, German, French, Italian and Spanish, and
Philosophy in the north wing; Mathematics, History, Econom-
ics and Psychology in the south wing, where are also offices for
the librarians and cataloguers. The total book capacity of the
library, including the seminary libraries and the books for gen-
eral studjr which are kept in the stack, is 168,449 volumes.
The building is absolutely fireproof. Professors' offices for
the senior professors in each department adjoin the seminary
rooms. There are also two seminary lecture-rooms accommo-
dating about fifteen students, one general lecture-room accom-
modating forty-two students, and five interview rooms.
On the first floor of the south wing the department of experi-
mental psychology has two large laboratories, one for general
work and one for research. The basement of the north wing
contains rooms for the Monograph Committee of the Faculty,
tht _dunmse Association, the Students' Association for Self-
Government, and fireproof safe rooms for the records and
archives of the college. The quadrangular court enclosed
by the building is surrounded by. cloisters and in the centre
of the grass enclosure is a fountain, the gift of the class
of 1901.
The library is open for students on week-days from 8 a.m. till
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10 p.m. and on Sundays from 2 p.m. till 10 p.m. It is open for
the faculty at all hours.
In January, 1893, the scientific departments of the college
were transferred to Dalton Hall, a stone building erected bjT the
trustees out of funds in large part contributed by the generosity
of friends of the college. Dalton Hall is entirely occupied by the
scientific departments, the special scientific libraries, and the
consultation-rooms of the professors of science. The first floor
and the basement are reserved for physics, the second floor is
reserved for biology, the third floor for chemistry, and the
fourth and fifth floors for geology. In December, 1893, a
greenhouse designed for the use of the botanical depart-
ment was added to Dalton Hall as the gift of the alumnae
and students.
Around Taylor Hall the trustees have erected halls of resi-
dence for the accommodation of students. Plans and descrip-
tions of the six halls of residence, Merion Hall, Radnor Hall,
Denbigh Hall, Pembroke Hall East, Pembroke Hall AYest, and
Rockefeller Hall, the gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, and of the
academic buildings, Taylor Hall, the Library, and Dalton Hall,
are published in Part 4 of the Bryn Mawr College Calendar to be
obtained from the Secretary of the College.
Music-rooms with sound-proof walls and ceilings are provided
in Pembroke Hall East, and rooms where the students can have
hairdressing and dressmaking done, and a club and luncheon-
room for non-resident students in Rockefeller Hall.
The new gymnasium, erected on the site of the first gym-
nasium and the gift of the Athletic Association, the alumnae
and thirteen neighbors of the college, was completed in February,
1909. It is open to the students from 8 a.m. till 10 p.m., daily,
contains a large hall for gymnastic exercises, with a running or
walking track for use in rainy weather; a room for the director
and an adjoining room for the examination and record of the
physical development of the students, a waiting-room, and
cloak rooms. In the basement are dressing-rooms and shower-
baths for use after exercise and a swimming-tank, seventy feet
long, twenty feet wide, and from four to seven and a half feet
deep, given in 1894 by the alumnae, students, and friends of the
college, and well supplied with spring boards, life preservers, and
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other apparatus for the teaching of swimming. The gymnasium
is under the charge of a director and two assistants.
There is on the grounds, separated from the other buildings, a
cottage infirmary, or hospital, with accommodation for patients
and nurses, and its own kitchen and bathrooms.
A central power-house, which was erected in 1902 as part of
the gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, furnishes heat, electric
light, and hot water for all the college buildings. Steam is
conducted through tunnels underground to coils in the base-
ment of each building. Air brought in from the outside is
blown through the heaters by powerful fans and distributed to
the various rooms, and the system is so adjusted as to change
the air completely in every room once in every ten minutes
throughout the day and night. The temperature is regulated
by thermostats in the heating coils as well as in the individual
rooms. The electric lights, including electric reading-lamps for
each student, are installed in the most approved manner and
the voltage is kept constant so that there is no fluctuation. A
constant and abundant supply of hot water is laid on and
maintained at a temperature of 180 degrees during all the
twenty-four hours of the day, in all the bathrooms and station-
ary wash-stands and tea pantries.
The Delaware and Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Com-
pany, a branch of the long-distance Bell Telephone Company,
maintains telephone pay stations in each of the halls of residence,
in the library and in the gymnasium, by means of which the
students may be communicated with at any time. Near the col-
lege are a Postal Telegraph-Cable Company office (service 6 a.m.
to 12 p.m.), an Adams Express office, a United States money-
order office, and two banks. There are good roads in every
direction. Horses for riding and driving may be kept at livery
near the college at a cost of twenty-five dollars a month.
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* Mrs. William Bashford Huff. t Deceased, May, 1912.
J Mrs. Lewis Albert Anderson. § Mrs. George Arthur Wilson.

SCHEDULE OF LECTURES,
Hour COURSE MONDAY TUESDAY
9
Matriculation
General
Minor
Major
Elective
Graduate
Greek (Kirk)
German (Ehlers)
French (Hopp;
Philosophy (T. de Laguna)
Greek, Plato (Sanders)
French Literature (Cons)
Greek and Roman Architecture
Mathematics, Conies (Scott)
Chemistry (Kohler)
German Literature (Jessen)
Comparative Literature, Modern Drama
(Hatcher)
Modern History, The Renaissance (Har-
ing)
Ancient History, Age of Pericles (Fergu-
son)
Biology, Theoretical (Tennent)
Physics (W. B. Huff)
Geology (T. C. Brown)
Greek (Kirk)
German (Ehlers)
French (Hopp)
Psychology (Leuba)
Greek, Homer (Wright)
French Reading (Schinz)
Vase Painting
Mathematics, Trigonometry (H. S. Hull
Chemistry (Kohler)
German, Faust (Jessen)
Modern History, British Imperialisn;
(Smith)
Ancient History, Julius Caesar (Fergu-
son)
Physics, Physical Basis of Music cw. B.
Huff)
Geology (Bascom)
10
General
Minor
Major
Elective
Post-hajob
English Lit., 2nd yr. (Donnelly)
German Grammar (Lasch)
Spanish (DeHaan)
Comparative Literature, Renaissance
Lyrics (Hatcher)
History since 1799, Div. A (Haring)
Div. B (Cleveland)
Biology (Tennent)
Philosophy, Empiricism and Rational-
ism (G. de Laguna)
Geology (T. C. Brown)
Physics (Barnes)
Chemistry (German)
Eng. Comp. 2nd yr.
German Literature( Jessen)
Spanish (DeHaan)
Comparative Literature, Culture of th(
Renaissance (G. G. King;
History of the Reformation (Smith) 1
History of England since 1066 (Cleve-
land;
Biology (Tennent)
Geology (T. C. Brown)
Pragmatism (T. de Laguna)
Mathematics Preparatory to Science (H
S. Huff)
11
General
Minor
Major
Elective
Post-major
Graduate
English Lit., 1st yr. (Donnelly)
Mid. Eng. Romances (C. F. Brown)
Ancient History, Oriental (Barton)
Economics, Introd. to Economics,
Div. A (Parris)
Div. B (Hudson)
Philosophy, Problems in (T. de Laguna)
Physics (W. B. Huff)
Latin, Tacitus (Wheeler)
English, Classical and Romantic Prose
(Upham)
Spanish Reading (DeHaan)
Mathematics (Conner)
Chemistry (Getman)
Petrography (Bascom)
Systematic Psychology (Ferree)
Eng. Comp., 1st yr.
English Poetry (Donnelly)
Ancient History, Classical (Ferguson)
Politics, Problems in,
Div. A (Hudson)
Div. B ( )
Psychology (Leuba)
Physics (W. B. Huff)
Latin Literature (Frank)
Italian (Holbrook)
Spanish Literature (DeHaan)
Mathematics (Conner)
Chemistry (Getman;
Methods of Social Research (Parris)
Biology (Warren)
12
Minor
Major
Elective
Graduate
Latin Composition, Div. A (Wheeler)
Div. B (Ferguson)
Div. C (Swindler;
English, 19th Century Critics (Upham)
Italian (Holbrook)
History of Art, Italian Renaissance
Painting (G. G. King;
Geology (Bascom)
Greek, Demosthenes (Sanders)
French Literature (Schinz)
History. French Revolution (Cleveland)
Economics and Politics, History of Eco-
nomic Thought, Div. A (Parris)
Div. B (Hudson)
Physics (Barnes)
Biology (Warren)
Chemistry (Kohler)
Latin, Horace, Div. A (Frank)
Div. B (Swindler)
Div. C (Ferguson)
English, Anelo-Sason (C. F. Brown)
Italian (Holbrook)
History of Art, Renaissance Sculptur :
(G. G. King)
Geology (Bascom)
Greek Literature (Wright)
French Reading (Cons) f
History, United States from 1S65 Smith :
Economics and Politics, Social Politics i
Div. A (Hudson)
Div. B ( )
Physics (Barnes)
Biology (Warren)
Descriptive Astronomy (Conner)
Cytology
.
FIRST SEMESTER, 1912-13.
WEDNESDAY
Greek (Kirk)
German (Ehlers)
French (Hopp)
Philosophy (T. de Laguna)
Greek, Plato (Sanders)
French Reading (Cons)
Greek and Roman Architecture
Mathematics, Conies (Scott)
Chemistry (Kohler)
German Composition and Reading
(Lasch)
Comparative Literature, Modern Drama,
(Hatcher)
Modern History, The Renaissance (Har-
ing)
Ancient History, Age of Pericles (Fergu-
son)
THURSDAY
Greek (Kirk)
German (Ehlers)
French (Hopp)
Psychology (Leuba)
Greek, Homer (Wright)
French Composition (Schinz)
Mathematics, Trigonometry (H. S. HuB)
Chemistry (Kohler)
German, Faust (Jessen)
Modern History British Imperialism
(Smith)
Ancient History, Roman Life (Frank)
Geology, Evolution of Vertebrates (T. C. New Testament Canon (Barton)
Brown) Geology, Cosmogony (Bascom)
Physics (W. B. Huff)
Renaissance
English Lit., 2nd yr. (Donnelly)
German (Lasch)
Spanish (DeHaan)
Comparative Literature,
Lyrics (Hatcher)
Historv since 1799, Div. A (Haring)
Div. B (Cleveland)
Biology (Tennent)
Philosophy, Empiricism and Rational-
ism (G. de Laguna)
Geology (T. C. Brown)
Fundamental Theorems of Mathematics
(Scott)
Physics (Barnes)
Chemlstrs' (Getman)
English Lit., 1st yr. (Donnelly)
Mid. Eng. Romances (C. F. Brown)
Ancient History, Oriental (Barton) .
Economics, Introduction to
Div. A (Parrls)
Div. B (Hudson)
Philosophy, Problems in (T. de Laguna)
Physics (W. B. Huff)
Latin, Tacitus (Wheeler)
English, Classical and Romantic Prose
(Upham)
Spanish Grammar (De Haan)
Mathematics (Conner
Chemistry (Getman)
Petrography (Bascom)
Systematic Psychology (Ferree)
Latin, Cicero, Div. A (Wheeler)
Div. B (Ferguson)
Div. C (Swindler)
English, 19th Century Critics (TJpham)
Italian (Holbrook)
History of Art, Italian Renaissance
Painting (G. G. King)
Geology (Bascom)
Physics, Sem. and J. Club (W- B. Huff
and Barnes)
Biology, Journal Club (Tennent, Warren)
Greek (Kirk)
German (Ehlers)
French (Hopp)
Philosophy (T. de Laguna)
Greek Composition (Sanders)
French Literature (Cons)
Greek and Roman Architecture
Mathematics, Conies (Scott)
Chemistry (Kohler)
German Literature (Jessen)
Comparative Literature, Modern Drama
(Hatcher)
Modern History, The Renaissance (Har-
ing)
Ancient History, the Age of Pericles,
(Ferguson)
Geology, Evolution of Vertebrates (T. C.
Brown)
Physics (W. B. Huff)
Eng. Comp., 2nd yr.
German Literature (Jessen)
Spanish (DeHaan)
Comparative Literature, Culture of the
Renaissance (G. G. King)
History of the Reformation (Smith)
History of England since 1066 (Cleveland)
Biology (Tennent)
Psychology, Experimental (Ferree)
Geology (T. C. Brown)
Mathematics Preparatory to Science
(H. S. Huff)
Eng. Comp., 1st yr.
English Poetry (Donnelly)
Ancient History, Classical (Ferguson)
Politics. Problems in
Div. A (Hudson)
Div. B
Psychology (Leuba)
Physics (W. B. Hufl)
Latin Literature (FTank)
Italian (Holbrook)
Spanish Literature (De Haan)
Mathematics (Conner)
Chemistry (Getman)
Methods of Social Research (Parrls)
Biology (Tennent)
Latin, Horace, Div. A (Frank)
Div. B (Swindler)
Div. C (Ferguson)
English, Anglo-Saxon (C. F. Brown)
Italian (Holbrook)
History of Art, Renaissance Sculpture
(G. G. King)
Geology (Bascom)
English Lit., 2nd yr. (Donnelly)
German, (Lasch)
Spanish (DeHaan)
Comparative Literature, Renaissance
Lyrics (Hatcher)
History since 1799, Div. A (Haring)
Div. B (Cleveland)
Biology (Tennent)
Philosophy, Empiricism and Rational-
ism (G. de Laguna)
Geology (T. C. Brown)
Physics (Barnes)
Chemistry (Getman)
English, 1st yr. (Donnelly)
Mid. Eng. Romances (C. F. Brown)
Ancient History, Oriental (Barton)
Economics, Introduction to
Div. A (Parrls)
Div. B (Hudson)
Philosophy, Problems in (T. de Laguna)
Physics (W B. Huff)
Latin. Tacitus (Wheeler)
English, Classical and Romantic Prose
(Upham)
Spanish Reading (De Haan)
Mathematics (Conner)
Chemistry (Getman)
Petrography (Bascom)
Systematic Psychology (Ferree)
Latin, Cicero, Div. A (Wheeler)
Div. B (Ferguson)
Div. C (Swindler)
English, 19th Century Critics (Upham)
Italian (Holbrook)
Hisrorv of Art, Italian Renaissance
Painting (G. G. King)
Geology (Bascom)
Greek, Aristophanes (Sanders)
French Reading (Schinz)
History, French Revolution (Cleveland)
Economics and Politics, History of Eco-
nomic Thought, Div. A (Parris)
Div. B (Hudson)
Physics (Barnes)
Biology (Warren)
Chemistry (Kohler
Greek Literature (Wright)
French ComDosition (Cons)
History, United States from 1S65 (Smith)
Economics and Politics, Social Politics
Div. A (Hudson)
Div. B ( )
Physics (Barnes)
Biology (Warren)
Descriptive Astronomy (Conner)
Chemistry Journal Club (Kohler and Chemistry (Kohler)
Getman)
!
Greek, Demosthenes (Sanders)
French Literature (Schinz)
History, French Revolution (Cleveland)
Economics and Politics, History of Eco-
nomic Thought, Div. A (Parris)
Div. B (Hudson)
I
Physics (Barnes)
Biology (Warren)
SCHEDULE OF LECTURES,
Laboratory Work
Post-major
Elective
Post-major
Physics, Minor CW. B. Hufl>
Chemistry, Minor (Kohler;
Geology, Minor, Field Work (Bascom)
Biology, Minor (Tennent)
History of Christian Doctrine (Barton)
Greek, .Eschylus (Sanders)
Middle High German (Lasch)
French, Women Writers ot the Renais-
sance (Cons)
Economics and Politics, Modern Democ-
racy (Hudson;
Metaphysics (G. de Laguna)
Mathematics (Scott)
Experimental Morphology
TCE5DAY
Psychology, Major (Ferree)
Physics, Minor (W. B. Huff)
Chemistry, Minor (Kohler)
Geology, Minor (Bascom;
Biology, Minor (Tennent;
History of Christian Doctrine < Barton)
Greek, .Esctylus 'Sander;
Spanish 'DeHaan - '
French, Women Writers of the Renais-
sance (Cons)
Economics and Politics. Modern Democ-
racy (Hudson)
Metaphysics <G. de Laguna)
Mathematics (Scott)
Greek Seminary, Menander (Wright;, 2—i i Seminarv in English Literature (Don-
Modern Literary Criticism (Epham) ' nelly), 2^4
English Historical Grammar (C. F.'
Brown)
Old French Readings (Holbrook)
Laboratory Work
Physics, Minor (W. B. Huff;
Chemistry, Minor (Kohler)
Geology, Minor, Field Work (Bascom)
Biology, Minor (Tennent;
Elocution, Reading of Prose (A. S. King)
Latin, Vergil (Frank)
History, American Constitutional (Smith)
Middle English, Seminary (C. F. Brown),
3-4.30
Introduction to Teutonic Philology
Las c li
Old Spanish, Reading (DeHaan)
Ethiopic (Barton;
Mathematical Journal Club (Scott and
Conner; Alternate Weeks
Psychology Journal Club (Leuba and
Ferree,
Psychology, Major (Ferree)
Physics, Minor (W. B. Huff;
Chemistry, Minor (Kohler)
Geology, Minor (Bascom;
Biology, Minor (Tennent)
Reading of Prose A. S.Elocution,
King;
Latin, Vergil (Frank)
History. American Constitutional (Smith),
Advanced Experimental Psychology
(Ferree)
Mathematics (Conner)
Greek Seminary (Sanders), 3—1.30
Beowulf (C. F. Brown)
Seminarv in French Literature (Seninz),
3.30-5.
Old Norse (Lasch)
Elementary Semitic Languages (Barton)
Seminary in Roman Literature (Frank),
4-6
Seminary in Elizabethan Literature
(Hatcher), 4.30-6
Seminary in Teutonic Philology (Lasch)
Old French Seminary (Holbrook), 4—6
Hebrew (Barton)
History Journal Club (Haring, Smith,
and Cleveland), 4-6. Alternate Weeks
Economics Journal Club (Parris, Hudson,
and
—;, 4-6. Alternate Weeks
Psychology Seminary (Leuba), 4-6
Latin Journal Club (Wheeler and Frank),
4.30-6. Alternate Weeks
Seminary in English Literature (Epham),
4.30-6
German Journal Club (Jessenand Lasch),
4.30-6. Alternate Weeks.
Old French Philology, 1st yr. (Holbrook),
4.30-6
Seminary in European History (Haring),
4.30-6
Seminary in Polities (Hudson;, 4-6
Ethical Seminary (T. de Laguna;, 4.30-6
FIRST SEMESTER, 1912-13 (continued).
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
Psychology, Major (Ferree)
Greek, Aristophanes (Sanders)
Latin, Advanced Composition (Frank)
German, Reading (Jessen)
Spanish (DeHaan)
Economics and Politics, Modern Democ-
racy (Hudson)
Modern Literary Criticism (Upham)
Old Provencal (Holbrook)
Archaeological Seminary, 2-4
Psychology, Major (Ferree)
Physics, Major (Barnes)
Chemistry, Major (Getman)
Geology, Major (T. C. Brown)
Biology, Major (Warren)
Greek, Menander (Wright)
Latin, Roman Empire (Ferguson)
German Literature (Jessen)
French, Lyric Poetry (Schinz)
Economics and Politics, Literature of
Socialism ( )
Seminary in Comparative Literature
(Hatcher) 2-4
English Historical Grammar (C. F.
Brown)
Old French Readings (Holbrook)
Physics, Major (Barnes)
Chemistry, Major (Getman)
Geology. Major (T. C. Brown)
Biology, Major (Warren)
Greek, Menander (Wright)
Latin. Roman Empire (Ferguson)
German Literature (Jessen)
French, Lyric Poetry (Schinz)
Economics and Politics, Literature of
Socialism ( )
Old Provencal (Holbrook)
Psychology, Major (Ferree)
Verse Composition (G. G. King)
Eugenics
Latin, Vergil (Frank)
History, American Constitutional (Smith)
Mathematics (Conner)
Middle English Seminary (C. F. Brown),
3^.30
German, Literary Criticism (Jessen)
Gothic (Lasch)
New Testament Greek Seminary (Bar-
ton)
Petrology (Fieldwork) (Bascom)
Psychology, Major (Ferree)
Physics, Major (Barnes)
Chemistry, Major (Getman)
Geology, Major (T. C. Brown)
.Biology, Major (Warren)
Argumentation (Shearer)
Descriptive Writing (Donnelly)
Education (Leuba)
History, England since 1714 (Cleveland)
Roman Elegy (Wheeler)
Greek Seminary (Sanders), 3-4.30
Beowuli (C. F. Brown)
Seminary in French Literature (Schinz),
3.30-5
Essays in Spanish (De Haan)
Elementary Semitic Languages (Barton)
Philosophy Journal Club (T. de Laguna
and G. de Laguna), 3-4.30
Physics, Major (Barnes)
Chemistry, Major (Getman)
Geology, Major (T. C. Brown)
Biology, Major (Warren)
Education (Leuba)
History, England since 1714 (Cleveland)
Roman Elegy (Wheeler)
English Journal Club (C.F. Brown, Don-
nelly, Upham, Hatcher), 3-4.30. Alter-
nate Weeks
Gothic (Lasch)
Romance Languages Journal Club (De
Haan, Schinz, Holbrook, Cons), 3-
4.30. Alternate Weeks
Archaeological Journal Club, 3^.30.
Alternate Weeks.
Latin Seminary (Wheeler), 4.30-6
Seminary in Elizabethan Literature
(Hatcher), 4.30-6
Old High German (Lasch)
Seminary in French (Cons), 4-6
Advanced Italian (Holbrook), 4-6
Seminary in American History (Smith),
4-6
Mathematics (Conner), 4-6
Advanced Experimental Morphology
Seminary in English Literature (Upham)
,
4.30-6
Seminary in German Literature (Jessen)
4-6
Old French Philology, 1st yr. (Holbrook),
4.30-6
Semitic Seminary (Barton)
Seminary in European History (Haring)
4.30-6
Seminary in Economics ( ), 4-6
Ethical Seminary (T. de Laguna), 4.30-6
Mathematics (Scott), 4-6
Physiology (Warren)
Latin Seminary (Wheeler), 4.30-6
Old High German (Lasch)
Hebrew (Barton)
Seminary in Economics (Parrls) 4-6
Spanish Literature (DeHaan)
Educational Psychology (Leuba)
Spanish Philology (DeHaan)
Educational Psychology (Leuba)
SCHEDULE OF COLLEGIATE EXAMINATIONS,
I
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22nd.
Elective. Hour.
Argumentation 9-11
Post-major.
Latin, Roman Elegy 9-11
German, Literature and Reading 2- 4
History, England since 1714 9-11
Economics, Literature of Social-
MONDAY, JANUARY 27th. TUESDAY, JANUARY 28th. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29th.
General. Hour.
Second Year English, Com-
position 9-11
Minor. Hour.
Latin, Cicero 9-11
Latin Composition 11-12.15
Enalish, Nineteenth Century
Critics 9-11
Electtve. Hour.
History of Christian Doctrine. .
.
9-11
Post-Major.
German, Literature 9-11 Italian 9-12
History of Art, Italian Painting. 9-11
Geology 9-12
Major.
Comparative Literature, Culture Middle High German 9-10.15
of the Renaissance 9-11
History of the Reformation 9-11
History of England since 1066. . 9-11
French, Women Writers 9-11
Spanish 9-11
History, American Constitution. 2- 4
Major.
Psychology 9-11
Elective.
Pragmatism 9-10.15
Mathematics Preparatory to
Science 9-11
Post-Major.
Greek, Aristophanes 2-3.15
Latin Prose Composition 2- 3.15
French, Literature 9-11
History of the French Revolution 9-11
History of Economic Thought . . . 9-11
Physics 9-12
Metaphysics 9-11
Mathematics, Modern Geometry 9-11
Experimental Psychology 2-4
Experimental Morphology 9-10.15
Biology 9-12
Elective.
SCHEDULE OF MATRICULATION EXAMINATIONS,
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28th. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29th.
Hour.
English Composition 9.30-12.30
Hour.
Algebra 9.30-12
Latin Poets 2.30- 4
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3rd. TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4th.
Hour.
Minor Latin, Section A 9.30-12.30
Hour.
Minor Latin, Section B 9.30-12.30
Trigonometry 2.30- 4.30 Solid Geometry 2.30- 4.30
This schedule of examinations is printed in advance in order that students may elect their courses and plan their examinations
by it; on this account it will be impossible to change the time of any examination, except in case of a change in the lecture schedule.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 23rd.
General. Hour.
Second Year English, Literature
.
9-11
Minor.
German, Grammar and Reading. 9-11
Spanish 9-12
Comparative Literature, Renais-
sance Lyrics 9-11
History since 1799 9-11
Biology 9-12
Major.
Philosophy, Empiricism 9-11
Geology 9-12
Elective.
Fundamental Theorems of
Mathematics 9-10.15
POST-MAJOR.
Physics 9-11
Chemistry 9-11
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30th.
General. Hour.
First Year English, Composition 9-11
Minor.
English Poetry 9-11
Ancient History, Classical 9-11
Politics, Problems in 9-11
Psychology 9-11
Major.
Latin, Literature 9-11
Mathematics, Theory of Equa-
tions 9-11
Elective.
Methods of Social Research 9-11
Post-Major.
Biology 9-11
Mathematics, Differential Equa-
tions 2-4
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24th.
Hour.
9-11
Com-
9-11
SATURDAY, JANUARY 25th.
General.
First Year English, Literature.
Minor.
Middle English Romances .
.
' Ancient History, Oriental
. .
.
9-11 Economics, Introduction to
.
9-10.15 Philosophy, Problems in ...
9-11 Physics
General.
Psychology
Minor.
Greek, Homer
French, Reading and
position
Vase Painting
Mathematics, Trigonometry
Major. Major.
German, Faust 9-11 Latin, Tacitus
History, British Imperialism 9-11 English, Classical and Romantic
History, Julius Caesar 9-10.15. Prose
Ancient History, Roman Life 10.30-11.45 Spanish
Mathematics, Differential and
Elective. Integral Calculus
Physical Basis of Music 9-10.15; Chemistry
Geology, Cosmogony 10.30-11.15 ^
Post-Major.
Petrography
Verse Composition
Hour.
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-12
9-11
9-11
9-12
9-11
9-12
9-11
2- 4
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31si.
Elementart.
Greek...
German.
French .
.
General.
Philosophy
Minor.
Greek, Plato and Composition.
.
.
French, Literature and Reading.
Greek and Roman Architecture.
Mathematics, Analytical Conies.
Chemistry
Hour.
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12.15
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-12
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1st.
Minor.
Latin, Horace
English, Anglo-Saxon^
History of
Sculpture.
Art, Renaissance
Hour.
9-11
9-11
9-11
Major.
German, Literature
German, Reading and Composi-
tion
Comparative Literature, Drama.
Modern History, The Renais-
sance..
Ancient History, Age of Pericles
.
Elective.
Geology, Evolution of Verte-
Biology, Theoretical .' .' .' .'
!
'. '. '. '.
'.
'. 11-12.15
Major.
Greek, Literature 9-11
French, Reading and Composi-
tion 9-11
Politics, Social Politics 9-11
History, United States from 1865 9-11
Elective.
Descriptive Astronomy 9-11
9-11
11-12.15
9-11
9-11
9-11
JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 1913.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30th. FRIDAY, JANUARY 31st. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1st.
Hour. Hour.
French 9.30-12.30 Geometry 9.30-12
History 2.30- 4 Latin Composition 2.30- 4
Hour.
German 9.30-12.30
Latin Prose Authors 2.30- 4.30
SCHEDULE OF COLLEGIATE EXAMINATIONS,
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21st.
Minor. Hour.
Latin, Horace 9-11
English, Anglo-Saxon 9-11 ,
History of Art, Renaissance
Sculpture 9-11
Major.
Greek, Literature 9-11
French, Reading and Composi-
tion 9-11
Politics, Social Politics 9-11
History, United States from
1865 9-11
Elective.
Descriptive Astronomy 9-11
MONDAY, MAY 26th. TUESDAY, MAY 27th. WEDNESDAY, MAY 28th.
General. Hour.
First Year, English Literature. .
.
9-11
Minor.
Middle English Romances 9-11
Ancient History, Oriental 9-11
Economics, Introduction to 9-11
Philosophy, Ethics 9-11
Physics 9-12
Major.
Latin, Comedy 9-11
English, Classical and Romantic
Prose 9-11
Spanish 9-12
Mathematics, Curve Tracing and
History 9-11
Chemistry 9-12
Post-Major.
Petrography 9-11
Verse Composition 2-4
General.
Second Year, English Composi-
tion.
Minor.
German, Literature
Comparative Literature, Culture
of the Renaissance
History of the Reformation
History of England since 1066.
.
Major.
Psychology
Elective.
Pragmatism
Mathematics, Preparatory to
Science
Hour. Elective. Hour.
History of Christian Doctrine. . . 9-11
English, Reading of Prose 9-11
Post-Major.
Greek, Pindar
Latin, Roman Prose
Middle High German
French, Women Writers
Spanish
History, American Constitutional
Politics, Modern Democracy. . .
.
Metaphysics
Mathematics, Modern Geometry
Experimental Psychology 2-4
. Experimental Morphology 9-10.15
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
2- 4
9-10.15
9-11
9-11
2- 4
9-11
9-11
9-11
Post-Major.
Greek, Sophocles
.
Latin, Prose Composition
.
9-10.15
9-11
2- 3.15
2- 3.15
SCHEDULE OF MATRICULATION
MONDAY, JUNE 2nd. TUESDAY, JUNE 3rd. WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4th.
Hour.
French 9 30-12 30
Hour.
Geometry 9.30-12
Latin Composition 2.30- 4
Hour.
German 9.30-12.30
History . 2.30- 4 Latin Prose Authors 2.30- 4.30
.-
SECOND SEMESTER, 1912-13.
THURSDAY, MAY 22nd. FRIDAY, MAY 23rd. SATURDAY, MAY 24th.
Elective. Hour.
Argumentation 9-11
Narrative Writing 9-11
Education 9-11
Post-Major.
Greek, Herondas and Sophocles. 2- 4
i j
Latin, Roman Empire 2-4
|i Latin, Roman Elegy 9-11
I German, Literature and Reading 2- 4
I French, Lyric Poetry 2-4
I History, England since 1714. . . . 9-11
I Economics, Literature of Social-
ism 2-4
THURSDAY, MAY 29th.
General. Hour.
Second Year, English Literature
.
9-11
Minor.
German, Grammar and Reading. 9-11
Spanish 9-12
Comparative Literature, Modern
Pastoral 9-11
History since 1799 9-11
Biology, Embryology 9-10
Major.
Philosophy, Empiricism 9-11
Geology 9-12
Elective.
Fundamental Theorems of
Mathematics 9-10.:
Post-Major.
Physics 9-11
Chemistry 9-11
FRIDAY, MAY 30th.
Minor. Hour.
Latin, Terence 9-11
Latin, Composition 11-12.15
English, Nineteenth Century
Critics 9-11
Italian 9-12
History of Art, Italian Painting. 9-11
Geology 9-12
Major.
Greek, Thucydides 9-11
French, Literature 9-11
History of the French Revolution 9-11
History of Economic Thought ..
.
9-11
Physics 9-12
Biology, Vertebrates 9-11
Elective.
Euthenics 2- 3.15
General. Hour.
First Year, English Composition 9-11
Minor.
English, Poetry 9-11
Ancient History, Classical 9-11
Politics, Problems in 9-11
Psychology 9-11
Major.
Latin, Literature 9-11
Mathematics, Analytical Geome-
try 9-11
Elective.
Methods of Social Research 9-11
Post-Major.
Biology 9-11
Mathematics, Differential Equa-
tions 2-4
General. Hour.
Psychology 9-11
Minor.
Greek, Homer 9-11
French, Reading and Composi-
tion 9-11
Vase Painting 9-10.15
Mathematics, Theory of Equa-
tions 9-11
Chemistry, Organic 9-11
Major.
German, Faust 9-11
History, British Imperialism .... 9-11
Ancient History, Julius Csesar.
.
.
9-10.15
Ancient History, Roman Life
. . .
10.30-11.45
.
Elective.
Physical Basis of Music 9-10.15
Geology, Cosmogony 10.30-11.45
SATURDAY, MAY 3 1st.
Elementary.
Greek
. .
.
German
.
French. .
General.
Philosophy
Minor.
Greek, Euripides and Composi-
tion
French, Literature and Reading.
Greek and Roman Architecture .
.
Mathematics, Differential and
Integral Calculus
Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis
.
Major.
German, Literature .
Hour.
9-10.30
9-10.30
9-10.30
9-11
9-12.15
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
9-11
German, Reading and Composi-
tion 11-12.15
Comparative Literature, Drama. 9-11
Modern History, Renaissance. . . 9-11
Ancient History, Age of Pericles. 9-11
Elective.
Geology, Evolution of Mammals 9-11
Biology, Theoretical 11-12.15
EXAMINATIONS, SPRING, 1913.
THURSDAY, MAY 29th.
Hour.
Minor Latin, Section A 9.30-12.30
Trigonometry 9.30-11.30
Minor Latin, Section B 2.30- 5.30
Solid Geometry 2.30- 4.30
FRIDAY, MAY 30th. SATURDAY, MAY 31st.
Hour. Hour.
English Composition 9.30-12.30 Algebra 9.30-12
English Grammar, etc 2.30- 4.30 Latin Poets . .
._
2.30- 4
Greek Poets 4.45- 5.45 Greek Composition 4.15- 5.15
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British Scholarships 71
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College Entrance Examination
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Course, Major 61
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In Anglo-Saxon 105, 109
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In Archaeology 150-153
In Biblical Literature 130-132
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In Chemistry 163-167
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Art 150-153
In Comparative Literature. . ..127-130
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In Ethics 146, 148
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In Greek 92-96
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In Italian 124-125
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In Latin 97-101
In Logic 147, 148
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In Modern History. .134-136, 138-139
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. . .164, 165, 166
In Oriental History 131, 136
In Palaeogeography 172
In Philosophy 144-149
In Physical Culture 181-182
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. . 174, 176, 178
In Psychology 145-149
In Political Science 140-144
In Romance Languages 118-127
In Sanskrit 92
In Semitic Languages 130-134
In Spanish 125-127
In Spectroscopy 162
In Theory of Heat 160
In Theory of Light 160
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In Trigonometry 154
In Zoology 175, 176
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Of Bachelor of Arts 57-67
Of Doctor of Philosophy 67-68
Of Master of Arts 67
Directors 9
Dissertations 187-190
Economics and Politics 140-144
Education 149-150
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Embryology 174, 176, 178
English 102-110
Ethics 146, 148
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Executive Staff 16-17
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For Graduate Students 71-73
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For Tuition 71-73, 74
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German Scholarships 71
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In Education 150
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In Ethiopic 133
In Experimental Morphology 179
In French 122-124
In French Philology 124
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In Gothic 116
In Greek 95-96
In Hebrew 133
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In Italian 125
In Latin 100-101
In Mathematics 156-157
In Metaphysics 148
In Middle English 108-109
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In Norse 115
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In Old Provencal 124
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.
122-124, 1 25,
126-127
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Graduate Scholarships 70
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Greek 92-96
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Gymnasium 181, 184
Health 180-181
Hearers 48-49
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History 133-139
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Instruction 91-179
Italian 124-125
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Lectures, Schedule of 192-195
Libraries 82-89
Loan Fund 78
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In French 118
In German Ill
In Greek 92
Matriculation Examinations,
Where held 51
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In English 55-56
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In Greek 56
In Latin 54
In History 54
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Medicine, Course Preliminary to 158
Mineralogy 172
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Natural Science 157-179
Norse 115
Officers of Administration 10
Pedagogy 149-150
Periodicals, List of 83-88
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Philology, Teutonic 115-118
Philosophy 144-149
Physics 159-163
Physiology 174, 176, 178
Political Science 140-144
Psychology 145-149
Residence 73, 74-78
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Sanskrit 92
Schedule of Lectures 192-195
Scholarships 71, 78-81
Secretaries 10
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Spanish 125-127
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Alphabetical List of 20-45
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Summary of 45
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Tuition Fees 71-72, 73, 74, 77
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